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Dec. 1, Tue.
Chair: K. Maeda
9:00-10:00 (Invited talk: 60min)
Ben Craps (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

“Cosmological Singularity Problem”
10:00-10:40 (20min × 2)
Seong Chan Park (IPMU)

“Randall-Sundrum Black holes at colliders”
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Tomo Tanaka (Waseda University)
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Fumitoshi Amemiya (Keio University)

“Gauge-invariant construction of quantum cosmology”
Kazumi Kashiyama (Kyoto University)
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Chair: M. Sasaki
16:20-17:20 (Invited talk: 60min)
Qing-Guo Huang (Korea Institute for Advanced Study)

“A story of the primordial non-Gaussianity”
17:20-18:00 (20min × 2)
Masato Nozawa (Waseda University)

“Dynamical black holes from intersecting M-branes”
Tsuyoshi Houri (Osaka City University)

“Geodesic Integrability of Charged Rotating Black Holes”

Dec. 2, Wed.
Chair: J. Soda
9:00-10:00 (Invited talk: 60min)
Tsunehide Kuroki (Rikkyo University)

“Boundary condition for D-brane from Wilson loop at the AdS boundary”
10:00-10:40 (20min × 2)
Toyokazu Sekiguchi (ICRR, University of Tokyo)

“Constraining single-field slow-roll inflation models with Bayesian model selection”
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18:30-20:30 Conference Dinner

Dec. 3, Thu.
Chair: Y. Sekiguchi
9:00-9:40 (Invited talk: 40min)
Shunji Kitamoto (Rikkyo University)

“X-Ray Observation of Black Hole Candidates”
9:40-10:40 (20min × 3)
Makoto Miyoshi (National Astronomical Observatory of Japan)

“An Earliest Black Hole Imager at Andes”
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“Background evolution of vector inflation”
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Masaaki Watanabe (Kyoto University)

“Inflationary universe with anisotropic hair”

Dec. 4, Fri.
Chair: K. Nakao
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Posters and free discussion
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Quantum gravity effects on space-time

Martin Bojowald1

Institute for Gravitation and the Cosmos, The Pennsylvania State University,
104 Davey Lab, University Park, PA 16802, USA

Abstract
General relativity promotes space-time to a physical, dynamical object subject to
equations of motion. Quantum gravity, accordingly, must provide a quantum frame-
work for space-time, applicable on the smallest distance scales. Just like generic
states in quantum mechanics, quantum space-time structures may be highly counter-
intuitive. But if low-energy effects can be extracted, they shed considerable light on
the implications to be expected for a dynamical quantum space-time. Loop quantum
gravity has provided several such effects, but even in the symmetry-reduced setting
of loop quantum cosmology no complete picture on effective space-time geometries
describing especially the regime near the big bang has been obtained. The overall
situation regarding space-time structures and cosmology is reviewed here, with an
emphasis on the role of dynamical states, effective equations, and general covariance.

1 Introduction

In modern cosmology, according to the common scenarios, one is using the universe and its own expansion
as a microscope aimed at the smallest distance scales of space and time. In order to understand the
resulting phenomena to be expected, the nature of the correct microscopic degrees of freedom, out of
which space-time and its dynamics is to emerge, must be understood. There are no direct observations
to guide us, and so we are required to make use of further input, of principles that are strong enough to
support a large theoretical edifice.

A well-known example for the theoretical derivation of new microscopic degrees of freedom from an
underlying principle is the electroweak theory. One of its motivations was a well-defined description of
β-decay, a reaction of four particles (seen at least via the energy carried away in the case of the neutrino).
As a pointlike interaction between the four particles involved, the perturbative quantum field theoretical
description does not lead to well-defined decay rates. A new principle, renormalizability, is used to look for
a more suitable theoretical framework. Its implementation requires the inclusion of new quantum degrees
of freedom, the exchange bosons of the electroweak theory. Based on the principle of renormalizability,
they were predicted theoretically well before direct observations by particle accelerators became possible.

In quantum gravity, we are currently in a situation similar to that before the direct detection of the
exchange bosons. We do not have direct evidence for the microscopic degrees of freedom of quantum
gravity, but we do know several problems of the classical theory, chiefly the singularity problem of general
relativity. Again, extra input for a theoretical description is needed in the form of principles. One may
decide to use those already tried and true, such as renormalizability in this case leading to string theory (as
per current understanding). In this way, a quantization of gravitational (and other, unified) excitations
on space-time becomes possible. There are, however, difficulties in the description of strong gravitational
fields, as we find them at the big bang or in black holes. The interaction of matter with the space-time
structure is relevant in those regimes, and so we must consider the quantum nature of full space-time.
While this is not impossible in string theory, the theory’s setup makes the analysis of such questions
rather indirect.

An alternative principle offers itself, based on what we know about regimes of strong gravitational
fields: the principle of background independence. It states the requirement of quantizing the full metric
gµν known as the representative of space-time geometry as it must emerge at large distances or low
energies; it is not enough to just quantize perturbations hµν on a given (e.g. Minkowskian) background

1Email address: bojowald@gravity.psu.edu
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where gµν = ηµν + hµν . If only hµν is quantized and ηµν kept as a classical metric background, the
theory does not describe the complete space-time geometry in a quantized way. There will be physical
quantum degrees of freedom for hµν , but a classical, rigid background ηµν remains in the theory. It may
be possible to find observables insensitive to which ηµν is used, but this would be difficult to achieve and
to demonstrate. Moreover, regimes of strong gravitational fields, especially near classical singularities,
do not allow a perturvative treatment with a small hµν : The metric becomes degenerate, and so at least
some of the crucial components of hµν are as large as those of ηµν . Here, a background independent
quantization of the full gµν becomes most useful, a treatment realized in loop quantum gravity.

2 Background independence

Quantum field theory on a background Minkowski space-time may be formulated by operators ak and
a†k that describe the annihilation and creation of particles of momentum k. Using a†k introduces a
new particle and increases the total energy, while products of operators in a Hamiltonian amount to
interactions. One problem to be faced in quantum gravity is that particles can only be created on a given
space-time, whose metric is used in the very definition of ak and a†k. A possible solution is to define
operators for space-time itself. Such operators would increase distances, areas and volumes; not energy.

Loop quantum gravity [1–3] provides a specific realization of this solution, at least for spatial geometry.
Creation operators turn out to be holonomies [4] hI = P exp(∫eI dtėaIA

j
aτj) along spatial curves eI ,

evaluated for a connection Aja = Γja + γKj
a called the Ashtekar–Barbero connection [5, 6]. The structure

group of the theory is SO(3), referred to by the index j and geometrically corresponding to local spatial
rotations. (The matrices τj = − 1

2 iσj are generators of su(2), proportional to the Pauli matrices σj .)
In the definition of the connection, we use the spatial spin connection Γia and extrinsic curvature Ki

a,
with the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ > 0 [6, 7], whose value parameterizes a family of canonical
transformations. Classically, the connection is canonically conjugate to a densitized vector field Eai , the
densitized triad related to the spatial metric qab by Eai E

b
j = det qqab: {Aia(x), Ebj (y)} = 8πγGδbaδ

i
jδ(x, y).

This field determines the (torsion-free) spin connection

Γia = −ϵijkebj(∂[aekb] + 1
2e
c
ke
l
a∂[ce

l
b]) . (1)

Only the extrinsic curvature part of Aia is independent of the triad.
To start setting up the connection representation for a quantum formulation, we define a basic state

|0⟩ by ⟨Aia|0⟩ = 1, fully independent of the connection. A basis of states is obtained by using holonomies
as creation operators, which in the simplified U(1)-example (where he = exp(i

∫
e

dtėaAa)) can be written
as

|e1, n1; . . . ; eI , nI⟩ = ĥn1
e1 · · · ĥnIeI |0⟩ .

Similar, though more tedious formulas apply for the SU(2)-case of quantum gravity, whose states can
be expanded in terms of spin networks [8]. A general state is labeled by a graph g with integers ne as
quantum numbers on its edges e:

ψg,n(Aa) =
∏
e∈g

he(Aa)ne =
∏
e∈g

exp(ine ∫
e

dtėaAa) .

Holonomies hI create quantum-gravity states by excitations of two types. (i) one can use operators
several times for the same curve, or (ii) use different curves. In this way, an irregular lattice, or spin
network, arises which intuitively can be seen as the microscopic structure of space. For a macroscopic
geometry, a dense mesh, or strong excitations of the quantum gravity state, are necessary; in order
to model near-continuum geometries for which general relativity may approximately apply, one has to
consider “many-particle” states.

In order to extract geometrical notions from the visualization of states, operators representing the
densitized triad must be introduced. From the densitized triad, the spatial metric and then usual geomet-
rical quantities result [9–11]. As we had to integrate the connection along curves to obtain holonomies,
the densitized triad must be integrated 2-dimensionally in order to obtain well-defined operators: the
fluxes

∫
S

d2yEaNa integrated over spatial surfaces S with the metric-independent co-normal Na (again
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written here for the U(1)-simplification). Obtained from momenta conjugate to the connection, fluxes
are quantized to derivative operators. Their specific action shows that they measure the excitation level
of a state along edges intersecting the surface:∫

S

d2yNaÊ
aψg,n = 8πγG

∫
S

d2yNa
~
i

δψg,n
δAa(y)

= 8πγℓ2P
∑
e∈g

neInt(S, e)ψg,n

with the intersection number Int(S, e) and the Planck length ℓP =
√
G~. This is an eigenvalue equation

with discrete eigenvalues read off as 8πγℓ2P
∑
e∈g neInt(S, e), and so spatial geometry, represented by the

fluxes, is discrete in this framework. The graphs obtained from elementary excitations represent the
atomic nature of space, and geometry results from intersections.

In order to see how discrete spatial structures of this kind evolve, dynamics must be introduced. For
gravity, this is determined by the Hamiltonian constraint, the phase space functional

Cgrav[N ] =
1

16πγG

∫
Σ

d3xN

(
ϵijkF

i
ab

EajE
b
k√

|detE|
− 2(1 + γ−2)(Aia − Γia)(Ajb − Γjb)

E
[a
i E

b]
j√

|detE|

)

in Ashtekar variables. In addition to the fields already introduced, we use the curvature F iab of Aia and
the lapse function N . As a constraint, Cgrav[N ] must vanish for all choices of N .

There are several apparent obstacles in turning this expression into an operator, using the basic
holonomies and fluxes. First, an inverse determinant of the densitized triad is required but seems prob-
lematic at the operator level, where fluxes, with discrete spectra containing zero, lack densely-defined
inverse operators. Nevertheless, as shown by [12], the quantity needed can be obtained from a relation
such as {

Aia,

∫ √
|detE|d3x

}
= 2πγGϵijkϵabc

EbjE
c
k√

|detE|
(2)

whose left-hand side is free of inverses. The volume operator, made from fluxes, can be used for∫ √
|detE|d3x, Aia can be expressed in terms of holonomies, and the Poisson bracket is finally turned

into a commutator divided by i~.
Similarly, the curvature components F iab of the Ashtekar connection can be expressed in terms of

holonomies using identities such as sa1s
b
2F

i
abτi = ∆−1(hλ − 1) + O(∆), where λ is a square loop of small

coordinate area ∆, with tangent vectors saI at one of its corners. Finally, extrinsic curvature components
Ki
a = γ−1(Aia − Γia), the most complex expressions in the Hamiltonian constraint owing to the spin

connection (1) as a functional of the densitized triad, can be obtained from what has already been
constructed:

Ki
a = γ−1(Aia − Γia) ∝

{
Aia,

{∫
d3xF iab

ϵijkEajE
b
k√

|detE|
,

∫ √
|detE|d3x

}}
.

In this way, a well-defined class of Hamiltonian constraint operators arises, parameterized by certain
ambiguities as they arise in the choices to be made. Examples for ambiguities are the exact rewriting of
the inverse determinant, or routings and representations for the holonomies used. In spite of ambiguities,
several characteristic properties can be extracted and evaluated phenomenologically. In particular, there
are three main sources of quantum corrections:

• Inverse volume corrections arise from quantizing the inverse triad determinant in an indirect manner.
Comparing eigenvalues of the resulting operators quantizing the left hand side of (2) with the
expressions expected from simply inserting flux eigenvalues into the right hand side of (2) shows
strong deviations for small flux scales; see Fig. 1

• Higher order corrections result from the use of holonomies, contributing higher powers of the con-
nection components.

• As in any interacting quantum field theory, quantum back-reaction results from the influence of
quantum variables such as fluctuations, correlations or higher moments of a state on the expectation
values. These variables provide extra degrees of freedom, which can sometimes be interpreted in
the sense of higher derivative terms.
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Figure 1: Inverse triad correction function, depending on an ambiguity parameter r. All curves approach
the classical expectation one from above for large flux values µ. (See [13, 14] for explicit derivations of
correction functions.)

A simplified form of the Hamiltonian, as it arises from the general constructions of [12, 15], is

Ĉgrav[N ] =
i

16πγG~
∑
v,IJK

N(v)
∑

σI∈{±1}

σ1σ2σ3ϵ
IJKtr(hv,Ihv+I,Jh

−1
v+J,Ih

−1
v,Jhv,K [h−1

v,K , V̂ ]) (3)

of interacting form: excitations of geometry take place dynamically by the factors of holonomy operators
included in the expression. All this depends on the spatial geometry through the volume operator V̂ . The
discreteness contained in the resulting dynamics is significant at high densities (such as the big bang), or
if many small corrections add up in a large universe (for dark energy, perhaps).

3 Loop quantum cosmology

In full generality, it is difficult to analyze the dynamics of quantum gravity, but several results are
known in model systems (based on symmetry reduction or perturbative inhomogeneities). One can easily
imagine simplifications from the considerable reduction of the number of degrees of freedom, but also
from another effect: level-splitting, well-known from energy spectra of atoms and molecules. Also in
quantum geometry, levels split when symmetries are relaxed, making spectra of symmetric situations
much simpler than non-symmetric ones. In particular, the volume spectrum, which despite significant
numerical progress [16, 17] is rather difficult to compute in the full case, splits when symmetry is relaxed
from homogeneity to spherical symmetry as shown in Fig. 2. The most highly symmetric systems should
then the easiest to analyze, also concerning the dynamics. This is the realm of quantum cosmology.

Loop quantum cosmology [19] provides a quantization of symmetry reduced models by the techniques
of loop quantum gravity. Many of its ingredients, in particular its states and basic operators, can be
induced from the full holonomy-flux algebra [20–24] or by other means [25, 26]; in this sense loop quantum
cosmology is a sector of (kinematical) loop quantum gravity. Just the dynamics, which is problematic
and not yet in a settled stage even in the full theory, is too complicated to be reduced directly from
a full Hamiltonian constraint such as (3). In formulating the dynamics, based on the basic operators,
additional assumptions and extra input are sometimes required and cannot yet be derived from the full
theory. This may introduce an amount of ambiguity larger than that already realized in the full theory.

Hamiltonian isotropic cosmology in Ashtekar variables (here written only for spatially flat models),
has the basic phase space variables Aia = cδia with c = γȧ, Eai = pδai with |p| = a2. (For a triad
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Figure 2: Level splitting of volume eigenvalues as a symmetry parameter s is tuned from zero (homo-
geneity) to one (spherical symmetry); see [18] for details.

with the option of two different orientations, p can take both signs; see [27] for details of the classical
reduction.) The coefficients c of an isotropic connection and p of an isotropic triad are canonically
conjugate: {c, p} = 8πγG/3. Inserting these reductions into the full Hamiltonian constaint provides

C := −
c2
√

|p|
γ2

+
8πG

3
Hmatter = 0

as the isotropic constraint equation, equivalent to the Friedmann equation. (For homogeneous cosmology,
the lapse function N must be spatially constant, thus providing a single constraint function.) The gauge-
flow in time, ṗ = {p, C} and ċ = {c, C}, generated by the constraint amounts to the Raychaudhuri
equation.

In loop quantum cosmology, just as in Wheeler–DeWitt quantum cosmology [28, 29], the constraint
is quantized to an operator annihilating physical states: Ĉ|ψ⟩ = 0. In contrast to the Wheeler–DeWitt
representation, however, the use of exp(iδc) for c — matrix elements of holonomies as required for a
background-independent representation — makes us regularize the constraint before it can be quantized.
For instance, with an ambiguity parameter δ (which can and often should be allowed to be a phase-space
function; see Sec. 5) we may write

−
sin2(δc)

√
|p|

γ2δ2
+

8πG

3
Hmatter = 0 (4)

as an expression that agrees very well with the classical one for small curvature (δc ≪ 1) and at the
same time is quantizable in terms of holonomies. Effects of such a modification easily trickle down to
low-curvature equations [30, 31].
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Replacing connection components by matrix elements of holonomies constitutes a regularization2

motivated from quantum geometry via background independence; it is not in itself a quantum effect even
if, as sometimes done in improvised versions, δ is related to ~ or ℓP by further ad-hoc arguments. Indeed,
in a systematic derivation of effective equations describing loop quantum cosmology, (4) is recognized
simply as the pure tree-level contribution where all quantum corrections vanish [36, 37]; see also [38, 39]
for discussions of the regularization. Although care must always be exercised, using just the regularization
allows one to explore the potential consequences of quantum gravity. The regularization is, of course, easy
to implement in exactly homogeneous models, and it is far from being unique. The real issues to be faced
arise when one tries to extend the regularization to inhomogeneous situations, at least of perturbative
nature, in which extremely tight constraints due to covariance arise. Consistent implementations may
strongly reduce the ambiguities — and possibly eliminate effects seen in simple homogeneous models.
Such issues related to inhomogeneity will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 6.

An immediate implication of using holonomies is that the constraint equation is not differential,
but a difference equation for a wave function of the universe [27, 40]. Writing Ĉ|ψ⟩ = 0 for a state
|ψ⟩ =

∑
µ ψµ(ϕ)|µ⟩ expanded in triad eigenstates |µ⟩ (with an extra collective label ϕ for matter fields)

requires the coefficients ψµ(ϕ) to satisfy

C+(µ)ψµ+δ(ϕ) − C0(µ)ψµ(ϕ) + C−(µ)ψµ−δ(ϕ) = Ĥϕ(µ)ψµ(ϕ) . (5)

All coefficients of this equation can be derived, but are not fixed uniquely owing to the non-uniqueness of
the Hamiltonian constraint operator. Nonetheless, several qualitative properties, insensitive to ambigui-
ties, have been found. The left-hand side quantizes the gravitational contribution to the constraint and
shows the discreteness, while the right-hand side shows what role is played by the matter Hamiltonian
Ĥϕ. If we view the size variable µ as an “internal time,” evolution proceeds discretely.

Loop quantum cosmology is non-singular [41]: any wave function evolves uniquely across the classical
singularity (situated at µ = 0). Quantum hyperbolicity [42] of this form has been realized not only in
isotropic models, but also in anisotropic ones [43, 44] and even in some inhomogeneous situations such
as spherical symmetry [45]. Physically, one may explain this phenomenon by a limited storage for energy
provided in a discrete space-time: Quantum waves must now be supported on a discrete lattice, providing
a natural cut-off for wave-lengths. Dynamically, a repulsive force arises once energy densities become too
large, counter-acting the classical attraction and preventing singularities.

In simple models in which also the matter content is severely restricted by being close to a free, massless
scalar — resulting in an exactly solvable, harmonic model as shown below —, numerical [46] and exact
solutions [36] indeed show that the expectation value of the scale factor bounces, reaching a non-zero
minimum value. This geometrical picture is, however, not available in strong quantum regimes in which
several of the quantum variables matter: a state changes considerably as the big bang is approached or
traversed, a dynamical behavior which can no longer be formulated just in terms of the classical variables
of geometry (solely the scale factor in isotropic cosmology). To handle such situations, effective equations
are useful.

4 Effective equations

To illustrate the derivation of effective equations in canonical quantum systems we start with a simple
example from quantum mechanics: the harmonic oscillator. Its dynamics is defined by the closed, linear
algebra

[q̂, p̂] = i~ , [q̂, Ĥ] = i~
p̂

m
, [p̂, Ĥ] = −i~mω2q̂

of basic operators and the Hamiltonian Ĥ. Any quantum system with such a closed and linear algebra has
dynamical solutions whose wave functions may spread, but do so without disturbing the mean position.

2Some models — including cosmological ones with specific matter contents [32], parameterized free particle field theories
[33, 34] and certain dilaton gravity models [35] — can be quantized by loop quantization techniques without requiring any
regularization of their Hamiltonians or constraints. If such quantizations could be performed in general, they would be
strongly preferred. Generic models, however, suggest that regularization, and thus a role of quantum geometry effects for
the quantum space-time dynamics, cannot be avoided completely.
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Indeed, a closed set of equations results for expectation values of q̂ and p̂ via d⟨Ô⟩/dt = ⟨[Ô, Ĥ]⟩/i~.
To solve these equations, we need not know how fluctuations, correlations or higher moments of the
state behave; there is no quantum back-reaction. Similarly, there is a closed set of equations just for the
fluctuations and correlations, without coupling to moments of higher than second order.

A similarly solvable system exists in loop quantum cosmology [36, 47], with the conditions of an
isotropic, spatially flat space and matter given by a free, massless scalar ϕ. Using the loop-quantized
Hamiltonian (in a particular factor ordering and ignoring inverse volume corrections at this stage) again
produces a closed algebra of basic variables, provided we choose them as the volume V (or, more generally,
|p|1−x to absorb any p-dependence of δ provided it is a power-law δ(p) = δ0|p|x) and the holonomy-related
quantity J = V exp(iδ0P ) with the Hubble parameter P (or |p|xc) conjugate to V . This time, using the
Hamiltonian pϕ ∝ h := ImJ with respect to evolution in ϕ as internal time, as it follows from the
regularized Hamiltonian (4) with Hmatter = p2ϕ/2a

3, the algebra is sl(2,R):

[V̂ , Ĵ ] = −δ0~Ĵ , [V̂ , ĥ] = 1
2 iδ0~(Ĵ + Ĵ†) , [Ĵ , ĥ] = iδ0~V̂ .

(The Hamiltonian constraint for a free, massless scalar field can be written as p2ϕ−V Cgrav = 0, and easily
be deparameterized. One is taking a square root in the process to solve for pϕ, but this does not spoil
the linearity of the dynamics of states just required to be semiclasical once [47]. Alternatively, direct
treatments of effective constraints, avoiding deparameterization, are available [48–50].)

Equations of motion

d⟨Ô⟩
dϕ

=
⟨[Ô, ĥ]⟩
i~

generated with respect to ϕ now provide the behavior of physical observables: There is no absolute time
in this fully constrained system; instead, change is measured by relational observables, such as ⟨V̂ ⟩(ϕ)
between the degrees of freedom. (For a complete reduction to physical quantities, reality conditions must
be imposed to ensure the correct adjointness properties for a quantization of the real P appearing in
the complex J . Appropriate conditions turn out to be easily formulated, relating expectation values to
fluctuations and correlations [47].) Also here, there is no quantum back-reaction in the solvable model.
Fluctuations do not back-react on the expectation values, which results in simple, cosh-like solutions for
the volume; see Fig. 3. Clearly, the volume never becomes zero, and the singularity, of these specific
models, is replaced by a bounce. While the expectation value follows its trajectory undisturbed, states
in general do spread. In particular, squeezed states (with non-vanishing correlations) describe oscillating
fluctuations between different universe phases, expansion and collapse. As it turns out, fluctuations can
change by an order of magnitude even in dynamical coherent states — the most strongly controlled type
of states —, and this change is very sensitive to initial values. This cosmic forgetfulness makes it difficult
to estimate specific quantities in the pre-bounce phase for realistic models [51, 52].

Generic models are more complicated since they are subject to quantum back-reaction. To illustrate
this, we consider a model with a cosmological constant, but ignore the quantum geometry corrections
of loop quantum cosmology for the sake of simplicity. The Hamiltonian for ϕ-evolution, as treated for
a negative cosmological constant in [53], then is pϕ ∝ V

√
P 2 − Λ =: h(V, P ). (The same system was

analyzed numerically in [54].) Now, expectation values couple to fluctuations and other moments:

d⟨V̂ ⟩
dϕ

=
3

2

⟨V̂ ⟩⟨P̂ ⟩√
⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ

+
9

4
Λ

⟨V̂ ⟩⟨P̂ ⟩
(⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ)5/2

(∆P )2 − 3

2
Λ

CV P

(⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ)3/2
+ · · ·

d⟨P̂ ⟩
dϕ

= −3

2

√
⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ +

3

4
Λ

(∆P )2

(⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ)3/2
+ · · ·

with the P̂ -fluctuation ∆P and the covariance CV P = 1
2 ⟨V̂ P̂+P̂ V̂ ⟩−⟨V̂ ⟩⟨P̂ ⟩. Fluctuations are dynamical,
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Figure 3: Bouncing solutions of the exactly solvable model of loop quantum cosmology, showing the
expectation value of the physical observable ⟨V̂ ⟩(ϕ), as well as the spread ∆V (ϕ)of a physical wave
function. The label “h” indicates the size of the (conserved) ϕ-Hamiltonian, which determines the volume
at the bounce.

too:

d(∆P )2

dϕ
= −3

⟨P̂ ⟩√
⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ

(∆P )2 + · · ·

dCV P
dϕ

= −3

2
Λ

⟨V̂ ⟩
(⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ)3/2

(∆P )2 + · · ·

d(∆V )2

dϕ
= −3Λ

⟨V̂ ⟩
(⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ)3/2

CV P + 3
⟨P̂ ⟩√

⟨P̂ ⟩2 − Λ
(∆V )2 + · · · .

(In all these equations, dots indicate that higher order moments have been ignored here.)
Analyzing coupled equations like this is the canonical procedure for effective equations. (For anhar-

monic oscillators in quantum mechanics, employing a semiclassical as well as an adiabatic approximation,
the usual low-energy effective action is reproduced [55, 56].) Often, higher moments can be ignored in
certain regimes, starting with a semiclassical state whose moments of order n are suppressed by a factor of
~n/2. But long evolution, as is prevalent in cosmology, can drastically change a state even if it starts out
semiclassically to a high degree. Moments may then grow, and higher ones will become important. Se-
vere quantum back-reaction effects can be expected, especially in the infamously strong quantum regime
around the big bang. But also other regimes exist where large moments are perhaps more surprising.
One example is that of the large-volume regime of models with a positive cosmological constant. As
can be seen from the preceding equations, several of the coefficients then have denominators that can
come close to zero when the curvature scale squared approaches the cosmological constant. For a small,
perhaps realistic, cosmological constant, this regime is approached at large volume, where moments can
grow large despite the classical appearance of the phase.

The back-reaction equations of loop quantum cosmology are much more lengthy [57], but can be
summarized in a quantum Friedmann equation including the effects from holonomy corrections and
quantum back-reaction [58, 59]. With a scalar mass or a self-interacting potential, the equation(

ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3

(
ρ

(
1 − ρQ

ρcrit

)
± 1

2

√
1 − ρQ

ρcrit
η(ρ− P ) +

(ρ− P )2

(ρ+ P )2
η2
)

(6)

describes the evolution of the scale factor’s expectation value. Compared to the classical equation,
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pressure P enters, as well as η which parameterizes quantum correlations. Moreover,

ρQ := ρ+ ϵ0ρcrit + (ρ− P )
∞∑
k=0

ϵk+1(ρ− P )k/(ρ+ P )k

is an expression for a quantum corrected energy density with fluctuation parameters ϵk, and ρcrit =
3/8πG(aδ)2 is a critical density with scale aδ as determined by the δ used in the regularization (4) by
holonomies. The critical density is constant only if δ ∝ a−1 (a special case introduced in [60]). The
behavior following from this equation is simple if ρ = p (the free, massless scalar case) or if ρ+ p is large
(large pϕ, or kinetic domination). Then, solutions with ȧ = 0 exist near ρ = ρcrit, producing a bounce.

For regimes not of kinetic domination, the behavior of many moments, contained in η and ρQ, must
be known for a precise picture, requiring a long analysis still to be completed. Only such an analysis can
show what effective geometrical picture corresponds to the general singularity avoidence by the difference
equation of loop quantum cosmology. In particular, it has not been shown that loop quantum cosmology
generically replaces the big bang singularity by a bounce.

Currently, all existing indications for bounces — numerical as in [61, 62] or analytic as in [58] —
exist only for kinetic-dominated regimes of a scalar matter source. The situation is slightly more general
for demonstrating an upper bound of energy density, but such a statement is weaker than showing
the existence of bouncing solutions. (Bounces can easily be produced quite generally even in potential-
dominated regimes using the tree-level approximation of loop quantum cosmology. However, the tree-level
approximation itself does not appear reliable in potential-dominated regimes.)

5 Lattice refinement

Loop quantum cosmology aims to model the dynamical behavior of loop quantum gravity in a tractable
manner. Since no procedure is known for a complete reduction of the Hamiltonian constraint to isotropy
or homogeneity, several choices are to be made in specifying the Hamiltonian constraint of loop quantum
cosmology, giving rise to the difference equation (5). One such freedom concerns the parameter δ in (4),
which may be a phase-space function as alluded to above.

This function carries important information about the reduction [21, 63]. It appears as a coefficient
of the connection component in holonomies as used for the dynamics. If we look at the schematic full
constraint of (3), it is clear that holonomies in that operator refer to edges in one of the graph states,
as it evolves according to the dynamics of loop quantum gravity. Reducing such a holonomy to isotropic
variables leads to an expression of the form exp(iδc), exactly as used in the reduced constraint. In the
reduced model, δ appears as a parameter which can only be chosen by hand to have a specific value;
no argument has been found to fix it. In the full context, on the other hand, δ is clearly related to the
coordinate length of the edge used, and thus refers to the underlying inhomogeneous state. (Although
δ is coordinate dependent, the combination δc = γδȧ appearing in holonomies is not.) In the reduction
to homogeneity, that information in the state is lost; one can only bring it back by making certain
phenomenological choices for δ.

The underlying inhomogeneous state is dynamical: new edges may be created or old ones removed.
Edge lengths change, and so does δ. One way to model this in an isotropic description is to allow δ to
depend on the scale factor a, implying that the underlying inhomogeneous state changes as the universe
expands or contracts. By analyzing the resulting models, phenomenological restrictions for the behavior
of δ can be found [64–66]. What is so far indicated is that a power-law form of δ = δ0|p|x works best for
x near −1/2.

Lattice refinement has been formulated in a parameterized way for anisotropic models, also at the
level of underlying difference equations. Compared to isotropic models, the difference equations then
generically become non-equidistant, complicating an analysis. A complete formulation of the dynamics
(avoiding ad-hoc assumptions), especially for the Schwarzschild interior but also providing Misner-type
variables for Bianchi models, has been provided in [67]. Numerical tools to evaluate non-equidistant
difference equations have been introduced in [68, 69].
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6 Cosmology

With matter interactions and inhomogeneities, a complicated form of back-reaction results that can be
handled only by a systematic perturbation theory around the solvable model. The solvable model of
loop quantum cosmology then plays the same role as free quantum field theories do for the Feynman
expansion. An analysis of this form can show possible indirect effects of the atomic space-time where
individual corrections which are small even at high energies might add up coherently. If this magnification
effect is strong enough, one might come close to observability. Two prime examples exist: cosmology,
which is a high energy density regime with long evolution times for corrections to add up; and high energy
particles from distant sources.

But before one analyzes complete equations — those containing all possible quantum corrections for
possible physical consequences — there is an interesting geometrical set of problems related to general co-
variance. Compared to homogeneous models, where modifications such as those in (4) can consistently be
implemented at will, general covariance in inhomogeneous situations is a strong consistency requirement.
For instance, the contracted Bianchi identity ∇µG

µ
ν = 0 implies ∂0G

0
µ = −∂aGaµ − ΓννκG

κ
µ + ΓκµνG

ν
κ .

The right-hand side is at most of second order in time derivatives, and so G0
µ must be of first order.

The corresponding components of Einstein’s equation provide constraints for initial values rather than
evolution equations: the Hamiltonian constraint

C[N ] =

∫
d3xN(x)

√
det q(G0

0 − 8πGT 0
0 ) = 0 (7)

(with the spatial metric tensor qab used in the integration measure) and the diffeomorphism constraint

D[Na] =

∫
d3xNa(x)

√
det q(G0

a − 8πGT 0
a ) = 0 (8)

where qab is again the spatial metric. The constraints must be preserved under the second order equations
that follow from the spatial components Gab .

This kind of conservation law leads to symmetries: The constraints satisfy a closed algebra

{D[Na], D[Ma]} = D[LMaNa]

{C[N ], D[Ma]} = C[LMaN ]

{C[N ], C[M ]} = D[qab(N∂bM −M∂bN)]

as the generators of gauge transformations. Importantly, this algebra is first class: Poisson brackets of
the constraints vanish when the constraints are imposed. On the solution space, constraints are invariant
under the flow they generate, and thus provide gauge-invariant equations. In the case of gravity, the
combination C[N ] + D[Na] generates infinitesimal space-time diffeomorphism along ξµ = (N,Na), as
can be checked by a direct calculation and comparison with Lie derivatives. General covariance can be
expressed fully in terms of this algebra, as emphasized by Dirac [70]:

“It would be permissible to look upon the Hamiltonian form as the fundamental one, and
there would then be no fundamental four-dimensional symmetry in the theory.

The usual requirement of four-dimensional symmetry in physical laws would then get replaced
by the requirement that the functions have weakly vanishing [Poisson brackets].”

Such a viewpoint is convenient especially in canonical quantum gravity. It is not guaranteed that
quantization preserves the usual space-time or differential-geometric notions, and that it leads to the same
relationship between symmetries and Lie derivatives. In contrast to differential geometry, an algebra of
constraints, which will become a commutator algebra of the corresponding operators, can directly be
carried over to the quantum theory. In this way, the realization of symmetries, and correspondingly
of space-time structures, can be tested at the quantum level. Quantum corrections usually change the
constraints as gauge generators and may thus lead to changes in the space-time structures. Also the
algebra of constraints may be corrected, but for a consistent formulation, corrections must respect the
first-class nature of the algebra. If the first-class nature is respected, symmetries may be deformed but
are not lost; the quantum system is then called anomaly-free.
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“Effective” constraints, including some of the corrections from quantum geometry (in this case inverse
volume corrections), can be made anomaly-free [71]:

{D[Na], D[Ma]} = D[LMaNa]

{C(α)[N ], D[Ma]} = C(α)[LMaN ]

{C(α)[N ], C(α)[M ]} = D[α2qab(N∂bM −M∂bN)]

where α is the correction function from inverse volume operators. This algebra is indeed first class, but
deformed. To interpret the corrections, we first note that in an effective action they cannot be purely
of higher curvature type, for such corrections would still produce the classical algebra [72]. We are thus
dealing with a more general type of effective action (such as one on a non-commutative space-time).
Similar deformations have been constructed for holonomy corrections, although not for the complete case
of cosmological perturbations. The first example was found for spherically symmetric models [73] (see also
[74, 75]), with a similar form produced for 2 + 1-dimensional gravity [76]. (Although the deformations in
those two cases are quite similar, there is a difference in that the 2 + 1-example requires a non-vanishing
cosmological constant for the deformation to appear. This circumstance may just be a consequence
of the special form of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity in the formulation used, where the theory without
a cosmological constant has vanishing on-shell curvature and is topological.) Constructing consistent
deformations corresponding to quantum geometry corrections is the non-trivial part of an analysis making
simple modifications such as (4) relevant.

Practically, one consequence of the deformation is that the potential size of quantum corrections
is larger than often expected, that is larger than ℓPH as higher curvature terms would produce it in
cosmological situations. The main physical mechanism is non-conservation of power on large scales,
modifying an approximate conservation which classically follows very generally from the conservation of
stress-energy, or the Bianchi identity; see e.g. [77–79]. The Bianchi identity, however, takes a different
form for the corrected constraint algebra, and so quantum corrections affect large-scale modes, removing
the constant one [80, 81]. Local corrections for the slope of increase or decrease of super-Hubble power,
for scalar and tensor modes, are small, but realized during long evolution times. They may add up to
sizeable effects.

Explicitly, the resulting cosmological perturbation equations (for all scales on a background Friedmann–
Robertson–Walker space-time with conformal Hubble rate H and the background scalar φ̄) are [81]

∂c

(
Ψ̇ + H(1 + f)Φ

)
= 4πG

ᾱ

ν̄
˙̄φ∂cδφ (9)

from the diffeomorphism constraint,

∆(ᾱ2Ψ) − 3H(1 + f)
(

Ψ̇ + HΦ(1 + f)
)

= 4πG
ᾱ

ν̄
(1 + f3)

(
˙̄φδφ̇− ˙̄φ2(1 + f1)Φ + ν̄a2V,φ(φ̄)δφ

)
(10)

from the Hamiltonian constraint, and

Ψ̈ + H
(

2Ψ̇

(
1 − a

2ᾱ

dᾱ

da

)
+ Φ̇(1 + f)

)
+

(
2Ḣ + H2

(
1 +

a

2

df

da
− a

2ᾱ

dᾱ

da

))
Φ(1 + f)

= 4πG
ᾱ

ν̄

(
˙̄φδφ̇− a2ν̄V,φ(φ̄)δφ

)
(11)

as the evolution equation. These equations are accompanied by Φ = (1 + h)Ψ, which follows from off-
diagonal components of the corrected Einstein equation, and a corrected Klein–Gordon equation for δφ.
In addition to the gauge-invariant metric perturbations Φ and Ψ and the scalar perturbation δφ as well
as the primary correction function ᾱ from inverse volume (and ν̄ for the matter term), several other
corrections, f , f1, f3, h arise, but are related to the primary correction.

The consistency issue now becomes a very practical problem: There are five equations for three free
functions, Φ, Ψ and δφ. Classically the system is consistent and not overdetermined thanks to general
covariance. But will this closure of the equations be preserved in the presence of quantum corrections from
discrete geometry? As indicated by the possibility of a first-class (but deformed) algebra of constraints,
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consistency can be realized. There are no anomalies (checked to linear order in perturbations in [71]) if
the quantum correction functions satisfy equations such as

−h− f +
a

ᾱ

∂ᾱ

∂a
= 0 , 3f − 2a

∂f

∂a
− a

ᾱ

∂ᾱ

∂a
= 0

1

6

∂ᾱ

∂a

δEcj
a3

+
∂α(2)

∂(δEai )
(δaj δ

c
i − δcjδ

a
i ) = 0 .

The last of these equation relates higher perturbative orders of α to the background value ᾱ achieved
for isotropic geometries. If these equations are satisfied, which is possible even in non-classical cases of
α ̸= 1, the whole set of cosmological perturbation equations is consistent. Moreover, all coefficients for
quantum corrections are fixed in terms of ᾱ, and this function can be derived in isotropic models (up to
ambiguities). Inverse volume corrections, resulting from discrete features of spatial quantum geometry,
provide a consistent deformation: The underlying discreteness (for this type of corrections) does not
destroy general covariance.

General covariance is a statement about the quantum constraint algebra, and thus can be ensured
only by considering perturbation theory without fixing the space-time gauge. After consistent equations
have been derived, one may certainly pick a gauge (such as the longitudinal one) if that simplifies
calculations. But fixing the gauge before deriving perturbation equations and observables does not verify
covariance and can easily lead to spurious effects. Explicit examples can be seen by comparing [82] with
[81], the first one with gauge-fixing, the second one without. As turns out, the relationship between
the metric perturbations Φ and Ψ is affected by the treatment, as is the precise form of non-conserved
power on large scales. Only without gauge-fixing is it possible to ensure consistency; only those results
are reliable. When computing the effects of an underlying discrete space-time structure on inflationary
structure formation, or on the propagation of modes through a potential bounce, that kind of consistency
is especially important. For evolution through a bounce, no consistent form for scalar modes has been
found yet; existing treatments all use gauge-fixing [83–85].

One of the implications for cosmological scenarios is that quantum geometry corrections (inverse
volume or holonomy) often imply super-inflation at high densities [86]. There may not be many e-foldings
in terms of log(af/ai), referring only to the final and initial values of the scale factor (see Fig. 4), but
log ((aH)f/(aH)i) can be large due to the growth of H during super-inflation [87]. Viable scenarios thus
exist, but the degree of fine-tuning has not yet been fully estimated. Regarding details, several analyses
have been performed depending on the scalar potential and quantization ambiguities. Unfortunately,
perturbation results are currently on a rather weak basis in strong quantum (or high density) regimes
since anomaly-free effective equations are difficult to control. For instance, no consistent evolution of
scalar modes through the bounce yet exists. Nevertheless, in weaker regimes some parameters, such as
the power-law of a scalar potential, can already be constrained (in [88], using WMAP5 data). At the
current stage, primordial gravitational waves [89] are under better analytical control since they are not
subject to gauge transformation or overdeterminedness. Some implications for the tensor power spectrum
have been evaluated in [64, 90–95].

7 Outlook

Consistent deformations exist in model systems of canonical quantum gravity: discreteness can be realized
without spoiling covariance. These results of anomaly freedom show that discrete structures are able to
preserve covariance; when realized, they make simple modifications as they are possible in homogeneous
models highly non-trivial. So far, this demonstration has been achieved only in relatively tame regimes,
but not yet close to the classical big bang singularity, or even through bounce phases.

Examples have been constructed for cosmological perturbations and for black holes. This is mainly
based on canonical effective equations, whose tools, analytical as well as numerical ones, are currently
being developed. In some cases, these equations already provide a link to cosmological, astrophysical and
particle observations. One general result seems to be that the quantum space-time structure is certainly
important in high-energy regimes, but, thanks to magnification effects, not necessarily just at the Planck
scale. This allows one to set bounds on parameters of quantum space-time, an extensive investigation
that is still ongoing.
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Figure 4: A bouncing scale factor, with super-inflation between the dotted lines (and the singular classical
solution as the dashed line). In this phase, the scale factor varies only by a few percent, but aH changes
more. The effective solution corresponds to the solvable model as plotted in Fig. 3, transformed to proper
time. Similar solutions have been found in [96] directly in proper time.
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Averaging in cosmological models
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Abstract
The averaging problem in cosmology is of considerable importance for the correct
interpretation of cosmological data. We review cosmological observations and discuss
some of the issues regarding averaging. We present a precise definition of a cosmo-
logical model and a rigorous mathematical definition of averaging, based entirely in
terms of scalar invariants.

1 Introduction

Cosmological observations [1], based on the assumption of a spatially homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-
Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) model plus small perturbations, are usually interpreted as implying
that there exists dark energy, the spatial geometry is flat, and that there is currently an accelerated
expansion, giving rise to the so-called standard ΛCDM-concordance model. Although the concordance
model is quite remarkable, it does not convincingly fit all data (see below). Unfortunately, if the under-
lying cosmological model is not a perturbation of an exact flat FLRW solution, the conventional data
analysis and their interpretation is not necessarily valid.

For example, the standard analysis of type Ia supernovae (SNIa) and cosmic microwave background
(CMB) data in FLRW models cannot be applied directly when inhomogeneities or backreaction effects
are present. However, supernovae data can be explained without dark energy in inhomogeneous models,
where the full effects of general relativity (GR) come into play. In one approach exact inhomogeneous
cosmological models can be utilised. Indeed, it has been shown that the Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB)
solution can be used to fit the observed data without the need of dark energy, although it may be necessary
to place the observer at a preferred location [2].

A second approach, and the one of interest here, is backreactions through averaging. The averaging
problem in cosmology is of considerable importance for the correct interpretation of cosmological data.
The correct governing equations on cosmological scales are obtained by averaging the Einstein field
equations (EFE) of GR (plus a theory of photon propagation; i.e., information on what trajectories actual
particles follow). By assuming spatial homogeneity and isotropy on the largest scales, the inhomogeneities
affect the dynamics though correction (backreaction) terms, which can lead to behaviour qualitatively
and quantitatively different from the FLRW models; in particular, the expansion rate may be significantly
affected.

2 Cosmological observations

From the evidence of the CMB radiation, the universe was very smooth at the time of last scattering.
By the Copernican principle, the assumption of global isotropy and spatial homogeneity is then justified
at the epoch of last scattering. Thus, the paradigm for our current standard model of the universe
assumes the underlying geometry is FLRW, with additional Newtonian perturbations, and in matching
the cosmological observables that derive from such a geometry we have been led to the conclusion over the
past decade that the present–day universe is dominated by a cosmological constant, Λ, or other fluid–like
“dark energy”, which violates the strong energy condition. In the case of the ΛCDM paradigm, dark
energy only becomes appreciable at late epochs. Dark energy is widely described as the biggest problem
in cosmology today.
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There are several problems regarding the ΛCDM model. First, it is difficult to understand the large
value for Λ and why the contributions of ordinary matter and the repulsive component are roughly
equal today, at around 10 billion years (the coincidence problem). Second, the universe is not perfectly
homogeneous and isotropic (or even perturbatively near homogeneity and isotropy). There are non-linear
structures in the real universe which are not described by perturbations around a smooth background,
with a distribution that is statistically homogeneous and isotropic above a scale of about 100 Mpc (or,
more precisely, 100 h−1 Mpc, but we shall omit the factor h−1 for simplicity here) [3]. Linear perturbations
are only valid when both the curvature and the density contrasts remain small, which is certainly not
the case in the non-linear regime of structure formation when the SNIe observations are made.

Indeed, the largest structures so far detected are limited only by the size of the surveys that found
them [4]. At the present epoch the distribution of matter is far from homogeneous on scales less than
150–300 Mpc. The actual universe has a sponge–like structure, dominated by huge voids surrounded by
bubble walls, and threaded by filaments, within which clusters of galaxies are located. Locally there two
enormous voids, both 35 to 70 Mpc across, associated with the so-called velocity anomaly [5], a large
filament known as the Sloan great wall about 400 Mpc long [6] and the Shapely supercluster with a core
diameter of 40 Mpc at a distance of ∼ 200 Mpc [7]. In addition, there has been detection of anomolously
large local bulk flows [8] and evidence for a significant anisotropy in the local Hubble expansion at
distances of ∼ 100 Mpc [9]. Recent surveys suggest [10] that some 40–50% of the present volume of
the universe is in voids of a characteristic scale 30 Mpc. If smaller minivoids and larger supervoids
are included, then our observed universe is presently void–dominated by volume; thus within regions
as small as 100 Mpc density contrasts ∼ −1 are observed leading to substantial gradients in the (local
Ricci) spatial curvature [11]. Therefore, spatial homogeneity is valid only on scales larger than at least
100 Mpc [3], in contradiction with the predictions of the ΛCDM model in which the scale beyond which
the distribution should become uniform is about 10 Mpc [4].

The present distribution of matter is clearly very complex, and since we cannot solve the EFE for
this distribution of matter analytically, there is an important question as to how we operationally match
the average geometry of this distribution to the simple FLRW models. The mere fact that the universe
is presently inhomogeneous means that the assumptions implicit in the FLRW approximation can no
longer be justified at the present epoch in the almost exact sense that they were justified at the epoch
of last scattering. The situation is further complicated by the fact that most data analysis based on the
standard model (FLRW + perturbations; ΛCDM ) is model- and prior- dependent [18].

Consequently, spatial homogeneity only applies at the present day in an averaged sense. Given the
observed inhomogeneities and that the nonlinear growth of structure appears to be roughly correlated to
the epoch when cosmic acceleration is inferred to begin, it has been suggested that the FLRW geometries
are inadequate as a description of the universe at late times and the introduction of a smooth dark
energy is a mistaken interpretation of the observations. A universe which is homogeneous and isotropic
only statistically does not generally expand like an exactly homogeneous and isotropic universe, even
on average. It is possible that there are large effects on the observed expansion rate (and hence on
other observables) due to the backreaction of inhomogeneities in the universe. Anything that affects the
observed expansion history of the universe alters the determination of the parameters of dark energy; in
the extreme it may remove the need for dark energy. Indeed, it has been suggested in that inhomogeneities
related to structure formation could be responsible for accelerated expansion [15].

The effects of averaging can be signicant. Using perturbation theory, effects of order ∼ 10−4 are
often quoted. However, these affects occur by averaging over the Hubble volumes and not over regions
of ∼ 100 − 200 Mpc. At best this is (only) a self-consistency analysis. In addition, there are highly non-
Gaussian inhomogeneities in the late universe, and the coherence of structures causes small deviations
in observations to sum to a large deviation, and there can be significant effects on observations from the
backreaction of inhomogeneities [12].

In [14] the hierarchy of the critical scales for large scale inhomogeneities (backreaction effects) were
calculated, at which 10% effects show up from averaging at different orders over a local domain in space-
time. The dominant contribution comes from the averaged spatial curvature, observable up to scales of
∼ 200 Mpc. The averaged spatial curvature typically leads to 10% (1%) effects up to ∼ 80 (240) Mpc. The
cosmic variance of the local Hubble rate is 10% (5%) for spherical regions of radius 40 (60) Mpc. Below
∼ 40 Mpc, the cosmic variance of the Hubble rate is larger than 10%. At lower scales the kinematical
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backreaction, due to second order perturbations caused by local inhomogeneities and anisotropies, are
important. The crude estimates are comparable to the actual density variance determined from large
scale structure surveys [3, 4, 11]. In addition, it has been found that a matter model with discrete masses
(rather than an idealised continuous fluid) leads to corrections for cosmological parameters ∼ 10 − 20%
[13]. Indeed, it has been argued that the effects of averaging can theoretically be as large as ∼ 40% when
the equivalence principle of GR is properly applied [11].

There are also a number of other potential problems with the standard model. Apart from WMAP
date (z ∼ 1100), the standard model is based on local observations (z < 2), and consequently it has been
argued that the data does not convincingly imply acceleration [14]. It is noteworthy that the quality of
fit of the ΛCDM model has decreased with the introduction of each new SNIa data set, which may hint
at inadequacy of the ΛCDM description [15]. Indeed, the standard model does not fit all data; there is
tension between different SNIa data sets [16] and tension between different data sets, especially between
SNIa data and CMB data [16, 17], but also with nucleosynthesis and other large scale structure data [11].

2.0.1 Discussion: spatial curvature

Clearly, backreaction (averaging) effects are real, but their relative importance still need to be determined.
Within perturbation theory, the value of the normalized spatial curvature, Ωk, is expected to be small.
However, different authors have argued that Ωk can be as large as 5 − 10% [11, 13, 15]. In particular,
CMB data does not necessarily imply flatness [15]; the position of the CMB peaks is consistent with
significant spatial curvature provided that the expansion history is sufficiently close to the spatially flat
ΛCDM model. Indeed, conclusions drawn about spatial curvature from the CMB are model- and prior-
dependent; in a clumpy universe, the usual expression is inapplicable due to the non-trivial evolution of
the spatial curvature as well as the fact that clumping contributes to the expansion rate, and there is
no simple argument for obtaining the position of the CMB peaks. In addition, if the spatial curvature
(parameter k) is allowed to be a function of position, then considerable spatial curvature (locally) is
permissable (consistent with CMB observations) [13, 15], since curvature can affect different observations
at different scales in different ways (e.g., large scale structure, z < 2, and CMB, z ∼ 1100).

Observational data perhaps suggests a normalized spatial curvature |Ωk| ≈ 0.01−0.02 (i.e., of about a
percent). Combining these observations with large scale structure observations then puts stringent limits
on the curvature parameter in the context of adiabatic ΛCDM models; however, these data analyses are
very model- and prior-dependent, and care is needed in the proper interpretation of the data. There is a
heuristic argument that Ωk ∼ 10−3 − 10−2 (Ωk ∼ 1%) [20], which is consistent with CMB observations
[1] and agrees with estimates for intrinsic curvature fluctuations using realistically modelled clusters and
voids in a Swiss-cheese model. In particular, the MG equations (see below) were explicitly solved in a
FLRW background geometry and it was found that the correlation tensor (backreaction) is of the form of
a spatial curvature [19]. Thus, the averaged EFE for a flat spatially homogeneous, isotropic macroscopic
space-time geometry has the form of the EFE of GR for a non-flat spatially homogeneous, isotropic
space-time geometry.

It must be appreciated that such a value for Ωk, at the 1% level, is relatively large and may have
a significant dynamical effect on the evolution of the universe and the interpretation of cosmological
observations. Indeed, in such a scenario the current contribution from the spatial curvature is comparable
to the energy density in luminous matter. In addition, such a value cannot be naturally explained by
inflation. From standard analysis, depending on the initial conditions and the details of a specific model
of inflation, |Ω − 1| would be extremely small. Therefore, any value for Ωk at the 1 % level can only
be naturally explained in terms of an averaging effect. In addition, such an effect would compromise
any efforts to use data to constrain dark energy models (within the standard paradigm) with a variable
equation of state [21].
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3 The averaging problem in cosmology

3.1 General Approaches

The Universe is not isotropic or spatially homogeneous on local scales. The gravitational FE on large
scales are obtained by averaging the EFE of GR. It is necessary to use an exact covariant approach which
gives a prescription for the correlation functions that emerge in an averaging of the full tensorial EFE.

There are a number of approaches to the averaging problem. In the approach of Buchert a 3+1 cos-
mological space-time splitting is employed (i.e., this procedure is not generally covariant) and only scalar
quantities are averaged (and thus the governing equations are not closed) [22]. The perturbative ap-
proach (backreaction about an FLRW background [12]) involves averaging the perturbed EFE. However,
a perturbation analysis cannot provide any information about an averaged geometry; thus perturbation
theory cannot be conclusive and provide a complete solution.

To date the macroscopic gravity (MG) approach is the only approach to the averaging problem in
GR which gives a prescription for the correlation functions which emerge in an averaging of the non-
linear FE (without which the averaging of the EFE simply amount to definitions of the new averaged
terms) [23]. The MG space-time averaging approach is a fully covariant, gauge independent and exact
method, in which the averaged EFE are written in the form of the EFE for the macroscopic metric
tensor when the correlation terms are moved to the right-hand side of the averaged EFE to serve as
the geometric modification to the averaged (macroscopic) matter energy-momentum tensor. For the
cosmological problem additional assumptions are required: with reasonable cosmological assumptions,
the correlation tensor in Zalaletdinov’s scheme takes the form of a spatial curvature [19], and Buchert’s
scheme can be realized as a consistent limit [24].

There are other approaches to averaging. The formal mathematical issues of averaging tensors on a
differential manifold has recently been revisted. We note that integrating scalars on spacetime regions
is always well-defined and it may be possible to avoid several of the technical problems of averaging by
adopting an approach based on scalar curvature invariants.

4 Cosmological models

A cosmological model is a mixed model, in that the matter is already assumed to be averaged but the
geometry is not (necessarily). Therefore, we need a consistent model for the matter, represented on the
characteristic averaging scale, and its appropriate (averaged) physical properties. It is known that the
separation between the gravitational field and the matter is not scale invariant and the notion of a perfect
fluid is not scale invariant; averaging (in the presence of a gravitational field) modifies the equation of
state of the matter. In addition, since averaging does not conserve geodesics, we need further assumptions
in order to be able to compare the models with observational data.

A precise definition of a cosmological model is necessary; i.e., a framework in which to do averaging.
The definition we shall adopt is given by the following conditions C1 – C5 [25]: C1. Spacetime
Geometry: The spacetime geometry (M,g) is defined by a smooth Lorentzian metric g (characterizing
the macroscopic gravitational field) defined on a smooth differentiable manifold M. The macroscopic
metric geometry is obtained by an appropriate spacetime averaging of the microgeometry; thus part of the
definition of a cosmological model consists of specifying the averaging scheme (which must be consistent
with the physical assumptions of the model encapsulated in the conditions C3 and C4 below) and the
cosmological scale over which averaging or the smoothing occurs (i.e., we must specify the averaging scale
ℓ or averaging region).

C2. Timelike Congruence: There exists a timelike congruence (u) (in principle locally), represent-
ing a family of fundamental observers. Mathematically this means that the spacetime is I-non-degenerate
and hence the spacetime is uniquely characterized by its scalar curvature invariants [26]. In addition to
the formal parts C1 and C2 of the definition of a cosmological model (M,g, ℓ,u), we must also specify
the physical relationship (interaction) between the macroscopic geometry and the matter fields, including
how the matter responds to the macroscopic geometry.

C3. Macroscopic FE: There exists an appropriate set of macroscopic FE relating the averaged
matter and appropriately averaged (or macroscopic) geometry. This is based on an underlying microscopic
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theory of gravity (such as, for example, GR), and an appropriate formalism to average the geometry and
find corrections (correlations) due to averaging the Einstein tensor in the resulting FE:

G̃ab + Cab = T ab, (1)

where G̃ab ≡ R̃ab− 1
2δ
a
bR̃ and R̃ab is the Ricci tensor of the averaged macrogeometry, Cab is the correlation

tensor, and T ab is the energy momentum tensor (already assumed averaged).
C4. Equations of motion: We also need to know the trajectories along which the cosmological

matter moves (and also the light trajectories, which determine observational relations). In principle, the
average motion of a photon need not be a null geodesic in the averaged geometry [20]. C5. Observations:
Finally, we need to be able to relate averaged quantities with physical observables, which ultimately must
be consistent with cosmological data.

In the standard FLRW model there are a number of simplifications and assumptions. The past
approaches to averaging have been ideally suited to the FLRW models (with small, vanishing in the limit,
perturbations). In these models, the macrometric g is the FLRW metric (C1) and u also has a geometric
meaning (C2). In the usual point of view there are no correlations due to averaging (i.e., Cab = 0) or,
more precisely, they are negligible (C3). In this case it follows from the contracted Bianchi identities that
energy-momentum is conserved: T cb;c = 0, which relates the matter to the averaged geometry. All other
effects are assumed negligible (C4). However, there is no formal argument that such assumptions arise
from a rigorous averaging scheme of some appropriate (physically motivated) microgeometry. In addition,
there are some important effects in the standard model which are not necessarily small perturbations.

Since there are no scales explicitly specified in the model, in a sense the model is incomplete. Indeed,
the model does not even have the ability to determine whether there is a scale above which the geometry
is exactly FLRW or whether at all scales the geometry is only approximately FLRW (with a given
perturbation scale). Furthermore, regarding C5, we can ask whether the model agrees with observations?
If it does not, then even if the model agrees in some approximate sense with most observations, there
is no structure within which to discuss the potential small discrepancies with observed data, which is
a deficiency of the model. If the model does, then it would be remarkable, although there is still the
need for a physical explanation for the dark energy. Finally, if observations indicate that Ωk ≈ 1 − 2%,
then there is no physical mechanism within the model (particularly if there is an inflationary period) to
produce an intrinsic curvature parameter k of this magnitude, whereas an effective curvature parameter
k̂ of about a percent arises naturally from averaging.

5 An approach to averaging using scalars

For any given spacetime (M,g) we define the set of all scalar polynomial curvature invariants

I ≡ {R,R1, R2, R3, R2, RµνR
ν
µ, . . . , C

2, . . . } (2)

(where the Ri are eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor, and C2 ≡ CµναβCµναβ). Consider a spacetime (M,g)
with a set of invariants I. Then, if there does not exist a continuous metric deformation of g having the
same set of invariants as g, the set of invariants will be called non-degenerate, and the spacetime metric,
g, I-non-degenerate. This implies that for a metric which is I-non-degenerate the invariants characterize
the spacetime uniquely, at least locally. It was proven [26] that a 4D spacetime is either I-non-degenerate
or the metric is a degenerate Kundt metric. This is a striking result because it tells us that the only
metrics not locally determined by their scalar invariants must be of Kundt form.

Hence, in general, since we know how to average scalar quantities, we can average all of the scalar
curvature invariants that then represents an averaged spacetime (with that set of averaged scalar invari-
ants). In particular, we note that cosmological models (as defined above) belong to the set of spacetimes
completely characterized by their scalar invariants, suggesting that we can average a cosmological model
using scalar invariants. Therefore, we have a microgeometry completely characterized by its set of scalar
curvature invariants I. We then average these microgeometry scalar curvature invariants to obtain a new
set of macrogeometry scalar curvature invariants Ĩ, which now completely characterizes the macrogeom-
etry [25].
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5.1 Averaging the geometry

In the general mathematical context we want to describe the averaged geometry (represented by the
Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives) and interpret the results. Let us consider, I, defined by

(2), which is an ordered set of functions on M. Let us we write Ĩ ≡ {R̃, . . . , R̃µνRνµ, . . . }, which is also

an ordered set of functions. The question is then: does the ordered set of functions Ĩ correspond to the
associated scalar curvature invariants for some metric g̃ (which could then serve to define the macrometric
g̃).

It is certainly plausible that (some appropriately defined subset of) the ordered set of functions Ĩ
correspond to the associated scalar curvature invariants for some macrometric g̃ for the class of I-non-
degenerate geometries that constitute the class of cosmological models defined. Since the geometries are
I-non-degenerate and in 4D the properties of the geometry can be represented in terms of scalars, and
since relations between different terms (functions) in the set I (e.g., R and R2 are functionally dependent)
and the corresponding terms in the set Ĩ (e.g., R̃ and R̃2) are functionally related in exactly the same
way and syzygies (e.g., describing the algebraic type) are maintained under averaging, it follows that
in general the set Ĩ gives rise to a macrometric g̃ (which will have similar algebraic properties to the
micrometric g).

5.1.1 Proposal: Scalar Averaging Procedure

Let us consider the ordered set of functions I in the form of (2). First, let us omit any scalars from this set
that are not algebraically independent (e.g., {R2, RµνR

ν
µ . . . }) to obtain an (appropriate ‘independent’)

subset IA. Second, for a particular spacetime, we omit any scalars from IA that can be obtained from
syzygies defining that particular spacetime (e.g., defining the algebraic type of the spacetime, such as the
Segre type or the Petrov type). For example, for a Ricci tensor corresponding to the algebraic form of a
perfect fluid we could omit {R2, R3} (relative to {R,R1}). We consequently obtain the subset ISA: e.g.,
ISA ≡ {R,R1, . . . , C2, . . . }. For the spacetimes under consideration the microgeometry is then completely
characterized by the (sub)set of scalar curvature invariants ISA.

We now construct the new ordered set of functions ĨSA by averaging the various scalar invariants of

ISA: ĨSA ≡ {R̃, R̃1, . . . , C̃2, . . . }, where all of the original scalar invariants omitted from the original set
I are replaced by a new set of functions obeying exactly the same algebraic properties (or syzygies) as
ISA. Therefore, it is assumed that ĨSA comes equiped with these syzygies, so that we could construct the
corresponding set Ĩ consisting of the members of ĨSA and all of the corresponding syzygies. Consequently,
the set ISA is an ordered set of functions (scalar curvature invariants) on M which uniquely determines
the macrogeometry with exactly the same algebraic properties as the original microgeometry.

5.1.2 Cosmological models

In the case of a cosmological model, from C3 we have an effective set of FE and we only need to consider
the macrogeometric Ricci tensor R̃ab (the correlation tensor is obtained from the averaging procedure).
The microgeometric Ricci tensor Rab is completely characterized by a set of scalar curvature invariants

IR. Averaging these scalar curvature invariants we obtain the set ĨR̃, which completely characterizes

the macrogeometric Ricci tensor R̃ab. Since constructing the Ricci tensor from a set of scalar curvature
invariants IR is relatively simple compared to the corresponding problem for the Riemann tensor, and
since the reduced set of scalar curvature invariants IR is considerably smaller than I, we have reduced
the complexity of the problem in this new averaging approach. Indeed, for a Ricci tensor of the algebraic
form of a perfect fluid, there are effectively (only) two independent zeroth order scalar invariants, the
Ricci scalar and a single Ricci eigenvalue (corresponding to the effective energy density, ρ, and pressure,
p, of the perfect fluid). Therefore, in the context of the scalar averaging procedure, we have the set

{R̃, R̃1}.

It is necessary to determine whether the correlations due to averaging alter the geometry or affect
the effective energy-momentum tensor. This is partly a question of interpretation, which must be done
within the context of the underlying cosmological model. In particular, in the cosmological application
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it may be appropriate to reinterpret the averaging correlations as corrections to the matter fields (and
hence the effective equation of state) through the EFE.

In [26] the specific example of a static spherically symmetric perfect fluid spacetime was considered.
This is a simple and appropriate model for illustration since it can include an arbitrary function of one
variable, there is a non-vanishing pressure, the averaging region does not change with time and there
are no gravitational waves. The average correlations can be interpreted as contributing a small constant
curvature term, arising from the averaging of local inhomogeneities in the micro-Ricci tensor to the
smooth macro-Ricci tensor (consistent with the results of [19]).

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NSERC of Canada.
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The cosmological singularity problem
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Abstract
Despite impressive phenomenological successes, cosmological models are incomplete
without an understanding of what happened at the big bang singularity. Depending
on the model, one would like to understand how appropriate initial conditions were
selected at the big bang singularity, or how a pre-existing contracting universe un-
derwent a big crunch/big bang transition, if such transitions are possible at all. In
this talk, after an introduction to these questions, an attempt is described to study
cosmological singularities using the AdS/CFT correspondence. A specific model in
which asymptotically AdS initial data evolve into a big crunch singularity is discussed
and a dual field theory description is provided.

1 Introduction: inflation, open questions, and an alternative

The last two decades have witnessed enormous progress in our understanding of the composition and
evolution of the universe. One of the remaining challenges is to understand how the very early uni-
verse reached a nearly homogeneous, nearly flat state with a specific spectrum of density perturbations
consistent with present observations.

The most popular explanation is that the very early universe underwent a period of inflation [1]. If
one assumes that inflation started and lasted long enough, it is able to explain the flatness and homo-
geneity of the universe. It also solves the monopole problem. The greatest success of inflation is that
“simple” (single-field, slow-roll) inflationary models predict nearly scale-invariant, nearly Gaussian adia-
batic density perturbations [2]. These are the seeds of large scale structure and are visible as temperature
anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB).

It is important, though, to ask what predictions inflation makes for upcoming observations. Two
of the holy grails of observational cosmology in the coming years are the possible observation of non-
gaussianities in the CMB, and of CMB polarization due to primordial gravitational waves (tensor modes).
The “simplest” inflationary models (single-field, slow-roll, two-derivative) predict that non-gaussianities
are too small to be observed. However, other models allow for observable levels of non-gaussianity.
Simple field theory models of inflation predict a level of tensor modes that might be observable (though
it is not guaranteed). Many other models predict a non-detectable level of tensor modes. So we see
that the future predictions of inflation are strongly model-dependent. It would therefore be desirable to
understand which specific models (if any) are preferred from a particle physics point of view.

In this context, an important feature of inflationary models is that they need ultraviolet (UV) comple-
tions. This can be seen in several ways. First, the slow-roll conditions of simple inflationary models can
be destroyed by (1/M2

P )-suppressed quantum gravity corrections to the inflaton potential, where MP is
the Planck mass. Sufficient control over the UV of the theory is needed to compute such terms. Second,
in models with observable primordial gravity waves, the inflaton ϕ moves over distances in field space
much larger than MP [3]. Terms involving arbitrarily high powers of ϕ/MP are thus important, and
their coefficients depend on the UV of the theory. Third, in single field, slow-roll inflation, only higher
derivative models can give rise to observable levels of non-gaussianity. But in the presence of some higher
derivative terms, one needs to know the UV theory to argue why other higher derivative terms are not
present. We conclude that a satisfactory theory of inflation requires a theory beyond general relativity.

In recent years, important progress has been made on constructing inflaton actions in string theory.
This is technically not straightforward because it is necessary to stabilize all moduli and to compute
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all relevant Planckian corrections. See [4] for a recent review. But even if such effective field theory
models with suitable inflaton potentials are found, one may wonder how the universe emerged in a state
that allowed inflation to start. In other words, how was a suitably fine-tuned initial state selected? In
particular, in general relativity, inflationary solutions are past geodesically incomplete [5]. The question
should then be asked whether singularity resolution in a more fundamental theory puts constraints on
which solutions of the effective theory are allowed.

As we have discussed, even though inflation has had important phenomenological successes, important
theoretical questions with phenomenological implications are yet to be answered. This state of affairs has
motivated the construction of several alternative models, one of which is the cyclic universe [6]. Inflation
(ultra-rapid expansion) is the only known mechanism to dynamically generate the required nearly scale-
invariant spectrum of density perturbation in an expanding universe. In a contracting universe, however,
the ekpyrotic mechanism (ultra-slow contraction) generates a spectrum of perturbations very similar to
that of inflation [7]. In general relativity, the transition from a contracting to an expanding (spatially
flat) universe requires going through a singularity [8]. At present, it is unclear whether such a transition
is possible and whether perturbations would go through essentially unchanged. The answer will have to
come from a theory beyond general relativity.

We have seen that for the inflationary universe, and even more for alternative models, it is important
to try and understand the big bang singularity. The work described in this talk is motivated by several
fundamental questions. Can we describe the big bang itself? How do space and time emerge from the
big bang? Is it consistent to have a contracting universe before the big bang? Does the universe have a
natural initial state, and if so, does it lead to inflation?

In section 2, we will first briefly review the concept of emergent space-time as well as the holographic
principle. In section 3, we will discuss the AdS/CFT correspondence and “AdS cosmologies”. In sec-
tion 4, we will give a slightly more detailed account of specific (AdS4/ABJM) models with cosmological
singularities. Section 5 contains our conclusions and an outlook.

2 Emergent space-time and the holographic principle

We first briefly review the concept of emergent space-time – a more elaborate review can be found in [9].
To perform a measurement with desired resolution ∆x, one needs light with wavelength λ < ∆x. During
the measurement, the energy E = hc/λ of a photon gets concentrated in region with dimension ∆x. This
energy is within its own Schwarzschild radius if ∆x is smaller than the Planck length ℓP = (hG/c3)1/2 ≈
10−35m. If one attempts to probe space with a resolution smaller than ℓP , one creates a black hole with
size larger than ℓP . As a consequence, the concept “space” loses its meaning below the Planck length.

An emergent concept in physics is absent in the fundamental description of a theory, but appears in
a macroscopic description. Examples include the classical path of a particle, which has no fundamental
meaning in quantum mechanics, but emerges as a good approximation for macroscopic objects, and the
description of water as a continuous fluid, which is only valid on scales greater than the mean free path
of the water molecules.

Since space loses its meaning near the Planck scale, a natural idea is that space may be an emergent
concept. This idea raises many questions, though. If space only plays a role in a “macroscopic” description
of reality, then what is the fundamental, underlying theory? In other words, what are the “molecules”
in the analogy with water? How exactly does space emerge on “macroscopic” scales? In particular, how
does space originate in cosmology? And if space is emergent, then how about time?

A framework in which the emergence of space has been realized is the holographic principle. In
optics, holography means that 3d information is completely encoded on a 2d photographic plate and can
be reconstructed starting from the 2d image. In quantum gravity, the holographic principle [10] says,
roughly speaking, that gravitational physics in a space-time is exactly equivalent to a non-gravitational
theory on the boundary of this space-time.

The motivation for the holographic principle goes back to studies of black hole entropy. Since the
number of bits of information in a black hole is proportional to the area of the horizon rather than the
volume inside the horizon [11], maybe the carriers of the information live on the horizon rather than in
the interior.
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3 The AdS/CFT correspondence and AdS cosmologies

In the second half of the 90s, the holographic principle has been realized rather precisely in the context of
string theory. String theory is a proposed framework for force unification, in which elementary particles
are described as small oscillating strings. The theory automatically contains gravity and it is consistent
with the rules of quantum mechanics, making it a model of quantum gravity. Important features of the
theory are that, in the simplest models, space-time has more than four dimensions, and that, in addition
to strings, the theory contains extended objects known as branes.

We will mention two string theory realizations of the holographic principle and then focus on one of
them. One realization is matrix theory [12], a quantum mechanical theory of large matrices. At large
distances, the model is well-approximated by gravity in a space-time (the analogue of water as a continuous
fluid). On the other hand, at small distances, the description in terms of space-time no longer applies –
the notion of space is replaced by non-commuting matrices (the analogue of the molecular structure). The
second realization, which will be the focus of the remainder of this talk, is the AdS/CFT correspondence,
which relates string theory in asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS) space-times to conformal field theories
on the conformal boundary of AdS [13].

The four-dimensional AdS4 space (in global coordinates) has a time coordinate t, a radial coordinate
r and angular coordinates θ and ϕ. The conformal boundary consists of the time direction (labeled by t)
multiplied by the two-sphere (labeled by θ, ϕ). One can therefore wonder how the radial position r in AdS
is encoded in the dual field theory. It turns out that the radial position r of an object in AdS corresponds
to the energy of the corresponding object in the field theory. The radial direction is emergent.

The hope is now that a dual field theory description will enable us to describe gravitational physics in
regimes where gravity breaks down, such as near black hole or cosmological singularities – the latter will
be the focus of the remainder of this talk. Our starting point is the existence of supergravity solutions
in which smooth, asymptotically AdS initial data evolve to a big crunch singularity, by which we mean
a spacelike singularity that reaches the boundary in finite global time [14]. Such solutions are called
“AdS cosmologies”. The question is whether a dual gauge theory can be used to study the singularity in
quantum gravity.

To be a little bit more specific, to define (super-)gravity in AdS, one has to specify boundary conditions
at spatial infinity (since light signals can reach the boundary in finite time). With the usual, supersym-
metric boundary conditions, AdS is perfectly stable and a big crunch is not generated from smooth,
asymptotically AdS initial data. This changes, however, when certain modified, non-supersymmetric
boundary conditions are imposed [14]. The modified boundary conditions in the bulk are reflected in the
dual field theory by the presence of a potential unbounded from below. This potential is so steep that it
causes an operator to reach infinity in finite time. Therefore, the goal becomes to learn something about
cosmological singularities (in the bulk) by studying unbounded potentials (in the boundary theory).

In quantum mechanics (as opposed to quantum field theory), steep potentials unbounded from be-
low are well-understood. A priori, the danger is that wavepackets disappear at infinity in finite time,
causing a violation of unitarity. This problem can be cured by considering a self-adjoint extension of
the Hamiltonian [15]. This amounts to restricting the space of allowed wavefunctions so that the Hamil-
tonian becomes self-adjoint and time evolution therefore unitary. The simplest choices of self-adjoint
extensions can be visualized as putting a “brick wall” boundary condition at infinity, such that a “mir-
ror” wavepacket appears when the original wavepacket disappears, thereby conserving probability. There
also exist consistent self-adjoint extensions, though, where a wavepacket disappears at one boundary at
infinity and reappears at another boundary, again preserving total probability. While well-understood
in quantum mechanics, the extension of the method of self-adjoint extensions to quantum field theory is
highly non-trivial – a first attempt appeared in [16] and an update will appear elsewhere [17].

4 Cosmological singularities in AdS4/ABJM

Eleven-dimensional supergravity on S7/Zk allows a consistent truncation to four-dimensional gravity
coupled to a single scalar field φ. The potential has a maximum for vanishing scalar field that cor-
responds to the AdS4 vacuum solution. Small fluctuations around the the AdS solution have a mass
in the range m2

BF < m2 < m2
BF + 1. Since the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [18] is satisfied, the
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maximally supersymmetric solution, with the standard boundary conditions, is both perturbatively and
non-perturbatively stable. In global coordinates, asymptotically AdS4 metrics satisfy

ds2 ∼ −(1 + r2)dt2 +
dr2

1 + r2
+ r2dΩ2

2 (r → ∞) . (1)

In any asymptotically AdS solution, the scalar field behavior at large radial coordinate is

φ(t, r,Ω) ∼ α(t,Ω)

r
+
β(t,Ω)

r2
(r → ∞) . (2)

The standard, supersymmetric boundary conditions correspond to β = 0. There exists however a whole
one-parameter family of AdS invariant boundary conditions,

β = −hα2 , (3)

where h is an arbitrary constant [19]. For h ̸= 0, smooth asymptotically AdS initial data can evolve into
a big crunch singularity [14].

M-theory in asymptotically AdS4 × S7/Zk space-times with β = 0 boundary conditions is dual to
the three-dimensional superconformal field theory that describes the low energy dynamics of coincident
M2-branes. In [20], Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) proposed a specific three-
dimensional N = 6 superconformal U(N) × U(N) Chern-Simons-matter theory with levels k and −k as
the world-volume theory of N coincident M2-branes on a C4/Zk singularity. Here, Zk is generated by
yA → exp(2πi/k) yA. Besides the two U(N) gauge fields A and Â, the theory contains scalar fields Y A,
A = 1, . . . , 4, transforming in the fundamental representation of the SU(4)R R-symmetry group and in
the bifundamental (N, N̄) of the gauge group, as well as fermions. The scalars come with a sextic single
trace potential (which can be thought of as the analogue of the commutator squared potential of N = 4
super-Yang-Mills theory). The ABJM theory has a ’t Hooft limit N → ∞ with N/k fixed; in this limit,
one actually finds a weakly coupled type IIA string theory. The operator dual to the bulk scalar φ is the
dimension one chiral primary operator [21]

O ∼ Tr
(
Y 1Y †

1 − Y 2Y †
2

)
. (4)

The boundary condition (3) corresponds to adding a classically marginal triple trace deformation to
the boundary action

S = SABJM + conf. coupl. +
h

N4

∫
d3x

[
Tr
(
Y 1Y †

1 − Y 2Y †
2

)]3
. (5)

The second term is the conformal coupling of the scalars due to the curvature of S2. Two things to
note about this deformation of the ABJM theory are that it is conformal in the planar limit, and that it
reduces to the O(2N2) ×O(2N2) vector model in the weak coupling limit N → ∞, N/k → 0 [21].

Recently, a brane interpretation of the instability of (5) has been provided in [22]. Consider spherical
M2-branes in AdS4 × S7, extended along the time direction and a two-sphere inside AdS4 and localized
at a point in S7. Such branes could either nucleate out of empty AdS4 × S7 or be present in an initial
state. Now compute the effective potential for the radius R of such branes, or rather, for the canonically
normalized field ϕ ≡

√
R. With the standard supersymmetric boundary conditions, cancellations related

to supersymmetry leave behind a quadratic potential for ϕ, which precisely corresponds to the conformal
coupling terms in (5). If a spherical brane nucleates, this potential causes it to shrink again and disappear.
With the modified boundary conditions (3), however, an unbounded term sextic in ϕ ≡

√
R is added to

the potential, in agreement with the triple trace term in (5). The presence of this term implies that a
sufficiently large spherical M2-brane will be pulled to infinite radius in finite time. M2-branes are domain
walls in AdS4: the 4-form flux inside a spherical brane is one unit smaller than outside. In a process in
which spherical branes nucleate and grow, the 4-form flux Neff at a fixed radial position r decreases with
time. As a consequence, the effective ’t Hooft coupling Neff/k decreases as a function of time. Since
small ’t Hooft coupling corresponds to large curvature in the bulk, the result in a gravity approximation
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will be a curvature singularity, namely the big crunch singularity visible in the supergravity solutions
describing AdS cosmologies.2

To understand the dual description of our AdS cosmology, we need to study the dynamics of the field
theory defined by (5). For now, we will do so in the weakly coupled ’t Hooft limit N → ∞, N/k → 0,
in which the model reduces to the O(2N2) × O(2N2) vector model. Let us therefore first review the
well-studied O(N) vector model, defined by the action

S =

∫
d3x

(
−1

2
∂µϕ⃗ · ∂µϕ⃗− λ

6N2

(
ϕ⃗ · ϕ⃗

)3)
. (6)

Its perturbative beta function is given by [23]

βpert(λ) =
3

2π2N

(
λ2 − λ3

192

)
+ higher order in

1

N
. (7)

For negative values of the coupling (λ < 0), there is a UV fixed point at λ = 0, so that the model
is asymptotically free (though of course it has a potential unbounded from below) [24]. For positive
coupling (λ > 0), the model exhibits a perturbative fixed point at λ∗ = 192 [23]. There is, however, a
non-perturbative instability at leading order in the 1/N expansion whenever λ > λc ≡ 16π2 [25]; the
perturbative fixed point lies in the unstable regime. Working with Poincaré invariant states, one can show
that the effective potential approaches minus infinity as the renormalized value of ⟨ϕ2⟩ goes to minus
infinity. (If one introduces a cutoff, the effective potential is bounded from below, but all masses are of
the order of the cutoff, so that there is no interesting continuum limit.) Recently, time-dependent states
have been considered in this model. It has been found that states with

⟨ϕ2⟩ren = −CN
t

(8)

exist at least up to some time t = 0 [26].
We can summarize the analysis of the O(N) vector model as follows. There is a classical instability for

λ < 0, in which case ϕ ∼ 1/
√

|t|. There is a quantum instability for λ > λc, in which case ⟨ϕ2⟩ren ∼ 1/|t|.
The perturbative fixed point lies in the quantum unstable regime.

Now let us consider the O(N) × O(N) vector model [27] (where in the application we have in mind,
N will be replaced by 2N2):

S =

∫
d3x

[
−1

2
∂µϕ⃗1 · ∂µϕ⃗1 −

1

2
∂µϕ⃗2 · ∂µϕ⃗2 −

λ111
6N2

(
ϕ⃗1 · ϕ⃗1

)3
− λ222

6N2

(
ϕ⃗2 · ϕ⃗2

)3
−λ112

6N2

(
ϕ⃗1 · ϕ⃗1

)2 (
ϕ⃗2 · ϕ⃗2

)
− λ122

6N2

(
ϕ⃗1 · ϕ⃗1

)(
ϕ⃗2 · ϕ⃗2

)2]
. (9)

As a special case, we recover the potential corresponding to the last term in (5),

V =
λ

6N2

(
ϕ⃗1 · ϕ⃗1 − ϕ⃗2 · ϕ⃗2

)3
, (10)

where by convention we choose λ < 0 (the other choice would correspond to interchanging the roles of

ϕ⃗1 and ϕ⃗2). The results of the analysis in [21] are as follows. If one starts with the potential (10) and
follows the four independent sextic couplings under perturbative renormalization group flow towards the
UV, one approaches a UV fixed point with λ222 = λ∗, λ112 = λ122 = λ111 = 0 – the approach of the
fixed point has also been computed. However, as in the O(N) vector model, a quantum instability will
kick in before λ222 reaches λ∗.

Taking into account this quantum instability, the dynamics is as follows. Start with a small negative
value of λ, so that ϕ⃗1 is classically unstable. As ϕ⃗1 rolls to large values, a lot of energy becomes available,
so one needs to run the couplings towards the UV. At some time, the coupling λ222 becomes larger than
λc, so that ϕ⃗2 becomes quantum unstable. The coupled system of ϕ⃗1 and ϕ⃗2 needs to be studied – this
is work in progress [17]. Once the approach of the singularity (t = 0) is understood, it will be interesting
to study if and how time evolution can be extended beyond t = 0.

2I would like to thank Y. Nakayama for a related discussion.
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5 Conclusions and outlook

In this talk, we have argued that cosmological models are incomplete without an understanding of the cos-
mological singularity. Then we have seen that the holographic principle maps difficult questions in gravity
to (hopefully simpler) questions in quantum field theory. In particular, the AdS/CFT correspondence
relates gravitational theories allowing big crunch singularities to field theories with potentials unbounded
from below. Therefore, it is interesting to study the dynamics of field theories with unbounded potentials.
We have seen preliminary results in a concrete model, namely a deformation of ABJM theory.

What can we hope these models will lead to? In principle, one would like to carry out the following
program. Start with a state in the bulk theory (with modified boundary conditions) corresponding to a
large, asymptotically AdS space-time with some profile for the scalar field. Translate this state, using the
AdS/CFT correspondence, to a state in the dual field theory on the boundary (with a steep unbounded
potential). In the dual field theory, evolve the state through the singularity using a self-adjoint extension
(if a consistent and natural self-adjoint extension exists). Finally, translate the evolved state back to
a state in the bulk theory, and ask whether it has a geometric interpretation. If the boundary theory
described only homogeneous modes, experience with self-adjoint extensions in quantum mechanics would
suggest that the final state would roughly resemble the initial state, which would suggest a cosmological
bounce. Inhomogeneous modes can drastically change this picture, though: particle creation can be
potentially attractive for cosmology, but one needs to make sure that backreaction is sufficiently small
for the computations to be reliable. In fact, self-adjoint extensions of “brick wall” type tend to lead to
too much particle creation. Preliminary results suggest that other boundary conditions may be better
behaved [17].
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A story of the primordial non-Gaussianity
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Abstract
We will discuss how to get a large local form primordial non-Gausianity, including
bispectrum and trispectrum, from inflation model. In particular, we will focus on the
curvaton model and the curvature perturbation generated at the end of multi-field
inflation due to a nontrivial condition for multi-field inflation to end.

1 Introduction

One of the elegant ideas in modern cosmology is represented by the inflationary paradigm [1]. It is widely
believed that there was an early epoch in the history of the Universe – before the epoch of primordial
nucleosynthesis – when the Universe expansion was accelerated. Such an accelerated expansion in the
early Universe can easily address several puzzles, such as flatness problem, horizon problem and so on,
in the hot big bang model. On the other hand, inflation also provides a natural explanation about
the production of the first density perturbations in the early Universe which seeds the formation of the
large scale structure (LSS) in the distribution of galaxies and the temperature anisotropies in the cosmic
microwave background radiation (CMBR) [2]. In fact inflation has become the dominant paradigm to
understand the initial conditions for the anisotropies in CMBR and formation of LSS.

The primordial cosmological perturbations are so tiny that the generation and evolution of fluctua-
tions during inflation has been investigated at the linear level. In this level, the fluctuations are described
by a free field theory and the distribution of the primordial fluctuations is just Gaussian. However the
mechanism how the primordial cosmological perturbations are generated is not yet well established. In
order to distinguish different mechanisms, we need to consider the interaction of the curvature pertur-
bation ζ. Once the interaction is taken into account, the Fourier components of curvature perturbation
are not uncorrelated and the distribution of curvature perturbation is not Gaussian any more [3]. At the
leading order, we take into account the irreducible three and four-point correlation function of ζ, namely

⟨ζk1ζk2ζk3⟩c = (2π)7δ(3)(
3∑
i=1

ki)Bζ(k1, k,k3), (1)

⟨ζk1ζk2ζk3ζk4⟩c = (2π)9δ(3)(
4∑
i=1

ki)Tζ(k1, k,k3, k4), (2)

where ζk is the Fourier mode of ζ in momentum space, and both Bζ and Tζ encode how much the
distribution of primordial curvature perturbation deviates from exact Gaussian distribution. In general,
Bζ(k1, k2, k3) and Tζ(k1, k2, k3, k4) are the complicated functions of ki. Here we only plan to discuss
a well established non-Gaussianity which has a local shape. For the local shape non-Gaussianity, the
curvature perturbation ζ can be expanded to the non-linear orders at the same spatial point,

ζ(x) = ζg(x) +
3

5
f loc.NL

(
ζ2g (x) − ⟨ζ2g ⟩

)
+

9

25
gloc.NL

(
ζ3g (x) − 3⟨ζ2g ⟩ζg

)
, (3)

where ζg is the Gaussian part of curvature perturbation. In this special case, the sizes of Bζ and Tζ are

1Email address: huangqg@kias.re.kr
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characterized by three parameters:

Bζ(k1, k2, k3) =
3

10
f loc.NLP

2
ζ ·
∑3
i=1 k

3
i∏3

i=1 k
3
i

, (4)

Tζ(k1, k2, k3, k4) =
27

100
gloc.NLP

3
ζ ·
∑4
i=1 k

3
i∏4

i=1 k
3
i

(5)

+
1

16
τ loc.NLP

3
ζ ·
(

1

k312k
3
2k

3
3

+ 23 perms.

)
, (6)

where kij = |ki + kj | and Pζ is the dimensionless power spectrum which is defined by

⟨ζkζk′⟩ = (2π)3δ(3)(k + k′)
2π2

k3
Pζ(k). (7)

If f loc.NL ̸= 0, Bζ blows up in the limit of k1 ≃ k2 ≫ k3. If gNL ̸= 0, the term with gloc.NL blows up when
one or two of ki goes to zero. If the curvature perturbation is generated by single scalar field, τ loc.NL is not
an independent parameter which is related to f loc.NL by

τ loc.NL = (
6

5
f loc.NL )2. (8)

As long as τ loc.NL does not vanish, the term with τ loc.NL blows up in the limit of kij → 0, even when
k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 ̸= 0. Because the local shape bispectrum and trispectrum do blow up for these special
configurations in the momenta space, it is much more sensitive to the cosmological observations than
that with non-local shape.

The present constraints on the non-Gaussianity parameters from experiments are still loose. For
example, WMAP 5yr data [4] implies

−9 < f loc.NL < 111 (9)

at 2σ level. The latest limit on f localNL is

f loc.NL = 38 ± 21 (10)

at 1σ level in [5]. Even though the Gaussian distribution is still consistent with data within 2σ level, the
allowed negative part of f loc.NL has been cut from the WMAP 3yr data significantly. The present limit on
gloc.NL is

−3.5 × 105 < gloc.NL < 8.2 × 105 (11)

from the compilation of LSS data [6], and

−5.6 × 105 < gloc.NL < 6.4 × 105 (12)

from WMAP 5yr data [7] at 95% CL. In the future the uncertainties of f loc.NL , τ loc.NL and gloc.NL will be
reduced to ∆f loc.NL = 5, ∆τ loc.NL ≃ 560 and ∆gloc.NL ≃ 2.6 × 104 by Planck at 95% CL. Any detection of
non-Gaussianity will have a profound implication for the physics in the early universe.

It is well-known that the single field inflation predicts f loc.NL ∼ O(ϵ, η) [8, 9]. Detection of local shape
non-Gaussianity will rule out all of the single-field inflation models. From the viewpoint of fundamental
physics, multiplicity of the scalar fields is expected for going beyond standard model. Some of these
scalar fields might be heavy compared to the Hubble scale of inflation H∗. But we can still expect that
there are many light scalar fields. It is unnatural to assume that all of these light scalar fields stay
at their local minimums from the beginning. They roll down their potentials along a one-dimensional
trajectory in the field space. Each of them has the amplitude of quantum fluctuation H∗/2π. We can
always decompose these light scalar fields into two kinds: one ϕ is along the tangent direction to the
trajectory, the others ϕs,i are transverse to the trajectory. The quantum fluctuations of these fields δϕ
and δϕs,i are called adiabatic fluctuation and entropic fluctuations respectively. The perturbation along
the adiabatic direction affects the value of the energy density and cause the density perturbation during
inflation. However the perturbations along the entropic directions only perturber the field values, but
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not the energy density, and don’t lead to the density perturbation during inflation. However it is possible
that the entropic perturbations can be converted into adiabatic perturbation on the superhorizon scale
at/after the end of inflation and generate a large local shape non-Gaussianity. Here we only consider a
simplest multi-field case where the trajectory of inflaton in the field space is a straight line and we will
focus on two typical models: curvaton model [10–16] and the curvature generated at the end of multi-field
inflation due to a non-trivial condition for inflation to end [17–23].

2 Curvaton model

As we know, there might be many light scalar fields in supersymmetric theory or string theory. These
light scalar fields which are subdominant during inflation can be taken as the candidates of curvaton. The
energy density in the epoch of inflation is dominated by the potential of inflaton. In the usual inflation
model the fluctuations of inflaton make the main contribution to the total curvature perturbations. The
energy density and the perturbations caused by these light scalar fields can be ignored during inflation.
However it is possible that the fluctuations of curvatons become relevant and generates a large local type
non-Gaussianity if its energy density is a significant fraction of the total energy at the time when curvaton
decays into radiation. In the simplest version of curvaton model the perturbations from the inflaton field
are assumed to be negligible.

In general the curvaton field does not have only a mass term in its potential. Instead of the simplest
curvaton potential 1

2m
2σ2, we adopt a form for the potential which allows a range of possibilities

V (σ) =
1

2
m2σ2 +

∑
n≥4

λn
σn

Mn−4
. (13)

The terms with n > 4 are non-renormalizable and suppressed by a UV scale M . If all of the interaction
terms are negligible, we have, roughly speaking,

ζ ∼ δρ

ρ
∼ Ωσ,D

δρσ
ρσ

∼ 2Ωσ,D
δσ

σ
+ Ωσ,D(

δσ

σ
)2 ∼ ζg +

1

Ωσ,D
ζ2g , (14)

where

Ωσ,D =
ρσ,D
ρ

, ζg ∼ Ωσ,D
δσ

σ
, (15)

and Ωσ,D is the curvaton density parameter at the time of its decay. Comparing to (3), we obtain

f loc.NL ∼ 1

Ωσ,D
, gloc.NL ∼ 0. (16)

If Ωσ,D ≪ 1, f loc.NL ≫ 1, but gloc.NL is expected to be small if the curvaton self-interaction term is negligibly
small. However, if the interaction term becomes dominant during inflation, we can expand δρσ/ρσ to
higher non-linear orders, namely

δρσ
ρσ

∼ n
δσ

σ
+

1

2
n(n− 1)(

δσ

σ
)2 +

1

6
n(n− 1)(n− 2)(

δσ

σ
)3 + ... , (17)

and then

f loc.NL ∼ 1

Ωσ,D
, gloc.NL ∼

(
1

Ωσ,D

)2

. (18)

In this case, gloc.NL can be roughly the same order as (f loc.NL )2. We will discuss these two cases more carefully
in the next two subsections.

2.1 Mass term dominant

The amplitude of the quantum fluctuation of curvaton field in a quasi-de Sitter space is given by

δσ =
H∗

2π
, (19)
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Figure 1: Evolution of the perturbation mode and the Hubble radius.

where ∗ denotes the epoch of horizon exits k∗ = a∗H∗ during inflation. The quantum fluctuation of
curvaton field is frozen at horizon exit to a classical perturbation with a flat spectrum. Since the curvaton
energy density is subdominant in this epoch, its fluctuations are initially taken as isocurvature/entropy
fluctuations. After the end of inflation the inflaton energy density is converted into radiations and then
the Hubble parameter decreases as a−2. The curvaton field will remain approximately constant σ∗ until
H ∼ m. At this epoch the curvaton starts to oscillate harmonically about σ = 0. During the stage of
oscillating the curvaton energy density goes like ρσ ∝ a−3 which increases with respect to the energy
density of radiation ρR ∝ a−4. When the Hubble parameter goes to the same order of the curvaton decay
rate Γ, the curvaton energy is converted into radiations. Finally, before primordial nucleosynthesis, the
curvaton field is supposed to completely decay into thermalized radiation, thus the perturbations in the
curvaton field are converted into curvature perturbations and become the final adiabatic perturbations
which seed the matter and radiation density fluctuations observed in the Universe. We illustrate the
evolution of one curvaton perturbation mode and Hubble radius in Fig. 1.

In the literatures the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of curvaton field σ∗ is taken as a free parameter.
However this treatment seems too naive. The curvaton mass is much smaller than the Hubble parameter
during inflation, which means the Compton wavelength is large compared to the curvature radius of the
de Sitter space H−1. So the gravitational effects may play a crucial role on the behavior of the light
scalar field in such a scenario. In [24] the authors explicitly showed that the quantum fluctuation of the
light scalar field σ with mass m in de Sitter space gives it a non-zero expectation value of the square of
a light scalar field

⟨σ2⟩ =
3H4

∗
8π2m2

, (20)

where the Hubble parameter H∗ is assumed to be a constant. In [14] we estimated the value of curvaton
as σ∗ ∼ H2/m and we found that f loc.NL in this curvaton model is bounded from above by the tensor-scalar
ratio, namely

f loc.NL < 103r
1
4 . (21)
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If a subdominant interaction term is taken into account, the non-linear evolution of curvaton field
after inflation, but before it starts to oscillate, on large scales should be taken into account. Now the
amplitude of the primordial scalar power spectrum and the non-Gaussianity parameters are modified to
be, [13],

Pζ =
1

9π2
f2Dq

2H
2
∗

σ2
∗
, (22)

f loc.NL =
5

4fD
(1 + h2) − 5

3
− 5fD

6
, (23)

gloc.NL =
25

54

[
9

4f2D
(h3 + 3h2) − 9

fD
(1 + h2) +

1

2
(1 − 9h2) + 10fD + 3f2D

]
, (24)

where

q =
σ∗σ

′
o

σo
, fD =

3Ωσ,D
4 − Ωσ,D

, (25)

h2 =
σ̄oσ

′′
o

σ′
o
2 , h3 =

σ̄2
oσ

′′′
o

σ′
o
3 (26)

where Ωσ,D is still the fraction of curvaton energy density in the energy budget at the time of curvaton
decay, σo is the curvaton VEV when curvaton starts to oscillate, and the prime denotes the derivative
with respect to σ∗. If the curvaton potential is purely quadratic, h2 = h3 = 0 and then

gloc.NL +
10

3
f loc.NL ≃ 0. (27)

We see that gloc.NL is not exactly zero, but has the same order of magnitude as f loc.NL . Any deviation from
the above relation implies that the curvaton potential does not take the purely quadratic form.

The curvaton dynamics after inflation was discussed in [25–27] and f loc.NL can be small even when
fD ≪ 1, but gloc.NL should be large [25–27]. For example, assume the curvaton potential is given by

V (σ) =
1

2
m2σ2 + λm4

( σ
m

)n
, (28)

where n ≥ 2. If n < 2, the correction term becomes dominant around σ = 0. The correction in the
equation of motion is small if |s| ≪ 1/n, where

s = λ
(σ∗
m

)n−2

. (29)

The general result is given in [26]. Now f loc.NL and gloc.NL take the form

f loc.NL ≃ 5

4fD
, (30)

gloc.NL ≃ −25

24
v(n)

s

f2D
− 25

6fD
, (31)

where

v(n) = −n2(n− 1)(n− 2)2
n−1
4 Γ(5/4)n−1π

×

[
J 1

4
(
1

2
)

∫ 1
2

0

Jn−1
1
4

(x)Y 1
4
(x)x

6−n
4 dx− Y 1

4
(
1

2
)

∫ 1
2

0

Jn1
4
(x)x

6−n
4 dx

]
, (32)

which shows up in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Plot of v(n) as a function of n.

2.2 Interaction term dominant

The self-interaction term can be dominant if the curvaton mass is small enough and/or the curvaton VEV
during inflation is large enough. If so, the higher order non-Gaussianity parameters are also expected
to be larger. In this subsection, we focus on the cases in which the self-interaction term dominates the
curvaton potential in the inflation epoch. The value of curvaton when it starts to oscillate is roughly
the same as σ∗. So we also assume that the curvaton energy density is dominated by the self-interaction
term when it starts to oscillate. As demonstrated in [28], the energy density of an oscillating scalar field
in an expanding universe with potential V ∼ σn scales as

ρσ ∼ a−6n/(n+2). (33)

If n < 4, the energy density of curvaton increases with respect to radiation, but decreases with respect
to radiation if n > 4. On the other hand, the amplitude of the curvaton oscillations also decreases, and
it is possible that the self-interaction term becomes subdominant before it decays. But it is also possible
that this transition does not happen before curvaton decays. We calculated the primordial curvature
perturbation for these two cases respectively in [16].

• Curvaton potential is dominated by the interaction term before it decays. The amplitude
of the primordial power spectrum and the non-linear parameters are respectively given by

Pζ =

(
n+ 2

12π

)2

f2Dq
2H

2
∗

σ2
∗
, (34)
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and

f loc.NL =
5

6

[
6(n− 1 + h2)

(n+ 2)fD
− 8(n− 1)

n+ 2
− 2(4 − n)

n+ 2
fD

]
, (35)

gloc.NL =
25

54

[
36

(n+ 2)2f2D
[(n− 1)(n− 2) + h3 + 3(n− 1)h2]

− 144

(n+ 2)2fD
(n− 1)(n− 1 + h2) +

4

(n+ 2)2
[44n2 − 121n+ 68 − 9(4 − n)h2]

− 80

(n+ 2)2
(n− 1)(n− 4)fD +

12

(n+ 2)2
(4 − n)2f2D

]
. (36)

• The mass term becomes dominant before curvaton decays. The amplitude of the primordial
power spectrum and the non-linearity parameters are

Pζ =

(
n+ 2

12π

)2

f2Dq
2H

2
∗

σ2
∗
, (37)

f loc.NL =
5

6

[
3(n+ 2h2)

(n+ 2)fD
− 2 − fD

]
, (38)

gloc.NL =
25

54

[
9

(n+ 2)2f2D
[n(n− 2) + 4h3 + 6nh2]

− 18

(n+ 2)fD
(n+ 2h2) +

2

n+ 2
(5 − 2n− 9h2) + 10fD + 3f2D

]
. (39)

To summarize, if the curvaton potential is dominated by the interaction term during inflation, a large
gloc.NL is obtained and gloc.NL ∼ O

(
(f loc.NL )2

)
which is consistent with our previous estimation. The value of

gloc.NL encodes the information of the self-interaction of curvaton field.

2.3 Mixed curvaton model

The spectral index is an important quantity to characterize the primordial power spectrum. In simplest
version of curvaton model, the total curvature perturbation is generated by curvaton field and the scale
dependence of the primordial power spectrum is the same as that of δσ. So the spectral index of the
primordial power spectrum in the curvaton model takes the form

ncvs = 1 +
2m̃2

∗
3H2

∗
− 2ϵ, (40)

where m̃∗ is the effective mass of curvaton at σ = σ∗ and ϵ = − Ḣ∗
H2

∗
is a slow-roll parameter. This result is

valid for all of the previous scenarios. Since we have m̃∗ ≪ H∗ in the curvaton model, a small value of ϵ
and a closely scale-invariant power spectrum are expected. However WMAP 5yr data prefers a red-tilted
power spectrum. In [15], we suggested a mixed scenario in which the curvature perturbation generated
by inflaton also makes a significant contribution to the primordial power spectrum in order to naturally
obtain a red-tilted power spectrum in curvaton model. The curvature perturbation generated by curvaton
and inflaton are denoted by P cvζ and P infζ respectively and then P totζ = P cvζ + P infζ . Introducing a new
paremater

β = P cvζ /P totζ ∈ [0, 1], (41)

the spectral index of the total primordial power spectrum becomes

ns = βncvs + (1 − β)ninfs , (42)

where ninfs = 1− 6ϵ+ 2η is the spectral index of the power spectrum generated by inflaton. Considering
the perturbation of inflaton cannot generate a large local shape non-Gaussianity and P cvζ = βP totζ , the
observed non-Gaussianity parameters become

f loc.NL ≃ β2fcvNL, τ loc.NL ≃ β3τ cvNL, gloc.NL ≃ β3gcvNL. (43)
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Since τ cvNL = ( 6
5f

cv
NL)2, we have

τ loc.NL =
36

25β
(f loc.NL )2, (44)

which is enhanced by a factor 1/β in the mixed curvaton model. In the case where curvaton potential
is dominated by its self-interaction term, gcvNL is proportional to (fcvNL)2, i.e. gcvNL = c(fcvNL)2 where the
coefficient c is different in different case, and hence

gloc.NL =
c

β
(f loc.NL )2, (45)

which is also enhanced. If ϵ ≃ 0, ns ≃ 1 + 2(1 − β)η and a red tilted primordial power spectrum is
obtained if β < 1 and η < 0.

3 A geometric description of non-Gaussianity generated at the
end of multi-feld inflation

In this section we mainly focus on the curvature perturbation generated at the end of multi-field inflation
and adopt the unit of Mp = 1. For simplicity, the trajectory of inflaton is assumed to be a straight line
in the field space and then the entropy perturbations do not contribute to the curvature perturbation
during inflation. As long as the background inflaton path is not orthogonal to the hyper-surface for
inflation to end, the entropy perturbation can make a contribution to the curvature perturbation at the
end of inflation and generate a large non-Gaussiantiy. Since the curvature perturbation is produced by
the entropy perturbations on the super-horizon scale, the bispectrum and trispectrum have a local shape.

We consider the inflation model with n inflaton fields. The dynamics of inflaton fields for slow-roll
inflation along a straight line in the field space is described by

dϕi
dN

≃ αi, (46)

where dN = −Hdt constant and αi for i = 1, 2, ..., n. The unit vector along the adiabatic direction is

eσ = −(α1, α2, ..., αn)/α, (47)

where

α =

(
n∑
i=1

α2
i

) 1
2

. (48)

The inflaton field vector in the field space is denoted by

Φ = (ϕ1, ϕ2, ..., ϕn), (49)

and its quantum fluctuation is

δΦ = (δϕ1, δϕ2, ..., δϕn). (50)

The equation of motion can be written by

dΦ

dN
= −αeσ. (51)

Assume that the values of inflaton fields at the end of inflation are given by

Φf = (ϕ1,f , ϕ2,f , ..., ϕn,f ), (52)

which satisfies the equation

F (Φf ) = F (ϕ1,f , ϕ2,f , ..., ϕn,f ) = 0. (53)
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The solution of the above equation is described by a (n − 1)-dimensional hyper-surface S in the n-
dimensional field space. This hyper-surface S associated with the field configuration at the end of inflation
in the field space has a normal vector at Φf as

ēn = (
∂F

∂ϕ1,f
,
∂F

∂ϕ2,f
, ...,

∂F

∂ϕn,f
), (54)

which can be normalized to be

en =
ēn

||ēn||
, (55)

where

||ēn|| =

(
n∑
i=1

(
∂F

∂ϕi,f
)2

) 1
2

. (56)

There are (n− 1) independent vectors along the entropy directions which are orthogonal to the adiabatic
direction. In particular, one of them is very important, namely es who stays on the plane P determined by
en and eσ. Assume eσ is not orthogonal to the hyper-surface S; otherwise, the entropy perturbations do
not contribute to the curvature perturbation and this n-field inflation model is reduced to the single-field
case. Now the vector along this special entropy direction can be given by

ēs = en − ⟨en, eσ⟩eσ (57)

which can be normalized to be a unit vector

es =
ēs

||ēs||
, (58)

with
||ēs|| =

√
1 − ⟨eσ, en⟩2. (59)

Similarly, the unit tangent vector of S on the plane P can be expressed by

et =
ēt

||ēt||
, (60)

where
ēt = eσ − ⟨en, eσ⟩en, (61)

and
||ēt|| =

√
1 − ⟨eσ, en⟩2. (62)

Here the vectors et and es are constructed by eσ and en, and then we obtain two simple relations, namely

⟨et, es⟩ = −⟨en, eσ⟩, (63)

and
⟨en, eσ⟩⟨et, es⟩ − ⟨et, eσ⟩⟨en, es⟩ = −1. (64)

These vectors are illustrated in Fig. 3. The curve C is the intersection curve between the hyper-surface
S and the plane P .

There are still (n − 2) independent entropy directions orthogonal to the plane P . The unit vectors
along these (n− 2) entropy directions are denoted by es,A for A = 1, 2, .., n− 2. Since es,A is orthogonal
to eσ and es which are the two independent vectors living on the plane P , es,A must be orthogonal to
the plane P and then es,A for A = 1, 2, ..., n − 2 are also the unit tangent vectors of S at the point Φf ,
namely

et,A = es,A. (65)

Denote ℓ as the arc-length parameter along the tangent direction et and ℓA as the arc-length parameter
along the tangent direction et,A for A = 1, 2, ..., n− 2. Therefore

et =
∂Φf
∂ℓ

, et,A =
∂Φf
∂ℓA

. (66)
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Figure 3: The green line is the trajectory of inflaton fields during inflation and the hyper-surface corre-
sponds to the field configuration at the end of inflation.

Using the δN formalism [29–33], we found the sizes of both bispectrum and trispectrum are determined
by how curved this hyper-surface is. See [21] in detail. The amplitude of the primordial curvature
perturbation is

Pζ =
1

α2⟨en, eσ⟩2
(
H∗

2π
)2. (67)

Here we need to stress that only the fluctuations along the adiabatic direction eσ and the special entropy
direction es make contribution to the total power spectrum. The amplitude of the gravitational wave
fluctuations is related to the inflation scale by

PT = 8(
H∗

2π
)2, (68)

and then the tensor-scalar ratio takes the form

r = PT /Pζ = 8α2⟨en, eσ⟩2. (69)

The spectral index of the scalar power spectrum is

ns = 1 +
d lnPζ
d ln k

= 1 − d lnPζ
dN

= 1 − α2. (70)
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A red-tilted primordial power spectrum is predicted. Since ⟨en, eσ⟩2 ≤ 1,

r ≤ 8(1 − ns). (71)

The tensor-scalar ratio in this model is bounded from above by the deviation from the exact scalar
invariance. Similarly, the spectral index of the tensor perturbation is given by

nT = −α2 = − r

8⟨en, eσ⟩2
, (72)

which is bounded from above by the tensor-scalar ratio,

nT ≤ −r
8
. (73)

In single-field inflation model, the consistency relation is nT = −r/8 which saturates the upper bound
in the above inequality. In the multi-field case, the spectrum of the tensor perturbation can be more
red-tilted. We also calculate the non-Gaussianity parameters in [21],

f loc.NL =
5

6
· ακ ⟨et, eσ⟩

2

⟨en, eσ⟩
, (74)

τ loc.NL = α2
(
κ2 + κ2s⟨en, eσ⟩2

) ⟨et, eσ⟩2

⟨en, eσ⟩2
, (75)

gloc.NL = −25

54
· α2κ2

(
τ − 3

⟨en, es⟩
⟨en, eσ⟩

)
⟨et, eσ⟩3

⟨en, eσ⟩
, (76)

where

κ = ⟨∂et
∂ℓ

, en⟩, (77)

κ2s =
n−2∑
A=1

κ2A, κA = ⟨ ∂et
∂ℓA

, en⟩ = ⟨∂et,A
∂ℓ

, en⟩, (78)

τ =
dκ−1

dℓ
. (79)

Here both f loc.NL and gloc.NL are determined by the geometry of the curve C. But τ loc.NL encodes much richer
information of the geometry of the hyper-surface S. The term with κ2s is contributed by the quantum
fluctuations along the entropy directions transverse to the plane P which do not contribute to the power
spectrum at the leading order. If the curve C is a straight line, κ = 0 and hence all of the non-Gaussianity
parameters are equal to zero. Here we need to point out that κ is not definitely positive and f loc.NL can
be positive or negative. The sign of f loc.NL depends on whether the curve C is convex (+) or concave (−).
See Fig. 4.

4 Summary

To summarize, curvaton model and the mechanism for generating curvature perturbation at the end of
multi-field inflation can produce a fairly large local shape non-Gaussianity.

In curvaton model, gloc.NL implies the self-interaction of the curvaton field. When the self-interaction
term dominates the curvaton potential during inflation, the order of magnitude of the second-order non-
Gaussianity parameters τ loc.NL and gloc.NL is roughly O((f loc.NL )2). A red-tilted primordial power spectrum
can be naturally achieved in the mixed curvaton model where the fluctuation of inflaton also makes a
significant contribution to it. In the mixed scenario, it is also possible to detect the non-local shape
non-Gaussianity generated by inflaton field ϕ. Another interesting observation in the mixed scenario is
that the second order non-Gaussianity parameters τ loc.NL and/or gloc.NL are enhanced for fixed f loc.NL .

In the single-field slow-roll inflation model, usually the inflation is assumed to end when the slow-roll
condition is violated. However the inflation terminated by a water-fall field is more generic in the multi-
field inflation model. In particular, it is quite natural that a tachyonic field appears towards the end
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Figure 4: The green straight line is the trajectory of inflaton fields during inflation and the curve C
corresponds the field configuration at the end of inflation. C is a straight line in (b).

of inflationary epoch in many scenarios inspired by string theory. The quantum fluctuations along the
entropy directions can contribute to the total curvature perturbation as long as the trajectory of inflaton
is not orthogonal to the hyper-surface of the end of inflation. The size of the non-Gaussianity is related
to how curved this hyper-surface is. The three independent non-Gaussianity parameters are controlled
by three geometric quantities associated with the hyper-surface of the end of inflation, i.e. κ, κs and τ .
In principle, there is no constraint on these three non-Gaussianity parameters in this model.
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Probing strong-field gravity and black holes
with gravitational waves
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Abstract
Gravitational wave observations will be excellent tools for making precise measure-
ments of processes that occur in very strong-field regions of spacetime. Extreme mass
ratio systems, formed by the capture of a stellar mass body compact by a massive
black hole, will be targets for planned space-based interferometers such as LISA and
DECIGO. These systems will be especially powerful tools for testing the spacetime
nature of black hole candidates. In this writeup of the talk I gave at JGRG19, I
describe how the properties of black holes are imprinted on their waveforms, and how
measurements can be used to study these properties and thereby learn about the
astrophysics of black holes and about strong-field gravity.

Detectors for measuring gravitational waves (GWs) have recently completed their first multiyear data
runs. As this article is written, some of these detectors are being run at “enhanced” sensitivity. It is
expected that a final upgrade to “advanced” sensitivity will be needed in order for GWs from astrophysical
sources to be measured regularly. Once that state is reached, we can turn this process around, using
the GWs that we measure to learn about their sources, using GWs for observational astronomy. The
purpose of this article (and the talk on which it is based) is to give a brief review of the state of this field,
focusing in particular on how the characteristics of black holes and strong-field gravity are imprinted on
a system’s GWs.

1 Gravitational waves: Physics and astrophysics

We begin with a brief description of how GWs arise in general realtivity (GR). Our purpose is to introduce
the main concepts which describe this phenomenon; later, we will revisit this calculation, showing how
to go to higher order in order to describe realistic astrophysical sources. We conclude this section with a
quick summary of the astrophysics of binary GW sources.

1.1 Leading waveform

We begin by considering “weak” gravity, so that spacetime is nearly that of special relativity,

gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ . (1)

Take the correction to flat spacetime to be small, so that we can linearize in hαβ when we build our
curvature tensors. The Einstein tensor in particular becomes

Gαβ =
1

2
(∂α∂

µhµβ + ∂β∂
µhµα − ∂α∂βh−2hαβ + ηαβ2h− ηαβ∂

µ∂νhµν) , (2)

where h ≡ ηαβhαβ is the trace of hαβ , and 2 ≡ ηαβ∂α∂β is the flat spacetime wave operator.
Equation (2) is rather messy. To clean it up, we first introduce the trace-reversed metric perturbation

h̄αβ ≡ hαβ − (1/2)ηαβh. With this definition, Eq. (5) becomes

Gαβ =
1

2

(
∂α∂

µh̄µβ + ∂β∂
µh̄µα −2h̄αβ − ηαβ∂

µ∂ν h̄µν
)
. (3)

1Email address: sahughes@mit.edu
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Next, we take advantage of the gauge-freedom of linearized gravity. In electrodynamics, we may adjust
the potential by the gradient of a scalar, Aµ → Aµ − ∂µΛ. This leaves the field tensor Fµν = ∂µAν −
∂νAµ unchanged. In linearized GR, a similar operation follows by adjusting coordinates: If one changes
coordinates xα → xα + ξα (requiring ∂µξ

α ≪ 1), then

hµν → hµν − ∂µξν − ∂νξµ . (4)

One can easily show that changing gauge leaves all curvature tensors unchanged.
We take advantage of our gauge freedom to choose ξα so that ∂µh̄µν = 0. This is called “Lorenz gauge”

in analogy with the electrodynamic Lorenz gauge condition ∂µAµ = 0. This simplifies our Einstein tensor
considerably, yielding

Gαβ = −1

2
2h̄αβ . (5)

The Einstein equation for linearized gravity thus takes the simple form

2h̄αβ = −16πG

c4
Tαβ . (6)

Using a radiative Green’s function [e.g., [1], Sec. 12.11], we find the solution

h̄αβ(x, t) =
4G

c4

∫
Tαβ(x′, t− |x− x′|/c)

|x− x′|
d3x′ . (7)

Here, x is a spatial “field point,” where h̄αβ is evaluated, and x′ is a “source point,” the spatial coordinate
we integrate over the source’s extent. Notice that the solution at t depends on what happens to the source
at retarded time t− |x− x′|/c. Information must causally propagate from x′ to x.

Equation (7) is an exact solution to the linearized field equation. It gives the unfortunate impression
that every component of the metric perturbation is radiative. Just as one can choose a gauge such
that an isolated point charge has an oscillatory potential, the Lorenz gauge makes all components of
the metric appear radiative, even if they are static2. Fortunately, it is not difficult to see that only a
subset of the metric represents the radiative degrees of freedom in all gauges. We will only quote the
result here; interested readers can find the full calculation in Ref. [3], Sec. 2.2: Given a solution hαβ
to the linearized Einstein field equations, only the spatial, transverse, and traceless components hTT

ij

describe the spacetime’s gravitational radiation in a gauge-invariant manner. Traceless means

δijh
TT
ij = 0 ; (8)

“transverse” means
∂ih

TT
ij = 0 . (9)

Expanding hTT
ij in Fourier modes, we see that Eq. (9) requires hTT

ij to be orthogonal (in space) to each
mode’s wave vector k.

Conditions (8) and (9) make it simple to construct hTT
ij given some hij . Let ni denote components of

the unit vector along the propagation direction. The tensor

Pij = δij − ninj (10)

projects spatial components orthogonal to n. It is then simple to verify that

hTT
ij = hkl

(
PkiPlj −

1

2
PklPij

)
(11)

represents the “TT” metric perturbation. We can now manipulate the solution (7) into

hTT
ij =

2

D

G

c4
d2Ikl
dt2

(
PikPjl −

1

2
PklPij

)
, (12)

2In the electromagnetic case, it is unambiguous which field components are radiative and which are static. Similarly,
one can always tell which curvature components are radiative and which are static. Eddington [2] appears to have been the
first to use the curvature tensor to categorize gravitational degrees of freedom in this way.
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where D is distance to the source, and where

Iij =

∫
xi

′
xj

′
Ttt(x

′, t) d3x′ (13)

is the source’s quadrupole moment. It is straightforward to show that the trace I ≡ Iii does not contribute
to Eq. (12), so it is common to use the “reduced” quadrupole moment,

Iij = Iij −
1

3
δijI . (14)

The waveform then takes the form in which it is usually presented,

hTT
ij =

2

R

G

c4
d2Ikl
dt2

(
PikPjl −

1

2
PklPij

)
, (15)

the quadrupole formula for GW emission.
GWs also carry energy from their source. Isaacson [4] first carefully analyzed this in a tensorial

manner, showing that GWs produce a stress-energy tensor given by

TGW
µν =

c4

32πG
⟨∇̂µhαβ∇̂νh

αβ⟩ , (16)

where ∇̂µ denotes a covariant derivative in the background spacetime. (This assumes the waveform
is in a gauge such that it is transverse and traceless; more general expressions exist.) Notice that the
energy content is quadratic in the wave amplitude; computing it correctly requires taking our perturbative
analysis to second order. We defer the details of this derivation to Ref. [4].

Now consider a binary system with Newtonian orbital dynamics, radiating GWs according to Eq. (15)
and evolving by energy and angular momentum carried off in accordance with Eq. (16). Begin with the
binary’s members in circular orbit of separation R. This binary has orbital energy

Eorb =
1

2
m1v

2
1 +

1

2
m2v

2
2 −

Gm1m2

R
= −GµM

2R
, (17)

(where M = m1 +m2 and µ = m1m2/M) and orbital frequency

Ωorb =

√
GM

R3
. (18)

Far from the source, Eq. (16) tells us the flux of energy carried by GWs:

dEGW

dAdt
=

c4

32πG
⟨∂thTT

ij ∂kh
TT
ij ⟩nk . (19)

Plugging in Eq. (15) and integrating over the sphere, we find

dE

dt

GW

=

∫
dA

dE

dAdt
=

G

5c5

⟨
d3Iij
dt3

d3Iij
dt3

⟩
. (20)

For the Newtonian binary,

Iij = µ

(
xixj −

1

3
R2δij

)
; (21)

we choose coordinates such that the components of the separation vector are x1 = R cos Ωorbt, x2 =
R sin Ωorbt, x3 = 0. Inserting into Eq. (20), we find

dE

dt

GW

=
32

5

G

c5
µ2R4Ω6 . (22)
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We now assert that the binary evolves quasi-statically — any radiation carried off by GWs is accounted
for by the evolution of its orbital energy, dEorb/dt + dEGW/dt = 0. Allow the orbital radius to slowly
change in time, so that dEorb/dt = (dEorb/dR)(dR/dt). Combining this rule with Eq. (22), we find

R(t) =

[
256G3µM2(tc − t)

5c5

]1/4
. (23)

This in turn tells us that the orbital frequency changes according to

Ωorb(t) =

[
5c5

256(GM)5/3(tc − t)

]3/8
. (24)

We have introduced the chirp mass M ≡ µ3/5M2/5, so called because it sets the rate at which the
binary sweeps upward in frequency, or “chirps.” We have also introduced the coalescence time tc, which
formally describes when the separation goes to zero (or when frequency goes to infinity). Corrections
for eccentricity can be computed by separately accounting for the evolution of the binary’s energy and
angular momentum; see Ref. [5], Exercise 16.10 for details.

We conclude this section by writing the gravitational waveform predicted for quadrupole emission
from the Newtonian, circular binary. Evaluating Eq. (15), we find that hij has two polarizations. These
are labeled “plus” and “cross,” from the lines of force associated with their tidal stretch and squeeze:

h+ = −2GM
c2D

(
πGMf

c3

)2/3

(1 + cos2 ι) cos 2ΦN (t) ,

h× = −4GM
c2D

(
πGMf

c3

)2/3

cos ι sin 2ΦN (t) , (25)

where the phase

ΦN (t) =

∫
Ωorb dt = Φc −

[
c3(tc − t)

5GM

]5/8
, (26)

and where f = (1/π)dΦN/dt is the GW frequency. The system’s inclination ι is just the projection of its

orbital angular momentum, L, to the wave’s direction of propagation n: cos ι = L̂ ·n (where L̂ = L/|L|).
Note that h+ and h× depend on, and thus encode, the chirp mass, distance, the position on the sky (via

the direction vector n), and the orientation of the binary’s orbital plane (via L̂). In later discussion, we
will amend Eq. (25) and (26) to include higher order contributions to the binary’s waves and evolution.

1.2 Astrophysical binary sources

The binary example considered in the previous section is particularly germane since compact binary
systems are among the most important astrophysical sources of GWs. Indeed, our best data on GWs
and GW sources comes from observations of binary pulsar systems, pairs of neutron stars at least one of
which is a pulsar. The pulsar member of the pair acts as an outstanding clock, allowing the properties
of the binary to be mapped with great precision.

Some binary neutron stars are in such strong field orbits that the evolution of the binary’s orbital
period due to GW emission can be discerned over long observational baselines. The prototypical example
is the first such system discovered, PSR 1913+16. Over 30 years of study have found extraordinary
agreement between prediction and observation for the evolution of this system’s orbit [6]. Additional
inspiraling systems have been discovered; in all cases for which we have enough data to discern period
evolution, the data agree with theory to within measurement precision [7–11]. At least one additional
recently discovered system is likely to show a measurable inspiral in the next few years [12].

Turn from binary neutron stars to compact binaries more generally. Such systems are organized most
naturally by their masses. At the low end we have stellar-mass binaries, including binary pulsars. The
data on these binaries are quite solid, since we can tie models for their birth and evolution to observations.
At least some fraction of short gamma-ray bursts are likely to be associated with the mergers of neutron
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star-neutron star (NS-NS) or black hole-neutron star (BH-NS) systems [13, 14]; as such, gamma-ray
telescopes may already be telling us about compact binary merger many times per year [15].

There is also evidence that nature produces supermassive binaries, in which the members are black
holes with M ∼ 106 − 108M⊙ such as are found at the centers of galaxies. Theoretical arguments
combining hierarchical galaxy growth scenarios with the hypothesis that most galaxies host black holes
generically predict the formation of such binaries. We have now identified many systems with properties
indicating that they may host such binaries. The evidence includes active galaxies with double cores
[16–18]; systems with doubly-peaked emission lines [19, 20]; helical radio jets [21–23]; and periodic or
semi-periodic systems, such as the blazar OJ287 [24]. As surveys go deeper and resolution improves, we
may expect the catalog of candidate supermassive black hole binaries to expand.

Now consider theoretical models. Assuming that our galaxy is typical and that the inferred density
of NS-NS systems in the Milky Way carries over to similar galaxies (correcting for factors such as typical
stellar age and the proportion of stars that form neutron stars), we can estimate the rate at which binary
systems merge in the universe. References [25] and [26] first made such estimates, finding a “middle-of-
the-road” rate that about 3 binaries per year merge to a distance of 200 Mpc. More recent calculations
based on later surveys and observations of NS-NS systems have amended this number somewhat; the
total number expected to be measured by advanced detectors is around several tens per year. See, for
example, [27] for a detailed discussion of methodology.

Another technique uses population synthesis. These calculations combine data on the observed distri-
bution of stellar binaries with models for how stars evolve. This allows us to estimate the rate of formation
and merger for systems which we cannot at present observe, such as stellar mass black hole-black hole
(BH-BH) binaries, or for which we have only circumstantial evidence, such as neutron star-black hole
(NS-BH) binaries (which presumably form some fraction of short gamma ray bursts). A disadvantage is
that the models of stellar evolution in binaries have many uncertainties. There are multiple branch points
in binary evolution, such as whether the binary remains bound following each supernova, and whether
the binary survives common envelope evolution. As a consequence, the population synthesis predictions
can be quite diverse. Though different groups generally agree well with the rates for NS-NS systems (by
design), their predictions for NS-BH and BH-BH systems differ by quite a bit. New data are needed to
clear the theoretical cobwebs.

Binaries can also form dynamically in dense environments, such as globular clusters. The most massive
bodies will tend to sink to a cluster’s core through mass segregation [28]; as such, the core will become
populated with the heaviest bodies, either stars which will evolve into compact objects, or the compact
objects themselves. As those objects interact with one another, they will tend to form massive binaries;
calculations show that the production of BH-BH binaries is particularly favored. It is thus likely that
globular clusters will act as “engines” for the production of massive compact binaries [29–31].

The hierarchical growth scenario for galaxies, coupled with the hypothesis that most galactic bulges
host large black holes, generically predicts the formation of supermassive binaries, especially at high
redshifts when mergers were common. The first careful discussion of this was by Begelman, Blandford,
and Rees [21]. The coevolution of black holes and galaxies in hierarchical scenarios has now become a
very active focus of research (e.g., Refs. [32–34]). Galaxy mergers appear to be a natural mechanism
to bring “fuel” to one or both black holes, igniting quasar activity; the formation of a binary may thus
be associated with the duty cycle of quasars [35–37]. Such scenarios typically find that most black hole
mergers come at fairly high redshift (z & 3 or so), and that the bulk of a given black hole’s mass is due
to gas it has accreted over its growth.

A subset of binaries in the supermassive range are of particular interest to the relativity theorist.
These binaries form by the capture of a “small” (1 − 100M⊙) compact object onto an orbit around a
black hole in a galactic center. Such binaries form dynamically through stellar interactions [38, 39]; the
formation rate predicted by most models is typically ∼ 10−7 extreme mass ratio binaries per galaxy per
year [39]. If the inspiraling object is a white dwarf or star, it could tidally disrupt as it comes close to the
massive black hole, producing an x-ray or gamma-ray flare [40, 41]. If the inspiraling object is a neutron
star or black hole, it will be swallowed whole by the large black hole. As such, it will almost certainly
be electromagnetically quiet; however, its GW signature will be loud, and is a particularly interesting
target.
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Figure 1: Schematic of an interferometer that could be used to detect GWs. Though real interferometers
are vastly more complicated, this interferometer topology contains enough detail to illustrate the principle
by which such measurements are made.

2 Measuring gravitational waves: Principles and experiments

Before moving to a discussion of how black hole characteristics and strong-field physics are imprinted on
GWs, let us briefly summarize the key principles by which a GW interferometer operators. Begin with
the simple limit in which we treat the spacetime in which our detector lives as flat plus a simple GW
propagating down our coordinate system’s z-axis:

ds2 = −c2dt2 + (1 + h)dx2 + (1 − h)dy2 + dz2 , (27)

where h = h(t− z). We neglect the influence of the earth (clearly important for terrestrial experiments)
and the solar system (which dominates the spacetime of space-based detectors). Corrections describing
these influences can be added; we neglect them as they vary on much longer timescales than the GWs.

Figure 1 sketches an interferometer that can measure a GW. Begin by examining the geodesics de-
scribing the masses at the ends of the arms, and the beam splitter at the center. Take these objects to be
initially at rest, so that (dxµ/dτ)before

.
= (c, 0, 0, 0). The GW shifts this velocity by an amount of order

the wave strain: (dxµ/dτ)after = (dxµ/dτ)before + O(h). Now examine the geodesic equation:

d2xj

dτ2
+ Γjαβ

dxα

dτ

dxβ

dτ
= 0 . (28)

All components of the connection are O(h). Combining this with our argument for how the GW affects
the various velocities, we have

d2xj

dτ2
+ Γj00

dx0

dτ

dx0

dτ
+ O(h2) = 0 . (29)

It is simple to show that the connection coefficient Γj00 = 0, as the relevant metric components are all
constant. We conclude that

d2xj

dτ2
= 0 . (30)
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In other words, the test masses are unaccelerated to leading order in the GW amplitude h.
This seems to say that the GW has no impact! However, the geodesic equation describes motion

with respect to specified coordinates. Our coordinates are effectively “comoving” with the interferometer’s
components. Using the fact that our mirrors are at constant position in these coordinates, it is simple to
see that the proper length of the arms does change. For instance, the x-arm has a proper length

Dx =

∫ L

0

√
gxx dx =

∫ L

0

√
1 + h dx ≃

∫ L

0

(
1 +

h

2

)
dx = L

(
1 +

h

2

)
. (31)

Likewise, the y-arm has a proper length Dy = L(1 − h/2).
This means that the armlengths as measured by a ruler will vary with h. One might worry that, in

practice, the ruler will vary with the wave, cancelling the measurement. This does not happen because
rulers are not made of freely-falling particles: Its elements are bound to one another, and act against the
GW. The ruler feels some effect due to the GW, but it is far smaller than the variation in Dx and Dy.

The ruler used by the most sensitive current and planned detectors is based on laser interferometry.
We will not describe the details of how a GW is imprinted on the output observable of an interferometer
such as that sketch in Fig. 1; for our purposes, it is enough to note that in essence one uses the (highly
stable) frequency of the laser as a clock, and times the light travel in the two arms. We recommend the
nicely pedagogical article by Faraoni [42] for a clear discussion, as well as a relatively recent analysis by
Finn [43] for more detailed discussion.

From basic principles, we now give a brief summary of current and planned detectors. Our goal is not
an in-depth discussion, so we refer readers interested in these details to excellent reviews by [44] (which
covers in detail the characteristics of the various detectors) and [45] (which covers the interferometry
used for space-based detectors). When thinking about GW detectors, a key characteristic is that the
frequency of peak sensitivity scales inversely with armlength. The ground-based detectors currently in
operation are sensitive to waves oscillating at 10s – 1000s of Hertz. Planned space-based detectors will
have sensitivities at much lower frequencies, ranging from 10−4 – 0.1 Hz (corresponding to waves with
periods of tens of seconds to hours).

The ground-based detectors in operation are LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Obser-
vatory), with antennae in Hanford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana; Virgo near Pisa, Italy; and
GEO near Hanover, Germany. The LIGO interferometers have 4-kilometer arms, and a peak sensitivity
near 100 Hz. Virgo has 3-kilometer arms, and sensitivity comparable to the LIGO detectors. GEO has
600-meter arms; as such, its peak sensitivity is at higher frequencies than LIGO and Virgo. Using ad-
vanced interferometry techniques, it achieves sensitivity competitive with the kilometer-scale instruments.
All of these instruments will be upgraded over the course of the next few years, installing more powerful
lasers, and reducing the impact of local ground vibrations. The senstivity of LIGO should be improved
by roughly a factor of ten, and the bandwidth increased as well. See [46] for detailed discussion.

There are plans to build additional kilometer-scale instruments. The detector AIGO (Australian In-
ternational Gravitational Observatory) is planned as a detector very similar to LIGO and Virgo, but in
Western Australia [47]. This location, far from the other major GW observatories, has great potential
to improve the ability of the worldwide GW detector network to determine the characteristics of GW
events [48]. The Japanese GW community, building on their experience with the 300-meter TAMA inter-
ferometer, hopes to build a 3-kilometer underground instrument. Dubbed LCGT (Large-scale Cryogenic
Gravitational-wave Telescope), the underground location takes advantage of the fact that local ground
motions tend to decay fairly rapidly as we move away from the earth’s surface. They plan to use cryogenic
cooling to reduce noise from thermal vibrations.

In space, the major project is LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna), a 5-million kilometer
interferometer under development as a joint NASA-ESA mission. LISA will consist of three spacecraft
placed in orbits so that their relative positions form an equilateral triangle lagging the earth by 20◦,
inclined to the ecliptic by 60◦; see Fig. 2. The spacecraft are free and do not maintain this constellation
precisely; however, their armlength variations occur on a timescale far longer than the periods of their
target waves. The review by [45] discusses in great detail how one does interferometry on such a baseline
with time-changing armlengths. LISA targets waves with periods of hours to several seconds, a rich
band for signals involving massive black holes. The LISA Pathfinder, a testbed for some of the mission’s
components, is scheduled for launch in the very near future [49].
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Figure 2: Schematic of the LISA constellation in orbit about the sun. Each arm of the triangle is 5× 106

km; the centroid of the constellation lags the Earth by 20◦, and its plane is inclined to the ecliptic by 60◦.
Note that the spacecraft orbit freely; there is no formation flying in the LISA configuration. Instead,
each spacecraft is in a slightly eccentric, slightly inclined orbit; their individual motions preserve the
near-equilateral triangle pattern with high accuracy for a timescale of decades.

Somewhat smaller than LISA, The Japanese GW community has proposed DECIGO (DECI-hertz
Gravitational-wave Observatory), a space antenna to target a band at roughly 0.1 Hz. This straddles the
peak sensitivities of LISA and terrestrial detectors, and may thus act as a bridge for signals that evolve
from one band to the other. See Ref. [50] for further discussion.

3 Comparable mass binary waves

We now at last begin to examine how the characteristics of black holes and strong-field gravity are
imprinted on the GWs these systems generate. We first must go somewhat beyond the leading-order
waveform discussed in Sec. 1.1. After developing the necessary formal tools, we discuss how the interesting
characteristics appear in the waves.

3.1 Going beyond leading order

In the analytic treatment of comparable mass binary waves, one begins by considering the post-Newtonian,
or pN, expansion. This expansion in turn begins by considering the binary in so-called harmonic or
deDonder coordinates. In these coordinates, one defines

hµν ≡
√
−ggµν − ηµν , (32)

where g is the determinant of gµν . This looks similar to the flat spacetime perturbation defined in Sec.
1.1; however, we do not assume that h is small. We next impose the gauge condition

∂αh
αβ = 0 . (33)

With these definitions, the exact Einstein field equations are

2hαβ =
16πG

c4
ταβ , (34)

where 2 = ηαβ∂α∂β is the flat spacetime wave operator. The form of Eq. (34) means that the radiative
Green’s function we used to derive Eq. (7) can be applied here, yielding

hαβ = −4G

c4

∫
ταβ(x′, t− |x− x′|/c)

|x− x′|
d3x′ . (35)
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Equation (35) is exact. Note, however, that we never defined the source ταβ . It is given by

ταβ = (−g)Tαβ +
c4Λαβ

16πG
; (36)

Tαβ is the usual stress energy tensor, Λαβ encodes the nonlinear structure of the Einstein field equations:

Λαβ ≡ 16π(−g)tαβLL + ∂νh
αµ∂µh

βν − ∂µ∂νh
αβhµν (37)

= Nαβ [h, h] +Mαβ [h, h, h] + Lαβ [h, h, h, h] + O(h5) . (38)

On the first line, tαβLL is the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor, a quantity which (in certain gauges) allows
us to describe how GWs carry energy through spacetime ([51], Sec. 96). On the second line, the term
Nαβ [h, h] means a collection of terms quadratic in h and its derivatives, Mαβ [h, h, h] is a cubic term, etc.
Our solution hαβ appears on both the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (35). Such a structure can be
handled very well iteratively. We write

hαβ =
∞∑
n=1

Gnhαβn . (39)

The n = 1 term is essentially the linearized solution from Sec. 1.1. To go higher, let Λαβn denote the
contribution of Λαβ to the solution hαβn . We find

Λαβ2 = Nαβ [h1, h1] , (40)

Λαβ3 = Mαβ [h1, h1, h1] +Nαβ [h2, h1] +Nαβ [h1, h2] , (41)

etc.; higher contributions to Λab can be found by expanding its definition and gathering terms. By
solving the equations which result from this procedure, we can build the spacetime metric and describe
the motion of the members of a binary and the radiation that they emit.

We defer details of this construction to the literature (Blanchet’s review, Ref. [52], is particularly
useful for this purpose), and turn to a study of the interesting features of the pN binary waveform. Take
the members of the binary to have masses m1 and m2, let their separation be r, and let r̂ point to body
1 from body 2. In the harmonic gauge used for pN theory, the acceleration of body 1 is given by

a = a0 + a2 + a4 + a5 + a6 + a7 . . . . (42)

The zeroth term,

a0 = −Gm2

r2
r̂, (43)

is the usual Newtonian gravitational acceleration. Each an is a correction of order (v/c)n. The first is

a2 =

[
5G2m1m2

r3
+

4G2m2
2

r3
+
Gm2

r2

(
3

2
(r̂ · v2)2 − v21 + 4v1 · v2 − 2v22

)]
r̂

c2
. (44)

For the acceleration of body 2 due to body 1, exchange labels 1 and 2 and replace r̂ with −r̂. So far,
the pN acceleration has been computed to order (v/c)7. As we go to high order, the expressions for an
become quite lengthy. An excellent summary is given in Ref. [52], Eq. (131) and surrounding text.

PN theory also introduces a distinctly non-Newtonian element to binary dynamics: its members’ spins
precess in the binary’s curved spacetime. If the spins are S1 and S2, one finds [53]

dS1

dt
=

G

c2r3

[(
2 +

3

2

m2

m1

)
µ
√
MrL̂

]
× S1 +

G

c2r3

[
1

2
S2 −

3

2
(S2 · L̂)L̂

]
× S1 , (45)

dS2

dt
=

G

c2r3

[(
2 +

3

2

m1

m2

)
µ
√
MrL̂

]
× S2 +

G

c2r3

[
1

2
S1 −

3

2
(S1 · L̂)L̂

]
× S2 . (46)

We now discuss the ways in which aspects of pN binary dynamics color a system’s waves.
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3.1.1 Gravitational-wave amplitudes.

Although a binary’s dominant waves come from variations in its mass quadrupole moment, higher mo-
ments also generate GWs. In the pN framework, these moments contribute to the amplitude of a binary’s
waves beyond the quadrupole form, Eq. (25). Write the gravitational waveform from a source as

h+,× =
2GM
c2D

(
πGMf

c3

)2/3 [
H0

+,× + v1/2H
1/2
+,× + vH1

+,× + . . .
]
, (47)

where v ≡ (πGMf/c3)1/3 is roughly the orbital speed of the binary’s members (normalized to c). The

H0
+,× terms reproduce the waveform presented in Eq. (25). The higher-order terms H

1/2
+,× and H1

+,× can
be found in [52], his Eqs. (237) through (241). A key point to note is that these higher-order terms
introduce new dependences on the binary’s orbital inclination and its masses. As such, measurement of
these terms provides additional constraints on the system’s characteristics.

3.1.2 Orbital phase.

The motion of a binary’s members about each other determines the orbital phase. Specializing to circular
orbits, we can determine the orbital frequency from the acceleration of the its members; integrating up
this frequency, we define the phase Φ(t). The first few terms of this phase are given by [54]

Φ = Φc −
[
c3(tc − t)

5GM

]5/8 [
1 +

(
3715

8064
+

55

96

µ

M

)
Θ−1/4 − 3

16
[4π − β(t)] Θ−3/8

+

(
9275495

14450688
+

284875

258048

µ

M
+

1855

2048

µ2

M2
+

15

64
σ(t)

)
Θ−1/2

]
, (48)

where

Θ =
c3η

5GM
(tc − t) . (49)

The leading term is just the Newtonian quadrupole phase, Eq. (26). Each power of Θ connects to a
higher order in the expansion. Equation (48) is taken to “second post-Newtonian” order, meaning that
corrections of (v/c)4 are included. Corrections to order (v/c)6 are summarized in [52]. In addition to
the chirp mass M, the reduced mass µ enters Φ when higher order terms are included. Including higher
pN effects in our wave model makes it possible to determine both chirp mass and reduced mass, fully
constraining the binary’s masses.

Equation (48) also depends on two parameters, β and σ, which come from the binary’s spins and
orbit orientation. The “spin-orbit” parameter β is

β =
1

2

2∑
i=1

[
113

(mi

M

)2
+ 75η

]
L̂ · Si
m2
i

; (50)

the “spin-spin” parameter σ is

σ =
η

48m2
1m

2
2

[
721(L̂ · S1)(L̂ · S2) − 247S1 · S2

]
(51)

[54]. These parameters encode valuable information, especially when spin precession is taken into account.

3.1.3 Spin precession.

Although the spin vectors S1 and S2 wiggle around according to Eqs. (45) and (46), the system must
preserve a notion of global angular momentum. Neglecting for a moment the secular evolution of the
binary’s orbit due to GW emission, pN encodes the notion that the total angular momentum

J = L + S1 + S2 (52)
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Figure 3: Illustration of precession’s impact on a binary’s waves. The top panels show h+ and h× for a
binary that contains nonspinning black holes; the lower panels show the waveforms for a binary with rapid
rapidly rotating (a = 0.9M) holes. The strong amplitude modulation is readily apparent in this figure.
Less obvious, but also included, is the frequency modulation that enters through the spin-dependent
orbital phase parameters β and σ [cf. Eq. (48)].

must be conserved. This means L must oscillate to compensate for the spins’ dynamics, and guarantees
that, when spin precession is accounted for in our evolutionary models, the phase parameters β and σ
become time varying. Likewise, the inclination angle ι varies with time. Precession thus leads to phase
and amplitude modulation of a source’s GWs. Figure 3 illustrates precession’s impact, showing the late
inspiral waves for binaries that are identical aside from spin.

Careful analysis shows that accounting for these effects in our wave model makes it possible to measure
the spins of a binary’s members, in many cases with excellent precision [55]. By measuring both masses
and spins, instruments such as LISA for example become tools for tracking the cosmic evolution of black
hole masses and spins, opening a window onto the growth of these objects from early cosmological epochs.

4 Extreme mass ratio binary waves

We conclude by examining waves from extreme mass ratio binaries — stellar mass (roughly 1− 100M⊙)
compact bodies spiraling into a much more massive (roughly 105−107M⊙) black holes. Such systems are
very well modeled using black hole perturbation theory, so we begin with a quick review of this subject.

4.1 Brief overview of black hole perturbation theory

Black hole perturbation theory can be developed much like the weak gravity limit described in Sec. 1.1,
replacing the flat spacetime metric ηαβ with the spacetime of a black hole:

gµν = gBH
µν + hµν . (53)

For astrophysical scenarios, one uses the Schwarzschild (non-rotating black hole) or Kerr (rotating) so-
lutions for gBH

µν . It is straightforward (though somewhat tedious) to then develop the Einstein tensor for
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this spacetime, keeping terms only to first order in the perturbation h.
This approach works very well when the background is non-rotating,

ds2 = gBH
µν dx

µdxν = −

(
1 − 2M̂

r

)
dt2 +

dr2(
1 − 2M̂/r

) + r2dΩ2 , (54)

where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2 and M̂ = GM/c2. Our discussion for this special case is adapted from
[56]. Because the background is spherically symmetric, we decompose the perturbation into spherical
harmonics. For example, under rotations in θ and ϕ, h00 should transform as a scalar. We thus put

h00 =
∑
lm

alm(t, r)Ylm(θ, ϕ) . (55)

The components h0i transform like components of a 3-vector, and can be expanded in vector harmonics;
hij can be expanded in tensor harmonics. One can decompose further with parity: Even harmonics
acquire a factor (−1)l when (θ, ϕ) → (π − θ, ϕ+ π); odd harmonics acquire a factor (−1)l+1.

By imposing these decompositions, choosing a particular gauge, and requiring that the spacetime
satisfy the vacuum Einstein equation Gµν = 0, we find an equation that governs the perturbations.
Somewhat remarkably, the t and r dependence for all components of hµν for given spherical harmonic
indices (l,m) can be constructed from a function Q(t, r) governed by the simple equation

∂2Q

∂t2
− ∂2Q

∂r2∗
− V (r)Q = 0 , (56)

where r∗ = r+2M̂ ln(r/2M̂−1). The potential V (r) depends on whether we consider even or odd parity:

Veven(r) =

(
1 − 2M̂

r

)2q(q + 1)r3 + 6q2M̂r2 + 18qM̂2r + 18M̂3

r3
(
qr + 3M̂

)2
 , (57)

where q = (l − 1)(l + 2)/2; and

Vodd(r) =

(
1 − 2M̂

r

)[
l(l + 1)

r2
− 6M̂

r3

]
. (58)

For even parity, Eq. (56) is the Zerilli equation [57]; for odd, it is the Regge-Wheeler equation [58]. See
[56] for further discussion, including how gauge is chosen and how to construct hµν from Q. When
the spacetime perturbation is due to a body orbiting the black hole, these equations acquire a source
term. One can find the waves from an orbiting body by using the source-free equation to build a Green’s
function, and then integrating over the source.

How does this procedure fare for rotating holes? The background spacetime,

ds2 = −

(
1 − 2M̂r

ρ2

)
dt2 − 4aM̂r sin2 θ

ρ2
dtdϕ+

ρ2

∆
dr2 + ρ2dθ2 +

(
r2 + a2 +

2M̂ra2 sin2 θ

ρ2

)
dϕ2 ,

(59)

where

a =
|S⃗|
cM

, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ , ∆ = r2 − 2M̂r + a2 , (60)

is now nonspherical, and the decomposition into spherical harmonics is not useful. One could in principle
simply expand Gµν = 0 to first order in hµν and obtain a partial differential equation in t, r, and θ. (The
metric is axially symmetric, so we can easily separate the ϕ dependence.)

Rather than expanding the metric, Teukolsky [59] examined perturbations of curvature:

Rαµβν = RBH
αµβν + δRαµβν . (61)
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The curvature tensor is invariant to first-order gauge transformations, an attractive feature. This tensor
obeys a nonlinear wave equation which can be derived from the Bianchi identity; see [60] for discussion.
By expanding this wave equation to linear order in δRαµβν , Teukolsky showed that perturbations to Kerr
black holes are governed by the equation[

(r2 + a2)2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

]
∂2t Ψ − 4

[
r + ia cos θ − M̂(r2 − a2)

∆

]
∂tΨ +

4iM̂amr

∆
∂tΨ − ∆2∂r

(
∆−1∂rΨ

)
− 1

sin θ
∂θ (sin θ∂θΨ) −

[
a2

∆
− 1

sin2 θ

]
m2Ψ + 4im

[
a(r − M̂)

∆
+
i cos θ

sin2 θ

]
Ψ −

(
4 cot2 θ + 2

)
Ψ = T .

(62)

The field Ψ is a complex quantity built from a combination of components of δRαµβν . It describes a
spacetime’s radiation; see [59] for details. (We have assumed Ψ ∝ eimϕ.) Likewise, T describes a source
function built from the stress-energy tensor describing a small body orbiting the black hole.

Somewhat amazingly, Eq. (62) separates: putting

Ψ =

∫
dω
∑
lm

Rlmω(r)Slmω(θ)eimϕ−iωt (63)

and applying a similar decomposition to the source T , we find that Slmω(θ) is a “spin-weighted spheroidal
harmonic” (a basis for tensor functions in a non-spherical background), and that Rlmω(r) is governed by
a simple ordinary differential equation. Ψ characterizes Kerr perturbations in much the same way that Q
[cf. Eq. (56)] characterizes them for Schwarzschild. Although the perturbation equations are often solved
numerically, analytic solutions are known [61], and can dramatically improve one’s scheme for solving for
black hole perturbations; see Refs. [62, 63].

How do we describe the motion of a small body about a black hole? The most rigorous approach
is to enforce ∇µTµν = 0, where Tµν describes the small body in the spacetime of the large black hole.
Neglecting the small body’s perturbation to the spacetime, we find the geodesic equation uµ∇µu

ν = 0,
where uµ is the small body’s 4-velocity. Geodesic black hole orbits have been studied extensively; see,
for example, Ref. [64], Chapter 33. They are characterized (up to initial conditions) by three conserved
constants: energy E, axial angular momentum Lz, and “Carter’s constant” Q. If the black hole does not
rotate, Carter’s constant is related to the orbit’s total angular momentum: Q(a = 0) = L ·L−L2

z. When
the black hole rotates rapidly, Q is not so easy to interpret; the idea that it is essentially the rest of the
orbit’s angular momentum can be useful.

Taking into account perturbations from the small body, ∇µTµν = 0 now implies that the small body
follows a “forced” geodesic,

uµ∇̂µu
ν = fν , (64)

where ∇̂µ is the covariant derivative in the background spacetime. The novel feature of Eq. (64) is the
self force fν , a correction to the motion of order the small body’s spacetime perturbation. The self force
is so named because it arises from the body’s interaction with its own spacetime correction.

Computing the gravitational self force near a black hole is an active area of current research. It is
useful to break the self force into a dissipative piece, fνdiss, which is asymmetric under time reversal, and
a conservative piece, fνcons, which is symmetric. Dissipation causes the “conserved” quantities (E,Lz, Q)
to decay, driving inspiral of the small body. Quinn and Wald [65] have shown that the rate at which
E and Lz change due to fνdiss is identical to what is found when one computes the fluxes of energy and
angular momentum encoded by the Isaacson tensor (16).

The conservative self force does not cause orbit decay. “Conserved” constants remain conserved,
but the orbits are shifted from the background geodesics. This reflects the fact that, even neglecting
dissipation, the small body’s motion is determined by the full spacetime, not just the background black
hole. Conservative effects shift the orbital frequencies by an amount

δΩx ∼ Ωx × (µ/M) (65)
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[where x ∈ (ϕ, θ, r)]. Because the GWs have spectral support at harmonics of the orbital frequencies,
these small but non-negligible frequency shifts are directly encoded in the waves that the binary generates.
Good discussion and a toy model can be found in [66].

There has been enormous progress in understanding self forces on orbits around non-rotating holes.
Barack and Sago [67] have completed an analysis of the full self force for circular orbits about a
Schwarzschild black hole; generalization to eccentric orbits is in progress (L. Barack, private commu-
nication). An independent approach developed by Detweiler [68] has been found to agree with Barack
and Sago extremely well; see [69] for detailed discussion of this comparison.

4.2 Gravitational waves from extreme mass ratio binaries

We now discuss the properties of GWs and GW sources as calculated using perturbation theory. Our goal
is to highlight features of the Kerr inspiral waveform. We will neglect the conservative self force, which is
not yet understood for the Kerr case well enough to be applied to these waves. When conservative effects
are neglected, the binary can be regarded as evolving through a sequence of geodesics, with the sequence
determined by the rates at which GWs change the “constants” E, Lz, and Q. Modeling compact binaries
in this limit takes three ingredients: First, a description of black hole orbits; second, an algorithm to
compute GWs from the orbits, and to infer how the waves’ backreaction evolves us from orbit to orbit;
and third, a method to integrate along the orbital sequence to build the full waveform. A description of
this method is given in [70]; we summarize the main results of these three ingredients here.

4.2.1 Black hole orbits.

Motion near a black hole can be conveniently written in the coordinates of Eq. (59) as r(t), θ(t), and
ϕ(t). Because t corresponds to time far from the black hole, this gives a useful description of the motion
as measured by distant observers. Bound orbits are confined to a region near the hole. They have
rmin ≤ r(t) ≤ rmax and θmin ≤ θ(t) ≤ π − θmin, and thus occupy a torus in the 3-space near the hole’s
event horizon; an example is shown in Fig. 4, taken from [71]. Selecting the constants E, Lz, and Q
fully determines rmin/max and θmin. It is useful for some discussions to reparameterize the radial motion,
defining an eccentricity e and a semi-latus rectum p via

rmin =
p

1 + e
, rmax =

p

1 − e
. (66)

For many bound black hole orbits, r(t), θ(t), and ϕ(t) are periodic [72, 73]. (Exceptions are orbits which
plunge into the hole; we discuss these below.) Near the hole, the time to cover the full range of r becomes
distinct from the time to cover the θ range, which becomes distinct from the time to cover 2π radians of
azimuth. One can say that spacetime curvature splits the Keplerian orbital frequency Ω into Ωr, Ωθ, and
Ωϕ. Figure 5 shows these three frequencies, plotted as functions of semi-major axis A for fixed values of
e and θmin. Notice that all three approach Ω ∝ A−3/2 for large A.

4.2.2 Gravitational radiation from orbits.

Because their orbits are periodic, GWs from a body orbiting a black hole will have support at harmonics
of the orbital frequencies. One can write the two polarizations

h+ + ih× =
∑

Hmkne
iωmknt , where (67)

ωmkn = mΩϕ + kΩθ + nΩr . (68)

The amplitude Hmkn can be found by solving the Teukolsky equation (62) using the decomposition (63);
details for the general case can be found in [71].

The expansion (67) does not work well for orbits that plunge into the black hole; those orbits are not
periodic, and cannot be expanded using a set of real frequencies. A better way to calculate those waves is
to solve the Teukolsky equation (62) without introducing the decomposion (63). Results for waves from
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Figure 4: The geometry of a generic Kerr black hole orbit [taken from [71]]. This orbit is about a black
hole with spin parameter a = 0.998M (recall a ≤ M , so this represents a nearly maximally spinning
black hole). The range of its radial motion is determined by p = 7GM/c2 (G and c are set to 1 in the
figure) and e = 1/3; θ ranges from 60◦ to 120◦. The left panel shows the torus in coordinate space this
torus occupies. The right panel illustrates how a generic orbit ergodically fills this torus.

plunging orbits in the language of perturbation theory were first given by Damour, Nagar, and Tartaglia
[74]; Sundararajan [75] has recently extended the cases that we can model to full generality.

As mentioned above, it is fairly simple to compute the flux of energy Ė and angular momentum L̇z
from the Isaacson tensor, Eq. (16), once the waves are known. Recent work [76] has shown that a similar
result describes Q̇. Once Ė, L̇z, and Q̇ are known, it is straightforward to evolve the orbital elements
rmin/max and θmin, specifying the sequence of orbits through which GWs drive the system. Once that
sequence is known, it is straightforward to build the worldline that a small body follows as it spirals into
the black hole. From the worldline, we can build a source function T (t) for Eq. (62) and compute the
evolving inspiral waves.

4.3 Mapping black hole spacetimes

Extreme mass ratio GW events may allow a unique and powerful measurement: We may use them to
“map” the spacetimes of black holes and test how well they satisfy the stringent requirements of GR. As
discussed above, an extreme mass ratio inspiral is essentially a sequence of orbits. Thanks to the mass
ratio, the small body moves through this sequence slowly, spending a lot of time “close to” any orbit
in the sequence. Also thanks to the mass ratio, each orbit’s properties are mostly determined by the
larger body. In analogy to geodesy, the mapping of earth’s gravity with satellite orbits, one can imagine
bothrodesy3, the mapping of a black hole’s gravity by studying the orbits of inspiraling “satellites.”

In more detail, consider first Newtonian gravity. The exterior potential of a body of radius R can be
expanded in a set of multipole moments:

ΦN = −GM
r

+G
∞∑
l=2

(
R

r

)l+1

MlmYlm(θ, ϕ) . (69)

Studying orbits allows us to map the potential ΦN , and thus to infer the moments Mlm. By enforcing
Poisson’s equation in the interior, ∇2ΦN = 4πGρ, and then matching at the surface R, one can relate the
moments Mlm to the distribution of matter. In this way, orbits allow us to map in detail the distribution
of matter in a body like the earth.

Bothrodesy applies the same idea to a black hole. The spacetime of any stationary, axisymmetric
body can be described by a set of “mass moments” Ml, similar to the Mlm of Eq. (69); and a set of
“current moments” Sl which describe the distribution of mass-energy’s flow. The moments of a black
hole take a simple, special form: for a Kerr black hole (59) with mass M and spin parameter a,

Ml + iSl = M(ia)l . (70)

3This name was coined by Sterl Phinney, and comes from the word βoθρoς, which refers to a sacrificial pit in ancient
Greek. This author offers an apology to speakers of modern Greek.
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Figure 5: Orbital frequencies for generic Kerr black hole orbits. We vary the orbits’ semilatus rectum p,
but fix eccentricity e = 0.5 and inclination parameter θmin = 75◦. Our results are plotted as a function of
semimajor axis A = p/

√
1 − e2. All three frequencies asymptote to the Keplerian value Ω =

√
GM/A3

in the weak field, but differ significantly from each other in the strong field.

A black hole has a mass moment M0 = M and a current moment S1 = aM (i.e., the magnitude of its
spin is aM , modulo factors of G and c). Once those moments are known, all other moments are fixed if
the Kerr solution describes the spacetime. This is a restatement of the “no hair” theorem [77, 78] that a
black hole’s properties are set by its mass and spin.

The facts that an object’s spacetime and orbits are determined by its multipoles, and that the Kerr
moments take such a simple form, suggests a consistency test: Develop an algorithm for mapping the
multipolar structure by studying orbits, and check that the l ≥ 2 moments satisfy Eq. (70). Ryan [79]
first demonstrated that such a measurement can be done, and Brink [80] has recently clarified what must
be done for such measurements to be done in practice. Collins and Hughes [81] took the first steps in
formulating this question as a null experiment (with the Schwarzschild solution as the null hypothesis).
Glampedakis and Babak [82] formulated a similar approach appropriate to Kerr black holes; Vigeland
and Hughes [83] have recently extended the Collins and Hughes formalism in that direction.

A robust test of the Kerr solution is thus a very likely outcome of measuring waves from extreme
mass ratio captures. If testing metrics is not your cup of tea, precision black hole metrology may be: In
the process of mapping a spacetime, one measures with exquisite accuracy both the mass and the spin
of the large black hole. Barack and Cutler [84] have found that in most cases these events will allow
us to determine both the mass and the spin of the large black hole with 0.1% errors are better. GW
measurements will give us a precise picture of these amazing objects.
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Abstract

The observation strategy of Black Hole (BH) candidates is now changing. We are
entering a new era to investigate fundamental properties of BHs. Some challenging
observations have been performed. However the environmental nature of vicinity of
BHs, an accretion flow around BHs, is still unclear. Recent observations reveal their
further complexity.

1 Introduction

There are three kinds of black hole candidates. One is a stellar mass BH, which is an end of evolution of
massive stars. Second one is a super massive BH. We now believe that majority of galaxies are hosts of
a BH and have been co-evolved with the BH. Third is an intermediate mass BH. Ultra luminal sources,
which we can find in some galaxies except for its nucleus, are candidates of this category, but we have not
yet understood well this kind of BHs. Thus we do not discuss the intermediate mass BHs in this work,
and we mainly concentrate on the stellar mass BHs.

Many of X-ray bright stars are known to be binaries. Among them some have the following three
characteristics. One is a rapid time variation in its intensity. Some have a time scale of 1 ms. Second is a
very bright luminosity. The luminosity is roughly 1038 erg s−1, although the intensity is highly variable.
Third is a typical temperature of ∼1 keV. These characteristics can be explained by a model; mass
accretion onto a small and massive object. The candidates of the small and massive objects are compact
stars; white dwarfs, neutron stars, and BHs. The identification, what is the small and massive object, is
a very difficult problem. Especially a distinction from neutron stars to BHs, is a tough work. Tanaka &
Shibazaki [1] showed a beautiful figure of X-ray energy spectra of bright X-ray stars, where X-ray spectra
of some stars are explained by a combination of emissions from an accretion disk and from a surface of
a neutron star, but some show very soft spectra explained by only an emission from an accretion disk
lacking an emission from a surface of a neutron star. These objects, spectra of which can be explained
by only an accretion disk, are called ultra soft sources and are considered to be BH candidates. There
are another kind of BH candidates. They have some characteristics, which are similar to those of other
BH candidates, for example power-law type energy spectra, rapid time variations and so on.

The most reliable candidates are called ”dynamical BHs”. Some of the binaries can be measured
their orbital velocity via an observation of their Doppler shift. Although there is uncertainty due to an
un-known inclination of an orbital plane, a lower limit of the mass can be estimated form their orbital
motion. If a lower-limit mass, or an estimated mass, is greater than ∼ 3 M⊙, the object is considered
to be a BH, and is called ”dynamical BH”. Now 20 dynamical BHs are known [2]. Distributions of the
estimated mass of the dynamical BHs are plotted in figure 1. All are less than 16 M⊙, and reasonably
considered to be a remnant of massive stars.

In this way, compact stars with a mass of greater than ∼ 3 M⊙ certainly exist as celestial objects. In
other word, if compact stars with a mass of more than ∼ 3 M⊙ are BHs, an existence of BHs as celestial
objects is now beyond dispute.

1Email address: kitamoto@rikkyo.ac.jp
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Figure 1: Mass distribution of 20 “dynamical BHs”.

2 Observation of BH Properties

2.1 Radius of ISCOs

If we can measure a radius of an inner most stable circular orbit (ISCO) around a compact star, we
can distinguish BHs from neutron stars. In addition, lots of information is contained in the radius of
ISCO. Estimation of radii of ISCOs was reported by Ebisawa et al. [7]. They applied a general relativistic
accretion disk model to two BH candidates and two neutron star sources. The model is most sensitive
to a mass of a compact star, via a radius of its ISCO. The model also depends on an inclination angle of
an accretion disk. A difficulty of this method is that the model depends of the mass accretion rate. The
mass accretion rate is derived from a luminosity and thus we have to assume a distance to the object.
They derived significant higher mass of the above two BH candidates than those of the two neutron stars.

Similar analyses were applied to intensity variable objects, LMC X-3 [6], and GS 2000+25 [8], using a
more simple accretion disk model. Ebisawa et al. [6] showed that the mass of LMC X-3, determined via
the above method, is almost constant against the variation of the luminosity. Terada et al. [8] showed
that the inner radius of the accretion disk of GS2000+25 is almost constant during the intensity decay
with more than two orders of magnitude. However these attempts are strongly model dependent, and we
know that a simple accretion disk model is just an approximation and the absolute values derived from
this method is not reliable.

2.2 BH Spins

The other important property of BHs is its spin. In the case of stellar mass BHs, their active life-time
is less than ∼108 yr and their accretion rate is also less than ∼10−8 M⊙ yr−1. Thus the accumulated
mass via an accretion is not more than their mass. Therefore they gain most of their angular momentum
at the moment of their birth. Investigation of a spin distribution of stellar mass BHs discloses a nature
of super novae or a nature of first BHs in the universe. This situation is different in the case of super
massive BHs. Their age is as much as the age of the universe and their accretion rate is ∼ 1 M⊙ yr−1.
Thus the accreted mass is much larger than their mass, which is ∼ 107∼8 M⊙. They gain most of their
angular moment during their evolution. Investigation of their spin is investigation of their growing-up
history. Since the accreting matter should move as an quasi-Keplerian, the most of super massive BHs
should be extremely spinning.

BH spins can be measured by determining an innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) by observing an
orbiting accretion disk. A radius of an ISCO of Schwarzschild BHs is 6 Rg, but it of maximal Kerr BHs is
near 1 Rg, where Rg is the gravitational radius. There are some possible methods for measurement of the
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radius of an ISCO. One is a measurement of a shape of emission lines from orbiting accretion disks. The
emission lines emitted from inner part of an accretion disk suffer relativistic effects; the gravitational red
shift, the Doppler shift and the beaming effect. Consequently an observed shape of the emission lines are
skewed and double hones shape depending on an inclination, radial distribution of the intensity and the
radius of the ISCO [3, 4]. A detection of such lines are first reported by Tanaka et al. [5] from a bright
Seyfert galaxy, MCG 6-30-15. An important fact for the line shape measurement is that it depends on
the radius of a ISCO normalized by the gravitational radius. Therefore the shape is independent on a
BH mass.

A continuum emission from an accretion disk has also information of a radius of an ISCO. The
continuum emission from an accretion disk becomes hotter and more luminous, by shrinking the radius
of the ISCO. High frequency QPOs also have information of a radius of an ISCO. If we know a BH mass,
we can discuss its BH spin.

3 X-Ray Observation

X-rays come from an accretion disk, but its emission mechanism is not yet well understood. In general,
two types of accretion disks are known. One is the standard accretion disk [9], which is optically thick
and geometrically thin. An accreting matter flows as roughly Keplerian motion. The other is called as
an ”ADAF”[10] or a ”RIAF”, which is optically thin and geometrically thick. An accreting matter flows
as advection dominant motion and its radiation efficiency is low. Depending on a mass accretion rate,
accretion disks show typically either of these two types of accretion disks. We classify them as a ”low
state” and a ”high state”. By more higher mass accretion rate, accretion disks change to the other state,
where a high temperature corona appears and becomes thick. This is, observationally, called ”very high
state” [11]. Between the ”low state” and the ”high state”, sometimes an ”intermediate state” appears.

In the low state, where the accretion is considered to be the ”ADAF”. The energy spectrum can be
roughly simulated by a power law with a cut-off around 100 keV. On the other hand, the spectra in the
high state can be roughly simulated by a multi color black body [12] with a high energy tail component.

In this paper, we will summarize Suzaku [13] observations of three BH candidates, GRO J1655-40,
Cyg X-1 and GX 339-4. Suzaku is the fifth Japanese X-ray observatory launched on July 10, 2005. Three
main instruments were installed; the X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (XIS)[16], which consists of four CCD
cameras, the Hard X-ray Detector (HXD)[17, 18], consisting a Si PIN detector array and GSO scintillators
and the X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS), which is a micro-calorimeter having ∼10 eV energy resolution[14].
The XIS and XRS were installed on focal planes of the five X-ray telescopes (XRT)[15]. Suzaku has the
following three superior characteristics;

• Suzaku covers a wide energy band from 0.3 keV to 400 keV.

• The CCD cameras, covering the energy range from 0.2 keV to 10 keV, have large effective area and
low background with a moderate energy resolution.

• The HXD, covering the energy range from 10 keV to 400 keV, has extremely low back ground.

3.1 GRO J1655-40 Observed with Suzaku

An X-ray energy spectrum of a micro-quasar, GRO J1655-40, was obtained by Suzaku. The results of
GRO J1655-40 have been published by Takahashi et al. [19]. The spectrum was significantly detected in
an extremely wide energy range from 0.6 keV to 300 keV. The overall spectra can be roughly simulated
by a power-law with a high energy cut off, by taking account of an photoelectric absorption. However, the
statistically good spectra cannot be fitted by such a simple model. Thus we apply more physical model
which shows the high-energy cut-off. A Comptonized model of soft photons by hot electrons is one possible
model. The origin of the soft photons is not identified but most general interpretation is an optically thick
accretion disk. Then they tried a model consisting of a disk component and a Comptonized component.
The residuals of the data from the best fit model show bump in the high energy region comparing to
the best fit model. This means that the data have a concave structure around 10 keV region. Usually
this structure is interpreted as a reflection by an accretion disk. By including a reflection, the fitting
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Figure 2: A cartoon of an inner region of an accretion flow. Primary X-rays are emitted from a surface
of the accretion disk and also from somewhere near a BH. The inner part of the accretion disk is covered
by a hot plasma, which is not spherical.

is slightly improved, but there is still a hump in the high energy region. Then they tried another
Comptonization component with a different y-parameter (a different temperature or a different optical
depth) of a hot plasma, instead of the reflection. The fitting becomes dramatically better. Finally they
added two reflection components corresponding to the two Comptonization components. The fitting
becomes slightly better. Then they obtained a reasonable fit in all the wide energy range.

Although they included a Gaussian function for a Fe-K emission line, it was not significant. The
spectrum, in a narrow energy range from 5 keV to 8 keV, can be well fitted by a simple power law model
with no emission or no absorption line like feature.

From the high quality spectrum obtained by Suzaku, they found that the inner part of the accretion
disk is very complex. They introduced two Compotonization components. However, this should be only
a simple approximation of a complex structure of the accretion disk, for example multiple component of
Comptonization, or more naturally the hot plasma has a temperature distribution and/or non-spherical
shape and thus has a distribution of its optical depth. A simple cartoon is shown in figure 2.

3.2 Cygnus X-1 Observed with Suzaku

Cygnus X-1 is the most famous BH candidate. Suzaku observed Cyg X-1 and obtained a wide band and
high quality spectrum. Makishima et al. [20] reported its results. The similar analysis was performed for
data of Cyg X-1, to that of GRO J1655-40. Consequently the spectrum was fitted by the same model;
Disk component plus two Comptonization components and their reflections. The spectra of Cyg X-1 and
GRO J1655-40 are essentially the same, and only their parameters are different.

The differences between them are the mass of the BHs and the inclination of the orbital plane. The
mass of Cyg X-1 is 12∼20M⊙, while that of GRO J1655-40 is ∼6.5 M⊙. The inclination angles of the Cyg
X-1 and GRO J1655-40 are ∼ 40◦ and ∼ 70◦, respectively. Their luminosities, when Suzaku observed
them, were ∼ 4.4×1037 erg s−1 and ∼ 4.9×1036 erg s−1, respectively. If we compare their luminosity
normalized by their Eddington luminosity, that of Cyg X-1 is larger than GRO J1655-40 by a factor of
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3 ∼ 5.
Makishima et al. [20] compared their spectra in a model independent manner, using a spectral ratio

(spectrum of GRO J1655-40 divided by that of Cyg X-1). We can see some features in the ratio. Below
∼2 keV, the spectral ratio decreased significantly. This is mainly due to the large contribution of the
disk component in Cyg X-1. The prime reason of this is a difference of their inclination angle. Since the
inclination angle of GRO J1655-40 is relatively large, the disk component should be strongly occulted
by the disk itself, while we can see the disk of Cyg X-1. We can find a small dip around ∼6.5 keV.
This is due to a difference of the equivalent widths of Fe-K emission lines. An equivalent width of the
Fe-K line in Cyg X-1 is ∼ 300 eV, but that of GRO J 1655-40 is much smaller. This small equivalent
width of the Fe-K line is also attributed to the large inclination angle of GRO J1655-40, since the Fe-K
line is thought to be fluorescence by the accretion disk. There is a concave structure from ∼5 keV to
∼50 keV, and this structure can be explained by the two reasons. One is the difference of the index of
the power law components. GRO J1655-40 is a little flat spectrum, hence a large y-parameter of the
Compotonization. This might be due to a high temperature of the hot plasma due to a small luminosity of
the GRO J1655-40. Overlaying this difference of the power-law index, large contribution of the reflection
component in Cyg X-1 makes a broad valley from ∼10 keV to ∼ 80 keV. This large contribution of the
reflection component is again due to the smaller inclination of Cyg X-1 than that of GRO J1655-40.

Thus the spectra of GRO J1655-40 and Cyg X-1 are explained by the essentially same model. Almost
all their differences are interpreted by the difference between their inclination angles. In other word,
these simple interpretations suggest that the model constructed by the Suzaku observation has very high
reliability.

By comparing the parameters of the best fit models of GRO J1655-40 and of Cyg X-1, we can find that
relative intensities of the two Comptonization components (hard and soft components) are siginificantly
different between GRO J1655-40 and Cyg X-1. The fraction of the hard Comptonization component of
GRO J1655-40 is larger than that of Cyg X-1. If we consider that this is also due to the difference of the
inclination angles, the hot plasma attributed to the low y-parameter component (soft) might be partially
occulted in the case of GRO J1655-40.

These results of the Suzaku observation reveal a possible complex structure of the accretion disk
around the BHs. The hot plasma must cover the inner region of the accretion disk. Even the shape of
the hot plasma is not spherical. Furthermore it is still questionable whether the observable accretion disk
continues into the ISCO or not. It is also notable that the disk truncation has been discussed in order to
explain the behavior of GRS J1915-105[21], which is another famous BH candidate.

3.3 GX339-4 Observed with Suzaku

In the previous section, we discussed the results of the two BH candidates observed by Suzaku. Both were
in its “low state”. Thus the existence of the high temperature plasma or a corona is naturally expected.
Therefore we are intrigued with results of the “high state”, where the accretion disk is expected to be
an optically thick standard disk. Yamada et al. [22] reported the Suzaku observation of GX 339-4, in
its unfortunately “very high state”. The spectra below ∼8 keV is dominated by the disk component,
which is roughly described by the multi collar black body. The spectrum above ∼8 keV is described by
a combination of a power law (or a Comptonization component) and a reflection component. By taking
into account the Comptonizaion component, the estimation of the radius of the inner accretion disk yields
Rin/Rg = (5∼32). A disk truncation before the ISCO might be suggested.

4 Challenge to Spin Observation

Some BH candidates are considered to be highly rotating. For example, GRO J1655-40 and GRS J1915-
105 show jets with a super-luminal motion, suggesting their unusual nature. Some models for jet pro-
duction in BHs involve BH spin [24].

Although there are several ways to investigate a BH spin, currently the most productive manner is
by using a shape of a Fe-K line. A broad and skewed Fe-K line emission by strong relativistic effects was
predicted by Fabian et al. [3]. A detection of such a broad Fe-K line was first reported by Tanaka et al.
[5] in the Seyfert galaxy MCG 6-30-15. Analyzing a detailed shape of the Fe-K line from MCG 6-30-15,
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Miniutti et al. [25] indicated its high spin. The best advantage of this study is the fact that the shape
does not depend on BH masses and thus not depend on the distance to objects.

Similar attempts have been performed by Miller et al. [26, 27, 28], Miniutti et al. [30], and Laor [31].
Miller et al. [29] compiled results of spins of eight stellar-mass BHs, including GX339-4, GRO J1655-40
and Cyg X-1. They reported their spin distributions. Two BHs, GRO J1655-40 and GX 339-4, among
them have spin parameters more than 0.9, whereas Cyg X-1 has less than 0.1.

However, Yamada et al. [22] are giving a caution for a treatment of continuum spectra. They showed
that a careful data analysis lead a result of a narrow Fe-K line profile and does not requires any broad
and highly skewed shape. On the detection of Fe-K line from GRO J1655-40, there is a confliction from
Suzaku data by Takahashi et al. (2008), where no significant detection of the Fe-K line was reported.

GRS J1915-105 was also studies the shape of its Fe K-line[23]. Their result showed that the inner
emitting orbit is larger than the ISCO, even in Schwarzschild metric, suggesting a disk truncation.
Therefore the observation of BH spins from the Fe-K line shape is still keeping straying.

5 Summary

So far 20 galactic BHs have been dynamically confirmed. Now we are going to start an investigation of
properties of BHs such as BH spins. A radius of an inner most stable circular orbit (ISCO) directly relate
to its mass and its spin. The BH spins are also measureable by a shape of a Fe-K emission line, which
depends on a normalized radius of a ISCO by a gravitational radius.

However, we have not yet well understood an X-ray emission from an accretion disk. The accretion
flow into a BH is complex and thus observations of ISCOs are not easy. The existence of two Compton
components probably relates to the geometrical configuration of the hot plasma around the ISCO. The
inner part of the accretion disk should affected by complex situations; magnetic field, high photon density,
advection dominant flow and so on. These effects might make a disk truncation at outer region than
ISCO.

A shape of Fe-K lines gives us important information on the inner region of the accretion disk, if the
lines originate the fluorescence of an accretion disk. However, analyses of a broad emission line strongly
depend on an assumed continuum model. We require statistically better data and need understanding of
an accretion flow near ISCO. The investigation of BH spin is a next future topic. One of the important
scientific objects of the future satellite missions; such as Astro-H and IXO, is the “Measurement of BH
Spin” [32, 33].
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Boundary condition for D-brane from Wilson loop
at the AdS boundary1
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Abstract
We study the supersymmetric Wilson loops in the four-dimensional N = 4 super
Yang-Mills theory in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. In the gauge
theory side, it is known that the expectation value of the Wilson loops of circular
shape with winding number k, Wk(C), is calculable by using a Gaussian matrix model.
In the gravity side, the expectation value of the loop is conjectured to be given by
the classical value of the action SD3 for a probe D3-brane with k electric fluxes as
⟨Wk(C)⟩ = e−SD3 . However, according to the spirit of the AdS/CFT correspondence,
in principle we have to perform the path integral for the D3-brane action in the
AdS5×S5 under appropriate boundary conditions which should be given in terms
of data of the Wilson loop at the AdS boundary. We clarify what kind of boundary
conditions are imposed on the D3-brane from the Wilson loop. As an application, our
boundary conditions provide a natural interpretation of a position of an eigenvalue
in the Gaussian matrix model as an integrated flux on the D3-brane.

1 Introduction

Much progress in string theory for the last ten years suggests that quantum gravity will be formulated
as the large-N limit of gauge theories or matrix models [2–4]. The key in this approach is that all the
information on gravity or geometry in the bulk is encoded into gauge theory degrees of freedom on the
boundary. This idea called holography is realized in the AdS/CFT correspondence. In particular, we
consider a circular Wilson loop in the gauge theory in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence as a
nice and concrete realization of holography idea. In our analysis, we emphasize importance of boundary
conditions the gauge theory imposes on the geometry. We hope this kind of study has some implications
to the brane world scenario, cosmology, or other quantum gravity formulations.

2 Circular Wilson loop in N = 4 U(N) SYM

In this section we review the circular Wilson loop in the four-dimensional N = 4 U(N) supersymmetric
Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in the large-N limit. Bosonic fields in this theory are the U(N) gauge field Aµ
(µ = 0 ∼ 3), the scalar fields Φi (i = 4 ∼ 9) in the adjoint representation of U(N). In terms of these
fields, the circular Wilson loop is defined as

Wk(C) =
1

N
trP exp

(∫
C

ds(iAµẋ
µ(s) + Φiẏ

i(s))

)
, (1)

where C is a circle parametrized by s, k is the winding number of the Wilson loop, and xµ(s), yi(s)
represents the shape of the loop in the four-dimensional, and six-dimensional space, respectively. In
particular, when we are interested in the circular Wilson loop, xµ(s) describes the circle C, e.g. xµ(s) =
(cos s, sin s, 0, 0). In order to take advantage of the AdS/CFT correspondence, eventually we have to take
N → ∞ limit.

1Based on the work [1]
2Email address: tkuroki@rikkyo.ac.jp
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In this setup, let us summarize the main result in the gauge theory side [5–7]. We are interested in
the vacuum expectation value of the circular Wilson loop in the large-N limit

⟨Wk(C)⟩ ≡ 1

Zgauge

∫
D(all fields)Wk(C)e−Sgauge , (2)

where Sgauge is the action of the gauge theory. The standard way to compute this is by the perturbation
theory in terms of the gauge theory coupling constant gYM. We choose two points on the Wilson loop s1,
s2, and connect fields on these points by their propagators as ⟨Aµ(x(s1))Aν(x(s2))⟩, ⟨Φi(x(s1))Φj(x(s2))⟩.
However, since these fields also carry ẋµ and ẏi, the net contribution of the propagators becomes

−⟨Aµ(x(s1))Aν(x(s2))⟩ ẋµ(s1)ẋν(s2) + ⟨Φi(x(s1))Φj(x(s2))⟩ ẏi(s1)ẏj(s2). (3)

The crucial property of the circular Wilson loop is that this becomes constant, namely independent of
the space-time points xµ(s1) and xµ(s2) provided that ẋ2− ẏ2 = 0. More precisely, when this condition is
satisfied, the above quantity becomes g2YM/8π

2. Thus the combined propagator loses space-time depen-
dence. Due to this property, the computation of ⟨Wk(C)⟩ is greatly simplified. Therefore, in the following
let us concentrate on the circular Wilson loop (1) with ẋ2 − ẏ2 = 0 satisfied. In fact, this condition is
known as the one under which the Wilson loop preserves the half of supersymmetries. Furthermore, it is
known that diagrams with internal vertices vanish because of the supersymmetry. Thus the computation
is reduced to the sum over all planar diagrams with the constant propagator, which is just a combinatorics
problem. Actually, the calculation boils down to the one-matrix model

⟨Wk(C)⟩ =

⟨
1

N
tr ekM

⟩
MM

≡ 1

ZMM

∫
dM

1

N
tr ekMe−SMM , (4)

SMM =
2N

λ
trM2, λ ≡ g2YMN, (5)

where M is an N ×N Hermitian matrix. From the observations above, it is easy to see that this matrix
model reproduces the calculation of ⟨Wk(C)⟩ in the large-N limit, because it generates all planar diagrams
with the constant propagator proportional to λ/N = g2YM. Note that the operator 1

N tr ekM is a remnant
of the Wilson loop Wk(C), where the winding number k appears in the exponent. We can calculate
(4) by the standard technique [8]: performing integration over angular variables, (4) can be written as
integration over N eigenvalues of M

⟨Wk(C)⟩ =
1

Z

∫ ∏
i

dmi exp(−NVeff),

Veff =
∑
i

2

λ
m2
i −

∑
i,j

log(mi −mj)
2 − k

N
mN . (6)

This implies that the system now becomes that of N particles in the Gaussian potential with strong
repulsive logarithmic force between them. Moreover, in the presence of the Wilson loop, the last eigenvalue
mN feels extra linear potential proportional to k. In particular, when k is of order N , it survives in the
large-N limit. This situation is quite interesting, so henceforth let us discuss the case where k is of order
N .

In the large-N limit, these eigenvalues are expected to form a continuous distribution, and the dis-
tribution function can be derived from the saddle point method in the large-N limit. The result is
[1]

ρ(m) =
2

πλ

√
λ−m2 +

1

N
δ(m−m∗), (7)

which is displayed in Figure 1. Here m∗ =
√
λ(1 + κ2) and κ ≡ k

√
λ/4N which is O(1) when k is O(N).

The isolated eigenvalue distribution at m∗ originates from the last eigenvalue mN . Given (7), it is easy
to calculate ⟨Wk(C)⟩ as [1, 9]

⟨Wk(C)⟩ = exp
[
N
(

2κ
√

1 + κ2 + 2arcsinhκ
)]
. (8)
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−√λ


√λ
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Figure 1: The eigenvalue distribution with k of O(N).

Conversely, detailed analysis [1] of the matrix model tells us that on general grounds, we can deduce from
⟨Wk(C)⟩ the position of the isolated eigenvalue as ⟨Wk(C)⟩ = exp(−Veff(k)) → m∗ = −V ′

eff(k). In the
gravity side, by a totally different method we can calculate ⟨Wk(C)⟩, from which we can read off a bulk
interpretation of m∗ by using this relation.

3 AdS/CFT for Wilson loop

In this section we review main results of the Wilson loop in the AdS/CFT correspondence. First we
consider the case of the Wilson loop with winding number k = 1, then we turn to k of O(N) case.

3.1 k = 1 case

The statement of AdS/CFT for the Wilson loop with k = 1 is [10, 11]

⟨Wk=1(C)⟩ =

∫
b.c.

e−(SNG+Sb), (9)

where SNG and Sb is the Nambu-Goto action and a possible boundary term, respectively. In the right
hand side the path integral should be over all fields on a string world sheet in AdS5×S5 attached to the
loop C at the AdS boundary under appropriate boundary conditions. Here we stress importance of the
boundary conditions in the right hand side in (9). First of all, from the theoretical point of view, in
the spirit of the AdS/CFT correspondence a bulk or gravity quantity should be completely fixed by the
boundary or gauge theory data, which should enter in the right hand side through boundary conditions.
On the other hand, from the practical point of view, usually the relation (9) is applied in the case of
λ ≫ 1, where the path integral in the right hand side can be replaced by e−Scl with Scl the action
evaluated for the classical solution. However, in order to fix the classical solution, we have to specify
appropriate boundary conditions at, for example, the AdS boundary corresponding to the presence of
the Wilson loop. Thus an important issue in (9) is what kind of boundary conditions and/or boundary
terms the Wilson loop impose on the bulk or geometry.

A nice argument on boundary conditions based on the T-duality is given in [12]: let us start from
the 10-dimensional gauge theory, namely D9-brane world volume theory. If a string is attached to a
Wilson loop in this theory, string coordinates in all directions Xµ (µ = 0 ∼ 9) should have the Dirichlet
boundary condition because their boundary values are all fixed by the position of the Wilson loop. Then
applying the T-duality in i = 4 ∼ 9 directions, we find that Xµ (µ = 0 ∼ 3) still have the Dirichlet
boundary condition, while Xi (i = 4 ∼ 9) should have the Neumann boundary condition. Namely, the
string coordinates have the Dirichlet boundary condition for the D3-brane world volume directions, and
the Neumann boundary condition for the orthogonal directions.

The above T-duality argument implies that the right hand side in (9) will be a function of Xµ

(µ = 0 ∼ 3) and Pi (i = 4 ∼ 9). This requires boundary terms for the Neumann directions i = 4 ∼ 9.
In order to see this, let us parametrize a string world sheet attached to the Wilson loop by σ1, σ2 as
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follows: the world sheet boundary exists at σ2 = 0, while the boundary itself is parametrized by σ1.
Then variation of the classical world sheet action reads

δS
∣∣∣
cl

=

∫
d2σ

[
δS

δX
δX +

δS

δ∂X
δ∂X

]∣∣∣∣
cl

= −
∮
σ2=0

dσ1PiδX
i, (10)

where |cl represents evaluation via a classical solution and Pi = δL/δ∂2Xi is the boundary momentum.
This equation suggests that the classical action is a function of Xi. The standard way to flip the boundary
condition, namely to change a function of Xi to that of Pi is the Legendre transformation. We add the
boundary term as

S̃ = S +

∮
σ2=0

dσ1PiX
i → δS̃

∣∣∣
cl

=

∮
σ2=0

dσ1XiδPi, (11)

which shows that S̃
∣∣∣
cl

is a function of Pi as expected. Thus we conclude that we have to add the boundary

term Sb =
∮
σ2=0

dσ1PiX
i for the Neumann direction.

In order to give a concrete form of the above boundary conditions, let us choose the AdS5×S5 metric
as

ds2 =
L2

Y 2

(
(dXµ)2 + (dY i)2

)
= L2

((
2πα′U

L2

)2

(dXµ)2 +
(dU i)2

U2

)
, (U i)2 = U =

L2

2πα′Y
, U i = Uθi, (12)

where L = λ
1
4

√
α′, θi is a coordinate of the unit S5, and the gauge theory lives in the four-dimensional

space-time Xµ (µ = 0 ∼ 3). Then the Wilson loop (1) provides following boundary conditions [12]:

• Dirichlet: Xµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = xµ(σ1),

• Neumann: Pi(σ
1, σ2 = 0) = ẏi(σ

1),

where Pi is the conjugate momentum of U i. The latter equation is nontrivial, but there are some
arguments supporting it based on symmetries and constraints [12]. In the next section we derive a
similar boundary condition in the case of k of O(N). It is worth noticing that these boundary conditions
are along the spirit of AdS/CFT, namely the Wilson loop data provides the boundary conditions for the
fields in the bulk.

3.2 k of O(N) case

Now let us turn to the case where k is of O(N). A crucial observation is that in this case we have to
consider k world sheets, because the Wilson loop with winding number k originates from k fundamental
open strings connecting N D3-branes and a probe D3-brane, which should correspond to k world sheets
attached to the loop in the gravity side. However, since k is now of O(N), we are considering N ∼ 1/gs
world sheets, which means that we can no longer neglect string interactions, namely we need nonpertur-
bative description. For this system, an interesting proposal was made in [13] that when k is of O(N),
the string world sheet attached to the loop should be replaced by a D3-brane world volume. Namely, the
basic relation for the Wilson loop in the AdS/CFT correspondence given in (9) now becomes

⟨Wk(C)⟩ =

∫
b.c.

e−(SD3+Sb), (13)

where SD3 is the Dirac-Born-Infeld action for a D3-brane including the Wess-Zumino term. Their proposal
is based on the fact that a fundamental string can be regarded as a BPS configuration from the point of
view of the D3-brane world volume theory [14]. In fact, as we will see later, using the relation (13), we
can compute ⟨Wk(C)⟩ in the gravity side and it agrees exactly with the gauge theory result given in (8).

In this approach, there are apparently different points from the string world sheet (k = 1) case: first
of all, the world volume is now four-dimensional and hence attachment to the one-dimensional loop at the
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AdS boundary is somewhat nontrivial. In the following σa (a = 1 ∼ 4) denote coordinates on the world
volume. Secondly, apart from the scalar fields Xµ(σa), U i(σa) (µ = 0 ∼ 3, i = 4 ∼ 9) which describe the
position of the D3-brane in AdS5×S5 in terms of the coordinates given in (12), we have a U(1) gauge
field Aa(σa). Thus we have to specify a boundary condition and a possible boundary term even for this
gauge field. Aa(σa) on a D3-brane world volume should not be confused with the original U(N) gauge
field in the gauge theory side.

For the purpose of examining boundary conditions for a D3-brane, let us parametrize the D3-brane
world volume in such a way that the world volume boundary is again given by σ2 = 0, and the one-
dimensional boundary itself is parametrized by σ1. Other directions are parametrized by σ3, σ4. The
same argument as before yields apparent boundary conditions

1. Xµ: Dirichlet, Xµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = xµ(σ1),
(Here by using reparametrization invariance of the Wilson loop, we make an identification s = σ1.)

2. U i: Neumann,

3. Πa=1(σ1, σ2 = 0) = −ik for each σ1.

Several notices are in order. As for 2, it should be emphasized that we do not yet know explicitly how
to specify PUi at the boundary. It is true that in the string case PUi = ẏi, but it is not guaranteed
that this is also the case with the D3-brane. The boundary condition 3 reflects that the fact that the
end point of a string attached to a D-brane can be regarded as an electric charge from the D3 world
volume viewpoint and therefore if it moves along the circle to form the Wilson loop, it induces flux of
U(1) gauge field in the σ1 direction. Recalling the discussion in (11), we have to add the boundary terms
for fields with the Neumann boundary conditions, namely the boundary term for the transverse scalar
fields

∮
σ2=0

dσ1dσ3dσ4PUiU
i and that for the gauge field

∮
σ2=0

dσ1dσ3dσ4Π1A1.
Now we make a short review of the explicit form of the D3-brane solution given in [13]. If we take

the AdS5 metric as

ds2AdS5
= L2

((
2πα′U

L2

)2 (
dr21 + r21dψ

2 + dr22 + r22dϕ
2
)

+
dU2

U2

)
, (14)

then the loop can be assumed to be located at r1 = R, r2 = 0, which corresponds to the world volume
parametrization σ1 = ψ, σ2 = r2 and σ3, σ4 parametrize S2 which shrinks at the boundary σ2 = r2 = 0.
In this case, the half BPS nature is strong enough to fix the form of the classical solution uniquely once
we take account of only the gauge field boundary condition Πa=1 = −ik. Essentially the solution takes
the same form as in [14] and near the boundary r2 ≪ 1, it looks like

U ∼ κ
√
λ

2πr2
, A1 ∼ −iRκ

√
λ

2πr2
, (15)

where κ is defined below (7). Plugging the solution into the action, we have

SD3 + Sb = −N
(

2κ
√

1 + κ2 + 2arcsinhκ
)
. (16)

Then according to (13) we can calculate ⟨Wk(C)⟩ as

⟨Wk(C)⟩ =

∫
e−(SD3-brane+Sb)

= exp (−(SD3-brane + Sb))|cl
= exp

[
N
(

2κ
√

1 + κ2 + 2arcsinhκ
)]
, (17)

where in the second equality we have used λ ≫ 1. This indeed agrees with the gauge theory result (8).
Since ⟨Wk(C)⟩ is quite a complicated function, this agreement strongly supports the claim (13), at least
in strong coupling regime λ≫ 1.
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4 Boundary condition for D-brane from Wilson loop

The agreement (17) shown in [13] looks quite nice, but we emphasize here that the derivation in [13]
is not completely along the spirit of AdS/CFT. Namely, in the basic relation (13), the right hand side
will be a function of Xµ, Πa and PUi and their boundary conditions should be provided in terms of the
Wilson loop. Then the path integral, or the evaluation of the classical action should be done under these
boundary conditions. In contrast to this, in [13] they do not take account of the boundary condition
for PUi and rather they evaluate the action from the explicit form of the classical solution which can be
uniquely fixed due to many supersymmetries the configuration preserves. It should be noticed that in
the spirit of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the boundary term and the boundary condition should be
specified in (13) in terms of the Wilson loop without referring to the equation of motion. Moreover, a
prescription itself of giving boundary conditions from a Wilson loop would be generic and independent of
its shape. Thus our aim is to deduce D3-brane boundary conditions for generic shape of the Wilson loop
without using the equation of motion. Our problem is quite unique, because usually a D-brane specifies
boundary conditions for an open string attached to it, while in the present case we are considering
boundary conditions for a D-brane itself imposed by a Wilson loop.

4.1 Derivation of boundary conditions

For our purpose, let us take the (Wick rotated) AdS5×S5 metric as

ds2 =

(
2πα′U

L

)2

(dt2 + dρ2 + ρ2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)) + L2 (dU i)2

U2
, (18)

where the gauge theory lives in the four-dimensional space-time parametrized by t, ρ, θ and ϕ, and the
AdS boundary exists at U = ∞. We choose t, ρ in such a way that a loop of generic shape is located
at ρ = 0, and that it is extended into the t-direction in the four-dimensional space-time. A D3-brane
is in the AdS5, and is attached to the loop ρ = 0 at the AdS boundary. We take σa (a = 1 ∼ 4) as
the D3-brane world volume coordinates, hence world volume fields are embedding coordinates t = t(σa),
ρ = ρ(σa), · · · , U i = U i(σa), and the U(1) gauge field Aa(σa). As before, we take σa in such a way
that the world volume boundary is at σ2 = 0, and there the boundary itself is parametrized by σ1. Thus
ρ → 0 as σ2 → 0. Note that at the beginning the world volume boundary has nothing to do with the
AdS boundary U = ∞. Rather, we impose a condition later that the world volume boundary is located
at the AdS boundary. As for other world volume coordinates, it is natural to set σ3 = θ, σ4 = ϕ. Near
the world volume boundary σ2 ∼ 0, ρ ∼ 0, then the S2 parametrized by σ3 and σ4 shrinks, hence all
fields become independent of them. Namely, at least near the world volume boundary, t, ρ and U i are
fields only of σ1, σ2: t = t(σ1, σ2), ρ = ρ(σ1, σ2) U i = U i(σ1, σ2) for σ2 ∼ 0. As for the gauge field, at
the world volume boundary it is along the σ1-direction as we discussed above (14): Aa=1 = Aa=1(σ2).

Using these coordinate choice, let us consider the D3-brane action. Near the world volume boundary,
S2-part can be integrated trivially and we obtain

SD3|σ2∼0 =

∫
σ2∼0

dσ1dσ2LD3 =

∫
σ2∼0

dσ1dσ2
√

det
σ1,σ2

(gab + 2πα′Fab). (19)

From the effective Lagrangian LD3 we define conjugate momenta near the world volume boundary as

Pt =
∂LD3

∂(∂2t)
, Pρ =

∂LD3

∂(∂2ρ)
, PUi =

∂LD3

∂(∂2U i)
, Πa=1 =

∂LD3

∂(∂2A1)
. (20)

The diffeomorphism invariance of the action implies the Hamiltonian constraint among these conjugate
momenta

0 = (PUi)
2 + (Π1)2

(
(∂1t)

2 + (∂1ρ)2
)
− 16π

λ
N
(
Pt∂1ρ− Pρ∂1t

)
ρ2

−
(

64π2λ−2N2(Uρ)4 − λ

4π2
(Π1)2

)(
∂1U

i

U2

)2

+
λ

4π2
(P 2
t + P 2

ρ )
1

U4
. (21)
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Let us examine what this equation means at the world volume boundary, i.e. ρ→ 0 (σ2 → 0)3. Here we
make a crucial requirement that when σ2 → 0, U → ∞. Namely, the world volume boundary lies at the
AdS boundary. Then the constraint is greatly simplified to yield

P 2
Ui + (Π1)2(∂1t)

2 = 0, at σ2 = 0. (22)

As discussed in subsection 3.2, a natural boundary condition for the gauge field is Π1(σ1, σ2 = 0) = −ik
for each σ1. Plugging this into the above, we get PUi = −k |∂1t| θi with θi = Ui/U being S5 coordinate,
where we have used PUi = (U i/U)PU and chosen the minus sign in order to make it consistent with the
equation of motion. This is only the point we refer to information of the equation of motion. However,
at σ2 = 0, the loop is assumed to be extended along the t-direction and the D3-brane world volume
is attached to it. Thus we have |∂1t| = |Ẋµ(σ1)| at least in a local patch around a point on the loop.
By using the Dirichlet boundary condition for Xµ: Xµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = xµ(σ1), we find that |∂1t| can be
identified with |ẋµ| at least in a local patch. Thus we see that the Hamiltonian constraint (21) at the
world volume boundary σ2 = 0 under the requirement U(σ1, σ2 = 0) = ∞ implies the following boundary
conditions:

Xµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = xµ(σ1), (23)

Π1(σ1, σ2 = 0) = −ik, PUi(σ
1, σ2 = 0) = −k

∣∣ẋ(σ1)
∣∣ θi(σ1), (24)

where we have again identified s with σ1 by using the reparametrization of the loop. By use of the
embedding coordinates Xµ, we can convert the world volume indices of Πa into the space-time ones like
Πµ ≡ ∂aX

µΠa . Since Πa has the only non-vanishing component for a = 1, Πµ satisfies the following
boundary condition

Πµ = ∂1X
µΠ1 = −ikẋµ , at σ2 = 0, (25)

where we have used (23). Using the second boundary condition in (24), this gives the following relation

(Πµ)2 + (PUi)
2 = 0 . (26)

It is worth noting that the boundary condition (24) thus corresponds to the BPS condition in [14], i.e.,
force balance between the electric charge Π1 and the deformation of the D3-brane which is characterized
by PUi , in the case of the spike solution in the flat space. Since the spike solution presented in [14] is
the half BPS, it is natural that the equation (26) also implies a local BPS condition for the Wilson loop.
In fact, in the gauge theory side, the local BPS condition for the Wilson loop (1) is given by

ẋ2 = ẏ2, (27)

as commented in section 2. For the Wilson loop satisfying this condition, ẏi = |ẋ|θi. Therefore, by using
this relation in (24), we deduce boundary conditions in a general case as

Πµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = −ikẋµ(σ1), PUi(σ
1, σ2 = 0) = −kẏi(σ1). (28)

We find our boundary condition quite natural because once it is assumed, the local BPS conditions in
both sides become equivalent. From the point of view of our general boundary conditions (28), (24) are
those in a local patch along the loop where the loop can be regarded as the straight line with ẋ2 = ẏ2.
In summary, the Wilson loop with winding number k of O(N) given in (1) provides following boundary
conditions on a D3-brane in the AdS/CFT correspondence:

Dirichlet for Xµ : Xµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = xµ(σ1), (29)

Neumann for Aa : Πµ(σ1, σ2 = 0) = −ikẋµ(σ1),

(
Πµ =

∂Xµ

∂σ1
Π1

)
(30)

Neumann for U i : PUi(σ
1, σ2 = 0) = −kẏi(σ1). (31)

3In k = 1 (string world sheet) case, relation between the Hamiltonian constraint and a boundary condition was discussed
in [12].
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Note that these are in accordance with the spirit of the AdS/CFT correspondence: the boundary condi-
tions are given in terms of the data of the Wilson loop xµ(s), yi(s) and k, namely the shape of the loop
and the winding number.

There are several evidences supporting our boundary conditions. For example, they are consistent
with the boundary conditions for the string world sheet (k = 1) case. Moreover, we can explicitly check
that the D3-brane solution obtained in [13] which we briefly review in subsection 3.2 actually satisfies our
boundary conditions. Here we again emphasize that in our derivation we do not refer to the equation of
motion, hence this fact is an evidence for validity of our boundary conditions. Another interesting aspect
of our boundary condition is that under them the Gauss’ law constraint Πa=2 = 0 implies ∂σ2/∂σ1 = 0,
namely orthogonality relation between the tangential and perpendicular directions of the world volume
boundary.

5 Bulk interpretation of the position of eigenvalue

In this section as an application of our boundary conditions (29)∼(31), we examine what happens if they
are applied to the basic relation (13). As mentioned in (17), when λ ≫ 1, the path integral in the right

hand side in (13) can be replaced by e−S
cl
D3−S

cl
b where the action is evaluated by its classical value under

the boundary conditions (29)∼(31). Therefore, for λ≫ 1, we have

⟨Wk(C)⟩ = e− (Scl
D3+S

cl
b )|

b.c. , (32)

where |b.c. denotes the evaluation under (29)∼(31). Thus the exponent of ⟨Wk(C)⟩, Veff(k) defined below
(8) can be read from this equation as Veff(k) =

(
Scl
D3 + Scl

b

)∣∣
b.c.

. Then by using the fact we mentioned at
the end of section 2, we can make a connection between the position of the isolated eigenvalue m∗ and
the bulk quantity as

m∗ = −V ′
eff(k) = − ∂

∂k

(
Scl
D3 + Scl

b

)∣∣
b.c.

. (33)

In order to calculate this, it is instructive to notice that k is a part of the boundary conditions and
as such variation of k gives rise to that of the classical action. However, the variation of the classical
action only comes from the boundary action due to the equation of motion. More precisely, for the
Dirichlet direction the variation is given as (10), while that for the Neumann direction is as (11). From
the boundary conditions (29)∼(31), the variation with respect to k does not affect the Dirichlet direction
Xµ. Thus as in (11) the variation comes only from the boundary term

Scl
b =

∮
σ2=0

dσ1dσ3dσ4(Π1A1 + PUiU
i). (34)

Now from (30) and (31), we obtain

Scl
b

∣∣
b.c.

= −k
∮
σ2=0

dσ1
(
iA1ẋ

1 + U iẏi
)
. (35)

Notice here that in (29)∼(31), the integration over S2-part (namely σ3 and σ4) is done as in (19) and
(20). Therefore we finally find that

m∗ = −
∂ Scl

b

∣∣
b.c.

∂k
=

∮
σ2=0

dσ1
(
iA1ẋ

1 + U iẏi
)
. (36)

Thus we obtain a clear interpretation of the isolated eigenvalue as a bulk quantity, namely as flux of the
gauge field, more precisely, an integration over the U(1) gauge field plus the scalar field along the loop.

As for this result, several notes are in order: first of all, the above derivation is exactly in accordance
with the spirit of the AdS/CFT correspondence in contrast to the result in [13] where they use the explicit
form of the solution to the equation of motion as in (15) to get (16). On the other hand, in our derivation
we do not use the explicit form of the solution. Rather, plugging it into (36), we obtain∫

σ2=0

dσ1
(
iA1ẋ

1 + U iẏi
)

=
√
λ(1 + κ2), (37)
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which indeed reproduces the gauge theory result below (7). This is a nontrivial consistency check of
our boundary conditions. It is also important to recognize that the boundary condition for U i in (31)
plays an essential role in deriving (37), which is missed in [13]. Finally we note that we again have (the
exponent of) the U(1) Wilson loop. It would be quite an interesting aspect of our result, although the
U(1) gauge field on the D3-brane in the bulk of course should not be confused with the original U(N)
gauge field on the N D3-brane in the gauge theory side.

6 Conclusions

We have analyzed the circular Wilson loop with winding number k of O(N) in the gauge theory by using a
D3-brane carrying k units of charge in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. It is known that the
calculation of the expectation value of this Wilson loop in the gauge theory side amounts to considering
a Gaussian matrix model with an exponential operator insertion due to its symmetry. In this calculation
an isolated eigenvalue plays an essential role. After emphasizing importance of boundary conditions the
Wilson loop imposes on the gravity side, we deduce them based on the Hamiltonian constraint. We
have checked that our boundary conditions pass several nontrivial tests. As an application, we have
taken account of them in the AdS/CFT correspondence for the Wilson loop and succeeded in giving an
interesting interpretation in terms of fields in the gravity side to the position of the eigenvalue in the
matrix model.
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Abstract
With the launch of the Fermi gamma ray space telescope, high-energy astrophysics
has entered a new era. Exciting new results on Galactic and extragalactic sources are
leading to a better understanding of the physics and astrophysics of these objects. I
will discuss results from the Fermi gamma ray space telescope on the extragalactic
background light (EBL) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).

1 Introduction

The Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope (formerly known as GLAST) was launched on June, 11th 2008
to provide an unprecedented view of the γ-ray Universe. The main instrument onboard Fermi, the Large
Area Telescope (LAT), offers a broader bandpass (∼ 20 MeV to over 300 GeV) [10] and its sensitivity
exceeds by more than an order of magnitude that of its predecessor instrument EGRET onboard the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory [46], and the Italian Space Agency satellite AGILE [45], which was
launched in 2007. The LAT observes the full sky every 3 hr in survey mode, leading to a broadly uniform
exposure with less that ∼ 15% variation. The Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM), the lower energy
(∼ 8 keV – 40 MeV) instrument onboard Fermi, observes the full unocculted sky at all time and provides
alerts from transient sources such as GRBs.

The main science goal of Fermi is to find answers to the questions:

• How do super-massive black holes in Active Galactic Nuclei create powerful jets of material moving
at nearly light speed? What are the jets made of?

• What are the mechanisms that produce Gamma-Ray Burst explosions? What is the energy budget?

• How has the amount of starlight in the Universe changed over cosmic time?

• What are the unidentified gamma-ray sources found by EGRET?

• What is the origin of the cosmic rays that pervade the galaxy?

• What is the nature of dark matter?

While answers to many of these questions are still elusive, Fermi is providing new insights and exciting
results on the Galactic and extragalactic sources, on cosmic rays and on the total amount of starlight
in the universe. GRBs and blazars (Active Galactic Nuclei with their jets pointed in our direction)
constitute the primary extragalactic sources. The total amount of energy content in the form of starlight
in the universe is only second to the total amount of energy content in the cosmic microwave background.
Starlight photons, from infrared to ultraviolet, form a background known as the extragalactic background
light (EBL) in which high-energy γ rays from extragalactic sources may be absorbed by producing an
e+e− pair. Thus it is important to understand this background.

1Email address: srazzaque@ssd5.nrl.navy.mil
2NRC Resident Research Associate
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Figure 1: Left panel – Wavelength-dependent intensity of EBL predicted by different models (black
and colored lines). Also shown are EBL measurements and limits by gray points and lines. Right panel
– Cosmological evolution of EBL intensity for the model in Ref. [19] in a ΛCDM universe. Note that
the intensity may increase by more than an order of magnitude at high redshift. Both plots are from
Ref. [19].

2 Extragalactic Background Light

The extragalactic background light is the accummulated radiation from structure formation and its
cosmological evolution. The knowledge of its intensity with time probes models of galaxy and star
formation. The intensity of the EBL from the near-IR to ultraviolet is thought to be dominated by direct
starlight emission out to large redshifts, and by optically bright AGN. At longer wavelengths the infrared
background is produced by thermal radiation from dust which is heated by starlight, and also emission
from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

Direct measurement of the EBL is difficult due to contamination by foreground zodiacal and Galactic
light [25], and galaxy counts result in a lower limit since the number of unresolved sources is unknown [33].
A number of EBL models (see Fig. 1) have been developed over the last two decades [19, 21, 22, 28, 29,
37, 39, 42, 44], however large scatter in available EBL data does not constrain these models strongly.

The primary extragalactic sources emitting γ-ray photons are blazars, which are galaxies with rel-
ativistic jets directed along our line of sight; and GRBs, which are thought to be caused by exploding
high-mass stars (long GRBs) or possibly degenerate mergers (short GRBs) with beamed emission along
our line of sight for a brief period. GRBs have not been used to contrain EBL absorption during the
pre-Fermi era mainly because of a lack of sensitivity to transient objects above a few GeV. EGRET
sensitivity dropped significantly above 10 GeV while TeV instruments have a too small field-of-view to
catch the prompt phase where most of the emission occurs. The new energy window (10 − 300 GeV)
accessible by Fermi, and its wide FoV, makes GRBs interesting targets to constrain EBL absorption in
this energy band.

2.1 Gamma Ray Opacity of the Universe

Constraining the EBL intensity from direct measurement of γ rays is difficult beacause of its evolution
with cosmic time (see Fig. 1) and may only be possible for nearby TeV blazars [20]. The opacity of the
universe for a high-energy γ ray, emitted from redshift z with energy E, to produce an e+e− pair by
interacting with an EBL photon however can be calculated as [39]

τγγ(E, z) = c

∫ z

0

dz1

∣∣∣∣ dtdz1
∣∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

0

dϵ1

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ
1

2

uϵ1
ϵ1

(1 − cos θ)σγγ(s)

= cπr2e
m4
ec

8

E2

∫ z

0

dz1
(1 + z1)2

∣∣∣∣ dtdz1
∣∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

m2
ec

4/E(1+z1)

dϵ1
uϵ1
ϵ1
φ̄[s0(ϵ1)], (1)
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Figure 2: Left panel – Opacity of high-energy γ rays to produce an e+e− pair by interacting with
an EBL photon at different redshift. The lines correspond to different EBL models shown in Fig. 1.
Right panel – The γγ opacity τγγ = 1 curves for various EBL models in the E-z plane. Also shown are
the highest-energy γ rays detected from different blazars and GRBs along with energy ranges in which
different γ-ray telescopes are sensitive. The universe is predicted to be optically thin to γ rays in the E-z
plane below a particular τγγ = 1 model curve. Thus high-energy data points above a model curve has
potential to constrain that model. Both plots are from Ref. [19].

for an isotropic background photon field. Here uϵ1 is the specific energy density of EBL photons at redshift
z1 of interaction, σγγ(s) is the total γγ → e+e− cross section and s = E(1 + z1)ϵ1(1 − cos θ)/2m2

ec
4 is

the center-of-mass energy squared. The function φ̄[s0], with s0 = E(1 + z1)ϵ1/m
2
ec

4, is given in Ref. [24].
The threshold energy for e+e− pair production from the condition s0 = 1 is ϵ1,th ≈ m2

ec
4/E(1 + z1). The

lower limit of the energy integration ϵ1,th ≈ 1 eV and ∼ 250/(1 + z1) GeV γ-rays interact dominantly
with these photons. Fig. 2 (left panel) shows the γγ opacity of the universe for different EBL models and
at different redshift. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the EBL model-dependent τγγ(E, z) = 1 curves and
the highest-energy photons detected from GRBs and Blazars.

Assuming that high-energy photon absorption in EBL is the sole mechanism that affects the γ-ray
flux from a source at redshift z, the observed and intrinsic fluxes can be related by the opacity as

Fobs(E) = e−τγγ(E,z)Fint(E). (2)

This expression can be used to (i) explore γ-ray flux attenuation in EBL from AGN population, assuming
a fixed intrinsic spectrum for all AGNs leading to a redshift-dependent flux ratio between a low- and a
high- energy band; (ii) constrain EBL models which predict τγγ(E, z) values much higer than the opacity
that would give the observed fluxes from individual blazars and GRBs; and (iii) put upper limits on γ-ray
opacity calculated from observed flux of individual blazars and GRBs, and extrapolation of the intrinsic
fluxes to high energies.

2.2 Fermi Sources Constraining EBL Models

The highest energy γ-ray emission from high redshift sources are the most effective probe of the γ-ray
opacity of the universe, and consequently to contrain EBL models. In contrast to ground-based γ-ray
detectors, Fermi has demonstrated the possibility of probing the EBL at high redshifts by the detection
of blazars at ≥ 10 GeV energies out to z > 3, and additionally by the detection of GRB 080916C at a
redshift of ∼ 4.35 [1]. GRBs are known to exist at even higher redshifts (GRB 090423 is the current record
holder with z ∼ 8.2). Therefore observations of these sources with Fermi stand as promising candidates
for probing the optical-UV EBL at high redshifts which are not accessible to Cherenkov telescopes.

Fermi LAT detected 6 GRBs to-date3 with measured redshift. Among the detected blazars, 260 flat-
spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and 128 BL Lacs have known redshift [7]. Highest-energy photons above

3Time of writing this proceedings
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Figure 3: Highest-energy γ rays detected with Fermi LAT from blazars (11 month) and GRBs. Also
shown are the τγγ = 3 opacity curves for different EBL models [8].

∼ 6 GeV from these sources are plotted in Fig. 3 along with their redshift information. Also plotted
are the τγγ = 3 opacity curves for different EBL models. Models which predict large γ-ray opacity can
be potentially ruled-out from observations of the highest-energy γ rays above the model curve. The
highest-energy, 31 GeV, photon from GRB 090902B at z = 1.822 already rules-out the EBL models of
Stecker et al. [44] at 3σ confidence level [4]. Detailed results on EBL constraint using Fermi data will be
published elsewhere [8].

3 Gamma-Ray Bursts

To date Fermi GBM has detected 375 GRBs (252 in the first yr). Among them 14 GRBs (9 in the first
yr) have been detected with Fermi LAT (see Fig. 4). It is worthwhile to mention a few bright GRBs
detected with Fermi.

• GRB 080916C : First bright long GRB detected with LAT (GRB 080825C is the first LAT
detected GRB [2]) on 16 September 2008 at a redshift z = 4.35 ± 0.15. More than 3000 LAT
photons were detected within first 100 sec (see Fig. 5 left plot). With a total fluence of f ≈
2.4× 10−4 erg cm−2, the total apparent-isotropic energy release from this GRB is Eiso = 4πd2Lf ≈
8.8×1054 erg, where dL is the luminosity distance. This is the most energetic GRB detected to-date
and strongly suggests that the emission from the GRBs is jetted, covering & 10−2 of the total solid
angle, otherwise a staggering ∼ 4.9 times the solar rest energy would be needed to produce isotropic
emission. No significant emission was detected in the LAT energy range for the first ∼ 4 sec (see
Fig. 5 left plot). The first & 100 MeV and & 1 GeV photons arrive ∼ 4 sec and ∼ 6 sec after
the trigger, respectively. The highest-energy, 13.2 GeV, photon from this GRB was detected 16.54
sec after the GBM trigger. While emission in the GBM energy range lasted up to ∼ 200 sec after
the trigger, & 100 MeV emisson lasted up to ∼ 1400 sec after the trigger. Details are reported in
Ref. [1].

• GRB 090510 : This is the first short GRB detected with Fermi LAT with a known redshift of
z = 0.903±0.003 (GRB 081024B is the first short GRB detected with LAT [5]) [3, 6]. GBM triggered
on a weak precursor of this burst, however the main emission starts ∼ 0.5 sec after the trigger and
extends up to 3 sec (see Fig. 8 for a light curve). Unusually large fluence of f ≈ 5×10−5 erg cm−2 in
the 10 keV – 30 GeV range from a relatively high redshift for a short burst results in Eiso ≈ 1053 erg,
the largest for any short GRB. Note that the fluence in high-energy (100 MeV – 10 GeV) γ rays
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Figure 4: Left panel — Fluence vs. angle to LAT boresight for GRBs detected with Fermi GBM (open
diamonds). The blue discs and red squares correspond to the GRBs to which Fermi slewed (automatic
repoint) and detected with LAT, respectively. The vertical magenta line indicates the edge of the LAT
field-of-view. Note that the fluences are preliminary and the final values will be published in the GBM
catalog. Right panel — Ratio of high-energy (100 MeV – 10 GeV) to low-energy (20 keV – 2 MeV)
γ-ray fluence for six bright GRBs detected with LAT. Note that GRBs 081024B and 090510 are short
GRBs, and both show higher fluence in the high-energy component than in the low-energy component
as opposed to the long GRBs [31].

is larger than the flunce in low-energy (20 keV – 2 MeV) γ rays, a feature detected in the other
short GRB 081024B as well (see Fig. 4, right panel). Emission at & 100 MeV started ∼ 0.1 sec
after the start of the main GBM emission or ∼ 0.6 sec after the trigger and lasted for ∼ 100 sec
The highest-energy, 31 GeV, photon (highest for any short GRB) was detected 0.859 sec after the
trigger. See Refs. [3, 6, 16] for further details.

• GRB 090902B : At a redshift z = 1.822, GRB 090902B is one of the most luminous long GRB
detected with Fermi LAT [4]. It was detected on 2 September 2009 and the LAT repointed to
its direction autonomously prompted by a GBM trigger. With a 10 keV – 10 GeV fluence of
f ≈ 4.4 × 10−4 erg cm−2 collected over the first 25 sec of the prompt emission, the apparent-
isotropic energy release is Eiso ≈ 3.6×1054 erg and is comparable to GRB 080916C. More than 200
photons with & 100 MeV (39 with & 1 GeV) were detected from this GRB, the first arrived ∼ 3 sec
after the GBM trigger (see Fig. 5, right panel). The & 100 MeV emission lasted up to 1 ksec and
the highest-energy, 33.4+2.7

−3.5 GeV (highest from any GRB), was detected 82 sec after the trigger.

Another bright long GRB 090926A shows similar characterists such as delayed onset of & 100 MeV
emission as other bright GRBs mentioned above, although details are not available yet [9]. The less-
bright long GRB 080825C (∼ 3.4% chance probablity) and short GRB 081024B also provide hints of
such delayed onset of high-energy emission, statistics of high-energy photon are low however from these
GRBs. Their redshifts are unknown as well. On the other hand GRB 090217, again with low statistics,
do not show any significant delay for the onset of & 100 MeV emission.

Bright LAT detected GRBs show high-energy, & 100 MeV, temporally extended emission long after
keV – MeV emission in GBM falls below detection threshold. Although previous mission, Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory, detected such extended emission from GRB 940217 [26] most LAT detected
GRBs display this behavior. In case of GRB 080916C high-energy emission was detected up to 1400 sec
after the trigger, while GBM emission lasted for less than 200 sec High-energy emissions from short GRB
090510 and long GRB 090902B were detected up to over 200 sec and 1000 sec after trigger, respectively
(see Fig. 6). However GRBs such GRB 081215A and GRB 090217, with low photon statistics and without
delayed onset of high-energy emission, do not show extended emission signatures.
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Figure 5: Light curves of two long GRBs 080916C (left plot) [1] and 090902B (right plot) [4]. The top
2 panels in the left plot and top 3 panels in the right plot are background subtracted light curve in the
GBM energy range. The bottom panel in the right panel shows the arrival times of all photons with
energies > 1 GeV. Note that the & 100 MeV photons from both GRBs arrive delayed compared to the
triggering GBM emission. This feature is detected in some other LAT GRBs as well.

Spectrum of GRB in the keV – MeV range is typically fitted with a Band function of the form [13]

n(E) = A

(
E

100 keV

)α
exp

(
−E(2 + α)

Epeak

)
; E < Ec

= A

(
Epeak(α− β)

100 keV(2 + α)

)α−β
exp(β − α)

(
E

100 keV

)β
; E ≥ Ec (3)

where Ec = (α−β)Epeak/(2+α) and Epeak is the peak photon energy in the νFν or energy spectrum and
α and β are photon number indices below and above the peak energy. While time-resolved spectra from
GRB 080916C can be fitted satisfactorily by the Band funcion, spectra from GRB 090510 and 090902B
require an additional power-law component (see Fig. 7). In case of GRB 090510 the required power-law
component for the time integrated (0.5 – 1.0 sec) spectrum has an index −1.62 [6]. The index remains
about the same, −1.66 and −1.54, in time intervals 0.6 – 0.8 sec and 0.8 – 0.9 sec respectively. At
later time (0.9 - 1.0 sec) the power-law index becomes slightly softer −1.92 ± 0.2 and a Band function
component is not needed to fit spectrum as emission in the GBM range falls below detection threshold. In
case of GRB 090902B the additional power-law component has roughly constant index, −1.9, throughout
the burst duration and becomes slightly harder, −1.6 ± 0.2, in the interval 19.2 – 25.0 sec after the
trigger [4]. An additional power-law component is also needed to fit GRB 090926A spectra [9].

Here we summarize the main properties of the Fermi LAT detected bright GRBs:

• Delayed onset of & 100 MeV emission with respect to keV – MeV emission detected with GBM.

• Temporally extended & 100 MeV emission beyond the end of the GBM emission.

• A power-law component in addition to the typical Band function is necessary to fit spectra of a
number of GRBs.
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Figure 6: Extended high-energy, & 100 MeV, emission from short GRB 090510 (left plot) [16] and from
long GRB 090902B (right plot) [4]. The power-law decay of the flux, ∝ t−1.38 for GRB 090510 (left plot,
top panel, blue line) and ∝ t−1.5 for GRB 090902B (right plot, dashed line), is a typical signature of GRB
afterglow emission. Simultaneous multiwavelength data from Swift BAT, XRT and UVOT instruments
are also shown for GRB 090510 (left plot, bottom panel) [16].

3.1 Modeling of Fermi LAT Detected GRBs

Gamma-ray emission detected from GRBs over six decades (∼ 10 keV – 10 GeV) in energy by Fermi
LAT and GBM has extremely important implications for understanding GRB properties such as jetted
emission, relativistic outflow speed, particle acceleration, emission region size scale, emission mechanisms,
etc. Detection of high-energy γ rays from GRBs is useful in non-GRB science as well, and can be used
to probe the intensity of the extragalactic background light and quantum gravity.

Jetted emission: Calculation of large isotropic energy release, exceeding a few solar rest mass
energy in some cases, from fluence and redshift data strongly hint that GRB emission is jetted. From
observations of very high-energy photons during the prompt GRB phase, the minimum Lorentz factor of
the jet bulk motion can be calculated with the constraint that the opacity for e± pair production with
soft target photons is unity [14, 32, 38].

Given a γ-ray flux variability time-scale tv, an observed broadband photon spectrum n(ϵ) and the
GRB redshift z, a general formula can be written for the optical depth of a high-energy photons of energy
E to γγ → e+e− pair production,

τγγ(E) =
3

4

σT d
2
L

tvΓ

m4
ec
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E2(1 + z)3
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dϵ′
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[
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Γ

]
, (4)

where dL is the luminosity distance and σT is the Thomson cross-section. The function φ[ϵ′E(1 + z)/Γ]
is defined in Ref. [24] The derivation of Γmin usually follows from the condition τγγ(Emax) = 1, or
equivalently τγγ(E < Emax) < 1. In case the target photon spectrum can be fitted with the Band
function in Eq. (3), Γmin can be calculated analytically with a delta-function approximation for the
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Figure 7: Left plot — Time-resolved νFν or energy spectral fits over six decades in energy (10 keV –
10 GeV) for GRB 080916C [1]. The Band function fits spectra in all 5 time intervals (a: 0.004–3.58 sec,
b: 3.58 – 7.68 sec, c: 7.68 – 15.87 sec, d: 15.87 – 54.78 sec and e: 54.78 – 100.86 sec) reasonably well,
although presence of a hard spectral component as suggested by evolution of the spectra cannot be ruled-
out definitely. Center plot — Time-integrated (top panel) and time-resolved (bottom panel) spectral
fits for GRB 090510 [6]. A power-law spectral component in addition to the Band function is preferred
over Band function-only fit for the time-integrated spectrum and time-resolved spectra in the intervals:
0.6 –0.8 sec and 0.8 – 0.9 sec At later time, 0.9 – 1.0 sec a power-law alone fits spectrum. Right plot
— Spectral fit to GRB 090902B data in the time interval 4.6 – 9.6 sec after the trigger [4]. A single
power-law component in addition to a Band function is necessary to fit data above ∼ 100 MeV and below
∼ 50 keV. The slope of the power-law component do not change substantially at later time.

γγ → e+e− total cross-section as

Γmin(Emax) =

[
4d2LA

c2tv

m2
ec

4

(1 + z)2Emax
gσT

] 1
2−2β

[
(α− β)Epk

(2 + α)100 keV

] α−β
2−2β

× exp

(
β − α

2 − 2β

)[
2m2

ec
4

Emax(1 + z)2100 keV

] β
2−2β

;

for Γmin >

√
(1 + z)2EmaxEpk(α− β)

2m2
ec

4(2 + α)
, (5)

where A, Epk, α and β are the Band function parameters, and gσT is the total γγ cross-section. The
factor g ≈ 0.23 and it depends on the target photon spectrum. Eq. (5) agrees with the numerical solution
to Eq. (4) for Γmin to within a few percent.

The minimum bulk Lorentz factor calculated from LAT detected GRBs are rather large: Γmin ≈ 900
for GRB 080916C [1], Γmin ≈ 1200 for GRB 090510 [6] and Γmin ≈ 1000 for GRB 090902B [4]. This
implies that the γ ray emission region is at a radius R ≈ 2Γ2ctv/(1 + z) & 1016 cm for a typical value of
tv ≈ 100 ms.

Power-law spectral component: A hard spectral component producing the observed excess at low
energies in GRB 090902B is difficult to explain in the context of leptonic models by the usual synchrotron
self-Compton (SSC) mechanisms [35, 36] In the simplest versions of these models, the peak of the SSC
emission is expected to have a much higher energy than the synchrotron peak at MeV energies, and the
SSC component has a soft tail that is well below the synchrotron flux at lower energies and so would not
produce excess emission below ∼ 50 keV as detected in GRB 090902B [4]. Photospheric thermal emission
together with power-law high-energy components may explain GRB 090902B spectra [41], although origin
of the power-law component will require a separate emission mechanism. Hadronic models, either in
the form of proton synchrotron radiation [40] or photohadronic interactions [12], can produce a hard
component with a similar low energy excess via direct and cascade radiation (e.g., synchrotron emission
by secondary pairs at low energies). However, the total energy release in hadronic models exceeds the
observed gamma-ray energy significantly and may pose a challenge for the total energy budget.

Delayed onset of high-energy emission: The delayed onset of the & 100 MeV emission from
the GBM trigger has been modeled for GRB 080916C as arising from proton synchrotron radiation in
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the prompt phase [40] and for GRB 090510 as arising from electron synchrotron radiation in the early
afterglow phase [23, 30]. In order to produce the peak of the LAT emission 9 sec after the trigger in the
early afterglow scenario for GRB 090902B from deceleration of the GRB fireball, a value of Γ0 ≈ 1000 is
required [4]. This is similar to calculated Γmin but the observed large amplitude variability on short time
scales (≈ 90 ms) in the LAT data, which is usually attributed to prompt emission, may argue against
such models. Also, the appearance of the power-law component extending down to ≈ 8 keV within
only a few seconds of the GRB trigger disfavors an afterglow interpretation for GRB 090902B. The
proton synchrotron model, on the other hand, requires a rather large total energy budget, as mentioned
previously.

Temporally extended high-energy emission: Smooth power-law decay and approximately con-
stant spectra of the high-energy emission during the time after the end of the GBM emission (see Fig. 6)
provide strong evidence that this emisson arises from early afterglow phase [34, 43]. GRB 090510 provides
a unique opportunity to study simultaneous emission in the optical – UV to > GeV range up to a kilosec
after the trigger [6, 16], thanks to UVOT and XRT instruments onboard Swift which slewed to the burst
triggered by BAT independently of Fermi. The rich data set, however, challenges our understanding of
the GRB afterglow emission model. Although GRB 090510 data can be fitted with a typical forward
shock model with reasonable spectra in the UV – GeV energy range, the temporal behavior fails to satisfy
the expected Fν ∝ t−αν−β relations [16] from the simple forward shock model [43]. More complicated
models such as a combined internal-external shock model [16] or a two-component jet model may be
needed [15] to explain extended emission data.

3.2 Limits on Quantum Gravity Mass Scale

A number of theories leading to quantization of gravity (QG) suggest that space-time has a foamy struc-
ture that affects propagation of photons, namely their speeds become energy dependent, thus violating
special relativity or Lorentz symmetry [11, 17, 18]. The dispersion relation for the photon is modified
in such theories, leading to a time dispersion accumulated over cosmic length scale between photons of
different energies. Cosmological distances of the GRBs make them ideal systems for such time of flight
test of the Lorentz invariance violation (LIV) by detecting any arrival time difference between the high
and low energy photons which were emitted simultaneously from the GRBs. The time difference is [27]

∆t =
1 + n

2H0

Enh − Enl
(MQG,nc2)2

∫ z

0

(1 + z′)n√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

dz′ (6)

where n corresponds to the term in the expansion of the photon dispersion relation, MQG,n is the QG
mass scale, Enh and Enl are the energies of a high and low energy photon respectively and H0 is the
Hubble constant.

Fermi LAT detected a 13.22+0.70
−1.54 GeV photon from GRB 080916C, at redshift z = 4.35 ± 0.15 after

16.54 sec of the GRB trigger [1]. The chance probability that this highest-energy photon was from
background is only 1.7× 10−5. This allowed to put a lower limit on the QG mass scale, for the first time
using Fermi data, assuming the triggering MeV photons and the highest-energy photon were emitted
simultaneously and ∆t = 16.54 sec time dispersion is due to QG effect. The resulting limits, for the
linear (n = 1) and quadratic (n = 2) terms are [1]

MQG,1 > 1.51 × 1018
(

Eh
13.22 GeV

)(
∆t

16.54 sec

)−1

GeV/c2 ,

MQG,2 > 9.42 × 109
(

Eh
13.22 GeV

)(
∆t

16.54 sec

)−1/2

GeV/c2 . (7)

Note that these limits were the most stringent of this kind at that time, and the linear limit was less
than an order of magnitude below the Planck mass MP =

√
~c5/GN = 1.22 × 1019 GeV.

The most stringent constraint on the QG mass derived from the time of flight test however comes from
the short GRB 090510 at a redshift z = 0.9003±0.003 [3]. The 1σ confidence range for the highest-energy,
31 GeV, photon is (27.97, 36.32) GeV which was detected 0.829 sec after the GBM trigger and 0.859 sec
after an episode of weak emission or precursor (see Fig. 8). Assuming the most conservative scenario in
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Figure 8: Arrival times of photons detected with Fermi LAT from GRB 090510 with two different γ-ray
filters denoted with red and cyan points (top panel) [3]. The bottom five panels, (a) - (f), correspond
to light curve in different energy range. The solid and dashed curves are normalized to pass through
the highest energy (31 GeV) photon and represent the relation between a photon’s energy and arrival
time for linear (n = 1) and quadratic (n = 2) LIV, respectively, assuming it is emitted at tstart − T0 =
−30 ms (black; first small GBM pulse onset), 530 ms (red; main < MeV emission onset), 648 ms (green;
> 100 MeV emission onset), 730 ms (blue; > GeV emission onset). Photons emitted at tstart would be
located along such a line due to (a positive) LIV induced time delay. The gray shaded regions indicate
the arrival time of the 31 GeV photon ±10 ms (on the right) and of a 750 MeV photon (during the first
GBM pulse) ±20 ms (on the left), which can both constrain a negative time delay. See Ref. [3] for details.

which the highest-energy photon was emitted during the precursor or 0.03 sec prior to the GBM trigger
and is given by

MQG,1 > 1.19 MP

(
Eh

27.97 GeV

)(
∆t

0.859 sec

)−1

. (8)

Less conservative estimates of the emission time for the 31 GeV photon result in larger QG mass as we
note below.

• The photon was emitted after the start of main MeV emission
∆t ≤ 0.299 sec, MQG,1 ≥ 3.42 MP .

• The photon was emitted after the start of & 100 MeV emission
∆t ≤ 0.199 sec, MQG,1 ≥ 5.12 MP .

• The photon was emitted after the start of & 1 GeV emission
∆t ≤ 0.099 sec, MQG,1 ≥ 10.0 MP .
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• The photon was emitted within a 20 ms pulse, implies limit on both positive negative time dispersion
∆t ≤ ±0.01 sec, MQG,1 ≥ 102 MP .

Assuming that the 750 MeV photon, detected 0.019 sec prior to the precursor, was emitted at the same
time as the precursor emission gives another limit MQG,1 ≥ 1.33 MP from negative time delay

Finally, an independent method called DisCan or Dispersion Cancellation was used to extract time
lag from all LAT photons in the 35 MeV – 31 GeV range. Using this method results in a QG upperlimit
of MQG,1 ≥ 1.22 MP , consistent with the most conservative limit.

4 Conclusions

Fermi gamma ray space telescope is providing exciting new data in the relatively less explored ∼ 100 MeV
to > 100 GeV energy range. Galactic sources such as pulsars, supernova remnants, and extragalactic
sources such as GRBs, blazars, radio galaxies and starburst galaxies are the main astrophysical objects
detected with Fermi LAT. Together with Fermi GBM, LAT is discovering new results on GRBs such as
(i) a delayed onset of & 100 MeV emisson and (ii) a hard spectral component, as well as collecting more
data on temporally extended high-energy emission. High-energy data collected with Fermi LAT show
that the GRB jet velocity can be rather high, a jet bulk Lorentz factor of the order of 1000 or more in
a few cases. This result together with the delayed onset and hard spectral component affects emission
modeling, and no satisfactory model has been found yet to explain all these features. The highest-energy
photons from GRBs are, however, shown to constrain models of the extragalactic background light that
pervades the universe and quantum gravity models which violate Lorentz invariance.
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Gauge-invariant construction of quantum cosmology
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Abstract
We present and analyze a gauge-invariant quantum theory of the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker universe with dust. We construct the reduced phase space spanned
by gauge-invariant quantities by using the so-called relational formalism at the clas-
sical level. The reduced phase space thereby obtained can be quantized in the same
manner as an ordinary mechanical system. This quantization procedure realizes a
possible resolution to the problem of time and observables in canonical quantum
gravity. We analyze the classical initial singularity of the theory by evolving a wave
packet backward in time and evaluating the expectation value of the scale factor.
It is shown that the initial singularity of the universe is avoided by the quantum
gravitational effects.

1 Introduction

The quantum gravitational effects would be dominant at the Planck scale, where the Universe itself
must be treated as a quantum object. One thus needs a quantum theory of the Universe in order to
understand what happens near the initial singularity. In general, the Dirac quantization method has
been used to quantize cosmological models. Unfortunately, this method causes the “problem of time”
(see, e.g., [1] and references therein), that is, time evolution is lost in the following two senses. The first
is the dynamics of the wave function Ψ. The canonical formulation of GR leads to a constrained system
and a Hamiltonian is of the form H = ΣiN

iCi, where Ci = 0 are first-class constraints and N i are
arbitrary functions. Since the classical constraints are translated into the quantum constraints ĈiΨ = 0
by the Dirac method, the Schrödinger equation becomes trivial for the physical state: i~∂Ψ∂t = ĤΨ = 0.
The second is concerned with observables. In ordinary gauge theories, observables are gauge-invariant
quantities. Since a gauge-invariant quantity O is defined as having vanishing Poisson brackets with all
constraint functions {Ci, O} = 0, the quantity O becomes a constant of motion by the Hamilton equation
Ȯ = {H,O} = 0. Thus, the dynamics of observables is lost in both classical and quantum theories if one
restricts observables to gauge-invariant quantities.

A possible way to overcome these problems is that one finds gauge-invariant quantities and a method
to extract their physical evolution at the classical level, and then constructs a quantum theory based on
them. The idea for constructing gauge-invariant quantities which has been stressed in [2, 3] is that the
relation between dynamical variables is gauge invariant even if they are gauge variant, respectively. As
the realization of the idea, a formal expression of gauge-invariant quantities in constrained systems was
recently presented [4, 5]. This method is often called the relational formalism. If one applies the relational
formalism to a deparametrized theory, one can construct the reduced phase space coordinatized by gauge-
invariant quantities and obtain a physical Hamiltonian which generates the time evolution thereof.

In the present work, we construct and analyze a gauge-invariant quantum theory of the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe without the problem of time. We consider the case when the matter
involves dynamical dust introduced by Brown and Kuchař [6]. The advantage of the dust is that one can
deparametrize the Hamiltonian constraint and extract a natural time variable which corresponds to the
cosmological proper time when one solves equations of motion. Therefore, we can apply the relational
formalism to construct the reduced phase space of the FRW universe with dust, and then quantize the
reduced system without dealing with the constraint. In order to investigate what happens near the
classical initial singularity, we find and analyze the solutions of the constructed quantum theory of the

1Email address: famemiya@rk.phys.keio.ac.jp
2Email address: koike@phys.keio.ac.jp
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Universe. As a consequence, it is shown that the initial singularity is replaced by a big bounce by the
quantum gravitational effectsD

In this paper, we adopt the following unit for the speed of light: c = 1.

2 Relational formalism

The key observation of the relational formalism to define gauge-invariant quantities is as follows. Take
two functions F and T on the phase space. Then, the value of F at T = τ is gauge invariant even if
F and T themselves are gauge variant. That is, one can interpret one of the function T as a clock and
consider the relation between T and other variables as time evolution. If we denote a phase space point
by x = (qa, pa), the mathematical definition of the gauge-invariant quantity OτF (x) as a phase space
function is given by

OτF (x) := αtC(F )(x)|αtC(T )(x)=τ . (1)

Here, αtC denotes the action of the gauge transformation generated by C, and t is a parameter along the
gauge orbits. The action of αtC on a function is given by αtC(F )(x) = F (αtC(x)), which is written as a
series αtC(F )(x) =

∑∞
n=0

tn

n! {C,F}(n)(x), where {C,F}(0) := F and {C,F}(n+1) :=
{
C, {C,F}(n)

}
.

A constraint equation C = 0 is said to be of deparametrized form if it is written as

C = P + h(qa, pa) = 0 (2)

with some phase space coordinates {qa, T ; pa, P}. In the deparametrized theories, the reduced phase
space is spanned by the gauge-invariant quantities

(
Oτqa(x), Oτpa(x)

)
associated with qa and pa with the

simple symplectic structure {
Oτqa(x), Oτpb(x)

}
= δab . (3)

The physical Hamiltonian H is obtained by replacing qa and pa in h(qa, pa) with Oτqa(x) and Oτpa(x),

H
(
Oτqa(x), Oτpa(x)

)
:= h

(
Oτqa(x), Oτpa(x)

)
, (4)

which generates the time evolution of the gauge-invariant quantities:

∂OτF (x)

∂τ
= {H,OτF (x)} . (5)

3 Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe with dust

The total action of the flat FRW universe with the dust is written as

Stot = Sgrav + Sdust =

∫
dt

∫
Σ

d3x
(
paȧ+ PṪ −NCtot

)
, (6)

where the Hamiltonian constraint takes the form

Cgrav = −κ p
2
a

12a
+

Λa3

κ
+
R

a
, Cdust = P. (7)

Here, a is the scale factor, pa is its conjugate momentum defined as pa := −6aȧ
κN , T is the proper time along

the flow-lines of the dust particle when the equations of motion hold, P is canonically conjugate to T ,
Λ is the cosmological constant, R = ρrada

4 is a constant associated with the kinematically incorporated
radiation with energy density ρrad. The total Hamiltonian constraint has the deparametrized form.

Let us apply the relational formalism to the system and obtain the reduced phase space coordinatized
by gauge-invariant quantities. In the present case, T becomes the clock, that is, the evolution of all
gauge-invariant quantities are measured by relative relation with respect to T . As explained in Sec.2, the
reduced phase space is coordinatized by

A(τ) := Oτa(x), PA(τ) := Oτpa(x). (8)
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Recall that, the meaning of Oτa(x) is the value of a at T = τ . The symplectic structure is written as

{A(τ), PA(τ)} = 1. (9)

As can be seen from (4), the Hamiltonian which generates the time evolution of the gauge-invariant
quantities is obtained by replacing a′ and p′a in h(a′, p′a) with A(τ) and PA(τ):

H = h(A,PA) = −κ P
2
A

12A
+

ΛA3

κ
+
R

A
. (10)

Hereafter, we call the gauge-invariant quantity A(τ) the scale factor.

4 Quantization

Let us now quantize the system obtained in the previous section. In the ordinary procedure of the
canonical quantization, the Poisson bracket is replaced by the commutation relation among the operators
corresponding to canonical variables:

[Â, P̂A] = i~. (11)

We take the ordinary Schrödinger representation of the canonical commutation relation:

ÂΨ(A) = AΨ(A), P̂AΨ(A) = −i~ ∂

∂A
Ψ(A). (12)

In general, there are many ambiguities in the choices of canonical variables, the Hilbert space and the
operator ordering. As for the first one, we have chosen the most natural phase space variables, the scale
factor and its conjugate momentum. Although this choice leads to negative values of the scale factor by
von Neumann’s theorem, one can consider the restriction of the range of the scale factor A ≥ 0 in the
quantum system. Under the restriction, P̂A fails to be self-adjoint in general. However, one can ensure
the self-adjointness of the Hamiltonian by imposing boundary conditions on wave functions. Thus, we
first define the operator ordering of the Hamiltonian (10) and the measure on the space of wave functions,
and then derive the boundary conditions on wave functions. In this paper, we only consider the ordering
P 2
A

A → P̂A
1
Â
P̂A for simplicity. Other orderings are discussed in Ref. [7].

In this case, the Schrödinger equation i~∂Ψ∂τ = ĤΨ takes the form

i~
∂Ψ

∂τ
=
κ~2

12

(
1

A

∂2Ψ

∂A2
− 1

A2

∂Ψ

∂A

)
+

(
ΛA3

κ
+
R

A

)
Ψ. (13)

We define the Hilbert space as H = L2(R+, dA) where R+ represents the set of non-negative real numbers.
With this inner product, P̂A is Hermitian and in fact symmetric, but not self-adjoint. The condition for the

Hamiltonian to become Hermitian ⟨Ψ1|Ĥ|Ψ2⟩ = ⟨Ψ1|Ĥ†|Ψ2⟩ is satisfied when Ψ∗
1
1
A
dΨ2

dA

∣∣∣∣∞
0

=
dΨ∗

1

dA
1
AΨ2

∣∣∣∣∞
0

.

If we assume the wave functions vanish at infinity, the relation holds if each of the wave functions Ψ1 and
Ψ2 satisfies the condition

1√
A

(
Ψ − γ

dΨ

dA

)∣∣∣∣
A=0

= 0, (14)

where γ is a real number. The Hamiltonian is indeed self-adjoint if its domain is restricted to wave
functions which satisfy the boundary condition (14). In Sec. 4, we shall use the simplest boundary
condition corresponding to γ = 0:

Ψ(A)√
A

∣∣∣∣
A=0

= 0. (15)
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5 Dynamics of the Universe

In this section, we shall analyze the dynamics of the Universe. We perform numerical calculations in
order to solve the Schrödinger equation (13). The procedure of the numerical calculations is as follows.
We first set the initial wave function sharply peaked at some value of A. We next evolve it backward in
time and evaluate the expectation value of the scale factor. The boundary condition considered here is
(15). The numerical methods used here are the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method in the time integration
and the midpoint difference method for the spatial differentiation. We choose the initial wave function
as a wave packet. Fig. 1(a) shows the comparison between the expectation values of the scale factor for

the four cases (r, λ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), where r :=
(

3
2π

) 1
3 R

~ and λ := ~G
12 Λ. The absolute

values of the wave function when r = λ = 1 are plotted in Fig. 1(b). The effect from the radiation is so
small that the plots for the models with or without the radiation almost completely overlap. Therefore,
we only show the two cases when the matter involves the radiation, with or without the cosmological
constant, in Fig.1(a). As the figure indicates, the expectation value of the scale factor has a nonzero
minimum, that is, the initial singularity is replaced by a big bounce.
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Figure 1: Fig.(a) shows the expectation value of the scale factor ⟨A⟩ as a function of time τ . The solid
line represents the cases with the cosmological constant, while the dashed line is for the cases without the
cosmological constant. Fig.(b) shows the absolute value of the wave function as a function of the time τ
and the scale factor A in the case when (r, λ) = (1, 1)
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Cosmological Influence on Gravitationally Bound Local System:
Case of Lemâıtre–Tolman–Bondi Spacetime and its Application

to Secular Increase of Astronomical Unit
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Abstract

We investigated the influence of inhomogeneity of the Universe on the gravitationally
bound local system such as the solar system based on the Lemâıtre–Tolman–Bondi
(LTB) solution. In this study, we concentrated on the dynamical perturbation to
the planetary motion and derived the leading order effect arisen from LTB model
in the straightforward way; first we expressed the perturbation attributed to LTB
model in the standard comoving coordinates (t, r, θ, ϕ), then transformed it into the
curvature or proper coordinates (t,R, θ, ϕ), imposing the approximate relation be-
tween r and R. It was shown that not only the familiar cosmological contribution
arisen from the homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann–Lemâıtre–Robertson–Walker
(FLRW) Universe but also the correction due to the radial inhomogeneity of LTB
model are considerably weak and currently undetectable. We also applied the results
to the problem of secular increase in the astronomical unit reported by Krasinsky and
Brumberg (2004) and found that the inhomogeneity of the Universe dose not cause
the significant effect for explaining the observed dAU/dt = 15± 4 [m/century].

1 Dynamical Perturbation in LTB Model

We will obtain the cosmological perturbation attributed to the LTB model, which is analogous to

F
(FLRW)
R , F

(FLRW)
ϕ in previous section. The metric of LTB spacetime in the standard comoving form

is given by [3, 12, 16, 19],

ds2 = −c2dt2 +
1

1 + 2E(r)

(
∂R
∂r

)2

dr2 + R2dΩ2, (1)

here R is the function of t and r, and

E(r) =
1

2c2

(
∂R
∂t

)2

− M(r)

R
− 1

6
ΛR2, (2)

M(r) =
4πG

c2

∫
ρ(t, r)R2 ∂R

∂r
dr, (3)

in which Λ is the cosmological constant, ρ(t, r) is the density of the cosmological pressureless particles,
and E(r) and M(r) are the arbitrary functions of r; E(r) can be considered as the generalization of
curvature parameter k in the FLRW model and M(r) is the active gravitational mass that generates
the gravitational field. R has the dimension of physical length, namely, the source area distance or the
luminosity distance, while r is the coordinate value then dimensionless, see Plebański and Krasiński [16]
for more details.

1Email address: arakida@edu.waseda.ac.jp
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Making use of (1), the equations of motion for r, ϕ become,

d2r

dt2
= −

[
2
∂2R
∂t∂r

dr

dt
+
∂2R
∂r2

(
dr

dt

)2

−(1 + 2E)R
(
dϕ

dt

)2
]

1
∂R
∂r

+
1

1 + 2E
dE
dr

(
dr

dt

)2

, (4)

d2ϕ

dt2
= − 2

R

[
∂R
dt

+
∂R
∂r

dr

dt

]
dϕ

dt
, (5)

where we dropped the O(c−2) and higher order terms. When the flat FLRW limit, R → R = ra(t), E →
k = 0,

In order to relate between r and R explicitly, we suppose that the background LTB spacetime is the
regular at the origin r = 0 where the central body is located, and that the test particle, such as a planet,
moves around r = 0 then the redshift z in this area is sufficiently small, z ≪ 1. So according to Mashhoon
et al. [13], we adopt the following expansion forms for R, E ,M around r = 0 as,

R(t, r) = ra(t)

[
1 +

1

2

1

a(t)
∆(t)r + O(r2)

]
,

∆(t) =
∂2R
∂r2

∣∣∣∣
r=0

≪ 1, (6)

E(r) =
1

2
ϵr2 + O(r3), ϵ =

d2E
dr2

∣∣∣∣
r=0

≪ 1, (7)

M(r) =
1

6
mr3 + O(r4), m =

d3M
dr3

∣∣∣∣
r=0

≪ 1, (8)

in which the scale factor a(t) is defined as,

a(t) ≡ ∂R
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

. (9)

Using these relations, (4) and (5) are rewritten as,

d2R
dt2

−R
(
dϕ

dt

)2

= F (LTB)
R , (10)

d

dt

(
R2 dϕ

dt

)
= F (LTB)

ϕ , (11)

where the leading order dynamical perturbations, F (LTB)
R and F (LTB)

ϕ are expressed as,

F (LTB)
R =

[
ä

a
+

(
1

∆

d∆

dt

)2
]
R− 2ϵ

∆

[
Rȧ2

a2
− ȧ

a
Ṙ
]

=

[
−q
(
ȧ

a

)2

+

(
1

∆

d∆

dt

)2
]
R

−2ϵ

∆

[
Rȧ2

a2
− ȧ

a
Ṙ
]
, (12)

F (LTB)
ϕ = 0. (13)

In (12), we used the standard relation in the FLRW model,

ä

a
= −q

(
ȧ

a

)2

, (14)
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in which q is the deceleration parameter. The first term in (12) is F
(FLRW)
R , the second to forth terms

are corrections arisen from the LTB model. It may be possible to consider that the second term in (12)

is analogous to F
(FLRW)
R = −q(ȧ/a)2.

In (12), we need to evaluate not only ϵ determining the geometry or curvature of the Universe but
also ∆(t) characterizing the radial inhomogeneity. Since current observations indicate the flat Universe
then we let ϵ → 0 here. While, ∆(t) may be in principle obtained from the modified luminosity-redshift
relation [15],

dL = c

[
z

H
+

z2

2H
(1 − q − C)

]
, C =

1

aH2

d∆

dt
. (15)

Finally, the Newtonian equation of motion may be given by,

d2R
dt2

−R
(
dϕ

dt

)2

= −GM
R

+ F (LTB)
R , (16)

d

dt

(
R2 dϕ

dt

)
= F (LTB)

ϕ . (17)

2 Application to Secular Increase in Astronomical Unit

In this section, as the application of (16) and (17), we consider the secular increase in the astronomical
unit reported by Krasinsky and Brumberg [11] (see also Standish [18] and section 5 of Arakida [1]). They
found that from the analysis of planetary radar and martian orbiters/landers, the astronomical unit (AU)
increase with respect to meters as dAU/dt = 15 ± 4 [m/century]. This secular trend currently cannot be
related to any theoretical predictions and so far the origin of this secular increase is far from clear.

Krasinsky and Brumberg suggested one possibility as the future work, namely, the inhomogeneity of
the Universe may induce the observable effect and explain dAU/dt. Then, in terms of LTB model, let us
give consideration to this possibility. Since current cosmological observations assist the flat geometry of
the Universe. then we adopt ϵ = 0. In this case, the cosmological contribution is governed by,

F (LTB)
R =

[
−q
(
ȧ

a

)2

+

(
1

∆

d∆

dt

)2
]
R. (18)

In our approximation, (ä/a)R or −q(ȧ/a)R is a dominant cosmological effect, nevertheless, this contribu-
tion is considerably small, see Arakida [1], Adkins and McDonnell [2], Carrera and Giulini [4], Cooperstock
et al. [5], Faraoni and Jacques [6], Järnefelt [7, 8, 9], Klioner and Soffel [10], Noerdlinger and Ptroesian
[14], Sereno and Jetzer [17]. From the assumption (6), ∆ may be regarded as the correction to scale
factor, a(t). And its time variation d∆/dt may be also smaller than da/dt. Further, it is known that the
deviation in the observed Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation is of the order of 10−5, then
the inhomogeneity of the Universe also causes only negligibly weak contribution.

Therefore, it is currently difficult to detect the cosmological contribution attributed to not only the
FLRW model but also the inhomogeneity of the Universe, and then an inhomogeneity of the background
cosmological matter distribution cannot causes the detectable effect and explain the observed dAU/dt.
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Inverse problem for gravitational waves by three-body system
in Lagrange’s orbit
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Abstract
We study an inverse problem for gravitational waves by three-body systems in La-
grange’s orbit. We present a method of determining the parameters such as each
mass, source distance and orbital inclination angle from gravitational waves observa-
tions alone. A binary source test is also discussed.

1 Introduction

“Can one hear the shape of a drum?” is a well-known question posed by Mark Kac in 1966 [1], where
to “hear” the shape of a drum is to infer information about the shape of the drumhead from the sound
it makes. This question can be traced back to Hermann Weyl [2, 3]. Now, it is interesting to pose a
gravitational-wave inverse problem for the forthcoming gravitational-wave astronomy by ground-based
or space-borne detectors. To “hear” a source through gravitational-wave observations is to extract the
information about the source from the gravitational waves it makes.

It is of general interest to ask “can one tell how many apples are falling in the dark of night?” One
simpler question is how and whether two-body and three-body gravitating systems can be distinguished
through observations of gravitational waves that are made by these sources.

Continuing work initiated in an earlier publication [Torigoe et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 251101
(2009)], gravitational wave forms for a three-body system in Lagrange’s orbit are considered especially
in an analytic method. We derive an expression of the three-body wave forms at the mass quadrupole,
octupole and current quadrupole orders. By using the expressions, we solve a gravitational-wave inverse
problem of determining the source parameters to this particular configuration (three masses, a distance
of the source to an observer, and the orbital inclination angle to the line of sight) through observations of
the gravitational wave forms alone. We discuss also whether and how a binary source can be distinguished
from a three-body system in Lagrange’s orbit or others.

2 Three-body system and gravitational waves

We consider a three-body system in Lagrange’s orbit, where mtot denotes the total mass, a denotes the
length of an equilateral triangle, νi means mass ratios, ω is the orbital angular frequency, r is a source
distance from an observer, and i defines the orbital inclination angle [5]. We obtain the quadrupolar part
of gravitational waves as [5]

r × h+Q = −mtota
2ω2(1 + cos2 i)

×
[(
ν1(ν2 + ν3) − 2ν2ν3

)
cos 2ωt+

√
3ν1(ν2 − ν3) sin 2ωt

]
, (1)

r × h×Q = −2mtota
2ω2 cos i

×
[(
ν1(ν2 + ν3) − 2ν2ν3

)
sin 2ωt−

√
3ν1(ν2 − ν3) cos 2ωt

]
. (2)
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We also obtain the plus and cross modes of the mass octupolar waves as

r × h+Oct = − 1

12
m2

totω sin i

×
[
27(1 + cos2 i)

(
33/2ν1ν2ν3 cos 3ωt+ (ν1 − ν2)(ν2 − ν3)(ν3 − ν1) sin 3ωt

)
+(1 − 3 cos2 i)

(√
3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} cosωt

−1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} sinωt

)]
, (3)

r × h×Oct = − 1

12
m2

totω sin 2i

×
[
27
(

33/2ν1ν2ν3 sin 3ωt− (ν1 − ν2)(ν2 − ν3)(ν3 − ν1) cos 3ωt
)

−

(√
3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} sinωt

+
1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} cosωt

)]
. (4)

Here, we consider current quadrupolar waves.

r × h+C =
4

3
m2

totω sin i

×
[√3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} cosωt

−1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} sinωt

]
, (5)

r × h×C =
2

3
m2

totω sin 2i

×
[√3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} sinωt

+
1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} cosωt

]
. (6)

Both the mass octupolar and current quadrupolar parts are proportional to m2
totω. Hence they can

be combined as

r × h+Oct+C = −1

4
m2

totω sin i

×
[
9(1 + cos2 i)

(
33/2ν1ν2ν3 cos 3ωt+ (ν1 − ν2)(ν2 − ν3)(ν3 − ν1) sin 3ωt

)
−(5 + cos2 i)

(√
3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} cosωt

−1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} sinωt

)]
, (7)
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and

r × h×Oct+C = −1

4
m2

totω sin 2i

×
[
9
(

33/2ν1ν2ν3 sin 3ωt− (ν1 − ν2)(ν2 − ν3)(ν3 − ν1) cos 3ωt
)

−3

(√
3

2
ν1{ν2(ν2 − ν1) + ν3(ν3 − ν1)} sinωt

+
1

2
(ν2 − ν3){(ν1 − ν2)(ν1 − ν3) − 3ν2ν3} cosωt

)]
. (8)

Here, we can find (in principle) measurable quantities: Phase differences and amplitudes of each wave
mode [5].

3 Conclusion

Figure shows a schematic flowchart toward the parameter determinations and binary source test. Further
investigations are needed in order to extend to arbitrary number of particles, other orbits or alternative
theories of gravity more interestingly.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the parameter determinations and source tests. By using equations derived in
[5], the source parameters can be determined through gravitational-wave observations alone. In addition,
a binary source can be distinguished from a three-body system in Lagrange’s orbit or others.
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Abstract
We demonstrate that it is possible to obtain a picture of equilibrium thermodynamics
on the apparent horizon in the expanding cosmological background for a wide class
of modified gravity theories with the Lagrangian density f(R,ϕ,X), where R is the
Ricci scalar and X = −(∇ϕ)2/2 is the kinetic energy of a scalar field ϕ. In this
framework, the horizon entropy S corresponding to equilibrium thermodynamics is
proportional to the horizon area A with a constant coefficient, as in the Einstein
gravity. We show that for a flat cosmological background with a decreasing Hubble
parameter, S globally increases with time.

1 Introduction

The discovery of black hole entropy has opened up a window for a profound physical connection between
gravity and thermodynamics [1]. The gravitational entropy S in the Einstein gravity is proportional to
the horizon area A of black holes, such that S = A/(4G), where G is gravitational constant. A black hole
with mass M obeys the first law of thermodynamics, TdS = dM [2], where T = κ/ (2π) is a Hawking
temperature determined by the surface gravity κ [3]. Since black hole solutions follow from Einstein field
equations, the first law of black hole thermodynamics implies some connection between thermodynamics
and Einstein equations. In fact, it was shown [4] that Einstein equations can be derived by using the
Clausius relation TdS = dQ on all local acceleration horizons in the Rindler space-time together with
the relation S ∝ A, where dQ and T are the energy flux across the horizon and the Unruh temperature
seen by an accelerating observer just inside the horizon, respectively.

In the theories where the Lagrangian density f is a non-linear function in terms of the Ricci scalar
R (so called “f(R) gravity”), it was pointed out [5] that a non-equilibrium treatment is required such
that the Clausius relation is modified to dS = dQ/T + diS. Here the horizon entropy S is defined by
S = F (R)A/ (4G) with F (R) = ∂f/∂R and diS describes a bulk viscosity entropy production term. The
variation of the quantity F (R) gives rise to the non-equilibrium term diS that is absent in the Einstein
gravity. The appearance of a non-equilibrium entropy production term diŜ is intimately related to the
theories in which the derivative of the Lagrangian density f with respect to R is not constant. It is of
interest to see whether an equilibrium description of thermodynamics is possible in such modified gravity
theories. In the present paper, we review our results in Ref. [6] and show that equilibrium thermodynamics
does exist for the general Lagrangian density f(R,ϕ,X), where f is function of R, a scalar field ϕ, and

a field kinetic energy X = − (∇ϕ)
2
/2. Note that this analysis covers f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor

theories as special cases.

2 Thermodynamics in modified gravity

We start with the following action:

I =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[
f(R,ϕ,X)

16πG
+ Lmatter

]
, (1)
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where g is the determinant of the metric tensor gµν and Lmatter is the matter Lagrangian. R is the
scalar curvature, ϕ is a scalar field, X ≡ − (1/2) gµν∇µϕ∇νϕ is a kinetic term of ϕ (∇µ is the covariant
derivative operator associated with gµν). The action (1) can describe many modified gravity theories,
e.g., f(R) gravity, Brans-Dicke theories, scalar-tensor theories, and dilaton gravity. In addition, it also
includes scalar field theories such as quintessence and k-essence.

From the action (1), the gravitational field equation and the equation of motion for ϕ are derived as

FGµν = 8πGT (matter)
µν +

1

2
gµν(f −RF ) + ∇µ∇νF − gµν2F +

1

2
f,X∇µϕ∇νϕ , (2)

1√
−g

∂µ
(
f,X

√
−ggµν∂νϕ

)
+ f,ϕ = 0 , (3)

where F ≡ ∂f/∂R, f,X ≡ ∂f/∂X, f,ϕ ≡ ∂f/∂ϕ. Gµν = Rµν − (1/2) gµνR is the Einstein tensor and
2 ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν is the covariant d’Alembertian for the scalar field. For the matter energy momentum

tensor T
(matter)
µν , we consider perfect fluids of ordinary matter (radiation and non-relativistic matter)

with total energy density ρf and pressure Pf .
We consider the 4-dimensional Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-time with the

metric, ds2 = hαβdxαdxβ + r̃2dΩ2, where r̃ = a(t)r and x0 = t, x1 = r with the two dimensional metric
hαβ = diag(−1, a2(t)/[1−Kr2]). Here, a(t) is the scale factor, K is the cosmic curvature, and dΩ2 is the
metric of two-dimensional sphere with unit radius. In the FLRW background, we obtain the following
field equations from Eqs. (2) and (3):

3F

(
H2 +

K

a2

)
= f,XX +

1

2
(FR− f) − 3HḞ + 8πGρf , (4)

−2F

(
Ḣ − K

a2

)
= f,XX + F̈ −HḞ + 8πG (ρf + Pf ) , (5)

1

a3

(
a3ϕ̇f,X

)·
= f,ϕ , (6)

where H = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and the dot denotes the time derivative of ∂/∂t, and the scalar

curvature is given by R = 6
(

2H2 + Ḣ +K/a2
)

. The perfect fluid satisfies the continuity equation

ρ̇f + 3H (ρf + Pf ) = 0.
Equations (4) and (5) can be written as

H2 +
K

a2
=

8πG

3F
(ρ̂d + ρf ) , Ḣ − K

a2
= −4πG

F

(
ρ̂d + P̂d + ρf + Pf

)
, (7)

ρ̂d ≡
1

8πG

[
f,XX +

1

2
(FR− f) − 3HḞ

]
, P̂d ≡

1

8πG

[
F̈ + 2HḞ − 1

2
(FR− f)

]
. (8)

Note that a hat denotes quantities in the non-equilibrium description of thermodynamics. If we define
the density ρ̂d and the pressure P̂d of “dark” components in this way, we find that they obey the following
equation

˙̂ρd + 3H
(
ρ̂d + P̂d

)
=

3

8πG

(
H2 +

K

a2

)
Ḟ , (9)

where we have used Eq. (6). For the theories with Ḟ ̸= 0, the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of Eq. (9) does not
vanish, so that the standard continuity equation does not hold. This happens for the theories such as
f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor theories.

Let us proceed to the thermodynamical property of the theories given above. First of all, the apparent
horizon is determined by the condition hαβ∂αr̃∂β r̃ = 0, which means that the vector ∇r̃ is null on the
surface of the apparent horizon. For the FLRW space-time, the radius r̃A of the apparent horizon is given

by r̃A =
(
H2 +K/a2

)−1/2
. In the Einstein gravity, the horizon entropy is given by S = A/ (4G), where

A = 4πr̃2A is the area of the apparent horizon [1–3]. In the context of f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor

theories, the entropy has been defined as Ŝ = FA/ (4G) in most of past works [5]. By using this definition,
we obtain

1

2πr̃A
dŜ = 4πr̃3AH

(
ρ̂d + P̂d + ρf + Pf

)
dt+

r̃A
2G

dF . (10)
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The apparent horizon has the following Hawking temperature

T =
|κ|
2π

, κ = − 1

r̃A

(
1 −

˙̃rA
2Hr̃A

)
, (11)

where κ is expressed as κ = − (r̃A/2)
(

2H2 + Ḣ +K/a2
)

= −2πG/ (3F ) r̃A

(
ρ̂T − 3P̂T

)
, with ρ̂T ≡

ρ̂d + ρf and P̂T ≡ P̂d + Pf . As long as the total equation of state wT = P̂T /ρ̂T satisfies wT ≤ 1/3 it
follows that κ ≤ 0, which is the case for the standard cosmology. Then, Eq. (10) can be written as

TdŜ = 4πr̃3AH
(
ρ̂d + P̂d + ρf + Pf

)
dt− 2πr̃2A

(
ρ̂d + P̂d + ρf + Pf

)
dr̃A +

T

G
πr̃2AdF . (12)

In the Einstein gravity the Misner-Sharp energy [7] is defined to be E = r̃A/ (2G). In f(R) gravity and
scalar-tensor theory this may be extended to the form Ê = r̃AF/ (2G) [8]. Using this latter expression
for the f(R,ϕ,X) gravity theory, it follows that

Ê =
r̃AF

2G
= V

3F (H2 +K/a2)

8πG
= V (ρ̂d + ρf ) , (13)

where V = 4πr̃3A/3 is the volume inside the apparent horizon. This gives

dÊ = −4πr̃3AH
(
ρ̂d + P̂d + ρf + Pf

)
dt+ 4πr̃2A (ρ̂d + ρf ) dr̃A +

r̃A
2G

dF . (14)

The Combination of Eqs. (12) and (14) leads to

TdŜ = −dÊ + ŴdV +
r̃A
2G

(1 + 2πr̃AT ) dF , (15)

where the work density Ŵ is defined by Ŵ =
(
ρ̂d + ρf − P̂d − Pf

)
/2. This equation can be written in

the form

TdŜ + TdiŜ = −dÊ + ŴdV , (16)

where

diŜ = − 1

T

r̃A
2G

(1 + 2πr̃AT ) dF = −

(
Ê

T
+ Ŝ

)
dF

F
= − π

G

4H2 + Ḣ + 3K/a2

(H2 +K/a2)
(

2H2 + Ḣ +K/a2
)dF , (17)

which agrees with the result of Ref. [8] for K = 0 obtained in f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor theories.
The new term diŜ can be interpreted as a term of entropy production in the non-equilibrium thermo-

dynamics. The theories with F = constant lead to diŜ = 0, which means that the first-law of equilibrium
thermodynamics holds. Meanwhile the theories with dF ̸= 0, including f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor
theories, give rise to the additional term (17).

The existence of a non-equilibrium entropy production term diŜ is related to the fact that ρ̂d and P̂d
defined in Eq. (8) obey Eq. (9) whose r.h.s. does not vanish for Ḟ ̸= 0. If it is possible to define energy
density and pressure of dark components satisfying the standard continuity equation, then we anticipate
that the non-equilibrium description of thermodynamics may not be necessary. We will show that such
a treatment is indeed possible. We rewrite Eqs. (4) and (5) in the following forms:

3

(
H2 +

K

a2

)
= 8πG (ρd + ρf ) , −2

(
Ḣ − K

a2

)
= 8πG (ρd + Pd + ρf + Pf ) , (18)

ρd ≡
1

8πG

[
f,XX +

1

2
(FR− f) − 3HḞ + 3 (1 − F )

(
H2 +

K

a2

)]
, (19)

Pd ≡
1

8πG

[
F̈ + 2HḞ − 1

2
(FR− f) − (1 − F )

(
2Ḣ + 3H2 +

K

a2

)]
. (20)
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If we define ρd and Pd in this way, they obey the following continuity equation ρ̇d + 3H (ρd + Pd) = 0,
where we have used Eq. (6). Introducing the horizon entropy S in the form S = A/ (4G), it follows that

1

2πr̃A
dS = 4πr̃3AH (ρd + Pd + ρf + Pf ) dt . (21)

Using the horizon temperature given in Eq. (11), we obtain

TdS = 4πr̃3AH (ρd + Pd + ρf + Pf ) dt− 2πr̃2A (ρd + Pd + ρf + Pf ) dr̃A . (22)

Defining the Misner-Sharp energy to be E = r̃A/ (2G) = V (ρd + ρf ), we find

dE = −4πr̃3AH (ρd + Pd + ρf + Pf ) dt+ 4πr̃2A (ρd + ρf ) dr̃A . (23)

Due to the conservation equation, the r.h.s. does not include an additional term proportional to dF .
Combining Eqs. (22) and (23), we get

TdS = −dE +WdV , (24)

where the work density W is defined by W = (ρd + ρf − Pd − Pf ) /2. Equation (24) corresponds to the
first law of equilibrium thermodynamics. This shows that the equilibrium form of thermodynamics can
be derived by introducing the energy density ρd and the pressure Pd in a suitable way. From Eq. (24),
we find

T Ṡ = V

(
3H − V̇

2V

)
(ρf + ρd + Pf + Pd) . (25)

Using V = 4πr̃3A/3 and Eq. (11), it follows that

Ṡ = 6πHV r̃A (ρd + ρf + Pd + Pf ) = −2π

G

H
(
Ḣ −K/a2

)
(H2 +K/a2)

2 . (26)

The horizon entropy increases as long as the null energy condition ρT + PT ≡ ρd + ρf + Pd + Pf ≥ 0 is
satisfied. The realization of the above equilibrium picture of thermodynamics comes from the fact that

(i) there is an energy momentum tensor T
(d)
µν satisfying the local conservation law ∇µT

(d)
µν = 0 and (ii)

the entropy S is given by S = CA, where C is constant (as in the standard Einstein gravity).

3 Summary

We have shown that it is possible to obtain a picture of equilibrium thermodynamics on the apparent
horizon in the expanding cosmological background for a wide class of modified gravity theories with the
Lagrangian density f(R,ϕ,X), such as f(R) gravity and scalar-tensor theories, for the case in which the
horizon entropy S in equilibrium thermodynamics is proportional to the horizon area A with a constant
coefficient. This comes from a suitable definition of an energy momentum tensor of the “dark” component
that respects to a local energy conservation.
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Abstract
According to the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture, all the singularities produced by the
collapsing matter must be hidden behind an event horizon. In 4D general relativity,
this implies that the final product of the collapse is a Kerr-Newman black hole. Here
I consider the possibility that the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture can be violated. I
present the results of some numerical simulations of the accretion process onto Kerr
black holes (objects with event horizon) and Kerr super-spinars (fast-rotating objects
without event horizon). This is a preliminary study to investigate how the Cosmic
Censorship Conjecture can be tested by astrophysical observations.

1 Introduction

Today gravity is relatively well tested in the weak field limit, while little or nothing is known when it
becomes strong [1]. Strong gravitational fields can be found around astrophysical compact objects and
could be probed by studying the radiation emitted in the accretion process. However, that turns out to be
a very difficult job: the radiation emitted by the falling gas depends significantly on the accretion model
and it is apparently impossible to constrain gravity without several model-dependent assumptions. For
such a reason, today we know some “black hole candidates”, but actually we do not know if these objects
have an event horizon or if the space-time around them is described by the Kerr metric. In astrophysics,
one assumes that these candidates are Kerr black holes and studies different scenarios of accretion in
order to explain observations. Here I am instead interested in testing the actual nature of these objects.
In particular, I consider the possibility that some black hole candidates rotate too fast to have an event
horizon and I show that the accretion process onto them would be so much different that hopefully future
theoretical studies and astrophysical observations will be able to confirm or rule out such a possibility.

2 The Cosmic Censorship Conjecture

In general relativity, under apparently reasonable assumptions, the collapsing matter leads inevitably to
the formation of singularities. Here there are two possibilities: i) the singularity is hidden behind an event
horizon and the final product is a black hole, ii) the singularity is not hidden behind an event horizon
and therefore is naked. Since space-times with naked singularities typically have pathologies, usually
some form of the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture is assumed and naked singularities are forbidden [2].
Neglecting the electric charge, it turns out that, in four dimensions, the final product of the gravitational
collapse of matter is a Kerr black hole [3, 4].

The Kerr metric is completely characterized by two parameters; that is, the mass M and the spin
J . The latter is often replaced by the Kerr parameter a, defined as a = J/M . Using Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates, the position of the horizon of a Kerr black hole is given by

rH = M +
√
M2 − a2 , (1)

which demands the well known constraint |a| ≤M . For |a| > M , there is no horizon and the space-time
contains a naked singularity. In absence of horizon, it is possible to reach the physical singularity at r = 0

1Email address: cosimo.bambi@ipmu.jp
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from some large r in finite time, enter the ring singularity, go to the region with negative values of r, and
eventually come back to the starting point at an earlier time. So, the theory allows for the existence of
closed time-like curves and causality can be violated.

However, it is widely believed that the Planck scale, EPl ∼ 1019 GeV, is the natural UV cut-off of
classical general relativity. In other words, the theory would be unable to describe phenomena with a
characteristic energy exceeding EPl. If we apply this general idea to the case of the Kerr space-time with
|a| > M , where observer-independent quantities like the scalar curvature diverge at the singularity, it is at
least questionable to expect that the prediction of the existence of closed time-like curves is reliable. New
physics could instead replace the singularity with something else and Nature may conserve causality,
not because it is impossible to create an object with |a| > M , but because there is no singularity in
the full theory. On the basis of this argument, super-spinning Kerr objects with no event horizon, or
“super-spinars”, might exist in the Universe [5].

3 Accretion process

3.1 Model and assumptions

The first step to study the radiation emitted in the accretion process onto a compact object is to investigate
the accretion process itself. In Ref. [6], I discussed the accretion process of a test fluid in a background
Kerr space-time; that is, I neglected the back-reaction of the fluid to the geometry of the space-time,
as well as the increase in mass and the variation in spin of the central object due to accretion. Such
an approximation is surely reasonable to describe the accretion onto a stellar mass compact object in a
binary system, because in this case the matter captured from the stellar companion is typically small in
comparison with the total mass of the compact object. The results of these simulations should instead not
be applied to long-term accretion onto a super-massive object at the center of a galaxy, where accretion
makes the mass of the compact object increase by a few orders of magnitude from its original value.

The calculations are made with the relativistic hydrodynamics module of the public available code
PLUTO [7], properly modified for the case of curved space-time, as described in [6]. The computational
domain is the 2D axisymmetric space rin < r < 20M and 0 < θ < π, where rin is set just outside
the event horizon in the case of black hole, and rin = 0.5M in the case of super-spinar. The choice of
rin = 0.5M may appear arbitrary, but it was checked that does not significantly alter the final result for
any value of |a|/M , as long as rin . 0.7M .

Here the accretion process is spherically symmetric and the gas is injected from the outer boundary
at a constant rate2. Because of the simple treatment of the accreting matter, the gas temperature is not
under control. In [6] I simply imposed a maximum temperature: the aim was not to find an accurate
description of the accretion process, but to catch some peculiar features of the accretion process onto
Kerr objects with |a| > M . The code was run with Tmax = 10 keV, 100 keV, and 1 MeV, obtaining
essentially the same result. Such a range of Tmax is the one suggested by observations of galactic black
hole candidates: the hard X-ray continuum (10 – 200 keV) is a typical feature of all these objects and
is often explained with a hot inner disk or a hot corona, in which the electron temperature is around
100 keV (see e.g. Ref. [8]). Let us notice that in this case the accretion process is not the simple Bondi
accretion. In the Bondi accretion, the temperature of the gas (ions) at the horizon (in the case of black
holes) is about 100 MeV and the proper velocity of the flow is close to 1.

3.2 Results

The results of the simulations are summarized in Fig. 1, where it is shown the rest-mass energy density
of the accretion flow around a Kerr black hole with a/M = 0.9 (top left panel) and super-spinars with
a/M = 1.1 (top right panel), 1.4 (bottom left panel), and 2.0 (bottom right panel). The peculiar feature
of the case with |a|/M > 1 is that the gravitational force near the massive object can be repulsive.

There are three qualitatively different cases determined by the value of |a|/M (for more details, see
Ref. [6]):

2Spherical or quasi-spherical accretion flows are expected when the compact object accretes from the stellar medium or
when it belongs to a binary system in which the companion is massive and has a strong stellar wind.
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1) Black hole with |a|/M ≤ 1. We have the usual accretion picture: the injected matter always reaches
a quasi-steady state configuration, in which matter is lost behind the event horizon at the same rate as
it enters the computational domain.
2) Super-spinars with |a|/M > 1. The gravitational force in the neighborhood of the center r = 0 can
be repulsive (because of the singularity, not of the rotation of the gas) and thus makes the accretion
process harder. The critical radius where the gravitational force changes from attractive to repulsive can
be estimated analytically. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, it is roughly determined by the sign of the
quantity r2 − a2 cos2 θ, i.e. the force is attractive (repulsive) if r2 − a2 cos2 θ > 0 (< 0), where θ is the
polar angle3. There are two different super-spinar regimes:
2a) Super-spinars with |a|/M < 1.4. The accretion process is extremely suppressed and only a small
amount of the accreting gas can reach the center. Most of the gas is accumulated around the object,
forming a high density cloud that continues to grow. Apparently, no quasi-steady state exists.
2b) Super-spinars with |a|/M ≥ 1.4. In this case the repulsive force is not capable of preventing a regular
accretion of the object. The flow reaches the center by forming a sort of high density disk on the equatorial
plane. A quasi-steady state configuration is possible.

The origin of the critical value |a|/M = 1.4 can be understood with an analytical argument, as the
maximum value for which there are stable marginally bound orbits on the equatorial plane with zero
angular momentum at infinity.

4 Final remarks

It is widely believed that the final product of the gravitational collapse of matter is a Kerr black hole.
However such a conclusion is based on a set of unproved assumptions, including the Cosmic Censorship
Conjecture. In this talk I discussed the possibility that the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture can be violated
and I presented some astrophysical implications. I showed that the accretion process in Kerr space-
time onto objects with event horizon (black holes) and without event horizon (super-spinars) is quite
different and hopefully the two scenarios can be distinguished observationally with no model-dependent
assumptions.

Two comments are in order here. First, if the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture is violated, there is no
uniqueness theorem guaranteeing that the space-time is described by the Kerr metric. And indeed other
axisymmetric solutions of the Einstein equations in vacuum with naked singularities are known (e.g. the
Weyl space-times). Here I discussed the case of super-spinar because it is likely the simplest example.
Second, we do not know if super-spinars are stable objects and this question is presumably difficult to
address, because we do not know how the singularity is solved in the full theory.

The study of the accretion process onto objects with and without event horizon is the first step to
figure out possible observational signatures of the radiation emitted in the accretion process which can
be used to test the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture. For example, an application of this work will be the
predictions of the “direct image” of super-spinars [9, 10].
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Figure 1: Density plot of the accretion flow around a Kerr BH with a∗ = 0.9 (top left panel) and
super-spinars with a∗ = 1.1 (top right panel), a∗ = 1.4 (bottom left panel), and a∗ = 2.0 (bottom right
panel). The density scale (shown on the right hand side of each panel) is in arbitrary units. The unit of
length along the x and y axes is M . The white area is out of the domain of computation. The peculiar
feature of the super-spinar case is that most of the space-time around the central object is almost empty
(the black regions in the pictures): that is the result of the repulsive force at short distance from the
center. For more details, see Ref. [6].
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Singular and non-singular endstates in massless scalar field
collapse
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Abstract
We study the collapse of a massless scalar field coupled to gravity. A class of blackhole
solutions are identified. We also report on a class of solutions where collapse starts
from a regular spacelike surface but then the collapsing scalar field freezes. As a
result, in these solutions, a black hole does not form, neither is there any singularity
in the future.

1 Introduction

The endstate of gravitational collapse is of great interest in gravitational physics. The formation of
spacetime singularities in gravitational collapse and formation of black holes is an issue, which has been
investigated in much detail in Einstein’s theory. The occurrence of singularities indicates the breakdown
the known laws of physics and offers a regime where the quantum gravity effects would be important.
As is well known, dynamical evolution of matter fields in a spacetime generically yields a singularity,
provided reasonable physical conditions are satisfied such as the causality, a suitable energy condition
ensuring the positivity of energy density, and formation of trapped surfaces. This result tells us what
might happen in those stars, where continual collapse occurs. Therefore it is important to investigate
whether continual collapse always leads to a singular endstate or any other possibility also exists.

The case of gravitational collapse of a massless scalar field is of particular interest in both collapse
situations as well as cosmological scenarios. In cosmology, special importance is attached to the evolution
of a scalar field, which has attracted a great deal of attention in past decades. In gravitational collapse
studies, the nature of singularity for massless scalar fields has been examined and a number of numerical
and analytical works have been done in recent years on spherical collapse models from the perspective
of the cosmic censorship hypothesis. The issues that have been raised above regarding gravitational
collapse, can be investigated for massless scalar field models. This would provide us with some insight
into a collapsing matter field in general.

In the present study, we outline a mathematical structure to deal with the evolution of massless
scalar fields in a spherically symmetric spacetime in comoving coordinates. For massless scalar field, this
coordinate system breaks down when the gradient of the scalar field becomes null. However, as will be
shown later, in models satisfying some physically reasonable conditions, the gradient of the scalar field
always remains timelike. So our analysis holds for this class of models. In this case, the energy-momentum
tensor of the massless scalar field has exact correspondence with that of a stiff fluid. So this analysis is
applicable to stiff fluid collapse also.

Using this formalism, we then examine the classes of collapsing models. In particular we find a class
of black hole solutions where the future singularity is spacelike. We also point out a class of models
where the collapse starts from a regular initial surface but with time the rate of collapse decreases so that
neither any trapped surface nor any singularity is formed in the future.

2 The Basic Formalism

In this section, we set up the Einstein equations for the massless scalar field in comoving coordinates.

1Email address: swastik@tifr.res.in
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2.1 Matter field and coordinate system

The energy-momentum tensor for the massless scalar field is

Tab = ϕ;aϕ;b −
1

2
gab(ϕ;cϕ;dg

cd). (1)

In this case, the strong energy condition is always satisfied. We choose the comoving coordinate system,
in which Tµν and gµν are diagonal. The coordinates are t, r, θ and ϕ. This implies that there are only
two choices: ϕ = ϕ(t) or ϕ = ϕ(r). Here we shall consider only the case, where ϕ = ϕ(t). The equation of
state is ρ = Pr = Pθ, which is that of a stiff fluid. The coordinate system breaks down when ϕ,µ is null.
The metric is

ds2 = e2νdt2 − e2ψdr2 −R2dθ2 −R2sin2θdϕ2 (2)

2.2 Einstein equations

The Einstein equations are

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = −κTµν (3)

We work in such units so that κ is one. We define a function F by

G−H = 1 − F

R
(4)

where G and H are given by

G = e−2ψR′2 (5)

and

H = e−2νṘ2. (6)

Then we can write down the Einstein equations in the form [1]

ρ =
F ′

R2R′ , Pr = − Ḟ

R2Ṙ
, (7)

ν′(ρ+ Pr) = 2(Pθ − Pr)
R′

R
− P ′

r, (8)

−2Ṙ′ +R′ Ġ

G
+ Ṙ

H ′

H
= 0 (9)

where the density ρ is given by

ρ =
1

2
e−2ν ϕ̇2 (10)

3 Collapse of the scalar field

The massless scalar field collapses from a regular initial spacelike surface. At the initial time ti, the
following functions of the comoving radius r are specified.

ν(ti, r) = ν0(r), ψ(ti, r) = ψ0(r), R(ti, r) = r, ϕ(ti), F (ti, r) = F0(r) (11)

Since we are considering a collapse solution, we discuss only the cases where Ṙ ≤ 0, i.e. the area radius
gets smaller with time. For convenience, we define a quantity v by the relation v = R

r . There would be
a strong curvature singularity at v = 0.
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3.1 Regularity conditions

Here we consider those solutions that satisfy the following regularity conditions. A physically reasonable
collapse solution satisfies these conditions. All the metric functions are C2 at any non-singular spacetime
point. Also ρ , Pr and Pθ are finite at any regular spacetime point. Further we take R′ > 0 for all regular
spacetime points. This corresponds to the condition that there are no shell-crossings in the spacetime.
Since |ϕ,µ ϕ,µ| ∝ ρ, as long as ρ > 0, the comoving coordinates can be used. We consider here only
those cases where ρ(r, t2) ≤ ρ(r, t1) if t2 < t1. This means that during the collapse, the density should
not decrease with time. Then if the collapse starts from a regular spacelike surface where the gradient
of the scalar field is timelike, then throughout the collapse, the gradient remains timelike. The F.R.W.
solutions are examples of this type.

3.2 A class of blackhole solutions

The variables r and t can be interchanged to r and v in all the equations. For convenience, we define a
new function M by the relation

F = r3M (12)

Then the system of the Einstein equations can be reduced to the two equations.

v′ = −3M + rM,r +vM,v
2rM,v

; (13)

and

v̇ = − eν√
v

√
[
v

r2
(G− 1) +M ]. (14)

where eν = v√
−2M,v

and G = − v2M,v(v+rv
′)2

f2(r) and f(r) is a function of integration. The last two equations

constitute a integrable Pfaffian when M satisfies the equation,

∂v̇

∂r
+ v′

∂v̇

∂v
− v̇

∂v′

∂v
= 0 (15)

This is a Monge-Ampere type 2nd order p.d.e. for M . However since the expression for v̇ has square
roots in it, sometimes it would be more convenient for us to consider the equation,

∂v̇2

∂r
+ v′

∂v̇2

∂v
− 2v̇2

∂v′

∂v
= 0 (16)

The solutions of (16) are solutions of (15) also; except when v̇ = 0. Now we are in a position to analyze
the consequences of the Einstein equations.

The time taken for a comoving shell r to reach the singularity is given by ts(r) =
∫ 0

1
1
v̇dv. It can

be shown that the regularity conditions imply that M must be of the form M = m0

v3 + rng(r, v), where

n ≥ 2. In terms of M and v, the density can be expressed as ρ = −M,v
v2 . From these relations, it can be

shown that if ts(r) is continuous, then ts(r) = constant. Which means that, only spacelike singularities
are formed. Therefore this would give us a class of black hole solutions [2].

3.3 Collapse without formation of singularity in the future

Using the formalism that we have presented here so far, we can prove an interesting result [2].
If there is a solution which satisfies the regularity conditions, and for which v̇ ≤ 0 and v′(r, t) ≥ b, where
b > 0 for r1 ≤ r ≤ r2 for some r1 > 0 and r2, and t ∈ (ti,∞), then the comoving shells never become
singular.

For these solutions, it can be shown that v̇ < l for any l > 0 for an infinite interval of coordinate time.
This means that the collapsing matter would freeze eventually. It is important to note though that this
result does not guarantee the existence of such singularity-free solutions. To see whether such solutions
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are there or not we consider (15) and find out an appropriate boundary condition which would result in
the freezing of collapse.

To this end, we set the following Cauchy boundary condition for equation (15) for M . On the surface,

v = χ(r), where χ(r) is some regular function of r, M(v, r) and ∂M(v,r)
∂n , i.e. M and its derivative normal

to the surface are given. We set the boundary condition in such a way that both of them are analytic
functions. Also they are chosen so as to satisfy [ vr2 (G − 1) + M ] |v=χ(r)= 0 and χ′(r) ̸= v′(v, r) |v=χ(r).
From this, it can be shown that [ vr2 (G − 1) + M ],v |v=χ(r)= 0. Partial differentiation of both the sides

of (15) with respect to v, gives us ∂3M
∂3v |v=χ(r) in terms of M(v, r) |v=χ(r) and ∂M(v,r)

∂n |v=χ(r). Then
[ vr2 (G − 1) + M ],vv |v=χ(r) can also be found out. We choose the two given functions in such a way so
that [ vr2 (G− 1) +M ],vv |v=χ(r)> 0. Further they have to satisfy

[
∂v̇

∂r
+ v′

∂v̇

∂v
] |v=χ(r)= 0 (17)

(17) is the condition that guarantees that the solution to (16) would also be a solution to (15). Now
using Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem, it can be proved that a solution of (16) exists in some neighbourhood
of the curve v = χ(r). The v = χ(r) curve divides this neighbourhood into two parts. In one part, v
increases along any line r = r2. For the collapse solution, we need to consider only this part. Since this
is a solution to (15) as well, such a solution to the Einstein equations exist.

Now we show that this solution does not have a future singularity. For some value of r = r1, v̇ can
be written as

v̇ = −a1(r1)(v − vc) +O[(v − vc)
2] (18)

where a1(r1) > 0. Now it can be shown that the time t(v1, r1) taken by the comoving shell r1 to reach

v1 = χ(r1) is infinite. The proper time taken by a comoving shell r1 to reach v1 is τ(v1, r1) =
∫ t(v1,r1)
ti

eνdt.

Since eν(t, r1) has a positive minimum in the range (ti,∞), τ(v1, r1) is also infinite. So collapse does not
lead to a singularity in the future. It can also be shown that the proper time for the formation of trapped
surface is also infinite. This is consistent with the singularity theorems as formation of trapped surfaces
implies that singularity would form eventually because the strong energy condition is satisfied.

The above analysis tells us that there would be solutions where the scalar field collapses from a regular
spacelike hypersurface and ultimately the collapse stops. Trapped surfaces do not form, neither is there
any future singularity. However the present analysis does not tell us whether it would be possible to
extend these solutions in the past from the regular spacelike hypersurface mentioned earlier.

4 Discussion

The formalism described here is effective in finding out about the endstate of the collapse of massless
scalar fields and stiff fluids. Using this formalism, it is possible to identify a class of black hole solutions.
For massless scalar fields, there can be collapse models where collapse ultimately stops. Trapped surfaces
do not form and the endstate is non-singular. However it is not clear whether these solutions can be
extended in the past indefinitely. They might be of interest as examples of collapse models where collapse
slows down, there is no bounce, still neither a black hole forms nor is there any singularity in the future. If
time-reversed, these models might be of interest in cosmology as the initial singularity would be absent in
that case. It would be of interest to see whether it is possible to find out about the endstate of collapsing
matter proceeding in the way described here with different equations of state.
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Abstract

In this work we calculate the angular eigenvalues of the (n + 4)-dimensional simply
rotating Kerr-(A)dS angular equation using the Asymptotic Iteration Method (AIM).
We then compare this method with the Continued Fraction Method (CFM) thereby
checking our results.

1 Introduction

Recently a new method for obtaining solutions of second order ordinary differential equations has been
developed called the asymptotic iteration method (AIM) [1]. The AIM provides a simple approach to
obtaining eigenvalues of bound state problems, even for spheroidal harmonics with c a general complex
number, large or small [1], and even to quasinormal mode (QNM) calculations [2]. It has also been
shown that the AIM is closely related to the continued fractions method (CFM)[4] derived from an exact
solution to the Schrödinger equation via a WKB ansatz [5], where a related CFM is often employed in
numerical calculations of spheroidal eigenvalues and QNM of black hole equations [6].

In this letter we will demonstrate that the AIM can also be applied to the generalized scalar hyper-
spheroidal equation, Skjm(θ), derived from an (n + 4)-dimensional simply rotating Kerr-(A)dS angular
separation equation [3, 7, 8]:

∂θ

(
(1 + α cos2 θ) sin θ cosn θ∂θS

)
sin θ cosn θ

+

(
Akjm − m2(1 + α)

sin2 θ
− c2 sin2 θ

1 + α cos2 θ
− j(j + n− 1)

cos2 θ

)
S = 0 ,(1)

where we have defined α = a2Λ with a the angular rotation parameter, and that the frequency ω is
contained in the dimensionless parameter c = aω.

Higher dimensional spheroids have already been discussed by Berti et al. [9], who use a 3-term
CFM to solve the angular eigenvalues, however, the generalized scalar hyper-spheroidal equation under
investigation here contains four regular singular points5 which leads to a 4-term recurrence relation
[10]. The simplest brute force approach to deal with an n-term recurrence relation is to use n Gaussian
eliminations to reduce the problem to a tri-diagonal matrix form [11] but this can often be very tedious.

Even in four-dimensions the Kerr-(A)dS case does not allow for a simple 3-term continued fraction
relation nevertheless an elegant method has been developed to deal with situations of this type [8], where
such techniques can only be applied if there are exactly four regular singular points. In contrast to this
the appeal of the AIM is that it can be applied somewhat independently of the singularity structure of
the ordinary differential equation and thus to a larger class of equations.

1Email address: htcho@mail.tku.edu.tw
2Email address: alan.cornell@wits.ac.za
3Email address: jasonad@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
4Email address: naylor@se.ritsumei.ac.jp
5Unlike the asymptotically flat limit (Λ = 0) which only has three.
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2 The Asymptotic Iteration Method

To write the angular equation in a form suitable for the AIM we substitute x = cos θ and obtain:

(1 − x2)(1 + αx2)S′′(x) +

(
n(1 − x2) − x2

x
+ αx(n+ 2 − (n+ 3)x2) − x(1 + αx2)

)
S′(x)

+

(
Akjm − c2(1 − x2)

1 + αx2
− m2(1 + α)

1 − x2
− j(j + n− 1)

x2

)
S(x) = 0 .(2)

Note that the separation constant Akjm above corresponds to a simple eigenvalue shift in the asymptot-
ically flat cases studied thus far [9], as can be verified by setting α = 0.

The AIM can be implemented by multiplying Skjm by the characteristic exponents; however, we
have found that the most suitable form (fastest converging) is obtained by multiplying the angular mode
function by [1]:

Skjm(x) = (1 − x2)
|m|
2 ykjm(x) , (3)

which leads to a differential equation in the AIM form:

y′′ = λ0y
′ + s0y , (4)

where (for Kerr-(A)dS) λ0 and s0 are given in Ref. [3], and where the primes of y denote derivatives with
respect to x. Differentiating equation (4) p times with respect to x, leads to:

y(p+2) = λpy
′ + spy , (5)

where the superscript p indicates the p-th derivative with respect to x and

λp = λ′p−1 + sp−1 + λ0λp−1 with sp = s′p−1 + s0λp−1 . (6)

For sufficiently large p the asymptotic aspect of the “method” is introduced, that is:

sp(x)

λp(x)
=
sp−1(x)

λp−1(x)
≡ β(x) , (7)

which leads to the general eigenfunction solution given in Ref. [1]. Within the framework of the AIM,
a sufficient condition for imposing termination of the iterations is when δp(x) = 0, for a given choice of
x, where δp(x) = sp(x)λp−1(x) − sp−1(x)λp(x) [1]. For each value of m and k (or j), in a given (n+ 4)-
dimensions, the roots of δp lead to a tower of eigenvalues (m, ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . ), where larger iterations give more
roots and better convergence for higher ℓ modes in the tower.

It has also been noticed that the AIM converges fastest at the maximum of the potential [1], which
in four dimensions occurs at x = 0 (even with α ̸= 0 and for general spin-s). However, in the higher
dimensional case we could not determine the relevant Schrödinger like form and thus the maximum of
the potential could not be analytically obtained. Nevertheless, as can be seen from the plots in Fig. 1
we found that the point x = 1

2 = cos π3 , in general, gave the fastest convergence.

3 Heun’s method for de-Sitter case

As we mentioned earlier we could also work with a 4-term recurrence relation directly and use Gaussian
elimination to obtain a 3-term recurrence, which then allows for the eigenvalues to be solved using the
CFM. However, if we write the angular equation (1) in terms of the variable x = cos(2θ) [8]:

(1 − x2)(2 + α(1 + x))S′′(x) +
(
n− 1 − (n+ 3)x+

α

2
(1 + x)(n+ 1 − (n+ 5)x)

)
S′(x)

+

(
Aklm

2
+

c2(x− 1)

2(2 + α(1 + x))
+
m2(1 + α)

x− 1
− j(j + n− 1)

x+ 1

)
S(x) = 0 (8)
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Figure 1: Plot of the convergence of a typical eigenvalue A711 (n = 1, c = 1 and α = 1) under p iterations
of the AIM for various choices of x = {0.45, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75}. Shown on the left is the eigenvalue verses p,
while on the right is a log plot of the estimated error, |Akjm(p) −Akjm(∞)|.

Table 1: Comparison of selected eigenvalues, Akjm, the Kerr-AdS case with c = 1, α = −0.05, n = 1
(extra dimensions) and m = 0. Numbers in brackets represent the number of iterations required to
reach convergence at the quoted precision, where subscript A and C are shorthand for AIM and CFM
respectively.

k j = 0 j = 1
0 0.4978643318 (14)A (3)C 3.317784170 (14)A (3)C
1 8.304871188 (15)A (4)C 15.12466814 (15)A (4)C
2 23.89847347 (16)A (5)C 34.63440913 (17)A (5)C
3 47.29227791 (17)A (6)C 61.93248179 (19)A (6)C
4 78.48442957 (20)A (8)C 97.02600365 (21)A (8)C
5 117.4747381 (23)A (9)C 139.9165956 (23)A (9)C
6 164.2631560 (25)A (10)C 190.6047952 (24)A (10)C
7 218.8496664 (27)A (11)C 249.0908236 (27)A (11)C

and define x = 2z − 1, with the mode functions scaled by the characteristic exponents:

Q(x) = 2
|m|
2 (z − 1)

|m|
2 (2z)

j
2

(
z +

1

α

)± ic
2
√
α

y(z) , (9)

then the angular mode equation can now be written in the Heun form [8]:[
d2

dz2
+

(
γ

z
+

δ

z − 1
+

ϵ

z + 1
α

)
d

dz
+

αβz − q

z(z − 1)(z + 1
α )

]
y(z) = 0 , (10)

where α, β, γ, δ, ϵ and q are given in Ref. [3], and where these results are identical to the Kerr-AdS case
considered in Ref. [8] by choosing α = −a2/R2.

To compare with the AIM method we shall use the fact that a three-term recurrence relation is
guaranteed for any solution to Heun’s differential equation [8]:

α0c1 + β0c0 = 0 , (11)

αpcp+1 + βpcp + γpcp−1 = 0 , (p = 1, 2, . . . ) , (12)

where for the Kerr-(A)dS case αp, βp and γp are given in Ref. [8]. Once a 3-term recurrence relation is
obtained the eigenvalue Akjm can be found (for a given ω) by solving a continued fraction of the form
[6, 9]:

β0 −
α0γ1
β1−

α1γ2
β2−

α2γ3
β3−

. . . = 0 . (13)
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Table 2: Comparison of selected eigenvalues between the AIM and the CFM for different numbers of
dimensions of the Kerr-dS case with c = 1, α = 1, m = j = k = 0.

n 2 3 4 5
ACFM 0.284 0.2254 0.1861 0.1581
AAIM 0.284049 0.225367 0.18606 0.158068

4 Analysis & Discussion

We have calculated the eigenvalues shown in Table 1 of the (n + 4)-dimensional simply rotating Kerr-
(A)dS angular separation equation using the AIM and the CFM. Although we only considered a real
parameter c = aω, we could also have used a purely imaginary or complex value of c, see Ref. [2]. For
brevity we presented results for n = 1 extra dimensions only, but we have also checked the dependence
on dimension, as can be seen in Table 2 for the fundamental k = 0 mode.

We found that the CFM eigenvalue solutions converged very quickly with accurate results even after
a continued fraction depth of only p = 15. One point worth mentioning is that the α → 0 limit cannot
be taken via Heun’s method, because the recurrence relation (and hence the continued fraction) diverges
for this case. In contrast the AIM has no such problem. The AIM also gives an alternative approach to
obtaining the eigenfunctions in terms of simple integrals, which may be useful for symbolic computations.

In conclusion, we have highlighted how the AIM can be applied to higher-dimensional scalar or tensor
gravitational (for n ≥ 3) spheroidal harmonics, which arise in the separation of metrics. We have seen
that the AIM requires very little manipulation in order to obtain a fast route to the angular eigenvalues,
which may be useful for cases where Heun’s method may not apply. However, the AIM does have some
shortfalls. Note that while we did not attempt to optimise either algorithm, our implementation of the
AIM was found to be much slower than that of the CFM. Considering that the CFM essentially involves
expanding out p nested fractions, whereas the AIM involves taking pth order derivatives, this behaviour
is not surprising. However, for most of the cases we considered only a few seconds were required to reach
the desired level of accuracy and thus the time was not a large concern.
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Abstract
I provide an action that describes the linear cosmological perturbations of a perfect
fluid. This action is suited not only to perfect fluids with a barotropic equation of
state, but also to those for which the pressure depends on two thermodynamical vari-
ables. By quantizing the system we find that 1) some perturbation fields exhibit a
non-commutativity quite analogous to the one observed for a charged particle mov-
ing in a strong magnetic field, 2) curvature and pressure perturbations cannot be
measured at the same time at the same point, 3) ghosts appear if the null energy
condition is violated.

1 Action

In this proceeding I will report the work done in collboration with Jean-Marc Gérard and Teruaki Suyama
[1].

The action considered here has been introduced by Schutz [3] and is defined as follows

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[

R

16πG
+ p(µ, s)

]
. (1)

Alternative functionals have been proposed, all being physically equivalent as shown in [4]. We chose the
version (1) as it was the most convenient for our purpose. The four-velocity of the perfect fluid is defined
via potentials:

uν =
1

µ
(∂νℓ+ θ∂νs+A∂νB) , (2)

where ℓ, θ, A and B are all scalar fields. The normalization for the four-velocity, uνuν = −1, gives µ in
terms of the other fields. The fundamental fields over which the action (1) will be varied are gµν , ℓ, θ, s,
A, and B.

Having chosen the Lagrangian for gravity to be the one of GR, we recover Gµν = 8πGTµν by vary-
ing with respect to the metric field. Besides the conservation of particle number and entropy already
discussed, the other equations of motion derived from Eq. (1) are

uα∂αθ = T, uα∂αA = 0, uα∂αB = 0. (3)

In a FLRW universe, ui = 0 and u0 = −1 such that the solutions to Eq. (3) are simply

A = A(x⃗) , B = B(x⃗) , θ =

∫ t

T (t′)dt′ + θ̃(x⃗) . (4)

There is a complete freedom for the functions A, B, and θ̃ 2, any choice leading to the same physical
background. We will take advantage of this freedom to simplify our study of the scalar and vector
perturbations.

1Email address: defelice@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp
2 Since uν = (−1, 0⃗), we also have that ℓ = −

∫ t µ(t′)dt′ + ℓ̃, and ∇⃗ℓ̃ = −A∇⃗B, which implies that ∇⃗A× ∇⃗B = 0.
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1.1 Scalar type perturbations

Let us simply consider the choice A = B = θ̃ = 0 , to remove the vector perturbations arising from Wi.
Regarding the metric, δg00 and δg0i are auxiliary fields such that the only scalar component which will
be dynamical is the curvature perturbation ϕ defined by δgij = 2a2ϕ δij .

We make a field redefinition, v = δℓ+ θ(t)δs, and introduce two gauge invariant fields, Φ = ϕ+Hv/µ
and δθ̄ = δθ + Tv/µ, to expand the action (1) at second order:

SS =

∫
dtd3x⃗

{
a3QS

2

[
Φ̇2 − c2s

a2
(∇⃗Φ)2

]
+ CδsΦ̇ − D

2
δs2 − E(δθ̄δ̇s− δs ˙δθ̄ + δA ˙δB − δB ˙δA)

}
. (5)

The coefficients for Φ are given by QS = ρ+p
c2sH

2 , c2s ≡
ṗ
ρ̇ =

(
∂p
∂ρ

)
s
, whereas the remaining coefficients are

C =
na3

H

[
µ

(
∂T

∂µ

)
s

− T

]
, E =

na3

2
, D = na3

[
T

(
∂T

∂µ

)
s

+

(
∂T

∂s

)
µ

]
. (6)

The general solution for δs, δA, and δB is their initial values since Eq. (5) forces them to be time-
independent. As a consequence, the non trivial equations of motion are

1

a3QS

d

dt
(a3QSΦ̇) − c2s

a2
∇2Φ = − Ċ

a3QS
δs , (7)

na3 ˙δθ̄ −Dδs+ CΦ̇ = 0 . (8)

If T = f(s)µ, which is equivalent to having a barotropic equation of state p = p(ρ) 3, then C = 0. Both
radiation and dust fulfill this condition. In these cases, the field Φ completely decouples from δs and
propagates with a sound speed cs, if c2s > 0. Note that a cosmological constant has vanishing QS so that
no contribution for perturbations arises, as is well known.

1.2 Vector type perturbations

To arrive at the desired action via the shortest path, let us first assume that all the perturbation variables
propagate only in one direction, say the z-direction. This should be allowed, as we know that perturba-
tions with different wavenumber vectors do not mix in a FLRW universe. Once we obtain the action for
this particular mode, we can then easily infer the general action.

Taking again advantage of the freedom to select these background functions, we can make the simplest
choice that contains all the information needed for the vector modes, namely A = θ̃ = 0, B,i = bi, where

b⃗ = (b, 0, 0) is a constant vector orthogonal to the z-direction.
We find

SV =

∫
d4x

[ a

32πG
(∂jVi) (∂jVi) + a3(ρ+ p)Ċiδui + a2(ρ+ p)Viδui − 1

2 a (ρ+ p)δuiδui

]
, (9)

where we substituted δui for biδA/µ. Variations with respect to Vi and Ci yield the following equations,

△Vi = 16πGa(ρ+ p)δui,
d

dt
[(ρ+ p)a3δui] = 0, (10)

respectively. Again, these equations exactly coincide with those derived by perturbing the Einstein
equations and the energy-momentum conservation law.

2 Quantization

The most important advantage of the action approach proposed in this letter is that it allows us to quantize
the system. Although the inhomogeneities of the present universe, such as the galaxy distribution, are

3In this case, we obtain (∂µ/∂s)ρ = T such that (∂p/∂s)ρ = n[(∂µ/∂s)ρ − T ] = 0.
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clearly described by the classical theory, the quantization of a perfect fluid may have something to do
with the early universe if the seeds for structure formation are provided by quantum fluctuations of
fields generated during inflation. Yet, besides its practical utility, our action approach also opens new
theoretical prospects, as discussed below. In the following, we will again treat the quantization for the
scalar and vector type perturbations separately.

2.1 Scalar type perturbations

To quantize the scalar perturbations, let us first introduce the canonical field ψ ≡
√
a3QSΦ. To avoid the

appearance of a ghost, we assume that QS is positive. This means that (ρ+p)/c2s > 0. Such a constraint,
together with the stability of the perturbations, c2s > 0, lead to the null energy condition ρ+p > 0. Using
the new variable ψ, the action (5) is rewritten as

SS =

∫
d4x

[
ψ̇2

2
− c2s

2a2
(∇⃗ψ)2 + C1δsψ̇ + C2δsψ − N

2
(δθ̄δ̇s− δs ˙δθ̄) − D

2
δs2

]
, (11)

where we have neglected δA and δB as they do not contribute to the Hamiltonian. The field ψ has
a canonical kinetic term, whereas the quadratic terms for δs and δθ̄ are at most linear in their time
derivatives. Yet, it is known [6] that a consistent quantization of such a singular Lagrangian can be done
provided one introduces the following commutation conditions,[

ψ̂(t, x⃗), π̂(t, y⃗)
]

= iδ(x⃗− y⃗) , (12)[
δ̂s(t, x⃗), δ̂θ̄(t, y⃗)

]
= − i

N
δ(x⃗− y⃗) . (13)

All the other commutators are zero and π is the canonical conjugate momentum of ψ. The corresponding
Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ =

∫
d3x⃗

[
1

2

(
π̂ − C1δ̂s

)2
+

c2s
2a2

(∇⃗ψ̂)2 − C2δ̂sψ̂ +
D

2
δ̂s

2
]
. (14)

One can easily check that the Heisenberg equations, with the help of the commutation relations, yield
the same equations of motion as the classical ones derived from the variation of Eq. (11).

The commutation relation (13) shows that δ̂s and δ̂θ̄ are non-commuting variables. At this level,
it is quite interesting to compare the action (11) with the one of the Landau problem, an archetype of

non-commutative geometry. Regarding δ̂s and δ̂θ̄, the action (11) is essentially the same as the one for a
charged particle moving on a two-dimensional surface with a constant magnetic field background in the
transverse direction:

S =

∫
dt

[
m

2
(ẋ2 + ẏ2) − B

2
(ẋy − ẏx) − V (x, y)

]
. (15)

Within this analogy, the perturbation fields (δs, δθ̄) correspond to the (x, y) space coordinates for the
particle, and the number of particles N = na3 plays the role of the constant magnetic field B. Interestingly
enough, while the non-commutative relation [x̂, ŷ] = −i/B in the Landau problem [6] holds only in
the absence of the kinetic term in Eq. (15), which is valid in the large magnetic field limit, the non-
commutative relation (13) of a perfect fluid is exact for any finite number of particles. So, perfect fluids
provide a nice example of non-commutativity.

The non-commutation relation (12) leads to another interesting physical consequence. By using once
more the Einstein equations and the energy-momentum conservation law, we find that the pressure

perturbation in the comoving gauge (v = 0) is given by δ̂p = −(ρ + p)
˙̂
ϕ/H. Then, the commutator

between ϕ and δp becomes [
ϕ̂(t, x⃗), δ̂p(t, y⃗)

]
= −ic2sHδ(x⃗− y⃗)/a3. (16)

Consequently, curvature and pressure perturbations cannot be measured at the same time, at the same
point.
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2.2 Vector type perturbations

Time derivatives of Vi and δui do not appear in the action (9). Therefore, those are auxiliary fields
which can be eliminated through their equations of motion. The action (9) becomes then a functional

which depends only on Ci. To make this action canonical, we introduce a new variable Fi(k⃗, t) =√
a3QV (k, t)C

∥
i (k⃗, t), where C

∥
i (k⃗, t) is the Fourier transform of C

∥
i (x⃗, t) and QV is given by

QV (k, t) =
a2k2(ρ+ p)

k2 + 16πGa2(ρ+ p)
. (17)

To avoid the appearance of ghosts, QV must be positive. So, as for the scalar modes we require ρ+p > 0,
i.e. the null energy condition to hold. In terms of Fi, the canonical action in Fourier space is given by

SV =

∫
dtd3k

(
1
2 Ḟ

∗
i Ḟi − 1

2m
2
kF

∗
i Fi

)
, (18)

with

m2
k = −1

2

d2

dt2
log(a3QV ) − 1

4

(
d

dt
log a3QV

)2

. (19)

Now the quantization is done by imposing the following canonical condition for Fi and its conjugate
momentum [

F̂i(t, k⃗), π̂j
†(t, k⃗′)

]
= iδ(k⃗ − k⃗′)

(
δij −

kikj
k2

)
. (20)

The corresponding Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥ =

∫
d3k

(
1
2 π̂

†
i π̂i + 1

2m
2
kF̂

†
i F̂i

)
, (21)

and the evolution of the operators is given by the Heisenberg equation with the help of the commutation
relation (20). The quantum version of Eq. (10) implies

[
V̂i(t, x⃗), ˆδuj(t, y⃗)

]
= 0. Therefore, the gauge

invariant metric perturbation and the vorticity of the perfect fluid can be measured at the same time, at
the same point.

I have introduced a new frame to study the theory of cosmological perturbations for a perfect fluid.
Starting from the action itself, first reproduced the known results derived from the equations of motion.
Quantizing then the perturbation fields we found that some of them do not commute, leading thus
to a non-commutative field-geometry. I also concluded that a simultaneous measurement of curvature
perturbations and pressure inhomogeneities is not allowed. Finally I proved that both the null energy
condition and a positive c2s = ṗ/ρ̇ have to hold at all times in order to avoid ghost degrees of freedom.
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Abstract
In this article we present greybody factors and Hawking radiation for tensor gravi-
ton modes (in seven dimensions and greater, n ≥ 3) from simply rotating (n + 4)-
dimensional Kerr black holes.

1 Introduction

The reduction of the graviton perturbation equations into master variable equations for higher-dimensional
rotating black holes has been one of the great challenges in recent years,[1, 2]. The method based upon
the gauge invariant formalism, developed in reference [3] has allowed for the separation of the tensor mode
decomposition of simply rotating Myers-Perry-(A)dS black holes [1, 4, 5], which has recently been used
for a stability analysis of Kerr-AdS black holes [6, 7]. In this work we shall focus on a simply rotating
black hole in (n+ 4)-dimensional Kerr spacetime.

The wave equation for the tensorial mode of the gravitational perturbation for n ≥ 3 is equivalent to
the wave equation of a massless free scalar field [1, 6] where the determinant is given by the product of
the base metric [6] and higher-dimensional spherical harmonics [10]. The separation of the wave equation
is implemented by making the ansatz:

Φ = eiωt−imφR(r)Sjlm(θ)Yj,i1,i2,...,in−1(θn−1, ϕ) , (1)

where Yj,i1,i2,...,in−1(θn−1, ϕ) are the hyperspherical harmonics on the n-sphere with eigenvalues −j(j+n−
1). This separation ansatz leads to a generalized hyper-spheroidal equation for the Sjlm(θ) functions and
an equation for R(r) with separation constant Aljm. These equations are coupled via ω. The restrictions

on m, j and l [8] are:l > j + |m| ; l−j+|m|
2 ∈ {0, 1, 2...}, with j = 2, 3, . . . , l and |m| = 0, 1, . . . , l − j.

The degeneracy for a traceless symmetric tensor on an n-sphere [9] is given by:

DT
j =

(n+ 1)(n− 2)(j + n)(j − 1)(2j + n− 1)(j + n− 3)!

2(n− 1)!(j + 1)!
. (2)

For dimensions n ≥ 3 we can parameterize the black hole mass, M , in terms of the horizon radius
rh: 2M = rn−1

h (r2h + a2)(1 − λr2h). By defining the transform: R(r) = r−n/2(r2 + a2)−1/2Φ(r), and

tortoise coordinates [6]:dy = r2+a2

∆r
dr , where ∆r

r2+a2 = 1 − 2M
(r2+a2)rn−1 − 2Λ

(n+2)(n+3)r
2. After defining the

dimensionless variables: x = r/rh, ω⋆ = ωrh, y⋆ = y/rh, ∆⋆ = ∆/r2h, a⋆ = a/rh, λ⋆ = λr2h and Λ⋆ = Λr2h,
the radial equation takes the WKB form [6]:

d2Φ

dy2⋆
+Q(x)Φ = 0 , (3)

The CFM for the flat case was implemented using the input parameters described in reference [8].

1j.doukas@ms.unimelb.edu.au
2htcho@mail.tku.edu.tw
3alan.cornell@wits.ac.za
4naylor@se.ritsumei.ac.jp
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In the near the horizon limit, x → 1, the radial solution Φ has the following form (for IN modes
[6, 10]):

ΦNH = A
(H)
in e−iω̃⋆x⋆ +A

(H)
out e

−iω̃⋆x⋆ , (4)

where ω̃⋆ = ω⋆ − mΩ⋆, Ω⋆ = a⋆(1−λ⋆)
(1+a2⋆)

. Imposing that there are no outgoing modes at the black hole

horizon A
(H)
out = 0, we obtain the IVP:

ΦNH(x0) = 1 , Φ′
NH(x0) = −iω̃⋆

x20 + a2⋆
∆⋆(x0)

, (5)

where x0 = 1 + ϵ with ϵ ∼ 10−5. The greybody factor can be determined numerically with the above
horizon IVP matched onto the appropriate far-field form. The solutions have a far field (FF) form at
spatial infinity, where x⋆ → x (for x→ ∞):

ΦFF ≈ x−
n+1
2

(
A

(∞)
in e−iω⋆x +A

(∞)
out e

iω⋆x
)
. (6)

The NH solution can then be matched onto the FF equation (6) [11], where the reflection coefficient is

then defined as the ratio |Rljm|2 = |A(∞)
out |2/|A

(∞)
in |2, and the relationship between the absorption and

reflection coefficient is:

|Aljmn|2 = 1 − |Rljmn|2 = 1 −

∣∣∣∣∣A(∞)
out

A
(∞)
in

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (7)

Some typical examples of the absorption probability as a function of ω⋆ (=ωr2h) in the asymptotically flat
limit are shown in the top two panels of Fig. 1. Solutions with charge or rotation undergo super-radiance
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Figure 1: Various plots of absorption probabilities in the asymptotically flat case, where unless stated all
plots are for n = 3. Note that on the scale of these plots superradiance is too small to discern.

[12], where the condition for super-radiance to occur is that the absorption probability becomes negative.
Some plots of the superradiance regime are shown in Fig. 2. An interesting feature of black holes in Kerr-
dS spacetimes is that the superradiance effect is enhanced by the strength of the cosmological constant,
this can be seen from Fig. 2.

2 Conclusion

This note is based on our more expanded paper [13] which was the first time that the Hawking emission
of these perturbations was been calculated. Some of the results can be seen in Figs. 3. The results are
consistent with those of other works [10], where they considered the bulk emission of scalar spin-0 fields
on the Kerr-AF background. An important difference is that because the modes start from j = 2, 3, 4, . . .
the spectrum is shifted to the right (larger j corresponds to larger scattering energies ω). For spin-0 fields
the sums start from j = 0, which implies lower energy emissions. The lack of j = 0, 1 modes has another
effect, which can be seen from Fig. 4.
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Figure 2: Absorption probability plots in the superradiance regime for the asymptotically flat case. In
(b) superradiance plots for various choices of the cosmological constant (Λr2h), for the rotations a⋆ = 0.8
(blue) and a⋆ = 1.5 (red).

Perhaps the most interesting result from our investigation of the Kerr-dS case is the effect that
the cosmological constant has on enhancing superradiance a larger cosmological constant leads to more
superradiance and hence will cause the black hole to spin down more quickly. Hopefully, within this
decade, a separable set of Master equations for all the graviton perturbations will be obtained.
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Figure 3: Energy and angular momentum emissions in asymptotically flat space (Λ = 0) for different
dimensions n+ 4 with a/rh = 0.8 (top) and with a/rh = 1.5 (bottom).
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Abstract
We consider curvature corrections to static, axisymmetric Dirac-Nambu-Goto mem-
branes embedded into a spherically symmetric black hole spacetime with arbitrary
number of dimensions. Since the next to leading order corrections in the effective
brane action are quadratic in the brane thickness ℓ, we adopt a linear perturbation
approach in ℓ2. The perturbations are general in the sense that they are not restricted
to the Rindler zone nor to the near-critical solutions of the unperturbed system. As
a result, an unexpected asymmetry in the perturbed system is found. In config-
urations, where the brane does not cross the black hole horizon, the perturbative
approach used here does not lead to regular solutions of the perturbation equation
if the number of the brane’s spacetime dimensions D > 3. This condition, however,
does not hold for the horizon crossing solutions. Consequently we argue that the per-
turbative approaches used here breaks down for subcritical type solutions near the
axis of the system for D > 3. Nevertheless, we can discuss topology-changing phase
transitions in cases when D = 2 or 3, i.e. when the brane is a 1-dimensional string or
a 2-dimensional sheet, respectively. In the general case, a different approach should
be sought. Based on the energy properties of those branes that are quasi-statically
evolved from the equatorial configuration, we illustrate the results of the phase tran-
sition in the case of a D = 3 brane. It is found that small thickness perturbations do
not modify the order of the transition, i.e. it remains first order just as in the case of
vanishing thickness.

1 Notice

Higher dimensional black objects and branes are of importance and interest in several areas of present
days physics. The classical black hole uniqueness theorems are known to fail in higher dimensions, and
it turns out that a whole menagerie of black objects (black strings, rings, cigars, etc.) appear to exist.
The study of new types of black objects became a very active research field recently, and among many
other interesting aspects, the properties of possible transitions between the different types, or phases,
is of special interest. For example, during the transition between a caged black hole and a black string
phase, Kol demonstrated that the Euclidean topology of the system changes. This type of transition is
called merger transition, and Kol found a strong similarity in its properties with the Choptuik critical
collapse phenomena.

Recently, Frolov suggested a simple toy model with many features in common with merger and
topology changing transitions. The model consists of a bulk N -dimensional black hole and a test D-
dimensional brane in it (D ≤ N −1), called brane-black hole (BBH) system. The black hole is spherically
symmetric, static and can be neutral or charged. The brane is infinitely thin, and it is described by the
Dirac-Nambu-Goto action. It is also static, spherically symmetric and it is assumed to reach asymptotic
infinity in the form of a (D − 1)-dimensional plane. Due to the gravitational attraction of the black
hole, the brane is deformed and there are two types of equilibrium configurations. The brane either

1This is a very brief summary of [1]. We refer the reader to the original reference for details and complete list of
references.

2Email address: czinner@rmki.kfki.hu
3Email address: flachi@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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crosses the black hole horizon, or it lies totally outside of the black hole (see FIG. 1). In between the
two types of configurations there exists a critical solution that separates the two phases. Frolov studied
the transition between the so called subcritical phase (when the brane does not intersect the black hole
horizon) and supercritical phase (when the brane crosses the horizon), and found a close similarity both
with the merger transition in a caged black hole - black string system and with the Choptuik critical
collapse phenomena.

The AdS/CFT correspondence also provides motivation to study the above BBH system. In fact,
according to the correspondence, at sufficiently high temperature, a small number of flavors (Nf ) of
fundamental matter in strongly coupled gauge theories with a large number of colors (Nc ≫ Nf ), may be
described, in the holographic dual, by probe Dq-branes in the gravitational background of a black hole.
Using the tool of the gauge/gravity correspondence, Mateos et al. studied the phase transition of quark-
antiquark bound states (mesons). They showed that in the case of an infinitely thin brane, the system
generally undergoes a first order phase transition characterized by a change in the meson spectrum. The
corresponding phase diagram in the vicinity of the critical solution exhibits a self similar structure, and
this critical behavior and the first order transition are essentially universal to all Dp/Dq systems.

Importantly, it was pointed out, that higher order corrections to the brane effective action may cause,
in principle, modifications to the above picture and it is likely that they spoil the system’s scaling sym-
metry and self-similar behavior. Indeed, higher-derivative corrections to the D-brane action correspond
to finite ’t Hooft coupling corrections in the holographic dual, and provide a more realistic description
of the system. These corrections may become important in the vicinity of the phase transition, since the
curvature of the brane becomes large there.

In the context of low-scale gravity theories, the possibility that a micro black hole may form in high
energy collisions, like those at the LHC, re-creates a setup similar to the BBH system described above.
In particular, the question whether a black hole may escape into the extra dimensional bulk has raised
some attention, due to the potential phenomenological relevance. Clarifying the role of the thickness of
the brane in that context is also an important issue.

The dynamics of branes keeps also attracting attention in the context of higher dimensional general-
izations of the Bernstein conjecture and the study of the stability of brane-black hole systems.

For all the above reasons, it is important to go beyond the approximation of zero thickness and con-
sider higher order, curvature corrections coming from small thickness perturbations in the BBH system.
Curvature corrections to the dynamics of domain walls without self-gravitation, in the case of non-zero
thickness have been investigated earlier by Carter and Gregory. They demonstrated that the next to
leading order contribution is quadratic in the wall width (the brane thickness) and they obtained an
exact, analytic expression for the corresponding effective action in terms of the intrinsic Ricci scalar R
and the extrinsic curvature scalar K.

In the present paper we consider thickness perturbations to the BBH system using the general cur-
vature corrected effective brane action of Carter and Gregory. To analyze this system we followed a
perturbative treatment, in the sense that we treated the curvature corrections as small perturbations in
the effective action (they are indeed very small as being quadratic in the perturbation parameter). To
obtain the dynamical equation for the perturbations, we used the quadratic perturbation parameter to
expand the 4th-order Euler-Lagrange equation and kept the linear terms only. As a result, a second
order, linear equation was found to describe the perturbations, with a very complicated source term. We
analyzed the asymptotics of the perturbation equation, and found that there is no subcritical solution
regular on the axis of the system above a certain dimension. This implies that our perturbation method is
not appropriate in this region. We argued that the full non-perturbative solution may cure the problem.
Although we do not report them in this brief summary, we have presented the analytic solution for far
distances and the numerical solution in the near horizon region of the perturbation equation for various
dimensions. We also addressed the question of the phase transition in the case of a D = 3 dimensional
brane. For this purpose we have used the approach of Flachi et al. based on the energy properties of a
quasi-static brane evolution from the equatorial configuration.

Small thickness perturbations to the brane dynamics are derived from higher-order, curvature correc-
tions to the effective action of the brane. In the present model we do not consider the self-gravitation of
the brane, hence the curvature scalars are completely determined by the embedding black hole spacetime.
In the approximation when all the relevant dynamical length scales L of the system are very large com-
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pared to the parameter ℓ that characterizes the thickness of the brane, the BBH system can be described
by the following exact, analytic expression for the effective action:

S =

∫
dDζ

√
−detγµν

[
−8µ2

3ℓ
(1 + C1R+ C2K

2)

]
, (1)

where R is the Ricci scalar, K is the extrinsic curvature scalar and the coefficients C1 and C2 are expressed
by the wall thickness parameter as C1 = (π2 − 6)ℓ2/24 and C2 = −ℓ2/3. The parameter µ is related to
the thickness as ℓ = (µ

√
2λ)−1 which originates from a field theoretical domain-wall model, where µ is

the mass parameter and λ is the coupling constant of the scalar field. The details of the Euler-Lagrange
equation are very lengthy and will be omitted here. In brief, we studied thickness perturbations to static,
D-dimensional, Dirac-Nambu-Goto branes embedded into higher dimensional, spherically symmetric,
black hole spacetimes. The perturbations originate from higher order, curvature corrections added to
the thin brane action, and are quadratic in the thickness of the brane. Applying a linear perturbation
method with the perturbation parameter ℓ2/L2, we derived the general form of the perturbation equation
for a brane that is axisymmetric and has a form of a (D − 1)-dimensional plane at asymptotic infinity.

From the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the perturbation equation, we found that there is no
regular solution of the perturbed problem in the Minkowski embedding case, unless the brane is a string,
or a sheet. This restriction, however does not hold for the black hole embedding solutions, which are
always regular within our perturbative approach. The D = 3 case should not be too different from branes
with larger dimensionality as long as additional symmetries are imposed on the brane angular directions.

From this result, we concluded that the absence of regular solutions above the dimension D = 3
implies, that the problem can not be solved within our perturbative approach around the thin solution,
which is not smooth on the axis of the system. Hence, for a general discussion, one needs to find a
new, exact solution of the curvature corrected problem, that is expected to behave differently from the
thin solution and it is smooth on the axis. After the above conclusions, we provided the solution of
the perturbation equation for various brane (D) and bulk (N) dimensions. The far distance equations
are integrated analytically, while the near horizon solutions are obtained by numerical computations.
The deformations of the perturbed brane configurations are plotted and a comparison is made with the
corresponding thin brane configurations with identical boundary conditions, for both types of solution.
A sample result is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the thick (red) brane configurations are shown together
with their thin (blue) counterparts in a cylindrical coordinate system, in the case of an N = 5, n = 2
black hole embedding.

0 1 2
R

0.5

1
Z

Figure 1: The picture shows the thick (red) brane configurations together with their thin (blue) counter-
parts in a cylindrical coordinate system, in the case of an N = 5, n = 2 black hole embedding. The initial
conditions are θ0 = π

4 (bottom curves) and π
17.5 (top curves), and the thickness parameter ℓ is chosen to

be large for the purpose of making the effects visible. The black curve represents the black hole’s event
horizon.

One motivation of this paper was to consider the effects of higher derivative, curvature corrections
on the first order phase transition between the Minkowski and black hole branch, that is present in the
unperturbed system. With the solution of the perturbed problem we found that within a perturbative
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approach, one can consider a phase transition between the two branches only in the cases of D = 2 or
3. We investigated the properties of this transition in the case of a D = 3 brane, and found that small
thickness perturbations do not modify the qualitative behavior of the phase transition, i.e. it remains a
first order one, just as in the case of zero thickness.

Since our perturbative approach does not provide a regular thick brane solution for dimensions D > 3,
we cannot answer in the most general way the question whether higher order, curvature corrections in the
effective brane action can change the order of the phase transition in the BBH system or not. Although we
expect that small corrections may not change the picture too much, as they are quadratic in the thickness
of the brane, a definitive answer can only be given within a non-perturbative approach. Further study to
address this question is in progress.

2 References
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Post-Newtonian gravitational wave polarisations and spherical
harmonic components for a particle in circular orbit around a

Schwarzschild black hole
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Abstract
We derive the post-Newtonian expansion of gravitational waves for a test particle in
circular orbit of radius r0 around a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M . We calculate
the gravitational wave forms up to v11 order beyond Newtonian, where v = (M/r0)

1/2.
Although the results in this paper are limited to the case of test particle, they should
also improve post-Newtonian expansion for the case of a finite mass ratio, which is
currently known up to v7.

1 Introduction

One of the most important sources of gravitational waves for the laser interferometer detectors is the
inspiral and merger of a compact binary system. To extract physical information of the source, accurate
and efficient theoretical templates are needed to be matched with observed data. The early inspiral phase
is accurately described by the analytic post-Newtonian approximation, while the late inspiral and the
subsequent merger phases are described by full numerical solution of the Einstein equation.

Since the recent breakthrough in numerical relativity [1], a number of the simulations have computed
gravitational waves through inspiral, merger and ringdown with sufficient accuracy that one can compare
its wave forms with post-Newtonian approximation. One can use the comparison to investigate the region
of validity of post-Newtonian approximation in the inspiral phase. Additionally, it is also important to
investigate whether higher post-Newtonian terms broaden the region of validity because computational
cost of numerical simulation is very high.

We derive the post-Newtonian expansion of gravitational waves for a test particle in circular orbit
around a Schwarzschild black hole of mass. We solve the Teukolsky equation to compute the gravita-
tional waves. The Teukolsky equation is the fundamental equation in black hole perturbation formalism.
Although it is limited to test particle limit, black hole perturbation formalism has a big advantage that
one can go to higher post-Newtonian order systematically. In the case of finite mass ratio, the amplitude
of gravitational waves and the orbital phase are known up to v6 and v7 respectively [2] for quasi-circular
orbits. In the case of test particle limit, gravitational wave form and energy flux to infinity are known up
to v8 and v11 respectively for a circular orbit around Schwarzschild black hole [3, 4]. In Ref. [4]. gravita-
tional wave form is not derived but energy flux up to v11. Thus, we derive the gravitational wave forms
up to v11 order beyond Newtonian. In this paper, we derive the wave forms projected onto spin-weighted
spherical harmonics, which are suitable for the comparison with the results of numerical simulations. In
the case of Schwarzschild black hole, it is easy to derive the plus and cross polarisation wave forms, which
are suitable for data analysis, from spin-weighted spherical harmonics components. Thus, we omit the
plus and cross polarisation wave forms in this paper. Throughout this paper, we use geometrized units,
c = G = 1.

2 Teukolsky formalism

In the Teukolsky formalism, the gravitational perturbation of a Kerr black hole is described in terms of
the Newman-Penrose variables, Ψ0 and Ψ4, which satisfy the master equation. The Weyl scalar Ψ4 is

1Email address: draone@rri.res.in
2Email address: bri@rri.res.in
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related to the amplitude of the gravitational wave at infinity as

Ψ4 → 1

2
(ḧ+ − i ḧ×), for r → ∞. (1)

The master equation for Ψ4 can be separated into radial and angular parts if we expand Ψ4 in Fourier
harmonic modes as

ρ−4Ψ4 =
∑
ℓm

∫ ∞

−∞
dωe−iωt+imφ −2S

aω
ℓm(θ)Rℓmω(r), (2)

where ρ = (r− ia cos θ)−1, the angular function −2S
aω
ℓm(θ) is the spin-weighted spheroidal harmonic with

spin s = −2, and M and aM are the mass and angular momentum of the black hole, respectively. In
the followings, we focus on a Schwarzschild black hole case. Then the spin-weighted spheroidal harmonic

−2S
aω
ℓm(θ) is reduced to the spin-weighted spherical harmonic −2Yℓm(θ). It is straightforward to compute

the spin-weighted spherical harmonic, so we will show how to solve the radial Teukoslky equation,[
∆2 d

dr

(
1

∆

d

dr

)
+ U(r)

]
Rℓmω(r) = Tℓmω(r), (3)

where

U(r) =
r2

∆

[
ω2r2 − 4iω(r − 3M)

]
− (ℓ− 1)(ℓ+ 2), ∆ = r(r − 2M), (4)

and Tℓmω is the source term which is contraction of the energy momentum tensor of the small particle
and null tetrad.

We solve Eq. (3) using the Green function method. For this purpose, we need a homogeneous solution
Rinℓω of Eq. (3) which satisfies the boundary conditions

Rin
ℓmω =

{
Btrans
ℓmω ∆2e−iωr

∗
for r∗ → −∞,

r3Bref
ℓmωe

iωr∗ + r−1Bin
ℓmωe

−iωr∗ for r∗ → +∞,
(5)

where r∗ = r+2M ln(r/2M−1). Then the outgoing-wave solution of Eq. (3) at infinity with appropriate
boundary conditions at horizon is given by

Rℓmω(r → ∞) =
r3eiωr

∗

2iωBin
ℓmω

∫ ∞

2M

drRin
ℓmωTℓmω(r)∆−2

= r3eiωr
∗
Z̃ℓmω. (6)

In the case of a circular orbit, the frequency spectrum of Tℓmω becomes discrete. Then Z̃ℓmω in Eq. (6)
takes the form

Z̃ℓmω = Zℓmωδ(ω −mΩ), (7)

where

Zℓmω =
π

iωr20B
in
ℓω

{[
−0bℓm − 2i−1bℓm

(
1 +

i

2
ωr20/(r0 − 2M)

)
+i−2bℓmωr0(1 − 2M/r0)−2

(
1 −M/r0 +

1

2
iωr0

)]
Rinℓm

+
[
i−1bℓm −−2 bℓm

(
1 + iωr20/(r0 − 2M)

)]
r0R

in
ℓω

′
(r0)

+
1

2
−2bℓmr

2
0R

in
ℓω

′′
(r0)

}
, (8)

and sbℓm are defined by

0bℓm =
1

2
[(ℓ− 1)ℓ(ℓ+ 1)(ℓ+ 2)]

1/2
0Yℓm

(π
2
, 0
)
Ẽr0/(r0 − 2M),
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−1bℓm = [(ℓ− 1)(ℓ+ 2)]
1/2

−1Yℓm

(π
2
, 0
)
L̃/r0,

−2bℓm = −2Yℓm

(π
2
, 0
)
L̃Ω. (9)

Here, Ω = (M/r30)1/2 is the angular frequency of the particle, Ẽ and L̃ are the specific energy and angular
momentum of the particle respectively, which are given by

Ẽ = (r0 − 2M)/
√
r0(r0 − 3M), (10)

and

L̃ =
√
Mr0/

√
1 − 3M/r0, (11)

where r0 is the orbital radius.

In terms of the amplitudes Zℓm, the gravitational wave luminosity and the gravitational wave forms
are respectively given by

dE

dt
=

∞∑
ℓ=2

ℓ∑
m=−ℓ

|Zℓm|2/2πω2, (12)

and

h+ − i h× = −2

r

∑
l,m

Z∞
lmω

ω2

−2Y
aω
lm (θ)√
2π

eiω(r
∗−t)+imϕ. (13)

where ω = mΩ. We calculate the gravitational wave forms in the post-Newtonian expansion, that is, in
the expansion with respect to v = (M/r0)1/2. In order to compute Z∞

lmω, we need the series expansion
of the ingoing-wave Teukolsky function Rinℓω in terms of ϵ = 2Mω = O(v3) and z = ωr = O(v) and the
asymptotic amplitudes Binℓm in terms of ϵ. We use the formalism developed by Mano, Suzuki and Takasugi
to compute them, but omit to explain it here. For the reader who would like to know the details, see the
review Ref. [5].

3 Results

For the comparisons between the post-Newtonian expansion and numerical simulations, we decompose
h+ℓm and h×ℓm into the modes of spin-weighted spherical harmonics as

h+ℓm − i h×ℓ,m =
∑
ℓm

hℓm −2Ylm(θ, ϕ). (14)

Comparing Eqs. (13) and (14), hℓm is expressed as

hℓm = −2

r

Z∞
lmω e

iω(r∗−t)

ω2
, (15)

where ω = mΩ.

We introduce the factorization defined in Ref. [2] as,

hℓm = −2 v2

r
Hℓm, (16)

Hℓm =

√
16π

5
Ĥℓme

−imψℓm . (17)
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Then the amplitude Ĥ22 up to O(v11) and the phase ψ22 up to O(v9) are derived respectively as,

Ĥ2, 2 = 1 − 107

42
v2 + 2π v3 − 2173

1512
v4 − 107

21
π v5

+v6
(
−856

105
eulerlog(2, v) +

27027409

646800
+

2

3
π2

)
− 2173

756
π v7

+v8
(
−846557506853

12713500800
− 107

63
π2 +

45796

2205
eulerlog(2, v)

)
+v9

(
27027409

323400
π − 4

3
π3 − 1712

105
π eulerlog(2, v)

)
+v10

(
−866305477369

9153720576
− 2173

2268
π2 +

232511

19845
eulerlog(2, v)

)
+v11

(
−846557506853

6356750400
π +

214

63
π3 +

91592

2205
π eulerlog(2, v)

)
,

ψ22 = Ω(t− r∗) + 4v3
(

17

12
− γ − ln(8v)

)
− 428πv6

105
+ v9

(
64

3
ζ(3) − 1712

315
π2 +

259

81

)
,

where

eulerlog(m, v) = γ + ln(2mv).

and γ is Euler constant and ζ(n) is zeta function.
These results are consistent with Ref. [2] up to O(v6). Using Eq. (14), we can derive the plus and

cross polarisations and compare them with Ref. [3]. Then we find that our results are consistent with
Ref. [3] up to O(v8). However, we note that the factorized wave forms in this paper are simpler than
literature since we completely factored out the phase. The other modes of the amplitude Ĥℓm and the
phase ψℓm will appear elsewhere.

4 Summary

We derived the post-Newtonian expansion of gravitational waves up to v11 for a test particle in circular
orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole of mass. The wave forms are projected onto spin-weighted
spherical harmonics and useful to be compared with numerical relativity.

One of the future works is comparison of phase with full numerical calculation of black hole pertur-
bation, which can be used to investigate whether one needs higher post-Newtonian order than v11. And
another application is a circular orbit around a Kerr black hole. Unlike a Schwarzschild black hole, the
wave forms in the Teukolsky formalism are expressed in terms of spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics in
the case of a Kerr black hole. Although it is straightforward, the transformation from the plus and cross
polarisations to spin-weighted spherical harmonics components is not simpler than that of Schwarzschild
black hole. All of them will be discussed elsewhere.
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Abstract
In this talk, we discuss how to estimate the gravitational lensing effect of a local void
on the CMB polarization by using the LTB model.

1 Introduction

Type Ia supernova (SNIa) observations imply an acceleration of the cosmic expansion if the universe
is homogeneous and isotropic on scales larger than 200Mpc. If we abandon this assumption called the
Cosmological Principle, then other explanations become possible. The most interesting model of such
a nature is the local void model, which was first proposed by Kenji Tomita in 2000 [1]. This model
assumes that we are around the center of a low density spherically symmetric void and the spacetime is
well described by the Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) model. In this model, the cosmic expansion rate
decreases outward at each constant time slice, which produces an apparent acceleration of the universe
when observed along the past light cone. Although this model violates the Cosmological Principle and
requires the accidental situation concerning our location in the universe, it does not require any dark
energy or a modification of gravity theory. Further, as far as the redshift-luminosity distance relation
obtained by the SNIa observations is concerned, this model can reproduce the observational results with
any accuracy because it contains at least one arbitrary function of the radius. Actually, it has passed all
observational tests so far. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to find observational tests that enable us
to discriminate this void model from the FLRW-based models, in order to establish the necessity of dark
energy or a modification of gravity.

One possible such test is to observe effects of the inhomogeneity on CMB temperature and polarization.
For example, gravitational lensing is expected to generate B-mode and the ⟨EB⟩ correlation for an off-
center observer in the local void model. In this talk, we explain how to calculate such gravitational
lensing effects on CMB in the LTB model.

2 CMB Polarization

2.1 How to Represent Polarizations

First of all, we explain the standard method to represent the polarization of radiations. Let us consider
an quasi-monochromatic plane electromagnetic wave propagating toward an observer, and take an or-
thonormal xy-basis that is orthogonal to the wave propagation direction. Then, the electric field of the
wave is represented as E = Exex + Eyey, with Ex = ax sin(ωt− ϵx) and Ey = ay sin(ωt− ϵy).

In this setup, one can define parameters that represent polarization as follows: I := ⟨a2y⟩ + ⟨a2x⟩,
Q := ⟨a2y⟩ − ⟨a2x⟩, U := ⟨2ayax cos(ϵy − ϵx)⟩, and V := ⟨2ayax sin(ϵy − ϵx)⟩. These are called the Stokes
parameters. Physically, I represents intensity (temperature), Q and U represent linear polarization,
and V represents circular polarization. We ignore V because circular polarization is never generated by
Thomson scattering in the early universe.

If the orthonormal basis is rotated in the wave plane, Q and U are linearly transformed. Since this is
inconvenient, we will introduce new quantities below that are independent of the choice of the orthonormal
basis.

1Email address: gotohaji@post.kek.jp
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2.2 Polarization Distribution Patterns

Up to this point, we have considered a wave propagating only in one direction, whose polarization can be
described by the Stokes parameters (I,Q,U). In real observations, this set of parameters is measured for
photons of each direction, and the result is represented by three functions on the sky, I(θobs), Q(θobs)
and U(θobs), where θobs represents the position on the sky.

In the present article, for simplicity, let us work in the flat-sky approximation. This approximation is
valid when we consider only a small part of the whole sky. Let us define a tensor from Q and U as

Pab(x) =
1

2

(
Q(x) U(x)
U(x) −Q(x)

)
, (1)

where the subscripts of P run over x and y (x ≡ 1, y ≡ 2). This tensor is called the polarization tensor.

The polarization tensor field can be used to define the two functions on the sky, E(x) and B(x),
which are independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis, by ∇2E(x) = ∂a∂bPab(x), ∇2B(x) =
ϵac∂b∂cPab(x). Because these represent the ‘gradient’ and ‘curl’ (or ‘rotation’) components of the linear
polarization distribution, respectively, they are called the E-modes and the B-modes, respectively.

The power spectra and correlation functions are defined in terms of their Fourier transformations
Ẽ(ℓ) and B̃(ℓ) as

⟨X̃1(ℓ)X̃2(ℓ′)⟩ = (2π)2δ(ℓ + ℓ′)CX1X2

ℓ , (2)

with X̃1, X̃2 ∈ {Θ̃, Ẽ, B̃} and X1, X2 ∈ {T, E, B}, where Θ represents the intensity (temperature)
fluctuation around the sky average (‘2.7K’). If physics and the ensemble for averaging are invariant under
a parity inversion, it turns out that CTB

ℓ = CEB
ℓ = 0.

In the real, spherical-sky case, a similar argument holds. For details, the reader is referred to Ref. [2].

3 Gravitational Lensing Effects

Inhomogeneous gravitational fields produce two effects on photon propagation. The first is a bending of
its trajectory, and the second is the change of the photon energy in addition to the standard redshift by
cosmic expansion. The latter is the so-called Sachs-Wolfe effect, which we do not consider in this article.
Intuitively speaking, as far as CMB measurements by a fixed observer are concerned, the former—called
‘shear field effect’—can be further divided into two parts: (i) the change of the photon direction in the sky
and (ii) the displacement of the intersection sphere of the past light cone and the last scattering surface
in the direction perpendicular to this sphere. In order to give a definite meaning to this distinction, we
need to introduce some reference FLRW model to define ‘unperturbed’ photon trajectories and past light
cones. However, this procedure introduces the gauge freedom corresponding to the mapping between the
real universe and the reference model, and thus make that distinction obscure. In fact, for the FLRW
model with small perturbations, the displacement of the last scattering sphere can be set to be zero by
an appropriate gauge choice, and in this gauge, the shear field effect can be represented only in terms
of (i), namely, the ‘gravitational lensing effect’. In the local void model, it is not so certain whether the
same argument holds when the non-linearity of inhomogeneities is large. In the present article, we simply
assume that the shift of the last scattering point in the direction normal to the last scattering sphere can
be set to zero by a gauge choice.

3.1 General formula

Under this assumption, the gravitational lensing effect on the CMB anisotropy can be simply determined
by the two-dimensional shift vector d on the sky representing the difference between the observed direction
of a photon and its initial direction on the last scattering sphere (Fig. 1a). The same formula holds for
the LTB model as that for the FLRW model [3], [4], [5], and [6].

In the flat-sky approximation, let us represent the CMB temperature and polarization that would be
observed in the reference exact FLRW model without gravitational lensing as Θ̃, Q̃ and Ũ (Ẽ and B̃).
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Figure 1: (a) Photon propagation in the LTB model. The black circle (dashed line) represents the last
scattering sphere for the observer at the center O, and the red curve (solid line) represents that for an
off-center observer P. The blue curve (arriving at P) is the photon trajectory. (b) The photon trajectory
γ in the (r, φ) coordinates. Each trajectory is contained in the unique two-plane passing through O, P
and the last scattering point. The green line (dashed-dotted line) represents the reference radial null
geodesic γ0.

Then, the corresponding quantities observed with gravitational lensing are given by

Θ(θobs) = Θ̃(θobs + d) =

∫
d2ℓ

(2π)2
eiℓ·(θobs+d)Θ̃(ℓ) , (3)

Q(θobs) = Q̃(θobs + d) =

∫
d2ℓ

(2π)2
eiℓ·(θobs+d){Ẽ(ℓ) cos 2ϕℓ − B̃(ℓ) sin 2ϕℓ} , (4)

U(θobs) = Ũ(θobs + d) =

∫
d2ℓ

(2π)2
eiℓ·(θobs+d){Ẽ(ℓ) sin 2ϕℓ + B̃(ℓ) cos 2ϕℓ} , (5)

where ϕℓ is the angle between the vector ℓ and the x-direction on the sky. From this, the Fourier
transformation of the differences are

δΘ(ℓ) =

∫
d2ℓ′

(2π)2
Θ̃(ℓ′)W (ℓ′,L) , (6)

δE(ℓ) =

∫
d2ℓ′

(2π)2
{Ẽ(ℓ′) cos 2ϕℓ′ℓ − B̃(ℓ′) sin 2ϕℓ′ℓ}W (ℓ′,L) , (7)

δB(ℓ) =

∫
d2ℓ′

(2π)2
{Ẽ(ℓ′) sin 2ϕℓ′ℓ + B̃(ℓ′) cos 2ϕℓ′ℓ}W (ℓ′,L) , (8)

where W (ℓ,L) = −ℓ · d(L), L = ℓ − ℓ′, ϕℓ′ℓ := ϕℓ′ − ϕℓ, and d(L) is the Fourier transformation of
d(θobs).

3.2 Null Geodesics in the LTB Model and the Shift Vector ddd

Thus, the investigation of the gravitational lensing effect of a local void on CMB is reduced to determine
d as a function of the photon direction. For that, we have to solve the null geodesic equation in the LTB
model, whose metric can be written ds2 = −dt2 + S2dr2 + R2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). Here R is a function of
t and r, and S is written in terms of R and the curvature function k(r) as S = R′/(1 − k(r)r2)1/2.

In terms of the photon 4-momentum pµ = dxµ/dλ with affine parameter λ, the geodesic equation
can be written as dpµ/dλ = −Γµνρp

νpρ. Because of the spherical symmetry, this set of equations can be
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reduced to the coupled ODEs for ω, µ and p⊥ defined by pt = ω, pr = µω/S, and p2⊥ = ω2(1−µ2), where
p⊥ := R{(pθ)2 + (pφ)2 sin2 θ}1/2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the photon propagate
on the 2-plane with θ = π/2, and therefore pθ = 0 (Fig. 1b). Then, the geodesic equations are reduced
to the set of four ODEs for ω(t), r(t), φ(t), and µ(t).

It is impossible to express the general solution to this set of equations in terms of known functions.
However, if we restrict the consideration to null geodesics passing through a point P close to the symmetry
center O, we can find explicit expression for the solution in terms of integrals of known functions. Such
a geodesic γ stays close to some radial null geodesic γ0. Hence, we can solve the geodesic equation
perturbatively with respect to the deviation of the two geodesics γ and γ0. One subtle point in this
perturbative approach is that δµ turns out to show bad behavior near the observer. This problem can
be avoided by introducing the variables b & c defined as b := r

√
1 − µ2 and c := rµ instead of r and µ.

The final result reads

δc(t) = δc(t0) exp

∫ t

t0

dt1

(
S′

S2

)
t1

, (9)

δω(t) =

[
δω(t0) − δc(t0)

∫ t

t0

dt1

{
ω

(
− Ṡ

′

S
+
ṠS′

S2

)}
t1

exp

∫ t1

t0

dt2

(
S′

S2
+
Ṡ

S

)
t2

]

· exp

(
−
∫ t

t0

dt1

(
Ṡ

S

)
t1

)
, (10)

δb(t) = δb(t0) exp

∫ t

t0

dt1

(
R′

SR
− Ṙ

R
+
Ṡ

S
+

1

cS

)
t1

, (11)

δφ(t) = δφ(t0) ± δb(t0)

∫ t

t0

dt1

(
1

|c|R

)
t1

exp

∫ t1

t0

dt2

(
R′

SR
− Ṙ

R
+
Ṡ

S
+

1

cS

)
t2

. (12)

In Fig. 1b, we can take the null geodesic passing through O in the direction θobs as the reference
geodesic γ0. Then, it is easy to see that the values of δb and δc at present t = t0 can be expressed as

δb(t0) = D
√

1 − µ2
0 , δc(t0) = Dµ0 , (13)

where D is the distance of the observer P from O and µ0 = − cos(θobs). Then, (12) determines the shift
vector d = (dθ, dφ), dθ = 0, dφ = δφ(ts) − δφ(t0).

4 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we developed a formulation to calculate the gravitational lensing effects on the CMB
temperature and polarization for an off-center observer in a spherically symmetric void described by the
LTB model. Explicit estimations of these effects are under investigation [7].
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Abstract
We study the geodesic properties of the static hypercylindrical spacetimes in (4+1)
dimensions. The effective potential analysis and gravitational lensing effects are stud-
ied in the static spacetime. We give the marginal orbits by the effective potential in
timelike case. This article is prepared for the proceedings of The Nineteenth Work-
shop on General Relativity and Gravitation in Japan (JGRG19), 2009.

1 Introduction

Our study is geodesic properties about 5-dimensional hypercylindrical spacetimes. It is a static spacetime.
The spacetime is described by two ADM parameters the mass and tension densities. As the parameters
changes, the properties of the solution shows many different behaviors. Most of this article is based on
[1].

2 Hypercylindrical Spacetime

The static hypercylindrical spacetime is a class of solutions parameterized by 5-dimensional string tension
and mass per length [2–4]. The metric is written as,

ds2 = −F (ρ)dt2 +G(ρ)(dρ2 + ρ2dθ2 + ρ2 sin2 θdϕ2)

+H(ρ)dz2 ,

F =

(
1 − Ka

ρ

)s(
1 +

Ka

ρ

)−s

, (1)

G =

(
1 − Ka

ρ

)2− (1+a)s
2−a

(
1 +

Ka

ρ

)2+
(1+a)s
2−a

,

H =

(
1 − Ka

ρ

) (−1+2a)s
2−a

(
1 +

Ka

ρ

) (1−2a)s
2−a

,

where a is the string tension to mass ratio, s = 2(2−a)√
3(1−a+a2)

, and Ka =
√

1−a+a2
3 G5ζ . Hypercylindrical

spacetime gives 5-dimensional cylindrical solution in which the spherically symmetric 3+1 dimensions
are orthogonal to the 1-dimensional line like 5th coordinate. For specific values of a, we have well known
solutions. For a = 0.5, the metric (1) becomes the Schwarzschild solution, and for a = 2 a Kaluza-Klein
bubble solution. The position of horizon is given by Ka in the Schwarzschild case. Except for a = 0.5,
the ρ = Ka corresponds to a naked singularity [5]. In the effective potential level, the naked singularities
can be classified by two types, weakly and strongly naked singularity [6, 7].

The physical importance of these facts is the observable quantities of the weakly naked singularity in
−1 ≤ a ≤ 2 which has the maximum point in the effective potential which gives the unstable circular
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orbits and Schwarzschild case. The observation quantities such as the deflection angles of lightlike orbits
are not easy to distinguish one from the other in this case.

On the other hand, the strongly naked singularity shows qualitatively different behaviors in a ≥ −1 or
2 ≤ a. These behaviors can be shown in the effective potential of lightlike case comparing to the weakly
naked singularity.

The effective potential can be obtained from the geodesic Lagrangian. The metric components are
only dependent on coordinate ρ. It gives conserved quantities E for time, L for angle, and W for 5th
direction momentum. Without loss of generality, we choose the coordinate θ equals to π

2 using spherical
symmetry of the metric. The effective potential is given [1],

Veff =
1

2

F (ρ)L2

ρ2G(ρ)
. (2)

a=10
a=2
a=0.5
a=-1

0 4 6 8 10 a
0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05
Veff

Figure 1: The effective potential at specific value of parameter a.

In the range of −1 ≤ a ≤ 2, the effective potentials have maximum point which light can make unstable
circular orbit named photon sphere which partly covers their naked singularity like horizon. The other
values of parameter a give no maximum point like as shown in Figure 1, so the naked singularity is
exposed completely. The size of horizon is related to the capture-cross section which light cannot escape
from gravity of the spacetime. In the Figure 2, the maximum value is achieved for the Schwarzschild
case, and as the parameter value a becomes farther away from the Schwarzschild case, the capture-cross
section becomes smaller. Briefly, the deflection angles for spacetimes with −1 ≤ a ≤ 2 are qualitatively

-1.0-0.5 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0a
50

100
150
200
250
300
350
Area

Figure 2: The effective potential at specific value of parameter a.
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a -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
L 2.9 4.8 6.4 7 5.2 3
ρ 1.56673 4.59308 7.54371 8.38068 9.07818 5.48575

Table 1: The relations of a, L, ρ are shown. For each value of the constant a , the angular momentum L
and radius ρ for marginal orbit are shown. In these analysis, objects which are not a = 1

2 have different
geodesic properties, which Schwarzschild black string has.

similar to each other. It means that distinguishing Schwarzschild and weakly naked singularity case is
not easy. On the other hand, the strongly one gives very different values of deflection angle. The weakly
naked spacetime have unstable circular orbits at the maximum point in the effective potential, capture-
cross section, and similar effect in gravitational lensing as those of the Schwarzschild case. It gives same
properties in [6–8].

In the timelike geodesics, there are unstable circular orbits at the maximum point of effective potential
like Schwarzschild case. In the range of −1 < a < 2 , the orbit can exist only for r ≥ 6M as in the
Schwarzschild spacetime case if a = 1

2 . The orbit at r = 6M is called the marginal stable circular orbit
or the innermost stable circular orbit. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: (A) The case of the Schwarzschild black string, a = 1
2 . In (A), upper curve is at L = 8, and

the middle is at L = 7 , and the lower is at L = 6(all figures are some ordering.). The marginal orbit
appears at middle curve. (B) is of a = 3

2 . The angular momentums, L , are 4, 3, 2. (C) is for a = 0 .
From above table 1, the radius of marginal orbit is moved to left side and does not change its shape. (D)
is for a = −1 . In this case, the shape of potential is different from other case.

From the Fig. 3, we see that there are finite potential barrier due to the angular momentum for the
cases of a = 0, a = 1

2 and a = 3
2 . On the other hand, the potential barrier preventing a particle reaching

deep inside appears appeared for the case of a = −1.
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3 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the geodesic motions and the orbits of both a massive particle and light
ray. The geometry of the hypercylindrical solution is dependent on single constant a , a ratio of tension
and mass density. This geometry becomes that of the Schwarzschild black string for a = 1

2 , and the
static Kaluza-Klein bubble for a = 2. There exist five conserved quantities corresponding to translation
symmetry of time, angle, 5th dimension coordinate, and two quantities which give equatorial plane
θ = 1

2π . The light can move around a unstable circular orbit in −1 ≤ a ≤ 2. The radial range of
the unstable circular orbit is related to area of light capture. The capture cross section is formed in
−1 ≤ a ≤ 2 , and the largest area case is a = 1

2 Schwarzschild black string. We calculate the timelike
geodesic equations and the range of the constant a which gives stable circular orbits in a < −1 . One of
the characteristics of the timelike case is that there exist a marginal stable circular orbit in −1 < a < 2.
The angular momentum and radius of this marginal orbit is numerically obtained, and the shapes of the
effective potentials are similar to Schwarzschild black string in −1 < a < 2 .
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Abstract
We use a numerical code to investigate the nonlinear processes arising when a
Reissner-Nordström black hole (RNBH) is irradiated by an exotic scalar field beam.
These processes are quite different from the processes arising in the case of the same
black hole being irradiated by a beam of a normal scalar field. For full results and
detailed analyses, see [1].

1 Introduction

The internal structure and physics of black holes (BH) has been the subject of researches during many
years. A powerful tool for such investigations is to consider a Reissner-Nordström BH (RNBH) which
is nonlinearly perturbed by a selfgravitating scalar field. This toy BH model is not very realistic but it
shares many properties, including causal structure, with the more realistic rotating BHs.

This toy model has been used in the paper [2] to analyze the physics of the interior of a BH in the
case of irradiation by a normal massless scalar field. Recent astrophysical observations suggests that
a considerable part of the matter in the Universe consists of a hypothetical dark energy, exotic matter,
which violates at least the strong and perhaps also the weak energy condition. These discoveries and other
theoretical investigations put a question about the physics of the interior of a BH nonlinearly perturbed
by exotic matter.

The goal of this work is to perform such an analysis by using numerical methods. Our numerical code
was described and tested in details in [1, 3]. We will see that the physics of the interior of a BH with an
exotic scalar field is quite different from the physics of a BH with a normal scalar field.

Due to space requirements, only a summary of results can be presented in this text. For full discussions
and complete results, please see [1].

2 Our model

We investigate the evolution of a spherical BH with a fixed electric charge q = 0.95m0 (i.e. Reissner-
Nordström metric) and initial mass m0 = 1, which is under the action of pulses of an exotic scalar field
Ψ (modelled as a massless, selfgravitating scalar field with a negative kinetic energy term, i.e. it has a
negative energy density, ε < 0 [1, 3]).

For our model and numerical analysis, we use double null coordinates. The line element in double
null coordinates can be written as

ds2 = −2e2σ(u,v)du dv + r2(u, v)dΩ2, (1)

where σ(u, v) and r(u, v) are functions of the null coordinates u and v (in- and out-going respectively).
The energy-momentum tensor can be written as a sum of contributions from the exotic scalar field Ψ

and from the ordinary magnetic field, i.e. : Tµν = TΨ
µν + T emµν .

The full non-linear Einstein equations in this case become rather simple and are easily written out
in their complete form. They reduce to a set of evolution equations which are supplemented by two
constraint equations (for the full explicit expressions, see [1]).

We wish to numerically evolve the unknown functions r(u, v), σ(u, v) and Ψ(u, v) throughout some
computational domain. We do this by following the approach described in [2, 3] (and references therein)

1Email address: jakobidetsortehul@gmail.com
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(a) Case of weak exotic pulse (BH survives). (b) Case of strong exotic pulse (BH vanishes).

Figure 1: Thin lines are lines of constant r, thick lines marks the apparent horizons. Also shown are
positions of R- and T -regions.

to numerically integrate the evolution equations. These equations form a well-posed initial value problem
in which we can specify initial values of the unknown functions on two initial null segments, namely an
ingoing (v = v0 = constant) and an outgoing (u = u0 = constant) segment. We impose the constraint
equations on the initial segments, consistency of the evolving fields with the constraint equations is then
ensured via the contracted Bianchi identities [4]. However we use the constraint equations throughout
the domain of integration to check the accuracy of the numerical simulation.

Our choice of initial values corresponds to the following physical situation; There is a Reissner-
Nordström BH and at some distance from the horizon, at the initial moment there is a rather narrow
spherical layer of an in-falling exotic scalar field (see [1] for details).

3 The case of survival of the BH (weak pulse)

We start from the case when the power of the exotic beam is rather weak. We shall see that in this case,
the BH survives but the positions of the horizons change.

In fig. 1(a) is shown the causal structure for the case of weak pulse, including location of R and T
regions and positions of the horizons. As was shown in [2], sending a pulse of the normal scalar field
into a RNBH causes the positions of the horizons change, the outer apparent horizont (OAH) in that
case will go to larger r and the inner apparent horizon (IAH1) will go to smaller r. In fig. 1(a), we see
that the opposite effect takes place when the pulse is an exotic scalar field. I.e. instead of diverging, the
two horizons (OAH and IAH1) now converge towards each other. This is a direct effect of the negative
energy content of the exotic scalar field. However, the two horizons do not meet and thus the BH is not
destroyed.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass function, i.e. the total mass (without the magnetic field) in a sphere of
radius r(u, v) (see [2] and refs. therein). It is seen that for small v, when the pulse enters the RNBH
(between 5 ≤ v ≤ 9), the mass function decreases as a direct result of the negative mass being sent into
the BH. This is also opposite to the effect of a positive energy pulse[2]. Soon thereafter, however, the
mass function increases for those lines of constant u which are inside of the BH (for u ≥ 24). This increase
of the mass function is partly related to scattering of the exotic field, partly related to the mass inflation
effect (see [5]), which also works in the case of an exotic scalar field. The mass function along u = 0
(border of our computational domain) is seen to be smaller than 0.95 which would normally indicate that
the RNBH (with charge q = 0.95m0) would vanish. However, because of scattering effects, not all the
radiation from u = 0 reaches the BH (around u = 23), but is scattered away due to the curvature of the
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Figure 2: The mass function along lines of constant u.

space-time. Thus, the mass near the OAH is “only” reduced to approx. 0.96, which (in agreement with
fig. 1(a), indicated that the BH survives the pulse of exotic radiation.

Our analysis allows us to guess at the Penrose diagram for the case when a pulse of exotic scalar
radiation is sent into a RNBH which is weak enough that the BH survives the pulse. This Penrose
diagram can be seen in fig. 3(a).

4 The case of destruction of the BH (strong pulse)

Next we consider a pulse which has a higher negative energy. Fig. 1(b) shows the further evolutions of
the general picture of the R and T regions for this case.

Now, total power of the exotic beam is large enough to reduce the mass of the object in the crit-
ical region u ≈ [23.2; 23.9] ( where the OAH formed for the previous case), to below the critical value
mcrit = q = 0.95, see Fig. 2(b). Thus even after the reduction of the power of the beam during the prop-
agation from u = 0 to u ≈ 23.2 due to the scattering, it is strong enough to destroy the BH. This means
that the inner and out horizons should meet and disappear. This process is seen in Fig. 1(b).

For this case, for high v, the BH is converted into an object where the outer R and inner R-regions
are connected. Now the test photons u = const for all value of u go to bigger r, when v → ∞.

The mass function for big v and big u becomes greater than m = 0.95 but still the BH vanishes. It is
related to the scattering of the exotic scalar field outside to bigger r. Of cause this is possible in the case
of dynamical BHs. In this region (big v and big u) we are at big r, definitely outside the (dynamical)
BH which is at smaller v.

Fig. 3(b) represents the Penrose diagram that is confirmed by our numerical simulations for the cases
when the BH was destroyed by the radiation.

At the end of this section we note the following. When the Reissner-Nordström BH is irradiated by a
pulse of the exotic scalar radiation, the OAH becomes smaller (or disappears completely) and part of the
outgoing radiation from the T− region can go to the outer R′-region in our Universe. This radiation may
come into the T− region from the R′′-region that belongs to another Universe, which is the counterpart
of the outer R′-region of Fig. 3(b) in our Universe (from the left hand side of Fig. 3(b) outside the
computational domain). This means that it is possible for some radiation from the other Universe to
come to our R′-region. The propagation of the radiation in the opposite direction, from our R′-region
to the R′′-region in the other Universe, is still impossible. We call such an object a semi-traversable
wormhole.
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(a) 1 – strong timelike singularity r = 0, 2 – weak sin-
gularity, 3 – horizons, 4 – narrow beam of the exotic
scalar field, 5 – light infinity, R′ – our universe, R′′ –
another universe.

(b) BH is destroyed after being irradiated by a beam
of the exotic scalar field. Here: 1 – strong singularity
r = 0, 2 – horizons, 3 – narrow beam of the exotic scalar
field, 4 – light infinity, R′ – our universe, R′′ – another
universe.

Figure 3: Penrose diagrams for case : a) BH surives after being irradiated by a beam of the exotic scalar
field, b) BH is destroyed after being irradiated by a beam of the exotic scalar field

5 Conclusions

The processes arising when a Reissner-Nordström BH is irradiated by a beam of an exotic scalar field with
a negative energy density have been analyzed. We performed the corresponding numerical computations
using a numerical code specially designed for the purpose. It was demonstrated that these processes are
quite different from the processes arising in the case of the irradiation of a Reissner-Nordström BH by a
beam of a normal scalar field.

The evolution of the mass function demonstrate that in the case of the exotic scalar field, the evolution
does not lead to the origin of a strong space-like singularity r = 0 in the T -region as was the seen in the
case of irradiation by the normal scalar field [2].

The numerical calculations demonstrate the manifestation of the antifocusing effects in the gravity
field of an exotic scalar field with a negative energy density.

When the power of the exotic beam with a negative energy density is great enough, the mass function
becomes less than the charge q near the outer horizon. As a result the BH disappears.

Again, we note that for full results and detailed analyses, see [1] in which we analyse a greater number
of cases in detail (including the case of simultaneous normal and exotic scalar fields).
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Einstein-Rosen waves and self-similarity
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Abstract
The validity of the self-similarity hypothesis in nonspherical geometry is a very inter-
esting problem as there may exist gravitational waves. In this article we briefly review
the recent results about self-similar vacuum solutions to the Einstein equation in the
so-called whole-cylinder symmetry based on Harada, Nakao and Nolan (2009) [1].

1 Introduction

Classical general relativity has no characteristic scale in the theory, whereas it contains two dimensional
constants, the gravitational constant G and the speed of light c. This means that the theory may admit
self-similar solutions. Self-similar solutions reproduce their spatial configuration scaled in their time
evolution as schematically shown in Fig. 1.

t=C

t=2C

t=4C

t=8C

ln ρ

ln r
O

Figure 1: Self-similar density field

Although self-similar solutions are special solutions of Ein-
stein’s field equations, they are very important in gravitational
physics. In particular, it has been explicitly conjectured that
in the cosmological context spherically symmetric fluctuations
might naturally evolve from complex initial conditions via the
Einstein equations to a self-similar form in certain circum-
stances (Carr 1993 [2, 3]). This is called the similarity hy-
pothesis.

As above the similarity hypothesis was originally proposed
for spherically symmetric systems. On the other hand, it is
well known that there is no dynamical degree of freedom in
gravity in spherical symmetry due to Birkoff’s theorem. This
means that the original hypothesis is not relevant to the phys-
ical properties of gravitational field. This motivates us to gen-
eralise the hypothesis to nonspherical systems. Among non-
spherical systems, we here choose cylindrically symmetric spacetimes because it provides one of the
simplest systems with gravitational waves. The vacuum Einstein equation there essentially reduces to
the “1+1” wave equation. It is therefore interesting to ask whether there is any nontrivial vacuum
self-similar solutions in cylindrical symmetry and what role the self-similar solutions play if any.

2 Einstein-Rosen waves

Here we consider the so-called whole-cylinder symmetry. The line element is given by

ds2 = e2γ−2ψ(−dt2 + dx2) + e−2ψr2dφ2 + e2ψdz2, (1)

where γ = γ(t, x), ψ = ψ(t, x), r = r(t, x) and φ = 0 and φ = 2π are identified. In this space-
time, we can introduce the C energy associated with each cylinder (t, x), which is defined by E =(
1 − e−2ψ∇ar∇ar

)
/8 [4]. A cylinder (t, x) is trapped, marginally trapped and untrapped if E > 1/8,

E = 1/8 and E < 1/8, respectively. It can be also seen that the constant r hypersurface is spacelike, null
and timelike if E > 1/8, E = 1/8 and E < 1/8, respectively. A cylindrical trapping horizon is defined as
a hypersurface foliated by marginally trapped cylinders [5].

1Email address: harada@rikkyo.ac.jp
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The vacuum solutions in whole-cylinder symmetry are called Einstein-Rosen waves. One component
of Einstein’s equations implies r = f(t − x) + g(t + x), where f and g are arbitrary functions. Here
we mainly concentrate on the untrapped case. In this case, we can choose f and g such that r = x by
rescaling t and x. Thus, the line element reduces to

ds2 = e2(γ−ψ)(−dt2 + dx2) + e−2ψx2dφ2 + e2ψdz2. (2)

In this setting, the C energy is given by

E = (1 − e−2γ)/8. (3)

Another component of Einstein’s equations require ψ to satisfy the cylindrically symmetric wave equation
in a flat spacetime, i.e.,

−ψ,tt + ψ,xx +
1

x
ψ,x = 0. (4)

γ is fully determined from ψ up to a constant.

3 Self-similar Einstein-Rosen waves

3.1 The orthogonal case

If a vector field v satisfies Lvgab = 2gab, it is called a homothetic vector. If a spacetime admits a
homothetic vector field, it is called a self-similar spacetime. We consider a self-similar spacetime with
whole-cylinder symmetry and first assume that the homothetic vector v is orthogonal to the cylinders of
symmetry, i.e.,

v = A(t, x)
∂

∂t
+B(t, x)

∂

∂x
. (5)

Then, it turns out that Einstein-Rosen waves are compatible with self-similarity. For the compatibility,
the following condition must be satisfied:

ψ(t, x) = Ψ(ξ) +
1

2
ln |x| γ(t, x) = Γ(ξ), (6)

where ξ ≡ t/x. Under the above condition, Einstein’s equations reduce to the ordinary differential
equations, which are integrated to give

ψ =
1

2
ln |ξ ±

√
ξ2 − 1| +

1

2
ln |x| + Ψ0, (7)

γ =
1

2
ln

∣∣∣∣∣12
(

ξ√
ξ2 − 1

± 1

)∣∣∣∣∣+ λ, (8)

where t > x ≥ 0, Ψ0 is gauge, and λ ̸= 0 implies a conical singularity.
In fact, we can easily show that the above solutions have the Riemann tensor vanishing and hence

correspond to flat spacetimes. In particular, the solution with λ = 0 has no conical singularity and is
what we should call a “cylindrical Milne universe”. The line element can be written in a standard form:

ds2 = −dτ2 + dp2 + dq2 + dζ2, (9)

for λ = 0, where we have put

τ2 − ζ2 = t+
√
t2 − x2 p2 + q2 = t−

√
t2 − x2. (10)

Although this class of solutions are shown to be flat, they are still worth to study. From Eqs. (3), (8)
and (10), we can find that the C energy is given by

E =
1

8

t−
√
t2 − x2

t+
√
t2 − x2

=
1

8

p2 + q2

τ2 − ζ2
, (11)

and hence nonvanishing even though the spacetime is flat. We can also easily show that the light cone,
given by

t2 = x2 or τ2 = p2 + q2 + ζ2 (12)

for the flat spacetime, is a cylindrical trapping horizon, where E = 1/8.
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3.2 The nonorthogonal case

The wave equation (4) for ψ(t, x) is linear and has a static solution ln |x|. This means that the linear
combination of Ψ(ξ) and ln |x| is also a solution, where Ψ(ξ) is the solution given by Eq. (7). Assuming
a regular or conically singular axis, we obtain

ψ = κ
[
ln(ξ +

√
ξ2 − 1) + ln |x|

]
, (13)

γ = 2κ2 ln

∣∣∣∣∣12
(

ξ√
ξ2 − 1

+ 1

)∣∣∣∣∣+ λ, (14)

where κ and λ are constants of integration. λ ̸= 0 just introduces a conical singularity, while κ
parametrises the physical properties of the solutions. For κ ̸= 1, we find a homothetic vector which
is not orthogonal to the cylinders unless κ = 1/2. This means that the solutions are self-similar. For
κ = 1, we instead find a Killing vector.

For the solutions obtained above, the line element can be written as

ds2 =
(t+

√
t2 − x2)2κ(2κ−1)

24κ2(t2 − x2)2κ2 e2λ(−dt2 + dx2) +
x2

(t+
√
t2 − x2)2κ

dφ2 + (t+
√
t2 − x2)2κdz2 (15)

=
T 4κ(2κ−1)

(T 2 −X2)4κ2−1
e2λ(−dT 2 + dX2) +

X2

T 2(2κ−1)
dφ2 + T 4κdz2, (16)

where T 2 = t+
√
t2 − x2, X2 = t−

√
t2 − x2 and T > X ≥ 0. From the above expressions, we can easily

see that the solution is Minkowski for κ = 0, cylindrical Milne for κ = 1/2, and cylindrical Kasner for
κ = −1/2.

4 Physical interpretation

X = 0

T = 0

T = ∞

T − X = 0

T + X = ∞

Figure 2: The do-
main of the solu-
tions

Because of the page limit we only sketch how to obtain the global structure of
the self-similar spacetimes obtained above. The readers who are interested in the
details of the analysis are encouraged to read Harada, Nakao and Nolan (2009) [1].
To study the global structure of the spacetime, we measure the spacetime with
the affine length and examine the boundaries of the solutions. The boundary
point may be infinity, singularity or extendible boundary. Using the obtained
metric, we can explicitly show the following features: T = 0 is finite for κ < 1
but timelike infinity for κ ≥ 1; T = ∞ is timelike infinity for κ < 1 but finite for
κ ≥ 1; T + X = ∞ is null infinity for any κ; T = X is finite for 0 < κ2 < 1/2
but null infinity for κ2 ≥ 1/2; T = X is scalar polynomial singularity for 0 <
κ2 < 1/4, 1/4 < κ2 < 3/8, but regular for 3/8 < κ2 < 1/2. Figure 2 shows the
domain originally given by the self-similar Einstein-Rosen wave solutions in the
TX plane.

The case of 3/8 < κ2 < 1/2 is particularly interesting. In this case, using u
and v defined by T = (vn + un)/2, X = (vn − un)/2, where n = 1/[2(1 − 2κ2)],
the line element is given by

ds2 = −[2(1 − 2κ2)]−2e2λ
(
vn + un

2

)4κ(2κ−1)

dudv

+

(
vn + un

2

)2(1−2κ)(
vn − un

2

)2

dφ2 +

(
vn + un

2

)4κ

dz2. (17)

Thus, we can find an analytical extension beyond u = 0 or T = X if and only if n
is a natural number. In this case, u = 0 is a cylindrical trapping horizon. On the
other hand, if 3/8 < κ2 < 1/2 but n is not integer, the extension beyond u = 0 is only finitely differentiable
at u = 0. If n is a positive odd number but not unity, there appears spacelike curvature singularity on
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(a) (b) (c)

i +

I +

r
=

0

i 0

r=0

v
=

 ∞

u
=
0

(d)

Figure 3: The conformal diagrams for (a) 0 < κ2 < 1/4, 1/4 < κ2 < 3/8, (b) 3/8 < κ2 < 1/2 but
n(> 2) noninteger, (c) odd n ≥ 3 and (d) even n ≥ 2. The single and double circles denote infinity and
singularity, respectively.

which r = 0. If n is a positive even number, the spacetime instead has spacelike quasi-regular singularity
on which t = 0.

There is a strong numerical evidence which suggests that the self-similar solution obtained here de-
scribes the asymptotic behaviour of more general Einstein-Rosen waves emitted from the collapse of
cylindrically symmetric dust collapse. Figure 8 of Nakao et al. [6] shows the snapshots of ψ = ψ(t, x)
in the numerical simulations of cylindrically symmetric dust collapse. In that figure, it is seen that the
gravitational waves emitted from the dust collapse gradually approach an exact self-similar solution with
particular values of κ and λ as time proceeds.

5 Summary

We have studied self-similar vacuum solutions in whole-cylinder symmetry. We have found the following
results. If the homothetic vector is orthogonal to the cylinders of symmetry, the spacetime must be
flat and is cylindrical Milne. This solution admits nonvanishing C energy and a cylindrical trapping
horizon. If the homothetic vector is allowed not to be orthogonal, we instead find a two-parameter family
of nonflat solutions with a regular or conically singular axis. A generic member of the family describes
the dynamics of cylindrical gravitational waves, involving spacetime singularities. There is a convincing
numerical evidence that the self-similar solution obtained here describes the asymptotic behaviour of
more general Einstein-Rosen waves. Thus, the similarity hypothesis which was originally proposed for
spherical symmetry can be naturally generalised to cylindrically symmetric spacetimes. It should be
stressed that the self-similarity hypothesis can apply to the genuine gravitational dynamical degrees of
freedom.
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Toroidal Spiral Strings in Higher-dimensional Spacetime
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Abstract
We report on our progress in research of separability of the Nambu-Goto equation
for test strings with a symmetric configuration in a shape of toroidal spiral in a five-
dimensional Kerr-AdS black hole. In particular, for a ‘Hopf loop’ string which is
a special class of the toroidal spirals, we show the complete separation of variables
occurs in two cases, Kerr background and Kerr-AdS background with equal angular
momenta. We also obtain the dynamical solution for the Hopf loop around a black
hole and for the general toroidal spiral in Minkowski background.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, much attention has been focused on the study of higher-dimensional spacetime. One of our
important task is revealing properties of higher-dimensional black hole because identification of the space-
time dimension could be done by observations of phenomena concerning to black holes.

When we study black hole physics, a test particle plays an crucial role as a probe of black hole
spacetime because it gives us information of the geometry around it. In addition a test string would be
also a powerful tool to understand the black hole physics.

Here we discuss dynamics of a test string around a higher-dimensional spacetime. As is known that
Kerr-AdS black hole spacetimes are typical exact solutions of the Einstein equation in arbitrary dimension.
Now we consider the five-dimensional one, which corresponding metric is given by

ds2 = −∆θΞrdt
2

ΞaΞb
+

2M

Σ

(∆θdt

ΞaΞb
− ν
)2

+
Σdr2

∆r
+

Σdθ2

∆θ
+
r2 + a2

Ξa
sin2 θdΦ2 +

r2 + b2

Ξb
cos2 θdΨ2, (1)

with

∆r =
(r2 + a2)(r2 + b2)(1 + λ2r2)

r2
− 2M, ∆θ = 1 − a2λ2 cos2 θ − b2λ2 sin2 θ , (2)

ν = a sin2 θ
dΦ

Ξa
+ b cos2 θ

dΨ

Ξb
, Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ, (3)

Ξa = 1 − a2λ2, Ξb = 1 − b2λ2, Ξr = 1 + λ2r2, (4)

where M is the mass parameter, and a and b are two independent rotational parameters. The parameter
λ is connected with the cosmological constant Λ as λ2 = −Λ/6. We should note that the spacetimes have
a remarkable common property in arbitrary dimension, that is, separability in the geodesic Hamilton-
Jacobi equation [1–3]. It is expected that a string motion could be also separable due to the geometrical
property. In fact, separability is also shown for a string in a class of stationary string in [4–6]. Hence, we
concentrate on the dynamical string in the five-dimensional Kerr-AdS black hole.

We discuss a special string which has a symmetry of configuration. We assume that one of the
Killing vector fields, say ξ, on a target spacetime is tangent to a worldsheet of the string. We call it a
cohomogeneity-one string associated with ξ. A stationary string is in a class of a cohomogeneity-one string
where the Killing vector is timelike. It is known that the Nambu-Goto action for a cohomogeneity-one

1E-mail:igata@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp
2E-mail:ishihara@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp
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Figure 1: A toroidal spiral string coils around a torus embedded in the four-dimensional space on a snap
shot.

string reduces to a geodesic action in a quotient space O, constructed by the isometry group generated
by ξ, with a norm weighed metric Fhµν as follows,

SNG = −µ∆σ

∫
C

√
−F hµν

dxµ

dτ

dxν

dτ
dτ, (5)

where µ is a tension of string, τ and σ are the coordinates of the string worldsheet, C is a curve on O, F is a
norm of ξ, and hµν is natural projection metric of O defined as hµν = gµν−ξµξν/F . Therefore, the problem
for finding solution of motion of cohomogeneity-one strings associated with ξ in the five-dimensional
Kerr-AdS black hole reduces to the problem for solving geodesic equations in a four-dimensional space
(O, Fhµν).

We concentrate on dynamics of a class of cohomogeniety-one strings, toroidal spiral strings [7, 8]. The
string is associated with the Killing vector field

ξ = ∂Φ + α∂Ψ, (6)

where Ψ and Φ are correspond to the azimuthal angles on the independent two-dimensional planes in the
four-dimensional spatial section and ∂Φ and ∂Ψ are the commutable rotational Killing vector fields. The
constant α describes winding ratio of the string. The string have a spiral shape along a circle on a time
slice as shown in Figure 1.

We stress that the special class of the toroidal spiral strings with α2 = 1 behaves ”good” as discussed
later. The string in this class lies along a fiber of Hopf fibration S3 which is a constant surface of the
radial coordinate on a timeslice in the Kerr-AdS black hole, after which we name the string as a Hopf
loop. We will see that the Hopf loop has a special nature in the following section.

2 SEPARABILITY

Let us discuss the separability in the geodesic equation in (O, Fhµν) for a toroidal spiral string. In order
to solve the geodesic equation, we use the Hamilton-Jacobi method. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation in
our case is written by[

(r2 + a2)(r2 + b2)ΞaΞb − 2M(r2 + a2b2λ2)

r2∆r
+

2(1 − a2λ2)(1 − b2λ2)

λ2(a2 + b2) + λ2(a2 − b2) cos 2θ − 2

]
E2

λ2

+

[
4abMαΞr + (α2 − 1)(b2 − a2)r2Ξr + a2b2Ξr

[
(α2 − 1)(1 + λ2(a2 − b2)) − 2α2

]
+a2(1 + α2r2λ2)(a2Ξr − 2M) + b2(α2 + r2λ2)(b2Ξr − 2M) +

(α2Ξa

sin2 θ
+

Ξb
cos2 θ

)]
L2

+
4M [−b(r2 + a2) + αa(r2 + b2)]

r2∆r
EL+ ∆r

(dSr
dr

)2
+ ∆θ

(dSθ
dθ

)2
= −µ2FΣ, (7)
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where Sr and Sθ, each term of the Hamilton’s principal function, are functions r and θ, respectively, and
E and L are conserved quantities correspond to the energy and the angular momentum of the string. We
find that separation of variables does not occur for a general toroidal spiral string because the right-hand
side of (7), which has the explicit form

µ2FΣ = µ2(r2 + a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ)
[ (r2 + b2)α2 cos2 θ

Ξb
+

(r2 + a2) sin2 θ

Ξa

]
+2Mµ2

(αb cos2 θ

Ξb
+
a sin2 θ

Ξa

)2
, (8)

does not allow the separation of variables. The complete separability in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
depends on the parameter α, and parameters of the background geometry.

When we consider a Hopf loop, α = 1, around the black hole, we see that the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation can be separable for two cases:

(A) vanishing cosmological constant i.e., the background is a Kerr black hole,

(B) the black hole with non-zero cosmological constant and two equal angular momenta.

The complete separability implies that the metric Fhµν admits Killing tensor fields. One obtains the
irreducible and reducible Killing tensor field on the quotient space (O, Fhµν) in the case of (A) and (B),
respectively(see ref.[9] for detail discussion).

3 DYNAMICS

Let us see dynamics of a Hopf loop around the Kerr-AdS black hole in the case of (B). The metric Fhµν
has SO(3) symmetry because the base space of the Hopf bundle becomes round S2, and F is a function
of r. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can restrict our attention to study geodesics confined in
the equatorial plane, i.e., θ = π/4.

Then, with appropriate choice of the Lagrange multiplier N , the radial equation of motion becomes
ṙ2 + Veff = E2, with the effective potential given by

Veff =
µ2r2∆r

(r2 + a2)Ξ2
a

+
4r2∆rΞaL

2

[(r2 + a2)2Ξa + 2Ma2](r2 + a2)
. (9)

Typical shapes of the effective potential for the case (B) are given in Figure 2. The figure shows that
the radial motion of the Hopf loop is classified into two types, bounded or unbounded. This nature is
understood that the motions of Hopf loops are driven by the three forces; tension of string, centrifugal
force, and gravitational force, and the orbits are determined by the competition of these forces [8]. The
existence of bounded orbits for the Hopf loop is analogous to the case of a free particle around a four-
dimensional black hole. We note that this is particular nature of the string because there is no bounded
orbit for test particles around the five-dimensional Kerr black hole [2].

Stationary Hopf loop solution exists at the local minimum of Veff . By the effect of the gravitational
force, there exists a critical radius of Hopf loop for each black hole such that no stable Hopf loop is inside
the radius, namely, the innermost stable orbit exists. In addition, in the case of Λ > 0, Hopf loops can
grow up to infinite radius by the de Sitter expansion, and the outermost stable orbit exists.

We have also studied dynamics of a toroidal spiral string in the five-dimensional Minkowski background
and shown that

- For a general toroidal spiral, i.e., for all α, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is completely separable

In addition, we can obtain the general solution which describes harmonic oscillations of radii of torus
which is coiled by the toroidal spiral explicitly (see ref.[9] for detail discussion).
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Figure 2: The effective potentials for radial motion of a Hopf loop with respect to each L in the five-
dimensional Kerr-AdS black hole with equal angular momenta. The parameter choice is rg = 2M =
1, Λ/6 = −λ2 = 0.01, and a = 1/4.

4 SUMMARY

In this proceeding, we have discussed the separability of the Nambu-Goto equations for a toroidal spiral
string in the five-dimensional spacetime. We have found that the equation admits the separation of
variables for a Hopf loop in a Kerr black hole and a Kerr-AdS black hole with two equal angular momenta.

We have also shown the dynamical properties of the Hopf loop strings in the five-dimensional black
hole. There exist bounded orbits and unbounded orbits in the quotient space, and also exist the innermost
or outermost stable orbit. Since the motions of Hopf loops are driven by three forces: tension of string,
the centrifugal force, and force of gravity, the orbits are determined by the competition of these forces.
The stationary configurations are achieved by the balance of these forces.

The existence of the bounded orbits of the Hopf loops around five-dimensional black holes makes us
recall the free particles around a four-dimensional black hole. These results shows that the toroidal spiral
string is a candidate of observational probe in place of a test particle in higher-dimensional spacetime.
The existence of the stationary configuration and the bounded orbits of the string shows that there are
prospects for long life of the closed string in the higher-dimensional universe.
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All Near-Horizon Geometries of Extremal Vacuum Black Holes

Akihiro Ishibashi1
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Abstract

This talk is aimed at introducing the paper of [arXiv:0909.3462] by S. Hollands and
the present author, which addresses the classification problem of all vacuum near-
horizon geometries in D-dimensions with (D − 3) commuting rotational symmetries.
Here we present some of the key formulas and main results of the paper.

1 Key formulas and main results

We are concerned with the classification problem of higher dimensional black hole solutions: Given a
higher dimensional gravity theory, we wish to first (i) identify all (physical) parameters that uniquely
determine black hole solutions of the theory, and then (ii) construct explicitly all possible black hole so-
lutions characterized by the parameters. In this generality, however, the black hole classification problem
appears to be difficult to address, so we restrict attention to some interesting subclass of solutions.

Many known families of black hole solutions possess a limit wherein the black hole horizon becomes
degenerate; such black holes are called extremal. Due to the limiting procedure, extremal black holes
are in some sense at the fringe of the space of all black holes, and therefore possess special properties
which make them easier to study in various respects. It is known that any extremal black hole with
a degenerate Killing horizon admits the near-horizon geometry, which is obtained by taking a suitable
scaling process to the metric in an immediate vicinity of the degenerate horizon. More precisely, for
any spacetime with a degenerate Killing horizon, one can introduce, in a neighborhood of the horizon,
Gaussian-null coordinates, (v, u, ya), such that the metric takes the form

ds2 = 2dv(du+ u2αdv + uβadya) + γabdy
adyb , (1)

where the horizon is located at u = 0 and where v is the Killing parameter and at the same time, an affine
parameter along the null generators of the horizon. The metric functions α, βa, γab, which are independent
of v, can be seen as functions on horizon cross section, H, at u = 0 = v. We consider diffeomorphism
v 7→ v/ϵ, u 7→ ϵu, leaving ya unchanged, and then take ϵ → 0. The obtained near-horizon metric looks
exactly like the original one, but now the new metric functions α, βa, γab depend on neither v nor u. The
near horizon metric satisfies the same dynamics as the original black hole solution. It is, in fact, this
near-horizon geometry that enters many interesting applications, such as the arguments pertaining to the
derivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.

The purpose of the paper [1] is to classify all near-horizon geometries which can arise from D-
dimensional extremal, stationary vacuum black holes. We assume further that the geometries admit D−3
commuting rotational symmetries, generated by axial Killing vector fields, ψi = ∂/∂φi, i = 1, ..., D − 3.
Then, the metric functions for such a near-horizon geometry depend only on a single coordinate, say x,
which may correspond to a polar coordinate and can be chosen x ∈ [−1, 1]. Furthermore, it can be shown
that a near horizon geometry possesses more symmetries, O(2, 1) × U(1)D−3, than the original solution
does [2]. Previously, Kunduri-Lucietti [3] gave a classification of such near-horizon geometries in D = 4, 5.
However, their method does not appear to be generalized to higher dimensional case D ≥ 6. We use a
different method based on a matrix (sigma-model) formulation of the vacuum Einstein equations that
works in arbitrary dimensions. In the following we briefly explain our method. First, as a consequence of

1Email address: akihiro.ishibashi@kek.jp
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our symmetry assumption and the dynamics (part of the vacuum Einstein equations) we can find a new
coordinate system, (v, r, x, φi), in which the near-horizon metric, (1), are rewritten as

ds2 =
1 − x2

det f
(2dvdr − C2r2dv2) +

dx2

C2 det f
+ fij(dφ

i + rCkidv)(dφj + rCkjdv) , (2)

where ki and C are some constants and fij := ds2(ψi, ψj) depends only on x. The horizon is now at r = 0
and v is the Killing parameter as before. In obtaining the above form of the metric, we have used up all
but the ij-components of the Einstein equations. We use the remaining Einstein equations to determine
the matrix of functions, fij . For this purpose, we introduce twist potentials, χi, defined up to a constant
by dχi = ⋆(ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ψD−3 ∧ dψi), and then set the matrix

Φ =

(
(det f)−1 −(det f)−1χi

−(det f)−1χi fij + (det f)−1χiχj

)
. (3)

The matrix elements are functions of only x. Then, the content of the remaining vacuum Einstein
equations is expressed as the ordinary differential equations

∂x[(1 − x2)Φ−1∂xΦ] = 0 . (4)

This matrix equation is easily integrated to

Φ(x) = Q

(
1 + x

1 − x

)L
, (5)

where Q = Φ(0), L = (1/2)(1−x2)Φ(x)−1∂xΦ(x) are both constant real (D−2)×(D−2) matrices. Since
the matrix, Φ, is symmetric, unimodular, and positive definite, one can show that detQ = 1, TrL = 0,
Q = QT > 0, LTQ = QL, and further that Q = STS for some real invertible matrix S = (sIJ) of
detS = ±1. Using these properties, the matrix Φ is given by

ΦIJ (x) =
D−3∑
K=0

(
1 + x

1 − x

)σK
sKIsKJ . (6)

This is the most general solutions to eq. (4) with the real parameters sIJ , σI , subject to the constraints

detS = ±1,
∑D−3
I=0 σI = 0. This solution determines fij and χi and in turn fix the constants ki and C,

thus completely fixing the near-horizon geometry. It turns out that the smoothness of the near-horizon
metric implies further constraints on sIJ and σI . The results are summarized as follows:

σI =


0 if I ≤ D − 5,

−1 if I = D − 4,

1 if I = D − 3,

(7)

and

ki =
2c+c−
c+ − c−

(
ai+

µja
j
+

+
ai−

µja
j
−

)
, C =

4c2+
(c+ − c−)µiai+

=
4c2−

(c+ − c−)µiai−
, (8)

where

µi = s(D−3)i = s(D−4)i , c+ = s(D−3)0 , c− = s(D−4)0 , (9)

and ai± ∈ Z are real integer parameters taken so that the linear combination
∑
ai±ψi vanishes at the

boundary points x = ±1. It turns out that ai± determine the horizon topology as commented later on.

Thus, we have determined all quantities C, ki, fij in the near-horizon metric (2). Making the final
coordinate change x = cos θ , 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, and performing some algebraic manipulations, we get the
following result:
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Theorem 1. All vacuum, non-static, near horizon metrics (except topology type H ∼= TD−2) with as-
sumed symmetry are parametrized by the real parameters c±, µi, sIi, and the integers ai± where I =
0, . . . , D − 5 and i = 1, . . . , D − 3, and g.c.d.(ai±) = 1. The explicit form of the near horizon metric in
terms of these parameters is

g = e−λ(2dvdr − C2r2dv2 + C−2 dθ2) + e+λ

{
(c+ − c−)2(sin2 θ) Ω2

+(1 + cos θ)2c2+
∑
I

(
ωI −

sI · a+
µ · a+

Ω

)2

+ (1 − cos θ)2c2−
∑
I

(
ωI −

sI · a−
µ · a−

Ω

)2

+
c2± sin2 θ

(µ · a±)2

∑
I<J

(
(sI · a±)ωJ − (sJ · a±)ωI

)2}
. (10)

Here, the sums run over I, J from 0, . . . , D − 5, the function λ(θ) is given by

exp[−λ(θ)] = c2+(1 + cos θ)2 + c2−(1 − cos θ)2 +
c2± sin2 θ

(µ · a±)2

∑
I

(sI · a±)2 , (11)

C is given by C = 4c2±[(c+ − c−)(µ · a±)]−1, and we have defined the 1-forms

Ω(r) = µ · dφ+ 4Cr
c+c−
c+ − c−

dv (12)

ωI(r) = sI · dφ+
r

2
C2(sI · a+ + sI · a−) dv . (13)

We are also using the shorthand notations such as sIia
i
+ = sI ·a+, or µ ·dφ = µidφ

i, etc. The parameters
are subject to the constraints µ · a± ̸= 0 and

c2+
µ · a+

=
c2−

µ · a−
,

c+(sI · a+)

µ · a+
=
c−(sI · a−)

µ · a−
, ±1 = (c+ − c−) ϵijk...ms0is1js2k · · ·µm (14)

but they are otherwise free. The coordinates φi are 2π-periodic, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, and v, r are arbitrary. When
writing “±”, we mean that the formulae hold for both signs.

Remarks: (i) The meaning of the parameters are as follows. The parameters ai± ∈ Z are related to the
horizon topology. Up to a globally defined coordinate transformation of the form φi 7→

∑
Aijφ

j mod 2π , A ∈
SL(Z, D − 3), we have

a+ = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) , a− = (q, p, 0, . . . , 0) , p, q ∈ Z , g.c.d.(p, q) = 1 . (15)

A general analysis of compact manifolds with a cohomogeneity-one torus action implies that the topology
of H is

H ∼=


S3 × TD−5 if p = ±1, q = 0,

S2 × TD−4 if p = 0, q = 1,

L(p, q) × TD−5 otherwise.

(16)

The constants µi, c±, a
i
± are directly related to the horizon area by

AH =
(2π)D−3(c+ − c−)2(µ · a±)2

8c4±
, (17)

and we also have

Ji :=
1

2

∫
H

⋆(dψi) = (2π)D−3 c+ − c−
2c−c+

µi . (18)

In an asymptotically flat or Kaluza-Klein black hole spacetime with a single horizon H, Ji would be equal
to the Komar expressions for the angular momentum. The near horizon limits that we consider do not of
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course satisfy any such asymptotic conditions, and hence this cannot be done. Nevertheless, if the near
horizon metric under consideration arises from an asymptotically flat or asymptotically Kaluza-Klein
spacetime, then the Ji are the angular momenta of that spacetime. Hence, we see that the parameters
c±, µi, a

i
± are directly related to geometrical/topological properties of the metric. This seems to be less

clear for the remaining parameters sIi.

(ii) The number of continuous parameters on which our metric depend can be counted as follows. First,
the matrix sIi has (D − 3)(D − 4) independent components, µi has (D − 3) and c± has 2 components.

These parameters are subject to the (D−2) constrains, eqs. (14). However, changing sIi to
∑D−5
J=0 R

J
IsJi,

with RJI an orthogonal matrix in O(D − 4), does not change the metric. Since such a matrix depends
on (D − 4)(D − 5)/2 parameters, our metrics depend only on (D − 3)(D − 4) + (D − 3) + 2 − (D − 2) −
(D − 4)(D − 5)/2 = (D − 2)(D − 3)/2 real continuous parameters.

(iii) By contrast to the case D ≤ 5 given in [3], not all near horizon metrics that we have found can be
obtained as the near horizon limits of known black hole solutions in dimensions D ≥ 6. It is conceivable
that there are further extremal black hole solutions—to be found—which give our metrics in the near
horizon limit, but it is also possible that some of our metrics in D ≥ 6 simply do not arise in this way.
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No Static Star Solution in Horava Gravity
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Abstract
In Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, regularity of a solution requires smoothness of not only
the spacetime geometry but also the foliation. As a result, the regularity condition at
the center of a star is more restrictive than in general relativity. Assuming that the
energy density is a piecewise-continuous, non-negative function of the pressure and
that the pressure at the center is positive, we prove that the momentum conservation
law is incompatible with the regularity at the center for any spherically-symmetric,
static configurations. Therefore, we conclude that a spherically-symmetric star should
include a time-dependent region near the center. This supports the picture that
Hořava-Lifshitz gravity does not recover general relativity at low energy but can
instead mimic general relativity plus cold dark matter.

1 Introduction and Summary

Recently, a power-counting renormalizable gravity theory was proposed by Hořava [1, 2]. The essential
reason for the power-counting renormalizability is that in the ultraviolet (UV), the theory exhibits the
Lifshitz-type anisotropic scaling

t→ bzt, x⃗→ bx⃗, (1)

with the dynamical critical exponent z ≥ 3. Because of the Lifshitz scaling, this theory is often called
Hořava-Lifshitz gravity. Although power-counting renormalizability does not necessarily imply renormal-
izability, there is a good possibility that the theory is unitary and renormalizable.

In Hořava-Lifshitz gravity, regularity of a solution requires smoothness of not only the spacetime
geometry but also the foliation. As a result, the regularity condition at the center of a star is more re-
strictive than in general relativity. Under the assumptions that the energy density is piecewise-continuous
non-negative function of the pressure and that the pressure at the center is positive, we have proved that
the momentum conservation law is incompatible with the regularity at the center for any spherically-
symmetric, globally-static configurations [6]. The proof is totally insensitive to the structure of higher
spatial curvature terms and, thus, holds for any values of the dynamical critical exponent z. Therefore,
under the assumption we made on the matter sector, we conclude that a spherically-symmetric star
should include a time-dependent region, presumably near the center.

The assumptions we made are physically natural. For example, a polytropic fluid satisfies them. Note
that our proof does not assume asymptotic flatness and that a cosmological constant Λ can be included
in the gravity action. Shifting ρ, −P and −M2

PlΛ with the same amount does not change the physical
system but may validate/invalidate some of the assumptions of the proof. In order to construct a static
star solution, we need to violate at least one of the assumptions for all possible choices of such a shift.
One possibility is to introduce an exotic matter such as a quintessence field. Introduction of an exotic
matter is, however, not necessarily sufficient for the existence of a static star solution.

One must not consider our result, i.e. nonexistence of static star, as a serious problem of Hořava-
Lifshitz theory. It is known that this theory does not recover general relativity at low energy but can
instead mimic general relativity plus cold dark matter [3] 3 The existence of built-in “cold dark matter”
is an inevitable prediction of the theory and might solve the mystery of dark matter in the universe.
Our result is totally consistent with this picture: as in the standard cold dark matter scenario, the “cold

1Email address: keisuke.izumi@ipmu.jp
2Email address: shinji.mukohyama@ipmu.jp
3The constraint algebra is smaller than in general relativity since the time slicing is synchronized with the rest frame of

cold dark matter in the theory level.
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dark matter” accretes toward a star and thus inevitably makes the stellar center dynamical. This is
the physical reason why there is no static star in Hořava-Lifshitz theory and, thus, our result strongly
supports the “dark matter as an integration constant” scenario [3].

2 Definition and basic feature of Hořava-Lifshitz gravity

Basic quantities in the gravity sector are the lapse function N(t), the shift vector N i(t, x⃗) and the three-
dimensional spatial metric gij(t, x⃗). These variables can be combined to form a four-dimensional metric
in the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) form:

ds2 = −N2dt2 + gij(dx
i +N idt)(dxj +N jdt). (2)

Since the lapse function is roughly speaking a gauge freedom associated with the space-independent
time reparametrization, it is rather natural to restrict the lapse function to be space-independent. This
condition, called the projectability condition, is not only natural but also mandatory, as pointed out in
Hořava’s original paper [1]. Indeed, if we abandoned the projectability condition then we would face phe-
nomenological obstacles [4] and theoretical inconsistencies [5]. On the other hand, with the projectability
condition (and without the detailed balance condition), the theory is free from those problems [3]. There-
fore, we impose the projectability condition and demand that the lapse function be space-independent.
The Hamiltonian constraint is, as a result, not a local equation satisfied at each spatial point but an
equation integrated over a whole space.

The action is

I = Ig + Im, (3)

Ig =
M2
Pl

2

∫
dtdx3N

√
g(KijKij − λK2

+Λ +R+ Lz>1), (4)

where

Kij =
1

2N
(∂tgij −DiNj −DjNi), K = gijKij , (5)

Di is the covariant derivative compatible with gij , Λ is a cosmological constant, R is the Ricci scalar of
gij , Lz>1 represents higher spatial curvature terms and Im is the matter action. Here, we have rescaled
the time coordinate so that the coefficients of KijKij and R agree. Note that not only the gravitational
action Ig but also the matter action Im should be invariant under the foliation-preserving diffeomorphism.

The invariance of Iα under the infinitesimal transformations δt = f(t) and δxi = ζi(t, x) leads to the
following conservation equations, where α represents g or m.

0 = N∂tHα⊥

+

∫
dx3

[
N i∂t(

√
gHαi) +

1

2
N
√
gE ijα ∂tgij

]
, (6)

0 =
1

N
(∂t −N jDj)Hαi +KHαi

− 1

N
HαjDiN

j −DjEαij . (7)

3 No spherically symmetric and static solution

Surprisingly enough, we have found a no-go result [6]: a spherically-symmetric, globally static solution can
not be constructed in Hořava-Lifshitz gravity under the assumption that the energy density is a piecewise-
continuous, non-negative function of the pressure and that the pressure at the center is positive. This
section provides a proof of this statement.
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3.1 Painlevé-Gullstrand coordinate and Matter sector

We consider spherical-symmetric and static configurations. Since the lapse function does not depend on
spatial coordinates, we can set it to unity by space-independent time reparametrization:

N = 1. (8)

For a spherically symmetric, static configuration, we can express the shift vector and the spatial metric
as

N i∂i = β(x)∂x, gijdx
idxj = dx2 + r2(x)dΩ2

2, (9)

where dΩ2
2 is the metric of the unit sphere and x is the proper distance from the center. Non-vanishing

components of the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar for the three-dimensional geometry are

Rxx = −2r′′

r
, Rθθ =

1

r2
[
1 − rr′′ − (r′)2

]
, (10)

R =
2

r2
[
1 − 2rr′′ − (r′)2

]
, (11)

and the extrinsic curvature and its trace are

Kijdx
idxj = −β′dx2 − βrr′dΩ2

2, K = − (r2β)′

r2
, (12)

where a prime denotes derivative w.r.t. x. The corresponding ADM metric is

g(4)µν dx
µdxν = −dt2 + [dx+ β(x)dt]2 + r2(x)dΩ2

2. (13)

This is an analogue of the Painlevé-Gullstrand coordinate system. Note that

ξµ =

(
∂

∂t

)µ
(14)

is a timelike Killing vector. Global staticity requires ξµ to be globally timelike, i.e. 1−β2 > 0 everywhere.
The unit vector nµ normal to the constant time hypersurface is given by

nµdx
µ = −dt, nµ∂µ = ∂t − β∂x. (15)

As for (real) matter, for simplicity we consider the perfect-fluid form which is at rest w.r.t. the Killing
vector ξµ:

Tµν = ρ(x)uµuν + P (x)
[
g(4)µν + uµuν

]
, (16)

uµ =
ξµ√

1 − β2
. (17)

Its components relevant for the ADM decomposition are

Tµνn
µnν = (1 − β2)−1(ρ+ P ) − P, (18)

Tµin
µdxi = (1 − β2)−1(ρ+ P )βdx, (19)

Tijdx
idxj = [β2ρ+ P ]dx2 + Pr2dΩ2

2. (20)

3.2 Inconsistency near the center

In this subsection, we show that a spherically-symmetric compact object cannot be globally-static under
a set of reasonable assumptions in the matter sector. We assume that the energy density ρ is a piecewise-
continuous 4 non-negative function of the pressure P and that the pressure at the center Pc is positive.
The three-dimensional spatial geometry and the extrinsic curvature must be regular at the center because

4 We assume piecewise-continuity instead of continuity, in order to allow dP/dρ to vanish in a finite interval of ρ.
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the constant-time surfaces are physically embeded in Hořava-Lifshitz gravity. We prove that the regularity
condition at the center is incompatible with the momentum conservation law of the matter under the
above assumptions. Since the momentum conservation equation does not include higher spatial curvature
terms in the gravity action, our proof is totally insensitive to the structure of higher spatial curvature
terms and holds for any values of the dynamical critical exponent z.

In the following argument, we make the proposition that there exists a spherically-symmetric, globally-
static, regular solution, and show contradiction. As commented after eq. (14), the global-staticity implies
that (1 − β2) is positive everywhere.

The momentum conservation equation, (7) with α = m, becomes

P ′(1 − β2) + (ρ+ P )(1 − β2)′ = 0. (21)

The regularity of the extrinsic curvature (12) implies that β′ is finite. This and (21) imply that P ′ is
also finite. As a corollary, β and P are continuous functions of x. Since ρ is assumed to be a piecewise
continuous function of P , this means that ρ+ P is a piecewise continuous function of x.

Let xc be the value of x at the center. Since we have assumed that ρ is non-negative everywhere
and that Pc > 0, the continuity of P (x) implies that ρ + P is positive in a neighborhood of the center.
Now let us define x0 as the minimal value for which at least one of (ρ+ P )|x=x0 , limx→x0−0(ρ+ P ) and
limx→x0+0(ρ+ P ) is non-positive.

Dividing eq. (21) by (ρ+ P )(1 − β2) and integrating it over the interval xc ≤ x < x0, we obtain

ln(1 − β2
0) − ln(1 − β2

c ) = −
∫ x0−0

xc

P ′

ρ+ P
dx, (22)

where βc ≡ β(x = xc) and β0 ≡ β(x = x0). The regularity of the Ricci scalar (11) and the extrinsic
curvature (12) at the center implies that r′c = 1 and βc = 0, where r′c is the value of r′ at the center.
Therefore, the left hand side of eq. (22) is non-positive.

Since P is a differentiable function of x, the right hand side of eq. (22) can be transformed as

−
∫ x0−0

xc

P ′

ρ+ P
dx = −

∫ P0

Pc

dP

ρ(P ) + P
, (23)

where P0 ≡ P (x = x0). The definition of x0 implies that at least one of (ρ+ P )|x=x0 , limx→x0−0(ρ+ P )
and limx→x0+0(ρ + P ) is non-positive. Since we have assumed that ρ is non-negative everywhere, P0 =
limx→x0−0 P = limx→x0+0 P is non-positive. Thus, we have

P0 ≤ 0 < Pc. (24)

This implies positivity of the right hand side of (23) since from the definition of x0 the integrand is
positive in the domain of integration. This leads to an contradiction with the previous statement that
the left hand side of (22) should be non-positive.
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Abstract
The detectability of the gravitational waves (GWs) from the Q-ball formation as-
sociated with the Affleck-Dine (AD) mechanism is studied. We take into account
both of the dilution effect due to Q-ball domination and of finite temperature effects.
We find that there is a finite but small parameter region where such GWs may be
detected by future detectors such as DECIGO or BBO, only in the case when the
thermal logarithmic potential dominates the potential of the AD field. Unfortunately,
for such parameter region the present baryon asymmetry of the universe can hardly
be explained unless one fine-tunes A-terms in the potential.

1 Introduction

Primordial gravitational waves (GWs) provide us with a lot of important information of the early universe.
Recently, a new interesting mechanism to produce GWs was proposed in Refs. [1, 2], in which it is
shown that significant GWs are generated during the Q-ball formation associated with Affleck-Dine (AD)
mechanism of baryogenesis [3]. The AD mechanism implies the formation of non-topological solitons, Q-
balls, whose existence and stability are guaranteed by a conserved charge, Q [4]. The Q-balls are formed
by the amplification of fluctuation around homogeneous scalar fields that carry baryon or lepton number.
Since this formation process of such Q-balls is inhomogeneous and not spherical, GWs can be generated
during the formation.

In order to calculate the present properties of such GWs, one has to not only estimate the amount of
GWs at the formation of Q-balls but also take into account the cosmic history after the production of the
GWs. The energy density of the GWs at the Q-ball formation is proportional to some powers of the field
value of the AD condensate, which implies that the initial energy density of the GWs becomes large if the
typical charge Q of Q-balls is large. On the other hand, the lifetime of Q-balls becomes longer for larger
Q because the temperature at the decay of Q-balls is typically proportional to the inverse square-root of
the charge Q. Therefore, Q-balls with large Q can quickly dominate the energy density of the universe
and hence dilute the GWs significantly. Thus, the detectability of such GWs is determined by the balance
of the above two competing effects. In this study, we consider the decay of Q-balls without exotic effects
by which Q-balls decay quickly and calculate the amplitude and frequency of GWs from Q-balls taking
into account of the dilution factor correctly, which results in dramatic changes in the present amplitude
of the GWs from the Q-ball formation.

The properties of the Q-balls depend on shape of the effective potential, which varies with the su-
persymmetry (SUSY) breaking mechanism and other effects. Thus, there are many types of Q-balls.
Among them, thermal log type Q-balls that are formed by thermal (logarithmic) effects have an inter-
esting feature. The energy density of this type of Q-balls decreases at least as rapid as radiation. This
is because the thermal logarithmic potential itself also decreases with the cosmic expansion while the
number of Q-balls in a comoving volume does not change. Hence, this type of Q-balls cannot dominate
the energy density of the universe and do not dilute GWs. This is favorable for the detection of the

1This talk is based on [5].
2Email address: kamada@resceu.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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GWs from the Q-ball formation because the dilution during the Q-ball dominated era is the main ob-
stacle for the detection. Therefore, in this study, we concentrate on the thermal log type Q-balls and
estimate the present amplitudes and frequencies of the GWs at the formation of such Q-balls. We show
that such GWs may be detected by the next-generation gravitational detectors like DECIGO and BBO
if particular conditions of reheating temperature, the initial field value of the AD field, gravitino mass
and messenger mass are realized in the gauge mediated SUSY breaking model. However, we also find
that such a condition spans a very small region in the parameter space. Moreover, we also find that it is
difficult to explain the present baryon asymmetry for such a parameter region unless one fine tunes the
CP-violating A-terms in the potential.

2 Affleck-Dine mechanism and Q-ball

In supersymmetric theories, there are many flat directions along which the scalar potentials become flat
in the global SUSY limit and some of them carry baryon and/or lepton number. In the realistic world,
SUSY is broken and the potentials for the flat directions are slightly lifted, the way of which depends on
the SUSY breaking mechanism. Moreover, in the presence of thermal plasma 3, it also acquires thermal
corrections. Thus, scalar fields that moves along a flat direction feels a force from the potentials. Their
dynamics can be expressed in terms of a scalar field Φ (AD field). Hereafter we only consider the dynamics
of a AD field Φ = ϕeiθ/

√
2.

In the early universe, the AD field can acquire large field values. Then it starts to rotate around
the origin when the Hubble parameter reaches its effective mass. The angular velocity is provided by
CP-violating A-terms from the SUSY breaking effects. If the AD field carries baryon or lepton charge
βc, the angular momentum of the motion in the complex plane of the AD field represents the baryon or
lepton number density given by

nB(tosc) = iβc(Φ̇
∗Φ − Φ∗Φ̇) ≃ βcamm3/2ϕ

2
osc, (1)

which implies that baryon or lepton asymmetry is generated in the universe. Here am is a CP-violating
parameter of the order of unity in general, m3/2 is the gravitino mass and ϕosc = |Φosc|/

√
2 is the

amplitude of the AD field at the onset of the rotation around the origin.
Next we consider the Q-ball formation. Fluctuations around the homogeneous mode feel spatial

instabilities and grow nonlinearly during the oscillation of the AD field and eventually form clumpy
objects, Q-balls, if V (ϕ)/ϕ2 has a global minimum at ϕ = ϕmin ̸= 0 [4]. In many cases, Q-balls are
formed just after the onset of the rotation of the AD field.

The way of amplification of fluctuations and the properties of Q-balls are different with the potential
for the AD field. When thermal logarithmic potential,

Vthermal ≃ α2
gT

4 log

(
|Φ|2

T 2

)
, (2)

dominates the potential for the AD field, these thermal log type Q-balls have an interesting character.
Since the dominant contribution to the potential depends on the temperature which changes with the cos-
mic time, the properties of Q-balls change as well. Moreover, for some temperatures, other contributions
can dominate the thermal logarithmic contribution in the potential, which implies that the properties of
Q-balls may drastically change and Q-balls may disappear if the dominant contribution of the potential
does not allow a Q-ball solution. In the gauge mediated SUSY breaking mechanism, for example, the
potentials that dominate the potential for the AD field afterwards should be

Vgrav = m2
3/2

[
1 +K log

(
|Φ|2

M2
G

)]
|Φ|2 and Vgauge = M4

F

(
log

|Φ|2

M2
S

)2

. (3)

Here MF is the messenger mass in the gauge mediated SUSY breaking models. When Vgrav with positive
K dominates first, the fate of Q-balls is rather complicated. This potential does not allow a Q-ball

3Thermal plasma can exist even before the reheating from inflaton decay, because its partial decay products are easily
thermalized.
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solution and hence the almost homogeneous AD field is recovered. After this transition, the value of the
AD field decreases due to the cosmic expansion. Thus, Vgauge dominates Vgrav gradually, which implies
that Q-balls are formed again.

Q-balls or the homogeneous AD field can dominate the energy density of the universe from when
Vgrav dominates the potential. Thus, it is important to estimate the time when they dominate the energy
density of the universe and their decay rate. The Q-ball domination time can be evaluated by the energy
density of the Q-balls at the Q-ball formation and the Q-ball transformation time. In the case described
above, the Hubble parameter at the Q-ball domination is given by [5]

Hdom ≃ 10−3
m2

3/2ϕ
8
osc

M7
GT

2
R

, (4)

where MG is the reduced Planck mass and TR is the reheating temperature.
Then we consider the decay rate of Q-balls. Q-balls can decay into light fermions if the decay processes

are kinematically allowed. However, in their interiors the Pauli exclusion principle forbids their decays
into fermions [6]. Therefore Q-balls can decay only from their surfaces. This sets the upper bound on
the decay rate of Q-balls, and in fact, it is almost saturated for the cases we are interested in [6]. In the
case described above, the Hubble parameter at the Q-ball domination is given by [5]

Hdec ≃ 0.3 ×
m5

3/2

M4
F

. (5)

3 Gravitational waves from Q-ball formation

Now we consider the generation of the GWs. As mentioned before, the process of formation of Q-balls is
inhomogeneous and not spherical. Thus, GWs are emitted at that time. In the case of the thermal log
type Q-balls, the density parameter of the GWs from Q-balls and their typical frequency are given by [5]

Ω∗
GW ≃ 2 × 10−6

(
ϕosc
MG

)4

, and f∗ ≃ 0.04 × T 2
osc

ϕosc
. (6)

The energy density of the GWs can be rather large if ϕosc is large.
The density parameter of GWs are diluted during the inflaton oscillation dominated era, the Q-ball

dominated era and recent matter and dark energy dominated era, and their frequency is also redshifted
by cosmic expansion. Thus, the present properties of the GWs from the Q-ball formation are given by
[5],

Ω0
GW ≃ Ω∗

GW ×


(
HR

H∗

)2/3(
Hdec

Hdom

)2/3
aeq
a0

(with Q − ball domination),(
HR

H∗

)2/3
aeq
a0

(without Q − ball domination),

(7)

f0 ≃ f∗ ×


T0
TR

(
Hdec

Hdom

)1/6(
HR

H∗

)2/3

(with Q − ball domination),

T0
TR

(
HR

H∗

)2/3

(without Q − ball domination).

(8)

Here T0 is temperature at present and aeq and a0 are the scale factors at the matter-radiation equality
and at present, respectively.

When in the gauge mediated SUSY breaking mechanism with Vgrav(K > 0), we find that when

MF ≃ 104GeV, m3/2 ≃ 10GeV, ϕosc ≃MG and TR ≃ 1010GeV., (9)

there is Q-ball dominated era and we have ΩGW ≃ 10−16 for f0 ≃ 10 [Hz] [5]. This is on the edge of the
DECIGO or BBO sensitivity range. Thus, it is difficult but not impossible to detect such GWs by the
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next generation detectors. Moreover there is no other parameter set to realize GW emissions suitable for
detection [5]. One should notice that though gravitino does not overclose the universe because of large
entropy production from Q-ball decay, the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) decay may
spoil the success of the BBN in some cases since the hadronic decay product of NLSP would destroy the
light elements.

Here we comment on the present baryon and lepton asymmetry. In the situation where the GWs
from the Q-ball formation might be detected, both present baryon/lepton asymmetry and radiation are
generated by the Q-ball decay. The present baryon/lepton-to-entropy ratio would be rather large and be
of the order of unity unless the parameter in the A-term, am, is strongly suppressed. In the case of Q-ball
with baryonic charge, it is far beyond the experimental bound on the present baryon asymmetry. Even
in the case of L-balls, that is, Q-balls with lepton charge but without baryon charge, the situation does
not change since the decay temperature of Q-ball is about 500 GeV and hence the lepton asymmetry is
converted to baryon asymmetry by sphaleron process that conserves B − L charge. The way to avoid
such large baryon/lepton asymmetry in this scenario is that the Q-balls are made of the AD field with
B − L = 0. In this case, however, we need other baryogenesis mechanisms.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we have discussed the detectability of the GWs from the Q-ball formation. At the Q-ball
formation, Q-balls with large Q can produce a large amount of GWs. However, such Q-balls decay
slowly and they may dominate the energy density of the universe so that GWs are significantly diluted.
Therefore the detectability of the GWs is determined by these two competing effects.

We have shown that in the gauge mediated SUSY breaking model, if the reheating temperature is
TR ≃ 1010 GeV and the initial field value of the AD field is ϕosc ≃ MG with m3/2 ≃ 10GeV and
MF ≃ 104 GeV, the present density parameter of the GWs from the Q-ball formation can be as large as
Ω0

GW ≃ 10−16 and their frequency is f0 ≃ 10 Hz. Thus, it is difficult but not impossible to detect them
by next-generation gravitational detectors like DECIGO or BBO, but the parameter region for detectable
GWs is very small. In other cases, it is shown that it is almost impossible to detect GWs from Q-ball
formation [5].

Moreover, there are difficulties in this successful parameter region. One is that such parameter region
predicts too large baryon asymmetry. Thus, once the GWs from the Q-ball formation are detected,
we have the following two possibilities. In the case that such Q-balls are responsible for the present
baryon asymmetry, the A-terms are suppressed by symmetry reason. The second option is that Q-balls
are irrelevant for baryogenesis, which is realized for the AD fields with B − L = 0. Another is the
identification of such GWs. A first order phase transition in the early universe would produce similar
spectrum of GWs. However, in our case, the gravitino mass must be around 10 GeV for the detection of
the GWs from the Q-ball formation. Thus, if collider experiments could determine the gravitino mass by
measuring the lifetime of the NLSP, that would provide complemental information or even rule out this
scenario.
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Abstract
We study solutions for boson stars in multiscalar theory. We start with simple models
with N scalar theories. Our purpose is to study the models in which the mass matrix
of scalars and the scalar couplings are given by an extended method of dimensional
deconstruction. The properties of the boson stars are investigated by the Newtonian
approximation with the large coupling limit.

1 Introduction

Boson Stars (BSs) have been studied in expectation of solving the rotation curve (RC) problem. Many
authors have attempted to explain RC of galaxies by assuming the existence of the galactic scale BS. In
order to fit the observable data, the mass density of BS needs to be widely distributed. This configuration
can be constructed by the models such as BSs with scalar particles in excited states or the rotating BSs,
but these BSs are unstable. Whereas Newtonian BSs with all the particles in only one ground state is
stable, it is difficult to illustrate the realistic RC. Alternative models to solve these problems have been
studied by Matos and Ureña-López [1], and recently by Bernal et al. [2]. They considered the multi-state
BS, i. e. scalar fields both in ground and in excited states, with no (quadratic) self-couplings.
In the present work, We consider multi-kind scalar BS, not multi-states. We suggest several models. The
first model contains two scalar particles with self- and mutual-couplings. 3 The second model is build up
under dimensional deconstruction (DD). This model contains N scalar particles interacting with oneself
and with adjacent scalars. DD has an aspect of latticized extra dimensions, and the latter model could
be an alternative to a higher dimensional BS. In each model, we examine BS with large coupling limit.
We also consider BSs under extended DD. In this model, DD is generalized to field theory based on a
graph, and the interactions between scalar particles are restricted by supersymmetry (SUSY).

2 Non-Relativistic Multi-scalar Boson Star

We consider a BS model, in which two scalar particles ψ1 and ψ2 with self- and mutual-couplings gij ,
described by the Hamiltonian:

H − µ1Ñ1 − µ2Ñ2 =
~2

2m1
|∇ψ1|2 +

~2

2m2
|∇ψ2|2 +

(
m1|ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2

)
ϕ+

1

8πG
(∇ϕ)2

−µ1|ψ1|2 − µ2|ψ2|2 +
1

4

~3

c

(
g11
m1

2
|ψ1|4 + 2

g12
m1m2

|ψ1|2|ψ2|2 +
g22
m2

2
|ψ2|4

)
, (1)

where Ñi and µi are the number density and the chemical potential of the i-th scalar, respectively,
whereas ϕ is the gravitational potential. We also normalize the particle number to Ni =

∫
d3r|ψi|2. In

the large coupling limit [6], the equations of motion are as follows:

∇2ϕ = 4πG(m1|ψ1|2 +m2|ψ2|2), (2)

m1ϕψ1 +
1

2

(
g11
m1

2
|ψ1|2 +

g12
m1m2

|ψ2|2
)

= µ1ψ1, (3)

m2ϕψ2 +
1

2

(
g22
m2

2
|ψ2|2 +

g12
m1m2

|ψ1|2
)

= µ2ψ2, (4)
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3Interacting boson stars and Q-balls have been studied by Brihaye et al. [3–5].
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where ~ = c = 1. In the core of the BS, where ψ1 ̸= 0, ψ2 ̸= 0, the gravitational potential becomes

ϕ+ const. ∝ − sin(ωr)

r
, (5)

where r is the distance from the center of the BS, and

ω2 = 8πG
m2

4g11 − 2m1
2m2

2g12 +m1
4g22

g11g22 − g222
. (6)

The outside of the BS, where ψ1 ̸= 0, ψ2 = 0, the gravitational potential is

ϕ+ const. ∝ − sin(ω1r + δ)

r
, (7)

with ω1 = 8πGm1
4/g11

2. The typical structure of BS are shown in Fig. 1 and the rotational curves in
Fig. 2. We can find that the gravitational potential is spread out by the existence of Ψ1, and which leads
to an improvement of RC. If a single scalar field model is considered, which realized by Ψ2 = 0 in (1), the

r

Figure 1: The behavior of the scalar fields
Ψ1,Ψ2 and the gravitational potential ϕ as
the function of the rescaled distance r. The
solid line, the broken line and the dotted line
represent Ψ1, Ψ2 and ϕ, respectively. The
potential is spread out by the existence of
Ψ1.

r

v

Figure 2: The behavior of the rotational ve-
locity v as the function of the rescaled dis-
tance r. The multi-scalar configuration im-
prove RC.

range of the gravitational potential becomes narrow (Fig. 3), and the RC looks far from a satisfactory
explanation of the observational data (Fig. 4).

3 General-Relativistic Boson Star under Deconstruction

We propose three models of BSs under the DD scheme.

3.1 Static and Spherical Boson Star

We consider self-interacting U(1) scalar field theory in DD. This model is described by the action:

SB =

∫
d4x

√
−g

N∑
i=1

{
|∂µϕi|2 −m2|ϕi|2 − f2|ϕi+1 − ϕi|2 −

λ̃N

2
|ϕi|4

}
. (8)

If f = 0, [U(1)]N symmetry recovers. Ansatz for a static and spherical BS: ϕi(x) = 1√
N
ϕ(r)e−iωt+iθi ,

where θi is a constant number, leads to the square of a scalar boson mass:

m2 +
f2

N

N∑
i=1

|1 − ei(θi+1−θi)|2 ≡ m2
b , (9)
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r

Figure 3: The behavior of the scalar field and
the gravitational potential as the function of
the rescaled distance r. The solid line repre-
sents the scalar field, whereas the dotted line
represents the gravitational potential. Com-
pared to the two scalar field model (Fig. 1),
the range of the potential becomes narrow.

r

v

Figure 4: The behavior of the rotational ve-
locity v as the function of the rescaled dis-
tance r. The RC looks far from a satisfactory
explanation of the observational data.

and to the charge density:
N∑
i=1

i(ϕ∗i ∂0ϕi − ϕi∂0ϕ
∗
i ) = 2ωϕ(r)2, (10)

where the charge are equally distributed on each site. The BS mass made of a single scalar with mass

mb becomes MBS ∼ M2
pl

mb
for no coupling, whereas MBS ∼

√
λ̃
M3
pl

m2
b

for large coupling, where we use the

convention of Jetzer [7]. Stars with these maximum masses are stable. If θ1 = · · · = θN , or N → ∞,
Kaluza-Klein (KK) theory is recovered and BSs are made of the zero-mode field with a minimum mass
(m2

b)min = m2.

3.2 Boson Star under Generalized Deconstruction –SUSY-inspired model–

We extend DD to the model based on graph theory. In this model, a continuum limit is not necessary,
and U(1) interactions at each site (vertex) of an arbitrary graph is still invariant. We also assume SUSY
in order to restrict the other interactions [8], and then simplify the interaction terms. This model is
described by the action:

SB =

∫
d4x

√
−g

N∑
i,j=1

{
|∂µϕi|2 −m2|ϕi|2 − f2ϕ∗i△ijϕj −

NΛij
2

|ϕi|2|ϕj |2
}
, (11)

where λ =
∑
i,j Λij , and △ is graph laplacian. Unfortunately, this model also describes a single U(1)

charge in general. Thus the most probable BS in this model is made of a scalar field with the minimum
mass.

3.3 Graph-oriented model

Characteristic matrices associated with a graph are the graph laplacian △ and identity matrix. We expand
the scalar field by the eigenvector of the graph laplacian, such as ϕ⃗ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, · · · , ϕN} =

∑N
a=1 ϕax⃗a,

where △x⃗a = λax⃗a, and x⃗a · x⃗b = δab, as usual. In this notations, BS based on the graph with p vertices
and q edges is described by the action:

SB =

∫
d4x

√
−g
{
∂ϕ⃗† · ∂ϕ⃗−m2|ϕ⃗|2 − f2ϕ⃗†△ϕ⃗− Λp

2
(|ϕ⃗|2)2 − Λq|ϕ⃗|2ϕ⃗†△ϕ⃗− Λr

2
(ϕ⃗†△ϕ⃗)2

}
. (12)
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If ϕ3 = · · · = ϕN = 0 and λ1 = 0, a boson mass becomes ma =
√
m2 + f2λa and interaction terms are

−Λp
8

(
|ψ1|2

m1
+

|ψ2|2

m2

)2

− Λq
4
λ2

|ψ2|2

m2

(
|ψ1|2

m1
+

|ψ2|2

m2

)
− Λr

8
λ2

2 |ψ2|4

m2
, (13)

where ψa ≡
√

2maϕae
imat. Self- and mutual-couplings gij can be read from (13), such as g11 = Λq/4,

and so on. By similar ways, we can obtain systematic construction of many-scalar models with several
conserved charges.

4 Summary and Outlook

We have examined the Newtonian boson star with two U(1) charges in the large-coupling limit. The
understanding of rotation curves of galaxies are improved in this model. We have also examined BSs
under deconstruction. In the continuum limit, it is found that the possible BS is made of “zero mode”
field. We have suggested two models of BSs based on graph theory.
As future work, we will consider general relativistic BSs and graph-oriented models with many charges or
arbitrary couplings. We will also investigate excited states under the condition of fixing the mass and size
of BSs. Time dependent solutions or oscillations are also interesting. We wish to study these subjects,
elsewhere.
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Abstract
We analyze the effects of the back reaction due to a conformal field theory (CFT) on
a black hole spacetime with negative cosmological constant. We study the geometry
numerically and take into account the energy momentum tensor of CFT approximated
by a radiation fluid. We find a sequence of configurations without a horizon in
thermal equilibrium (CFT stars), followed by a sequence of configurations with a
horizon. We discuss the thermodynamic properties of the system and how back
reaction effects alter the space-time structure. We also provide an interpretation of
the above sequence of solutions in terms of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The dual
five-dimensional description is given by the Karch-Randall model, in which a sequence
of five-dimensional floating black holes followed by a sequence of brane localized black
holes correspond to the above solutions.

In this brief note, we will report on our study of quantum back reaction effects for black hole spacetime
with negative cosmological constant. For brevity we limit our selves to present the main results and invite
the interested reader to consult the Ref. [1] for details.

The main issue that triggerd our attention in the problem is that in the Randall-Sundrum model [2]
(RS) no large, stable, static black hole solution localized on the brane or floating in the bulk have so
far been found, whereas small localized solutions have been constructed numerically [3] for black holes
with size smaller than the curvature scale l. The above situation is in tune with the prediction of the
AdS/CFT correspondence [4] and suggests the absence of static 4D black holes that would evaporate
due to the presence of the CFT. The absence of 4D static solutions, according to the correspondence,
would imply the existence of a 5D classical dynamical process analogous to the 4D quantum evaporation,
clarifying why 5D solutions cannnot be found [5, 6].

It is clearly difficult to provide any relevant (numerical) proof, and it makes sense to take an indirect
approach by considering modifications to the RS model. A natural thing to do is to relax the asymptotic
structure of the branes, and consider the Karch-Randall model (KR) where branes are asymptotically
AdS [7].

Contrary to the RS model, in the KR model a stable small black hole solution is expected to exist
at a certain distance from the brane. This floating black hole is infinitely far from the brane in the RS
limit of the KR model [8]. As in the RS model, the AdS/CFT correspondence works also in the KR
model, but with a very different outcome. As we have mentioned, in the RS model the CFT back reaction
causes the black hole to evaporate preventing the staticity of the solution. (For clarity, we mention that,
since we are interested in equilibrium configurations, the vacuum state that we consider throughout the
paper refers to the Hartle-Hawking state.) In the KR model, the branes are asymptotically AdS, and the
presence of a non-zero cosmological constant changes the situation dramatically. Since the lapse function
in AdS behaves at large distances as r/L (L is the 4D AdS curvature scale), the temperature and hence
the energy density of (thermal) CFT decrease rapidly for r ≫ L, reducing the effects of the back reaction.
If the black hole size is large, the energy density due to CFT will stay negligiblly small at any radius.
On the other hand, if the size of the black hole is small, the back reaction becomes important and a
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3Email address: flachi@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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static black hole solution becomes non-trivial. Roughly speaking, such a small black hole will be unstable
against the CFT back reaction and should evaporate into a CFT star of the same mass.

The sequence of the CFT stars can be tagged by the central density, and the end-point of the sequence
corresponds to a star with singular central density and lapse vanishing at the center. Thus, this sequence
of the CFT stars will naturally flow into the sequence of quantum corrected black holes, whose starting-
point corresponds to a small black hole in the limit of zero horizon radius.

According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, we may expect that a five-dimensional black hole in
the KR model will be dual to the above sequence of 4D CFT stars and quantum black holes [8]. Naive
expectation is that a brane-localized black hole and a floating black hole in the KR model are, respectively,
dual to a four-dimensional black hole with back reaction of CFT halo and a star composed of CFT, which
we refer to as quantum black hole and CFT star. If it is really the case, we can examine black holes
in the KR model by analyzing the four-dimensional system. Thus, we can interpret the sequence, the
lapse vanishes at the center of the system. This four-dimensional configuration corresponds to a five-
dimensional black hole floating in the bulk and just touching the brane, since the lapse vanishes at the
touching point for this five-dimensional configulation too. In this way, we may speculate that the sequence
of black holes corresponds to the sequence of CFT stars, while the sequence of brane-localized black holes
corresponds to the sequence of quantum black holes.

10-3

10-2

10-1
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10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103

l1/
2  L

1/
2  T

M / L

pure AdS-Sch

CFT star
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(a) Phase diagram of quantum corrected black
hole and CFT star
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AdS-Sch+RF 
    without BR

(b) Closeup of the transition point

Figure 1: Relation between M and T for CFT stars (dotted line) and quantum black holes (solid line).
For the black hole system, we set ℓ/L = 10−4. To understand the back reaction effect more clearly we add
temperature-energy relation for Schwarzschild AdS space with (dotted-dashed line) and without (dashed
line) the contribution of the radiation fluids. The right panel shows the closeup around the transition
point.

In Ref. [1] we have studied the relevant quantum back reaction problem and illustrated explicitly the
above picture. Hence, for brevity, we will only report the results for the thermodynamical quantities.

Figure 1 shows the relation between the total mass M and temperature of the system T . The dotted
line refers to the star sequence, while the solid line to the quantum black hole sequene. In order to clarify
the back reaction effects, two additional reference curves are also shown in the same figure. The dashed
line refers to the purely Schwarzschild AdS black hole case, and the dotted-dashed line refers to the sum
of the black hole mass and the energy due to the CFT without taking into account the back reaction to
the geometry. The smooth transition between the sequences of CFT stars and quantum black holes is
evident.

Figure 2 shows the total entropy of CFT stars (left panel) and quantum black holes (right panel) with
respect to the central density of the star and black hole horizon radius, respectively. In the right panel
we set the parameter ℓ/L = 10−3(solid line), 10−4 (dashed line) and 10−5 (dotted line). Again, the two
sequences are connected in the limit of infinite central density for the star configuration sequence, and in
the limit of vanishing horizon radius for the black hole sequence. A CFT star with large central density
‘becomes’ a small mass black hole at the connection point. The transition occurs at

M/L = 0.36 , ℓ1/2L1/2T = 0.21 , ℓ−1/2L−3/2S = 2.0 . (1)
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Figure 2: Total entropy of CFT stars (left panel) and quantum black holes (right panel) with respect to
the central density of the star and black hole horizon radius, respectively. In the right panel we set the
parameter ℓ/L = 10−3 (solid line), 10−4 (dashed line) and 10−5 (dotted line).

These critical values do not depend on the ratio ℓ/L.

The AdS/CFT correspondence relates the above sequence of 4D CFT stars and quantum black holes,
to a sequence of classical 5D floating and localized black holes in KR model. For instance, one can
estimate the expected size of the classical black hole on the 5D side and the transition points, by relating
the entropy to the area of black hole horizon. Here, we spare the details of the discussion that can be
found in Ref.[1] and conclude by summarizing the expected phase diagram of black hole solutions in the
KR model in Figure 3. We claimed that (i) there are stability changing points along the sequence of
brane-localized black hole solutions. The first transition corresponding to the minimum total mass of
the system occurs when the five-dimensional horizon radius is ≈ 0.7 · (ℓ3L2)1/5; (ii) the sequence of bulk
floating black holes leads to the sequence of brane-localized black holes and this transition between these
two sequences occurs when the black hole temperature is ≈ 0.21 · (ℓL)−1/2 and the five-dimensional black
hole horizon radius is ≈ 0.7 · (lL)1/2.
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of BH solutions in the KR model.
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Abstract
We construct dynamical black ring solutions in the five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell
system with a positive cosmological constant and investigate the geometrical struc-
ture. The solutions describe the physical process such that a thin black ring at early
time shrinks and changes into a single black hole as time increase.

1 Introduction

Recently, higher dimensional black holes have attracted much attention in the context of string theory and
the brane world scenario. In particular, the black ring solution [1] is one of the most important discovery
because that means the uniqueness theorem does not hold in higher-dimensional space-time unlike the
case of four-dimensional space-time and the shape of black objects can take various topology in higher-
dimension. In fact, many solutions which have more complicated structure have been constructed (see
[2, 3]).

It is interesting to have black ring solution with a cosmological constant in the context of AdS/CFT
correspondence. However, by now, attempts to obtain regular black ring solution with a cosmological
constant did not succeed [4, 5]. This might be because the co-existence of the scales of the diameter of
black ring and the cosmological constant is difficult. In [6], Caldarelli et al. constructed solutions for thin
black rings in dS and AdS space-times using approximate methods, and they mentioned static black ring
can exist in the case of positive cosmological constant because of the force balance between gravitational
force and repulsive force by cosmological constant.

We consider a possibility that solution is dynamical by the existence of positive cosmological constant
unlike the other works so far. In general, it is difficult to obtain dynamical black hole solutions, however
we can easily construct such the black hole solution in the case of the mass equal to the charge as is
constructed by Kastor and Traschen [7]. Kastor-Traschen solution [7] was generalized to higher-dimension
in [8] and coalescing black holes on Gibbons-Hawking space in [9, 10]. In this presentation, we discuss
the dynamical black ring solution in a variation of the Kastor-Traschen solutions based on the paper [11].

2 Construction of Dynamical Black Ring Solutions

We consider five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system with a positive cosmological constant, which is
described by the action

S =
1

16πG5

∫
dx5

√
−g(R− 4Λ − FµνF

µν), (1)

where R is the five dimensional scalar curvature, Fµν is the Maxwell field strength tensor, Λ is the positive
cosmological constant and G5 is the five-dimensional Newton constant. From this action, we write down
the Einstein equation

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + 2gµνΛ = 2

(
FµλFν

λ − 1

4
gµνFαβF

αβ

)
, (2)

and the Maxwell equation
Fµν ;ν = 0. (3)

1E-mail:mkimura@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp
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In this system, we consider the following metric and the gauge 1-form

ds2 = −H−2dt2 +He−λtds2E4 , (4)

A = ±
√

3

2
H−1dt, (5)

where ds2E4 is a four-dimensional Euclid space and λ =
√

4Λ/3 and the function H is

H = 1 +
1

e−λt
Ψ, (6)

and the function Ψ is independent of time coordinate t. As shown in [7, 8], if the function Ψ is the
solution of the Laplace equation on ds2E4

△E4Ψ = 0, (7)

the metric (4) and the gauge-1-form (5) become solutions of five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell system
with a positive cosmological constant.2

In [8], the function Ψ was chosen as point source harmonics, and then the solution describes coalescence
of multi-black holes with the topology of S3. In construct, in this presentation, we focus on the ring source
solutions of (7) given by

Ψ =
∑
i

mi√
(r1 + ai)2 + r22

√
(r1 − ai)2 + r22

+
∑
i

ni√
r21 + (r2 + bi)2

√
r21 + (r1 − bi)2

, (8)

where we use the coordinate of ds2E4 as

ds2E4 = dr21 + r21dϕ
2
1 + dr22 + r22dϕ

2
2, (9)

and Ψ satisfies

△Ψ =
∑
i

mi

2πai
δ(r1 − ai)δ(r2) +

∑
i

ni
2πbi

δ(r1)δ(r2 − bi). (10)

3 Global structure of single black ring solution

In this presentation, we focus on a single black ring solution, namely the harmonics Ψ takes the form

Ψ =
m√

(r1 + a)2 + r22
√

(r1 − a)2 + r22
. (11)

In this case, the solution is dynamical because the topologies of the spatial cross section of the event
horizon change from S2 × S1 at early time into S3 at late time as shown in the following subsection.

3.1 Event Horizon

At r :=
√
r21 + r22 → ∞, the metric (4) behaves

ds2 ≃ −
(

1 +
1

e−λt
m

r21 + r22

)−2

dt2 +

(
1 +

1

e−λt
m

r21 + r22

)
e−λt(dr21 + r21dϕ

2
1 + dr22 + r22dϕ

2
2). (12)

We can see the geometry described by (4) at large radius asymptotes to that of Reissner-Nordström-de
Sitter solution. If m < mext = 16/(27λ2), the metric (12) have a black hole horizon at r → ∞, t → ∞
s.t. e−λtr2 = xh where xh is a constant safisfies the equation

λ2(xh +m3) − 4x2h = 0. (13)

So we can find event horizon of the metric (4) locally at late time around large radius.
Similar to the discussion in [13], by solving null geodesics from each point of the event horizons on

t = const. surface at late time to the past, we can get null geodesic generators of the event horizons,
namely we can find the locations of the event horizons approximately. We plot coordinate value of event
horizon in r1 − r2 plane at each time in Fig.1. From this, we can see that the topology of spatial cross
section of event horizon at late time is S3 and the topology of that at early time is S1 × S2.

2 In [9, 12] the case of Gibbons-Hawking base space is discussed.
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the event horizon for a single black ring in r1 − r2 plane. Coordinate values
of event horizon of each time slices are plotted. We set parameters λ = 1, m = 1/2, a = 1.

3.2 Early Time Behavior

From Fig.1, at early time, we can see the event horizon locate on near the points of ring source of
harmonics r1 = a, r2 = 0. So in this section, we study the geometrical structure near r1 = a, r2 = 0
analytically. Near the points r1 = a, r2 = 0, the metric (4) behaves

ds2 ≃ −
(

1 +
1

e−λt
m

2aρ

)−2

dt2 +

(
1 +

1

e−λt
m

2aρ

)
e−λt

(
dρ2 + ρ2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) + a2dϕ21

)
, (14)

where we introduce new coordinate ρ, θ, ϕ as

ρ sin θ cosϕ = r1 − a, ρ sin θ sinϕ = r2 sinϕ2, ρ cos θ = r2 cosϕ2. (15)

From this, we can see that the early time behavior is like black string. The metric (4) describes the
physical process such that a thin black ring at early time shrinks and changes into a single black hole as
time increase.

If we take λ = 0 limit of the metric (14), it reduce to the charged black string solution with the
mass equal to the charge [14]. The charged black string solution [14] is regular solution which has two
horizon if the mass is greater then the charge, but it has naked singularity at degenerated horizon if the
mass equal to the charge. One may worry about that the metric (14) also has naked singularity. So, we
investigate whether the singularities are hidden by the horizon, i.e., whether the null geodesic generators
of event horizon reach r1 = a, r2 = 0 at a finite past time.

To do this we study null geodesics in the metric (14). The geometry of (14) has SO(3) × U(1)
symmetry, so it is sufficient to focus on t − ρ part of the metic (14). The null geodesics ρ = ρ(t) which
goes inward from the future to the past satisfies

dρ

dt
=

1√
e−λt

(
1 +

1

e−λt
m

2aρ

)−3/2

. (16)

The solution of this equation (16) asymptotes to

ρ(t) → 1

e−2λt

λ2m3

2a3
, (17)

as t → −∞. So, we can see that the singularity is hidden by event horizon at least finite past time.
However, in the t→ −∞ limit along the event horizon (17), the curvature behaves

RαβµνR
αβµν ∼ e−4λt → ∞, (18)

but we consider this singularity is not so wrong as long as we focus on the region in which the time
coordinate t takes finite values.
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4 Summary and Discussion

In this presentation, we have discussed the dynamical black ring solutions in the five dimensional Einstein-
Maxwell system with a positive cosmological constant. Our solution has constructed by use of ring source
harmonics on four-dimensional Euclid space and this is analogous to the case of super-symmetric black
ring solution [15]. In the case of single ring source harmonics, the solutions describe the physical process
such that a thin black ring at early time shrinks and changes into a single black hole as time increase. In
general, our solution can describe coalescence of multi black rings.

All regular black ring solutions so far found have angular momenta to keep balance between grav-
itational force and centrifugal force, otherwise there exist some singularities. On the other hand, our
solutions do not rotate, i.e., do not have angular momentum, but clearly this has no conical singularity
because of the way of the construction of the solution. We consider that this is because of the balance
between gravitational force and electric force.

One of important point in this presentation is that if we set λ = 0 our solutions are static singular
solutions which have curvature singularities at the points Ψ diverge, but in the case of λ ̸= 0 our solutions
become regular in the region in which the time coordinate t takes finite values since the event horizon
encloses the singularities. This suggest that other harmonics which were not focused on so far also give
regular solutions with various horizon topologies. It may be also interesting that this way applies to the
case of dimensions higher than five.
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Abstract
We investigate a three-dimensional gravitational theory on a noncommutative space
which has a cosmological constant term only [1]. We found various kinds of nontrivial
solutions, by applying a similar technique which was used to seek noncommutative
solitons in noncommutative scalar field theories. Some of those solutions correspond
to bubbles of spacetimes, or represent dimensional reduction. The solution which
interpolates Gµν = 0 and Minkowski metric is also found. All solutions we obtained
are non-perturbative in the noncommutative parameter θ, therefore they are different
from solutions found in other contexts of noncommutative theory of gravity and would
have a close relation to quantum gravity.

1 Introduction

The construction of a consistent theory of spacetime at the Planck scale is one of the main issue in
fundamental physics. There is an expectation that a noncommutativity among spacetime coordinates

[xµ, xν ] = iθµν (1)

emerges in such a scale. In fact, there are so many attempts to make this idea manifest, that is, to
construct a consistent theory of gravity with noncommutativity to be taken into account. For example,
a noncommutative extension of the gauge theory of gravitation[2], that of the correspondence between
the three-dimensional Einstein gravity and the three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory[3], and the non-
commutative effects to gravitational sources[4] have been investigated intensively. Also, the authors of
[5] proposed a theory of gravity on noncommutative spaces from the viewpoint of twisting the diffeomor-
phism (you can find more references in [1]). Some solutions for such noncommutative theories have been
already found, but they are also the solutions for the ordinary Einstein gravity. Namely, we have not had
any nontrivial solutions particular to the gravitational theories on noncommutative spaces so far.

As for this point, we take a rather different approach to investigate the effect of the noncommutativity,
by finding classical solutions that can not be obtained as the deformation of solutions of commutative
theories but are non-perturbative in the noncommutativity θ. To this end, we would like to work with
a three-dimensional noncommutative gravitational theory that consists of a cosmological constant term
only, that is to say, a noncommutative gravitational theory without the Ricci scalar. We adopt the first
order (vielbein) formalism, and the action of our theory reduces to just the three-dimensional determinant
of the vielbein. One reason to work with this situation is that the cosmological constant term is made by
the ⋆-multiplication only and that would be common for many approaches to noncommutative gravity,
i.e., it is model independent.

This set up is also motivated by the idea of [6], where some noncommutative solitons have been derived
in noncommutative scalar field theories. Our case, as the determinant is made of the ⋆-multiplication
of vielbein, is analogous to the noncommutative ϕ3-theory investigated in [6], and we can apply a sim-
ilar technique to find nontrivial solutions, namely, by switching to the operator formulation and using
projection operators or their generalization.

1Email address: shimpei@nat.gunma-ct.ac.jp
2Email address: asakawa@tuhep.phys.tohoku.ac.jp
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2 The Noncommutative Gravity of Cosmological Constant

We would like to consider a three-dimensional noncommutative plane R3 with coordinates xµ(µ = 0, 1, 2)
or (t, x, y). The star product is defined for any functions on R3 as

(f ⋆ g) (x) = exp

(
i

2

∂

∂xµ
θµν

∂

∂yν
f(x)g(y)

∣∣
y→x

)
, (2)

where θµν is a constant, anti-symmetric matrix which represents the noncommutativity. In order to avoid
a conceptual problem of causality, we introduce the noncommutativity purely in the spatial coordinates
[x, y]⋆ ≡ x ⋆ y − y ⋆ x = iθ, by choosing θ0i = 0(i = 1, 2) and θ12 ≡ θ.

We exploit the first order formulation of a three-dimensional theory of gravity on a noncommutative
R3 which has a cosmological constant term only,

S = − Λ

κ2

∫
dtd2x E⋆ = − Λ

3!κ2

∫
dtd2xϵµνρϵabcE

a
µ ⋆ E

b
ν ⋆ E

c
ρ, (3)

where Λ is a cosmological constant and Eaµ(x) is a vielbein. We denote spacetime indices by µ, ν, ρ and
tangent space indices by a, b, c. All indices run from 0 to 2. The metric is defined as

Gµν =
1

2

(
Eaµ ⋆ E

b
ν + Ebν ⋆ E

a
µ

)
ηab, (4)

where ηab is an SO(1, 2) invariant metric of the local Lorentz frame. We do not assume that Eaµ or Gµν
are invertible as 3 × 3 matrices, that is, we allow degenerate metrics. Gµν is assumed to be real for
simplicity and solutions we discuss later will not contradict with this assumption, but complex metrics
can also be treated in a similar manner.

Varying the action (3) with respect to Eaµ and using the cyclic symmetry of the star product, we have

nine equations of motion for ∀µ and ∀a,

ϵµνρϵabc{Ebν , Ecρ}⋆ = 0. (5)

Here we used the star-anticommutator defined by {f, g}⋆ ≡ 1
2 (f ⋆ g + g ⋆ f).

In order to find solutions of (5), we exploit the recipe used in [6], i.e., the usage of the connection
between the star product and the operator formulation, an analogue of the Weyl-Wigner correspondence
in quantum mechanics. The creation and the annihilation operator are defined by

â =
x̂+ iŷ√

2θ
, â† =

x̂− iŷ√
2θ

. (6)

The Hilbert space H is now spanned by orthonormal basis |n ⟩ (n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ), which is the energy
eigenstate of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator given in (6). Thus a general operator O acting on
H can be written as the linear combination of the matrix elements of the form

O =
∞∑

i,j=0

Oij | i ⟩ ⟨ j | . (7)

In particular, the projection operator | i ⟩ ⟨ i | will be important to construct solutions. The function
(symbol) ϕi corresponding to the projection operator (that is Oϕi = | i ⟩ ⟨ i |) can be expressed as

ϕi(x, y) = 2(−1)ie−r
2/θLi

(
2r2

θ

)
, (8)

where Li(x) is the i-th Laguerre polynomial and r2 = x2 + y2. By construction, ϕi is the orthogonal
projection ϕi ⋆ ϕj = δijϕi and satisfy the completeness relation

∑∞
i=0 ϕi = 1.
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3 Noncommutative Solitons by Projection Operators

We have found that there is an infinite numbers of nontrivial solutions for (5) by expanding the vielbein
as

Eaµ =
∞∑

i,j=0

(Caµ)ij | i ⟩ ⟨ j | . (9)

Here (Caµ)ij is a (complex) number. In this proceeding we would like to show the easiest solution as an
example (general solutions are given in [1]), that is, the solution of diagonal vielbein. For this case, the
equation of motion becomes very simple and we can easily check that the following vielbein solves (5):

Ebν = diag(α0ϕ0, α1ϕ1, α2ϕ2), (10)

where α0, α1 and α2 are arbitrary complex numbers. The solution (10) gives the line element

ds2 = 2e−r
2/θ

(
−α2

0dt
2 − α2

1

(
1 − 2r2

θ

)
dx2 + α2

2

(
1 − 4r2

θ
+

2r4

θ2

)
dy2
)
. (11)

Once we switch to the metric formalism, we can evaluate the Ricci scalar and other scalar invariants
to understand this spacetime intuitively. All of them diverge at r = ∞ coming from the overall factor
e−r

2/θ appeared in (11), and also diverge at several values of r which comes from the zero points of the
Laguerre polynomials, so the spacetime is divided into several radial regions by the walls of curvature
singularities. The divergent points agree with those satisfy detG = 0. In each region, the Ricci scalar
evaluated by ordinary GR method is meaningful because detG ̸= 0. When we take the commutative
limit θ → 0, all of the walls shrink to r = 0 and only one curvature singularity will appear there. This
solution suggests that the bubbles of several spacetimes with small cosmological constants would emerge
from this solution.

Also, some solutions found in similar way indicate dimensional reduction, that is, they are effectively
one- or two-dimensional because of the degeneracy det⋆G = 0. In the context of quantum gravity,
the possibility of dimensional reduction have been intensively discussed, so it would be interesting to
investigate the relation of our theory to them.

4 Noncommutative Solitons by Clifford Algebras

There is another class of solutions for (5), that is represented by various dimensional Clifford algebras.
All solutions of this type we found are proportional to the Minkowski metric and satisfy det⋆G ̸= 0, as
opposed to the ones in the previous section.

To be more precise, let us for example focus on the indices i = 0, 1 and define the SO(3) gamma
matrices (Pauli matrices) as

γ0 = σ3 = | 0 ⟩ ⟨ 0 | − | 1 ⟩ ⟨ 1 | ,
γ1 = σ1 = | 1 ⟩ ⟨ 0 | + | 0 ⟩ ⟨ 1 | ,
γ2 = σ2 = i | 1 ⟩ ⟨ 0 | − i | 0 ⟩ ⟨ 1 | . (12)

They satisfies the Clifford algebra relation {γµ, γν} = 2δµν12. Here 12 = | 0 ⟩ ⟨ 0 | + | 1 ⟩ ⟨ 1 | is a unit
matrix in the two dimensional subspace spanned by | 0 ⟩ and | 1 ⟩, which is equivalent to the projection
operator ϕ0 + ϕ1 in the full Hilbert space. Then the vielbein of the form

Eaµ =

 γ0 0 0
0 γ1 0
0 0 γ2

 (13)

is evidently a solution for (5). The metric for this vielbein is

Gµν = ηµν (| 0 ⟩ ⟨ 0 | + | 1 ⟩ ⟨ 1 |) = ηµν (ϕ0 + ϕ1) (14)

=
4r2

θ
e−r

2/θηµν . (15)
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Remarkably, this metric is proportional to the three-dimensional Minkowski metric, so that it is natural
to regard this solution as a soliton that interpolates two vacua Gµν = 0 and Gµν = ηµν . We might be
able to say that this solution expresses the emergence of the Minkowski spacetime from the cosmological
constant term and the noncommutativity.

5 Summary

We considered the three-dimensional gravity only with the cosmological constant term on the noncommu-
tative space. This theory has an infinite number of nontrivial solutions and the solutions we have shown
here can be classified into two classes, i.e., the solutions constructed by using the projection operators
and the ones constructed by applying the Clifford algebra.

All solutions in the former class satisfy det⋆G = 0 but detG ̸= 0, so we could calculate commutative
scalar curvatures produced by the metrics based on the solutions of the vielbein. In [1] we also give other
solutions that are effectively one- or two-dimensional because of the degeneracy det⋆G = 0 which would
have close relation to quantum gravity.

The solutions in the latter class are noncommutative solitons interpolating Gµν = 0 and Gµν = ηµν .
They satisfy det⋆G ̸= 0 and detG ̸= 0 and they are regarded as either a bubble of ordinary spacetime
around the nothing Gµν = 0, or a hole (bubble of nothing) in the Minkowski space, where their regions
with different scalar curvatures are partitioned by the wall of the curvature singularity.

Now we would like to propose a new point of view for the cosmological constant term: the action we
gave here is already a full theory though there is no scalar curvature term. When we adopt this idea, the
metric, the Ricci scalar and other physical quantities can be constructed after the vielbein is obtained
by solving the equation of motion (5). In other words, we switch the second order formalism effectively.
In this case, the vielbein which solves (5) can be regarded as a “meta” spacetime or a seed vielbein that
can work as a source for the commutative Ricci scalar R or the noncommutative one R⋆. We would
like to emphasize that this point of view have never appeared. One of the reasons for that is that on
commutative spaces, a cosmological constant term itself can not give a nontrivial solution, but it needs
a kinetic term.

This is the first trial that suggest the emergence of “meta” spacetimes only from a cosmological
constant and noncommutativity. In this respect, this scenario gives also a new direction about the
cosmological constant problem, that is, the cosmological constant is necessary for spacetimes to emerge.
As a next step, extending our theory to include spin connections and studying the symmetries of this
theory would be interesting. Both fundamental and phenomenological questions on this model have to
be investigated further.
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Abstract
We present a curvaton model from type IIB string theory compactified on a warped
throat with approximate isometries. Considering an (anti-)D3-brane sitting at the
throat tip as a prototype standard model brane, we show that the brane’s position in
the isometry directions can play the role of curvatons. The basic picture is that the
fluctuations of the (anti-)D3-brane in the angular isometry directions during infla-
tion eventually turns into the primordial curvature perturbations, and subsequently
the brane’s oscillation excites other open string modes on the brane and reheat the
universe. We find in the explicit case of the KS throat that a wide range of param-
eters allows a consistent curvaton scenario. It is also shown that the oscillations of
branes at throat tips are capable of producing large non-Gaussianity, either through
curvature or isocurvature perturbations. Since such setups naturally arise in warped
(multi-)throat compactifications and are constrained by observational data, the model
can provide tests for compactification scenarios. This work gives an explicit example
of string theory providing light fields for generating curvature perturbations. Such
mechanisms free the inflaton from being responsible for the perturbations, thus open
up new possibilities for inflation models. The discussions in this paper are based
on [1].

1 Introduction

An important feature of string cosmology is its high sensitivity to the physics of string compactification.
This imposes stringent restrictions on string inflationary models, and it is nontrivial whether the inflaton
can generate the primordial curvature perturbations. However, one can expect some field(s) other than
the inflaton to have generated the curvature perturbations, as in the case of the curvaton scenario [2–5]. In
this paper, we present a simple curvaton model from string theory compactified on a warped throat with
approximate isometries. A good example of such throats is the deformed conifold [6] in type IIB string
theory, where it has been shown that fluxes and nonperturbative effects can stabilize all its moduli [7, 8].
Considering an (anti-)D3-brane sitting at the throat tip as a prototype standard model brane, we show
that the brane’s position in the isometry directions can play the role of the curvaton. The basic picture is
that the fluctuations of the (anti-)D3-brane in the angular isometry directions during inflation eventually
turns into the primordial curvature perturbations, and subsequently the brane’s oscillation excites other
open string modes on the brane and reheat our universe. We find in the explicit case of the Klebanov-
Strassler (KS) throat [6] that a wide range of parameters allows a consistent curvaton scenario. The
discussions in this paper are based on [1].

2 Effective Action

Let us consider the six-dimensional internal space to be compactified to a (conformally) Calabi-Yau (CY)
space which includes warped deformed conifold throat regions, whose leading order background geometry
takes the following form,

ds2 = h(r)2g(4)µν dx
µdxν + h(r)−2

(
dr2 + r2g(5)mndθ

mdθn
)
, (1)

1Email address: takeshi.kobayashi@ipmu.jp
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where r is the radial coordinate which decreases as one approaches the tip of the throat, and θm are the
five-dimensional angular coordinates. h(r) is the warp factor, which is to leading order independent of
the angular coordinates.

Assuming that we are living on an D3-brane sitting at the tip of the conifold throat, the angular
position of the D3 in the isometry directions plays the role of curvatons. However, since the throat is
glued to the bulk CY which in general do not preserve such isometries, the throat isometries are broken.
Also, nonperturbative effects that stabilize the Kähler moduli confine the D3 to certain loci on the tip.
The warping of the throat suppresses all such effects at the tip, and consequently the angular position of
the D3 receives small mass and couplings to other open string modes on the brane. As a consequence,
one can obtain the curvaton action from the DBI and CS terms of a probe D3-brane inside a GKP[7]-type
warped throat,

L√
−g(4)

≃ −(∂σ)2 + ψ̄iD/ψ − (m2
bulk +m2

np)σ2 +
gsM

1/2α′3/2

h30

m2
bulkm

2
np

m2
bulk +m2

np

σψ̄iD/ψ, (2)

where gs is the string coupling, α′ is the string scale, M is the R-R flux number of the throat, and h0 is
the warp factor at the throat tip. Here we have focused on the flattest angular direction θ (among the
three angular directions of the S3 tip), and assumed that the D3 is stabilized in the other directions. The
curvaton σ is obtained by canonically normalizing this direction,

σ ≡
√
T3r0θ, (3)

where r0 is the IR cutoff of the deformed conifold and T3 ∼ 1/(gsα
′2) is the D3 (D3) tension. Also, ψ is

the world-volume fermion, into which the angular degrees of freedom (i.e. the curvaton) decay first. (We
assume that (some of) the world-volume fermions are significantly lighter than the curvaton.)3 We have
dropped numerical factors and will carry out order-of-magnitude estimations in this paper.

The masses arising from bulk and nonperturbative effects are defined as follows, respectively,

m2
bulk ≡ h∆0

r20
∼ h∆−2

0

gsMα′ , m2
np ≡ hλ−2

0

gsMα′ , (4)

The symbols ∆ and λ respectively denote how much the bulk and nonperturbative effects are suppressed
in terms of the warp factor. By comparing ∆ and λ, one can measure the relative strength of the bulk
and nonperturbative effects at the throat tip, e.g., ∆ ∼ 5.3 for a KS throat [9], and λ ∼ 5.5 for simple
cases of the Kuperstein embedding of wrapped D7-branes [10]. The point we would like to emphasize is
that various effects with different angular dependence misalign the (local) minima of the potential and
interaction terms, hence providing decay channels to the curvaton.

Since the field range of σ is restricted by the radius of the S3 tip, one statistically expects that the
field value of the curvaton during inflation is

σ∗ ∼ h0M
1/2

α′1/2 . (5)

3 Cosmological Perturbations

Equipped with the information on the angular position of the D3-brane discussed in the previous section,
let us look into the parameter space and show that the angular oscillation of the D3 at the throat tip
actually plays the role of the curvaton. We assume that the SM particles are realized on the curvaton
D3-brane. How the SM particles are realized on the world-volume of the D-brane is out of the scope of
this paper, though one naively expects that the interactions among the open string modes on the brane
is suppressed by the local string scale. The decay rate from the curvaton to the world-volume fermions is
further suppressed by the warp factor. Therefore, after the curvaton decay into world-volume fermions,

3One can check that the decay of the curvaton into world-volume fermions induced by the three-point term in (2) is
the most important interaction. The curvaton also interacts with world-volume gauge fields, gravitons, and Kaluza-Klein
modes in the throat, but those interactions have no major effect on the curvaton dynamics, perturbatively nor through
parametric resonance.
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we can expect the fermions to soon decay into or thermalize with the SM particles (or particles that
eventually turn into SM particles). For the cosmic inflation, we do not specify its details. However,
we assume that the inflaton energy is transferred to radiation right after the end of inflation. In cases
where the curvaton dominates the universe before it decays, the reheating of the universe is sourced by
the decay of the curvaton. On the other hand, if the curvaton is subdominant at decay, then reheating
should rely on the remnants of inflation. We require the curvaton to decay before BBN, but if one also
wants to incorporate baryogenesis, then the decay time should be corrected according to the baryogenesis
scenario.

In addition to such cosmological requirements, several microscopic constraints need to be satisfied. In
order to trust our action (2), the curvaton brane has to be moving nonrelativistically. Furthermore, the
Hubble parameter during inflation should be smaller than the local string scale of the throat to avoid
stringy corrections to the throat. For the same reason, the curvaton’s oscillation energy also should be
smaller than the local string scale.

We illustrate the parameter space on the ∆-λ plane in Figure 1. The remaining four parameters (i.e.
gs, M , h0, and the length scale of the internal bulk L/α′1/2) are fixed to the values explained in the
caption. One sees that as ∆ or λ increase, i.e. the bulk or nonperturbative effects weaken, the decay rate
of the curvaton is suppressed and the curvaton comes closer to dominating the universe before decay.
The figure clearly shows that when either the bulk or nonperturbative effect is absent, i.e. ∆ or λ → ∞,
the curvaton cannot decay, and one crosses the orange line which is the BBN constraint. As we take
different values for the four parameters gs, M , L/α′1/2, and h0, the consistent region (the yellow region
in the figure) deforms and shifts in the ∆-λ plane. Though we have shown only a single example, one
can check that consistent curvaton scenarios are allowed for broad ranges of the parameters.

Figure 1: The consistency conditions for the curvaton scenario on the ∆-λ plane, where the other
parameters are set to gs = 0.1, M = 300, L/α′1/2 = 3, h0 = 10−5 (hence N ∼ 50000, K ∼ 200,
MPlα

′1/2 ∼ 300). The lines denote where each condition is saturated, blue: masslessness of the curvaton,
orange: decay before BBN, red: fNL . 100, purple: curvaton oscillation energy bound. The yellow region
satisfies all four conditions. (In this case, these four conditions include other cosmological and microscopic
requirements.) On the right (left) side of the dashed line, the curvaton dominates (subdominates) the
universe at the decay epoch. The produced non-Gaussianities are also shown as contour lines for fNL.
Here the inflation scale can be estimated from Hinf/MPl ∼ 10−11fNL.
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4 Conclusions

We have proposed a model for generating the primordial perturbations and reheating our universe from
angular oscillations of D-branes at the tip of throats. The geometrical features of throats – warping
and (approximate) isometries – yielded curvaton scenarios. We have also seen that effects that break
the force-free condition of the D-brane in the isometry directions, such as the isometry breaking bulk
effects and moduli stabilizing nonperturbative effects played an important role in our model. Depending
on the (un)balance between the various features of the background geometry, the curvaton model shows
different behaviours, e.g., the curvaton may contribute mainly to non-Gaussianity, or survive until now
and contribute to dark matter, generating non-Gaussian isocurvature perturbations. These cases of
interest are further studied in [1], where it is shown that each scenario can be realized in a wide range of
parameter space. In other words, our model may be considered as generally arising from compactification
scenarios containing warped throats with isometries. Therefore, it may serve as a test for discussing
the validness of (multi-)throat compactification scenarios. The curvaton model is capable of producing
large non-Gaussianity, and upcoming CMB experiments are expected to allow us to give more rigorous
arguments.

One of the general lessons of our work is that in string theory, one finds it quite natural to consider
fields other than the inflaton for generating the primordial perturbations. Such light fields can be re-
alized in string theory, thus giving rise to mechanisms which may have seemed too intricate from the
phenomenological point of view. It is fair to say that top-down approaches to inflationary cosmology can
provide us with rich ideas beyond the standard slow-roll inflation pictures.
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Abstract
In the non-relativistic theory of gravity recently proposed by Hořava, the Hamilto-
nian constraint is not satisfied locally at each point in space. The absence of the local
Hamiltonian constraint allows the system to have an extra dark-matter-like compo-
nent as an integration constant. We discuss consequences of this fact in the context
of cosmological perturbations, paying a particular attention to the large scale evolu-
tion of the curvature perturbation. The curvature perturbation is defined in a gauge
invariant manner with this “dark matter” taken into account. We then clarify the
conditions under which the curvature perturbation is conserved on large scales. This
is done by using the evolution equations.

1 Introduction

A power-counting renormalizable theory of gravity, proposed recently by Hořava [1], has attracted much
attention. The essential aspect of the theory is broken Lorentz invariance in the ultraviolet (UV), where
it exhibits a Lifshitz-like anisotropic scaling, t → ℓzt, x⃗ → ℓx⃗, with the dynamical critical exponent
z = 3. Several versions of Hořava gravity have been known, which are classified according to whether
or not the detailed balance and the projectability conditions are imposed. Among them the theory with
projectability and without detailed balance is argued to evade the problems pointed out in the literature.
The most distinguished feature of projectable Hořava gravity is that the Hamiltonian constraint is not
a local equation satisfied at each point in space, but rather a global equation integrated over the whole
space. Since the global Hamiltonian constraint is less restrictive than the local one, it allows for a wider
class of solutions which contain an additional dust-like component as an integration constant, as was
clearly remarked in [2]. In this paper, we discuss consequences of the absence of the local Hamiltonian
constraint within the context of cosmological perturbations based on [3].

2 Hořava gravity

We consider the projectable version of Hořava gravity without detailed balance. The dynamical variables
are N , Ni, and γij The projectability condition states that the lapse function depends only on the time
coordinate, N = N (t), while Ni and γij may depend on t and x⃗. The theory is invariant under the
foliation-preserving diffeomorphism: t → t̃(t), xi → x̃i(t, x⃗). The dynamical variables are subject to the
action [1, 4]

S =
1

16πG

∫
dtd3xN√

γ
(
KijK

ij − λK2 +R+ LV 2

)
+

∫
dtd3xN√

γLm, (1)

where Lm is the Lagrangian for matter fields, Kij is the extrinsic curvature, R = γijRij is the trace of
the Ricci scalar (the spatial curvature scalar), and LV 2 is the higher spatial curvature Lagrangian which
is not relevant in this paper.

Variation with respect to N yields the Hamiltonian constraint. In the projectable version of Hořava
gravity, the Hamiltonian constraint is not satisfied locally at each spatial point, but rather a global

1Email address: tsutomu”at”gravity.phys.waseda.ac.jp
2Email address: yuko”at”gravity.phys.waseda.ac.jp
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equation integrated over the whole space because N is a function of t only. The global Hamiltonian
constraint reads ∫

d3x
√
γ
[
KijK

ij − λK2 −R− LV 2 + 16πGE
]

= 0, (2)

where E := −Lm − N δLm/δN . Variation with respect to Ni leads to the momentum constraint, and
variation with respect to γij gives the evolution equations: ... = 8πGTij .

3 Background evolution

The background evolution of Hořava cosmology can be derived by setting N = 1, Ni = 0, and γij =
a2(t)δij . The evolution equation at zeroth order reads

1 − 3λ

2

(
3H2 + 2Ḣ

)
= 8πGp, (3)

where H := ȧ/a, and Tij = pγij has been assumed.
Let us define E(t) by

8πG [E(t) + ρ] = −3

2
(1 − 3λ)H2, (4)

where ρ is the background value of the matter energy density E. In the case of λ = 1, the meaning of E
becomes more transparent by noticing that 8πGE = 8πGT 0

0 −G 0
0 , where G 0

0 is the (0 0) component of
the usual Einstein tensor: E arises because the local Hamiltonian constraint is absent in Hořava gravity.
This term corresponds to “dark matter as an integration constant” in Refs. [2].

We emphasize that in this paper the homogeneous background is assumed at least in our observable
patch of the universe because nobody can tell what happens beyond the present horizon scale. Under this
assumption we can conclude from the global Hamiltonian constraint that E does not necessarily vanish
in the local patch. For example, we may have E > 0 in our patch of the universe, but E may be negative
in a different patch. Our assumption is in contrast to Ref. [5].

In terms of E , Eq. (3) can be written in the form of a conservation equation: Ė + ρ̇+3H (E + ρ+ p) =
0. This does not guarantee the local conservation of the matter energy density. If the matter action
respects general covariance, we have an additional conservation equation, ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0. Using the
local conservation of matter energy, we obtain Ė + 3HE = 0, implying that E indeed shows a dust-like
behavior [2].

4 Large scale cosmological perturbations

Let us study linear perturbations around the cosmological background. The perturbed metric is given by

N 2 = 1 + 2A(t), Ni = a2B,i, γij = a2 [(1 − 2ψ)δij + 2D,ij ] . (5)

Since we are imposing the projectability condition, the perturbation of the lapse function A does not
depend on x⃗. Under the scalar gauge transformation, t → t + χ0(t), xi → xi + ∂iχ(t, x⃗), the metric
perturbations transform as A → A − χ̇0, ψ → ψ + Hχ0, B → B − χ̇, and D → D − χ. Since χ0

depends only on t, inhomogeneous ψ cannot be gauged away, while A can be set to zero by the gauge
transformation. This point is in contrast to general relativity. It is convenient to define σ := Ḋ − B,
which is gauge invariant.

The evolution equations take the form

− (1 − 3λ)
[
ψ̈ + 3Hψ̇ +HȦ+

(
3H2 + 2Ḣ

)
A
]

+ O(∇2) = 8πGδp, (6)

where δp is the isotropic pressure perturbation and ∇2 := δij∂i∂j . (We do not consider the case in
which higher spatial derivative terms are much larger than O(∇2) terms, though O(∇6) terms have an
interesting effect on the spectrum of perturbations.)
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Analogously to E defined in the previous section, let us now define ε(t, x⃗) by

− 8πG [ε(t, x⃗) + δρ] = −3(1 − 3λ)H
(
ψ̇ +HA

)
− 2∇2

(
ψ

a2
+Hσ

)
, (7)

where δρ is the perturbation of the matter energy density E. In the case of λ = 1 we have 8πGε =
8πGδT 0

0 −δG 0
0 , from which it is clear again that ε is a consequence of the absence of the local Hamiltonian

constraint. Thus, ε may be regarded as a energy density perturbation of “dark matter as an integration
constant.” It is easy to check that ε transforms as ε→ ε−Ėχ0 under the gauge transformation. In terms
of ε, the trace part of the evolution equations can be written as

ε̇+ δ̇ρ+ 3H (ε+ δρ+ δp) − 3ψ̇ (E + ρ+ p) =
1

8πG
∇2

[
2
ψ̇

a2
+ 2Ḣσ + 3H(1 − λ) (σ̇ + 3Hσ)

]
+ O

(
∇4
)
, (8)

which reminds us of the perturbed energy conservation equation. If the matter energy density is conserved
locally at perturbative order on large scales, one has, in addition to Eq. (8), δ̇ρ+3H (δρ+ δp)−3ψ̇(ρ+p) =
O(∇2). Note, however, that Eq. (8) does not necessarily imply the local conservation of the matter energy
density. In the following we assume that E ̸= 0.

Formally, one can define the following gauge invariant quantities:

ζ := (1 − f)ζHL + fζm, ζHL := −ψ −H
ε

Ė
, ζm := −ψ −H

δρ

ρ̇
, (9)

with f(t) := ρ̇

Ė+ρ̇ . Only when the matter energy density is conserved locally at zeroth order, we may

rewrite Eq. (4) to have f = ρ+p
E+ρ+p . Using the definition (7), ζ can be written more explicitly as

ζ = −ψ +
H

Ḣ

(
ψ̇ +HA

)
+

2∇2
(
ψ/a2 +Hσ

)
3(1 − 3λ)Ḣ

, (10)

so that ζ can be expressed solely in terms of the metric perturbations. Using the variables defined above
and neglecting the O(∇2) terms, we can rewrite Eq. (8) in a suggestive form as

ζ̇ ≃ − H

E + ρ+ p
δpnad +Hc2sf(1 − f)SHL, (11)

where we have introduced the non-adiabatic pressure perturbation of matter, δpnad := δp − c2sδρ, with
c2s := ṗ/ρ̇, and the isocurvature fluctuation between “dark matter as an integration constant” and ordinary
matter, SHL := 3 (ζHL − ζm) . We emphasize that Eq. (11) has been derived only by using the evolution
equations.

Equation (11) however tells nothing about the large scale evolution of ζ unless the evolution of ζm
and ζHL is specified (except for the special case c2sf(1−f) ≃ 0). If the matter energy is conserved locally,
one finds that ḟ + 3Hc2sf(1 − f) = 0 at zeroth order and ζ̇m ≃ 0 on large scales at perturbative order,
assuming that δpnad = 0. In this case it can be shown that ζ̇HL ≃ 0 on large scales, but ζ is not conserved

in general. Indeed, it follows immediately from the definition that ζ(t, x⃗) = [1−f(t)]ζ
(0)
HL(x⃗)+f(t)ζ

(0)
m (x⃗),

where ζ
(0)
HL and ζ

(0)
m are the initial conditions for the corresponding variables. For dust-like matter with

ρ ∝ a−3, f is constant since E also scales as a−3, and hence ζ is conserved. This fact was already clear in
Eq. (11) with c2s = 0. Another case in which ζ is conserved on large scales is SHL = 0, that is, ζm = ζHL.
Whether this “adiabatic relation” between “dark matter” and usual matter is likely or not depends upon
the specific scenario in the early universe.

Interesting cases with f ≃ 0 and f ≃ 1 can be studied without knowing the evolution of SHL and hence
without relying on the local conservation of the ordinary matter energy density. If radiation dominates
the energy density of the universe at early times, we have (1 − f) ≃ 0, which leads to the conservation
of ζ during that period. On the other hand, if “dark matter as an integration constant” accounts
for a significant portion of real dark matter and dominates the energy density of the universe at late
times, we have f ≃ 0, which again leads to the conservation of ζ. However, in the intermediate regime,
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f(1 − f) = O(1), so that the curvature perturbation grows provided that SHL ̸= 0. This property is in
accordance with what is found in a conventional multi-fluid system. One should also notice that in the
case where “dark matter as an integration constant” constitutes a large portion of real dark matter, SHL

represents the isocurvature fluctuation between dark matter and radiation, which is strongly constrained
by the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy. Thus, the scenario in which “dark matter as an
integration constant” is really a dark matter component and there is no natural reason to explain SHL = 0
gives rise to a large isocurvature fluctuation, which could be incompatible with the present constraint.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the large scale evolution of the cosmological curvature perturbation in
projectable Hořava gravity, emphasizing the effect of “dark matter as an integration constant” [2] that
appears as a consequence of the global Hamiltonian constraint. Our view is that we cannot tell the cos-
mological dynamics far outside the present Hubble horizon, and hence the global Hamiltonian constraint
does not provide any information in our observable patch of the universe. This assumption makes the
impact of “dark matter as an integration constant” rather non-trivial. The curvature perturbation ζ has
been defined in a gauge invariant manner with this “dark matter” component taken into account. We
then clarified the conditions under which ζ is conserved on large scales by invoking the evolution equa-
tions. In particular, we pointed out that ζ is sourced by the relative entropy perturbation SHL between
“dark matter as an integration constant” and ordinary matter. This source term is effective during the
period when c2sf(1−f) is not negligible. In that period, we need to know the evolution of SHL in order to
know the evolution of ζ. This is made possible by assuming the local conservation of the energy density
of ordinary matter.

If the “dark matter” component constitutes a large portion of real dark matter, SHL corresponds to
the isocurvature fluctuation between radiation and dark matter, which is strongly constrained by the
cosmic microwave background anisotropy. In this case, one therefore needs a natural reason to explain
SHL ≃ 0, which is a challenge in Hořava cosmology.
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Abstract
We derived a set of 3+1 formalism of generalized general relativistic magnetohydro-
dynamic (GRMHD) equations to study phenomena of plasmas around rotating black
holes. One of the equations with respect to the generalized Ohm’s law shows elec-
tromotive forces due to gravitation, centrifugal force, and frame-dragging effect in
a plasma around a black hole. In this paper, we summarize the equations briefly,
and also mention the gravitational magnetic reconnection which can be caused by
the gravitational electromotive force and charge separation even in a case of zero
resistivity.

1 Introduction

Numerical simulations of general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) of plasmas around black
holes have confirmed a mechanism of a magnetically driven relativistic jet from a disk around a black hole
[1, 2]. All of these GRMHD simulations of jet formation showed artificial appearance of magnetic islands,
which are caused through magnetic reconnections due to numerical resistivity. In spite of the numerical
inconsistency, these numerical results clearly suggested spontaneous formation of anti-parallel magnetic
configuration, which means magnetic reconnection is caused easily in the black hole magnetospheres.
The magnetic reconnection would change the global magnetic configuration drastically and influence the
global dynamics of plasmas around the black holes. Thus, calculations including resistivity, the cause
of magnetic reconnection, are highly expected. It is noted that causality is broken and artificial wave
instability is caused when we use the standard Ohm’s law, where an inertia of charge and moment
of current are neglected [3]. To guarantee causality, we have to use generalized GRMHD including
generalized relativistic Ohm’s law [3, 4]. The generalized GRMHD equations were introduced on the
basis of two-fluid approximation of plasma in Kerr metric by Khanna [5]. A more generalized equations
from the general relativistic Vlasov-Boltzmann equation in time-varying space-time were formulated by
Meier [6]. It was proofed that causality is satisfied for plasmas whose plasma parameter is much greater
than unity [3, 7]. In this paper, we summarize the generalized GRMHD equations derived by Koide
[7]. We show the electromotive forces due to gravitation, centrifugal force, and frame-dragging effect
around the black hole, which are indicated by the generalized Ohm’s law of plasmas around rotating
black holes. The gravitational electromotive force can cause the magnetic reconnection even in a case of
zero resistivity.

2 Generalized GRMHD equations

We summarize the generalized GRMHD equations of plasmas in the space-time, xµ = (t, x1, x2, x3)
around a black hole where metric ds2 is given by ds2 = gµνdx

µdxν (Equations (18), (24), and (59) with
Equations (25) and (58) of Koide [7]). Throughout this paper, we use the unit system, where light speed
is unity. The generalized GRMHD equations are as follows:

∇ν(ρUν) = 0, (1)

∇νT
µν = 0, (2)

1

ne
∇νK

µν =
1

2ne
∇µ(∆µp− ∆p) +

(
Uν − ∆µ

ne
Jν
)
Fµν − η [Jµ − ρ′e(1 + Θ)Uµ] , (3)
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and Maxwell equations

∇ν
∗Fµν = 0, (4)

∇νF
µν = Jµ, (5)

where

Tµν ≡ pgµν + hUµUν +
µh‡

(ne)2
JµJν +

2µ∆h

ne
(UµJν + JµUν) + FµσF

µσ − 1

4
gµνFκλFκλ, (6)

Kµν ≡ µh‡

ne
(UµJν + JµUν) +

∆h

2
UµUν − µ∆h♯

(ne)2
JµJν . (7)

Here, we used the two-fluid model, where we assumed the plasma consists of positively charged particles
with charge e and mass m+ and negatively charged particles with charge −e and mass m−. We used the
typical mass of plasma particle m = m++m−, normalized reduced mass µ = m+m−/m

2, and normalized
mass difference ∆µ = (m+ −m−)/m. The variables ρ, h, p, n ≡ ρ/m, ∆p, and ∆h are mass density,
enthalpy density, pressure, number density, pressure difference of two fluids, and difference of two fluid
enthalpy densities. Furthermore, ∇µ, Uµ, and Jµ are covariant derivative, 4–velocity, and 4–current
density, respectively, and Fµν is the electromagnetic strength tensor and ∗Fµν is dual tensor of Fµν . We
also use the variables related to enthalpy density,

h‡ = h− ∆µh and ∆h♯ = ∆µh− 1 − 3µ

2µ
∆h. (8)

The variable η indicates resistivity and Θ is the rate of equipartition with respect to the thermalized
energy due to friction (for detail, see Appendix A of Koide [4]). It is noted that Equation (5) yields the
equation of continuity with respect to the current,

∇νJ
ν = 0. (9)

In addition, we assume the plasma consists of two perfect fluids with the equal specific heat ratio, Γ.
The equations of states are

h = n2
[
m+

n+
+
m−

n−
+

Γ

2(Γ − 1)

{(
1

n2+
+

1

n2−

)
p+

(
1

n2+
− 1

n2−

)
∆p

}]
, (10)

∆h = 2µmn2
[

1

n+
− 1

n−
+

Γ

2(Γ − 1)

{(
1

m+n2+
− 1

m−n2−

)
p+

(
1

m+n2+
+

1

m−n2−

)
∆p

}]
, (11)

where

n± ≡
[
n2 ∓ 2m∓n

em
UνJν −

(m∓

em

)2
JνJν

]1/2
(12)

corresponds to the particle number density of each charged fluid (see Equations (74) – (78) of Koide [7]).
In the generalized GRMHD equations and the Maxwell equations, there are three types of terms

including covariant derivatives: (i) contravariant vector like ρUµ and Jµ, (ii) anti-symmetric 2nd rank
tensor like Fµν and ∗Fµν , and (iii) symmetric 2nd rank tensor like Tµν and Kµν . With respect to any
contravariant vector Aµ and any anti-symmetric 2nd rank tensor Aµν , we have

∇νA
ν =

1√
−g

∂ν
(√

−gAν
)
, (13)

∇νA
µν = − 1√

−g
∂ν
(√

−gAµν
)
, (14)

where g is the determinant of the metric (gµν). As for an arbitrary symmetric 2nd rank tensor Sµν , the
derivative is written by the Christoffel symbol, Γλµν = 1

2g
λσ(−∂σgµν + ∂µgνσ + ∂νgσµ) as

∇νS
µν =

1√
−g

∂ν
(√

−gSµν
)

+ ΓµσνS
σν . (15)
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We assume that off-diagonal spatial elements of the metric gµν vanish, gij = 0 (i ̸= j). Writing
non-zero components by

g00 = −h20, gii = h2i , gi0 = g0i = −h2iωi, (16)

we have

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = −h20dt2 +

3∑
i=1

[
h2i (dx

i)2 − 2h2iωidtdx
i
]
. (17)

When we define the lapse function α and shift vector βi by

α =

[
h20 +

3∑
i=1

(hiωi)
2

]1/2
, βi =

hiωi
α

, (18)

the line element ds is written by

ds2 = −α2dt2 +
3∑
i=1

(hidx
i − αβidt)2. (19)

Using “zero-angular-momentum observer (ZAMO) frame” x̂µ, where the line element is ds2 = −dt̂2 +∑
i(x̂

i)2 = ηµνdx
µdxν , we have the 3+1 formalism of the generalized GRMHD and the Maxwell equations.

As for equations including only derivatives with respect to contravariant vector or anti-symmetric 2nd
rank tensor, we obtain their 3+1 formalism easily using Equations (13) and (14). With respect to an
equation including terms of derivative of symmetric 2nd rank tensor like Equation (15),

∇νS
µν = Hµ, (20)

the 3+1 formalism is given by

∂

∂t
Ŝ00 +

1

h1h2h3

∑
j

∂

∂xj

[
αh1h2h3

hj

(
Ŝ0j + βjŜ00

)]
+
∑
j

1

hj

∂α

∂xj
Ŝj0

+
∑
j,k

αβk(GkjŜ
kj −GjkŜ

jj) +
∑
j,k

σjkŜ
jk = αĤ0, (21)

∂

∂t
Ŝi0 +

1

h1h2h3

∑
j

∂

∂xj

[
αh1h2h3

hj

(
Ŝij + βjŜi0

)]
+

1

hi

∂α

∂xi
Ŝ00

−
∑
j

α
[
GijŜ

ij −GjiŜ
jj + βj(GijŜ

0i −GjiŜ
0j)
]

+
∑
j

σjiŜ
0j = αĤi, (22)

where the alphabetic index (i, j, and k) runs from 1 to 3, Gij ≡ − 1
hihj

∂hi
∂xj , and σij ≡ 1

hj
∂
∂xj (αβi) (see

Appendix A of Koide [7]).

3 Discussion

Using Equations (3) and (22), we obtain the intuitive 3+1 form of spatial part of the generalized general
relativistic Ohm’s law,

1

ne

∂

∂t

(
µh‡

ne
Ĵ†j
)

= − 1

ne

 1

h1h2h3

∑
j

∂

∂xj

[
αh1h2h3

hj
(K̂ij + βj

µh‡

ne
Ĵ†i)

]

+
2µh‡

ne

1

hi

∂α

∂xi
ρ†e −

∑
j

α

{
GijK̂

ij −GjiK̂
jj + βj

µh‡

ne

(
Gij Ĵ

†i −GjiĴ
†j
)}

+
∑
j

µh‡

ne
σjiĴ

†j


+α

[
1

2ne

1

hi

∂

∂xi
(∆µp− ∆p) +

(
Ûν − ∆µ

ne
Ĵν
)
F̂iν − η[Ĵ i − ρ′e(1 + Θ)Û i]

]
, (23)
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where we defined the modified current density and modified charge density as,

Ĵ†i ≡ ne

µh‡
K̂i0 = γĴ i + ρ̂eÛ

i − ∆h♯

neh‡
ρ̂eĴ

i +
ne∆h

2µh‡
γU i ≈ γJ̃ i + (ρ̃e − γρ̃′e)U

i, (24)

ρ̂†e ≡ ne

2µh‡
K̂00 = ρ̂e

(
γ − ∆h♯

2neh‡
ρ̂e

)
+
ne∆h

4µh‡
γ̂2 ≈ γ(ρ̃e − γρ̃′e/2). (25)

The last three terms in the last bracket of the right-hand side of Equation (23) correspond the electro-
motive forces due to gravity, centrifugal force, and frame-dragging effect, respectively. The gravitational
electromotive 3-force,

Egrv =
2µh

(ne)2
∇(lnα)ρ†e

1

γ
(26)

may cause the magnetic reconnection, while frame dragging and centrifugal electromotive forces never
change the topology of the magnetic field configuration. The magnetic reconnection will be induced by
the gravitational electromotive force in the following situation as an example. Let us consider a current
sheet in an accretion disk around a black hole, which is thin and localized near the equatorial plane
and whose current is directed radially. When the net electric charge is distributed at the equatorial
current sheet locally, the local radial electric field is induced by the gravitational electromotive force
E = Egrv. When the direction of the gravitational electromotive force Egrv is the same as that of the
current density J of the current sheet, we can define the positive effective resistivity ηgrv, which satisfies
Egrv = ηgrvJ . We recognize that this effective resistivity induces the magnetic reconnection. The sign
of ηgrv depends on the charge separation ρ†e and the directions of current and gravity. This process
shows that the charge causes the magnetic reconnection in the gravity. It is natural to consider that
the charge separation is not kept stationary because of plasma oscillation and the gravitational magnetic
reconnection is transient. With respect to the charge separation of plasmas around black holes, we found
an new instability of charge separation using linear analysis of the generalized GRMHD equations [8].
This instability causes the charge separation with small-scale length in a disk around a black hole. Thus,
the gravitational electromotive force due to the small-scale charge separation is expected to induce the
magnetic reconnection in average.

I am grateful to Mika Koide for her helpful comments on this paper. I thank Kunihito Ioka for his
fruitful discussion during the conference.
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Black Hole Magnetosphere for Two-fluid Flows
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Abstract
A numerical approach to construct a black hole magnetosphere is given. The
stationary axisymmetric structures of electromagnetic fields and plasma flows in
Schwarzschild spacetime are assumed. The charge density and current as the source
terms of the Maxwell’s equations are calculated by solving motions of positively and
negatively charged particles for which electromagnetic forces are determined by global
electromagnetic fields. The two-fluid approach without using an ideal MHD condition
is discussed.

1 Introduction

Magnetosphere around a black hole has been studied for more than three decades. See e.g.,[1, 2] for a
review. The energy extraction from central supermassive black hole may be important as a model of
AGNs[3]. The numerical construction of global electromagnetic structure is not easy even if stationary
and axially symmetries are assumed. Normally, an ideal MHD condition is also assumed everywhere.
There are five constants along the field line, and the global structure of magnetic flux function G(r, θ) is
determined by the trans-field equation, so-called the Grad-Shafranov equation. It is not easy to obtain a
consistent solution, since the equation is highly non-linear and contains unknown functionals, Φ(G),S(G).
For example, a poor choice of the functionals leads to a singularity of the function G(r, θ). It is therefore
necessary to determine G(r, θ) and (Φ(G),S(G)). We here consider the problem in term of two-fluid
approximation, by relaxing the ideal MHD condition. The method is applied to construction of pulsar
magnetosphere[4].

2 Formalism

We consider a stationary, axially symmetric electromagnetic field in the Schwarzschild metric,

ds2 = −α2dt2 + α−2dr2 + r2dθ2 + (r sin θ)2dϕ2, (1)

where α = 1 − 2M/r and M is the mass of the black hole. It is not difficult to extend the Kerr metric,
which is necessary to examine the Blandford-Znajek process[3]. The 3+1 split formalism[5] is used in this

paper, and electromagnetic fields (E⃗, B⃗), charge density ρe, and current j⃗ mean the quantities measured
by fiducial observer at each point. Electromagnetic fields are generally expressed by three scalar functions
Φ(r, θ),G(r, θ),S(r, θ) as

E⃗ = − 1

α
∇⃗Φ, (2)

B⃗ =
1

r sin θ
∇⃗G× e⃗ϕ +

S

αr sin θ
e⃗ϕ, (3)

where e⃗ϕ is the azimuthal unit vector. A set of Maxwell equations in stationary, axisymmetric case

∇·E⃗ = 4πρe, ∇·B⃗ = 0, ∇⃗ × (αE⃗) = 0, ∇⃗ × (αB⃗) = 4πj⃗ (4)

are reduced to
α

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2
∂Φ

∂r

)
+

1

αr2 sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂Φ

∂θ

)
= −4πρe, (5)
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∂

∂r

(
α2 ∂G

∂r

)
+

sin θ

r2
∂

∂θ

(
1

sin θ

∂G

∂θ

)
= −4πr sin θjϕ, (6)

and
1

r sin θ
∇⃗S × e⃗ϕ = 4παj⃗p. (7)

The ideal MHD condition, E⃗ · B⃗ = 0 leads to Φ = Φ(G). The electric current should be along the
magnetic field line, so that we have S = S(G). These functional relations are used in the MHD approach,
but are not assumed here.

We adopt a treatment in which the plasma is modeled as a two-component fluid. Each component,
consisting of positively or negatively charged particles, is described by a number density n± and velocity
v⃗±. We assume that the positive particle has mass m and charge q, while the negative one has mass m
and charge −q. The charge density and current are given as

ρe = q(n+ − n−), (8)

j⃗ = q(n+v⃗+ − n−v⃗−). (9)

Continuity equation for each component in the stationary condition is

∇⃗ · (αn±v⃗±) = 0. (10)

This equation is satisfied by introducing a stream function F±(r, θ) as

αn±v⃗± =
1

r sin θ
∇⃗F± × e⃗ϕ. (11)

The number density is given by

n± =
|∇F±|

αr sin θ(v2±r + v2±θ)
1/2

. (12)

The current function S in eq.(7) can be solved as

S = 4πq(F+ − F−). (13)

The interaction between two-component fluids is assumed only through the global electromagnetic
fields, i.e, collision and thermal pressure are ignored. The gravity is expressed by the derivative of α in
the Schwarzschild spacetime. The equation of motion for each component with mass m and charge ±q
in the stationary state is given by(

v⃗± · ∇⃗
)
γ±v⃗± = −γ±∇⃗ lnα± q

m

[
E⃗ + v⃗± × B⃗

]
. (14)

There are two conserved quantities along each stream line, i.e, generalized angular momentum J± and
Bernoulli integral K±:

J± = γ±v±ϕr sin θ ± q

m
G, (15)

K± = αγ± ± q

m
Φ. (16)

These quantities depend on the stream functions F± only, and the spatial distributions are therefore
determined by F± which is specified at the injection point in our model. The stream functions are
determined by

∂

∂r

(
α2 ∂F±

∂r

)
+

sin θ

r2
∂

∂θ

(
1

sin θ

∂F±

∂θ

)
= ∇⃗ ln

(
n±α

2

γ±

)
· ∇⃗F± ± q

mc

n±
γ±

S +
αn2

±r
2 sin2 θ

γ±

(
K ′

± − αv±ϕ
r sin θ

J ′
±

)
, (17)

where J ′
± and K ′

± are derivatives of J± and K± with respect to F±.
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3 Summary

The global structure of electromagnetic fields and plasma flows is determined by four partial differential
equations of elliptic type, i.e, eqs. (5),(6) and (17). They should be subject to appropriate boundary
conditions. There are two integrals along the stream line for each fluid component. The details of
numerical method and results will be given elsewhere.
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Abstract

Gravitational waves from the mergers of the compact object binaries including neu-
tron stars are believed to give us unique information about the equation of state
at high density, which cannot be constrained from the terrestrial experiments. We
investigate the dependence of the gravitational waveforms from the mergers of the
black hole-neutron star binaries on the equation of state of the neutron stars by nu-
merical relativistic simulations, and show that it is possible that the gravitational
wave spectrum from the black hole-neutron star binary gives us an opportunity for
the observation of the compactness or the radius of the neutron star through the tidal
disruption of the neutron star.

1 Introduction

The mergers of the compact object binaries such as black hole-neutron star (hereafter BH-NS) bina-
ries are the most promising sources of the gravitational waves (hereafter GW) for ground-based laser-
interferometric detectors. Furthermore, it is possible that the massive-hot accretion disks are formed
after the mergers of BH-NS binaries, which are the ones of the possible progenitors of the short gamma-
ray bursts. To predict realistic gravitational waveforms and to investigate the remnants of the binary
mergers, we must perform fully general relativistic simulations, or numerical relativity.

The final fates of the BH-NS mergers are classified into two cases, in which the tidal disruptions
of the NS occurs during the inspiral or not. Whether the tidal disruption occur or not is determined
mainly by two parameters; the mass ratio of the binary, Q ≡MBH/MNS, and the compactness of the NS,
C ≡ GMNS/Rc

2, where MBH is the mass of the BH, MNS is the mass of the NS and R is the radius of
the NS in isolation. In our previous work [3] it is found that the features of the tidal disruption is cleary
seen in the gravitational waveforms if the mass ratio of the binary Q is small and the compactness of
the NS C is also small, since the tidal force of the BH acting on the NS is significant in such cases and
truncates the GW suddenly.

For the fixed mass NS, the radius and equivalently the compactness of the NS in isolation is determined
by the adopted equation of state (hereafter EOS). When the EOS in the high density region is stiff, the
pressure inside the NS is so strong that it easily circumvents the NS to contract due to its strong self
gravitational forces and the radius of the NS tends to be larger than the case in which the EOS in the
NS is softer. One important role of the gravitational wave astronomy is to constrain or determine the
EOS in such high density region, which is not well constrained both by the theory and the terrestrial
experiments, from the observation of the GWs from the NS.

In this work, we investigated the effects of the realistic EOS on the gravitational waves emitted during
the mergers of BH-NS binaries by the numerical relativistic simulations, using the piecewise polytropic
EOS [5], which analytically mimics the nuclear-theory based EOS at high density. In section 2, we
describe the method of our calculation. In sectoin 3 we show our numerical results, especially focusing on
the dependence of the gravitational waveforms on the adopted EOS. Section 4 is devoted to a summary.

1Email address: kyutoku@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
2Email address: mshibata@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
3Email address:keisuke@ea.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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2 Methods

Initial conditions of the dynamical simulations are computed as solutions of the initial value problem of
general relativity. Almost all assumptions and methods for the computation of quasiequilibrium state
of the BH-NS binary are the same as described in Ref. [2]; the BH are modeled as a puncture with
zero spin and the matter inside NS is assumed to have irrotational velocity field. The difference is
the implementatoin of the piecewise polytropic EOS [5] for the NS matter to analytically represent the
nuclear-theory based, zero-temparature EOS. Piecewise polytropic EOS with N pieces has the form of

P = κiρ
Γi (ρi−1 < ρ < ρi), (1)

where ρ0 = 0 and ρN → ∞. Here P denotes the pressure and ρ is the rest-mass density. The specific
internal energy and the specific enthalpy are calculated using the first law of thermodynamics under the
assumption of the zero-temparature. Recently it is reported that the piecewise polytropic EOS with four
pieces are adequate to represent most of the realistic EOS [5], however, we use only two pieces EOS in
this work for the sake of simplicity. Our two pieces EOS is still useful to clarify how the EOS affects the
gravitational waveforms through the difference in the NS compactness C. We also fix the EOS at low
density, which corresponds to the relatively well-constrained EOS in the crust region, and vary the EOS
at high density, which corresponds to the core region. In this paper we used eight EOS to represent the
EOS in the core region.

Our current interest is to clarify the difference in the GW due to the tidal disruption of the NS and it is
shown that such features are not present in the case of high mass-ratio binaries with Q & 4 in our previous
work [3]. According to this result, we focus on the binaries with the canonical mass NS, MNS = 1.35M⊙,
and the relatively low mass-ratio binary with Q ≡MBH/MNS = 2. Numerical computation of the initial
conditions are performed using the multi-domain spectral method library LORENE [4].

Our dynamical simulations are performed using fully relativistic, adaptive-mesh refinement code
SACRA [1] developed in our group. The formulation, gauge conditions and chosen schemes are al-
most the same as described in Refs. [1, 3] except for the implementation of the piecewise polytropic EOS
for the cold part of the EOS. For the thermal part of the EOS, we employed simple Γ-law EOS as a
rough approximation. While the implematation of more realistic, finite temparature EOS is important to
elucidate the features of the remnant BH-disk systems, this approximation seems to be adequate for our
current interest, i.e. to clarify the effect of tidal disruption on the GW, since the finite temparature effect
does not seem to play an important role on the tidal features of the NS. We also note that the detailed
microphysics such as neutrino emisson and the effect of the magnetic fields may be important ingredients
controlling the features of the remnatns after the merger. The implementation of such effects will be
essential to clarify if the BH-NS binary mergers can actually be the progenitors of the short gamma-ray
bursts, and we do not go into detail of that issue in this paper.

3 Results

In Fig. 1, we show the GW spectra from the mergers of the face-on BH-NS binary at the 100Mpc distance
from us, calculated in our simulations. We also show the GW spectra calculated with the quadrupole
formula and with the post-Newtonian, so-called Taylor-T4 formula [6] for the comparison. Numerically
calculated GW spectra at the earlier stages of the mergers coincides with the spectrum calculated with
the Taylor-T4 formula within high precision, since the point particle approximation to the NS is valid in
that low-frequency range.

The GW spectra at high frequency range are sensitive to the compactness or the radius of the NS.
This is due to the fact that the tidal disruption occurs at earlier stage of the inspiral for the binary with
less compact NS, since in the merger of such binary the tidal force of the BH plays more important role
through the larger radius of the NS. The GW amplitude from such binary decreases suddenly at the
occurence of the tidal disruption and the GW spectrum is terminated at rather smaller frequency. By
contrast, if the NS is more compact the inspiral extends to rather high frequncy without tidal disruption
and consequently the high frequency GW is emitted. Actually, the GW spectra shown in Fig. 1 are
in order of the compactnesses or the radii of the NS; the leftmost GW spectrum shows the GW from
the binary with largest NS radius and the rightmost GW spectrum shows the GW from the smallest
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Figure 1: Several spectra of the GWs from the BH-NS binaries with Q = 2 and MNS = 1.35M⊙,
calculated with different EOS. All binaries are 100Mpc from us and assumed to be face-on. Upper
transverse line represents the the spectrum calculated with Newtonian orbit and quadrupole formula,
and lower transverse line represents the spectrum calculated with the so-called Taylor-T4 formula. The
other lines are calculated by our numerical simulations and show the difference of the NS compactnesses.
For the binaries with stiffer EOS and less compact NS, the GW amplitude decreases at the smaller
frequency due to the tidal disruptions and higher frequency GWs are not emitted. By contrast, for softer
EOS and more compact NS, inspiral extends longer and higher frequency GWs are emitted.

NS radius. We suggest that it may be possible to determine the radius of the NS accurately from the
observations of the gravitational waveforms at the tidal disruptions.

Because we fix the mass of the NS MNS in this work, we cannot determine which of the parameter can
be extracted from the observations of the GW, the compactness or the radius. To clarify what parameters
associated with the EOS can be well constrained, wider range of survey will be required about the mass
of the NS and also the mass ratio of the binary. Moreover, it will be necessary to implement the piecewise
polytropic EOS with more pieces in order to clarify to what precision we can constrain the realistic EOS
from the observations.

4 Summary

We numerically calculate the gravitational waveforms from the BH-NS binaries with realistic EOS mod-
eled as the piecewise polytropic EOS composed of two pieces. In particular we focus on the low mass-ratio
binaries to investigate the effects of the tidal disruption on the GW spectra, since the tidal forces of the
BH play more important roles in the mergers of the low mass-ratio binaries.

We find that the GW spectra reflect the compactness of the NS compactnesses or radii at least for the
case of Q = 2 and MNS = 1.35M⊙. The GW spectra from the binaries with less compact NS truncate at
the smaller frequency due to the occurence of the tidal disruptions, while the spectra from the binaries
with more compact NS extends to high frequncy. It is expected that from the observations of the GW
from the BH-NS binary mergers, we can know the compactness or the radius of the NS accurately and it
will be able to constrain the EOS at high density, core region.

More surveys on the GW from the binary of the different mass-ratio, the different mass of the NS and
the piecewise polytropic EOS with more pieces are necessary to clarify systematically the dependence
of the GW from the BH-NS binaries on the adopted EOS. It would also be important to incorpolate
detailed microphysics and the effect of the magnetic fields to clarify the features of the merger remnants
and show whether the BH-NS binaries can be the sources of the short gamma-ray bursts.
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Abstract
The origin of the large-scale magnetic fields is one of the interesting problem in
modern cosmology. We explored the possibility of generating the such fields at the pre-
recombination era using the second-order perturbation theory. Thomson scattering
is important for generating the fields. In order to treat this process analytically, we
use tight coupling approximation. Finally it was shown that the source term for
the magnetic field is given by the product of the first order perturbations. In this
work, we solve the evolution equation of the first-order perturbations and calculate
the power spectrum of the magnetic field generated at the recombination era in order
to get the quantitative evaluation of the amplitude of the generated magnetic fields.

1 Introduction

We observe the magnetic fields(∼ µGauss) in the galaxy and galaxy clusters today. The origin of such
fields is not clear yet[1]. If primordial large-scale magnetic field is present, it may serve as seeds for the
magnetic fields in galaxies and clusters which are amplified through the dynamo mechanism after galaxy
formation[2].

There are many mechanism which give the generation of the large-scale primordial magnetic fields
in the early universe. And many authors examine the possible of the magnetic fields generated at the
pre-recombination era[3–6]. The standard inflationary scenario predicts the generation of the scalar
(and tensor) perturbations which explain the fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background and the
seeds for the large scale structure. The first-order vector perturbations like magnetic fields can not be
generated in the standard inflationary scenario. However, there are the possible of the generation of the
vector perturbation when we consider up to the send-order perturbations. When we consider the pre-
recombination era, photons are strongly coupled with protons and electrons via the Thomson scattering.
Since the proton’s and electron’s Thomson cross section is different, the difference of the velocities is
generated. In the result, the rotational current and the magnetic field is produced. In the previous
work[6], we consider the above mechanism and using the second-order cosmological perturbation theory
and tight coupling approximation for the Thomson scattering and give the evolution equation of the
magnetic fields:

(a3Bi)′ =
1 − β3

1 + β

σT
e
a2ρ̄(0)γ

[
2a2H
ᾱ(0)

ω(2)i + ϵijk
R̄(0)

1 + R̄(0)
∂j∆

(I,1)
b δv

(I,1)
(γb)k

]
. (1)

where a is the scale factor and H = a′/a, β = me/mp, R̄
(0) = 3ρ̄

(0)
b /4ρ̄

(0)
γ ,

ᾱ(0) =
(1 + β2)(1 + R̄(0))

1 + β

aσT ρ̄
(0)
γ

mp
, ∆

(I,1)
b =

∫
dη∂iδv

(I,1)i
(γb) , δv

(I,1)
(γb)i =

1

ᾱ(0)

[
Hv(1)i − 1

4

∂iδρ̄
(1)
γ

ρ̄
(0)
γ

]
(2)
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and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to conformal time η. And ω(2) represents the photon’s
vorticity. Furthermore, we derive the vorticity evolution equation:

(a2ω(2)i)′ +
HR̄(0)

1 + R̄(0)
a2ω(2)i =

R̄(0))

2(1 + R̄(0))2
ϵijk∂j∆

(I,1)
b ᾱ(0)δv

(I,1)
(γb)k. (3)

We find that the vorticity itself is sourced by the product of the first-order perturbation in the vorticity
evolution equation. We find from eq.(1) and eq.(3) that the sources of the magnetic fields are the product
of the first-order perturbations We call the first and second term in eq.(1) as the vorticity and slip term.

Our purpose in this work is the quantitative evaluation of the magnitude of the fields. Therefore we
calculate the power spectrum of the magnetic fields.

2 The time evolution of the fluctuations

We solve the linearized equation since the source of the second-order magnetic fields is the product of the
first-order cosmological perturbations. Since the scalar, vector and tensor perturbations are separated in
the linearized theory, we consider only scalar perturbations which are the photon’s velocity perturbations

vi = ∂iv and photon’s density perturbations δ = δρ̄
(1)
γ /ρ̄

(0)
γ . Let us consider the radiation dominant

era and only photon’s perturbations. The linearized Einstein equation gives the time evolution of the
metric perturbations ψ̂(1), which express the gravitational potential, and the relation between the metric,
density and velocity perturbations:

d2ψ̂
(1)

k⃗

dη2
+

4

η

dψ̂
(1)

k⃗

dη
+

1

3
k2ψ̂

(1)

k⃗
= 0, (4)

−3

2
H2δ̂

(1)

k⃗
= 3H

(
(ψ̂

(1)

k⃗
)′ + Hψ̂(1)

k⃗

)
+ k2ψ̂

(1)

k⃗
, (5)

−2H2v̂
(1)

k⃗
= (ψ̂

(1)

k⃗
)′ + Hψ̂(1)

k⃗
, (6)

where the hat denotes the Fourier component. We consider only the radiation perturbations in the
above calculation. However, the dark matter perturbations dominate on the small scale since radiation
perturbations diffuse by the Silk damping. So this approximation is valid for k < ksilk. The Silk scale,
kSilk, is the scale where the Silk damping is important.

We can replace eq.(4) into the spherical Bessel’s differential equation and have the solution

ψ̂(1)(k, η) = 3ψ̂
(1)
0 (k⃗)

j1(kη/
√

3)

kη/
√

3
, (7)

where j1(x) is spherical Bessel functions of order 1 and ψ̂
(1)
0 is the primordial perturbation. Substituting

eq.(7) into eq.(5) and eq.(6), we get the time evolution of density and velocity perturbations. Finally,
the magnetic fields can be represented by the primordial perturbations.

3 The power spectrum of the magnetic fields

We define the power spectrum of the magnetic fields as the following:

< Bi(k⃗, η)B∗i(K⃗, η) >=
2π2

k3
PB(k)δ(k⃗ − K⃗), (8)

where the bracket represents an ensemble average. In order to calculate the left-hand side in the above
equation, we give the magnetic fields in Fourier space from eq.(1):

B̂i(k⃗, η) = −1 − β3

1 + β

σT ρ
(0)
γ0

ea3

∫ η

0

dη′a−2(η′)
(

Ω̂i + Ŝi
)
, (9)
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where Ω̂i and Ŝi are the Fourier transformation of the vorticity part and the slip part. Using this equation,
we take ensemble average of magnetic fields.

< B̂i(k⃗, η)B̂∗i(K⃗, η) > =

(
1 − β3

1 + β

σT ρ
(0)
γ0

ea3

)2 ∫ η

0

dη1

∫ η

0

dη2a
−2(η1)a−2(η2) ×

× <
(

Ω̂i(k⃗, η1) + Ŝi(k⃗, η1)
)(

Ω̂∗i(K⃗, η2) + Ŝ∗i(K⃗η2)
)
> . (10)

Reminded that an ensemble average of the primordial perturbations satisfy the following equation using
the power spectrum of the primordial perturbations

< ψ̂0(k⃗)ψ̂∗
0(K⃗) >=

2π2

k3
Pψ(k)δ(k⃗ − K⃗), (11)

we calculate eq.(10) and the power spectrum of the magnetic fields is represented by one of the primordial
perturbations.

After the tedious calculations we have finally the power spectrum of the magnetic fields,

2π2

k3
PB(k, η) =

(
1 − β3

1 + β

σT ργ0
ea3

)2

(2π2)2
∫
d3p

∫ η

0

dη1

∫ η

0

dη2 ×

×|⃗k × p⃗|2Pψ(p)

p3
Pψ(|⃗k − p⃗|)
|⃗k − p⃗|3

a−2(η1)a−2(η2){g(k⃗, p⃗, η1) + f(k⃗, p⃗, η1)} ×

×{g(k⃗, p⃗, η2) − g(k⃗, k⃗ − p⃗, η2) + f(k⃗, p⃗, η2) − f(k⃗, k⃗ − p⃗, η2)}, (12)

where y1 = pη/
√

3, y2 = |⃗k − p⃗|η/
√

3, P (η) = HR̄(0)/1 + R̄(0),

f(k⃗, p⃗, η) =
1

(2π)3/2
R̄(0)

1 + R̄(0)

1

ᾱ(0)

η2

4
p4 |⃗k − p⃗|2 j1(y2)

y2

∫ η

0

dη′
(

(η′)2

ᾱ(0)

j1(y′1)

y′1

)
, (13)

g(k⃗, p⃗, η) =
1

4ηᾱ(0)

1

(2π)3/2
e−

∫ η
0
P (η′)dη′p4 |⃗k − p⃗|2 ×

×
∫ η

0

dη′
R̄(0)

(1 + R̄(0))2
(η′)2

j1(y′2)

y′2

∫ η′

0

dη′′
(

(η′′)2

ᾱ(0)

j1(y′′1 )

y′′1

)
e
∫ η′
0
P (η′′)dη′′ , (14)

Pψ(k) =
9

4
∆2

R(k0)

(
k

k0

)ns−1

. (15)

where j1(x) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order one. In recent measurements,
ns ≃ 1.0 and ∆2

R(k0 = 0.002Mpc) ≃ 2.5 × 10−9.
Here we note the range of the wave-number integral. The photon’s perturbations on smaller scale than

the Silk scale are suppressed by the Silk damping. But we do not consider this effect in the calculation
in Section 2. It causes the divergence of the wave-number integral in eq.(12). The photon’s density and
velocity perturbations on smaller scale than the Silk scale, k−1

Silk, do not contribute to the generation
of the magnetic fields because of the Silk damping. So we set kmax = kSilk as the upper limit of the
wave-number integral. And the contribution of the large-scale perturbation should be important when
the perturbations enter the horizon. Hence the lower limit of the wave-number integral is kmin = kH. We
mention that the Silk scale depends on the time, kSilk ≃ 4.3 × 10−6a−3/2(Mpc)−1 and the horizon scale
depends also on the time, kH = 1/η.

4 Summary

We derived the evolution equation of the magnetic fields and found the product of the first-order pertur-
bations is the source for generating the fields at the pre-recombination era in our previous work. In this
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work, we estimate the power spectrum of the magnetic field in order to get the quantitative evaluation
of the generated magnetic fields.

When we estimate the time evolution of the photon’s fluctuations, we do not consider the Silk damping.
The fluctuations are suppressed strongly on the small scale and do not contribute the generation of
the magnetic fields mostly. Also, the fluctuations on the larger scale than the hubble horizon do not
contribute. So we introduce the Silk scale as the upper limit and the horizon scale as the lower limit in
the wave-number integral. A remaining work is the numerical integration of eq.(12). We will prepare the
shape of the power spectrum soon.
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Inflation, modulation and baryogenesis with warm directions
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Abstract
There are many flat directions in SUSY models, which may dissipate their energy
and source the radiation background during inflation. However, the only possibility
that has been studied in this direction is warm inflation, which uses “warm” (or “dis-
sipative” if we consider more modest situation) direction as the inflaton. In this talk
we discuss other significant possibilities of such directions which are dissipative and
may or may not be “warm”. Affleck-Dine (AD) mechanism and other cosmological
scenarios are discussed in the light of “dissipative field”, instead of using the con-
ventional light field with mass protection. We sometimes consider Morikawa-Sasaki
coefficient for the non-thermal background, which is important because the dissipa-
tion calculated for a naive thermal background with T → 0 is not enough to discuss
the dissipation with the non-thermal background. (This is a small extended version
of the proceedings for the JGRG19.)

1 Dissipative directions for particle cosmology

Even in a non-thermal background, dissipation is generic for realistic field motion ϕ̇ ̸= 0 that leads to a
coherent excitation of a heavy intermediate field χ that decays into light fermions ψd. Here we consider
a typical interaction given by

Lint = −1

2
g2ϕ2χ2 − hχψ̄ψ, (1)

which leads to efficient decay of the intermediate field (mχ ∝ ϕ) with the decay rate

Γχ ≃ Nψ
8π

h2mχ ≃ Nψ
8π

h2gϕ, (2)

where Nψ is the number of the light fermions. The dissipation coefficient is given by [1, 2]

Υ ∼ Nχ

√
2g3Nψh

2ϕ

83π2
, (3)

which is proportional to Γχ.
The strength of the “friction” caused by the dissipation is measured by the rate rΥ ≡ Υ

3H . Then the
field equation for the dissipative motion is given by

ϕ̈+ 3H(1 + rΥ)ϕ̇+ Vϕ = 0, (4)

where the subscript denotes the derivative with respect to the field. The effective slow-roll parameters
are suppressed when rΥ is large (“strongly dissipating”);

ϵeff =
ϵ

(1 + rΥ)2
, ηeff =

η

(1 + rΥ)2
. (5)

Our claim is very simple. Dissipative motion is a generic phenomenon, which must be con-
sidered not only for the specific inflation model but also for other generic cosmological
scenarios. A modest assumption is that the background is not thermal, because “warm” background
is not essential for the dissipative motion. Of course dissipation may be more significant when the back-
ground is thermal, but the required conditions for the thermalization are sometimes very severe. We thus
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consider non-thermal background during inflation because thermal conditions may spoil the generality
of the dissipative scenario. On the other hand, thermal background is natural after reheating. We thus
consider thermal background for the field motion after reheating. Assuming a thermal background, Υ
can be given by

Υ ∝ Tn

ϕn−1
, (6)

where n = 1 for high-temperature SUSY and m = 3 for low-temperature SUSY.

1.1 Natural dissipation in SUSY hybrid inflation

The first example[3] is SUSY hybrid inflation, for which we will argue that the conventional interaction
LI ∼ − 1

2g
2ϕ2χ2 between the inflaton ϕ and the trigger field χ may cause significant dissipation that leads

to slow-roll inflation. Namely, O(H) correction from the supergravity may not spoil slow-roll in SUSY
hybrid inflation.

The key in this scenario is the gravitational decay χ→ 2ψ3/2 of the intermediate (trigger) field, which
leads to an inevitable decay rate

Γχ→2ψ3/2
≃
m3
χ

M2
p

∼ g3ϕ3

M2
p

, (7)

which is larger than the Hubble parameter H when ϕ > (HM2
p )1/3/g. The dissipation coefficient of the

inflaton mediated by the heavy trigger field χ is

Υ ∼ 10−2

(
mχ

Mp

)2

ϕ, (8)

which gives the minimal value of Υ caused by the least channel of the gravitational decay. Surprisingly,
rΥ ≫ 1 is generic for the chaotic initial condition ϕini ∼Mp.

1.2 Dissipative Affleck-Dine field

Considering typical situation for the dissipative motion of the AD field, it is not appropriate to disregard
thermal background T ̸= 0. However, in contrast to warm inflation [4, 5], the thermal background
is not always due to the dissipation caused by the field motion. Namely, the dissipation coefficient
Υ(ϕ, T ) of the AD field may depend on the environment, temperature of the Universe, which depends
on cosmological events other than the Affleck-Dine baryogenesis. Typically, MSSM directions couple
to heavy directions that can decay into light fermions. Therefore, non-thermal dissipation would be
significant at large distance, and thermal dissipation may be significant during a period depending on
the field interaction and the temperature of the Universe. In any case, it is very important to consider
dissipation of the AD field before the AD baryogenesis. If the dissipation is large enough to ensure the
slow-roll, the AD-field is “trapped” at ϕAD ̸= 0. The situation is in contrast with the conventional
scenario, in which the “flip” of the potential is responsible for ϕAD ̸= 0. If the AD field is
trapped due to dissipation, the time when oscillation begins is not determined by the usual condition
mϕ ∼ H.

The situation related to dissipation of the AD field can be summarized as follows.
1) The time when oscillation starts may be different from the conventional (non-dissipating) scenario.
2) The amplitude of the AD-field oscillation may be different.
These differences are expected to lead to crucial discrepancies in the results.

1.3 Dissipation before preheating

Above in section 1.1, we considered hybrid inflation in which the typical interaction (inflaton-trigger field
interaction) leads to inevitable dissipation. A similar argument may apply to preheating scenario [6–8] in
which the typical interaction (oscillating field-preheat field interaction) may lead to significant dissipation
and slow-roll before the oscillation. Here we consider “instant preheating” scenario for simplicity, in which
instant decay after preheating is assumed. Significant dissipation before the onset of oscillation typically
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leads to a delay of the oscillation. To show explicitly the dissipative effect, we consider a potential
with a mass

V (ϕ) =
1

2
m2ϕ2, (9)

and the dissipation based on the non-thermal background. The interaction with the preheat field is given
by

Lint ≃
g2PR

2
ϕ2χ2, (10)

where preheat field χ plays the role of the intermediate field for the dissipation. The decay into light
fermions, which is needed for the preheating scenario followed by the instant decay, is induced by the
term

Lψχ = hχψ̄ψ. (11)

Obviously, for g ∼ h ∼ O(1), the dissipative process ϕ → χ → ψ is efficient for the model of instant
preheating. In fact, based on the non-thermal dissipation, it is very easy to show the slow-roll conditions
that delays the preheating and reduces the amplitude of the oscillation. The dissipation coefficient is

Υ ≃ 10−2g2PRh
2mφ ≃ 10−2g3PRh

2ϕ. (12)

Then the effective slow-roll conditions are

ϵw ≃ M2
p

(
m2ϕI
V

)2
1

(1 + r)2
∼
(

m

10−2 × ϕI

1

g3PRh
2

)2

< 1 (13)

ηw ≃ m2

H2

1

(1 + r)2
∼ m2

10−4 × ϕ2
1

g6PRh
4
< 1, (14)

which lead to a simple slow-roll condition ϕI > 102×m/g3PRh2, where the field motion is not oscillationary
but simply slow-rolling. Therefore, the usual requirement for instant preheating followed by the instant
decay now leads to a new condition for the model, which affects the initial condition of the oscillation
that determines the amplitude of the oscillation; dissipation leads to a delay of the end of chaotic inflation.
In fact, in conventional scenario of preheating after chaotic inflation, the amplitude was simply assumed
that ϕ ∼ Mp ≫ ϕI . In contrast to the usual assumption, typical interaction of the scenario may lead to
dissipative motion that may lead to significant slow-roll during Mp > ϕ > ϕI .

Figure 1: Without dissipation, chaotic inflation is expected to end at ϕ ∼ O(Mp). However, interactions
required for instant preheating suggests that non-thermal dissipation is common in such models and that
an error may not be negligible.
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1.4 Remote inflation (Thermal inflation sourced continuously by dissipation)

If dissipation is generic for many cosmological fields that acquire O(H) mass during inflation, these fields
may lead to thermal background during inflation. Note that there are at least two significant models in
which thermal background is used for inflationary scenario: warm inflation and thermal inflation. In fact,
warm inflation is based on the thermal background sourced by the dissipation, while no source mechanism
has been considered for thermal inflation. Our idea is based on a naive question: What happens if
radiation in thermal inflation is sourced continuously by (many) cosmological fields that
acquire O(H) mass and dissipate their energy during inflation? Namely, background radiation
sourced by dissipation may cause symmetry restoration in a remote sector [9, 10], where thermal inflation
occurs.

1.5 Conclusions and discussions

In this talk we considered simple examples of cosmological scenarios in which dissipation may change the
usual argument based on cold (non-dissipating) scenario. I believe the situation is now obvious suggesting
why the dissipation is very important for particle cosmology. The study related to the cosmological
dissipation may give us a key to understand the interactions in the particle model in terms of the
cosmological observations. In previous studies dissipation has been studied only for the inflaton in the
very early Universe (warm inflation). However, in the light of particle cosmology, dissipation is very
important in understanding interactions in the SUSY model [11], GUT or the string theory [12].
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Abstract
The self-accelerating branch of the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) five-dimensional
braneworld has provided a compelling model for the current cosmic acceleration.
Recent observations, however, have not favored it so much. We discuss the solutions
which contain a de Sitter 3-brane in the cascading DGP braneworld model, which is a
kind of higher-dimensional generalizations of the DGP model, where a p-dimensional
brane is placed on a (p + 1)-dimensional one and the p-brane action contains the
(p + 1)-dimensional induced scalar curvature term. In the simplest six-dimensional
model, we derive the solutions. Our solutions can be classified into two branches,
which reduce to the self-accelerating and normal solutions in the limit of the original
five-dimensional DGP model. In the presence of the six-dimensional bulk gravity, the
‘normal’ branch provides a new self-accelerating solution. The expansion rate of this
new branch is generically lower than that of the original one, which may alleviate the
fine-tuning problem.

Recent observational data with high precision suggest that our Universe is currently in an accelerating
phase [1, 2]. They are consistent with the presence of a nonzero cosmological constant or quantum vacuum
energy, but its value must be extremely tiny. In the context of the braneworld, the Dvali-Gabadadze-
Porrati (DGP) five-dimensional model has been a compelling model for the cosmic acceleration [3–5].
The DGP model contains a mechanism to modify the gravitational law just on cosmological scales by the
effects of the four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term put into the action of our 3-brane Universe. Such an
intrinsic curvature term would be induced due to quantum loops of the matter fields which are localized
on the 3-brane. The effect of the four-dimensional intrinsic curvature term on the 3-brane recovers the
Einstein gravity on small scales but on large distance scales gravitational law becomes five-dimensional.
The DGP model realizes the so-called self-accelerating Universe that features a four-dimensional de Sitter
phase even though our 3-brane Universe is completely empty. Recent studies, however, have indicated
that the observational data have not favored the self-accelerating branch of DGP (see e.g., Ref. [6] of
[6]). The self-accelerating solutions have also faced the disastrous issue of ghost excitations (see e.g., Ref.
[7] of [6]): The energy is not bounded from below and therefore the theory is already pathological even
at the classical level.

There are possibilities that the realistic cosmological model may be obtained by generalizing the
five-dimensional DGP model to a higher-dimensional spacetime. An interesting model is so-called the
cascading DGP model [7]. The model is constructed by a set of branes of the different dimensionality,
where a p-brane is placed on a (p + 1)-dimensional brane and the p-brane action contains the (p + 1)-
dimensional induced scalar curvature term. For instance, in the simplest six-dimensional model, a 3-brane
Universe whose action contains an induced four-dimensional scalar curvature term is placed on a 4-brane
whose action contains an induced five-dimensional scalar curvature term, embedded into a (possibly
infinitely extended) six-dimensional spacetime. An extension to the case of an arbitrary number of
spacetime dimensions is straightforward in principle. It is expected that in such kind of model, in the
infrared region the gravitational force falls off sufficiently fast to exhibit ‘degravitation’ [7]. The linearized
analysis has confirmed this idea in part at the level of the linearized theory [7].

One of crucial questions is the viability of the cascading DGP model. To answer to this question, of
course, one should go beyond the linearized analysis and in particular investigate the cosmology. Non-
linearities may detect effects which may not appear in the linearized treatment. In addition, cosmology
can help to have a better understanding of the model and of the idea of gravity localized through

1Email address: minamituzi@sogang.ac.kr
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intrinsic curvature terms on the 3-brane and 4-brane. As the first step to this direction, we will look for
the solutions which contain a de Sitter 3-brane. They may give rise to the self-accelerating cosmological
solutions in the simplest six-dimensional cascading DGP model.

The system of our interest is that our 3-brane Universe Σ4 is placed on a 4-brane Σ5, embedded into
the six-dimensional bulk M6. For simplicity, we suppress the matter terms in the bulk and on the branes.
The total action is given by

S =
M4

6

2

∫
M6

d6X
√
−G(6)R+

M3
5

2

∫
Σ5

d5y
√
−q(5)R+

M2
4

2

∫
Σ4

d4x
√
−g(4)R, (1)

where GAB , qab and gµν represent metrics in M6, on Σ5 and Σ4, respectively. (i)R (i = 6, 5, 4) are
Ricci scalar curvature terms associated with respect to GAB , qab and gµν . For the later discussion, it is
useful to introduce the crossover mass scales m5 := M3

5 /M
2
4 and m6 := M4

6 /M
3
5 , which determines the

energy scale where the five-dimensional and six-dimensional physics appear, respectively. We assume that
m5 > m6. Then, it is natural to expect that the effective gravitational theory becomes four-dimensional
for H > m5, five-dimensional for m5 > H > m6, and finally six-dimensional for H < m6, where H is the
cosmic expansion rate.

We consider the six-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, which is covered by the following choice of the
coordinates

ds26 = GABdX
AdXB = dr2 + dθ2 +H2r2γµνdx

µdxν , (2)

where γµν is the metric of the four-dimensional de Sitter spacetime with the expansion rate H. The r
and θ coordinates represent two extra dimensions and xµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) do the ordinary four-dimensional
spacetime. The surface of r = 0 corresponds to a (Rindler-like) horizon and only the region of r ≥ 0 is
considered. Note that the boundary surface of r = 0 does not cause any pathological effect because it
is not a singularity. We consider a 4-brane located along the trajectory (r(|ξ|), θ(|ξ|)), where the affine
parameter ξ gives the proper coordinate along the 4-brane. The 3-brane is placed at ξ = 0, and for
decreasing value of |ξ| one approaches the 3-brane. We assume the Z2-symmetry across the 4-brane and
hence an identical copy is glued to the opposite side. Along the trajectory of the 4-brane ṙ2 + θ̇2 = 1,
where the dot represents the derivative with respect to ξ. The induced metric on the 4-brane is given by

ds25 = qabdy
adyb = dξ2 +H2r(|ξ|)2γµνdxµdxν . (3)

The point where r(ξ) = 0 on the 4-brane corresponds to a horizon and the 4-brane is not extended beyond
it. The 3-brane geometry is exactly de Sitter spacetime with the normalization condition Hr(0) = 1,

ds24 = gµνdx
µdxν = γµνdx

µdxν . (4)

The nonvanishing components of the tangential and normal vectors to the 4-brane are given by ur =
ṙ,uθ = θ̇,nr = ϵθ̇,and nθ = −ϵṙ. We restrict that the region to be considered is to be r > 0 and the
3-brane is sitting on r-axis (θ = 0). The 4-brane trajectory is Z2-symmetric across the 3-brane. θ̇ > 0
for increasing ξ. In the case of ϵ = 1, the bulk space is in the side of increasing r, while in the case of
ϵ = −1, the bulk space is the side of decreasing r.

The extrinsic curvature tensor is defined by Kab := ∇anb. The junction condition is given by

M4
6

[
Kab − qabK

]
=
(
M3

5
(5)Gab +M2

4
(4)Gµνδ

µ
a δ
ν
b δ(ξ)

)
. (5)

where the square bracket denotes the jump of a bulk quantity across the 4-brane.By taking the Z2-
symmetry across the 4-brane into consideration, the matching condition becomes

−M4
6 ϵ

4

r

(
1 − ṙ2

)1/2
= −3M3

5

1 − ṙ2

r2
, M4

6 ϵ
(
− 3

r

(
1 − ṙ2

)1/2
+

r̈

(1 − ṙ2)1/2

)
=

3M3
5

2

ṙ2 + rr̈ − 1

r2
.(6)

The way to construct the solution is essentially the same as the case of a tensional 3-brane on a tensional
4-brane (See Appendix).
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Figure 1: The left-hand-side of Eq. (11) is shown as a function of H/m5 for fixed ratio
m6/m5. The solid, dashed and dotted curves correspond to the cases of m6/m5 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
respectively. In the last case, in whichm6/m5 is above the critical value

(
m6/m5

)
crit

= 0.46978,
there is no solution.

In our case, it is suitable to take ϵ = +1 branch. Then, the junction condition tells that the trajectory
of the 4-brane is given by r(ξ) = a−1 cos(a|ξ| − aξ0) with

a =
4m6

3
. (7)

where we assume 0 < aξ0 < π/2. r(ξ) vanishes at |ξ| = |ξmax| = π/(2a) + ξ0. Note that, as mentioned
before, the surface of r = 0 corresponds to a horizon and on the 4-brane there are horizons at |ξ| = |ξmax|,
namely at a finite proper distance from the 3-brane. The 4-brane is not extended beyond them [8]. Now
an identical copy is attached across the 4-brane. The normalization of the overall factor of the metric
function at the 3-brane place requires cos(aξ0) = a/H ≤ 1. Note that

H ≥ 4m6

3
. (8)

The r̈ term gives rise to the contribution proportional to δ(ξ). Here, by noting that

d

dξ
arctan

(
ṙ√

1 − ṙ2

)
=

r̈√
1 − ṙ2

, (9)

and integrating the (µ, ν)-component of the junction equation Eq. (6) across ξ = 0, one finds

M4
6 (4aξ0) = 6M3

5 a tan(aξ0) − 3H2M2
4 , (10)

which with Eq. (7) leads to

H

2m5
−
(√

1 − 16m2
6

9H2
− 2m6

3H
arctan

(√ 9H2

16m2
6

− 1
))

= 0 . (11)

The solution of Eq. (11) determines the value of the expansion rate H. The 3-brane induces the deficit
angle 4aξ0 in the bulk. The configuration of the bulk space is shown in Fig. 1. The bulk space is
outside the curve of the 4-brane and has an infinite volume. As mentioned before, the surface of r = 0
corresponds to a horizon and, in particular, on the 4-brane there are horizons at a finite proper distance
from the 3-brane. The 4-brane is not extended beyond them. Note that this surface does not cause any
pathological effect (see [6] for the detailed configuration of the bulk space).

For generic values of m6, in Fig 1, the left-hand-side of Eq. (11) is shown as a function of H/m5

for each fixed ratio m6/m5. It is found that below the critical ratio m6/m5 <
(
m6/m5

)
crit

≈ 0.46978,
there are two branches of solutions, which are here denoted by H+ > H−. On the other hand, for
m6/m5 >

(
m6/m5

)
crit

, there is no solution of Eq. (11). In the marginal case of m6/m5 =
(
m6/m5

)
crit

,
there is the degenerate solution given by H ≈ m5. For generic values of m6/m5, in Fig. 2 and 3, the
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Figure 2: The larger solution H+ is shown as
a function of m6/m5, in the unit of m5.
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Figure 3: The smaller solution H− is shown as
a function of m6/m5, in the unit of m5.

solutions H+ and H− are shown as functions of m6/m5(<
(
m6/m5

)
crit

), respectively. In the limit of
m6 ≪ m5, another solution is given approximately given by

H+ ≈ 2m5, H− ≈ 4m6

3
. (12)

In the absence of the bulk gravity, m6 → 0, the (+) and (−)-branches coincide with the ‘self-accelerating’
and ‘normal’ solutions in the DGP model, with H+ = 2m5 and H− = 0, respectively. By taking the
presence of the six-dimensional bulk into consideration, the self-accelerating branch essentially remains
the same. But the normal branch solution provides a new self-accelerating solution if H−, which could
be much smaller than H+ for m6 ≪ m5. Note that the existence of both of these new solutions relies on
the presence of the 4-brane, since in the limit of M5 → 0 none of these solutions can exist.

As we mentioned, the self-accelerating branch of the original DGP model is not favored by recent
observations and also suffers a ghost instability. What we found is that in the six-dimensional cascading
DGP model, one of two branches, which corresponds to the ‘normal’ branch in the original DGP model,
provides a new self-accelerating solution whose expansion rate could be much smaller than that in the
other branch, which corresponds to the original ‘self-accelerating’ branch. Thus, the fine-tuning would
be relaxed in some degrees. In the self-accelerating solution of the DGP model, the bulk spacetime is
infinitely extended and a mode which satisfies the background solution is not normalizable. Thus, the
scalar mode is hence different from the zero mode, which already implies the potential pathology about
the ghost instability. In our new solutions the 4-brane where the 3-brane resides can never reach the
infinity and has a finite volume. Therefore, in analogy with the case of the standard DGP, it implies that
the bending mode of the 3-brane would be normalized and hence solutions could be healthy, although
the detailed investigations about the stability are left for a future work.
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Abstract
We consider some characteristics of the solutions of five-dimensional black dirings.
First we confirm the equivalence of the two different solution-sets of the black
dirings(one was generated by the authors with the solitonic method similar to the
Backlund transformation and the other was by Evslin and Krishnan with the inverse
scattering method). Then we show some physical properties of the systems of black
diring: especialy the existence of thermo-dynamical systems of black diring and their
properties.

1 Introduction

Previously we discovered that the five-dimensional S1-rotating black rings appeared first in Ref. [1]
can be superposed in concentric way and succeeded to construct regular black diring systems as the
simplest case(called diring I) [2]. For the construction above we used the solitonic method similar to
the Backlund transformation that was developed by us for the first time to generate non-trivial five-
dimensional axisymmetric spacetimes with asymptotic flatness [3–5]. Following the above work, Evslin
and Krishnan constructed another diring solution-set(called diring II) [6]. They used the inverse scattering
method that was modified by Pomeransky to treat the higher dimensional case(hereafter abbreviated to
PISM) [7]. However, because of the complexity of their expressions, the study to confirm the equivalence
of these two diring solution-sets and further investigation of the physics of the diring systems still remain
to be done. Here we give some answeres to these problems.

For the system of the dirings, we consider five-dimensinal spacetimes with three commuting Killing
vector fields: a time-like Killing field and two axial Killing fields. We assume further that one of the axial
Killing fields is orthogonal to the other Killing fields. So the line-elements adopted here is reduced to

ds2 = Gtt(dx
0)2 + 2Gtψdtdψ +Gψψ(dψ)2 +Gϕϕ(dϕ)2 + e2ν

(
dρ2 + dz2

)
, (1)

where the metric coefficients are the function of (ρ, z) and detG = −ρ2 is imposed. Owing to the
assumptions we can say that any type of angular momentums corresponding to ϕ-rotaion is zero.

In the first half of the paper we show the complete equivalence of these two different representations
with the aid of the facts established by Hollands and Yazadjiev, which concern the uniqueness of higher-
dimensional black holes. In the latter half we give some physical quantities of the dirings. Using these
quatities, we clarify some physical properties of the regular black diring systems. Especially we show the
existence of thermo-dynamical diring systems and some peculiar properties of the thermal systems.

2 Equivalence of diring I and diring II

The strategy adopted here is the following. First, reconstructing the solution-set of diring I with the
PISM we show that the difference between the diring I and diring II comes from the difference of the
corresponding seeds. Then we give the moduli-parameters and physical quantities to identify the solution-
sets respectively. Using these quantities we confirm the equivalence of these two solution-sets with the
aid of the facts established by Hollands and Yazadjiev [8]. Once the equivalence is established, we can
use the more convenient representation among the diring I and diring II according to problems we face.

1E-mail:tmishima@phys.ge.cst.nihon-u.ac.jp
2E-mail:iguchi.h@phys.ge.cst.nihon-u.ac.jp
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Figure 1: Rod-structures describing the seeds of the dirings. The upper and lower rod-diagrams corre-
spond to the diring I and diring II respectively. Black rods interpreted to have 1/2 line mass density,
while gray rods(holes) correspond to −1/2 line mass density. Two solitons are removed and recovered at
the positions a1 and a4.

A key mathematical fact to establish the equivalence of diring I and diring II is in the work by
Hollands and Yazadjiev which have discussed the uniqueness of five dimensional stationary black holes
with axial U(1)2-symmetry. Originally they have considered the sytems of single black hole, but their
discussions can be applied to the systems of multiple black holes so that the statement is still valid with
some modification. It is described that two different systems of multiple black holes are isometirc when
all the rod-lengths and the Komar angular momentums coincide with each other. It should be noticed
that validity of the proof seem to hold, whether conical singularities on the axes exist or not. So the
above statement remains useful for the spacetimes with conical singularities. For the systems of black
diring, two Komar angular momentums corresponding to the ϕ-rotation are zero so that the other two
Komar angular momentums corresponding to the ψ-rotation are essential to determine the solution, once
the rod-lengths are fixed. We can say further that two independent physical quantities can be used to
determine the solution in place of two Komar angular momentums at least locally.

The diring I and diring II are generated by PISM from the corresponding seeds respectively. The
rod structures described in Fig.1 show the seeds that are used to generate diring I and diring II. The
parameters (s, t) and (p, q) inscribed on the Fig.1 mean lengths of the gray rods(holes) and have the
following range:

0 ≤ s ≤ d2 , 0 ≤ t , (2)

0 ≤ p ≤ d2 , 0 ≤ q . (3)

Following the procedure of PISM, first two solitons with trivial BZ-parameters are removed at the posi-
tions a1 and a4 and then the solitons are recovered with non-trivial BZ-parameters at the same positions.
Here (bI, cI) and (bII, cII) are assigned to BZ-parameters of diring I and II respectively. After adjusting
the BZ-parameters in the following way{

bI = ±
(

2a21a61a71
a31a51

)1/2

, cI = ±
(

2a42a64a74
a43a54

)1/2
}

(4){
bII = ±

(
2a31a61a71
a21a51

)1/2

, cII = ±
(

2a43a64a74
a42a54

)1/2
}
, (5)

we obtain the regular diring systems respectively up to conical singularities. The symbols aij is defined as
ai−aj . The moduli-parameters to provide the solution-sets of diring I and II are {s, t, d1, d2, d3, d4}I and
{p, q, d1, d2, d3, d4}II respectively. Other physical quantities of the dirings can be represented with these
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Figure 2: Correspondence between the space of (s, t) for diring I and the space of (p, q) for diring II.
Each horizontal line with a number from (1) to (7) is mapped into the curve with the same number.

parameters. For example, ADM masses: mI and mII, angles assuring regular axis for [a6, a7]: (∆ϕR)I
and (∆ϕR)II and angles assuring regular axis for [a3, a5]: (∆ϕL)I and (∆ϕL)II are given as follows

mI =
3π

4
(a41 + a65) +

3π

2
a41

[
a41

(bI − cI)2
− bI
bI − cI

]
, mII =

3π

4
(a31 + a64) , (6)(

∆ϕR
2π

)2

I

=
a273a76(a74bI − a71cI)

2

a271a
2
72a74a75(bI − cI)2

,

(
∆ϕR
2π

)2

III

=
a71a74a73a76

a272a
2
75

, (7)(
∆ϕL
2π

)2

I

=
a253a

2
73a62(a51a64a74bI − a54a61a71cI)

2

a272a51a52a54a61a63a64a71a74(bI − cI)2
, (8)(

∆ϕL
2π

)2

II

=

(
a53a62a73

a241a
2
52a

2
63a

2
72

)
[a21a31a54a64a74 + a42a51(a43a61a71 + a21a54bIIcII)] . (9)

Owing to the mathematical facts mentioned above, we can conclude that two dirings are isometrically
equivalent when the coditions (d1, d2, d3, d4)I = (d1, d2, d3, d4)II and (mI, (∆ϕR)I) = (mII, (∆ϕR)II) can
be imposed. Once the conditions are satisfied, remarkably simple relations between (s, t) and (p, q) are
extracted from the mass equality: mI(s, t) = mII(p, q) and regular angle equality: (∆ϕR)I = (∆ϕR)II as
(p, q) = (p(s, t), q(s, t)). Using these equations we can confirm that the correspondence between (s, t)-
space and (p, q)-space is onto and one-to-one If infinities on the spaces are included. Figure 2 shows the
correspondence between (s, t)-space and (p, q)-space. Finally we can say that the systems of diring I and
diring II are completely equivalent.

3 Thermo-dynamical black diring

The equivalence have been established in the previous section. So we can use the more convenient repre-
sentation among the diring I and diring II according to problems we face. The existence of regular dirings
have been already confirmed in Ref. [2] and Ref. [6]. In the rest we show some results of physical prop-
erpties of the systems of diring, especially the existence of thermo-dynamical dirings and their peculier
properties. To assure that the multi-system becomes a thermal system, the surface gravities (κL, κR) and
rotational angular velocities (ωL, ωR ) of the inner and outer black rings of the system must be equal:

κL = κR , ωL = ωR. (10)
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Figure 3: Left: Total area (ah) as a function of angular momentum (j). All the quantities are normalized
by ADM mass. Black, green, blue and red lines correspond to MP black hole (MP-BH), black ring (BR),
black saturn (BS) and black diring (BD), respectively. Right: Ratio of the area of inner BR or BH to
the area of outer BR (Rh) as a function of j. Green and blue lines correspond to BS and BR.

We investigate whether thermo-dynamical diring systems exist or not by solving the above conditions
numerically. The results are shown in Figure 3. The red line in the left picture of Fig.3 shows the
existence of thermo-dynamical black dirings. Other thermal systems: Meyres-Perry black holes, black
rings, black saturns are also shown for comparing with the dirings. The right picture of Fig.3 shows the
behavior of the ratio of the horizon-area of inner black ring or black hole to the horizon-area of outer
black ring. The ratio of the system of diring holds a constant value one, while the ratio of the system of
black saturn quickly vanishes as the angular momentum j increases. This means that in the system of
black saturn the influence of the inner black hole quickly vanishes and in the diring the interaction of the
inner and outer rings remains.
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Abstract
We give an idea and the order-of-magnitude estimations to explain the recently re-
ported secular increase of the Astronomical Unit (AU) by Krasinsky and Brumberg
(2004). The idea proposed is analogous to the tidal acceleration in the Earth-Moon
system, which is based on the conservation of the total angular momentum and we
apply this scenario to the Sun-planets system. Assuming the existence of some tidal
interactions that transfer the rotational angular momentum of the Sun and using re-

ported value of the positive secular trend in the astronomical unit,
d

dt
15±4(m/s),the

suggested change in the period of rotation of the Sun is about 21(ms/cy) in the case
that the orbits of the eight planets have the same ”expansionrate.”This value is suf-
ficiently small, and at present it seems there are no observational data which exclude
this possibility. Effects of the change in the Sun’s moment of inertia is also investi-
gated. It is pointed out that the change in the moment of inertia due to the radiative
mass loss by the Sun may be responsible for the secular increase of AU, if the orbital
”expansion”is happening only in the inner planets system. Although the existence of
some tidal interactions is assumed between the Sun and planets, concrete mechanisms
of the angular momentum transfer are not discussed in this paper, which remain to
be done as future investigations.

1 Introduction

The Astronomical Unit (hereafter we abbreviate AU) is one of the most essential scale in astronomy
which characterizes the scale of the solar system and the standard of cosmological distance ladder. AU
is also the fundamental astronomical constant that associates two length unit; one (m) in International
System (SI) of Units and one (AU) in Astronomical System of Units.

In the field of fundamental astronomy e.g., the planetary ephemerides, it is one of the most important
subjects to evaluate AU from the observational data. However, recently Krasinsky and Brumberg reported

the positive secular trend in AU as
d

dt
AU = 15 ± 4 (m/cy). from the analysis of radar ranging of inner

planets and Martian landers and orbiters (Krasinsky and Brumberg 2004;Standish2005).

2 Tidal Acceleration in the Earth-Moon System

In this section, we briefly summarize the tidal acceleration in the Earth-Moon system.
The conservation law of the total angular momentum in the Earth-Moon system is

d

dt
(ℓE + LM) = 0, (1)

where ℓE is the rotational angular momentum of the Earth, LM is the orbital angular momentum of the
Moon, and for simplicity we have neglected the rotational angular momentum of the Moon, which is
about 10−5 times smaller than LM. Then, if we assume the moment of inertia, mass, and the eccentricity
of the moon’s orbit are constant, the conservation of the total angular momentum Eq. (1) reads

ṪE
TE

=
1

2

LM

ℓE

ṙ

r
(2)
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The gradual slowing of the Earth’s rotation is due to the tidal force between the orbiting Moon and the
Earth, or the tidal friction.

3 Application to the Sun-Planets System

In this section, we apply the same argument in the previous section to the Sun-planets system. All we
need is the conservation of the total angular momentum in the solar system. We denote the mass and
the orbital elements of each planet by subscript i. The length AU, denoted by a, is used to normalize
ri, then for the Earth’s radius r3 ≡ rE = a, and for the moment it is assumed that the orbits of the all
planets have the same “expansion rate,” i.e.,

ṙi
ri

=
ȧ

a
(3)

for each i.
In the case that the Sun’s moment of inertia does not change, from the analogy to Eq. (2), we obtain

the change in the period of rotation of the Sun T⊙ as

Ṫ⊙
T⊙

=
1

2

L

ℓ⊙

ȧ

a
, (4)

where L is the sum of the orbital angular momentums of all planets

L =
∑
i

mi

√
GM⊙ri(1 − e2i ), (5)

Using the value ȧ ≃ 15(m/cy) reported by Krasinsky and Brumberg, ȧ/a ≃ 1.0 × 10−10 and the right-
hand-side of Eq. (4) is evaluated as

Ṫ⊙
T⊙

≃ 5.7 × γ−1
⊙ × 10−10 (cy−1). (6)

where γ is the moment of inertia factor. The moment of inertia is

I⊙ = γ⊙M⊙R
2
⊙. (7)

If we use the value γ⊙ = 0.0059 and the rotational period of the Sun as T⊙ = 25.38 (days), the estimated
value of the change in T⊙ is

Ṫ⊙ ≃ 21 (ms/cy). (8)

The estimated value is sufficiently small and seems to be well within the observational limit.

4 Effect of the change in the moment of inertia

In the previous section, we have considered only the case that the moment of inertia I⊙ is constant. If
we generalize our result to the case that I⊙ and M⊙ are not constant, Eq. (4) changes to

− γ̇⊙
γ⊙

− Ṁ⊙

M⊙
− 2

Ṙ⊙

R⊙
+
Ṫ⊙
T⊙

=
1

2

L

ℓ⊙

(
Ṁ⊙

M⊙
+
ȧ

a

)
. (9)

As a first approximation, we assume that the radiative mass loss occurs isotropically along radial
direction and does not carry the angular momentum. The first term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (9)
represents the effect of change in the internal density distribution of the Sun, and so far we do not have
enough information on it in detail.

The second term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (9) represents the effect of mass loss, which can be
evaluated in the following way. The Sun has luminosity at least 3.939×1026W ,or 4.382×109kg/s,including
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electromagnetic radiation and contribution from neutrinos (Noerdlinger 2008). The particle mass loss
rate by the solar wind is about 1.374 × 109 kg/s, according to Noerdlinger (2008). The total solar mass
loss rate is then

−Ṁ⊙

M⊙
= 9.1 × 10−12(cy−1), (10)

which is less than a thousandth of the required value to explain the secular increase of AU (see Eq.
(6)). (As pointed out by Noerdlinger (2008), Krasinsky and Brumberg (2004) unaccountably ignored the
radiative mass loss L⊙ = 3.86 × 1026 W which is the major contribution to Ṁ⊙/M⊙.) Therefore, we
can conclude that the solar mass loss term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (9) does not make a significant
contribution to the secular increase of AU, if the orbits of the eight planets have the same expansion rate.

Note that the term which is proportional to Ṁ⊙/M⊙ also appears in the right-hand-side of Eq. (9).
This term may be called as the Noerdlinger effect (Noerdlinger 2008). Noerdlinger already investigated
this effect of solar mass loss, and concluded that the effect can only account for less than a tenth of the
reported value by Krasinsky and Brumberg.

The third term in the left-hand-side of Eq. (9) is the contribution from the change in the solar radius.
Although the very short-time and small-scale variability in the solar radius may be actually observed in
the context of helioseismology, we have no detailed information on the secular change in R⊙ far.

5 Case of the Sun-inner planets system

In the previous sections, we have assumed that the orbits of all the planets have the same expansion rate.
However, the recent positional observations of the planets with high accuracy are mostly done within the
inner planets region. Actually Krasinsky and Brumberg obtained dAU/dt by using these inner planets
data, while the orbits of outer planets are given by the Russian ephemeris EPM (Ephemerides of Planets
and the Moon).

Therefore, as a tentative approach, we consider the case that the expansion rates of the planetary
orbits are not homogeneous but inhomogeneous in the sense that only the orbits of the inner planets
expand.

In this section, we consider the case that the expansion of the planetary orbit occurs only for the
inner planets.

In this case, the sum of the orbital angular momentum of all planets L is replaced by the sum of the
inner planets Lin:

Lin ≡
4∑
i=1

mi

√
GM⊙ri. (11)

Then Eq. (9) is now

− γ̇⊙
γ⊙

− Ṁ⊙

M⊙
− 2

Ṙ⊙

R⊙
+
Ṫ⊙
T⊙

=
1

2

Lin

ℓ⊙

(
Ṁ⊙

M⊙
+
ȧ

a

)
. (12)

Note that the sum of the angular momentum of inner planets amounts only 0.16% of the total L:

Lin

L
≃ 1.6 × 10−3. (13)

Therefore, under the assumption that the change in the rotational angular momentum of the Sun affects
only the orbital angular momentums of the inner planets, the required values which were calculated in
the previous sections to explain the secular increase of AU can now be revised to be 1.6 × 10−3 times
smaller.

In particular, the right hand side of Eq. (12) is

1

2

Lin

ℓ⊙

ȧ

a
≃ 1.5 × 10−11 (cy−1). (14)

Interestingly, it is the same order of magnitude as (actually it is about 1.6 times larger than) Ṁ⊙/M⊙ .
Then we can conclude from Eq. (12) that the decrease of rotational angular momentum of the Sun

due to the radiative mass loss has a significant contribution to the secular increase of the orbital radius
of the inner planets.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the secular increase of astronomical unit recently reported by Krasinsky
and Brumberg (2004), and suggested a possible explanation for this secular trend by means of the
conservation law of total angular momentum. Assuming the existence of some tidal interactions that
transfer the angular momentum from the Sun to the planets system, we have obtained the following
results.

From the reported value
d

dt
AU = 15± 4(m/cy),we have obtained the required value for the variation

of rotational period of the Sun is about 21 (ms/cy), if we assume that eight planets in the solar system
experience the same orbital expansion rate. This value is sufficiently small, and at present it seems there
are no observational data which exclude this possibility.

Moreover, we have found that the effects of change in the moment of inertia of the Sun due to the
radiative mass loss may be responsible for explaining the secular increase of AU. Especially, when we
suppose that the orbital expansion occurs only in the inner planets region, the decrease of rotational
angular momentum of the Sun has enough contribution to the secular increase of the orbital radius.
Then as an answer to the question “why is AU increasing ?”, we propose one possibility, namely
“because the Sun is losing its angular momentum.”

In present paper, we proposed the possible mechanism for explaining the secular increase of AU,
nonetheless we need to verify the validity of our model by means of the some tidal dissipation models of
the Sun. Moreover because the existence of dAU/dt is not confirmed robustly in terms of the independent
analysis of observation by other ephemerides groups, it is important not only to perform the theoretical
researches but also to re-analyze the data and to obtain more accurate value of dAU/dt adding new
observations e.g., Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Phoenix and forthcoming MESSENGER which is cruising
to the Mercury. It also seems to be meaningful to use the observations of outer planets as well, such
as Cassini, Pioneer 10/11, Voyager 1/2, and New Horizons for Pluto since it is more natural situation
that the variation of moment of inertia of the Sun causes the orbital changes not only of inner planets
but also of outer ones. Therefore in order to reveal the origin of secular increase of AU, it is essential to
investigate these sub jects in detail.
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Minimal surfaces in flat and curved spacetimes of arbitrary
dimensionality
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Abstract
Minimal surfaces and domain walls play important roles in astrophysics, general rel-
ativity, and modern particle theories. First, we review the Bernstein theorem, which
states that a well-defined single-valued minimal surface in 3-dimensional Euclidean
flat spaces should be a plane, and its failure in general dimensions. Then, we show
that this failure of Bernstein theorem in higher dimensions results in interesting con-
sequences in the systems where the branes interact with black holes.

1 Bernstein conjecture, branes, and minimal cones

Minimal surfaces2 in Euclidean space E3 have been extensively studied since the pioneering work of
Thomas Young and of Laplace. In Monge, or non-parametric, gauge the surface is specified by the height
function z = z(x, y) above some plane. The non-parametric minimal surface equation governing the
function z(x, y) is

∂x

 zx√
1 + z2x + z2y

+ ∂y

 zy√
1 + z2x + z2y

 = 0 . (1)

A famous result of Bernstein asserts that the only single valued solution of Eq. (1) defined for all
(x, y) ∈ R2 is a plane. It may also be shown that the planar solution is a minimizer of the area functional
among compactly supported variations of the surface. In terms of brane theory, this means that the
“classical ground state”, i.e., the static minimum of the energy functional for a membrane in three
dimensional Euclidean space E3, which may be thought of as a static configuration in 4-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime E3,1, is smooth and indeed planar. From the world volume point of view the
classical ground state of the membrane preserves (2+1)-dimensional Poincaré invariance and may be
thought of as a copy of (2+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime E2,1.

It is natural to conjecture that Bernstein’s theorem remains valid for a minimal p-dimensional hy-
persurface in (p + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space Ep+1. In other words, the classical ground state of a
p-brane in (p + 1 + 1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime Ep+1,1 should be flat and invariant under the
action of the (p+ 1)-dimensional Poincaré group E(p, 1). Remarkably, although true for p ≤ 7 it fails for
p+1 = 9 [2]. In other words, the classical ground state of an 8-brane in 10-dimensional Minkowski space-
time spontaneously breaks 10-dimensional Poincaré invariance. The proof [2] rests on the fact that in
E8 and above, a minimal hypersurface which is a minimizer of the p-volume functional among compactly
supported variations need not be smooth. There are rather explicit counterexamples called minimal
cones. Their existence leads to the conclusion that Bernstein’s theorem fails in E9 [2].

As far as we aware, there has been very little discussion of the significance of this fact in the M/String
theory literature. The breakdown of regularity of minimal hypersurfaces of flat space extends to minimal
hypersurfaces of curved Riemannian manifolds and this has consequences for proofs of the positive energy
theorem of general relativity which make essential use of minimal surfaces as a technical tool (e.g., see
[3] for the application to the positive mass theorem). It seems worthwhile therefore to examine the
behavior of minimal surfaces in higher dimensions and in curved spaces in some explicit detail in order
to understand better the situation and its possible physical implications. In particular, it is interesting
to see whether the existence of various critical dimensions which has been noted in related contexts is of

1Email address: umpei@rikkyo.ac.jp
2This article is based on paper [1].
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a universal nature and related to the the breakdown of Bernstein’s theorem and the existence of minimal
cones.

To make progress it is helpful to assume that the relevant surfaces have sufficient symmetries with
which the problem may be reduced to one involving ordinary differential equations in an appropriate
quotient space X, a ploy known to mathematicians as equivariant variational theory. Typically the brane
equations of motion reduce to finding geodesics in X with respect to a suitable metric g on X, induced
by the p-volume functional. The p-brane will be p-volume minimizing if the corresponding geodesic γ is
length minimizing. A necessary condition that a geodesic joining points a and b be length minimizing is
that γ contains no points between a and b conjugate to either. The existence of such conjugate points
is governed by the Jacobi or geodesic deviation equation, solutions of which depend on the curvature of
X. In the case that X is 2-dimensional, it is the sign of the Gauss curvature K which is important. If
for example K is negative in the vicinity of γ, then it can contain no conjugate points and hence must
be locally length minimizing. In the cases we shall consider the Gauss curvature is actually positive and
a more detailed examination is required. One might have thought that positive Gauss curvature would
lead to a second variation or Hessian of indefinite sign. However, the situation is more subtle since the
effective metric governing the variational principle is incomplete and becomes singular near a conical
point and compensatory terms can arise which in low dimension render the Hessian positive definite.

2 Branes in flat spaces

The simplest example is when a Lie group G acts isometrically on a (p + 1)-dimensional Riemannian
manifold {Σ, h}, thought of as “space” with orbits which are (p − 1)-dimensional. The X = Σ/G is
(locally) 2-dimensional and a curve in X may be thought of as the projection under the action of G of
a p-dimensional submanifold S of Σ. As a simple but primary example, let us consider a G-invariant
submanifold S ⊂ Σ = Em+n+2 (m,n ≥ 1) as the configuration of p-brane (p = n+m+ 1). We focus on
the case of G = SO(m+ 1)× SO(n+ 1) ⊂ SO(m+ n+ 2). The metric of ambient flat space is written in
the form

h = dx2 + x2dΩ2
m + dy2 + y2dΩ2

n . (2)

A projected metric h̃ on Σ/G is defined via a transformation of an inner product, h̃(u1, u2) = h(u1, u2),
where (u1, u2) is a pair of vectors tangent to the orbitG(s), s ∈ S. Thus, in the present case h̃ = dx2+dy2 .
The volume function on Σ/G, which is the volume of the orbit G(s), is given by v(x, y) := Vol (G(s)) =
Ωmx

mΩny
n , where Ωn is the volume of unit n-sphere. Now, we are ready to define an effective space

where the geodesic γ is to be found. The metric g of the effective space is defined as

g = dℓ2 := v2/λ(x, y)h̃ = Ω2
mΩ2

nx
2my2n(dx2 + dy2) , (3)

where λ is the co-dimension of the G-invariant surface S. For the present example, λ is given by λ :=
dimS − dimG(x) = (m + n + 1) − (m + n) = 1 . The problem to find the minimal surface has been

reduced to find the geodesic γ with g = dℓ2. The action to be minimized is ℓ =

∫
xmyn

√
dx2 + dy2 . If

one denotes the geodesic by y = y(x) and varies the action with respect to it, one has

xyy′′ + (myy′ − nx)(1 + y′2) = 0 . (4)

One can easily see that a cone y =
√
n/m x solves Eq. (4).

As noted before, one cannot know whether the above cone is indeed a minimizer or not until examining
the second variation. Here, we introduce an alternative criterion to examine whether a geodesic is a
minimizer or not. Readers are directed to [4] for an introduction to this topic. The Jacobi equation or
equation of geodesic deviation is written as

d2η

dℓ2
+Kη = 0 , (5)

where η and K are the geodesic deviation and Gauss curvature of metric g. For a general metric of form
g = v(x, y)2/λ(dx2 + dy2), the Gauss curvature is given by K = (1/2)(Ricci scalar) = −2λ−1v−2/λ(∂2x +
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∂2y) ln v. For the present case, where v(x, y) = xmyn and λ = 1, we have

K =
1

x2my2n

(
m

x2
+

n

y2

)
, (6)

which is positive definite. One can calculate the Gauss curvature and proper distance along the geodesic
cone y =

√
n/m x,

K =
2mn+1

nnx2(m+n+1)
, ℓ =

nn/2(m+ n)1/2

m(n+1)/2(m+ n+ 1)
xm+n+1 . (7)

Combining Eqs. (5) and (7), we have

d2η

dℓ2
+

c

ℓ2
η = 0, c =

2(m+ n)

(m+ n+ 1)2
. (8)

It is well known that the behavior of solution to this equation changes at c = 1/4. That is, Eq. (8) has a
simple power solution η = ℓβ± , β± = (1/2)

(
1 ±

√
1 − 4c

)
. Thus, the geodesic deviation oscillates (i.e.,

there exists a conjugate point of the geodesic) for 2 ≤ m + n ≤ 5, while not for m + n ≥ 6 (i.e., there
exists no conjugate point of the geodesic). These results, and further work by Bombieri et al. imply that
the cone as SO(m+ 1)×SO(n+ 1)-invariant hypersurface S ⊂ Em+n+2 is a minimizer for m+n+ 2 ≥ 8.

3 Application: Branes interacting with a black hole

So far, we have considered the Bernstein theorem and its failure in higher dimensions for minimal surfaces
in flat spaces. Although not recognized well in literature, the failure of Berenstein conjecture play
important roles in various context of physics, especially in higher dimensional gravitational theories. See
the original paper [1] and references therein. Here, let us consider the primal gravitational system which
was first investigated by Frolov [5]. Let us write the N -dimensional Schwarzschild-Tangherlini metric as

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f(r)−1dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdΩ2
N−3), f(r) = 1 −

(r0
r

)N−3

. (9)

Then, we focus on a local region near the south pole of horizon by setting r = r0 + ξ, θ = π − η with
small ξ/r0 and η. At the leading order, the metric is written as

ds2 = − (N − 3)ξ

r0
dt2 +

r0
(N − 3)ξ

dξ2 + r20(dη2 + η2dΩ2
N−3) . (10)

Furthermore, introducing the following local coordinates x =
√

(4r0ξ)/(N − 3), y = r0η , the near
horizon metric reduces to

ds2 = −κ2x2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + y2dΩ2
N−3 , (11)

where κ = (N − 3)/2r0 is the surface gravity. Thus, the near-horizon effective 2-dimensional metric in
which the geodesic is to be found is

g = x2y2(N−3)(dx2 + dy2) . (12)

The problem has been reduced to that of (m,n) = (1, N − 3) in the flat-space case. Note that the factor
x2 in g comes from the time component of metric (11). Thus, the cone y =

√
N − 3 x is a geodesic

near the horizon, and from the analysis of geodesic deviation, this geodesic corresponds to a minimizer if
N = p+ 2 ≥ 8.

The work by Frolov was in part motivated by that of Kol [6] in which the “merger transition” from the
Kaluza-Klein black holes to a black string was investigated. The black-hole–brane system indeed serves
as a toy model of the merger transition and is shown to possess a critical dimension [7]. In addition,
this system serves as the simplest (as far as we know) example of critical phenomena in gravitational
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systems [8]. The cone solution separates two phases of the brane: one has a Minkowski topology and
another a black hole topology. The change of stability nature of the brane appears at p = 6 and results in
that of mass scaling of the black hole on the brane. It seems that the self similarity of the critical solution
changes from discrete one to continuous one. It would be interesting to clarify why the breakdown of
Bernstein conjecture is related to this change of self similarity in detail.

In addition, the black-hole–brane system has many applications to the physics of fundamental interac-
tions via the AdS/CFT correspondence. The holographic dual of the phase transition from the Minkowski
embedding to the brane embedding corresponds to the meson melting phase transition of matter in the
fundamental representation (see, e.g., Refs. [9]). Although the systems investigated in the literature so
far correspond to the black-hole–brane systems below the critical dimension (as far as we know), it would
be interesting to see in what the failure of the Bernstein conjecture results in the gauge theory side.
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Abstract
We are planning to construct a sub-mm VLBI system at Andes only dedicated to
the detection of event horizon of SgrA∗black hole. Using two of fixed large spherical
dishes and a mobile small station, we sample sufficient u-v coverage, aim to image
and detect the event horizon of SgrA∗.

1 Introduction

Sagittarius A∗ (SgrA∗) is the most convincing massive black hole candidate with a mass of 4 × 106M⊙
hidden at the Galactic center. Because of its proximity of only 8 kpc from the sun and its quite large
mass, the black hole in SgrA∗has the largest apparent Schwarzschild radius of 6 ∼ 10µas. Relativistic
phenomena at a few Schwarzschild radii around a black hole should be observed in very near future VLBI
at sub millimeter wavelength (Falcke et al. 2000, Miyoshi et al. 2004, 2007, Doeleman et al. 2008).
A black hole can be seen as a shadow at the center of a bright accretion disk. Because the shadow
shape depends on the physical parameters of black holes (mass, spin and charge) without their respective
degeneracies, we can measure these parameters from imaging the shadow shape. SgrA∗is now the most
promising massive black hole for testing general relativity at strong gravity. (Takahashi 2005)

1Email address: makoto.miyoshi@nao.ac.jp
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2 Horizon Telescope

Miyoshi et al. (2004, 2007) performed array simulations and found that a sub-mm VLBI array at
the Southern Hemisphere is the best for observing SgrA∗black hole2. It is quite natural because the
SgrA∗is located at −30◦ in declination. In Figure 2, we show the comparison of array performances of
imaging SgrA∗. The array simulations also showed that 10 observing stations and 8000-km array size are
required to obtain a good image of SgrA∗black hole shadow. In practice, however, the cost of such array
construction is very expensive. We therefore have to begin with a low-cost instrument.

Figure 1: VLBI imaging simulations at 230GHz. Comparisons of array performances. A model image of
SgrA∗(center). Corresponding result by the array configuration of VLBA (center). Corresponding result
by the array configuration of assumed Horizon telescope at the Southern Hemisphere. Both arrays are
composed of 10 stations, and have the same array size of 8000 km (right). [The VLBA has no observing
system at 230GHz and the weather conditions at the VLBA stations are not suitable for observing sub-mm
wavelengths.]

3 Caravan System

In order to image the event horizon of SgrA∗by sub-mm VLBI, however, it is necessary to add shorter
baselines around 1000 to 2000 km to the present sub-mm VLBI stations for enhancing imaging quality.
Figure 2 shows several imaging simulations indicating that the difficulty of getting correct images by a
tentative present sub-mm VLBI array because of the lack of shorter baselines.
To cover shorter baselines it is appropriate to construct new stations at Andes mountains. To satisfy the
technical requirement, we are planning 3-stations VLBI array at Andes, moreover with very low cost of
around 107 US dollars, because we are in the big monetary crisis occurred once a century.
Figure 3 is an illustration showing the concept of the sub-mm VLBI, Caravan observing system. To attain
cost down largely, we dare to abandon general capability and expansivity of the system and dedicate its
purpose to observe SgrA∗in order to detect the event horizon of SgrA∗.

The Caravan is composed of two large fixed dishes and one small but mobile station. For two large
fixed dishes, we are planning to use ground-fixed spherical dishes, which give us sensitivity. Spherical
main reflector has no focus itself, but devising the shape of sub reflector, we can make a focus. By shift-
ing the sub reflector, it is possible to perform tracking observations for a few hours. Because the main
reflector is fixed on the ground all time, we are free from the worry about the deformation of the large

2Why sub-mm VLBI? Circumnuclear plasma around the SgrA∗black hole blurs its intrinsic image. This effect is called
as λ -square law, because the observed size of SgrA∗by VLBI is proportional to the observing λ2. At sub-mm wavelength,
the law will become negligible, we can expect to observe the intrinsic figure of SgrA∗.
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Figure 2: VLBI imaging simulations assuming with five sub-mm telescopes. At the lower panels several
model images of SgrA∗are shown while at the upper panels are shown corresponding resultant images.
Here we assume an array including 5 stations located at Hawaii, West Coast of US, ALMA, Peru, and
Closed SEST position.

main reflector due to the self weight that must be considered in cases of Az-EL mount telescopes. Unlike
the surface panels of parabola, those of spherical antennas have a common curvature, we can achieve cost
down by mass production of the panels. In Japan, Daishido’s spherical telescopes at Waseda3 are famous
(Daishido et al. 2000). We can follow his knowledge and experience about spherical telescope.
For cost down, it is best to construct the fixed stations at existing observatory. The Huancayo observa-
tory (IGP4) in Peru and the Chacaltaya Cosmic-ray Observatory5 in Bolivia are now candidate for the
location of the fixed stations of the Caravan system. These two observatories are 3300m and 5300 m in
altitude respectively, suitable for sub-mm radio observations.

In order to sample various baseline vectors, we plan to make a small but mobile station, Caravan. The
mobile Caravan station moves around Andes mountains, and changes its observing site position. At the
new site, we open the antenna, set up the observing system. Geodetic measurement of the site position
by GPS is important to obtain baseline vector. And then we perform VLBI observations between the two
large fixed dishes. (We here do not mean that the observations are performed with driving the Caravan
car!)

In Japan, the NICT Kashima has been developed such kinds of mobile stations for geodetic VLBI use
for more than 20 years (Ichikawa et al., 2008, 2009). The sensitivity in interferometer is proportional to
the product of the diameters of both antennas. If one antenna is large enough, the diameter of another
can be small. We estimate the effective diameters to be 30m and 4 m for fixed and mobile stations
respectively. Sampling various baseline vectors by changing observing position of the mobile Caravan
will let us image the event horizon of SgrA∗with better quality.

As shown in Figure 2, we cannot get a good image if the VLBI array has no sufficient uv coverage (i.
e. sum of baseline vector components projected to the observing source). However, if we can assume an
image model from theories and/or other observing results, an estimation of the image shape and size can
be performed. Such model fittings were performed frequently at the early era of radio interferometers.
Miyoshi et al.(2004, 2007) also expected the use in order to detect the black hole shadow. Actually,
Doeleman et al. (2008) used the model fitting method to their data.The Caravan system will cover the
dense uv coverage up to 2000 km in baseline length. Within the uv coverage, the first null point of fringe
amplitude will be included, from which we can estimate the rough size of black hole shadow.

3http://www.astro.phys.waseda.ac.jp/index.html
4http://www.igp.gob.pe/
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chacaltaya
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Figure 3: Concept of our sub-mm VLBI, Caravan system (illustration by A. Haba). Here we assume the
Huancayo observatory (3300 m in altitude) in Peru and the Chacaltaya Cosmic-ray Observatory( 5300
m) in Bolivia as the stations of the two large dishes. Practical figure of Caravan mobile station is not
determined but here we illustrated like a Satellite News Gathering system in TV hookup. ALMA at
Atacama (4800 m) is also drawn. Its use as VLBI station in future is also expected.
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Abstract
We present numerical calculation of the evolution of a background space-time metric
and sub-horizon matter density perturbations in viable f(R) gravity models of present
dark energy and cosmic acceleration. We found that viable models generically exhibit
recent crossing of the phantom boundary wDE = −1. Moreover, as a consequence
of the anomalous growth of density perturbations during the end of the matter-
dominated stage, their growth index evolves non-monotonically with time and may
even become negative.

1 Introduction

It is one of the most important issues for cosmologists and particle physicists to understand the physical
origin of the dark energy (DE) which is responsible for an accelerated expansion of the current Universe.
Although the standard spatially flat Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter (ΛCDM) model is consistent with all kinds
of current observational data [1], some tentative deviations from it have been reported recently [2, 3].
Furthermore, in the ΛCDM model, the cosmological term is regarded as a new fundamental constant
whose observed value is much smaller than any other energy scale known in physics. Hence it is natural
to seek for non-stationary models of the current DE. Among them, f(R) gravity which modifies and
generalizes the Einstein gravity by incorporating a new phenomenological function of the Ricci scalar R,
f(R), can provide a self-consistent and non-trivial alternative to the ΛCDM model[4, 5].

In the previous paper [6], we calculated evolution of matter density fluctuations in viable f(R) models
[4, 5] for redshifts z ≫ 1 during the matter-dominated stage and found an analytic expression for them.
In this paper we extend the previous analysis and perform numerical calculations of the evolution of both
background space-time and density fluctuations for the particular f(R) model of Ref. [5] without such a
restriction. As a result, we have found crossing of the phantom boundary wDE = −1 at an intermediate
redshift z . 1 for the background space-time metric and an anomalous behavior of the growth index of
fluctuations.

2 Background

We adopt the following action of f(R) models with model parameters n, λ and Rs [5]:

S =
1

16πG

∫
d4x

√
−gf(R) + Sm, f(R) = R+ λRs

[(
1 +

R2

R2
s

)−n

− 1

]
, (1)

1Email address: motohashi@resceu.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
2Email address: alstar@landau.ac.ru
3Email address: yokoyama@resceu.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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Figure 1: Evolution of the equation-of-state parameter of effective dark energy.

where Sm is the action of the matter content which is assumed to be minimally coupled to gravity. To make
the late-time asymptotic de Sitter regime where R = constant stable, λ has to satisfy f ′(R) > Rf ′′(R).
As a result, λ has a lower limit λmin for each n. Numerically we find (n, λmin) =(2, 0.9440), (3, 0.7259),
and (4, 0.6081). From the action (1), we obtain field equations as

Rµν − 1

2
δµνR = −8πG

(
Tµν(m) + Tµν(DE)

)
, (2)

8πGTµν(DE) ≡ (F − 1)Rµν − 1

2
(f −R)δµν + (∇µ∇ν − δµν�)F, F (R) ≡ f ′(R). (3)

Working in the spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) space-time with a scale factor a(t),

3H2 = 8πGρ− 3(F − 1)H2 +
1

2
(FR− f) − 3HḞ , (4)

2Ḣ = −8πGρ− 2(F − 1)Ḣ − F̈ +HḞ , (5)

where H is the Hubble parameter and ρ is the energy density of the material content which we assume to
consist of non-relativistic matter. From (1), we can determine the DE equation of state parameter wDE,

wDE ≡ PDE

ρDE
= −1 +

2Ḣ(F − 1) −HḞ + F̈

−3HṘF ′ + 3(H2 + Ḣ)(F − 1) − (f −R)/2
. (6)

We solve the evolution equation (5) numerically using (4) to check numerical accuracy. The moment
when the matter density parameter Ω(t) = 16πGρ/(16πGρ + λRs) equals to 0.998 is chosen as the
initial time ti. We determine the current epoch t = t0 by the requirement that the value of Ω takes the
observed central value Ω0 = 0.27. Rs is fixed in such a way as to reproduce the current Hubble parameter
H0 = 72km/s/Mpc. We find the ratio Rs/H

2
0 is well fit by a simple power-law Rs/H

2
0 = cnλ

−pn with
(n, cn, pn) =(2, 4.16, 0.953), (3, 4.12, 0.837), and (4, 4.74, 0.702), respectively, whereas in the ΛCDM
limit it would behave as Rs/H

2
0 = 6(1 − Ω0)/λ ≃ 4.38λ−1.

Figures 1 depict evolution of wDE as a function of redshift z where phantom crossing is manifest. As
expected, it approaches wDE = −1 = constant as we increase λ for fixed n. For the minimal allowed
values of λ, deviations from wDE = −1 are observed at 5% level on both directions in z . 2 independently
of n. From (6), we can read off that this phantom crossing behavior is not peculiar to the specific choice
of the function (1) but a generic one for models which satisfy the stability condition F ′ > 0.

3 Perturbations

We now turn to the evolution of density fluctuations. In f(R) gravity, the evolution equation of density
fluctuations, δ, deeply in the sub-horizon regime is given by[7]

δ̈ + 2Hδ̇ − 4πGeffρδ = 0, Geff =
G

F

1 + 4k
2

a2
F ′

F

1 + 3k
2

a2
F ′

F

. (7)
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In the previous paper[6] we obtained an analytic solution for the high-curvature regime when the scale

factor evolves as a(t) ∝ t2/3 and F takes an asymptotic form F ≃ 1 − 2nλ (R/Rs)
−2n−1

. In the present
paper, we numerically integrate (7) up to z = 0 without using the approximation |F − 1| ≪ 1.

The wavenumber of our particular interest is the scale corresponding to σ8 normalization, for which
we find keff(r = 8h−1Mpc) = 0.174hMpc−1. Since the standard ΛCDM model normalized by CMB data
explains galaxy clustering at small scales well, δfRG should not be too much larger than δΛCDM on these
scales. We may typically require (δfRG/δΛCDM)2 . 1.1. Although we neglect non-linear effects here,
the difference between linear calculation and non-linear N-body simulation remained smaller than 5% at
wavenumber 0.174hMpc−1[8].

The left panel of Fig. 2 represents (δfRG/δΛCDM)2 as a function of λ for n = 2 together with two
fitting functions. The solid line is from the analytic formula obtained in Ref. [6], and the broken line is
numerical fitting using an exponential function 1 + bne

−qnλ. From these analysis, we can constrain the
parameter space as the right panel of Fig. 2. The region which satisfy (δfRG/δΛCDM)2 < 1.1 lies above
the solid line. The region below the dotted line is forbidden from instability of de Sitter regime.

Next we turn to another important quantity used to distinguish different theories of gravity, namely,
the gravitational growth index, γ(z), of density fluctuations. It is defined through

d ln δ

d ln a
= Ωm(z)γ(z), or γ(z) =

log
(

δ̇
Hδ

)
log Ωm

. (8)

It takes a practically constant value γ ∼= 0.55 in the standard ΛCDM model, but it evolves with time
in modified gravity theories in general. We also note that γ(z) has a nontrivial k-dependence in f(R)
gravity since density fluctuations with different wavenumbers evolve differently. Therefore, this quantity
is a useful measure to distinguish modified gravity from ΛCDM model in the Einstein gravity.

Figures 3 show the evolution of γ(z) together with that of Geff/G for different values of k. In the early
high-redshift regime, γ(z) takes a constant value identical to the ΛCDM model. It gradually decreases
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in time, reaches a minimum which may be even negative, and then increase again towards the present
epoch. We note that recently Narikawa and Yamamoto[9] numerically calculated time evolution of γ(z)
in a simplified model which we had used in the previous paper and also obtained some analytic expansion,
which behaves qualitatively the same as the numerical result but with much more exaggerated amplitudes.
Our results, which satisfy all viability conditions, exhibit milder deviation from ΛCDM model than they
found. At present, the constraints for the growth index is not so strict to distinguish the deviation from
the ΛCDM model[10], but observations may reveal its time and wave number dependence in future.

4 Conclusion

In the present paper we have numerically calculated the evolution of both homogeneous background and
density fluctuations in a viable f(R) model of accelerated expansion based on the specific functional form
proposed in Ref. [5]. We have found that viable f(R) gravity models of accelerated expansion generically
exhibit phantom behavior during the matter-dominated stage with crossing of the phantom boundary
wDE = −1 at redshifts z . 1. The predicted time evolution of wDE has qualitatively the same behaviour
as that was recently obtained from observational data in [2].

As for density fluctuations, we have numerically confirmed our previous analytic results on a shift
in the power spectrum index for large wavenumbers which exceed the scalaron mass during the matter
dominated epoch[6], while for smaller wavenumbers fluctuations have the same amplitude as in the ΛCDM
model.

We have also investigated the growth index γ(k, z) of density fluctuations and have given an expla-
nation of its anomalous evolution in terms of time dependence of Geff . Since γ has characteristic time
and wavenumber dependence, future detailed observations may yield useful information on the validity
of f(R) gravity through this quantity, although current constraints have been obtained assuming that it
is constant both in time and in wavenumber[3, 10].
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Abstract
We study the dynamical stability of Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation
parameter. We derived the gravitational perturbation equation of the most symmetric
mode, which is given by a system of partial differential equations. We solve the partial
differential equations by the relaxation method and find the marginally stable modes
in d = 6, 7 dimensions. This result indicates not only the instability of Myers-Perry
black holes with a large angular momentum, but also the existence of a sequence of
new black hole solutions in d ≥ 6 dimensions.

1 Introduction

Recently, various higher dimensional black holes have been found motivated by the string theory. A
generalization of Kerr black holes to higher dimensions was obtained by Myers and Perry many years
ago. There are also many exotic black holes in higher dimension such as black ring, etc. It is important
to study the stability of these black holes in order to reveal the nature of higher dimensional gravity.

The stability of higher dimensional Schwarzschild black holes has been shown in [1]. For Myers-Perry
black holes with equal angular momenta, the stability was shown for partial modes [2, 3]. On the other
hand, it was predicted that Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation parameter can be unstable for
d ≥ 6 [4]. In d ≥ 6 dimensions, Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation parameter approach black
brane solutions for a sufficiently large angular momentum because of the centrifugal force. (In d = 4, 5
dimensions, the angular momentum of the Myers-Perry black hole has upper bound and we cannot take
this limit.) It is known that the black brane solutions are unstable and, therefore, we can expect that
Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation parameter are unstable for a large angular momentum. The
purpose of this paper is to show the instability. The spacetime of the Myers-Perry black hole with single
rotation parameter has two inhomogeneous directions. Thus, the gravitational perturbation equation
is given by the system of partial differential equations in general. We will solve the partial differential
equations numerically and find the instability of ultra-spinning Myers-Perry black holes.

2 Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation parameter

In this paper, we will concentrate on the Myers-Perry black holes with single angular momentum. The
metric is given by

ds2 = −ρ
2∆

Σ2
dt2 +

Σ2 sin2 θ

ρ2

(
dϕ− 2Ma

Σ2rd−5
dt

)2

+
ρ2

∆
dr2 + ρ2dθ2 + r2 cos2 θdΩ2

d−4 , (1)

where

∆ = r2 + a2 − 2M

rd−5
, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ , Σ2 = (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ . (2)

The horizon of this black holes is located at ∆(r+) = 0. The symmetry of this spacetime is Rt × U(1) ×
SO(d − 3), where Rt is the time translation symmetry, U(1) is the rotational symmetry generated by
∂ϕ and SO(d − 3) is the symmetry of dΩ2

d−4 part. The r and θ directions are inhomogeneous. This

1e-mail:murata@tap.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
2e-mail:tanahashi@tap.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
3e-mail:tanaka@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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symmetry is not enough to separate gravitational perturbation equations and the perturbation equations
are given by partial differential equations of r and θ coordinates. Hereafter, we will use the another radial

coordinate defined by x =

∫ r

r+

dr

∆1/2
. In the x coordinate, the horizon is located at x = 0.

3 Perturbation equations

In [4], it is predicted that the Gregory-Laflamme type instability appears in the ultra-spinning Myers-
Perry spacetime. Because the original Gregory-Laflamme instability appears in s-wave of the spherical
part of the metric, we can expect that the instability of Myers-Perry black holes also appear in the most
symmetric mode. Thus, we concentrate on the gravitational perturbation retaining the back ground
symmetry, U(1) × SO(d − 3). Moreover, to find the onset of the instability, we can also restrict the
perturbation to the static perturbation. The metric which have the symmetry Rt × U(1) × SO(d− 3) is
given by

ds2 = e2χ(dx2 + dθ2) − eα−β+2(d−4)γdt2 + eα+β+2(d−4)γ(dϕ+Adt)2 + e−2γdΩ2
d−4 , (3)

where functions α, β, γ,A and χ are depend on x and θ. Now, we consider the infinitesimal variation of
these functions as α → α+ α̃, β → β + β̃, γ → γ + γ̃, A→ A+ Ã and χ→ χ+ χ̃, where variables with
tilde represent perturbed variables and background variables are given by

α =
1

2
ln

[
∆ sin2 θ(r2 cos2 θ)2(d−4)

]
, β =

1

2
ln

[
Σ4 sin2 θ

ρ4∆

]
,

γ = −1

2
ln

[
r2 cos2 θ

]
, A = − 2Ma

Σ2rd−5
, χ = ln ρ , .

(4)

The perturbation equations are given by

∂2α̃+ ∂(Φ + α) · ∂α̃+ (d− 4)∂α · ∂γ̃ − 4(d− 4)(d− 5)e2γ+2χ(γ̃ + χ̃) = 0 , (5)

∂2β̃ + ∂Φ · ∂β̃ + (d− 4)∂β · ∂γ̃ + ∂β · ∂α̃+ 2e2β∂A · (∂A β̃ + ∂Ã) = 0 , (6)

∂2γ̃ + ∂{Φ + (d− 4)γ} · ∂γ̃ + ∂γ · ∂α̃+ 2(d− 5)e2γ+2χ(γ̃ + χ̃) = 0 , (7)

∂2Ã+ ∂(Φ + 2β) · ∂Ã+ (d− 4)∂A · ∂γ̃ + ∂A · ∂α̃+ 2∂A · ∂β̃ = 0 , (8)

∂2χ̃−
[

1

2
∂α · ∂α̃− 1

2
∂β · ∂β̃ +

1

2
e2β(∂A)2β̃ +

1

2
e2β∂A · ∂Ã

− (d− 3)(d− 4)∂γ · ∂γ̃ − (d− 4)(d− 5)e2γ+2χ(γ̃ + χ̃)

]
= 0 . (9)

where Φ ≡ (d− 4)γ + α. There are also two constraint equations,

C1 ≡ −∂x∂θΦ̃ + ∂θχ∂xΦ̃ + ∂xχ∂θΦ̃ − ∂xΦ∂θΦ̃ − ∂θΦ∂xΦ̃ + ∂θχ̃∂xΦ + ∂xχ̃∂θΦ + β̃e2β∂xA∂θA

+
1

2

[
∂xα∂θα̃− ∂xβ∂θβ̃ + e2β∂xA∂θÃ− 2(d− 3)(d− 4)∂xγ∂θγ̃

]
+

1

2

[
∂θα∂xα̃− ∂θβ∂xβ̃ + e2β∂θA∂xÃ− 2(d− 3)(d− 4)∂θγ∂xγ̃

]
= 0 , (10)

C2 ≡ −∂2θ Φ̃ − ∂xχ∂xΦ̃ + ∂θχ∂θΦ̃ − 2∂θΦ∂θΦ̃ − ∂xχ̃∂xΦ + ∂θχ̃∂θΦ − 1

2
β̃e2β{(∂xA)2 − (∂θA)2}

+
1

2

[
∂θα∂θα̃− ∂θβ∂θβ̃ + e2β∂θA∂θÃ− 2(d− 3)(d− 4)∂θγ∂θγ̃

]
− 1

2

[
∂xα∂xα̃− ∂xβ∂xβ̃ + e2β∂xA∂xÃ− 2(d− 3)(d− 4)∂xγ∂xγ̃

]
+ (d− 4)(d− 5)e2γ+2χ(γ̃ + χ̃) = 0 , (11)
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The left hand sides of constraint equations C1 and C2 satisfy

∂θ(e
ΦC̃1) − ∂x(eΦC̃2) = 0 , ∂x(eΦC̃1) + ∂θ(e

ΦC̃2) = 0 , (12)

where we used equations (5-9). These equations are nothing but Cauchy-Riemann equations. Therefore,
if the constraint equations are satisfied at the boundary, the Eqs.(5-9) guarantee the constraint equations
at whole region.

4 A method to find the instability

In this section, we explain how to solve the partial differential equations (5-11). For numerical calculation,
the variables (α̃, β̃, γ̃, Ã, χ̃) are not good variables because some coefficients of perturbation variables in
development equations (5-9) diverge at axes θ = 0, π/2. Now, we try to eliminate the singularities at
axes by changing variables and using the constraint equation (11). We define new variables (p̃, q̃, s̃) as

p̃(x, θ) ≡ χ̃+ γ̃

1 + y
, q̃(x, θ) ≡ χ̃− (α̃+ β̃)/2 − (d− 4)γ̃

1 − y
, s̃(x, θ) ≡ 1

2

(
α̃− β̃

)
+ (d− 4)γ̃ , (13)

where y = cos 2θ. In term of the new set of variables (p̃, q̃, s̃, Ã, χ̃), after some appropriate linear combi-
nations of the development equations (5-9), we obtain[

∂2x + M1∂
2
y + M2∂x + M3∂y + M4

]
V = 0 , (14)

where we define V = (p̃, q̃, s̃, Ã, χ̃)T and Mi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are 5 × 5 matrices whose components are
functions of x and y = cos 2θ. Some components of Mi still diverge at θ = 0, π/2. To eliminate these
singularities, we use constraint equation (11). We add a vector V ′ = (−C̃2/(1 + y),−C̃2/(1 − y),−(d−
3)C̃2, 0, 0)T to the left hand side of (14). Then, functional matrices are changed as Mi → Mi and new
matrices Mi are regularized at θ = 0, π/2. To find stationary perturbation, we calculate the eigen value
of the operator O ≡ ∂2x +M1∂

2
y +M2∂x +M3∂y +M4. We study the distribution of eigen values of the

operator O with various rotation parameter a and trace the variation of eigen values. If a eigen value
cross λ = 0, it means the existence of the zero mode.

5 Instability of ultra-spinning Myers-Perry black holes

We solve the eigen value of the operator O by the relaxation method. The domain of our calculation is
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ xmax,−1 ≤ y ≤ 1}, where xmax is given by xmax(r = rmax) where rmax = 5.0r+. The
number of grids for x and y directions are Nx = 30 and Ny = 40, respectively.

Firstly, we consider the case of d = 7. The eigen value for various rotation parameter a is depicted in
Figure.1. We find that the eigen value crosses λ = 0 at a/r+ = 1.41 and a/r+ = 3.09. The zero mode at
a/r+ = 1.41 is not a onset of the instability. The reason is as follows. Thermodynamical parameters of
Myers-Perry black holes are given by

M =
1

2
rd−5
+ (r2++a2) , J =

1

d− 2
ard−5

+ (r2++a2) , T =
(d− 3)r2+ + (d− 5)a2

4πr+(r2+ + a2)
, Ω =

a

r2+ + a2
, (15)

Then, the Jacobian of (T,Ω) and (M,J) is given by ∂(T,Ω)/∂(M,J) ∝ (d−5)(a/r+)2−(d−3). Thus, for

a/r+ =
√

(d− 3)/(d− 5), the transformation of (T,Ω) to (M,J) is not one to one correspondence. In our
calculation, we impose conditions at the horizon that temperature and angular velocity of the stationary
perturbation do not change to exclude mass and angular momentum perturbations of Myers-Perry black
holes which always exist. However, these conditions are not enough to exclude trivial perturbations at
a/r+ =

√
(d− 3)/(d− 5). Hence, the zero mode at a/r+ = 1.41 is just a trivial perturbation. Thus, for

d = 7, the onset of instability is given by a/r+ = 3.09.
By the similar way, we can study the eigen value in d = 6 dimensions and find zero eigen values. We

summarize the onset of instability as

a/r+ = 4.06 (d = 6) , a/r+ = 3.09 (d = 7) . (16)

We checked that these results do not depend on Nx, Ny and xmax.
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Figure 1: This is the variation of the eigen value with respect to rotation parameter a. We see the eigen
value cross the λ = 0 at a/r+ = 1.41 and a/r+ = 3.09.

6 Summary

We studied the stability of Myers-Perry black holes with single rotation parameter. We derive the
perturbation equations for the most symmetric mode. The perturbation equations are given by partial
deferential equations. We solved the equations by relaxation method and find the instability in d = 6, 7
dimensions. We found the static perturbation of the ultra-spinning Myers-Perry black hole to see the
onset of the instability. The existence of the static perturbation indicates that there exist a sequence of
new black hole solutions even in non-linear regime.

Recently, the stability analysis of higher dimensional black holes becomes important beyond the
gravity theory itself, because of the Gauge/Gravity duality. Since the instabilities of the AdS black holes
corresponds to the phase transitions of the dual theories, the stability analysis of the AdS black holes may
be the useful tool to understand the phase structure of the dual theory. The Myers-Perry black holes can
be generalized to those with the cosmological constant, the so-called Kerr-AdS spacetimes. In Kerr-AdS
spacetimes, an instability is also expected, which is similar to the instability found in this paper. The
instability of Kerr-AdS black holes may be found using the method to show the instability of Myers-Perry
black holes.
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Abstract
We derived the second-order perturbations of the Einstein equations and the Klein-
Gordon equation for a generic situation in terms of gauge-invariant variables. The
consistency of all the equations is confirmed. This confirmation implies that all the
derived equations of the second order are self-consistent and these equations are
correct in this sense. We also discuss the physical implication of these equations.

1 Introduction

The general relativistic second-order cosmological perturbation theory is one of topical subjects in the
recent cosmology. Recently, the first-order approximation of our universe from a homogeneous isotropic
one was revealed through the observation of the CMB by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP)[1], the cosmological parameters are accurately measured, we have obtained the standard cos-
mological model, and the so-called “precision cosmology” has begun. These developments in observations
were also supported by the theoretical sophistication of the linear order cosmological perturbation theory.
To explore more detail observations, the Planck satellite was launched on the last May and its first light
was reported[2]. With the increase of precision of the CMB data, the study of relativistic cosmological
perturbations beyond linear order is a topical subject. The second-order cosmological perturbation theory
is one of such perturbation theories beyond linear order.

In this article, we show a part of our formulation of the second-order gauge-invariant perturbation
theory[3]. We give the consistency relations of the source terms in all the second-order perturbation of
the Einstein equations and the Klein-Gordon equation in the single scalar field case as in the case of
the perfect fluid case[4]. These consistency relations imply the all derived equations of the second order
are self-consistent and these equations are correct in this sense. Further, we also discuss the physical
implication of our second-order Einstein equations.

2 Metric and matter perturbations

The background spacetime for the cosmological perturbations is a homogeneous isotropic background
spacetime. The background metric is given by

gab = a2
{
−(dη)a(dη)b + γij(dx

i)a(dxj)b
}
, (1)

where γab := γij(dx
i)a(dxj)b is the metric on the maximally symmetric three-space and the indices

i, j, k, ... for the spatial components run from 1 to 3. On this background spacetime, we consider the

perturbative expansion of the metric as ḡab = gab + λXhab +
λ2

2
Xlab +O(λ3), where λ is the infinitesimal

parameter for perturbation and hab and lab are the first- and the second-order metric perturbations,
respectively. As shown in Refs. [3], the metric perturbations hab and lab are decomposed as

hab =: Hab + £Xgab, lab =: Lab + 2£Xhab +
(
£Y −£2

X

)
gab, (2)

1Email address: kouji.nakamura@nao.ac.jp
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where Hab and Lab are the gauge-invariant parts of hab and lab, respectively. The components of Hab

and Lab can be chosen so that

Hab = a2
{
−2

(1)

Φ (dη)a(dη)b + 2
(1)
ν i (dη)(a(dxi)b) +

(
−2

(1)

Ψ γij+
(1)
χ ij

)
(dxi)a(dxj)b

}
, (3)

Lab = a2
{
−2

(2)

Φ (dη)a(dη)b + 2
(2)
ν i (dη)(a(dxi)b) +

(
−2

(2)

Ψ γij+
(2)
χ ij

)
(dxi)a(dxj)b

}
. (4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), the vector-mode
(p)
ν i and the tensor-mode

(p)
χij (p = 1, 2) satisfy the properties

Di (p)
ν i= γijDp

(p)
ν j= 0,

(p)

χi i= 0, Di
(p)
χ ij= 0, (5)

where γkj is the inverse of the metric γij .

On the other hand, we also expand the scalar field as φ̄ = φ + λφ̂1 +
λ2

2
φ̂2 + O(λ3) and decompose

φ̂1 and φ̂2 into gauge-invariant and gauge-variant parts as

φ̂1 =: φ1 + £Xφ, φ̂2 =: φ2 + 2£Xφ1 +
(
£Y −£2

X

)
φ, (6)

respectively, where Xa and Y a are the gauge-variant parts of the first- and the second-order metric
perturbations, respectively, in Eqs. (2).

3 Equations for Perturbations

Here, we summarize the Einstein equations and the Klein-Gordon equations for the background, the first
order, and the second order on the above background spacetime (1).

The background Einstein equations for a single scalar field system are given by

H2 +K =
8πG

3
a2
(

1

2a2
(∂ηφ)2 + V (φ)

)
, 2∂ηH + H2 +K = 8πG

(
−1

2
(∂ηφ)2 + a2V (φ)

)
, (7)

where H := ∂ηa/a, K is the curvature constant of the maximally symmetric three-space.

On the other hand, the second-order perturbations of the Einstein equation are summarized as

2∂η
(2)

Ψ +2H
(2)

Φ −8πGφ2∂ηφ = ∆−1DkΓk,
(2)

Ψ −
(2)

Φ =
3

2
(∆ + 3K)−1

{
∆−1DiDjΓ

j
i − 1

3
Γ k
k

}
,(8){

∂2η + 2

(
H−

∂2ηφ

∂ηφ

)
∂η − ∆ − 4K + 2

(
∂ηH−

∂2ηφ

∂ηφ
H

)}
(2)

Φ

= −Γ0 −
1

2
Γ k
k + ∆−1DiDjΓ

j
i +

(
∂η −

∂2ηφ

∂ηφ

)
∆−1DkΓk

−3

2

{
∂2η −

(
2∂2ηφ

∂ηφ
−H

)
∂η

}
(∆ + 3K)−1

{
∆−1DiDjΓ

j
i − 1

3
Γ k
k

}
, (9)

(2)
νi=

2

∆ + 2K

{
Di∆

−1DkΓk − Γi
}
, ∂η

(
a2

(2)
νi

)
=

2a2

∆ + 2K

{
Di∆

−1DkDlΓ
l
k −DkΓ k

i

}
, (10)

(
∂2η + 2H∂η + 2K − ∆

) (2)
χij

= 2Γij −
2

3
γijΓ

k
k − 3

(
DiDj −

1

3
γij∆

)
(∆ + 3K)

−1

(
∆−1DkDlΓ

l
k − 1

3
Γ k
k

)
+4
{
D(i(∆ + 2K)−1Dj)∆

−1DlDkΓ k
l −D(i(∆ + 2K)−1DkΓj)k

}
= 0, (11)
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where Γ j
i := γkjΓik and Γ k

k = γijΓij . The source terms Γ0, Γi, and Γij are the collections of the
quadratic terms of the linear-order perturbations in the second-order Einstein equations. Further, the
second-order perturbation of the Klein-Gordon equation

∂2ηφ2 + 2H∂ηφ2 − ∆φ2 −
(
∂η

(2)

Φ +3∂η
(2)

Ψ

)
∂ηφ+ 2a2

(2)

Φ
∂V

∂φ̄
(φ) + a2φ2

∂2V

∂φ̄2
(φ) = Ξ(K), (12)

where the source term Ξ(K) is also the collections of the quadratic terms of the linear-order perturbations
in the second-order Klein-Gordon equation. The explicit form of these Γ0, Γi, Γij , and Ξ(K) are given in

Refs. [3]. The first-order perturbations of the Einstein equations are given by the replacements
(2)

Φ→
(1)

Φ ,
(2)

Ψ→
(1)

Ψ,
(2)
νi →

(1)
νi ,

(2)
χij →

(1)
χij , φ2 → φ1, and Γ0 = Γi = Γij = Ξ(K) = 0.

4 Consistency of equations for second-order perturbations

Now, we consider the consistency of the second-order perturbations of the Einstein equations (8) and (9)
for the scalar modes, Eqs. (10) for vector mode, and the Klein-Gordon equation (12).

Since the first equation in Eqs. (10) is the initial value constraint for the vector mode
(2)
νi and it

should be consistent with the evolution equation, i.e., the second equation of Eqs. (10). Explicitly, these
equations are consistent with each other if the equation

∂ηΓk + 2HΓk −DlΓlk = 0 (13)

is satisfied. Actually, through the first-order perturbative Einstein equations, we can directly confirm
the equation (13) through the background Einstein equations, the first-order Einstein equations, and the
long expressions of Γi and Γij given in Refs.[3].

Next, we consider the consistency of the second-order perturbation of the Klein-Gordon equation (12)
and the Einstein equations (8) and (9). From these equation, we can show that the second-order per-
turbation of the Klein-Gordon equation is consistent with the background and the second-order Einstein
equations if the equation

2 (∂η + H) Γ0 −DkΓk + HΓ k
k + 8πG∂ηφΞ(K) = 0 (14)

is satisfied under the background and the first-order Einstein equations. Further, we can directly con-
firm Eq. (14) through the background Einstein equations, the first-order perturbation of the Einstein
equations, and the long expression of Γ0, Γi, Γij , and Ξ(K) which are given in Refs. [3].

Equation (13) comes from the consistency of the initial value constraint and evolution equation and
Eq. (14) comes from the consistency between the Klein-Gordon equation and the Einstein equation.
These equation should be trivially satisfied from a general viewpoint, because the Einstein equation is
the first class constrained system. However, these trivial results imply that we have derived the source
terms Γ0, Γi, Γij , and Ξ(K) are consistent with each other and are correct in this sense. We also note
that these relations are independent of the details of the potential of the scalar field.

5 Summary and discussions

In this article, we summarized the second-order Einstein equation for a single scalar field system. We
derived all the components of the second-order perturbation of the Einstein equation without ignoring
any types modes (scalar-, vector-, tensor-types) of perturbations. As in the case of the perfect fluid[4],
we derived the consistency relation between the source terms of the second-order Einstein equation and
the Klein-Gordon equation.

In our formulation, any gauge fixing is not necessary and we can obtain all equations in the gauge-
invariant form, which are equivalent to the complete gauge fixing. In other words, our formulation gives
complete gauge-fixed equations without any gauge fixing. Therefore, equations obtained in a gauge-
invariant manner cannot be reduced without physical restrictions any more. In this sense, the equations
shown here are irreducible. This is one of the advantages of the gauge-invariant perturbation theory.
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The resulting Einstein equations of the second order show that the mode-couplings between different
types of modes appears as the quadratic terms of the linear-order perturbations owing to the nonlinear
effect of the Einstein equations, in principle. Perturbations in cosmological situations are classified into
three types: scalar, vector, and tensor. In the second-order perturbations, we also have these three types
of perturbations as in the case of the first-order perturbations. In the scalar field system shown in this
article, the first-order vector mode does not appear due to the momentum constraint of the first-order
perturbation of the Einstein equation. Therefore, we have seen that three types of mode-coupling appear
in the second-order Einstein equations, i.e., scalar-scalar, scalar-tensor, and tensor-tensor type of mode
coupling. Since the tensor mode of the linear order is also generated due to quantum fluctuations during
the inflationary phase, the mode-couplings of the scalar-tensor and tensor-tensor types may appear in
the inflation. If these mode-couplings occur during the inflationary phase, these effects will depend on
the scalar-tensor ratio r. If so, there is a possibility that the accurate observations of the second-order
effects in the fluctuations of the scalar type in our universe also restrict the scalar-tensor ratio r or give
some consistency relations between the other observations such as the measurements of the B-mode of
the polarization of CMB. This will be a new effect that gives some information on the scalar-tensor ratio
r.

As the current status of the second-order gauge-invariant cosmological perturbation theory, we may
say that the curvature terms in the second-order Einstein tensor, i.e., the second-order perturbations
of the Einstein tensor, are almost completely derived, although there remain some problems should
be clarified[3]. The next task is to clarify the nature of the second-order perturbation of the energy-
momentum tensor through the extension to multi-fluid or multi-field systems. Further, we also have to
extend our arguments to the Einstein Boltzmann system to discuss CMB physics, since we have to treat
photon and neutrinos through the Boltzmann distribution functions. This issue is also discussed in some
literature[5]. If we accomplish these extension, we will be able to clarify the Non-linear effects in CMB
physics.
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Abstract
We study the effects of dark matter annihilation during and after the cosmic recom-
bination epoch on the cosmic microwave background anisotropy, taking into account
the detailed energy deposition of the annihilation products. It is found that a fairly
stringent constraint on the annihilation cross section is imposed for TeV scale dark
matter masses from WMAP observations.

1 Introduction

We propose a rigorous way to constrain dark matter annihilation cross section, focusing on its effects
around the recombination epoch. Dark matter annihilation injects high energy particles into thermal
plasma consisting of photons, electrons, protons, neutral hydrogens and heliums. High energy particles
interact with background plasma and some fraction of their energy is used for the ionization of neutral
hydrogens. Therefore, dark matter annihilation affects the recombination history of the hydrogen result-
ing in higher residual ionization fraction (xe) than the standard value. Even a slight shift of xe can cause
a drastic effect on the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy, and hence the annihilation rate
is constrained from the precise measurements of the CMB anisotropy.

Similar analyses were carried out in several papers [1–4], especially in connection with recent anoma-
lous cosmic-ray positron/electron fluxes [5–9]. Many of those analyses are based on the study in Ref. [10]
where effects of high-energy electron/photon energy injection due to late decaying particles on CMB
were investigated using the extrapolation of the result of Ref. [11] for the energy fraction going into
the ionization, heating and excitation of the intergalactic medium, which was valid only for low energy
electron/photon injection. Ref. [12] derived a formalism to extend this to high-energy electron/photon
energy injection, but there the Hubble expansion effect was neglected. Therefore, we further extend
the formalism of Ref. [12] to correctly handle the Hubble expansion, and apply it to the study of the
CMB constraint on the dark matter annihilation [13]. Note that the inclusion of the Hubble expansion
is essential in order to handle the effects of energy deposition on the recombination history accurately
in a realistic setup in our formalism. (See Ref. [9] for a different approach to compute the details of the
energy deposition.)

2 Dark matter annihilation effects on CMB

In order to calculate the effects of high-energy particle injections on the recombination history, we must
first know fractions of total energy going into ionization, excitation and heating of hydrogen atom at
each redshift (dχi/dz, dχe/dz, dχh/dz). This was done in Refs. [12, 13]. Let us apply these results to
the calculation of CMB anisotropy. In order to take into account the effects of extra ionization and
heating source from dark matter annihilation, we should add the following terms for the evolution of the
ionization fraction (xe) and the gas temperature (Tb),

−
[
dxe
dz

]
DM

=
∑
F

∫
z

dz′

H(z′)(1 + z′)

n2χ(z′)⟨σv⟩F
nH(z′)

mχ

ERy

dχ
(F )
i (E, z′, z)

dz
, (1)
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where ERy = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg energy, mχ and nχ are the mass and number density of the dark
matter particle, nH is the number density of the hydrogen atom.

−
[
dTb
dz

]
DM

=
∑
F

∫
z

dz′

H(z′)(1 + z′)

2n2χ(z′)⟨σv⟩F
3nH(z′)

mχ
dχ

(F )
h (E, z′, z)

dz
. (2)

Here we have defined

dχ
(F )
i,h (E, z′, z)

dz
=

∫
dE

E

mχ

[
dN

(e)
F

dE

dχ
(e)
i,h(E, z′, z)

dz
+
dN

(γ)
F

dE

dχ
(γ)
i,h (E, z′, z)

dz

]
, (3)

where dN
(e,γ)
F /dE denotes the spectrum of the electron and photon produced per dark matter annihilation

into the mode F , and ⟨σv⟩F denotes the annihilation cross section into that mode. We have included these
terms in the RECFAST code [14], which is implemented in the CAMB code [15] for calculating the CMB
anisotropy. It is noted that the energy integral in (3) for given final states F can be performed before

solving the evolution equation once we have tables of dχ
(e)
i,h/dz and dχ

(γ)
i,h/dz, as long as the produced

particle F decays so quickly as not to lose energy by the interaction with surrounding medium, which is
a valid assumption for any unstable standard model particle.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the ionized fraction with and without the effects of dark matter annihila-
tion. The black solid line corresponds to the standard recombination history, without dark matter annihi-
lation effects. Also shown are the cases of dark matter with annihilation cross section ⟨σv⟩e+e− = 10−24

and 5 × 10−24 cm3s−1 with mχ=1 TeV. It is clearly seen that energy injection from dark matter an-
nihilation works as an extra source of ionization. Then it is not hard to imagine that this modified
recombination history affects the spectrum of CMB anisotropy, since large xe implies large optical depth.

Fig. 2 shows the multipole coefficient of the CMB anisotropy (Cℓ) of TT mode. The cases of
⟨σv⟩e+e− = 10−24 and 5 × 10−24 cm3s−1 with mχ=1 TeV are also shown. It is seen that as the dark
matter annihilation cross section is increased, the spectrum is more suppressed and it will deviates from
the observed data.

Then we vary all cosmological parameters in the standard ΛCDM model, and derived the best fit χ2

for each DM mass and cross section using CosmoMC code [16]. We used the observational data from
WMAP [17], QUaD [18], and ACBAR [19]. The resulting 1σ and 2σ constraint on the annihilation cross
section is shown in Fig. 3 [20].

3 Conclusion

We have studied the effects of dark matter annihilation on the CMB anisotropy, motivated by the fact
that recent measurements of anomalous comic-ray positron/electron fluxes can be explained by the con-
tribution from dark matter annihilation with fairly large annihilation cross section. In contrast to many
preceding works, we have taken into account all the relevant energy loss processes of electrons and photons
and estimated how the injected energy goes into ionization, excitation and heating of atoms. This method
is applied to the calculation of CMB anisotropy, and it is found that WMAP5 results give stringent bound
on the annihilation cross section.
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Figure 2: TT spectrum of the CMB anisotropy. The black solid line shows the WMAP5 best fit curve
without dark matter annihilation. Also shown are the cases of dark matter with annihilation cross section
⟨σv⟩e+e− = 10−24 and 5 × 10−24 cm3s−1 with mass of mχ =1 TeV.

Figure 3: Constraint on the dark matter annihilation cross section with 1σ (light) and 2σ (dark) level.
into e+e− as a function of the dark matter mass.
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Abstract
We investigate the linear growth rate of cosmological matter density perturbations
in a viable f(R) model both numerically and analytically. We find that the growth
rate in the scalar-tensor regime can be characterised by a simple analytic formula.
We also investigate a prospect of constraining the Compton wavelength scale of the
f(R) model with a future weak lensing survey.

1 Introduction

Cosmological observations of distant Ia supernovae discovered that our universe is undergoing an accel-
erated expansion period, which is supported by other observations of the cosmic microwave background
anisotropies and the large scale structure of galaxies. These observations are explained by the cosmo-
logical model with the cosmological constant Λ. Modification of the gravity theory is an alternative
approach.

The key to distinguish between modified gravity and dynamical dark energy is the growth of cos-
mological perturbations. The growth history of cosmological perturbations can be tested with the large
scale structure in the universe.

In the present paper, we investigate the growth history of matter density perturbations in f(R)
models.

2 A brief review of f(R) model

We briefly review f(R) model, which is defined by the action,

S =
1

16πG

∫
d4x

√
−g(R+ f(R)) +

∫
d4x

√
−gL(m), (1)

where G is the gravitational constant, and L(m) is the matter Lagrangian density. We consider the viable
models, proposed in the literatures [1, 2]. The viable models have an asymptotic formula at the late time
universe (R≫ Rc), which can be written as f(R) = −λRc[1− (Rc/R)2n], where Rc is a positive constant
whose value is the same order as that of the present Ricci scalar, and λ is a non-dimensional constant.
Because the term λRc plays a role of the cosmological constant, we may write λRc = 6(1−Ω0)H2

0 , where
H0 is the Hubble constant and Ω0 is the matter density parameter. Note that we assume the spatially
flat universe.

It is well known that fR = df(R)/dR plays a roll of a new degree of freedom, which behaves like
a scalar field with the mass m2 = 1/(3fRR) where we defined fRR = d2f(R)/dR2. (We have assumed
|fR| ≪ 1 and RfRR ≪ 1 for the viable model.)

We focus on the evolution of matter density perturbations in the f(R) model, whose Fourier coefficients
obey (e.g., [2])

δ̈ + 2Hδ̇ − 4π

[
1 +

1

3

k2/a2

k2/a2 + 1/(3fRR)

]
Gρδ = 0, (2)

where the dot denotes the differentiation with respect to the cosmic time, H = ȧ/a is the Hubble
parameter, ρ is the matter mean density, and Geff = [...]G is the effective gravitational constant, where
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k is the wave number, and a is the scale factor normalised to unity at present epoch. As is noted in the
above, the physical meaning of m2 = 1/(3fRR) is the square of the mass of the new degree of freedom
which modifies the gravity force. We have the general relativity regime, Geff = G, for k/a ≪ m, and
the scalar-tensor regime, Geff = 4G/3, for k/a ≫ m, respectively. Thus, the evolution of matter density
perturbations depends on the wavenumber k, whose behaviour is determined by the mass m2 = 1/(3fRR).

For the Einstein de Sitter universe, the exact solution of Eq. (2) is found in the literature [3]. However,
we consider the low density universe, where the solution of Eq. (2) is described in a different form in
comparison with that of [3]. Using the formulas λRc = 6(1 − Ω0)H2

0 and R = 3H2
0

[
Ω0/a

3 + 4(1 − Ω0)
]
,

we have
1

3fRR
=

Ω0H
2
0

4n(2n+ 1)

(
λ

2

)2n(
Ω0

1 − Ω0

)2n+1(
1

a3
+

4(1 − Ω0)

Ω0

)2n+2

. (3)

Denoting the wavenumber corresponding to the Compton wavelength 1/m at the present epoch by kC .
Equation (3) is rewritten as

1

3fRR
= k2C

(
Ω0a

−3 + 4(1 − Ω0)

Ω0 + 4(1 − Ω0)

)2n+2

. (4)

We denote the growth factor by D1(a, k), which is the solution of Eq. (2) normalised so as to be
D1(a, k) ≃ a at a ≪ 1. The growth rate is defined by f(a, k) = d logD1(a, k)/d log a. Using the growth
rate f(a, k), Eq. (2) is rephrased as

df

d ln a
+ f2 +

(
2 +

Ḣ

H2

)
f =

3

2

Geff

G
Ωm(a), (5)

where Ωm(a) is defined by Ωm(a) = H2
0Ω0a

−3/H2. Equation (5) is useful to find an approximate solution,
as we see in the next section.

3 Growth of density perturbations in f(R) model

In this section, we investigate the evolution of matter density perturbations in the f(R) model.

3.1 Scalar-tensor regime

In the scalar tensor regime, k/a≫ m, in which the wavelength is shorter than the Compton wavelength,
the effective gravitational constant becomes Geff = 4G/3. In this case, we find that Eq. (5) has the
solution expressed in the form

f(a, k) = f0Ωm(a)γ̃(a), (6)

where f0 obeys f20 + f0/2 = 2, therefore f0 = (−1 +
√

33)/4, and γ̃(a) =
∑
ℓ=0

ζℓ(1 − Ωm(a))ℓ, where ζℓ is

the expansion coefficients. This can be generalised to the case when Geff/G(= ξ) is a constant value, in

which the solution of Eq. (5) has the same formula as that of (6) but with f0 = (−1 +
√

1 + 24ξ)/4 and

γ̃(a) =
−41 + 24ξ +

√
1 + 24ξ

−70 + 48ξ
+

1

8(−143 + 24ξ)(−35 + 24ξ)2

×
[
(−41 + 24ξ +

√
1 + 24ξ)

(
431 +

√
1 + 24ξ + 24ξ(−13 +

√
1 + 24ξ)

− 36(2 +
√

1 + 24ξ) + 6(−2 + 3
√

1 + 24ξ)
)]

(1 − Ωm(a)) + O
(
(1 − Ωm(a))2

)
. (7)

Here we assume that Geff/G(= ξ) is constant, but we utilise this formula by replacing ξ with Geff of
Eq. (2).

Following the previous works , the growth index γ(a, k) is introduced by f(a, k) = Ωm(a)γ(a,k), which

is related with γ̃(a, k) by γ(a, k) =
ln f0

ln Ωm(a)
+ γ̃(a, k).
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Figure 1: Left: Redshift zx when the difference of the growth rate becomes f (appr) − f (exac) = 0.03, as a
function of K(= k/kC). Right: Transition redshift zc as a function of K(= k/kC).

Let us discuss the valid region of the approximate solution. The left panel of Fig. 1 plots the redshift
zx as a function of K(= k/kC) , where zx is defined by the redshift when the difference of the growth
rate becomes f (appr) − f (exac) = 0.03. Here f (exac) is the exact solution obtained by solving Eq. (5)
numerically, while f (appr) is the approximate solution. Thus, the approximate solution of the growth rate
approaches the exact solution after the redshift zx, which depends on k/kC as well as n.

The above behaviour is related with the transition redshift zc, when the scalar-tensor regime starts,
which we defined by k(1 + zc) = m, i.e.,

k2(1 + zc)
2 = k2C

(
Ω0(1 + zc)

3 + 4(1 − Ω0)

Ω0 + 4(1 − Ω0)

)2n+2

. (8)

The right panel of Fig. 1 plots zc as function of K(= k/kC). Figure 1 shows zx < zc. Thus the
approximate formula approaches the exact solution after the scalar-tensor regime starts. For the model
with larger value of n, the Compton scale evolves rapidly. Then, the transition redshift zc becomes small
as n becomes large. For the smaller value of K(= k/kC), the transition redshift zc becomes smaller. This
is the reason why zx is smaller, as n is larger or k/kC is smaller. Therefore, for the case when n is large
and k/kC is smaller, the redshift when the approximate formula starts to work becomes later. For the
case n <∼ 2, the late-time behaviour of the growth rate can be approximated by the approximate formula
as long as K >∼ 1.

4 Constraint on f(R) model from weak lensing survey

Cosmological constraints on the f(R) model have been investigated in Refs. [4, 5]. The weak lensing
statistics is useful to obtain a constraint on the growth history of cosmological density perturbations
observationally. We now consider a prospect of constraining the f(R) model with a future large survey
of the weak lensing. To this end, we adopt the Fisher matrix analysis, which is frequently used for
estimating minimal attainable constraint on the model parameters. Here we focus on the constraint on
the Compton wavenumber parameter kC defined by Eq. (4). In this analysis, we obtained the growth
rate and the growth factor by numerically solving Eq. (5).

In the present paper, the modified gravity of the f(R) model is supposed to be characterised by n and
kC(or λ). We perform the Fisher matrix analysis with the 9 parameters, n, λ(or kC), w0, wa, Ω0, Ωb, h, A,
and ns, where Ωb is the baryon density parameter, ns is the initial spectral index, A is the amplitude
of power spectrum. w0 and wa characterise the background expansion history and the distance-redshift
relation. And we assumed the ΛCDM model as the background expansion of the universe in the previous
section.
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Figure 2: The 1-sigma error on kC as a function of the target value of kC , where the other parameters
are marginalised over. The left (right) panels use the linear (nonlinear) modeling for Pmass(k, z) of the
range of 10 ≤ l ≤ 103 (10 ≤ l ≤ 3 × 103).

In the Fisher matrix analysis, we assume the galaxy sample of a survey with the number density
Ng = 35 per arcmin.2, the mean redshift zm = 0.9, and the total survey area, ∆A = 2 × 104 square
degrees. We also assumed the tomography with 4 redshift bins. Figure 2 is the result of the Fisher
matrix analysis of the 9 parameters, n, kC , w0, wa, Ω0, Ωb, h, A, and ns. Figure 2 shows the 1-sigma
error on kC as a function of the target value of kC , where the other parameters are marginalized the
Fisher matrix over. The left panels are the linear theory, while the right panels are the nonlinear model.
The error of kC is the same order of kC for the cases n = 1/2 and 1, but the error becomes larger as n
becomes larger.

5 Summary and conclusions

In the present paper, we have investigated the linear growth rate of cosmological matter density pertur-
bations in the viable f(R) model both numerically and analytically. We found that the growth rate in
the scalar-tensor regime can be characterised by a simple analytic formula (6). This is useful to under-
stand the characteristic behaviour of the growth index in the scalar-tensor regime. We also investigate
a prospect of constraining the Compton wavelength scale of the f(R) model with a future weak lensing
survey. This result shows that a constraint on kC of the same order of kC will be obtained for the model
n = 1 and n = 1/2, though the constraint is weaker as n is larger. For kC

>∼ 1hMpc−1, the constraint is
very weak. This is because the weak lensing statistics is not very sensitive to the density perturbations
on the smaller scales. A more detailed explanation is presented in Ref. [6]
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Abstract
We compute analytically the small-scale temperature fluctuations of cosmic mi-
crowave background from cosmic (super-)strings and study the dependence on the
string intercommuting probability P . We develop an analytical model which describes
the evolution of a string network and calculate the numbers of string segments and
kinks in a horizon volume. Then we derive the probability distribution function (pdf).
The resultant pdf consists of a Gaussian part due to frequent scattering by long string
segments and a non-Gaussian tail due to close encounters with kinks. It contains two
phenomenological parameters which are determined by comparison with the result of
numerical simulations for P = 1 by Fraisse et al.. We predict that the non-Gaussian
feature is suppressed for small P .

1 Introduction

The imprint of cosmic strings on the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has been widely studied.
Although cosmic strings are excluded as a dominant source of the observed large angular scale anisotropy,
they could still be observable at small scales with new arcminute CMB experiments, such as the South
Pole Telescope or the Atacama Cosmology Telescope. Because the structure of a string network is highly
nonlinear, it would naturally induce a non-Gaussian feature in the CMB fluctuations. In fact, Fraisse
et al. [1] found that the probability distribution function (pdf) of the temperature fluctuations has a
non-Gaussian tail and negative skewness. These non-Gaussian features may help us distinguish cosmic
string signals from other secondary effects and hence enhance the observability.

Recently, cosmic superstrings have attracted much attention in the context of inflation in string theory
[2]. Cosmic superstrings have properties different from conventional field-theoretic cosmic strings. The
intercommuting probability P can be significantly smaller than unity for superstrings while P = 1 for
field-theoretic strings. Furthermore, a superstring network can consist of more than one type of strings
and may have Y-junctions. These differences may be used to distinguish superstrings from field-theoretic
strings observationally.

In this talk, we derive analytically the pdf of the small-scale CMB temperature fluctuations and
study its dependence on P . At small scales where the primary fluctuations are damped, only the inte-
grated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect is relevant and, because the contribution from loops was shown to be
insignificant [1], we focus on the ISW effect of long string segments and kinks.

2 Temperature fluctuations due to cosmic strings

First we summarize basic formulae for the CMB temperature fluctuations due to cosmic strings, follow-
ing [3]. We denote the position of a cosmic string by r⃗(t, σ) where t and σ are the time and position on

1Email address: naruko@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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the string worldsheet. The temperature fluctuation, ∆ ≡ ∆T/T , due to a segment, in the limit that the
impact parameter of a ray is much smaller than the segment length, is written as

∆(n̂) = 4π
v√

1 − v2
αsegGµ, αseg = n̂ ·

(
r⃗ ′

|r⃗ ′|
×

˙⃗r

| ˙⃗r|

)
(1)

where v = | ˙⃗r| is the velocity of the segment and αseg is a factor which represents the configuration of the
segment and the direction of line of sight, n̂, and the dot and prime denote the derivatives with respect
to t and σ, respectively.

A kink can be modeled as a nonsmooth junction of two straight strings with different directions, r⃗ ′

[3]. Then the temperature fluctuation with the impact parameter δ is

∆(n̂) = −4Gµαkink log
δ

Lkink
Θ(Lkink − δ), αkink = n̂ · p⃗, p⃗ =

[
r⃗ ′

|r⃗ ′|2

]σkink+0

σkink−0

, (2)

where Lkink is a distance between kinks. The step function Θ(Lkink − δ) represents the effect that the
fluctuation becomes negligible far from the kink, αkink represents the kink configuration, p⃗ represents the
amplitude of the kink and σkink is the position of the kink.

3 Analytic model of cosmic string network

In this section, we develop an analytic model which describes the behavior of a cosmic string network.
First, the interstring distance ξ and the rms velocity vrms are calculated using a velocity-dependent one-
scale model [4, 5]. Then, the number of kinks in a horizon volume is calculated. We assume that the
scaling behavior is already realized by the recombination time.

For a universe with the scale factor a(t) ∝ tβ , the evolution equations for γ and vrms are given by
[4, 5]

t

γ

dγ

dt
= 1 − β − 1

2
βc̃Pvrmsγ − βv2rms,

dvrms

dt
= (1 − v2rms)H [k(vrms)γ − 2vrms] , (3)

where c̃ is a constant which represents the efficiency of the loop formation and k(vrms) ≈ (2
√

2/π)(1 −
8v6rms)/(1 + 8v6rms) is the momentum parameter [4]. Hereafter we assume a matter-dominated universe
and set β = 2/3.

It is known that a string network approaches a “scaling” regime where the characteristic scale grows
with the horizon size [6]. This means that γ and vrms are asymptotically constant in time. From (3), we
obtain γ and vrms. For small c̃P they can be approximately given as

v2rms ≈
1

2
− 1

2

√
πc̃P

3
√

2
, γ =

2vrms

k(vrms)
≈

√
π
√

2

3c̃P
. (4)

We see that small P leads to large γ and hence large Nseg due to the inefficiency of loop formation [5].
Next, we consider the kink number evolution. Kinks are formed on string segments when they

intercommute and, simultaneously, some of the existing kinks are removed through loop formation. Fur-
thermore, kinks decay due to stretching by the cosmic expansion and the emission of gravitational waves.
Here we neglect the decay due to the gravitational wave emission and focus on the decay due to cosmic
expansion since it is the most efficient decay process at a matter-dominated stage [7].

According to [8], the kink amplitude, p = |p⃗|, decays with cosmic expansion as p(t) = pf(t/tf)
−ϵ,

where tf and pf are the formation time and the amplitude at the formation respectively. We count the
number of kinks with amplitude pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax. The kink number in a comoving volume V (t) = a3(t)V0
is given by the integral of the formation rate, dN̄form(t, p)/dtdp. And this formation rate of kinks, which
is assumed here to be independent of p, is proportional to the loop formation rate, dN̄loop/dt.

N̄kink =

∫ pmax

pmin

dp

∫ t

t0(p)

dt
dN̄form(t, p)

dtdp
=

∫ pmax

pmin

dp

∫ t

t0(p)

dt
q

pmin

dN̄loop(t)

dt
≈ 2qc̃Pvrmsγ

4ϵ

3α

(
pmax

pmin

)1/ϵ

,

(5)
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where t0(p) = t(p/pmax)1/ϵ, a barred quantity is a number in the comoving volume V (t), q is a constant
which represents the efficiency of the kink formation and α is the average loop length in units of ξ.

4 PDF of CMB fluctuations

A photon ray is scattered by segments many times through its way from the last scattering surface to an
observer, hence the temperature fluctuation would behave like a random walk. If we treat a segment as
a particle with the cross section ξ2, the optical depth is

τ =

∫ zrec

0

NsegH
3ξ2

dz

H(1 + z)
=
Nseg

γ2
log (1 + zrec), (6)

where zrec ≈ 1100 is the redshift at recombination. This is estimated as 7Nsegγ
−2 ≈ 16 for P = 1 and

greater for smaller P . Therefore, remenbering Eq. (1), the pdf from segments can be approximated as
Gaussian with the dispersion,

σ = 2π
v√

1 − v2
αsegGµ

√
Nsegγ−2 log (1 + zrec) ≈ 2παseg

√
log (1 + zrec)

(
π
√

2

3c̃P

)1/4

Gµ, (7)

where we have set v = vrms and substituted (4) in the second equality.
Next, let us consider the contribution from kinks. The temperature fluctuation depends on the impact

parameter as given by (2). Therefore the differential cross section with the temperature fluctuation ∆
can be written as

dσkink
d∆

=
L2
kink

∆0
e−|∆|/∆0 , ∆0 ≡ 2αkinkGµ, (8)

where αkink should be understood as the statistical average of the kink configuration. Then the pdf of
temperature fluctuations due to kinks is

dPkink

d∆
=

∫ zrec

0

NkinkH
3 dσkink
d∆

dz

H(1 + z)
=

γ2

K∆0
e−|∆|/∆0 log (1 + zrec). (9)

We have a pdf of the form,

dPtot

d∆
=
dPG

d∆
+
dPNG

d∆
,

dPG

d∆
=

1√
2πσ

e−∆2/2σ2

,
dPNG

d∆
=

γ2

K∆0
log (1 + zrec)e

−|∆|/∆0 , (10)

with σ and ∆0 are given by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. dPG/d∆ is the Gaussian part due to frequent
scattering by string segments, and dPNG/d∆ is the non-Gaussian tail due to rare scattering by kinks.

Here, because dPNG/d∆ ≪ 1 as we see just below, we have normalized dPG/d∆ as

∫ ∞

−∞
d∆ dPG/d∆ = 1.

In the limit P → 1, we have

σ ≈ 14Gµ, A ≈ 10α−1
kink

(
pmax

pmin

)−5.1

(Gµ)−1,∆0 = 2αkinkGµ, (11)

where we have set q = 2, c̃ = 0.23 and α = 0.1, as their standard values [9] and αseg = 1/
√

2 for
the statistical average. In addition, we have set αkink = 4.5 and pmax/pmin = 2.3 as a phenomelogical
parameters. On the other hand, the pdf from numerical simulations [1] can be also described as Eq. (10)
with

σsim ≈ 12Gµ, Asim ≈ 0.03(Gµ)−1, ∆0,sim ≈ 9Gµ. (12)

As we see in Fig. 1, as P decreases, the Gaussian dispersion increases and the contribution of the
non-Gaussian tail is suppressed. Thus the non-Gaussianity could be a probe of the cosmic string property,
P . However, future observation with typical angular resolution 5′ will not be able to resolve kinks as
the non-Gaussian feature is highly suppressed even for P = 1. Thus we would need observation with
arcminute resolution.
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Figure 1: Dependence of the pdf on the intercommuting probability P (thick lines). The respective
Gaussian parts are plotted with thin lines for comparison. For P = 1 and 10−0.25, the pdfs deviate
significantly from the Gaussian distribution. For P . 10−0.5, pdfs are almost Gaussian.
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Towards detection of motion-induced radiation?

Wade Naylor1
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Abstract
We discuss the results of theoretical simulations of a proposed experiment using pulsed
laser irradiation of a semi-conductor diaphragm (SCD) in a superconducting mi-
crowave cavity [4]. Because the detection apparatus uses a single photon detection
Rydberg beam method the analysis can be simplified to study the number of photons
emitted in a given cavity mode.

1 Introduction & motivation

Motion-induced radiation, or the dynamical Casimir effect (DCE), has been a serious theoretical research
subject for about the last 40 years and is important, because it challenges the principle of relativity of
motion in vacuum and has analogs with quantum gravity, see Fig. 1. Various experimental proposals now
suggest that the detection of this illusive radiation may be possible. We discuss the results of theoretical
simulations of a proposed experiment that generates “effective motion” using pulsed laser irradiation of
a semi-conductor diaphragm (SD).

Unified theory 
including 

Quantum Gravity

Microscopic theory of 
electromagnetism and 

medium

Macroscopic theory in 
dielectric media

Quantum fields in 
curved space-time

Analogy

Classical gravity Classical dielectrics

Semi-classical limit:

low-energy effective theory

+ +

Quantum radiation, e.g., 
DCE & Hawking radiation 

Figure 1: A diagram discussing the analogy between quantum effects in electrodynamics and in curved
spacetime [1].

We have has designed (PI: Seishi Matsuki) a DCE detection system, see Figure 2, using a GHz pulsed-
laser of wavelength 860nm (Eγ = 1.55eV) operating at a power ∼ 100µJ/pulse. The detection apparatus
uses a single photon detection Rydberg beam and thus, the analysis can be simplified to study the number
of photons emitted in a given cavity mode.

Questions?

• What is the best location, η = d/Lz, for the slab?

• Which frequencies dominate, dependant on pulse shape ns(t) (or relaxation time tr)?

• Are there differences between TE and TM modes?

1Email address: naylor@se.ritsumei.ac.jp
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detection
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Figure 2: A laser periodically irradiates a GaAs slab (∼ 0.5mm thick) inside a superconducting (high-
finesse: Q ∼ 106) niobium cavity at ∼ 100 mK. Note the single pulse duration is T ∼ 100ps.

2 Plasma sheet model

The Hamiltonian for a surface plasma of electrons of charge e and ”effective mass” m∗ on a background
electromagnetic field is

H =
1

2

∫
d3x[E ·D + B ·H] +

∫
d3x

(
1

2m∗ns
(pξ − ensA∥)2 + ensΦ

)
δ(x− xΣ) (1)

where the momentum is ξ̇ = (pξ − ens(t)A∥)/m∗ns(t), ns(t) is the “time dependent” surface charge
density. Hamiltonian constraints imply pξ = 0 [2] and thus, the electron momentum is related to

the tangential vector potential by ξ̇ = −eA∥/m
∗, which implies that the surface current density is

K = ens(t)ξ̇ = −e
2ns(t)

m∗ A⊥. Using surface continuity [3]: σ̇ + n · [∇× n×K] = 0 with the Fitzgerald-

Lorenz gauge condition: ∂tΦ + ∇ ·A = 0 we arrive at

σ̇ = −e
2ns(t)

m∗ ∇ ·A⊥ =
e2ns(t)

m∗ ∂tA0 ⇒ σ =
e2ns(t)

m∗ A0 , (2)

where A0 is the scalar potential. Applying the Hertz potentials Ψ for TE and Φ for TM modes to separate
Maxwell’s equations [4] we find the following jump conditions:

disc Φ(d) = −µe
2ns(t)

k2
⊥m

∗ ∂zΦ|z=d, disc ∂zΨ|z=d = µ
e2ns(t)

m∗ Ψ(d) (3)

which can be derived from the wave equations below:

∇2
⊥Ψ + ∂2zΨ − ∂2t Ψ =

e2ns(t)

m∗ δ(z − d)Ψ(d) , ∇2
⊥Φ + ∂2zΦ − ∂2t Φ =

1

k2
⊥

e2ns(t)

m∗ δ′(z − d)Φ(d)

From continuity of the wave-function and jump conditions, for TE modes we have solutions:

Ψm =


A(TE)
m

√
1

d
sin (kmzz)

√
2

Lx
cos

(
πmxx

Lx

)√
2

Ly
cos

(
πmyy

Ly

)
, 0 < z < d

B(TE)
m

√
1

Lz − d
sin (kmz (Lz − z))

√
2

Lx
cos

(
πmxx

Lx

)√
2

Ly
cos

(
πmyy

Ly

)
, d < z < Lz

(4)
and eigenvalue relation:

sin(kmzLz)

(kmz )∓1 sin(kmz [Lz − d]) sin(kmzd)
= ∓e

2ns(t)

k2
⊥m

∗ (5)
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where the ± signs refer to TE and TM modes respectively and for TM replace sin → cos (for TE drop
the 1/k2⊥ factor).

3 Particle creation

The quantum field operator expansion ψ̂(r, t) =
∑
m

[
amψm(r, t) + a†mψ

∗
m(r, t)

]
of the Hertz scalars with

instantaneous basis ansatz (during irradiation):

ψout
s (r, t) =

∑
m

P (s)
m Ψm(r, t) , t ≥ 0 (6)

when substituted into the wave equations leads to

P̈ (s)
n + ω2

n(t)P (s)
n = −

∞∑
m

[
2MmnṖ

(s)
m + ṀmnP

(s)
m +

∞∑
ℓ

MnℓMmℓP
(s)
m

]
(7)

where ω2
m(t) = c2

[(mxπ

Lx

)2

+

(
myπ

Ly

)2

+ k2mz (t)
]

and Mmn = (Ψn,Ψn)
−1
δmxnxδmyny

(
∂Ψm

∂t
,Ψn

)
Note, the scalar product is defined by (ϕ, ψ) = −i

∫
cavity

d3x(ϕ ψ̇∗ − ϕ̇ ψ∗). The Bogolubov coefficients

are
αmn = (ψout

m , ψin
n ) , βmn = −(ψout

m , [ψin
n ]∗) (8)

where in terms of the ”instantaneous” mode functions

βmn =

√
ωm
2
P (n)
m − i

√
1

2ωm

[
Ṗ (n)
m +

ℓmax∑
ℓ

MℓmP
(n)
ℓ

]
(9)

and αmn is obtained by complex conjugation. The number of photons in a given mode (for an initial
vacuum state) is

Nm(t) =

ℓmax∑
n

|βmn|2 (10)

We vary ℓmax ∼ 50 until the results do not change, but an independent check is the unitarity constraint:
ℓmax∑
n

(|αmn|2 − |βmn|2) = 1, see Figure 3 (left inset).

4 Results & discussion

In Figure 3 (left) is a typical example of parametric enhancement for the lowest TE modes. On the right is
the dependence on different slab locations, η, for two different laser powers (unfilled triangles and circles
correspond to 50µJ /pulse or VmaxLz = 5000, while filled ones are for 0.01µJ/pulse or VmaxLz = 1).

Answers?

• The best location for the slab is η = 1/2 for TE modes.

• The fundamental frequencies dominate, where the pulse frequency is near to twice the parametric
resonance frequency (besides de-tuning effects [4]).

• For TM modes even a low laser power generates significant photon production at η = 1/2. The TM
case is fairly independent of η for large laser powers.

For future work it would be interesting to use a microscopic fermion model of a plasma sheet, like
that used for Graphene [5]. This would allow one to consider Ohmic losses in the slab by coupling the
microscopic Lagrangian to an external set of harmonic oscillators to model losses. Although Ohmic losses
are mainly due to H∥, implying a strong TM dependence, it is still unclear if the losses in the slab affect
TM modes more than TE modes.
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giving lesser contributions (inset shows unitarity constraint). Right, TE and TM mode dependence on η.
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Short Range Gravity Experiment in NEWTON experiment
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Abstract
According to the ADD model [1], deviation from Newtonfs inverse square law is
expected at below sub-millimeter scale. We have developed an experimental setup
using torsion balance pendulum, aiming to test the Newtonfs inverse square law at
below millimeter scale. Current status and preliminary results will be presented.

1 Physics motivation

1.1 Test of Inverse Square Law

Weakness of gravitational force comparing to other three interactions is considered as one of the most
severe problem in the theoretical physics. It is necessary to resolve this problem, in order to unify the
three gauge interaction and gravitational force. According to a recent unified theory (super string theory,
M-theory, ADD model and etc.), gravitational field may spread toward extra dimensions. In the ADD
model [1], extra dimensions are predicted to exist at below mm scale. Then, an observation of a deviation
from Newton’s inverse square law is expected at below mm scale. If extra dimensions exist, gravitational
potential should be modified. Modified gravitational potential is historically expressed using Yukawa
interaction form.

V (r) = G
Mm

r
(1 + αe−r/λ) (1)

Here, α is coupling constant and λ is the range of the new interaction. To search for the new Yukawa
term, Newton’s inverse square law has been experimentally tested. However, high precision test of the
inverse square law is performed at only astronomical scales [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to test the
gravitational force at below mm scale.

1.2 Test of Weak Equivalence Principle

The weak equivalence principle is expressed as that, ratio between gravitational mass and inertia mass
is independent of its composition. If the ratio between gravitational mass and inertia mass is constant
for every material, universality of free fall must be kept. Therefore, test of the universality of free fall
can be used as a test of the weak equivalence principle. Number of experimental tests confirmed that
ratio between inertial mass for different compositions is same for the ratio between gravitational mass,
using gravity from the earth and the sun. On the other hand, there are no experimental tests at short
range below cm scale. There is also a theoretical model which predicts a violation of weak equivalence
principle. Baryon number coupling force is one of such models [3]. If a new interaction which couples to
baryon number, the weak equivalence principle seems to be violated. We can test the weak equivalence
principle measuring the composition dependant of the gravitational constant G.

2 Experimental technique

2.1 Torsion Pendulum

In Our experiment, gravitational force is measured using torsion pendulum and online image analyzing
system [7]. Principle of the measurement is shown in fig. 1.

1Email address: 08la013a@rikkyo.ac.jp
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Figure 1: Torsion balance pendulum.

Angular displacement between before and after attractor position is measured as gravitational signal.
It is because torsion pendulum is twisted toward balanced position where restoring force equals to the
gravitational force. The torque of the torsion pendulum can be expressed using angular displacement
∆θ.

N = κ · ∆θ (2)

Here, N is the torque, κ is the torsional spring constant. The torsional spring constant κ is calculated
using inertia moment and the periodic oscillation of the torsion pendulum.

2.2 Digital image analysis

The data taking system is originally developed for PHENIX experiment at RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider) at Brook Heaven National laboratory, as an optical alignment system (OASys) [4]. Position
resolution of 10 nanometer is achieved using the OASys. Applying this system, we developed digital image
analyzing system using digital video camera for short range gravity experiment [5]. In this system, the
angular displacement of the torsion pendulum can be obtained from intensity of digital images. Typical
angular resolution of 1.2 × 10−6 degrees is achieved using our digital image analyzing system.

3 Experiment

3.1 Newton I experiment

In prototype experiment named Newton I, we succeeded to test the Newton’s inverse square law at
cm scale. To suppress the electromagnetic force, all the components used in the device are electrically
connected and used non-magnetic metals (aluminum, copper, lead, brass and etc.).

Figure 2: Time evolution of torsion pen-
dulum.

Figure 3: Inverse square law.

Typical results in Newton I are shown in fig. 2. Time evolution of torsion pendulum is plotted for
lead, copper and aluminum attractors. From this result, composition dependence is confirmed. Position
dependence of the torsion pendulum is shown in fig. 3, which is measured by changing the attractor angle.
Solid line is Newtonian gravitational prediction. From this result, we can confirm Newton’s inverse square
law at cm scale.
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3.2 Newton II experiment

In Newton I experiment, we have confirmed the inverse square law at cm scale. However, the largest
systematic error of Newton I is caused from attractor replacement. In order to suppress this systematic
effect, Newton II is developed [7]. The results of Newton II experiment is shown fig. 4 and fig. 5.

Figure 4: Gravity signal. * shows simu-
lation data from Newtonian gravitational
prediction.
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Figure 5: Composition dependence of
gravitational constant G. This result is ob-
tained at the 95% confidences level.

In Newton II, we used two materials (Cu and Al) as attractor. The gravity signal from the two
materials is shown in fig.5. Using this data, Composition dependence of gravitational constant is obtained.
Ratio between GBr−Al/GBr−Cu and GBr−Cu/GNewton is shown in fig.6. We have obtained the ratios,
as GBr−Al/GBr−Cu = 1.03 ± 0.23 and GBr−Cu/GNewton = 1.04 ± 0.08. From the results, there is no
composition dependence of gravitational constant G between GBr−Al and GBr−Cu. A new interaction
coupling to the baryon number which violates the weak equivalence principle at only short range, can be
parameterized as a new Yukawa term [2].

V (r) = G
Mm

r
(1 + ξ

Bi
µi

Bj
µj
e−r/λ) (3)

Here, BA is baryon number for material A, and µA is gravitational mass in hydrogen mass unit. Using
these results, we can extract the upper limit on ξ. The results are shown in fig. 6.

Figure 6: ξ − λ plot. Red line is our re-
sult. This result is obtained at the 95%
confidences level.

3.3 Newton SC experiment

In Newton SC experiment, new measuring method is tested, aiming high precision measurement. If
moving speed of the attractor is very slow comparing to the oscillation period of the torsion pendulum,
balanced position of torsion pendulum is moving with the attractor motion (forced oscillation). We have
succeeded to test the inverse square law in this method. Angular displacement of the torsion pendulum
is obtained for all the attractor angles from −50o to 50o at single measurement. Therefore, obtained data
is directly used as a test of the inverse square law. Typical result from Newton SC is shown in fig. 7.
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4 Summary

In Newton I experiment, we succeeded to demonstrate its ability to test the Newton’s inverse square
law at centimeter scale. We succeeded to confirm weak equivalence principle at mm scale in Newton II
experiment. Now, we are starting new experiment named Newton III. In this experiment, we will also be
able to test the inverse square law at below sum-millimeter scale.
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Abstract
In general relativity, a gravitational wave (GW) has two polarization modes, while in
modified gravity, the GW is allowed to have additional polarizations. Thus, the obser-
vation of the GW polarizations can be utilized for the test of gravity theories. In this
article, we investigated the mode-separability and detectability of additional polariza-
tion modes of gravitational waves, particularly focusing on a stochastic gravitational-
wave background, with laser-interferometric detectors based on the ground and space.
As a result, we found that the additional polarization modes can be succcesslly sep-
arated and detected.

1 Introduction

General relativity (GR) has been strictly tested in the solar system [1, 2], however, has not been strongly
constrained at a cosmological scale and in a strong field regime. If the gravity theory is deviated from
GR, it gives rise to various observational signatures. The properties of a gravitational wave (GW) are also
altered in the propagation speed, waveforms, and polarization modes. In GR, a GW has two polarization
modes (plus and cross modes), while in a general metric theory of gravitation, the GW is allowed to
have, at most, six polarizations [1, 3]. Such additional polarizations appear in modified gravity and
extra-dimensional theories, corresponding to extra degrees of freedom in the theories. Therefore, the
observation of the GW polarizations can be utilized for the test of the gravity theory.

Currently, there are a few observational constraints on the additional polarization modes of GWs. For
the scalar GWs, the observed orbital-period derivative of PSR B1913+16 agrees well with the predicted
values of GR, conservatively, at a level of 1 % error [2], indicating that the contribution of scalar GWs to
the energy loss is less than 1 %. On the other hand, a null result in a search for a stochastic gravitational-
wave background (GWB) by LIGO [4] has given an upper limit on an energy density, h20Ωgw . 3.6×10−6.
No detection can also be applied to non-Einsteinian polarizations, though a factor of the upper limit would
be corrected, depending on a detector response.

In this article, we focus on the stochastic GWB here and investigate the separability of the polarization
modes of the GWB with laser-interferometric detecters.

2 GW polarizations and cross-correlation analysis

Using the unit vectors m̂ and n̂ perpendicular to the unit vector pointing at the GW propagation direction
Ω̂ and to each other, the polarization tensors for p = +,×, b, ℓ, x, and y called plus, cross, breathing,

1Email address: atsushi.nishizawa@nao.ac.jp
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longitudinal, vector-x, and vector-y modes, respectively, are defined by [1, 3]: e+ = m̂ ⊗ m̂ − n̂ ⊗ n̂,

e× = m̂⊗ n̂+ n̂⊗ m̂, eb = m̂⊗ m̂+ n̂⊗ n̂, eℓ =
√

2 Ω̂⊗ Ω̂, ex = m̂⊗ Ω̂+ Ω̂⊗ m̂, ey = n̂⊗ Ω̂+ Ω̂⊗ n̂.

Each polarization mode is orthogonal to one another and is normalized so that epije
ij
p′ = 2δpp′ , p, p

′ =
+,×, b, ℓ, x, and y. The angular response function of the I-th interferometer is given by contraction of
the polarization tensors with the detector tensors: F pI (Ω̂) ≡ DI : ep(Ω̂) and DI ≡ [û⊗ û− v̂ ⊗ v̂] /2.
The unit vectors û and v̂ are directed to each detector arm. Note that the above expression is valid
only when the arm length of the detector, L, is much smaller than the wavelength of GWs, λg, in the
observational frequency band we consider. This condition holds for both ground-based detectors and
space-based detector such as DECICO.

We assume that a stochastic GWB is (i) isotropic, (ii) independently polarized (not correlated be-
tween polarizations), (iii) stationary, and (iv) Gaussian. Conventionally, the amplitude of GWB for
each polarization is characterized by Ωpgw(f) ≡ (dρpgw/d ln f)/ρc, where ρc = 3H2

0/8πG and H0 =

100h0 km sec−1 Mpc−1 [5–8]. Then, we define the GWB energy density in tensor, vector, and scalar
polarization modes as ΩTgw ≡ Ω+

gw + Ω×
gw, ΩVgw ≡ Ωxgw + Ωygw, ΩSgw ≡ Ωbgw + Ωℓgw = Ωbgw(1 + κ). Here we

assume Ω+
gw = Ω×

gw and Ωxgw = Ωygw. For the scalar mode, we introduced a model-dependent parameter,

κ(f) ≡ Ωℓgw(f)/Ωbgw(f).
To distinguish a stochastic GWB from detector random noise, one needs to correlate detector’s signals

[5–8]. We assume that the amplitude of GWB is much smaller than detector noise. In the cross-correlation
analysis between I-th and J-th detectors, a GW signal can be written as

µ =
3H2

0

20π2
Tobs sin2 χ

∫ ∞

−∞
df |f |−3Q̃(f)

[
ΩTgw(f)γTIJ (f) + ΩVgw(f)γVIJ(f) + ξ(f) ΩSgw(f)γSIJ (f)

]
,

where Tobs is observation time, Q̃(f) is a filter function, which weight the correlation signal so that
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is maximized. The parameter defined by ξ(f) ≡ [1 + 2κ(f)]/3[1 + κ(f)] takes
the value in the range 1/3 ≤ ξ ≤ 2/3, depending on the ratio of the energy density in the longitudinal
mode to the breathing mode. The prefactor, sin2 χ = 1 − (û · v̂)2, comes from the detector tensor with
non-orthogonal detector arms. The sensitivity to the GWB with each polarization can be characterized
by so-called overlap reduction functions (ORF) [9]

γMIJ(f) ≡ 1

sin2 χ

∫
S2

dΩ̂

4π
e2πifΩ̂·∆X⃗/cRM

IJ ,

with RT
IJ(Ω̂) ≡ (5/2) × (F+

I F
+
J + F×

I F
×
J ), RV

IJ(Ω̂) ≡ (5/2) × (F xI F
x
J + F yI F

y
J ), and RS

IJ (Ω̂) ≡ [15/(1 +

2κ)] × (F bIF
b
J + κF ℓIF

ℓ
J). The subscript M denotes M = T, V, S, and ∆X⃗ ≡ X⃗I − X⃗J .

3 Mode-separation and SNR

The three polarization modes, in principle, can be separated by linearly combining more than three
independent correlation signals from detector pairs. In general case with arbitrarily large number Npair

of the correlation signal, an SNR by optimally combining the correlation signals is given by [10]

SNRM =
9H2

0

40π2

[
2Tobs

∫ ∞

0

df
(ΩMgw(f))2 detF(f)

f6FM (f)

]1/2
, (1)

F(f) =

 FTT FTV FTS
FTV FV V FV S
FTS FV S FSS

 , FMM ′(f) =
∑
i

γMi (f)γM
′

i (f)

Ni(f)
,

where M and M ′ denote polarization modes, M,M ′ = T, V, S. The quantity FM is the determinant of
the submatrix, which is constructed by removing the M ’s elements from F. The subscript i designates a
detector pair (for I-th and J-th detector pair, i = IJ), and Ni(f) is defined as, say, N12(f) ≡ P1(f)P2(f).
The analytical fit of the noise power spectrum of a single interferometer is given by

P (f) =

[
6.4 × 10−51

(
f

1Hz

)−4

+ 1.7 × 10−48 + 5.8 × 10−50

(
f

1Hz

)2
]

Hz−1 .
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Figure 1: Four clusters, A, A’, B, and C, sharing
the orbit, whose radius is 1 AU.

Figure 2: Detectable h20Ωgw (ξh20Ωgw for the scalar
mode) after the mode separation with four clusters
of DECIGO.

for DECIGO and

P (f) =


10−44

(
f

10 Hz

)−4

+ 10−47.25

(
f

100 Hz

)−1.7

Hz−1 for 10 Hz ≤ f ≤ 240 Hz ,

10−46

(
f

1000 Hz

)3

Hz−1 for 240 Hz ≤ f ≤ 3000 Hz ,

∞ otherwise .

for advanced LIGO. The mode separability significantly affects the SNR via detF in the integrand in
Eq. (1). To successfully separate the modes, the condition, detF ̸= 0, is necessary and leads to two
conditions that have to be satisfied for the detector configuration: (i) the detectors have to be located at
a distance more than one wavelength of the GW, (ii) detector pairs do not geometrically degenerated. If
one of the two conditions fails, detF ≈ 0 suppresses the SNR.

In the calculations below, we will assume that ΩMgw(f) has a flat spectrum, i.e. frequency-independent,
and the observation time is Tobs = 3 yr. We set the detection threshold to SNR = 5, then it leads to the
detectable h20Ωgw (ξh20Ωgw for the scalar mode).

3.1 Ground-based interferometers

We perform the polarization mode separation with three detectors (minimum set needed to separate
modes) among the advanced interferometers on the Earth (at ∼ 100 Hz) such as AIGO, advanced LIGO
at Hanford and Livingston, advanced VIRGO, and LCGT. Here we assume that all interferometers
have the same noise spectrum as that of advanced LIGO, i.e. PI(f) = P (f). The SNR calculation is
straightforward because these interferometers are located on the Earth at the distance more than one
wavelength of a GW at ∼ 100 Hz. Therefore, there is no problem concerning the mode degeneracy and
the geometrical degeneracy of the detectors. According to [9], the set of three advanced detectors is
sensitive to the GWB of h20Ωgw ∼ 10−9 − 10−8 for each polarization. This sensitivity is almost the same
as that without the mode separation.

3.2 Space-based interferometers

DECIGO in the current conceptual design [11] is composed of four clusters, orbiting at 1 AU from
the Sun, as shown in Fig. 1. Each cluster has three spacecrafts, which form three Fabry-Perot cavity
with the armlength 103 km. By measuring the relative distance between a pair of the spacecrafts, three
interferometer’s signals are obtained in a cluster. The correlation signals that we use for the SNR
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calculation are those constructed with interferometers of interclusters, because in a cluster, one cannot
obtain the correlation signal sensitive enough to a GWB at low frequencies [10].

The detector configuration is shown in Fig. 1. For mathematical details of this configuration, see [10].
Since the detector separation can be approximated as the distance between the guiding centers of clusters,
the distances between the clusters D ≡ |∆X⃗| are unchanged during their orbital motion and are given
by DAB(β) = 2R0| sin(β/2)| for the AB link, DAC(β) = DAB(β) for AC link and DBC(β) = 2R0| sinβ|
for the BC link. One should be noted that the only parameter in this configuration is β.

In this detector configuration, the detector separation D is typically of the order of 1 AU. This means
that the ORF starts to oscillate and rapidly decay above the characteristic frequency, fc ≡ c/(2D) ∼
10−3 Hz. Thus, the large detector separation considerably degrades the sensitivity to the GWB in 0.1 −
1 Hz band, however, since the ORF of each polarization mode oscillates differently in the band, the mode
separability is pretty good.

The SNR as a function of β is calculated with, in total, 54 correlation signals (AA’, AB, AC, A’B,
A’C, BC ×9 links = 54). The result is shown in Fig. 2. At β ∼ 120◦, the sensitivity degrades due to the
symmetry of the detector configuration, in other words, some correlation signals are degenerated. As β
approach 0◦ and 180◦, the detector sensitivity peaks, since the clusters A and B (or C), and B and C
are closely located, respectively. However, such a configuration considerably loses the angular resolution
to point GW sources. Thus, an optimal angle would be β = 60◦, which leads to h20ΩTgw = 2.2 × 10−14,

h20ΩVgw = 1.1×10−14, and ξh20ΩSgw = 1.9×10−14. These sensitivities should be compared with those when
the polarization modes are not separated. For two clusters that are colocated and coaligned, e.g. clusters
A and A’, the sensitivity is h20Ωgw = 7.1× 10−17. The mode separation degrades the sensitivity by a few
hundred times. However, the important point here is that the non-Einsteinian-polarization search does
not impair the cross-correlation sensitivity to a GWB with the colocated and coaligned clusters at all,
though the mode is not separated.

4 Conclusion

The GW polarizations can be utilized as a novel and accurate test of gravity. We showed that the
ground-based advanced interferometers and the proposed space-based detectors such as DECIGO and
BBO can successfully separate and probe the GWB with the non-Einsteinian polarization modes. The
GWB search with the GW detectors is complemental to the searches at much different frequencies: CMB
and pulsar timing. If the non-Einstein polarizations would be detected, it implies that GR should be
extended.
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Abstract
We explore the global structures of a time-dependent, spherically symmetric solution
derived by compactifying intersecting M-branes. The metric we study is an exact
solution of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton system, in which four Abelian gauge fields couple
to the dilation with different coupling constants. We find that the spacetime is two-
parameter family and describes a charged black hole which asymptotically tends to
the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe filled by a stiff matter.

1 Introduction

Equilibrium black holes in an isolated system are of prime importance since they are the plausible final
state of the gravitational collapse modulo the cosmic censorship conjecture. According to the celebrated
theorem of Hawking [1], such a stationary black hole must possess a Killing horizon. Combining with this
‘rigidity theorem,’ it has been established that the Kerr(-Newman) family exhausts all (electro-)vacuum
black holes [2]. Moreover, it turned out that the Killing horizon exhibits laws analogous to ordinary
thermodynamics, implying a deep link between classical gravity, statistical mechanics and quantum laws.
Over the past 15 years, it has been successful to account for the microscopic origin of a black hole entropy
within the framework of string theory (see [3] and references therein). A central ingredient responsible
for reproducing the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is to recognize the supersymmetric–thus necessarily
stationary–black hole as a solution derived from intersecting branes in various supergravities.

One can extend these studies further into the case where the brane involves a nontrivial space-and
time-coordinate dependence, for which no supersymmetry is preserved. Recently, the authors of [4] have
studied intersecting brane solutions in a dynamical setting and obtained, via compactification, a number
of 4-dimensional solutions with wide potential applications. Among other things, their interesting finding
is the ‘cosmological black hole,’ which may properly describe a black hole created in the primordial
fluctuations of the universe.

When a black hole is immersed in an expanding universe, the background universe becomes inhomoge-
neous, and the black hole will evolve by swallowing ambient matters. Hence, despite a lack of uniqueness
theorem and various kinds of solutions being expected, we have been unable to find a physically convinc-
ing exact black hole solution in an FLRW universe, on which the standard cosmologically evolutionary
scenario is based. Even if the exact solution is usable, it is also a formidable task to extract causal
structure and physical properties thereof, since the metric is dynamical and less symmetric than isolated
one. In this article, we outline the strategy for obtaining the global structure of the solution found in [4]
(a detailed analysis is presented in [5]). The analysis presented here will serve as a basis for considering
uncharged black holes in a more realistic astrophysical context.

2 Spacetime structure of a black hole

The spacetime metric. The authors [4] have classified the possible time-dependent intersecting brane
systems in 11-dimensional supergravity and presented some interesting solutions in lower dimensions by
compactification. If all branes are static in the background Minkowski spacetime, a 4-dimensional regular
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2Email address: maeda@waseda.jp
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black hole (extremal Reissner-Nordström solution) is produced by M2-M2-M5-M5 brane system (four
brane charges) or from M2-M5-W-KK brane system (two brane charges plus a Brinkmann wave and a
Kaluza-Klein monopole). If the branes are allowed to move in the background expanding (11-dimensional
Kasner) universe, only one brane turns out to be mobile as a consistency of metric ansatz and the field
equations. By toroidal compactification of M2-M2-M5-M5 brane, one arrives at the 4-dimensional metric,

ds2 = −Ξdt2 +
1

Ξ

(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

2

)
, (1)

where Ξ = (HTHSHS′HS′′)−1/2, HT = (t/t0) + H̄T and {H̄T ,HS ,HS′ ,HS′′} are arbitrary harmonics on
the three-dimensional Euclid space dr2 + r2dΩ2

2. For the sake of simplicity, we focus our attention to the
case in which all branes have monopole sources with equal charge Q (> 0), i.e.,

HT =
t

t0
+
Q

r
(t0 > 0) , HS = HS′ = HS′′ = 1 +

Q

r
. (2)

Specifically, the 4-dimensional metric is spherically symmetric.
It is easy to recognize that the metric approaches to the flat FLRW universe filled by a stiff fluid in

the limit of r → ∞ with t being finite, while in the limit of r → 0 with t being finite, the spacetime
is approximated by an AdS2×S2 metric which is a typical ‘near-horizon geometry’ of an extremal black
hole. The above naive estimate implies that there exist a spacelike big-bang singularity at t = 0 and a
degenerate horizon at r = 0. However, it is too early to say that the metric describes a black hole in the
expanding universe. Indeed, as it turns out, the foregoing deduced causal properties are not true.

Viewed from four-dimensional habitant, the metric (1) with (2) solves the field equations in Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton system,

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
1

2κ2
R− 1

2
(∇µΦ)(∇µΦ) − 1

16π

∑
A

eλAκΦF (A)
µν F

(A)µν

]
, (3)

where A = {T, S, S′, S′′} denotes the brane configurations and λA’s are the respective coupling constants.
This system apparently satisfies the dominant energy condition. The dilaton and the electromagnetic
fields F (A) = dA(A) are given by

κΦ =

√
6

4
ln

(
HT

HS

)
, κA(T ) =

√
2π

HT
dt , κA(S) =

√
2π

HS
dt . (4)

Although we will be concerned with the electrically charged case, the magnetically charged one is obtain-
able by a duality transformation Φ → −Φ and F (A) → eλAΦ ∗ F (A). The dilaton field drives the cosmic
expansion similar to the stiff fluid.

Singularities. The dilaton profile implies that the spacetime curvature singularities exist at r = −Q and
t = ts(r) := −Q/r, where all curvature invariant quantities indeed blow up. At these singularities the
areal radius R := rΞ−1/2 vanishes, so that they are central singularities. Hence, far from the central
inhomogeneous regions, the spacetime does not admit curvature singularity and is well-behaved. We can
show that these curvature singularities are timelike and ‘strong’ according to the definition of Tipler,
i.e., the Ricci tensor component diverges as Rµνk

µkν ∝ λ−2, where kµ = (∂/∂λ)µ denotes an affinely
parametrized null vector emanating from these singularities.

Trapping horizons. Since the black hole event horizon is defined by a boundary of the causal past of future
null infinity [1], we are required in principle to know the entire future evolution of spacetime in order to
identify the locus of event horizon. From the practical point of view, it is more advantageous to focus
on the trapped region, on which ‘outgoing’ null rays have negative expansion due to the attractive force
of a black hole. As is well known, the trapped region does not arise outside the event horizon, provided
the outside of a black hole is well-behaved. Hayward generalized the concept of apparent horizon and
introduced a class of trapping horizons [6]. One strength of the use of trapping horizons is just to
encompass various types of horizons associated not only with black holes but also with white holes and
cosmological ones.
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Defining null vectors l(±)
µ =

√
Ξ/2(−∇µt±Ξ∇µr) which are orthogonal to metric sphere, the expan-

sions are given by θ± = (gµν + 2l
(+)
(µ l

(−)
ν) )∇µl(±)ν which vanishes at t = t

(∓)
TH (r), where

t
(∓)
TH (r) :=

r2

2t0(HS + 3)2

[
H5
S − 6t20Q(HS + 3)r−3 ∓H3

S

√
H4
S + 4t20Q(HS + 3)r−3

]
, (5)

corresponds to the trapping horizon. The region t
(−)
TH < t < t

(+)
TH with r > 0 denotes a past trapped region

of θ+ > 0 and θ− > 0 on which even ingoing null rays have positive expansion due to the cosmic expansion.

For (t0/Q) . 5.44, the trapping horizon t
(+)
TH is spacelike, as in the background FLRW universe. Whereas,

the trapping horizon t
(−)
TH is always timelike and encompassing the timelike singularity t = ts(r) around

which θ+ < 0 and θ− > 0. The r < 0 region can be inferred analogously. Just inside r = 0, the outgoing
null rays have negative expansion θ+ < 0. Thus, the r = 0 surface is a likely candidate of a horizon.

It is then instructive to consider the limit r → 0 of trapping horizons. One easily finds that t
(±)
TH r is

finite and the areal radius R approaches to constant R± in this limit, where

R± = Q

(√
1 + 4τ2 ± 1

2τ

)1/2

, τ :=
t0
Q .

(6)

These are the infinite redshift (t → ∞) and blueshift (t → −∞) surfaces for an asymptotic observer.

Equation (6) gives Q =
√
R+R− and τ = R+R−/(R

2
+ −R2

−). Hence, the charge Q sets the geometrical
mean of horizon radii and their relative ratio is encoded in the parameter τ .

Event horizons. We have seen that the limit r → ∞ with t being finite reduces to AdS2×S2 geometry.
However, this limit describes only the ‘throat’ and fails to approximate the whole portion of the three-
dimensional null surface. Since the ‘throat’ corresponds to infinity, it is the only candidate of the crossing
point of future and past horizons, which should be infinite redshift and blueshift surfaces t → ±∞. In
order to look into the structure of these null surfaces more closely, it is most convenient to take the
near-horizon limit, defined by

t→ t

ϵ
, r → ϵr , ϵ→ 0 , (7)

which ‘zoom-up’ the neighbourhood of the candidate horizon (r → 0 and t → ±∞). Taking the near-
horizon limit, the near-horizon metric is given by

ds2NH = −(r/Q)2
(

1 +
tr

t0Q

)−1/2

dt2 + (r/Q)−2

(
1 +

tr

t0Q

)1/2 (
dr2 + r2dΩ2

2

)
. (8)

The dilaton and the electromagnetic fields have regular limits and still solve the field equations of the
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton system, validating that the near-horizon limit (7) is well-defined. Although
the metric in this coordinates is time-dependent, it turns out that the near-horizon metric (8) admits a
hypersurface-orthogonal Killing field

ξµ = t

(
∂

∂t

)µ
− r

(
∂

∂r

)µ
, (9)

as a consequence of a scaling limit (7). It then turns out that the near-horizon metric (8) is static. The
norm of the vector ξµ vanishes at R = R± given by (6), which coincide with the trapping horizons in
the r → 0 limit taken. Thus, we conclude that the null surfaces R = R± in the original spacetime are
locally isometric to the Killing horizons in the static spacetime (8). It is notable that the vector field ξµ

does not solve the Killing equation in the original spacetime (1). Inspecting relations in equation (6), the
horizon is never degenerate for finite τ .

We are now in a position to discuss the global spacetime structure. Combining numerical calculations
of null geodesic equations, we can draw the conformal diagram (figure 1). It is shown that the solution (1)
have a regular event horizon with constant radius R+. Since the event horizon is described by a Killing
horizon, the black hole fails to grow.
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Figure 1: Conformal diagram of a black hole in an expanding universe. The green lines denote the
R = constant surfaces, which change the signature across the trapping horizons. The central points
R = 0 are the locally naked spacetime singularities.

3 Concluding Remarks

We have analyzed the spacetime structure of a time-dependent, spherically-symmetric solution obtained
via dimensional reduction of the intersecting branes in 11-dimensional supergravity. We revealed that the
spacetime describes a black hole immersed in an FLRW universe filled by a stiff fluid. Surprisingly, the
solution admits a nondegenerate Killing horizon, so that the ambient matters fail to fall into the black
hole. This distinguished property may be traced back to the fact that the overlapping brane configuration
recovers supersymmetry in the static limit. The Killing symmetry of the horizon encourages us to discuss
the black hole thermodynamics in an expanding universe. To proceed, we need an optimal definition of
the black-hole mass, which is yet unavailable but an interesting open question.

In this article, we have focused on a spacetime that has identical monopole sources and approaches to
the stiff-matter dominated expanding universe. The multi-center generalization is an interesting future
work, since it plausibly describes the black-hole collision in a contracting universe. Furthermore, the
authors in [7] found a more general solution–encompassing the present metric–that is asymptotically
FLRW cosmos obeying arbitrary power-law expansion. The causal structure of this metric is under
study.
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Abstract
We study cosmological dynamics of a multi-field system for a general Lagrangian
density having scaling solutions. This allows the possibility that scaling radiation
and matter eras are followed by a late-time cosmic acceleration through an assisted
inflation mechanism. Using the bound coming from Big-Bang-Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
and the condition under which each field cannot drive inflation as a single compo-
nent of the universe, we find the following features: (i) a transient or eternal cosmic
acceleration can be realized after the scaling matter era, (ii) a “thawing” property of
assisting scalar fields is crucial to determine the evolution of the field equation of state
wϕ, and (iii) the field equation of state today can be consistent with the observational
bound wϕ in the presence of multiple scalar fields.

1 Introduction

The constantly accumulating observational data continue to confirm the existence of dark energy re-
sponsible for cosmic acceleration today. The cosmological constant, whose equation of state is w = −1,
has been favored by the combined data analysis of supernovae Ia, cosmic microwave background, and
baryon acoustic oscillations. Meanwhile, if the cosmological constant originates from a vacuum energy
associated with particle physics, its energy scale is enormously larger than the observed value of dark
energy (ρDE ≈ 10−47 GeV4). Hence it is important to pursue an alternative possibility to construct dark
energy models consistent with particle physics.

Scalar-field models such as quintessence and k-essence have been proposed to alleviate the above
problem. In particular cosmological scaling solutions are attractive to alleviate the energy scale problem
of dark energy because the solutions enter the scaling regime even if the field energy density is initially
comparable to the background fluid density. However the condition required for the existence of scaling
solutions is incompatible with the condition for the existence of a late-time accelerated solution. Hence,
in the single field case, the scaling solution cannot be followed by the scalar-field dominated solution
responsible for dark energy. One of the ways to allow a transition from the scaling regime to the epoch of
a late-time cosmic acceleration is to consider multiple scalar fields. For a general multi-field Lagrangian
density having scaling solutions, we discuss how scaling radiation and matter eras are followed by an
epoch of the late-time cosmic acceleration.

2 Dynamical system

Let us start with the following 4-dimentional action

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[
R

2
+ p(ϕ,X)

]
+ Sf (ϕ), (1)

where R is a scalar curvature, p is a general function in terms of the field ϕ and a kinetic term X =
−gµν∂µϕ∂νϕ/2. Sf is an action for a background fluid which generally couples to the field ϕ. The
existence of cosmological scaling solutions demands that the field energy density ρϕ is proportional to
the background fluid density ρf . Under this condition the Lagrangian density is restricted to take
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the following form with arbitrary function g(Xeλϕ) in the flat homogeneous and isotropic cosmological
background [1, 2];

p(X,ϕ) = Xg(Xeλϕ) , (2)

where λ is a constant. If we consider multiple scalar fields ϕi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) with the Lagrangian density

p =
n∑
i=1

Xig(Xie
λiϕi) , (3)

the scaling solution can be followed by the accelerated scalar-field dominated point through the assisted
inflation mechanism [3]. The multiple scalar fields evolve to give dynamics matching a single-field model
with [3–5]

1

λ2eff
=

n∑
i=1

1

λ2i
. (4)

For the Lagrangian density (3) the dynamical field equations can cast into the form of autonomous
equations [6]. In the following we study the case in which one of the fields (ϕ1) has a large slope λ1 to
satisfy a BBN bound and other fields join the scalar-field dominated attractor at late times to give rise
to cosmic acceleration. We have three fixed points relevant to radiation, matter, and accelerated epochs.

First of all, the field equation of state for the radiation-dominated scaling solution is wϕ1 = 1/3. The
constraint on the field density parameter Ωϕ1 coming from the BBN is

Ωϕ1 = 4p,X1/λ
2
1 . 0.045 , (5)

where p,X1 ≡ ∂p/∂X1.

Second, the field equation of state for the matter-dominated scaling solution is wϕ1 = 0. The field
density parameter is

Ωϕ = 3p,X1/λ
2
1 . (6)

and then λ21 > 3p,X1 is required [5].

Finally, in the case of the assisted field-dominated point, the field equation of state is

wϕ = −1 + λ2eff/3p,X , (7)

where X = −gµν∂µϕ∂νϕ/2 is a kinetic energy of the effective single field ϕ. The fixed point can be
responsible for the late-time acceleration for λ2eff < 2p,X . Moreover, it is stable under the condition
λ2eff < 3p,X [5].

3 Quintessence with multiple exponential potentials

We study multi-field cosmological dynamics for a quintessence model with exponential potentials [3]. This
corresponds to the Lagrangian density pi = Xi− cie−λiϕi , i.e. the choice g(Xie

−λiϕi) = 1− ci/(Xie
λiϕi).

Since p,Xi = 1 in this model, the BBN bound and the condition for cosmic acceleration give

λ1 > 9.42 , and λeff <
√

2 , (8)

respectively.

Let us consider two fields ϕ1 and ϕ2. In Fig. 1 we plot the evolution of the background fluid density
ρf = ρr + ρm (radiation + non-relativistic matter) and the field densities ρϕ1 , ρϕ2 versus the redshift
z for λ1 = 10 and λ2 = 1.5. The cases (i), (ii), (iii) correspond to the simulations for three different
initial conditions of ϕ1. Figure 1 shows that the field ϕ1 joins the scaling regime irrespective of initial
conditions of ϕ1. Finally the system enters the epoch in which the energy density ρϕ2 of the second
field ϕ2 dominates the dynamics. Note that the second field density ρϕ2 is almost frozen after the initial
transient period.
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Figure 1: Example for the evolution of ρf , ρϕ1 , ρϕ2

for the qunitessence with two exponential potentials.
We choose three different initial conditions for ϕ1.
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Figure 2: Example for the evolution of wϕ, wϕ1 , wϕ2 ,
and weff for the qunitessence with two exponential
potentials.

Figure 3: The equation of state wϕ today versus λi (i ̸= 1) for λ1 = 9.43 in the multi-field quintessence
with exponential potentials.

Figure 2 illustrates the variation of the equation of state with the same initial condition as in the case
(i) of Fig. 1. Here wϕ and weff are defined by

wϕ =
wϕ1Ωϕ1 + wϕ2Ωϕ2

Ωϕ1 + Ωϕ2

, weff = −1 − 2Ḣ

3H2
, (9)

where H is the Hubble expansion rate. Since wϕ = −0.27 (attractor) and wϕ = −0.62 (z = 0) in this
case, the transient acceleration occurs at the present epoch.

In Fig. 3 we show wϕ(z = 0) versus λi (i ≥ 2) for λ1 = 9.43 in the presence of multiple scalar fields.
This shows that, as we add more fields, we obtain smaller values of wϕ(z = 0). The observational bound
wϕ(z = 0) < −0.8 can be satisfied in the presence of more than two fields.

4 Multi-field dilatonic ghost condensate model

Next we proceed to the multi-field dilatonic ghost condensate model [1] with the Lagrangian density
pi = −Xi + cie

λiϕiX2
i . This corresponds to the choice g(Xie

λiϕi) = −1 + ci(Xie
λiϕi). In this model the

BBN bound and the condition for cosmic acceleration translate into

λ1 > 9.42

√
2Ỹ1 − 1 , λeff <

√
6/3 , (10)
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respectively (where Ỹ1 = c1e
λ1ϕ1X1).

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the equations of state. In this model the scaling solution is absent
during the radiation era (exists only in the limit Ỹ1 → ∞), while it is present during the matter dominance.
It takes some time for the solution to reach the scaling matter point characterized by Ỹ1 = 1. Hence, the
period of the scaling matter era is very short. As in the case of multi-field quintessence with exponential
potentials, wϕ first reaches a minimum and then starts to grow toward the assisted attractor. In Fig. 5
we plot wϕ(z = 0), weff(z = 0), and wϕ at the late-time attractor for λ1 = 40 and λi = 0.817 (i ≥ 2).
This shows that we require at least 10 scalar fields to realize the observational bound wϕ(z = 0) < −0.8.

5 Conclusion

We have studied cosmological dynamics of assisted dark energy for the Lagrangian density (3) that
possesses scaling solutions. In the presence of multiple scalar fields the scaling matter era can be followed
by the phase of a late-time cosmic acceleration as long as more than one field join the assisted attractor.
Since the effective slope λeff is smaller than the slope λi of each field, the presence of multiple scalar
fields can give rise to cosmic acceleration even if none is able to do so individually. This is a nice feature
from the viewpoint of particle physics because there are in general many scalar fields (dilaton, modulus,
etc) with the slopes λi larger than the order of unity. For quintessence with exponential potentials and
the multi-field dilatonic ghost condensate model, we have shown that a thawing property of assisting
multiple scalar fields allows the field equation of state wϕ smaller than −0.8 today.
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Abstract
We reinterpret the proof of the Riemannian Penrose inequality by H. Bray. The
modified argument turns out to have a nice feature so that the flow of Riemannian
metrics appearing Bray’s proof gives a Lorentzian metric of a spacetime. We also
discuss a possible extension of our approach to charged black holes.

1 Introduction

The issue of cosmic censorship is still an unsolved problem. Closely related to this, Penrose proposed the
following inequality for the black hole [1] √

A/16π ≤ m, (1)

where A is the area of the horizon and m is the ADM mass for an asymptotically flat spacetime. This
inequality is also yet to be proved and remains an important problem.

In a Riemannian/time-symmetric space, Huisken and Ilmanen proved this inequality where the area A
is that of a single black hole by using the inverse mean curvature flow [2]. At almost the same time, Bray
proved it for multi black holes using a conformal flow method [3]. For the general, non-time-symmetric
case, the Penrose inequality is still an open question.

As we review in the next section, Bray’s proof is a bit of a mystery. This is because it is difficult to
have a physical reasoning why the proof works. In this paper, we introduce a normalised conformal flow
and then we regard it as a model of the time evolution, formulating a Lorentzian metric. As a result,
we have a rather natural interpretation of Bray’s proof. We also discuss some implications of our line of
reasoning to the charged black hole case [4].

2 Brief sketch of Bray’s proof

We consider a time-symmetric initial data (Σ, q0) where q0 is a Riemannian metric. The time-symmetric
initial data is defined by a hypersurface in a spacetime with the zero extrinsic curvature. We suppose
that the apparent horizons H0 exist in the spacetime. It is known that the apparent horizon corresponds
to the minimal surface in (Σ, q0).

We introduce the following conformal transformation

qt = u4t q0 (2)

and define vt as the “time” derivative of ut ,vt = u̇t, where dot stands for the derivative with respect to
the parameter t. We then require that vt is a harmonic function with respect to q0

∆q0vt = 0 (3)

1Email address: ohashi@th.phys.titech.ac.jp
2Email address: shiromizu@tap.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
3Email address: yamada@math.tohoku.ac.jp
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with the boundary condition

vt(x)|Ht = 0 , vt → −e−t as r → ∞. (4)

We require that Ht is the minimal surface in (Σ, qt). From the definition of vt, we have

ut = 1 +

∫ t

0

vs(x)ds→ e−t (as r → ∞). (5)

Now we have a conformal flow defined by the sequence of (Σ, qt,Ht).
In this conformal flow, we can show that Ȧt = 0 and ṁt ≤ 0. Here At is the area of Ht and mt is the

ADM mass for (Σ, qt). When we show ṁt ≤ 0, an idea of Bunting and Masood-ul-Alam [5] was used in
a crucial way. From these we have A∞ = A0 and m∞ ≤ m0.

In the limit of t = ∞, we can also show that (Σ, qt) becomes the Schwarzschild slice. Therefore√
A∞/16π = m∞ holds. Thus,√

A0/16π =
√
A∞/16π = m∞ ≤ m0 (6)

is proven. This is the Riemannian Penrose inequality.
It is difficult to see why this proof works. So we will modify the proof which is just a reformulation

of the conformal flow. Although the new argument requires rather minor technical modifications from
Bray’s one, we gain a new insight, which in turn offers a physical interpretation to the conformal flow.

3 Normalized conformal flow

Let us introduce the following conformal transformation

q̃t = ũ4t q0, (7)

where ũt is defined by ũt =
(m0

mt

)1/2
ut. ut is the same with the previous one in Eq. (2). Now we

have a new flow (Σ, q̃t, Ht). Note that the surface Ht remains minimal after the dilation of the metric.

It is easy to show ˙̃mt = 0. In addition, it is easy to show ˙̃At ≥ 0.
We can show that the space becomes the Schwarzschild slice in the t = ∞ limit as well as the case of

the conformal flow. Thus, 16πm̃2
∞ = Ã∞ holds. Finally we can show the Riemannian Penrose inequality

again as

16πm2
0 = 16πm̃2

∞ = Ã∞ ≥ A0. (8)

Namely over this normalized conformal flow, the ADM mass is conserved and the area of the apparent
horizon is increasing. The former corresponds to the well-known fact that the ADM mass is a conserved
quantity in asymptotically flat spacetimes. The latter corresponds to the area theorem of black holes (See
Ref. [6] for the area theorem of apparent horizon). These features offers a nice physical interpretation of
the normalized conformal flow. In the next section, we will look at this context more closely.

4 Physical Interpretation

From now on, we will regard the normalised conformal flow as a time evolution. We suppose that the
time evolution is given by

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = −α2(t, x)dt2 + q̃t

= −α2(t, x)dt2 + q̃tijdx
idxj , (9)

where α is the lapse function and q̃tij is the component of q̃t. In this case the extrinsic curvature of
t =const. hypersurfaces becomes

Kij =
1

2α
∂tq̃tij = 2

˙̃ut
αũt

q̃tij . (10)
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Then it turns out that the expansion rate θ of the outgoing null geodesic congruence on Ht is non-negative

θ|Ht ∝ (k +K −Kijr
irj)|Ht = −2

ṁt

αmt
≥ 0. (11)

where rµ is the unit normal vector to Ht in (Σ, q̃t). This is because of ṁt ≤ 0. Here k is the trace
of extrinsic curvature of Ht with respect to q̃t and K = Ki

i . Thus Ht is located outside an apparent
horizon/marginally trapped surface in a virtual spacetime (M, g).

In the time evolution of Ht, we can see that Ht approaches to the apparent horizon

θ|Ht ∝ −2ṁt/mt → 0, (12)

because we know that the final state at t = ∞ is Schwarzschild slice, the convergence implies ṁt → 0 as
t→ ∞.

Let us suppose that (M, g) satisfies the four dimensional Einstein equation

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πTµν , (13)

where Rµν and R are the Ricci curvature and scalar curvature of g. Here we do not yet have the above
equation determining the virtual spacetime. The stress tensor Tµν needs to be chosen so that the above
equation is satisfied.

To do so, let us focus on the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints,

tR̃+K2 −KijK
ij = 16πρ (14)

D̃iKij − D̃jK = −8πJj , (15)

where ρ = Tµνt
µtν , Ji = Tµit

µ. tR̃ and D̃i are the Ricci scalar the covariant derivative with respect to
q̃t, respectively. From the Hamiltonian constraint, we can calculate ρ

16πρ = 16π
(mt

m0

)2
u−4
t ρ0 + 24

1

α2

( ˙̃ut
ũt

)2
≥ 0. (16)

In the above we used 0R̃ = 16πρ0, where ρ0 is the energy density of real matters in the physical initial
data. Note that ρ0 is not one computed from virtual matters Tµν here. Then we see that ρ comes out to
be non-negative. This is a nice feature in the physical sense.

Next we can calculate Ji on Ht and the result is

2πJi|Ht = ∂ivt/(αut)|Ht . (17)

Since vt(x) is the harmonic function, the maximum principle tells us ∂ivt ≤ 0 outward direction of Ht.
More precisely, if one introduces the outward normal vector ri of Ht in t =const. slices, ri∂ivt ≤ 0. Thus
we can see the ingoing energy flux of artificial matters, that is, riJi ≤ 0.

As a consequence, we have the following physical picture for the normalised conformal flow. The
virtual time evolution corresponds to the gravitational collapse. From the behavior of virtual matters
characterized by Tµν , the 3-dimensional hypersurface ∪tHt looks like a horizon. Moreover, the area of Ht

is increasing with time. We recall in Bray’s construction that the topological type of the surface Ht may
change, as the surface may jump across some singular times. And Ht approaches to the horizon because
the expansion rate of null congruence on Ht is decaying to zero at t = ∞. Thus, the normalized conformal
flow gives us a virtual gravitational collapse. Since the final state is promised to be Schwarzschild slice in
this evolution, it is natural to have the Penrose inequality. If we know that the final state is Schwarzschild
slice, the area theorem implies the Penrose inequality.

5 Implication to charged black holes

Although our new proof is just a rearrangement of Bray’s proof, there is a possibility to apply it to other
issues. For example, one may want to address the Penrose inequality for charged black holes. According
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to Ref. [7], Bray’s argument is hoped to be generalized so that

m0 ≥ m∞ =
1

2

(
R+

Q2

R

)
(18)

holds where Q is the charge of black holes. The Reissner-Nordström slice realizes the equality. Introducing
the area radius by R =

√
A0/4π =

√
A∞/4π, the above is rewritten by

m0 −
√
m2

0 −Q2
0 ≤ R ≤ m0 +

√
m2

0 −Q2
0. (19)

However, in Ref. [7], a counterexample to the lower bound was constructed. Because of the evidence, it
is unlikely that Bray’s proof works for charged black holes in the way presented above.

On the other hand, we may expect that the upper bound for the area radius holds. Namely we hope
to show that the inequality

4π
(
m0 +

√
m2

0 −Q2
0

)2
= A∞ ≥ A0 = 4πR2 (20)

(that is m0 +
√
m2

0 −Q2
0 ≥ R) holds. The lesson to be learned from the counterexample is that in Bray’s

original flow, the area radius was fixed while the mass was decreased via the flow, though physically the
area should be increased till it reaches the maximal value set by the fixed mass. This is what we have
done with the normalization. So with charge in play, we may hope to prove with m and Q fixed, the area
can be increased till it reaches that of Reissner-Nordström’s specified by the parameters (m0, Q0).

6 Summary

In this article, we proposed a proof of the Riemannian Penrose inequality which is a modification of
Bray’s proof (Ref.[3].) In the original proof by Bray, a conformal flow of the Riemannian metrics was
employed, so that the mass is decreasing while the area of the horizon is fixed. However, it is difficult to
see the physical reason why the proof works. Hence we proposed a dual viewpoint by normalizing the
conformal flow. It is a family of conformal transformations so that now the mass is fixed while the area is
increasing. Then we observed that the behaviors of the dual flow enjoy some plausible physical features,
that is, the normalised conformal flow corresponds to a virtual time evolution of gravitational collapse,
satisfying a non-vacuum Einstein equation. In addition, our new approach may shed some new light to
prove the following Penrose type inequality for charged black holes.

4π
(
m0 +

√
m2

0 −Q2
0

)2
≥ A0, (21)

which is consistent with a picture (Ref.[8]) resulting from the cosmic censorship as well as the so-called
no-hair theorem where an evolving black hole is expected to settle down to a Kerr(-Newman) spacetime
with the parameters (m0, Q0) specified by the initial slice. This is left for future study.
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Abstract

Entanglement is the purely quantum correlation and does not exist in the classical
mechanics. It is considered that the quantum fluctuations of a field which occur in the
inflationary era become classical by the effect of the accelerated expansion, so their
entanglement must disappear in this stage. We investigated the entanglement for a
coarse-grained scalar field in 2 neighboring regions on the expanding spacetime [1].
As the result, it is indicated that the entanglement disappears when the distance
between the 2 points exceeds the sound horizon. In this presentation, we discuss the
relation between the entanglement of the field and the scale of sound horizon.

1 Introduction

According to inflation scenario, the large scale structure in the universe arose from the quantum fluctua-
tion of a field during the inflation. While this fluctuation is quantum variable, cosmological perturbations
are treated as classical stochastic variables in the theory of structure formation [2, 3]. Here, we say that
variables are classical stochastic variables if their statistical quantities are given by normalized positive
definite distribution functions. We call such distribution functions as classical distribution functions.
Bell’s theorem claims that if the system has a quantum correlation, entanglement, there exist some cor-
relation which cannot be represented by a classical distribution [4, 5]. Hence it is necessary that the
entanglement of the field disappears in order for the behavior of the field to be described using the
classical distribution. Our main goal is to express the condition of it in the context of cosmology.

We have considered a minimally coupling test scalar field on the FRW spacetime undergoing an
accelerated expansion, and investigated the entanglement in the field. It is well known that in such a
model, the frequencies of the Fourier modes with the wave length longer than some scale become 0 and
that the oscillations of the modes are frozen. In general, this scale does not coincide with the Hubble
horizon scale and depends on the expansion law of the background spacetime or the mass parameter of
the field. Let us call such a scale that the frequencies of the modes become 0 sound horizon scale3.

In our previous calculation, we chose two neighboring degrees of freedom from the coarse-grained
scalar field and investigated the entanglement between them. We treated a massless scalar field on
the power model (a = tp with p > 1) and a massive scalar field on the de Sitter field (a = expHt.
H = const.: Hubble parameter). As coarse-graining, we inserted the ultraviolet and infrared cutoff. Our
result indicated that the entanglement disappears when the physical distance between the two points
becomes the sound horizon scale [1]. Let us call it “sound horizon crossing” that the physical distance
between the 2 points exceeds the sound horizon. In this argument, we investigate the relation between
the scale on which the entanglement disappears and the sound horizon scale for the massive scalar field on
the de Sitter spacetime in the special case in which the physical distance r between the 2 points saticefies
r . 1/H. As a result, we find that the entanglement disappears after the sound horizon crossing. Except
in the next section, we use the units such that ~ = c = 1.

1Email address: osumi@gravity.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
2Email address: nambu@gravity.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
3This “sound horizon scale” is different from the sound horizon scale defined by using the sound velocity, cs :=

√
dP/dρ,

of the matter field. (P : the pressure, ρ: the mass-energy density)
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Figure 1: Degree of entanglement vs. symplectic eigenbvalue ν of the partially transposed covariance
matrix of the system. The smaller ν is, the stronger the entanglement becomes.

2 Entangelment

Let us consider a bipartite system consisting of the subsystems X and Y. If the state of the total system
|Ψ⟩ can be written in the direct product of the states of X and Y, we say that the system is separable:

|Ψ⟩ = |ψ⟩X|ϕ⟩Y. (1)

Conversely, if the state of the total system cannot be written in such a form, we call the state is entangled.
For a bipartite canonical system in a Gaussian state, we can estimate the degree of entanglement by using
the following method. Let us denote the canonical variables as (q, p) and (Q,P ) with [q, p] = [Q,P ] = i~
and (other) = 0. Then, we define the covariance matrices A,A′, B, V of the system as

A =

(
⟨{∆q, ∆q}⟩ ⟨{∆q, ∆p}⟩
⟨{∆p, ∆q}⟩ ⟨{∆p, ∆p}⟩

)
A′ =

(
⟨{∆Q, ∆Q}⟩ ⟨{∆Q, ∆P}⟩
⟨{∆P, ∆Q}⟩ ⟨{∆P, ∆P}⟩

)
(2)

B =

(
⟨{∆q, ∆Q}⟩ ⟨{∆q, ∆P}⟩
⟨{∆p, ∆Q}⟩ ⟨{∆p, ∆P}⟩

)
V =

(
A B

BT A′

)
, (3)

where ∆x := x−⟨x⟩ and {x, y} := (xy+ yx)/2. For the simplicity, we assume that A = A′ and B = BT .
In our model, the scalar field saticefies these conditions. The degree of entanglement, ν, is defined as

ν :=

√
detA− detB −

√
(detA− detB)2 − detV . (4)

The system is entangled iff ν < ~/2 (Fig. 1).

3 Model

We consider a minimally coupling massive test scalar field on the de Sitter spacetime.

ds2 = −dt2 + e2Htdx⃗2 S =

∫
1

2
(−∂µϕ∂µϕ−m2ϕ2)

√
−gdx4, (5)

where t is the cosmic time and H is the Hubble parameter. Introducing the conformal time η :=

∫
1/adt

and the conformal variable χ := aϕ, we can write down the general solution of the field as follows:

χ =
1

(2π)3/2

∫ (
ak⃗φke

ik⃗·x⃗ + h.c.
)
dk3 φk =

√
−ηH(1)

α (−kη). (6)

We assume that the field is in the Bunch-Davies vacuum state, i.e., ak⃗|0⟩ = 0.
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Figure 2: Spece and time dependence of the degree of entanglement ν between the two points. (a) The
contour plot of ν. The horizontal axis is the physical distance HRphys; the vertical axis is the e-folding
number. The thick red line represents the sound horizon. (b) The degree of entanglement ν vs. the
comoving distance Hr at fixed times. The time evolves in the order of red, green and blue lines.

To the next, we introduce the coarse-grained field:

χ̃ :=
1

(2π)3/2

√
3(2π)2

k3c − k30

∫
θ(kc − k)θ(k − k0)

(
a(k⃗)φk(η)eik⃗·x⃗ + h.c.

)
dk3 (7)

π̃ :=
1

(2π)3/2

√
3(2π)2

k3c − k30

∫
θ(kc − k)θ(k − k0)

(
a(k⃗)φ′

k(η)eik⃗·x⃗ + h.c.
)
dk3, (8)

where kc = πεaH, k0 = πH and ε > 0. We inserted the factor
√

3(2π)2/(k3c − k30) in order for the

commutation relation [χ̃(x⃗), π̃(x⃗)] to be i. Indeed, the equal time commutation relation is

[χ̃(x⃗, η), π̃(y⃗, η)] =
3i

k3c − k30

∫ kc

k0

k2
sin kr

kr
dk r := |x⃗− y⃗|, (9)

and RHS becomes i in the limit of r → 0.
Let us regard the set of the field variables (χ̃(x⃗), π̃(x⃗)), (χ̃(y⃗), π̃(y⃗)) for spatial two points x⃗, y⃗ as a

bipartite system. Since the degree of entanglement introduced in the last section is available only when
the variable of the two bodies commute, the coordinate χ̃(x⃗) and the momentum π̃(y⃗) must commute.
Hence the distance between these points r and the ultraviolet cutoff kc saticefy the condition

k0r cos k0r − sin k0r = kcr cos kcr − sin kcr. (10)

As k0 = πH = const., r depends only on kc. Since sign and cosign are periodic funcions, r takes
discrete values. Hence, if kc is fixed, we cannot calculate the entanglement for any distance between the
2 points. To make it possible, we choose the minimum value not equal zero from the discrete values of r.
This corresponds to that we choose the neighboring two regions from the coarse-grained regions. Then,
since there exists one-to-one correspondence between r and kc, and we can regard kc as a function of r
conversely. This corresponds to that we change the coarse-graining scale for any given r.

Fig. 2 - (a) is the space and time dependence of the degree of entanglement ν between the two points
for m/H = 0.2. The horizontal axis is the physical distance Rphys := ar between the two points and
the vertical axis is the e-folding number. The thick red line represents the sound horizon scale. As the
system is separable if ν > 1/2, we can see that the entanglement disappears near the sound horizon.
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Figure 3: The plot of the second order coefficient of ν. The system is separable in the upper region of
the thick green curve. The thick red curve represents the time of the sound horizon crossing.

Let us investigate analytically the relation between the separability and the sound horizon scale.
Mathematically, the problem is to solve the equation ν = 1/2 for the time for given kc. However, this
equation is very complex, so we must employ some approximation to deal with this equation analytically.
Fig. 2 - (b) is the space dependence of ν in comoving scale at fixed time. The time evolves in the order
of red, green and blue. We can see that ν = 1/2 for any time at Hr = 1. Hence, expanding ν around
Hr = 1, its 0th order is the constant 1/2, and we can expect that the equation becomes easy to solve.
As Hr = 1 corresponds to kc = k0 = πH, we expand ν around kc = k0:

ν ∼ 1

2
+

1

2

∂2ν

∂k2c

∣∣∣∣∣
kc=k0

(kc − k0)2 + O(kc − k0)3. (11)

Since kc ̸= k0, the solution of the equation is ∂2ν/∂k2c |kc=k0 = 0. Thus, the problem is reduced to solve
this equation for the time. However, this equation is also very complex and cannot be solved analytically.
Therefore, we estimate LHS numerically. The result is Fig. 3. The horizontal axis is the mass of the field
m/H and the vertical axis is the conformal time Hη. The thick red line represents the time of the sound
horizon crossing and is given by π2H2η2 + m2/H2 = 2. We can see that the entanglement disappears
after the sound horizon crossing for any m/H. Futhermore, the form of the curve of the sound horizon
crossing and that of the separability are qualitatively the same. Therefore, we can think that the time
when the entanglement disappears is determined by the time of the sound horizon crossing.
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Abstract
Recently we developed a time-domain code to calculate the gravitational self-force
on a point particle moving around a Schwarzschild black hole. To know how the
force affects the particle’s motion, it is useful to estimate the self-force correction of
some characteristic variables of the orbits (e.g. ISCO frequency, periastron shift).
In this work, we focus on the self-force effect on the periastron shift and investigate
how to evaluate the correction from the numerical results of the self-force with our
time-domain code.

1 Introduction

The problem of the motion of a point particle in black hole spacetime is one of the fundamental issues
in general relativity, which recently has been studied well, motivated by the requirement of a bank of
gravitational wave templates for the gravitational wave observation. To predict the motion acculately,
we need to calculate the self-force (or back-reaction force) exerted on the particle and incorporate it to
the equation of motion correctly. A breakthrough in the self-force problem has been made by Mino,
Sasaki and Tanaka [1] and Quinn and Wald [2], since then a lot of effort to devise a practical method of
calculating the self-force based on their works has been done. The “mode-sum scheme” [3] is considered
as a promising way to derive the self-force. This scheme is based on multipole decomposition of the
retarded field, and relies on standard methods of black hole perturbation theory. This has since been
implemented by various authors on a case-by case basis (See [4] for a review of the recent progress in this
issue).

At the early stage, the self-force of scalar-field toy model, instead of the gravitational self-force, was
mainly investigated and proved that the mode-sum scheme does work well. In extending the analysis from
the scalar-field case to the gravitational case, we face the difficulty associated with the gauge dependence
of the gravitational self-force. The gravitational perturbation in the vicinity of the point particle, which
is required to derive the self-force, is best described using the Lorenz gauge, which preserves the local
isotropic nature of the point singularity. Therefore, the mode-sum scheme is originally constructed under
the Lorenz gauge condition. On the other hand, the field equations that govern the global evolution
of the metric perturbation are more tractable in gauges which comply well with the global symmetry
of the black hole background, like the Regge-Wheeler gauge [5] for the Schwarzschild geometry or the
“radiation” gauges [6] for the Kerr geometry. Now, in calculating the local self-force we need, essentially,
to subtract a suitable local, divergent piece of the perturbation from the full (retarded) perturbation
field. In doing so, both fields (local and global) must be given in the same gauge; the “gauge problem”
arises since the two fields are normally calculated in different gauges.

There are two strategies to settle the problem. One is that we derive the equation of motion in a
convenient gauge for calculating the metric perturbation [7, 8]. This idea is based on the work by Detweiler
and Whiting [9], in which the motion is depicted as the geodesic of a smooth perturbed spacetime. Another
one, which we adopt here, is that we solve the perturbation equations directly in the Lorenz gauge. The
calculation is therefore done entirely within the Lorenz gauge, the mode-sum scheme is implemented in
a straightforward way. This “all-Lorenz-gauge” strategy is made possible (at least for the Schwarzschild
case) following a recent work by Barack and Lousto [10]. They provided a practical formulation of the
Lorenz-gauge perturbation equations in Schwarzschild spacetime and demonstrated their formulation is

1Email address: sago@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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suitable for numerical calculation. In our recent works [11, 12], based on their formulation, we developed
a code to calculate the gravitational self-force for bound orbits in Schwarzschild geometry.

Our next step is to consider the effect of the gravitational self-force on the particle’s orbit. The
self-force corrections in some characteristic variables of the orbit are good indicators to estimate the self-
force effect and also to compare with the results of other approaches (e.g. post-Newtonian or numerical
relativity, and so on). In our previous work [13], as the first example, we reported the self-force-induced
shifts in the location and frequency of the inner most circular orbit (ISCO) in Schwarzschild spacetime.
The result for the ISCO frequency shift is supported by the recent work on the Effective One Body
formalism by Damour [14]. In this work, we focus on the periapsis advance of eccentric orbits, which is
one of the characteristic variables, and give the formula of the correction in terms of the components of
the self-force.

Throughout this work, we denote the masses of a orbiting point particle and a central Schwarzschild
black hole as µ and M , respectively. Also we use standard geometrized units with c = G = 1 and metric
signature (−+++).

2 Periapsis advance: geodesic case

First, we review the periapsis advance in the geodesic case. The radial component of the geodesic
equations in Schwarzschild spacetime is given(

drp
dτ

)2

= R(rp); R(r) ≡ E2
0 − f(r)

(
1 +

L2
0

r2

)
, (1)

where f(r) = 1 − 2M/r, τ is the proper time along the orbit, rp(τ) is the orbital radius. E0 and L0

are the specific energy and angular momentum parameters of the particle, which conserve along the
geodesic orbit. An eccentric orbit is bounded in the range of rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax, where rmin/max satisfy
R(rmin) = R(rmax) = 0 and 4M < rmin ≤ rmax. rmin and rmax correspond to the periastron and apastron
radius respectively. We can define a parametrization of eccentric orbits, the (dimensionless) semi-latus
rectum, p, and the eccentricity, e, so that

p ≡ 2rminrmax

M(rmin + rmax)
, e ≡ rmax − rmin

rmax + rmin
. (2)

With this parametrization, the orbital radius is given by

rp(χ) =
pM

1 + e cosχ
, (3)

where χ is a monotonically increasing parameter (“radial phase”) along the worldline [15]. By using χ,
we reexpress the t and φ components of the geodesic equations as

dtp
dχ

=
E0

f(rp)

[
E2
0 − f(rp)

(
1 +

L2
0

r2p

)]−1/2(
drp
dχ

)
≡Wt(rp; E0,L0),

dφp
dχ

=
L0

r2p

[
E2
0 − f(rp)

(
1 +

L2
0

r2p

)]−1/2(
drp
dχ

)
≡Wφ(rp; E0,L0). (4)

By integrating Eq. (4) over χ, we define the radial period and the increase of the phase for one radial
period as

Tr ≡
∫ 2π

0

dtp
dχ

dχ, ∆φ ≡
∫ 2π

0

dφp
dχ

dχ. (5)

Now we can define the periapsis advance

δ0(p, e) ≡ ∆φ− 2π, (6)

which represents the fractional difference between two frequencies

Ωφ =

(
1 +

δ0
2π

)
Ωr, (7)

where Ωr ≡ 2π/Tr and Ωφ = ∆φ/Tr are the radial and azimuthal frequencies respectively.
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3 Self-force correction in periapsis advance

Next, we consider the conservative correction in the periapsis advance caused by the self-force. In the
same manner as [16], the conservative pieces of t and φ components of the force are given by

F cons
t (χ) =

1

2
[Ft(χ) − Ft(−χ)], F cons

φ (χ) =
1

2
[Fφ(χ) − Fφ(−χ)], (8)

where we treat Ft and Fφ as functions of χ. From the equations of motion, we find the rates of change
of the specific energy and angular momentum

dE
dτ

= −Ft,
dL
dτ

= Fφ. (9)

Integrating Eq. (9) over χ, we obtain the corrected energy and angular momentum

E(χ) = E0 + ∆E0 + δE(χ), L(χ) = L0 + ∆L0 + δL(χ), (10)

where ∆E0 and ∆L0 represent the conservative shifts in E and L at χ = 0, and

δE(χ) = −
∫ χ

0

F cons
t (χ′)

(
dτ

dχ′

)
dχ′, δL(χ) = −

∫ χ

0

F cons
φ (χ′)

(
dτ

dχ′

)
dχ′. (11)

All ∆E0, ∆L0, δE(χ) and δL(χ) are in the order of µ. In a similar manner to the geodesic case, we can
define the periapsis advance

δ(p, e) ≡
∫ 2π

0

Wφ(rp, ; E ,L)dχ− 2π, (12)

and then taking the O(µ) terms from the above equation gives us the self-force correction as

δSF (p, e) ≡
∫ 2π

0

δWφ(rp, ; E0,L0)dχ, (13)

where

δWφ(rp, ; E0,L0) =
∂Wφ

∂E

∣∣∣∣
0

[∆E0 + δE(χ)] +
∂Wφ

∂L

∣∣∣∣
0

[∆L0 + δL(χ)]

=
p(p− 3 − e2)1/2[(p− 2)2 − 4e2]1/2

e2(p− 6 − 2e cosχ)3/2

[
E(π)

4 cos2(χ/2)
− E(χ)

sin2 χ

]
− p−1/2(p− 3 − e2)1/2

Me2(p− 6 − 2e cosχ)3/2

[
(1 − e)2(p− 2 + 2e)L(π)

4 cos2(χ/2)

− [p(1 + e2) − 2(1 + 3e2) + 2e(p− 3 − e2) cosχ]L(χ)

sin2 χ

]
. (14)

Equation (14) may seem singular at χ = 0, π, but that is not the case. Local analysis around these points
shows that δWφ is regular, although the direct implementation may require special care near χ = 0, π.

4 Summary and discussion

In this work, we considered the self-force effect on the periapsis advance of an eccentric orbit in Schwarzschild
spacetime. We gave a formula of the correction induced by the conservative piece of the self-force, which
can by calculated numerically by our time-domain code. In practice, however, it is not easy to implement
the formula numerically because it contains double integrals of the force and then the numerical accuracy
gets worse. One way to improve it is to use integration by parts. Although it makes the formula more
complicated, it may reduce the loss of the numerical accuracy. To do so, again, we have to take care on
the singular behavior of each term in Eq. (14) at χ = 0, π. This reduction is left for future study.
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So far we considered only the conservative piece of the self-force, and we assume that the orbital
parameters (p, e) are constant. In reality, however, the dissipation also affects the particle’s orbit in the
secular evolution and the parameters change in time. Even in this case, we can define the periapsis shift
as

δactualSF (t1) =

∫ t2

t1

dφ

dt
dt− δ0(p1, e1), (15)

where t1 and t2 are consecutive radial turning points, and (p1, e1) are the orbital parameters at t = t1.
If the orbit evolve adiabatically, the actual correction of the periapsis shift can be given approximately
as the time average of the instantaneous (conservative) correction over the orbital period,

δactualSF (t1) ≃ 1

(t2 − t1)

∫ t2

t1

δSF (p, e) = δSF

(
p1 + p2

2
,
e1 + e2

2

)
+O(µ2). (16)

The proof and feasibility of this relation should be surely investigated.
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Abstract
Dissipations, e.g. heat flow and bulk and shear viscosities, cause the transport of
energy, momentum and angular momentum, which is the essence of accretion of
matters onto celestial objects. Dissipations are usually described by the Fourier and
Navier-Stokes laws (classic laws of dissipations). However the classic laws result in
an infinitely fast propagation of dissipations. In relativistic formulation, the classic
laws of dissipations violate the causality, and hence no relativistic theory of accretion
flow onto celestial object is formulated. In this short report, we summarize the causal
dissipative hydrodynamics, so-called Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT),
with a supplemental comment which the original works of EIT are not aware of, and
then show two theorems about relativistic dissipative flows around a Schwarzschild
black hole. By these theorems, an advantage of EIT in comparison with classic laws of
dissipations is clarified, and a dissipative instability of an exact solution of relativistic
perfect fluid flow is also obtained.

1 Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT)

We begin with summarizing the basis of perfect fluid and classic laws of dissipations (e.g. Fourier and
Navier-Stokes laws) in order to clarify the basis and need for EIT. The perfect fluid is a phenomenology
assuming the local equilibrium of fluid, which requires that each fluid element is in a thermal equilibrium
state. By the local equilibrium assumption, any fluid element in perfect fluid evolves adiabatically and
no entropy production arises in the fluid element. This contradicts the dissipative phenomena which
are essentially the irreversible and entropy producing processes. Therefore, the basic equations of perfect
fluid can not include any dissipation. Then we notice that the local equilibrium assumption is inconsistent
with the irreversible nature of dissipative phenomena. In other words, dissipations can not exist in
local equilibrium systems. On the other hand, recall that the classic laws of dissipations are also the
phenomenologies assuming the local equilibrium. Hence the classic laws lead inevitably an unphysical
conclusion; an infinitely fast propagation of dissipations. While the infinitely fast propagation may be
harmless to Newtonian theories, however, in relativistic theories, it gives rise to a serious problem; the
violation of causality. The classic laws of dissipations can not be accepted as basic laws of relativistic
dissipations. (See [1] for details of the violation of causality by the local equilibrium assumption.)

From the above, it is recognized that we should abandon the local equilibrium assumption in order to
obtain a consistent dissipative hydrodynamics. Therefore the idea of local non-equilibrium is necessary,
which means that the fluid element is in a non-equilibrium state. A physically consistent phenomenology
of dissipative hydrodynamics, which is based on the local non-equilibrium idea, is already formulated. It
is called the Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT). As precisely explained in [1], because of the
local non-equilibrium idea, EIT describes the entropy production inside each fluid element, which results
in a finite speed of propagation of dissipations in both non-relativistic and relativistic situations. The
relativistic EIT is a causally consistent dissipative hydrodynamics [2–4]. 4

1Email address: saida@daido-it.ac.jp
2Email address: rohta@riken.jp
3Email address: hiroki@heap.phys.waseda.ac.jp
4 Although the EIT is a dissipative “hydrodynamics”, it is called “thermodynamics”. This name puts emphasis on the

replacement of local equilibrium idea with local non-equilibrium one, which is a revolution in thermodynamic treatment of
fluid element. The terminology “EIT” is found in [1] which is developed by experts in non-equilibrium physics. Contrary,
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Before showing the basic equations of EIT, we list the basic quantities;

uµ(x) : velocity field of fluid (four-velocity of fluid element)

ρ(x)
(

=
1

V (x)

)
: mass density (ρ) and specific volume (volume per unit mass, V )

εne(x) : non-equilibrium specific internal energy (internal energy per unit mass)

pne(x) : non-equilibrium pressure

Tne(x) : non-equilibrium temperature

qµ(x) : heat flux vector

Π(x) : bulk viscosity

Π̃ µν(x) : shear viscosity tensor

gµν(x) : spacetime metric

Here x denotes the dependence on spacetime point. All of the above quantities except for uµ and gµν are
the non-equilibrium thermodynamic state variables which characterize the non-equilibrium state of each
fluid element. The non-equilibrium state variables are classified into two categories: The quantities εne,
pne, Tne and ρ are the state variables which exit even at the local equilibrium limit, while the quantities
qµ, Π and Π̃ µν are the state variables which should vanish at the local equilibrium limit. We call the
first category (εne, pne, Tne, ρ) the non-equilibrium scalars, and call the second category (qµ, Π, Π̃ µν)
the dissipative fluxes. The dissipative fluxes are the origin of dissipative phenomena and make the fluid
being non-equilibrium. The suffix “ne” for non-equilibrium scalars denotes “non-equilibrium”, and the
variables with this suffix have different value from an equilibrium case. Note that the definition of ρ
(or V ) is the same for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases; to count the number of composite
particles or measure the mass per unit volume. So the suffix “ne” is not given to ρ and V .

As the basic assumption of EIT, it is required that the dissipative fluxes are independent non-
equilibrium state variables. Furthermore, concerning the non-equilibrium scalars, it is also assumed
that, as in the ordinary equilibrium thermodynamics, the number of independent non-equilibrium scalars
is two for closed systems which conserve the number of composite particles, and three for open systems
in which the number of composite particles changes. The remaining state variables are expressed as
functions of the independent variables through the equations of state, e.g. the non-equilibrium specific
entropy εne is a function of independent state variables εne = εne(εne, V, q

µ,Π, Π̃ µν), where εne and V
are chosen as independent non-equilibrium scalars.

Here note the fact that EIT, at least in its present status, is not necessarily applicable to any non-
equilibrium state of dissipative fluid [1]. The consistent basic equations of EIT can be formulated for
sufficiently weak dissipative fluxes, which means that the strength of non-equilibrium nature should not be
so strong. For example, it is shown in [4] that the EIT preserves causality of heat flow if

√
qµqµ/εne . 0.08

for non-viscous fluid (Π = 0, Π̃ µν = 0) under stationary and homogeneous (spatially one-dimensional)
condition. We can recognize that the amount of energy transported by dissipative fluxes should be less
than a few percent of the internal energy which includes mass energy. This efficiency of dissipative energy
transfer is larger than the efficiency of hydrogen burning in a star (∼ O(10−3) ). Therefore, although
the EIT is applicable to a dissipative fluid whose local non-equilibrium states are not so far from local
equilibrium states, it is expected that the EIT is applicable to many astrophysical systems.

In the present status of EIT, the above restriction is reflected in the equations of state. The equations
of state, e.g. sne(εne, V, q

µ,Π, Π̃ µν), are expanded up to second order of dissipative fluxes about the
fiducial equilibrium state. Here the fiducial equilibrium state is defined as an equilibrium state of fluid
element of imaginary perfect fluid possessing the same fluid velocity uµ(x) and mass density ρ(x) with
our actual dissipative fluid. Then, as explained in [1], the evolution equations of dissipative fluxes are
obtained under two requirements; (i) positivity of entropy production rate at each fluid element, and
(ii) consistency with experimentally determined phenomenology of relaxation processes of dissipations.

the original works of relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics [2–4] put emphasis not on the thermodynamic revolution but on
the preservation of causality. Here let us dare to use the term “EIT” since the local non-equilibrium nature of dissipative
fluid is the physical origin of preservation of causality.
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The resultant evolution equations are;

τh q̇
µ = −qµ − λT u̇ µ + τh (qν u̇ν)uµ − λ∆µν

(
T,ν − T 2

(
βhb Π,ν + βhs Π̃ α

ν ;α

))
(1)

τb Π̇ = −Π − ζ uµ;µ + βhb ζ T q
µ
;µ (2)

τs
(

Π̃ µν
)·

= −Π̃ µν + 2 τs u̇α Π̃ α(ν uν) − 2 η
[
uµ;ν − T βhs q

µ;ν
]◦
, (3)

where T is the temperature of fiducial equilibrium state. Here, definitions of mathematical symbols are;
Q̇ := uµQ;µ, ∆µν := uµuν + gµν and [Aµν ]◦ := ∆µα∆νβA(αβ) − (1/3)∆µν∆αβAαβ . And the meaning
of coefficients are; τ ’s are relaxation times of dissipative fluxes, λ is heat conductivity, ζ and η are
respectively bulk and shear viscous rates, and βhb and βhs are interaction coefficients between qµ and Π
or Π̃ µν . For example, βhs means that the heat flow arises in a shear viscous flow, also shear viscosity
arises in a flow with heating. βhb means the same between qµ and Π. Furthermore note that, because
dissipative phenomena are not time reversal, these evolution equations of dissipative fluxes are also not
time reversal.

The others of EIT’s basic equations are given by the conservation of mass current, (ρ uµ);µ = 0, and
that of stress-energy-momentum tensor, Tµν;ν = 0 ;

ρ̇+ ρ uµ;µ = 0 (4)

ρ
(
ε̇+ p V̇

)
= −qµ;µ − qµ u̇µ −

(
Π ∆µν + Π̃ µν

)
uµ ; ν (5)

( ρ ε+ p+ Π ) u̇ µ = −q̇ µ + qα u̇
α uµ − uα;α q

µ − qα uµ;α − ∆µα
(

(p+ Π),α + Π̃ β
α ;β

)
, (6)

where ε, p and T are the state variables of fiducial equilibrium state. The above equations (1) ∼ (6) and
the Einstein equation are the basic equations of EIT.

Finally let us make a comment which the original works of EIT [1–4] are not aware of: The EIT
can not be applied to radiation fluids as shown in [5]. Non-equilibrium radiation fluids need a special
treatment different from the other matters. However, although the inconsistency of EIT with radiation
fluid has been revealed, no satisfactory non-equilibrium phenomenology of radiation fluid exits at present.

2 Dissipative Accretion Flow onto a Schwarzschild Black Hole

As a preliminary report, we show two theorems, without precise proof, on dissipative flows around a
Schwarzschild black hole. Both theorems can be proven by solving the basic equations of EIT with-
out solving the Einstein equation and fixing the metric on Schwarzschild spacetime. The use of fixed
background metric means that our analysis does not include the self-gravity of the dissipative fluid.
Therefore the theorems shown below are applicable to non-self-gravitating dissipative flows, i.e. to the
dissipative fluid whose total energy is sufficiently less than the mass of central black hole, however “non-
self-gravitating” dissipative fluid is usually assumed in Newtonian accretion disk theories [6].

For the first, let us consider the spherically symmetric dissipative accretion flow onto a Schwarzschild
black hole:

Theorem 2. Shear viscosity must vanish in both non-stationary and stationary spherically symmetric
dissipative accretion flows onto Schwarzschild black hole.

Although the statement of this theorem seems to be physically natural and trivial, but let us emphasize
that the classic laws of dissipations (Navier-Stokes and Fourier laws) do not yield this theorem even in
non-relativistic situation [7]. Theorem 1 is one of the advantage of EIT, which yields a very physically
acceptable conclusion. Now I am trying to extend this theorem to a spherical dissipative flow on general
non-stationary spherical spacetime which includes the self-gravity of dissipative fluid.

For the second, let us consider the stationary and axisymmetric dissipative flow around a Schwarzschild
black hole:
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Theorem 3. For stationary and axisymmetric flow with no mass accretion onto black hole, any flow of
finite temperature is impossible, but only a rigid toroidal rotation of zero-temperature is possible. The
fluid velocity and disspative fluxes of the possible zero-temperature flow are

ut =
1√

f(r) − Ω2 r2 sin2 θ
, ur = uθ = 0 , uϕ = Ωut and qµ = Π = Π̃ µν = 0 , (7)

where (t, r, θ, ϕ) is the Schwarzschild coordinate, f(r) := 1− 2M/r with M as the black hole mass, and Ω
is the angular velocity measured by a rest observer. Since Ω is constant and dissipations vanish even when
they are switched on, the velocity uµ in equation (7) expresses a rigid rotation. And the thermodynamic
state variables of this flow are

T = p = ε = 0 , ρ(r, θ) = arbitrary in the region f(r) > Ω2 r2 sin2 θ (8)

Here recall that the internal energy ε(x), for a fluid element at x, includes the mass energy, kinetic energy
and the potential energy by external gravity due to black hole. Therefore the vanishing internal energy
ε = 0 means that, for each fluid element, the potential energy due to black hole cancels out the kinetic
and mass energies of fluid element.

This theorem together with the third law of thermodynamics implies that any flow of finite temper-
ature is non-stationary and/or non-axisymmetric, and never relaxes to the flow given in equations (7)
and (8). Hence, although a differentially rotating and stationary axisymmetric flow of finite temperature
is possible for “perfect” fluid [8], such stationary flow becomes unstable once the dissipations are switched
on. Theorem 2 implies the dissipative instability of an exact solution of relativistic perfect fluid.

The dissipative instability, the EIT’s effect, may describe a formation of out-flow from an accretion
disk without introducing a magnetic field (so-called MRI), while the “acceleration” of out-flow to form a
jet will be explained with magnetic fields. In (near) future, it is expected to apply the EIT to a plasma
composing an accretion disk.
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Abstract
We investigate the formation of rapidly rotating dynamic black hole through gravita-
tional collapse of rotating relativistic stars by means of 3+1 hydrodynamic simulations
in general relativity. We succeed in producing a dynamic black hole of a = 0.98M
through the collapse of differentially rotating supermassive stars, and find the fol-
lowing three issues. Firstly, the estimated ratio of the mass between the black hole
and the surrounding disk from the equilibrium star is roughly the same as the results
from numerical simulation. This suggests that the picture of axisymmetric collapse is
adequate, in the absence of nonaxisymmetric instabilities, to illustrate the final state
of the collapse. Secondly, quasi-periodic gravitational waves continue to be emitted
after the quasinormal mode frequency has decayed. Finally, when the newly formed
black hole is almost extreme Kerr, the amplitude of the quasi-periodic oscillation is
enhanced during the late stages of the evolution. Geometrical features, shock waves,
and instabilities of the fluid are suggested as a cause of this amplification behaviour.
This alternative scenario for the collapse of differentially rotating supermassive stars
might be observable by LISA.

There exists plenty of evidence that supermassive black holes (SMBHs) exists in the centre of galaxies,
and that they seem to rotate very rapidly [1]. There are two main categories for forming dynamic black
holes (BHs) promptly. One is the merger of the binary object, while the other is gravitational collapse
of an object. At the present status of the binary BHs, the highest spin of the newly formed BH is
J/M2 = 0.69 (J : total angular momentum of the hole; M : total gravitational mass of the hole) for
the non-spinning, individual BHs, while J/M2 = 0.93 for the spinning BHs. As for the collapse of a
rotating relativistic star to a BH, there exists a maximum spin of the newly formed BH for the collapse of
uniformly rotating relativistic stars. In fact, the collapse of uniformly rotating supermassive stars (SMSs)
produces a hole of J/M2 = 0.75 [2].

There are two categories of collapsing rotating SMSs based on their angular momentum distribution.
One is the collapse of a uniformly rotating SMS. This happens when momentum transport is large, either
through viscous turbulence or magnetic process, which drives the star to rotate uniformly. The other
is the collapse of differentially rotating SMSs. This happens when the viscous and the magnetic effects
are small, which allows the star to rotate differentially. One of the representative scenarios for forming a
differentially rotating star is as follows. First, a gas cloud gathers in an almost spherical configuration with
some amount of angular momentum in the system. Next the almost spherical star contracts, conserving
the specific angular momentum due to the lack of viscosity, to form a differentially rotating star, and
possibly a disk at the end of the contraction.

During the contraction of the differentially rotating SMS, prior to forming a supermassive disk, two
possible instabilities may arise that terminate the contraction. One is the post-Newtonian gravitational
instability, which leads the star to collapse dynamically. The other is the dynamical bar mode instability,
which changes the angular momentum distribution of the star to form a bar, and possibly leads to the
central core of the star collapsing to a BH due to the angular momentum loss.

Here we focus on the post-Newtonian gravitational instability in differentially rotating SMSs. We
particularly focus on the case where the final estimated BH is very close to the extreme Kerr BH, which
potentially leads to rotational instabilities if they occur. In particular, we plan to answer the following
questions. Does the BH form coherently? What are the features of the dynamics? Does the newly formed

1Email address: saijo@rikkyo.ac.jp
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Table 1: Four different rotating equilibrium SMSs for evolution

Model J/M2 (a) M/R(b) m
(c)
disk (a/M)(BH) (d)

I 0.99 2.56 × 10−2 0.044 0.98
II 1.03 2.63 × 10−2 — & 1
III 1.07 2.78 × 10−2 — —
IV 1.10 3.47 × 10−2 — —

(a): M : gravitational mass; J : total angular momentum

(b): R: circumferential equatorial radius

(c): mdisk: ratio of the estimated rest mass of the disk to the rest mass of the equilibrium star

(d): (a/M)(BH): estimated Kerr parameter of the final hole
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Figure 1: Snapshot of the rest mass density in the meridional plane for model II at t = 9.30×102M . The
contour lines denote rest mass densities ρ/ρmax = 10−(15−i)d (i = 1, · · · , 14), where ρmax = 6.12 × 10−6,
ρcut = 1.56 × 10−13, d = (log ρmax − log ρcut)/15. Note that the apparent horizon exists after t = 7.70 ×
102M , and the coordinate radius of the apparent horizon in the equatorial plane are rhrz = 1.75×10−1M .

disk lead to contain various instabilities? Can this system act as an efficient source of gravitational waves
(GWs)? In order to answer these questions, three dimensional general relativistic hydrodynamics are
desirable. A more detailed discussion is presented in Ref. [3]. Throughout this paper, we use the
geometrized units with G = c = 1 and adopt Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) with the coordinate time t.

We perform 3+1 hydrodynamic simulations in general relativity using CACTUS (gravitational physics),
CARPET (mesh refinement of space and time), WHISKY (general relativistic hydrodynamics). Space-
time is evolved using the BSSN formulation with generalised hyperbolic K-driver for the lapse and
generalised hyperbolic Γ̃-driver for the shift (e.g. [3]). We set the outermost boundary of the computa-
tional grid for all direction as xmax = 126M , 131M , imposing plane symmetry across the z = 0 plane,
and use 10 refinement levels.

We first investigate the onset of collapse by evolving four differentially rotating equilibrium stars. We
use the perfect fluid approximation with a Γ-law equation of state, choosing Γ = 4/3 to represent a SMS
(the pressure is dominated by radiation). We also impose a high degree of differential rotation, Ωc/Ωe ≈
10, to construct the equilibrium star, where Ωc and Ωe represents the angular velocity at the center and
the equatorial surface, respectively. We choose the z-axis as the rotational one of the equilibrium star.
The character of the equilibrium stars is summarized in Table 1. Since we use the polytropic equation of
state P = κρΓ0 (P : pressure, κ: constant, ρ0: rest mass density, Γ: adiabatic exponent) when constructing
initial data sets, all physical quantities are rescalable in terms of κ. Therefore, we represent all physical
quantities in a nondimensional one (κ = 1). To trigger collapse we deplete pressure by 1%. Checking the
maximum rest mass density of the rotating stars throughout the evolution, we conclude that models I
and II are radially unstable, while models III and IV are stable [3].

The radially unstable stars first collapse to form a BH. After that, there is a significant amount of
mass ejection due to the large amount of angular momentum of the hole. It is indeed like a flare. Finally
the system settles down to a quasi-stationary state; central BH with a disk (Fig. 1). Fluid elements in
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Figure 2: Gravitational mass (MBH), total angular momentum (JBH) and Kerr parameter ((J/M2)BH)
of a newly formed BH as a function of time. Red and blue line represent models I and II, respectively.
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Figure 3: Gravitational waveform measured with the Weyl scalar Ψ4 observed along the x-axis in the
equatorial plane at r = 6.55×101M for models I and II. Note that the time at which the apparent horizon
is first detected is t = 6.70 × 102M for model I (red line) and t = 7.70 × 102M for model II (blue line).
Taking the wave propagation time from the source to the observer into account, the apparent horizon
formation in the waveform is roughly just before the peak due to the burst. Initially a standard burst
and ringdown signal are seen, but sustained gravitational wave emission indicate additional dynamics
after BH formation.

the equilibrium star are balanced by its self gravity, the pressure gradient and centrifugal force. When
the BH forms, some fluid elements act as a particle which is free from the interaction. In this case, the
material can spread out to a larger radius than the equilibrium radius of the star.

Next we monitor the gravitational mass, total angular momentum and the Kerr parameter of the newly
formed BH throughout the evolution as shown in Fig. 2. The BH mass, the spin and the Kerr parameter
increase monotonically after the BH has formed, by swallowing much of the surrounding material. This
stage lasts roughly until all of the matter located inside the radius of the innermost stable circular orbit
of the final BH is swallowed.

We furthermore study the formation of a massive disk from the collapse of differentially rotating
SMSs. We trace the rest mass of the disk for models I and II. The rest mass of the disk monotonically
decreases once the BH has formed, since the newly formed BH grows monotonically by swallowing the
surrounding materials. One noticeable feature is that there is a plateau at the final stage of model II [3].
This indicates that there is a strong angular momentum barrier that a fluid fragments are prohibited to
fall into a hole.

We extract gravitational waveform through gravitational collapse (Fig. 3). We find that the waveform
contains three different stages. The first stage is the burst. This occurs around the time when the apparent
horizon of the SMS forms. The dominant contribution of the burst comes from the axisymmetric mode
due to collapse. The second stage is the quasinormal ringing of the newly formed BH. Since the dominant
frequency in the spectrum is Mω ≈ 0.4 [3], the dominant contribution is the axisymmetric one, using the
fact that quasinormal mode frequency of l = 2, m = 0 is Mω ≈ 0.40 – 0.42 for a BH with Kerr parameter
a & 0.8M [4], where l, m denotes the indices of spin −2-weighted spheroidal harmonics. The final stage
has a quasi-stationary wave. The amplitude of the waveform for model II seems to increase at late times.
For model I, the quasi-stationary waveform remains for at least ∆t ∼ 70M , and the frequency region of
Mω & 0.5 plays a role in the quasi-periodic waveform.
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Figure 4: Multipole moments of the newly formed dynamic BH of model II. Red, blue and green lines
denote the multipole moment of l = 2, 4 and 6.

We finally show our results of computing multipole moments of the dynamic BH in Fig. 4. Note that
2R represents the mass multipole moment and ℑΨ2 represents the current multipole moment. Although
the present computational results are preliminary, we find the following two features. One is that the
quadrupole moment takes the dominant role of all multipole moments throughout the BH formation.
The other is that the quadrupole moment still remains at later stage from the BH formation, although
the higher moments dies out at the late stage.

We have investigated the collapse of differentially rotating SMSs, especially focusing on the post
BH formation stage, by means of three dimensional hydrodynamic simulations in general relativity. We
particularly focus on the onset of collapse to form a rapidly rotating BH as a final outcome.

We have found that the qualitative results of the evolution for the mass and spin of the final BH and
disk are quite similar to the estimates that can be computed from the equilibrium configuration when the
estimated, final BH has J(BH)/M

2
(BH) < 1. This result suggests that in the absence of a nonaxisymmetric

instability, the estimate of the BH mass and the disk mass agree with a simple axisymmetric picture
that the specific angular momentum is conserved throughout the evolution, and the newly formed BH
swallows the matter up to the radius of the innermost stable circular orbit.

We have also found that a quasi-periodic wave occurs after the ringdown of a newly formed BH.
As we would normally expect the ringdown waveform to damp, it seems likely that the cause of this
waveform is due to the presence of the disk in some form. Furthermore, when the newly formed BH is
sufficiently close to extreme Kerr with sufficient surrounding matter we have found that the wavesignal
may be significantly amplified.

We have discussed several possibilities for the origin of these amplified waves. The most likely pos-
sibilities seem to be (a) corotation resonance between the disk and the BH, (b) long-lived gravitational
waves from the near-extreme BH amplified by perturbations in the disk, or (c) shocks from the infalling,
accreting matter.

Finally we have shown multipole moments of the dynamic BHs. They potentially shows us the
dynamics of the horizon and helps us identifying the source of the quasi-periodic gravitational waves
either generated by the dynamic spacetime like BH or by the matter like disk element.
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Abstract
The local void model has lately attracted considerable attention since it can explain
the present apparent accelerated expansion of the universe without introducing dark
energy. However, in order to justify this model as an alternative cosmological model
to the standard ΛCDM model (FLRW universe plus dark energy), one has to test the
model by various observations, such as CMB temperature anisotropy, other than the
distance-redshift relation of SNIa. For this purpose, we derive some analytic formulae
that can be used to rigorously compare consequences of this model with observations
of CMB anisotropy and to place constraints on the position of observers in the void
model.

1 Introduction

In standard cosmology, we assume that our universe is isotropic and homogeneous, and accordingly is
described by the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. Recent observation of Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) temperature distribution on the celestial sphere shows that the spatial
curvature is flat. Furthermore, the distance-redshift relation of type Ia supernovae indicates that the
expansion of the present universe is accelerated. Then, we are led to introduce, within the flat FLRW
model, “dark energy,” which has negative pressure and behaves just like a positive cosmological constant.
However, no satisfactory model that explains the origin of dark energy has so far been proposed.

As an attempt to explain the SNIa distance-redshift relation without invoking dark energy, Tomita
proposed a “local void model” [1]. In this model, our universe is no longer assumed to be homogeneous,
having instead an underdense local void in the surrounding overdense universe. The isotropic nature of
cosmological observations is realized by assuming the spherical symmetry and demanding that we live
near the center of the void. Furthermore, the model is supposed to contain only ordinary dust like cosmic
matter. Since such a spacetime can be described by Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) spacetime [2]-[4], we
also call this model the “LTB cosmological model.” Since the rate of expansion in the void region is larger
than that in the outer overdense region, it can explain the observed dimming of SNIa luminosity. In fact,
many recently numerical analysis [5]-[9] have shown that this LTB model can accurately reproduce the
SNIa distance-redshift relation.

However, in order to verify the LTB model as a viable cosmological model, one has to test the LTB
model by various observations—such as CMB temperature anisotropy—other than the distance-redshift
relation2. For this purpose, in this paper, we derive some analytic formulae that can be used to rigorously
compare consequences of the LTB model with observations of CMB anisotropy. More precisely, we derive
analytic formulae for CMB temperature anisotropy for dipole and quadrupole momenta, and then use
the dipole formula to place the constraint on the distance between an observer and the symmetry center
of the LTB model. We also check the consistency of our formulae with some numerical analysis of the
CMB anisotropy in the LTB model, previously made by Alnes and Amarzguioui [10].

1Email address: saitok@post.kek.jp
2 Recently, some constraints on the LTB model from BAO and kSZ effects have also been discussed, see e.g. [9]. Still,

the possibility of the LTB model is not completely excluded.
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In Sec. 2, we briefly summarize the LTB metric. In Sec. 3, we derive analytic formulae for CMB
anisotropy in the LTB model. In Sec. 4, we obtain some constraints concerning the position of the
observer. Sec. 5 is denoted to a summary.

2 LTB spacetime

A spherically symmetric spacetime with only non-relativistic matter is described by Lemâıtre-Tolman-
Bondi (LTB) metric [2]-[4]

ds2 = −dt2 +
{R′(t, r)}2

1 − k(r)r2
dr2 +R2(t, r)dΩ2

2, (1)

where ′ ≡ ∂r, k(r) is an arbitrary function of only r. The Einstein equations reduce to(
Ṙ

R

)2

=
2GM(r)

R3
− k(r)r2

R2
, (2)

4πρ(t, r) =
M ′(r)

R2R′ , (3)

where ˙ ≡ ∂t, M(r) is an arbitrary function of only r, and ρ(t, r) is an energy density. The general
solution for the Einstein equations in this model admits two arbitrary functions k(r) and M(r). By
appropriately choosing the profile of these functions, one can construct some models which can reproduce
the distance-redshift relation of SNIa in this model.

3 Analytic formulae for CMB anisotropy in LTB model

In this section, we derive analytic formulae for the CMB anisotropy in the LTB model. First, we assumed
that the universe was locally in thermal equilibrium (that is, the distribution function F was Planck
distribution Φ) at the last scattering surface, and the direction of the CMB photon traveling is fixed. In
this case, F can be written as F = Φ(ω/T ), where ω ≡ pt, and T is the temperature. Then, the CMB
temperature anisotropy δT/T is defined by

δF = −δT
T
ω∂ωF. (4)

Second, supposing that an observer lives at a distance of δxi from the center of the void, it follows that

(δF )(1) = δxi(∂iF )0, (5)

(δF )(2) =
1

2
δxiδxj(∂i∂jF )0, (6)

where the subscript 0 means the value at the center (r = 0) at the present time (t = t0). From these, the
CMB temperature anisotropy dipole (δT/T )(1) and quadrupole (δT/T )(2) are written as(

δT

T

)(1)

= −δx
i(∂iF )0
ω∂ωF0

, (7)

(
δT

T

)(2)

= −1

2

δxiδxj(∂i∂jF )0
ω∂ωF0

+
1

2

{(
δT

T

)(1)
}2

(ω∂ω)2F0

ω∂ωF0
. (8)

We assume that the distribution function F (x, p) itself is spherically symmetric. Then, F can be

written as F (x, p) = F0(t, r, ω, µ), where µ ≡ R′pr/(
√

1 − kr2ω). This implies that ∂iF = (∂ir)∂rF0 +
(∂iω)∂ωF0 + (∂iµ)∂µF0. Then, we can derive analytic formulae for the CMB anisotropy dipole by solving
the Boltzmann equation L [F0] = ∂tF0 + ṙ∂rF0 + ω̇∂ωF0 + µ̇∂µF0 = 0. The result is(

δT

T

)(1)

= δLnjΩj

{√
1 − k(ri)r2i
R′

0

e−P̃ (t0,ti)

(
∂rF0

ω∂ωF0

)
i

+

∫ ri

0

drH ′
// exp

[∫ t

t0

dt1H//(t1)

]}
, (9)
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where δLnj is the position vector of the observer, Ωj ≡ xj/r, P̃ (t0, ti) ≡
∫ ri

0

drR′′/R′, H// ≡ Ṙ′/R′, and

the subscript i denotes the value at the last scattering surface. By a similar method, we also derive the
CMB anisotropy quadrupole formula(

δT

T

)(2)

= − δxiδxj

2(ω∂ωF0)i

[
(δij − ΩiΩj)

(
∂rF0

r
− µ

∂µF0

r2

)
0

+ ΩiΩj(∂
2
rF0)0

+

{
a′′⊥
a⊥

δij + a⊥

(
R′

√
1 − kr2

− a⊥

)′′
ΩiΩj
(R′)2

}
0

(ω∂ωF0)i

]

+
1

2

{(
δT

T

)(1)
}2

(ω∂ω)2F0

ω∂ωF0
, (10)

where a⊥ ≡ R/r.

4 Constraint on LTB model

In this section, we derive some constraints concerning the position of the off-center observers in the LTB
model from the CMB dipole formula (9). In general, the CMB temperature anisotropy is decomposed in
spherical harmonics Ylm:

δT

T
=
∑
l,m

almYlm, (11)

where the amplitudes in the expression are recovered as

alm =

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ
δT

T
Ylm. (12)

We are interested in a10 as the dipole moment. We estimate the CMB dipole formula (9) numerically by
using the profile considered in [10] (Fig. 1),

M(r) =
1

2
H2

⊥(t0, rout)r
3

[
α0 − ∆α

(
1

2
− 1

2
tanh

r − r0
2∆r

)]
, (13)

k(r) = −H2
⊥(t0, rout)

[
β0 − ∆β

(
1

2
− 1

2
tanh

r − r0
2∆r

)]
, (14)

where

ts(r) = 0, H⊥(t0, rout) = 51 km/s/Mpc, α0 = 1, ∆α = 0.90,

r0 = 1.34 Gpc, ∆r = 0.536 Gpc, β0 = 1 − α0 = 0, ∆β = −∆α = −0.90, (15)

and H⊥ ≡ ˙a⊥/a⊥. The induced a10 is of order 10−3 or less observed by Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE) [11], so we find that

δL <∼ 15Mpc, (16)

where δL is the distance from the observer to the center of the void. This is consist with the result of
[10].

5 Summary

In the LTB model, we have derived the analytic formulae for the CMB anisotropy dipole (9) and
quadrupole (10), which can be used to rigorously compare consequences of this model with observa-
tions of the CMB anisotropy. Moreover, we checked the consistency of our formulae with results of the
numerical analysis in [10], and constrained the distance from an observer to the center of the void. One
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Figure 1: The profile considered in [10]. The subscript rec denotes the value at the recombination, and
H//(or H⊥) = 100hkm/s/Mpc.

of the advantages in obtaining analytic formulae is that we can identify physical origins of the CMB
anisotropy in the LTB model. For example, in the CMB dipole formula (9), we can regard the first term
as the initial condition at the last scattering surface, and the second term as the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe
effect.
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Abstract
D-branes wrapping over cycles of a six-dimensional torus are discussed to find a
possibility of the dark matter candidate. We estimate the mass and charge of the
Ramond-Ramond flux and of the scalar interaction in the four-dimensional Einstein
frame. For a large volume of the six-dimensional torus and a weak string coupling,
we find that there are cases in which the D-brane has a light mass and small charges.
It is shown that the mass and charge satisfies the seesaw-like dual relation.

1 Introduction

The origin of the dark matter is one of mysteries of the Universe. The dark matter is not a particle
involved in the standard model, because the dark matter is non-relativistic at present and doe not couple
with the photon. The dark matter requires a fundamental theory like the string theory to explain the
origin. If the string theory which is one of the unified theories correctly describes the Universe, the string
theory should the dark matter candidate.

The string theory has two properties, the six extra dimensions and the D-brane in which ends of the
open string can move along. If the D-branes wrap over only the small 6-dimensional space, we find the
D-branes as particles ( or the dust [1]) on the three dimensions. This particle is apparently a nonstandard
baryon and a possibility of a dark matter candidate is expected. However, one may consider that the
dark matter candidate is difficult. It is well known that the D-brane has interactions through the RR flux
and moduli fields which roughly come from the scale of the 6-dimensional space. If the interactions with
RR-flux and the moduli fields are strong, the possibility of the dark matter of the wrapped D-branes is
difficult. For example, in [2], it has been shown that the density perturbations of string gases give rise
to the density evolution different from the cold dark matter by the moduli interactions. We also know
that the tension (effective mass) of the wrapped D-brane has a coupling with the inverse of the string
coupling. If the string coupling is strong like gs = eϕ ∼ O(1), the mass of the wrapped D-brane becomes

light for 1/
√
α′ ∼ TeV [3], while the D-brane has a heavy effective mass than the Planck mass for the

weak string coupling. Then the observation of the wrapped D-brane is difficult.
In this talk we would like to argue that there are cases where the wrapped D-brane has the light mass

and the small charges in terms of the RR-flux and the moduli fields [4]. To do this we consider the brane

gas scenario [5] and the homogeneous metric. If we take the string length
√
α′ as 1/

√
α′ ∼ mPlanck in the

four-dimensional Einstein frame, it is shown that the Dp-brane (p < 3) has the light mass and the small
charges for the large volume of the compactified space and the weak string coupling. The reason why the
wrapped D-brane has the light mass and the small charges is explained. This consequence opens up the
possibility of the dark matter candidate of the wrapped D-branes.

This talk is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the existence of the light wrapped D-branes.
In Section 3, we explain why the wrapped brane becomes light. It will be shown that the seesaw-like
dual relation of masses between Dp- and D(6 − p)-brane is satisfied. In Section 4, we discuss the small
charges of the RR-flux and the moduli fields. The Section 5 is devoted to conclusions of our talk.

2 Light particles from wrapped D-branes

In this section we will show that a D-brane has a light mass for a large volume of the compactified space
and a weak string coupling. For simplicity, we assume that the NSNS B-field vanishes and wrapped
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2Email address: hsuzuki@particle.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
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branes has no coupling with baryons.
We consider the following homogeneous metric:

ds210 = GABdX
AdXB = −e2λ0(t)dt2 + e2λ(t)dx2 + e2λ

′(t)
9∑

m=4

(dym)2. (1)

GAB (A, B = 0, 1, · · · , 9) indicates the string-frame metric. The line element of the three-dimensional

Euclid space is given by dx2. The coordinates {ym | 0 ≤ ym ≤ 2π
√
α′} describe the six-dimensional

torus, T 6. The scale factor controls the scaling of the T 6 like 2π
√
α′eλ

′(t) in which
√
α′ is of the order

of the Planck scale. Our main interests is to estimate the mass of the wrapped D-brane and then we
will tune the scale factor, eλ

′(t) by hand, although explicit models of the moduli stabilization can be
constructed [1].

The Dirac-Born Infeld action of the Dp-brane is given as follows:

SDp = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξe−ϕ(t)

√
−γ. (2)

where ϕ(t) is the dilaton which is related to the string coupling like gs = eϕ. The tension, Tp and the
induced metric, γab are defined by

Tp = 2π(2π
√
α′)−(p+1), (3)

γab = GAB(t)
∂XA

∂ξa
∂XB

∂ξb
. (4)

We consider a static Dp-brane wrapping over only a p-cycle of the T 6 in order to estimate the mass. The
configuration is described by ξ0 = t and ξma = yma (a = 0, 1, · · · , p). Substituting (1) for (2), we obtain
the effective mass of the wrapped Dp-brane in the string-frame as

SDp = −
∫
dteλ0 ×

(
1√
α′
e−ϕ(t)+pλ

′(t)

)
≡ −

∫
dteλ0 ×mstring

p . (5)

In the string frame, the mass, mstring
p takes a heavier mass than the Planck mass for 1/

√
α′ ∼ mPlanck, if

we consider the large volume of the cycles and the weak string coupling, since the mass is proportional
to the volume of the p-cycle and the inverse of the string coupling.

We will, on the other hand, estimate the mass in the four-dimensional Einstein frame. We have to
define the four-dimensional Einstein frame which gives moduli-independent gravitational constant for the
effective four-dimensional theory. For the string-frame metric the Einstein-Hilbert term is given by

1

16πG10

∫
d10X

√
−Ge−2ϕR+ · · · =

∫
d4x
√
−gstring

(
e−2ϕV6
16πG10

)
R4, string + · · · (6)

where G10 = (2π
√
α′)6(α′/8). The four-dimensional Einstein frame is defined by

Gµν = e2βgµν , β = ϕ− 1

2
ln

V6

(2π
√
α′)6

. (7)

Using (7), we obtain effective Einstein-Hilbert term defined by the four-dimensional Einstein frame:

1

16πG4

∫
d4x

√
−gR4 + · · · , G4 =

α′

8
. (8)

Thus, for this frame, mPlanck ∼ 1/
√
α′ ∼ O(1019) GeV. By (1) the volume of T 6 is given by V6 =

(2π
√
α′)6e6λ

′(t) and then β = ϕ − 3λ′. Substituting (7) and the definition of the β for (5), it is found
that the mass described by the four-dimensional Einstein frame has the following expression:

SDp = −
∫
dten ×

(
1√
α′
e(p−3)λ′(t)

)
≡ −

∫
dten ×mp. (9)
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The action of the wrapped D-brane does not depend on the dilaton. We are able to impose a weak string
coupling, eϕ ≪ 1 without changing the mass of the wrapped D-branes. If we take p < 3 and eλ

′
≫ 1,

the mass, mp is lighter that the Planck mass. For example, we consider eλ
′
∼ O(105) and then the

D0-brane mass becomes m0 ∼ O(10) TeV. From the view point of the Kalza-Klein reduction, we may

expect a heavy mass with a scale of O(1/(2π
√
α′eλ

′
)), because the compactification scale is O(2π

√
α′eλ

′
).

However the result of (9) implies large hierarchy on the mass of the wrapped D-brane. In the following
section we would like to explain the reason of the light mass.

3 Why does the wrapped D-brane have the light mass ?

One may consider the existence of the light wrapped D-brane is peculiar since, in the string-frame, the
mass becomes very heavy for a large volume of T 6 and a weak string coupling. In this section we will
find that the light mass can be explained by the property of the effective Newton constant and a dual
relation among wrapped branes.

We will focus on the strength of the gravitational interaction on the three-dimensional space by
assuming constant moduli fields. In the string frame the effective Newton potential is characterized by

G̃4m
string
p mstring

q ≡ G10

e−2ϕV6
mstring
p mstring

q = G4mpmq (10)

where G̃4 = e2ϕ((2π
√
α′)6/V6)G4. Note the right hand side can be derived by quantities defined in

string frame. The right hand side of the above equation is equivalent to one calculated by masses given
by the four-dimensional Einstein frame. (10) indicates that, in the four-dimensional Einstein frame, an
interaction with the light particles also gives weak interaction in the string frame for heavy particles.
This property is understood by the behavior of the effective string-frame Newton constant, G̃4. If we
take a large volume, V6 ≫ (2π

√
α′)6 and weak string coupling, eϕ ≪ 1, we find G̃4 ≪ G4 in the string

frame. Therefore, there are cases in which the weak gravitational interaction is able to appear, although
mstring
p is heavier than the Planck mass.

Another view point is the existence of a dual relation between a Dp-brane and a D(6 − p)-brane. By
the definition of the mass of the wrapped Dp-brane (9) in the four-dimensional Einstein frame, we can
easily obtain the following dual relation:

mp(t)m6−p(t) =

(
1√
α′

)2

. (11)

This relation indicates that if a heavy D(6−p)-brane exists, a light Dp-brane necessarily exists. The dual
relation (11) support the existence of the light wrapped D-branes.

4 Small charges of the wrapped D-branes

In the previous section we have investigated the masses of various wrapped D-banes. The D-brane has
the RR charge and the scalar interactions on moduli fluctuations. If we assume that the baryon does not
have interactions with the wrapped D-branes, the self-interaction occurs among the wrapped D-branes.
We expect the wrapped D-brane as a candidate for the dark matter, if the wrapped brane has weak
interactions. In this section we would like to estimate the various charge in the four-dimensional Einstein
frame. As we find below discussions, various charges of the wrapped D-branes do not depend on the
dilaton and then we will impose the weak string coupling, gs = eϕ ≪ 1.

The action of the RR flux of the Dp-brane is given by

SRR = − 1

4κ10

∫
M10

d10X
√
−G|Fp+2|2 + µp

∫
Σp+1

Cp+1 (12)

A Dp-brane wrapping over a p-cycle of the T 6 is interpreted as a point particle and has a role of a source
of the RR flux. Then the wrapped D-brane should be coupled with a vector filed for the effective model.
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In fact, after the dimensional reduction, we can show that the effective action of the wrapped Dp-brane
is explicitly described by

SRR =⇒
∫
d4x

√
−g −1

4g2p
FµνF

µν +

∫
dtCµ

dxµ

dt
. (13)

where the coupling is defined by g2p = 2πe2(p−3)λ′
which becomes small for eλ

′
≫ 1 and p < 3. We find

that the coupling satisfies the electric-magnetic dual relation, gpg(6−p) = 2π, because the D(6− p) -brane
is magnetic dual for the Dp-brane.

The wrapped D-brane also has a scalar interaction by fluctuations of the moduli fields. The charge
can be derived by expanding the mass of the wrapped D-brane around a constant moduli value like
λ′ = λ′(0) +

√
8πG4δλ

′. Then the source term of the scalar interaction is given by

δSDp = −Qp
∫
dtenδλ′ (14)

where we have defined the charge as Qp ≡
√
π(p− 3)e(p−3)λ′(0)

which satisfies the scale-independent dual
relation QpQ6−p = const.. Thus, Qp also take a small value for the large volume and p < 3. For instance,

if we consider eλ
′(0)

∼ O(105), the charge becomes quite small, i.e. Q2
p ∼ O(10−30).

5 Conclusion

We have considered D-branes wrapping over cycles of a T 6 as point particles with self-interactions. In
order to extract a possibility on the dark matter candidate of the wrapped D-branes we have estimated
the masses and charges in terms of the RR flux and the moduli fluctuations, using the four-dimensional
Einstein frame. For a large volume of T 6 and a weak string coupling it has been shown that the wrapped
Dp-brane (p < 3) has the light mass and the weak couplings. For example, if we consider the compactifi-

cation scale as eλ
′
∼ O(105), the mass of the D0-brane takes m0 ∼ O(10) TeV. This is nontrivial, because,

in general, one may expect a mass which is of the order of O(mPlancke
−λ′

) for the compactification scale

of O(2π
√
α′eλ

′
). The light D-branes have the possibility of the dark matter candidate.

We have to analyze various properties of the wrapped branes to declare the possibility. One of inter-
esting points is the density perturbation of the non-relativistic wrapped branes, since the gravitational,
RR, scalar interaction is characterized by

O(G4mpmq) ≃ O(gpgq) ≃ O(QpQq). (15)

This relation implies that the interactions have a same magnitude and a complicated self-interaction arises
among the branes. We cannot ignore the RR and scalar interaction for the perturbation. Then, it is quite
nontrivial to re-derive the density perturbation of the ordinary cold dark matter for the non-relativistic
wrapped D-branes.
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Abstract
We investigate constraints on power spectra of the primordial curvature and tensor
perturbations with priors based on single-field slow-roll inflation models. The Hub-
ble slow-roll parameters are included in cosmological parameters and the primordial
power spectra are generated using the inflationary flow equations. Using data from
recent observations of CMB and several measurements of geometrical distances in
the late Universe, we perform Bayesian parameter estimation and model selection for
models that have separate priors on the slow-roll parameters. The same analysis is
also performed adopting the standard parameterization of the primordial power spec-
tra. We confirmed that the scale-invariant Harrison-Zel’dovich spectrum is disfavored
with more significance than previous studies. While current observations appear to
be optimally modeled with some simple models of single-field slow-roll inflation, data
is not enough constraining to distinguish these models.

1 Introduction

Inflation is now an essential part of our best description of the Universe. The simplest class of models
of inflation is so-called single-field slow-roll inflation (simply ‘inflation’ hereafter) [1, 2]. It predicts
generation of gaussian, nearly scale-invariant primordial curvature perturbation, which gives excellent
fits to current observational data including the cosmic microwave background (CMB).

As a model of inflation left its vestige in the late Universe in an observable way through generation of
the primordial curvature and tensor perturbations, constraints on models have been mainly investigated
through constraining power spectra of these primordial perturbations, Pζ(k) and Ph(k), using various
cosmological observations. One of the most familiar ways may be to adopt the standard parameterization,
Pζ(k) = As(k/k∗)ns−1+αs

2 ln(k/k∗)+... and Ph(k) = rAs(k/k∗)nt+... and derive constraints on them. As-
suming a power-law Pζ(k) ∝ Ask

ns−1 with Ph(k) = 0, WMAP5 [3] recently give −0.065 < ns−1 < −0.009
(95% C.L.), suggesting a significant deviation from the Harrison-Zel’dovich (HZ) power spectrum (i.e.
r = 0 and ns − 1 = αs = · · · = 0). However, constraints on the primordial power spectra are highly
dependent on parameter spaces which we investigate, which consequently affects our final inference on
observationally plausible models of inflation.

Since we do not in advance know a parameter space where we should explore a constraint on the
power spectrum, we also need to examine whether the parameter space is appropriate. More generally,
appropriateness of a model, which possesses its own prior assumption, should also be discussed. A guiding
principle in looking for an optimal model is Occam’s razor, which penalizes unnecessary assumption in
describing observations. Bayesian model selection is Bayesian implementation of Occam’s razor, which is
now frequently applied in the context of cosmology. In particular, the authors in Ref. [4] have adopted
Bayesian model selection to assess optimal orders up to which reconstruction of inflaton potential should
be performed. Besides, [5] applied Bayesian model selection in distinguishing some class of inflation
models.

Motivated by [4, 5] and other earlier studies, we investigate an optimal constraint on primordial per-
turbation spectra and make comparison of single-field slow-roll inflation models using recent cosmological
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observations. For these purpose we make vigorous use of Bayesian model selection. We compare Bayes
evidences for several models which have separate priors on inflationary slow-roll parameters, or param-
eters of primordial power spectra. Each of these models can be regarded as representing some class of
single-field slow-roll inflation models.

2 Hubble slow-roll flow equations

We make use of the Hubble slow-roll (HSR) flow equations [6] at leading order. During an epoch of
inflation, the slow-rolliing inflaton field ϕ can be regarded as a generalized time coordinate and the
Hubble parameters can be given as a function of ϕ. Dynamics in the inflationary universe is described
by the HSR flow equations

ϵH(ϕ) =
1

4π

(
H(ϕ)′

H(ϕ)

)2

(1)

ηH(ϕ) =
1

4π

H(ϕ)′′

H(ϕ)
, (2)

where H ′(ϕ) ≡ dH(ϕ)/dϕ and H ′′(ϕ) ≡ d2H(ϕ)/dϕ2. Given initial values ϵ∗ ≡ ϵH(ϕ∗), η∗ ≡ ηH(ϕ∗) at
a fiducial ϕ∗, the HSR parameters ϵ, η are solved. Then a wave number that exits the horizon at time ϕ
is given by k = aH(ϕ).

To leading order in slow-roll approximation, the power spectrum of the primordial curvature and
tensor perturbations, Pζ(k) and Ph(k), respectively, are given by [7]

Pζ(k) =
[1 − (2C + 1)ϵ(ϕ) + Cη(ϕ)]2

πϵ(ϕ)
H(ϕ)2

∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ(k)

(3)

Ph(k) =
16[1 − (C + 1)ϵ(ϕ)]2

π
H(ϕ)2

∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ(k)

. (4)

where C = −2 + ln 2 +γ ≈ −0.729637 and γ is the Euler constant. In addition, duration of inflation after
the horizon exit of a scale k is also computed from the HSR parameters,

N(k) = −
∫ ϕ(k)

ϕend

dϕ

√
4π

ϵH(ϕ)
, (5)

where ϕend is ϕ at the end of inflation, i.e. ϵH(ϕend) = 1. If the lowest energy scale of inflation is assumed,
N(k) is bounded from below . We impose a prior on the e-folding number, N > 25, which means that
the energy scale of inflation should be higher than TeV [8].

3 Bayesian model selection

In order to explore an optimal constraint on the primordial power spectra, and compare different models
of inflation, we adopt Bayesian model selection. In Bayesian model selection, likelihood of a model is
measured by the Bayes evidence. Given data, the Bayesian evidence E(M) of a model M with a set of
model parameters Θ is given by

E(M) ≡
∫
dΘL(Θ)π(Θ|M), (6)

where L(Θ) ≡ P (data|Θ,M) is the likelihood function, and π(Θ|M) is the prior probability distribution
function. E(M) assess goodness of a model M , weighing fit to the data and predictability.

The relative likelihood of different models Mi and Mj is assessed by the ratio of their Bayes evidences

Bij ≡ ln
E(Mi)

E(Mj)
which is called Bayes factor. Jeffreys’ scale is often adopted to connect numbers and

semantics, which states: for |Bij | < 1 the evidence is not significant; 1 < |Bij | < 2.5 significant; 2.5 <
|Bij | < 5 strong; and 5 < |Bij | decisive.
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Figure 1: Constraints on derived parameters of primordial power spectra. Models shown are Mϵ (dashed
green line), Mη (dotted blue line), Mϵη (dot-dashed magenta line) and the reference MHZ (solid red line).

4 Analysis with observational data

We adopt CMB data from WMAP5 [9], as well as the observations at small angular scales including
ACBAR [10], CBI [11], BOOMERANG [12] and QUAD [13]. In addition, we adopt observational data
of geometrical distances of the late Universe, including the Union data set of type Ia supernovae (SN)
[14], the measurement of the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) scales in galaxy power spectra [15] and
the SH0ES measurement of the Hubble constant H0 = 74.2± 3.6 [16]. We assume a flat ΛCDM universe.

First we adopted the standard parameterization of primordial power spectra. We compared three
different models with parameters ns, r, and/or αs: Mns , Mnsr and Mnsαs , where the subscripts represents
the parameters allowed to vary in each model. With a model with HZ spectrum MHZ being taken as a
reference model, Bayes factors for these models are 4.3, 2.6 and 4.4 for Mns , Mnsr and Mnsα, respectively.
We find that HZ spectrum is highly disfavored in modeling of observational data compared with other
models Mns , Mnsr and Mnsα. In addition, current data is optimally modeled by Mns ; presence of
neither the tensor perturbation nor the running of scalar spectral index is suggested from data. Therefore
constraint of Mns can be regarded as an optimal constraint on primordial power spectra

ln[1010As] = 3.137+0.028
−0.032 (7)

ns = 0.957+0.010
−0.011, (8)

where errors are given at 68% C.L. Regarding the tensor perturbation and the running of the scalar
index, we find no evidence at present.

Furthermore, we also investigate comparison of models with HSR parameters. We adopt MHZ and
additionally three different models with separate priors on HSR parameters: Mϵ, Mη, Mϵη, where the
subscripts represent the HSR parameters allowed to vary in each model. If these parameters are varied,
top-hat priors 0 < ϵ < 0.1 and −0.1 < η < 0.1 are adopted in the analysis. In addition, we also adopt a
prior on the e-folding number N > 25. With MHZ being continuously taken as the reference model, the
Bayes factors are 5.8, 4.7 and 4.2 for Mϵ, Mη and Mϵη, respectively. Among these models, Bayes factors
are very comparable and we observe that current data is not constraining enough to distinguish these
models.

The marginal posterior distributions of standard parameters of the primordial power spectra, including
As, ns, r and αs are presented in Figure 1. We note that constraints on As and ns are almost independent
on priors and coincide with Eqs. (7-8). This suggests that these parameters are indeed required in
modeling the observational data. On the other hand, constraints on r and αs are very dependent on the
priors, which suggests that these parameters or features of the primordial power spectra are not signified
in the data.

5 Conclusion

We have investigated constraints on the primordial power spectra and comparison of single-field slow-roll
inflation models using data from recent observations of CMB combined with measurements of BAO, SN
and H0. By employing Bayesian model selection, we found that a model with the scale-invariant HZ
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spectrum is strongly disfavored from current data, in comparison with several simple models allowing
scale-dependence of the power spectra. We have also proposed an optimal constraint (7-8) on the primor-
dial power spectra. Adopting our somewhat artificial division of models for single-field slow-roll inflation,
Mϵ, Mη and Mϵη, with a theoretical prior N > 25, we have found the Bayes evidences for these models
from current data are almost comparable. Planck [17] and other CMB surveys will probe primordial
B-mode down to r = 0.01 in the near future and the method we demonstrated here will help us compare
different models of inflation and derive an optimal constraint on primordial power spectra.
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Abstract
We investigate the right-handed neutrino dark matter in the minimal gauged U(1)B−L

model with an additional discrete parity which ensures the stability of dark matter
particle. We show that the thermal relic abundance of the right-handed neutrino dark
matter with help of Higgs resonances can match the observed dark matter abundance.
In addition we estimate the cross section with nuclei and show that the next generation
direct dark matter search experiments can explore this model.

1 Introduction

The nonvanishing neutrino masses have been confirmed by various neutrino oscillation phenomena and
indicate the evidence of new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). The most attractive idea to
naturally explain the tiny neutrino masses is the seesaw mechanism [1], in which the right-handed (RH)
neutrinos singlet under the SM gauge group are introduced. The minimal gauged U(1)B−L model based
on the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)B−L [2] is an elegant and simple extension of
the SM, in which the RH neutrinos of three generations are necessarily introduced because of the gauge
anomaly cancellation, and their masses arise associated with the U(1)B−L gauge symmetry breaking.

Although the scale of the B−L gauge symmetry breaking is basically arbitrary as long as phenomeno-
logical constraints are satisfied, one interesting option is to take it to be the TeV scale [3]. In fact, it
has been recently pointed out that when the classical conformal invariance is imposed on the minimal
U(1)B−L model, the symmetry breaking scale appears to be the TeV scale naturally [4]. For such a case,
an additional neutral gauge boson Z ′, Higgs boson H and the RH neutrinos appear at the TeV scale
unless the U(1)B−L gauge coupling is extremely small, and they can be discovered at Large Hadron Col-
lider [5–9]. If these happen, we might understand well the relation between the gauge symmetry breaking
and the origin of neutrino mass.

These TeV scale models are interesting and appealing, but one might think that the absence of dark
matter (DM) candidate is a shortcoming of models, although sterile neutrino DM is possible [10]. We
propose here a very simple idea to posses the DM candidate in the minimal gauged U(1)B−L model [11].
We introduce the Z2 parity into the model and impose one of three RH neutrinos to be odd, while the
other fields even. In this way, the Z2-odd RH neutrino becomes stable and can be the DM candidate.
Note that two RH neutrinos are actually enough to reconcile with the observed neutrino oscillation data
with the prediction of one massless left-handed neutrino. Thus, without introducing any additional new
dynamical degrees of freedom, the DM particle has been provided in the minimal gauged U(1)B−L model.

2 The minimal gauged U(1)B−L model with Z2 parity

The model is based on the gauge group SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)B−L. Additional fields besides
the SM fields are a gauge field Cµ of the U(1)B−L, a SM singlet B−L Higgs boson Ψ with two U(1)B−L
charge, and three RH neutrinos Ni which are necessary for the gauge anomaly cancellation. For the two
RH neutrinos, N1 and N2, we assign Z2 parity even, while odd for N3, so that the RH neutrino N3 is
stable and, hence, the DM candidate.

1Email address: okadan@ua.edu
2Email address: osamu@hgu.jp
3speaker
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At first, we summarize additional interactions. The covariant derivative is extended so that the
additional U(1)B−L gauge interaction with its gauge coupling gB−L is implemented. Yukawa interactions
relevant for the neutrino masses are given by

Lint =
3∑

α=1

2∑
ı=1

yαiL̄αΦ̃Ni −
1

2

3∑
i=1

λRiN̄ΨPRN + h.c., (1)

where Φ̃ = −iτ2Φ∗ for Φ being the SM Higgs doublet. Because of the Z2 parity, the DM candidate N3

has no Yukawa coupling with the left-handed lepton doublets. The Higgs fields ϕ and ψ are obtained by
expanding Φ and Ψ as

Φ =

 0
1√
2

(v + ϕ)

 , (2)

Ψ =
1√
2

(v′ + ψ), (3)

around the vacuum expectation values v and v′, and related with the two mass eigenstates h and H
through the mixing angle θ.

Associated with the U(1)B−L gauge symmetry breaking, the new massive neutral gauge boson Z ′

with the mass
M2
Z′ = 4g2B−Lv

′2. (4)

arises and the RH neutrinos Ni acquire masses MNi = −λRi
v′√

2
. The current lower bound on the Z ′

boson is obtained to be
MZ′

gB−L
= 2v′ & 6 (7) TeV (5)

in Ref. [12] ([13]). Two Z2 even RH neutrinos N1 and N2 are responsible for light neutrino masses via
the seesaw mechanism.

3 Right-handed neutrino dark matter

Due to the Z2 parity, one of RH neutrino N3 (we denote N hereafter) in our model is the DM candidate.
We first estimate its relic abundance and identify the model parameters to be consistent with the current
observations. Next we calculate the scattering cross section between the DM particle and nuclei and see
the implication on the direct dark matter search experiments.

3.1 Thermal relic density

The dark matter RH neutrino interacts with the SM particles through couplings with B − L gauge and
B − L Higgs bosons. Note that neutrino Yukawa interactions are absent because of the Z2 parity. The
most of annihilation modes are s-channel Z ′,H and h exchange processes. In practice, the dominant
contributions come from the Higgs (h and H) exchange diagrams, because the Z ′ exchange processes are
suppressed by the inverse square of the B−L Higgs VEV v′ & 3 TeV. Thus, we obtain effectively a Higgs
portal DM of RH neutrino. The relevant annihilation modes are the annihilation into ff̄ , W+W−, ZZ,
and h(H)h(H). Since the RH neutrino DM couples to only the B − L Higgs Ψ while a SM particle does
to the SM Higgs Φ, the DM annihilation occurs only through the mixing angle θ between these two Higgs
bosons which is constrained by the precision electroweak measurements [14].

The thermal relic abundance of DM

ΩNh
2 = 1.1 × 109

mN/Td√
g∗MP ⟨σv⟩

GeV−1, (6)

with the Planck mass MP , the thermal averaged product of the annihilation cross section and the relative
velocity ⟨σv⟩, the total number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the thermal bath g∗, and the decoupling
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Figure 1: The thermal relic density of RH neutrino dark matter as a function of its mass with sin θ =
0.7 (0.3) in the left (right) panel for (v′,Mh,MH ,MZ′) = (4 TeV, 120 GeV, 200 GeV, 1 TeV).

temperature Td, is evaluated by solving the Boltzmann equation with the Friedmann equation under the
radiation dominated Universe [15]. The figure 1 shows the relic density ΩNh

2 as a function of the DM
mass mN for (v′,Mh,MH ,MZ′) = (4 TeV, 120 GeV, 200 GeV, 1 TeV). The left (right) panel is for
sin θ = 0.7 (0.3). The Willkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe measured the value of DM abundance as
ΩDMh

2 ≃ 0.1 [16]. The figure 1 shows that a desired DM relic abundance can be obtained for only near
Higgs resonances, mN ≈Mh/2 or MH/2.

Our model is quite analogous to the so-called gauge singlet scalar DM [17–19]. In the gauge singlet
scalar DM model, the thermal abundance and its detection cross section can be controlled by the coupling
between the SM Higgs boson and the DM particle. The only Higgs resonance region is available if the
scalar DM is lighter than the W-boson, on the other hand, a small coupling is necessary if the scalar
DM can annihilate into W-boson pairs. In contrast with this, it is not possible for our RH neutrino DM
to obtain the desired DM abundance without the Higgs resonant annihilation, even if the annihilation
mode into W-boson pair becomes kinematically available, because the bound on v′ given by Eq. (5) is so
stringent.

3.2 Cross section for direct searches

Our RH neutrino DM can elastically scatter off with nuclei, unlike another RH neutrino DM model has
been proposed by Krauss et.al. [20] and studied [21, 22]. The main process is due to Higgs exchange.

The figure 2 shows the spin-independent (SI) cross section of RH neutrino with a proton σ
(p)
SI .
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Figure 2: The spin independent scattering cross section with a proton. All parameters are same as these
used in the previous subsection. The left(right) figure corresponds to sin θ = 0.7 (0.3).
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4 Summary

We have constructed an effectively Higgs portal RH neutrino DM based on gauged U(1)B−L with an
additional discrete Z2 parity to stabilize the DM candidate. One of RH neutrinos is the available DM
candidate, while the rest of two generate nonvanishing neutrino masses with one vanishing mass eigenvalue
to explain neutrino oscillation. Due to the stringent bound on the Z ′ boson by Eq. (5), the canonical value
of the relic density is of ΩNh

2 ≫ 0.1 which is too abundant. In other words, cosmological measurements
of the DM abundance read the prediction that the DM mass should be about one half of a Higgs mass
because the resonance annihilation is required. We have estimated the DM cross section with a proton
which is within the reach of near future ton scale direct dark matter search experiments.
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Abstract
In higher dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime and five dimensional ring type
spacetime which has a self-similar mass function, we have constructed closed trapped
surfaces which begin in a flat region, pass through a self-similar Vaidya region, and
end in a black hole region, respectively. Moreover, we have shown that in both
spacetimes, as long as spacetimes have closed trapped surfaces as above, a naked
singularity never occur.

1 Introduction

A black hole is defined by an event horizon which is a boundary of a region in spacetime that cannot
be observed from infinity. Therefore, unless we know an entire future evolution of spacetime, we cannot
define the black hole. However, Eardley conjectured that the boundary of the region that contains
marginally outer trapped surfaces coincide with the event horizon [1]. So, a notion of outer trapped
surfaces might be a definition of the black hole. For the four dimensional Vaidya solution, Ben-Dov
shown that Eardley’s conjecture is true [2]. It should be noted that outer trapped surfaces are difference
from trapped surfaces as follows: outer trapped surfaces are closed spacelike D − 2 surfaces whose outer
null expansions is negative, on the other hand, trapped surfaces are closed spacelike D−2 surfaces whose
both null expansions are negative.

In four dimensional Vaidya spacetime, if we consider trapped surfaces, spacetime has interesting
features. Numerical results of Schnetter and Krishnan shown that the outer boundary of trapped surfaces
can extend into the flat region of Vaidya spacetime [3], and Bengtsson and Senovilla considered the self-
similar Vaidya solution, and they constructed closed trapped surfaces that begin in a flat region, pass
through a shell, and end in a Schwarzschild region [4]. Hence, trapped surfaces are able to extend into
the flat region. Moreover, Bengtsson and Senovilla shown that if spacetime has closed trapped surfaces
as they constructed, a naked singularity never occur in this spacetime.

How are these features in higher dimensional black holes? Can we prove Eardley’s conjecture? and
Do closed trapped surfaces extend into the flat region? At least, in higher dimensional Vaidya spacetime,
if we are able to construct closed trapped surfaces that are similar to Bengtsson and Senovilla’s result
by using the same manner to Ref. [4], we might be able to consider the definition of black holes as
Eardley’s conjecture. Therefore, we concern both higher dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime and
five dimensional ring type spacetime which has a self-similar mass function. Then we will construct closed
trapped surfaces as Bengtsson and Senovilla’s result in both spacetimes.

In this paper, briefly we only consider higher dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime.

2 D dimensional Vaidya spacetime

We consider a D dimensional Vaidya solution [5]

ds2 = −
(

1 − 2m

(D − 3)rD−3

)
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2

(
dθ21 + sin2 θ1dθ

2
2 + · · · + sin2 θ1 · · · sin2 θndθ

2
n+1

)
, (1)

1Email address: shimano@rikkyo.ac.jp
2Email address: harada@rikkyo.ac.jp
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which has a mass function given by

m =

{ 0 , v ≤ 0

µvD−3 , 0 ≤ v ≤M
1

D−3 /µ

M , v ≥M
1

D−3 /µ

, (2)

where n = D− 3, D ≥ 4, µ and M are constants, respectively. There is a radial influx of null fluid in an
initially empty region of D dimensional Minkowski spacetime. For 0 ≤ v ≤ M1/(D−3)/µ spacetime is D
dimensional Vaidya with the self-similar mass function, and for v ≥M1/(D−3)/µ we have D dimensional
Schwarzschild spacetime. We know that a naked singularity will occur if and only if the mass function
satisfies the following condition [6],

µ <

[
(D − 3)

2(D − 2)

]D−2

. (3)

2.1 Two types of trapped surfaces

We consider two types of D − 2 surfaces as follows:

Table 1: The type of D − 2 surfaces

Type 1 θ1 =
π

2
, r = R(ρ), v = V (ρ), θ2 = ϕ2, · · · , θn+1 = ϕn+1.

θ2 =
π

2
, r = R(ρ), v = V (ρ), θ1 = ϕ1, θ3 = ϕ3, · · · , θn+1 = ϕn+1. etc.

Type 2 θ1 = Θ(ρ), v = V (ρ), r = const, θ2 = ϕ2, · · · , θn+1 = ϕn+1.
θ2 = Θ(ρ), v = V (ρ), r = const, θ1 = ϕ1, θ3 = ϕ3, · · · , θn+1 = ϕn+1. etc.

In Table.1, Type 1 surfaces follow that r and v are the function of ρ, and the one of angles is constant.
On the other hand, Type 2 surfaces obey that the one of angles and v are the function of ρ, and r is
constant.

By using these surfaces, we will construct closed trapped surfaces that begin in the flat region, pass
through the self-similar Vaidya region, and end in the black hole region.

2.2 Closed trapped surfaces

Closed trapped surfaces are composed of the following parts:

• flat region: we consider type 1 surfaces and a topological disk given by the hyperboloid

v = t0 + r −
√
r2 + k2 (4)

with constants t0, k, where t = v − r and R = ρ.

• self-similar Vaidya region: we also consider type 1 surfaces and a topological cylinder defined by
θ = π/2 and

dV

dR
=

a

b−X
, where X =

V

R
, and R = ρ. (5)

where a, b are constants subject to a > b2/4. Owing to this part, we will connect trapped surfaces
in whole region.

• black hole region: we consider type 2 surfaces, and another disk composed of two parts

- a cylinder with θ = π/2; γM = (D − 3)RD−3 where γ is a positive constant.
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- another final capping disk defined by

(
Θ − π

2
+ δ
)2

+

(
V

(
D − 3

γM

) 1
(D−3)

− σ0

)2

= δ2, 0 < δ ≤ π

2
. (6)

with constants σ0 and δ

In flat and self-similar Vaidya regions, all Type 1 surfaces are closed trapped surfaces, if and only if the
mass function satisfies the following condition:

µ >
1

4

(
(D − 3)

γ

) 1
D−3

. (7)

In black hole region, the condition of trapped surfaces differ from each Type 2 surfaces. the surfaces,
where v and θ1 are the function of ρ, are trapped surfaces, if γ satisfies the following condition:

(D − 3)

√
2

γ
− 1

(
1

γ
− 1

)
>

1

δ
. (8)

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 1

 10  20  30  40

γ

dimension

Figure 1: The upper bound of γ in Eq. (8) for dimensions with δ = π/2. The solid line is the upper
bound of γ. It approaches to one for a infinitely large dimension.

In Figure.1 we plot the upper bound of γ in Eq. (8) for dimensions by taking δ = π/2. Since the
upper bound of γ approaches to one for a infinitely large dimension, γ is less than one in any dimensions.
Therefore, we do have closed trapped surfaces that begin in the higher dimensional Minkowski region
and end in the higher dimensional Schwarzschild region.
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Similarly, if γ satisfies the condition,

(D − 3)

√
2

γ
− 1

(
1

γ
− 1

)
>

1

δ
sin θ1, (9)

then the surfaces, where v and θ2 are the function of ρ, are trapped surfaces. It should be noted that
in the right hand side of Eq. (9) there is a factor sin θ1, however, the right hand side of Eq. (8) does
not depend on sin θ1. Similarly, when we choose other surfaces and consider the condition of trapped
surfaces, the condition also has a factor of the angle dependence as the right hand side of Eq. (9). In
Eq. (9), the condition for the upper bound of γ depends on sin θ1. If we take sin θ1 = 1, then Eq. (9) is
the same to Eq. (8). Besides, if sin θ1 is negative, then the upper bounds of γ become greater than one.
However, since the trapping condition (9) is satisfied for any sin θ1 in the region γ < 1, in this case we
also do have closed trapped surfaces. Although the condition of trapped surfaces depends on the choice
of the D− 2 surfaces, all conditions are satisfied in the region γ < 1. Therefore, we do have obtained the
closed trapped surfaces in higher dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime.

Here, let us consider about the naked singularity in this spacetime. In Type 2, by substituting Eq. (8)
into Eq. (7) we can take the mass function which depends on dimensions. if spacetime satisfies both
conditions Eqs. (7) and (3), i.e. if γ satisfies the condition

γ > (D − 3)

[
1

4

(
2(D − 2)

(D − 3)

)D−2
]D−3

, (10)

then spacetime has the naked singularity. However, Eq (10) does not satisfy γ < 1. Therefore, in our
discussion, if spacetime has closed trapped surfaces given by above discussions, then it never has the
naked singularity.

3 Conclusion

We have considered both higher dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime and five dimensional ring type
spacetime which has the self-similar mass function. In both spacetimes, we have utilized the same manner
to Ref. [4] , and then we have shown the following results. First, in both spacetimes, although conditions
of the trapped surface depend on the choice of the D − 2 surfaces, that conditions are satisfied in the
region as γ < 1. Therefore, we do have constructed the closed trapped surfaces, respectively: that begin
in the flat region, pass through the self-similar Vaidya region, and end in the black hole region. Second,
to notice the constant of the mass function µ we have shown that the naked singularity never occur in
both spacetimes with the closed trapped surface given by our discussions.

These results are similar to that in four dimensional self-similar Vaidya spacetime. Hence, we might
be able to consider the definition of black holes by using Eardley’s conjecture in higher dimensional
spacetime.
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Abstract
In this paper, we put constraints on neutrino properties such as mass mν and de-
generacy parameters ξi from WMAP5 data and light element abundances by using
a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach. In order to take consistently into
account the effects of the degeneracy parameters, we run the Big Bang Nucleosynthe-
sis code for each value of ξi and the other cosmological parameters to estimate the
Helium abundance, which is then used to calculate CMB anisotropy spectra instead
of treating it as a free parameter. We find that the constraint on mν is fairly robust
and does not vary very much even if the lepton asymmetry is allowed, and is given

by
∑

mν < 1.3 eV (95%C.L.).

1 Introduction

Neutrino masses are the key feature beyond the standard model of particle physics because neutrinos
are assumed to be massless in the minimal standard model. However, oscillation experiments recently
suggest tiny but non-zero masses of neutrinos. The most stringent constraint on the sum of neutrino

masses comes from cosmological observations. The latest WMAP results yield
∑

mν < 1.3 eV (95%

C.L.) for the ΛCDM model [1]. This constraint is shown to be robust over the different cosmological
models, even if we abandon the assumption of the spatial flatness of the universe, change the equation
of state of dark energy, and include tensor modes.

Another assumption in the standard cosmology that is usually taken is the symmetry in the lepton
sector. This is closely related to cosmological neutrinos since neutrinos have all the lepton number of the
universe due to its electronic charge neutrality. Several theories, such as [2], propose the possibility of
the large lepton asymmetry in the universe. In addition, observational constraint on lepton asymmetry
is much weaker than that of baryon asymmetry. Then, one may wonder how robust the constraint on
neutrino masses is in the possible presence of large lepton asymmetry. This is the main topic we would
like to pursue in this study.

The lepton asymmetry which is usually denoted by the degeneracy parameter ξ is an interesting
quantity to be constrained, where ξ is defined as a chemical potential between neutrino and anti-neutrino
normalized by the neutrino temperature. We also consider the effects of ξ on CMB through the primordial
helium abundance Yp generated during the process of the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in order to

put bound on
∑

mν in the lepton asymmetric universe.

In this analysis, we consider three light neutrinos and equal neutrino masses between flavors, such

as mν ≡ mνe = mνµ = mντ , which yields
∑

mν = 3mν . It is because the accuracy of the present

cosmological observation is not yet up to specify their mass differences. Potentially, the degeneracy
parameter ξ can take different values for each flavor of neutrinos by the model of neutrino physics [3].
Therefore, in this study we consider the two cases: one is the case that ξe = ξµ = ξτ , and the other is
that ξµ = ξτ ≡ ξµ,τ ̸= ξe.

1Email address: mare@a.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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Figure 1: The ratio of the neutrino masses be-
tween degenerate and non-degenerate cases for which
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Figure 2: Effects of ξ on CTTl for the case ξe = ξµ,τ
with massless neutrinos. Two dotted lines and a
dashed line are CTTl ’s affected by Yp related with
ξ at BBN. Solid lines show CTTl ’s affected by Yp un-
related with ξ. Here we fix ωb + ωc. Other cosmo-
logical parameters are taken as the mean value from
WMAP5 alone analysis for a power-law flat ΛCDM
model [1] i.e. Ωb + Ωc + ΩΛ = 1.

2 Cosmological effects of ξi and mν

In this section, we review the effects of the neutrino mass mν and the degeneracy parameter ξi on the
predicted helium abundance Yp in BBN theory and the predicted CMB power spectrum Cl.

In BBN physics, the lepton asymmetry changes the abundance. The larger Neff , which is the effective
number of neutrinos and behaves as the increasing function of |ξi|’s, makes the universe expand faster and
more neutrons survive before the nucleosynthesis begins. Therefore the helium abundance becomes larger
as ξµ,τ increases. On the other hand, Yp decreases monotonically as ξe increases because the chemical
potential of electron type neutrinos suppresses the neutron-proton ratio at the onset of BBN.

On the other hand, the dependence on mν can be neglected because mν is much smaller than the
temperature at the BBN epoch and does not affect the reaction rate.

In CMB physics, the lepton asymmetry changes the CMB spectrum Cl. If Neff increases by increasing
|ξi|, the sound horizon at the last scattering becomes smaller and the epoch of radiation-matter equality
delays leading the larger decay of the gravitational potential. These effects shift Cl to the higher l and
derive the enhancement of the 1st peak. In addition, through the effects of free streaming of these
ultra-relativistic neutrinos, the smaller scale gravitational potentials have been damped just prior to the
beginning of the acoustic oscillations of the baryon-photon fluid. This causes the smaller temperature
fluctuations.

Next we focus our attention on the dependence of Cl on mν . In massive non-degenerate case (ξi = 0),
neutrino mass of O(eV) causes overall horizontal shift and suppression around the first peak (when we
fix ωb + ωc and change ων to keep flatness). The horizontal shift comes from the fact that the larger mν

(more non-relativistic particles at present epoch) implies that the distance to the last scattering surface
is shorter and the peaks move to smaller l. However, this shift is mostly canceled by the downward shift
in H0. Therefore this does not produce a neutrino mass signal. If mν & 0.6 eV, massive neutrinos on
average become non-relativistic before the epoch of recombination and only in this case, the neutrino
mass can significantly imprint a characteristic signal in acoustic peaks (specifically, the matter-radiation
equality occurs earlier due to less relativistic degrees of freedom and 1st peak is suppressed by the smaller
early-integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect) [4].

In massive degenerate case (ξi ̸= 0), the behavior of Cl can be understood by combining the effects
in the massless degenerate case and the massive non-degenerate case. As mentioned above, roughly
speaking, neutrino mass constraint from (WMAP-level) CMB observation is determined by a critical
mass 3mν,c which is defined by zrec ≃ znr, where znr denotes the redshift when neutrinos on average
become non-relativistic.
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ξ ≡ ξe = ξµ,τ ξe ̸= ξµ,τ
parameter Yp = 0.24 Yp = Y BBN

p Yp = 0.24 Yp = Y BBN
p

100ωb 2.205 ± 0.070 2.206+0.072
−0.074 2.200+0.069

−0.070 2.199 ± 0.075
ωdm 0.1823+0.015

−0.043 0.1799+0.0079
−0.0501 0.2111+0.0202

−0.0477 0.2158+0.0208
−0.0575

ξe < 2.41 1.20+0.50
−0.40

+1.39
−1.61 < 3.47 1.65+0.63

−0.68
+2.00
−1.84

|ξµ,τ | - - < 2.70 < 2.81∑
mν (eV) < 1.2 < 1.3 < 1.2 < 1.3

Yp - < 0.36 - < 0.32

Table 1: Mean values and 68% C.L. errors of the cosmological parameters obtained from the analysis of
WMAP5 alone in the lepton asymmetric universe with massive neutrinos. For the constraints on ξ, 95%

C.L. errors are also shown, and the upper bounds on ξ,
∑

mν , and Yp are at 95% C.L. The left side

of the table is in the case of ξe = ξµ,τ . The right side is in the case ξe ̸= ξµ,τ . Two parameters at the
bottom are the derived parameters from the MCMC sampling.

Numerically we depict mν,c(ξ)/mν,c(ξ = 0) in Fig. 1. From the figure we found Fν . 1.14 for ξ < 2.
Therefore the critical mass (3mν,c(ξ = 0) = 1.7 eV for massive non-degenerate case) shifts to, at most,
1.9 eV for massive degenerate case. As mν is limited less than mν,c, we can expect that the upper bound

of
∑

mν from CMB is almost invariant even in the lepton asymmetric universe, as will be shown later.

Finally, we explain the dependence of the CMB power spectrum on Yp. The main effect of Yp on the
CMB power spectrum comes from the diffusion damping at small scales. This effect is rather small and
not relevant to WMAP5 level observation. However,in our case, since Yp can take very large or small
value with ξ ∼ O(1), this may affect constraints. For example, two models with ξe = ξµ,τ = 1.5 and −1.5
give the same CMB spectra if we fix Yp = 0.24. However, if we consider the effects of ξ at BBN epoch
correctly, the two models predict Yp = 0.048 and 0.780. Therefore, the model with negative degeneracy
parameter should lead the larger diffusion damping as shown in Fig. 2. The CMB power spectrum can
be affected by ξ through such an indirect manner.

3 Likelihood analysis

In what follows we will put constraints on the neutrino degeneracy parameters ξi and masses mν along
with the other standard cosmological parameters.

We first present the result of constraints on cosmological parameters from WMAP5 alone in Table
1. For each panel we separate the results for cases whether we use BBN code to calculate Yp or we
approximately fixed Yp value to 0.24.

As is found in Table 1, the constraints on ξ from CMB are highly dependent on whether one fixes
helium abundance or derives it from BBN theory. First, let us consider the case with fixed helium
abundance. In this case, the constraints on ξ from CMB becomes symmetric about ξi = 0, because
positive and negative ξ give identical effects on the CMB spectrum. In reality, however, the positive
and negative ξ give different effects on the CMB spectrum through the helium abundance. The CMB
can put constraint on Yp due to the Silk damping, and therefore ξ is further constrained through this
effect if one derives helium abundance from BBN theory for the CMB calculations. From the fact that
the current upper limit on helium abundance from CMB is found to be Yp < 0.44 and there is no lower
bound, negative ξe is disfavored, because negative ξe leads to large Yp.

As for the other cosmological parameters, such as ωb and ns, are tightly constrained for all cases and
the constraints do not change between different models considered here, because the dependence of Cl
on these parameters does not degenerate with that on ξi and Yp.

We also find that the upper bound of
∑

mν is not changed significantly because this upper bound

is lower than the critical mass 3mν,c.
Next, we present the constraints from WMAP5 combined with observations of light element abun-

dances, namely, Yp = 0.250 ± 0.004 and D/H = (2.82 ± 0.27) × 10−5. Our constraints on the sum of
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Figure 3: One dimensional posterior distributions of
∑

mν (the left panel) and ξe (the right one) in the

specific 4 cases. Case (1): the WMAP5 alone constraint with Yp = 0.24 and no lepton asymmetry (red
solid line), Case (2): the WMAP5 alone constraint with Yp = Y BBN

p and ξe = ξµ,τ (green dashed line),

Case (3): WMAP5 alone constraint with Yp = Y BBN
p and ξe ̸= ξµ,τ (magenta dotted line), Case (4): the

WMAP5+BBN constraint with Yp = Y BBN
p and ξe ̸= ξµ,τ (blue dot-dashed line).

neutrino masses are 1.2 eV and 1.1 eV respectively for the cases ξe = ξµ,τ and ξe ̸= ξµ,τ . They do not de-
pend on the assumption of ξe = ξµ,τ and ξe ̸= ξµ,τ . Again, we have found that neutrino mass constraints
do not change much depending on the assumptions on ξ.

As for the constraints on the degeneracy parameters, we obtain ξ = −0.013+0.016
−0.017 ± 0.033 in the case

ξe = ξµ,τ , and ξe = 0.034+0.017
−0.025

+0.075
−0.058 and |ξµ,τ | < 1.60 in the case ξe ̸= ξµ,τ from WMAP5 + BBN.

4 Summary

In this paper, we have discussed the effects of neutrino masses and neutrino degeneracies on CMB and
BBN, and investigated how the latest observations put constraints on these properties simultaneously. In
particular, we have examined how robust the constraint on neutrino masses is in the lepton asymmetric

universe. Our constraints on the neutrino masses are
∑

mν < 1.3 eV at 95% C.L. from WMAP alone.

The constraint does not change very much even if we put the HST prior in the lepton asymmetric
universe. We investigate the two types of lepton asymmetry, i.e. the cases with ξe = ξµ,τ and ξe ̸= ξµ,τ ,
and found that the constraints are almost the same for both cases. We also have taken into account the
measurements of light element abundances, and found that changes in constraints are very small. These
results are summarized in the left panel of Fig. 3.

A part of constraints on the degeneracy parameters are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. There,
we can notice that the posteriors are skewed by the BBN relation for Yp. In addition, the right panel
indicates that ξe’s prefer the positive value, however, they are still consistent with ξe = 0. Although these
constraints are much weaker than those obtained from Yp measurements in HII regions and direct use of
BBN theory, this would be more useful in future CMB measurements such as Planck to constrain ξe.
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Abstract
Recent observational bounds taken into consideration, I investigated cosmology of
Brans-Dicke gravity. Brans-Dicke scalar field at high ωBD behaves as stiff fluid, And
it makes cosmic age short. But, cosmic age is constrained by observation of globular
clusters. This paper shows constraint on Brans-Dicke cosmology from view point of
cosmic age.

1 introduction

g Is the constants of nature truly constantHh This is one of the radical questions for nature. Especially,
varying gravitational constant G is interesting from viewpoint of cosmology, because it decides strength
of the gravity which is dominant in macro scale.

2 Brans-Dicke gravity theory

In BD theories, the coupling of a massless scalar field to the Ricci scalar provides a natural framework
of realizing the time-variation of the gravitational constant via the dynamics of the scalar field. In the
Brans-Dicke theory a constant coupling parameter ωBD is introduced. In the limit ωBD , the gravitational
constant cannot change and Einstein gravity is recovered. The issue that historically influenced the
pioneers of the scalar-tensor theory strongly is Mach’s principal. It is often said that Brans-Dicke theory,
but not general relativity, satisfies Mach’s principle.

SBD =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[

c4

16πG
[ϕR− ωBD

(∇ϕ)2

ϕ
] + Lmatter

]
(1)

Gµν =
8πG

c4ϕ
Tmatter
µν + T (ϕ)

µν (2)

T (ϕ)
µν =

ωBD

ϕ2

[
ϕ;µϕ;ν −

1

2
gµνϕ;αϕ

α
;

]
+

1

ϕ
[ϕ;µϕ;ν − gµν2ϕ] (3)

2ϕ =
8πG

c4(3 + 2ωBD)
Tµmatter
µ (4)

3 Constraint of BD theory

But, idea of varying G and non-Einstein gravity theory are limited by variety of astronomical measure-
ments in recent years . Varing G is constrained by lunar laser ranging experiment. the newest limit is
this value: (Ġ/G)|now = (4 ± 9) × 10−13/yr.(William et al.2004)[4]

The value of ωBD consistent with experiment has risen with time. In 2003 evidence - derived from
the Cassini-Huygens experiment- shows that the value of ωBD must exceed 40000. this value is measured
by Shapiro’s delay.(Bertotti et al.2003)[5];(Berti et al.2005) [6]

Recent observational bounds taken into consideration, I investigated Brans-Dicke cosmology.
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4 Basic Equation of BD cosmology

(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3ϕ
ρ− kc2

a2
− ȧ

a

ϕ̇

ϕ
+
ωBD

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

(5)

ϕ̈ = −3
ȧ

a
ϕ̇+

−ρc2 + 3P

c2(3 + 2ωBD)
(6)

These are Friedman equation of BD theory. Considering equation of state and indeed following
parameters.

• present cosmic expantion rate(Hubble constant):
ȧ

a
= H0

• present radiation density:ρr0

• present dust matter densityρm0

• present dark energy density:ρΛ0

then rewrite equation,

(
ȧ

a

)2

= H2
0

(
8πG

3H2
0ϕ

(
ρr0
a4

+
ρm0

a3
+ ρΛ0) − kc2

H2
0a

2
+
ωBD

6
(
ϕ̇/ϕ

H0
)2 − ȧ

a

ϕ̇/ϕ

H2
0

)
(7)

Defined that:

• present radiation density(normalized):
8πGρr0

3H2
0

≡ Ωr0

• present dust matter density(normalized)
8πGρm0

3H2
0

≡ Ωm0

• present dark energy density(normalized):
8πGρm0

3H2
0

≡ ΩΛ0

• normalized curvuture :−kc
2

H2
0

≡ Ωk0

then, (
ȧ

a

)2

= H2
0 (

Ωr0
ϕa4

+
Ωm0

ϕa3
+

Ωk0
a2

+
ΩΛ0

ϕ
+
ωBD

6
(
ϕ̇/ϕ

H0
)2 − ȧ

a

ϕ̇/ϕ

H2
0

(8)

ϕ̈ = −3
ȧ

a
ϕ̇− H0

(3 + 2ωBD)
(
Ωm0

a3
+ 4ΩΛ0) (9)

These are normalized Friedman equation of BD theory. And,defined Ωϕ̇(t) conveniently:

Ωϕ̇(t) =
ωBD

6
(
ϕ̇/ϕ

H0
)2 − ȧ

a

ϕ̇/ϕ

H2
0

(10)
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5 BD scalar field behaves as stiff fluid

Brans-Dicke Scalar field at high omega behave as stiff fluid(w=1). This is un-normalized BD Friedman
equation.Now,derivate vacuum solution.

(
ȧ

a

)2

= − ȧ
a

ϕ̇

ϕ
+
ωBD

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

(11)

ϕ̈ = −3
ȧ

a
ϕ̇ (12)

and,following is the solution:

ϕ ∝ tα, a ∝ t
α+1
3 (13)

where,α =
1

1 ±
√

9 + 6ωBD
. As compared to relation between equation of state and cosmic expansion

solution:a ∝ t2/3(1+w) then,we can discribe w parameter of BD scalar field as following.

w =
2

α+ 1
− 1 (14)

If ωBD −→ very large,then α −→ 0,w −→ 1.This result is construed the following.

General free(no potential,massless) scalar field’s equaiton of states shows that Pressure = Energy density.
Parameter of equation state is 1. Such imaginary matter is called stiff fluid. These solutions are known
from old days(Mark S.Madsen 1985)[7](Mark S.Madsen 1988)[8]. Expressing BD scalar field and matter
eqation again,

2ϕ =
8πG

c4(3 + 2ωBD)
Tµmatter
µ (15)

If ωBD is very large, coupling between matter and scalar field decoupled. then BD scalar field behaves as
free scalar field.

6 BD cosmology from veiw point of cosmic age

Brans-Dicke scalar field behave as stiff fulid,And it make cosmic age short. But, cosmic age is constrained
by observation of globular clusters. Lower limit of cosmic age is surmised thirteen giga years.(Krauss et
al.2003)[9] It is desirable that BD scalar field’s energy density is small enough. (You may think that if
the nature adopt BD gravity, Varying G effect on development of star. But Recent observational bounds
taken into consideration,varying of G is very small except only early universe.) I investigated BD cosmic
solutions which allowed from recent observational bounds(:ωBD > 40000). This picture show cosmic age
of BD Λ CDM@model(Fig. 1).

If there were a little scalar field , cosmic age become short. And it become less than thirteen giga
years.

Notice Ωϕ̇(0) = 0 model. That mean Ġ/G|now is zero exactly. And composition of universe is equiva-
lent to standard model in GR. But Cosmic age is shorter 0.2 Gyr than standard cosmology. BD cosmology
at high ωBD resemble cosmology with stiff fluid in GR. But The former does not quite correspond to the
later.

7 Conclusion

BD scalar field’s energy density must be less than 0.001.If ωBD > 40000 then Ġ/G|now is less than 10−14.
This is more strict limit value at one column than the lunar laser ranging experiment But this limit value
suppose that varying G is caused by BD gravity, and this is model-depanding constraint value.
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Figure 1: Relation between cosmic age and Scalar field density

Figure 2: This is magnitude-redshift relation. blue
line is ΛCDM model in GR. green line is BD ΛCDM
model which is narrowly allowed from view point of
cosmic age. we can’t distinguish two model at low z
region which is observed by type Ia supurnove.

Figure 3: But at more high z region, we can dis-
tinguish two model. this sudden drop is peculiarity
of BD model. high z region is observed by gammar
lay burst. But ,GRB observation is not precise yet.
Errer bar is too long to discuss.

8 Supplement
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Abstract
We study the sample variance of the matter power spectrum for the standard Λ
Cold Dark Matter universe. We use a total of 5000 cosmological N -body cosmo-
logical simulations to study the cosmological parameter estimations using the Fisher
matrix analysis with and without including non-Gaussian errors. For the Fisher ma-
trix analysis, we compute the derivatives of the matter power spectrum with respect
to cosmological parameters using directly full nonlinear simulations. We show that
the non-Gaussian errors increase the unmarginalized errors by up to a factor 5 for
kmax = 0.4h/Mpc if there is only one free parameter (if other parameters are well
determined by external information). On the other hand, for multi-parameter fit-
ting, the impact of the non-Gaussian errors is significantly mitigated due to severe
parameter degeneracies in the power spectrum.

1 Introduction

The baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) is imprinted in the distribution of galaxies as is found in the
temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background. The acoustic length scale is determined
by the sound horizon of the photon-baryon fluid at recombination epoch; it can thus be used as a standard
ruler which provides us with a robust method to measure distance scales out to essentially any epoch
[1]. Using the observed distance-redshift relation, we can obtain an accurate cosmic expansion history,
which in turn gives strong constraints on the nature of dark energy. The large-area galaxy surveys such
as two-degree Field Survey (2dF) and Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) detected the BAO signature in
the galaxy distribution [2, 3].

The BAO signature appears as a small wiggle pattern in the galaxy power spectrum. Since the ampli-
tude of BAO wiggle is very small (∼ a few percent), rather accurate theoretical models are needed. Es-
pecially, in order to determine the distance within a percent accuracy for the planned or ongoing surveys,
we need to be able to predict the acoustic scale with much higher accuracies (∼ 0.1%). However, there
are complicated astrophysical processes such as the non-linear gravitational evolution, scale-dependent
bias of galaxies, redshift space distortion, and the effect of massive neutrino. Many authors tackled these
problems using numerical simulations and analytical perturbation theories.

It is crucial to use not only accurate power spectra but also accurate covariance matrices in order to
determine cosmological parameters from the galaxy power spectrum. If the matter density fluctuations
obey a Gaussian distribution, the covariance matrix has only diagonal element and the relative error
is simply given by the square root of the number of modes in the survey area [4]. However, when the
density fluctuations grow to the non-linear regime, the mode coupling between different wavenumbers
generates non-zero off-diagonal elements, and the so-called non-Gaussian error is induced [5, 6]. Rimes
& Hamilton (2005) first pointed out that there is little information contained in the power spectrum at
quasi-nonlinear regime (k = 0.2 − 0.8h/Mpc) due to the non-Gaussian error [7].
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In our previous paper (Takahashi et al. 2009 [8], hereafter T09), we used 5000 cosmological simulations
to obtain the accurate covariance matrix of the matter power spectrum. This is a largest number of
realizations ever done for the BAO simulation. We studied the non-Gaussian error contribution to the
signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement of the power spectrum, and found that the non-Gaussian error
is important at small length-scale k > 0.2h/Mpc. In this proceeding, we further investigate the non-
Gaussian error contribution to the cosmological parameter estimation. This proceeding is based on our
recent manuscript [9].

Throughout the present paper, we adopt the standard ΛCDM model with matter density Ωm = 0.238,
baryon density Ωb = 0.041, dark energy density Ωw = 0.762 with equation of state w = −1, spectral index
ns = 0.958, amplitude of fluctuations σ8 = 0.76, and expansion rate at the present time H0 = 73.2km
s−1 Mpc−1, consistent with the 3-year WMAP results [10].

2 Matter power spectrum and its covariance matrix from nu-
merical simulations

We follow the gravitational evolution of 2563 collisionless dark matter particles in a volume of 1000h−1Mpc
on a side using the cosmological simulation code Gadget-2 [11]. We generate initial conditions following
the standard Zel’dovich approximation at the initial redshift z = 20. We use outputs at z = 3, 1 and 0.
We run 5000 Particle-Mesh simulations to follow the non-linear evolution of the power spectrum and its
covariance matrix in detail. We have checked that the power spectra of our simulations agree well with
the result of the higher resolution simulation, within 2(10)% for k < 0.2(0.4)h/Mpc.

Denoting P̂i(k) as the power spectrum computed from the i-th realization, the ensemble averaged
power spectrum is estimated from the mean of the power spectra between 5000 realizations:

P̄ (k) =
1

Nr

Nr∑
i=1

P̂i(k), (1)

where Nr = 5000, the number of our realizations. Similarly, the covariance matrix between the spectra
of k1 and k2 is estimated as

cov(k1, k2) =
1

Nr − 1

Nr∑
i=1

[
P̂i(k1) − P̄ (k1)

] [
P̂i(k2) − P̄ (k2)

]
.

(2)

The accuracy of the covariance is analytically estimated for the Gaussian density fluctuations (see Ap-
pendix). For example, the relative errors in the diagonal covariance terms are found to scale with the
number of realizations as (2/Nr)

1/2; our 5000 simulations provide a few percent accuracy.
The power spectrum covariance is formally expressed as a sum of the two contributions, the Gaussian

and non-Gaussian terms [5, 6]

cov(k1, k2) ≡
⟨(
P̂ (k1) − P (k1)

)(
P̂ (k2) − P (k2)

)⟩
=

2

Nk1
P 2(k1)δKk1,k2 +

1

V

∫
|k′

1|∈k1

∫
|k′

2|∈k2

d3k′
1

Vk1

d3k′
2

Vk2

× T (k′
1,−k′

1,k
′
2,−k′

2). (3)

The first term arises from the Gaussian fluctuations, while the second term is the non-Gaussian error
arising from the mode coupling during the non-linear evolution. Here, P (k) = ⟨P̂ (k)⟩ is the mean power
spectrum, T is the trispectrum, the integral is done over the shell of the radius k1,2 with the width
∆k in Fourier space, and Vk1,2 is the volume of the shell given by Vk = 4πk2∆k. The expression in
Eq.(3) depends on the bin width, the first term is proportional to 1/(V∆k), while the second term is
∝ 1/V . Hence, for the finer bin width, the impact of the Gaussian term becomes relatively enhanced.
Note however that the parameter estimation shown in the following is independent of the bin width.
Throughout this proceeding, the bin width is set to ∆k = 0.01h/Mpc.
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Figure 1: (Left panel) The marginalized errors of each parameter when including the power spectrum
information up to the maximum wavenumber kmax in the horizontal axis. The left- and right panels
show the results for the real- and redshift-space, respectively. The symbols in each panel are as for the
previous figures. The cross, triangle and circle symbols show the simulation results at redshifts z = 3, 1
and 0, respectively. The solid curves which lie almost on top of the symbols show the results obtained
only by including the Gaussian errors in the Fisher analysis. The agreement indicates that the Gaussian
error assumption is a good approximation for parameter estimations even at small scales (see text for the
details). (Right panel) The ratio of the marginalized errors with and without the non-Gaussian errors, as
a function of kmax. The solid curves show the results for our fiducial set of five cosmological parameters
as shown in each panel. For comparison the dashed curves show the results for the unmarginalized errors
or equivalently for the case of one parameter fitting in each panel. It is clear that the non-Gaussian errors
degrade the unmarginalized errors by up to a factor 5.

3 Parameter estimation for cosmological parameters

In this section, we study the effects of the non-Gaussian errors on the cosmological parameter estimation
given the power spectrum measured from a hypothetical survey of (1h−1Gpc)3 volume. We use the Fisher
matrix formalism to estimate the accuracy of parameter estimation [12] :

Fij =
∑

k1,2<kmax

cov−1(k1, k2)
∂P (k1;x)

∂ lnxi

∣∣∣∣
fid

∂P (k2;x)

∂ lnxj

∣∣∣∣
fid

. (4)

where xi denotes cosmological parameters, and the partial derivative such as ∂P/∂xi is evaluated around
the fiducial model. We include 5 parameters (therefore i = 1, 2, . . . , 5): the primordial power spectrum
parameters, the normalization parameter As (not σ8) and the spectral index ns, the baryon density Ωbh

2,
the dark matter density Ωch

2, and the dark energy equation of state parameter w. We assume a flat
universe throughout the present paper. In Eq. (4) we use lnxi (not xi) as the variables such that the
Fisher matrix gives the relative accuracy of a given parameter estimation: the marginalized error is then

given as ∆xi/xi = (F−1)
1/2
ii . From Eqs.(3) and (4), the estimation error ∆xi/xi is inversely proportional
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to the survey volume as ∆xi/xi ∝ V −1/2. We need to compute the derivatives of the power spectrum
to compute the Fisher matrix in Eq. (4). For each cosmological parameter, we ran simulations with one
parameter slightly varied, while fixing other parameters to the fiducial values. We then compute the
derivatives by the two-side differences of steps ∆xi/xi = ±0.05. We use 40 realizations are used for each
parameter variation.

The left of Fig.1 shows the marginalized error on each parameter, ∆xi/xi = (F−1)
1/2
ii , as a function

of kmax, where the power spectrum information up to a given kmax is included. In each panel the
symbols show the simulation results including the full covariance matrix. The simulation results are
almost indistinguishable from the solid curves that are computed only by including the Gaussian error
covariances, computed from simulations, in Eq. (3). The agreement indicates that the non-Gaussian error
assumption actually provides a good approximation for the parameter estimation over scales of interest,
even though the non-Gaussian errors have a significant impact on the S/N at kmax > 0.2h/Mpc. A more
quantitative interpretation of these results will be given later.

The right panel of Fig.1 shows the relative accuracies of each parameter estimation as a function of
kmax. There, we compare the results derived from the covariances with and without the non-Gaussian
error contributions. The solid curves are the results where all the five parameters are included in the
Fisher analysis, while the dashed curve shows the unmarginalized error on each parameter, i.e., the error

is obtained by considering only one free parameter, ∆xi/xi = F
−1/2
ii . In other words, the dashed curves

correspond to the case where other parameters are well constrained by external data sets. The difference
between the solid and dashed curves is caused by the parameter degeneracies; the marginalized error
becomes same as the unmarginalized error when the parameters are independent in the measured power
spectrum. It is clear that, for the unmarginalized errors, including the non-Gaussian covariances degrades
the parameter errors by a factor 4-5 for the redshift z = 0, and by a factor 2-3 for z = 1, respectively.
The level of the degradation is similar to that of the S/N as found in T09. Therefore, the impact of non-
Gaussian covariance errors is significantly mitigated by the parameter degeneracies. The degradation of
S/N increases the full Fisher ellipsoid volume, and then individual parameters are not tightly constrained
due to the parameter degeneracies in such a high-dimension parameter space.

In the upper two panels for As and ns the short dashed curves show the results for the two parameter
fitting case (As, ns), which are very similar to the solid curves. In reality, parameters that describe
galaxy bias need to be further included. We thus conclude that the impact of the non-Gaussian errors is
less important than the parameter degeneracies, and that the Gaussian covariances can provide a good
approximation to obtain the statistical uncertainty of given parameters.
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Abstract
We study the stability of static black holes in Lovelock theory which is a natural higher
dimensional generalization of Einstein theory. We derive a master equation for tensor
perturbations in general Lovelock theory. It turns out that the resultant equation is
characterized by one functional which determines the background black hole solutions.
Thus, the stability issue of static black holes under tensor perturbations in general
dimensions is reduced to an algebraic problem. We show that small Lovelock black
holes in even-dimensions are unstable.

1 Introduction

It is well known that string theory can be formulated only in ten dimensions. Hence, it is necessary
to reconcile this prediction with our real world by compactifying extra-dimensions or by considering
braneworld. Intriguingly, in the context of the braneworld with large extra-dimensions, black holes could
be created at the TeV scale [1]. Hence, the stability of higher dimensional black holes becomes important
since these black holes could be produced at the LHC if the spacetime has larger than six dimensions.

Examining stability of black holes, it is important to consider more general gravitational theories
because black holes are produced at the Planck scale where Einstein theory would be no longer valid.
In fact, as is well known, string theory predicts Einstein theory only in the low energy limit [2]. In
string theory, there are higher curvature corrections in addition to Einstein-Hilbert term [2]. Thus, it is
natural to extend gravitational theory into those with higher power of curvature in higher dimensions.
It is Lovelock theory that belongs to such class of theories [3]. In Lovelock theory, it is known that there
exist static black hole solutions [4]. Hence, it is natural to suppose black holes produced at the LHC are
of this type [5]. Thus, it is important to study the stability of these Lovelock black holes.

2 Lovelock Black Holes

It is Lovelock tensor that is the most general symmetric, divergence free rank (1,1) tensor constructed
out of a metric and its first and second derivatives[3]. The concrete expression is

Gνµ = Λδνµ −
k∑

m=1

1

2(m+1)

am
m
δνλ1σ1···λmσm
µρ1κ1···ρmκmRλ1σ1

ρ1κ1 · · ·Rλmσmρmκm , (1)

where Rλσ
ρκ is the Riemann tensor in D-dimensions and δλ1σ1···λmσm

ρ1κ1···ρmκm is the generalized totally antisym-
metric Kronecker delta. k means the maximum order which satisfies k ≡ [(D−1)/2] and am are arbitrary
constants. Hereafter, we set Λ = 0, a1 = 1 and am > 0 for simplicity.

As is shown in [4], there exist static exact solutions of vacuum Lovelock equation. Let us consider the
following metric

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2γ̄ijdx

idxj , (2)
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Figure 1: For n = 5 case, this figure explains a method for calculating ψH or rH graphically. The positive
root of Eq.(4) ψH can be obtained from the intersection of the solid and dashed curves. Since the
intersection between the horizontal line and the solid curve gives a solution ψ = ψ(r), rH is determined
from the intersection of the horizontal line, the solid and dashed curves.

where γ̄ij is the metric of Sn where n ≡ D− 2. Using this metric ansatz and vacuum Lovelock equation,
we can get the Lovelock black hole solutions like following:

f(r) = 1 − r2ψ(r)

W [ψ] ≡
k∑

m=2

[
am
m

{
2m−2∏
p=1

(n− p)

}
ψm

]
+ ψ =

µ

rn+1
.
. (3)

In this expressions, µ is constant of integral and propoortional to ADM mass, so we assume µ > 0.
From (3), ψ has many branches. Under our assummption, however, there is only one asymptotic flat
solution, which satisfies ψ > 0 and has a horizons. Horizon is defined as f(rH) = 0 or equivalently
ψH ≡ ψ(rH) = 1/r2H . Combining this with (3), It is easily shown that ψH satisfies

W [ψH ] = µψ
(n+1)/2
H . (4)

We draw W [ψ] and (4) in Fig1, and we can recgnize from this figure that outside horizon corresponds
0 < ψ ≤ ψH for this branch. Note that, from (4) and fig1, it is obvious ψH becomes larger as µ is smaller.

3 Stability Analysis

We consider tensor perturbations around the Lovelock black hole solution

δgab = 0 , δgai = 0 , δgij = r2χ(r)e−iωth̄ij(x
i) , (5)

where a, b = (t, r) and χ(r) represents the master variable. Here, h̄ij are defined by

∇̄k∇̄kh̄ij = (−ℓ(ℓ+ n− 1) + 2)h̄ij , ∇̄ih̄ij = 0 , γ̄ij h̄ij = 0 , (6)

and ∇̄i denotes a covariant derivative with respect to γ̄ij and ℓ = 2, 3, 4 · · · .
Perturbing the vacuum Lovelock equation, we can get Schrödinger type equation

− d2Ψ

dr∗2
+ V (r(r∗))Ψ = ω2Ψ ≡ EΨ (7)

as the first order perturbation equation [6]. In eq.(7), r∗ is tortoise coordinate, Ψ is defined as Ψ(r) =

χ(r)r
√
h(r) and

V (r) =
(ℓ(ℓ+ n− 1))f

(n− 2)r

d lnh

dr
+

1

r
√
h
f
d

dr

(
f
d

dr
r
√
h

)
, (8)
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where

h(r) =
d

dr

[
rn−1

n− 1

dW [ψ]

dψ

]
. (9)

From eq.(7), black holes are unstable if negative energy states exist. Note that we assume h(r) > 0
outside the horizon in deriving this Schrödinger type equation. If this assumption is not fullfilled, there
exists singularity. The detail is like following. In asymptotic region r → ∞, h(r) must be positive, so if
there is h(r) < 0 region, there exists r0 such that h(r0) = 0. We can show that master variable χ diverges
at r = r0 by expanding first order perturbation equation around r = r0.

If this assumption h(r) > 0 is fullfilled, we can show that negative energy states exist if and only if
dh/dr has negative region[6]. Defining inner product as

(φ1, φ2) =

∫ ∞

−∞
φ∗
1φ2dr

∗ (10)

and H ≡ −∂2r∗ + V (r(r∗)), we can show that

(φ,Hφ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣∣∣(∂r∗ − f
d

dr
ln (r

√
h)

)
φ

∣∣∣∣2 dr∗ + (ℓ(ℓ+ n− 1))

∫ ∞

rH

|φ|2

(n− 2)rh

dh

dr
dr (11)

for any φ [6–8].
In (11), the first term is always positive. And in second term, all terms other than dh/dr are also

positive. Therefore, (φ,Hφ) > 0 for arbitrary φ if dh/dr > 0 on rh < r < ∞. We choose, for example,
φ as the lowest eigenstate, then we can conclude that the lowest eigenvalue E0 is positive. Thus, we
proved the stability. The other way around, if dh/dr < 0 at some point outside the horizon, the solution
is unstable. To prove this, the inequality

(φ,Hφ)

(φ,φ)
≥ E0 (12)

is useful. This inequality is correct for arbitrary φ. If dh/dr < 0 at some point outside horizon, we can
find φ such that ∫ ∞

rH

|φ|2

(n− 2)rh

dh

dr
dr < 0 . (13)

In this case, (11) is negative for sufficiently large ℓ. Then, the inequality (12) implies E0 < 0 and the
solution has unstable modes. Thus, we can conclude that the solution is stable if and only if dh/dr > 0
outside the horizon.

Now, let’s check the sign of dh/dr. Using the concrete expression of W [ψ] and h(r),

dh

dr
= rn−3 L[ψ](

1 +
∑k
m=2

[
am

{∏2m−2
p=1 (n− p)

}
ψm
])3 , (14)

where

L(x) = (n− 2) + · · ·

+
a4k
k2

(n− 1)3

{
2k−2∏
p=2

(n− p)4

}
(n− (2k − 1))(n− (3k − 1))x4k−4 . (15)

We note that the highest order k = [(D − 1)/2] is related to the dimensions as n = 2k − 1 in odd-
dimensions and n = 2k in even-dimensions. In odd-dimensions, the leading term disappears. Hence, we
cannot say anything in general. Hence, we consider only even-dimensions.

Let us examine the sign of L(x) (x ≥ 0). If n = 2k, the coefficient of the lowest term is positive and
that of the leading one of (15) becomes negative. Therefore L(x) > 0 near x = 0 and L(x) < 0 for large
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x. This means that there exists roots of L(x) = 0 because L(x) is continuity function; we define x0 as
the lowest positive root. If ψH < x0, then L[ψ] > 0 for 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψH , and hence we see dh/dr > 0 for
r > rH . While, if ψH > x0, then there exists a region L[ψ] < 0 in x0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψH , and thus there exists
an area dh/dr < 0 in r > rH . Therefore, black holes are stable if ψH < x0 and unstable if ψH > x0.
Considering the result that ψH becomes larger as µ, which is related to ADM mass, becomes smaller, we
conclude that there exist critical mass below which black holes become unstable.

Summarizing this section, there is critical mass below which black holes are unstable in n = 2k. Thus,
we have shown the instability of small Lovelock black holes in even-dimensions.

4 Conclusions

We have studied the stability of static black holes in Lovelock theory which is a natural higher dimensional
generalization of Einstein theory. We derived a master equation for tensor perturbations in general
Lovelock theory. It turned out that the resultant equation is characterized by one functional W [ψ] which
determines the background black hole solutions through Eq.(3). The stability issue of static black holes
under tensor perturbations in general dimensions has been reduced to an algebraic problem. We have
shown that in even-dimensions there exists the instability of Lovelock black holes with masses which are
smaller than critical value. Remarkably, the instability is strong on short distance scales.

It is interesting to investigate the fate of the instability. As the instability is stronger for higher
multipole orders ℓ, the resultant geometry would be weird. This issue is very important because black
holes lose their mass due to the Hawking radiation and eventually become unstable.

Related to the above, we have to find meaning of the universal function h(r). As was shown in
this paper, this function governs the stability of black holes. Therefore, if h(r) has, for example, ther-
modynamical meaning, the relation between thermodynamical [9] and dynamical instability might be
revealed.
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Abstract

It is known that the Meissner-like effect is seen in the vacuum solutions of black-
hole magnetosphere: no non-monopole component of magnetic flux penetrates the
event horizon if the black hole is extreme. In this article, in order to see the effects
of charge currents, we study the force-free magnetic field on the extreme Reissner-
Nordström background. In this case, we should solve one elliptic differential equation
called the Grad-Shafranov equation which has singular points called light surfaces.
Due to the surfaces, it is difficult to solve the equation in the region from the event
horizon to infinity. In order to see the Meissner effect, we consider the region near
the event horizon and try to solve the equation by Taylor expansion about the event
horizon. Moreover, we assume that the small rotational velocity of the magnetic field,
and then, we construct a perturbative method to solve the Grad-Shafranov equation
considering the effect of the inner light surface and study the behavior of the magnetic
field near the event horizon.

1 Introduction

It is widely believe that there is a super massive black hole in the center of a galaxy. The black holes are
expected as engines of active galactic nucleis(AGNs) and gamma ray bursts(GRBs). There are two kinds
of energy source. One is the gravitational energy of accreting matter. The other is the rotational energy
of an accretion disk or a black hole. In this article, we concentrate on the rotational energy of a black
hole and consider the Blandford-Znajek(BZ) mechanism which is one of ways to extract the rotational
energy [1]. The BZ mechanism is expected as a mechanism that supports jets in AGNs.

The efficiency of the BZ mechanism is getting larger if the magnetic field lines penetrating the event
horizon increase. However, it is known that stationary axisymmetric magnetic fields in a vacuum are
expelled from the event horizon of an extremely rotating black hole[2]. This effect is analogous to the
Meissner effect in superconductors. The efficiency of the BZ mechanism would decrease by this Meissner
effect of the black holes. Since there would be plasma around a rotating black hole in realistic astrophysical
cases, it is important to study the effect of charge current for the Meissner effect of the black holes.

The realistic situation is complicated to treat, then we consider a simple toy model in this article;
(i)we consider a system of electromagnetic fields and plasma which is stationary, axisymmetric and force-
free, (ii)we use a static and spherical black hole spacetime with a degenerate horizon as a background
geometry instead of a Kerr spacetime. It is known that a static and spherical symmetric black hole with
a degenerate horizon shows the Meissner effect of the black hole[3]. Moreover, we assume that the small
rotational velocity of the magnetic field, and then, we study the behavior of the magnetic field near the
event horizon by using a pertubative method.
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2 Background geometry

We consider a static and spherical symmetric spacetime with the metric in the form

ds2 = −∆

r2
dt2 +

r2

∆
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2), (1)

where ∆ = (r − r+)(r − r−). The spacetime is known as the Reissner-Nordström(RN) spacetime. The
radius of the event horizon is determined by ∆ = 0, therefore, there are two event horizons at r = r± in
this spacetime. In the case of r+ = r−, these two horizons coincide, and such a case is called the extreme
one.

3 Grad-Shafranov equation

In order to study the effect of charge currents for the Meissner effect of the black hole, we consider
stationary and axisymmetric electromagnetic fields on the RN background 6. Moreover, we ignore the
rest mass of plasma, that is, we assume force-free. The formulation of the force-free electrodynamics on a
black hole background was constructed by Macdonald and Thorne[4]. Our formulation is based on their
work. In this system, we can get one quasi-linear elliptic equation for the magnetic flux, Ψ(r, θ), so called
the Grad-Shafranov(GS) equation,

∂2rΨ +
sin θ

∆
∂θ

(
∂θΨ

sin θ

)
+
U

D
+

W

∆D
= 0, (2)

where

U =

(
∂rD +

r2

2
sin2 θ

dΩ2
F

dΨ
∂rΨ

)
∂rΨ, W =

(
∂θD +

r2

2
sin2 θ

dΩ2
F

dΨ
∂θΨ

)
∂θΨ + 8π2r2

dI2

dΨ

and D =
∆

r2
− r2Ω2

F sin2 θ, (3)

ΩF = ΩF(Ψ) is the angular velocity of the magnetic field line and I = I(Ψ) is the charge current. In
general, the GS equation for the black hole magnetosphere has three regular singular points; one is at
the event horizon ∆ = 0 and the other two are at the light surfaces determined by D = 0. The speed of
the magnetic field line becomes the speed of light at the light surfaces.

Due to those singular points, it is difficult to obtain a smooth solution of the GS equation in the
global region from the event horizon to the infinity. Our purpose is to see the effect of charge current for
the Meissner effect, therefore, we consider a region near the event horizon. Moreover, we assume a small
rotating magnetic field. In this case, the inner light surface locates near the event horizon, thus, we can
solve the GS equation by Taylor expansion about the event horizon in the region including the inner light
surface. The outer light surface is not considered in our approach, but our study would be sufficient to
see the Meissner effect of the black hole.

4 Perturbative method

In this section, we focus on the extreme case r+ = r− := rH and, for simplicity, assume that the rotational
velocity of the magnetic field ΩF is constant.

4.1 Basic equations

First, we introduce following dimensionless quantities

r =: rHy, Ψ =: rHψ, ε := rHΩF,

I(Ψ) =: εI(ψ) and 8π2 dI
2

dΨ
=: ε2r−1

H S(ψ). (4)

6Note that we only use the RN spacetime as a background instead of a Kerr spacetime. A RN black hole is a solution
of charged black hole in Einstein-Maxwell system, but we treat in the way that the electromagnetic field considered in this
article is not related to the Maxwell feild created by the source of the RN black hole. Perturbations of Einstein-Maxwell
system without charge currents of the RN black hole was studied by Bic̆ák and Dvor̆ák[3]. They showed that the Meissner
effect of the black hole appears in this case.
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The regularity conditions for the electromagnetic field at the event horizon lead to

I +
1

4π
sin θ∂θψ = 0 at y = 1, (5)

dI
dψ

∂yψ +
1

4π
sin θ∂θ(∂yψ) = 0 at y = 1. (6)

From these conditions, we can obtain the GS equation at the event horizon as

∂2yψ +
1

2
Lθψ + 2∂yψ +

1

2
∂2y

(
W
D

)
= 0 at y = 1, (7)

where
D = y

[
(y − 1)2 − ε2y4 sin2 θ

]
and W = −ε2y5 [sin 2θ∂θψ − S(ψ)] . (8)

Moreover, the inner light surface regularity condition can be written as

∂θψ − S
sin 2θ

− εy tan θ sin θ(1 − εy2 sin θ)∂yψ = 0 at y = yLS− , (9)

where yLS− is the location of the inner light surface.
Here we assume the ψ can be written in the form of Taylor series around y = 1 as

ψ(y, θ) =
∞∑
n=0

ψ(n)(θ)(y − 1)n. (10)

If we fix the functional form of I(ψ), the coefficients ψ(n) for n ≤ 2 are determined by Eqs. (5), (6), (7)
and (9). In order to get ψ(n) of n ≥ 3, we use the derivative of the GS equation with respect to y. The
functional form of I(ψ) must be determined so that the regularity condition (9) at the inner light surface
is satisfied [5][6][7][8].

4.2 Perturbative analysis

Hereafter, assuming 0 < ε << 1, we construct a perturbative solution for ψ near the event horizon. We
assume

ψ(n) =
∞∑
n=0

ψ
(n)
N εN and I(ψ) =

∞∑
n=0

IN+1(ψ)εN . (11)

Note that I1 which is the lowest order of I is the first order of the charge current because we assume
I = εI. Because of yLS− − 1 = O(ε), the inner light surface regularity condition can be written in the
form of Taylor series around y = 1. Thus, we can obtain the regularity conditions in each order of ε and
construct a perturbative solution for ψ(n) by solving Eqs. (5), (6), (7) and (9) in each order of ε. In this
article, we construct a perturbative solution with corrections up to O(ε2). Since yLS− − 1 = O(ε1), the
magnetic flux up to O(ε2) behaves near the inner light surface as

ψ(y, θ) = ψ
(0)
0 (θ) + ε1ψ

(0)
1 (θ) + ε2ψ

(0)
2 (θ) +

(
ψ
(1)
0 (θ) + ε1ψ

(1)
1 (θ)

)
(y− 1) +ψ

(2)
0 (θ)(y− 1)2 +O(ε3). (12)

The results are as follows:

ψ
(0)
0 = C

(0)
0 (1 − cos θ), ψ

(0)
1 = 0, ψ

(0)
2 =

[
C

(0)
2 cos θ(3 cos2 θ − 7) +

C ′C
(0)
0

4
(cos2 θ − 5)

]
sin2 θ,

ψ
(1)
0 = C ′C

(0)
0 sin2 θ, ψ

(1)
1 = 0 and ψ

(2)
0 =

1

2

[
3
(
C

(0)
0 C ′2 − 10C

(0)
2

)
cos θ + C ′C

(0)
0

]
sin2 θ, (13)

where C
(0)
0 , C

(0)
2 and C ′ are integration constants. Moreover the small charge current are obtained as

I1 = −C
(0)
0

4π
X̂
(

2 − X̂
)
, I2 = 0 and

I3 =
1

8π2
X̂2
(

2 − X̂
)2 [

C
(0)
0 C ′

(
1 − X̂

)
+ 2C

(0)
2

(
2 − 18X̂ + 9X̂2

)]
, (14)
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where X̂ = ψ
(0)
0 /C

(0)
0 . The zeroth order of ψ(n) represent a vacuum solution because ΩF and I become

zero in the limit ε → 0. Therefore, ψ
(0)
0 represents a monopole solution in the vacuum. It means the

Meisnner effect appear in the vacuum case if we accept the fact that there is no magnetic monopole charge
in the nature. As a result, our perturbative solutions show magnetic fields with the small corrections to
the monopole due to the existence of the charge currents. Here we should note that non-trivial solutions

are obtained by our pertubative analysis, only if the configuration of the zeroth order solution ψ
(0)
0 is

monopole, namely, C
(0)
0 ̸= 0. If we require ψ

(0)
0 = 0, by integrating Eq. (5) of O(ε1), we can obtain

ψ
(0)
1 = C

(0)
1

[
sin2 θ

(1 + cos θ)2

]−2π
dI1
dψ (0)

, (15)

where C
(0)
1 is an integration constant. If we impose no-magnetic monopole charge, ψ(π) = 0, the inte-

gration constant should be C
(0)
1 = 0, therefore, we get the trivial solution ψ

(0)
1 = 0. Moreover, we get the

same result for all order. Thus, we can obtain the only trivial solution ψ
(0)
N = 0 in the case ψ

(0)
0 = 0.

5 Summary and Discussion

We constructed an approximate solution of the GS equation considering the inner light surface regularity
condition in the region near the event horizon in the case of slow rotating magnetic field by using a
perturbative analysis. Non-trivial solutions obtained by our perturbative analysis in the form of deformed
monopole fields. However, we can not conclude that the Meissner effect of the black hole appears even if
the current exists because our perturbative analysis dose not include all perturbative solutions of vacuum
configurations. For example, we know an exact solution of GS equation as

ψ = C(1 − cos θ) with I =
ψ

4π

(
2 − ψ

C

)
, (16)

where C is an integration constant, and the perturvative solution of (16) can not be obtained by our

perturbative analysis with ψ
(0)
0 = 0. Thus, there is a possibility that perturbative solutions with vanishing

ψ
(0)
0 . The origin of this possibility may come from the fact that the assumption for the charge current

(11) is too strong. Unfortunately, the persent perturbation analysis would be hard to do without this
assumption. According to Komissarov and McKinney[9], there was no sign of the Meissner effect in
highly conductive magnetoshperes. Our results are not opposed to their results. In order to argue
the disappearance of the Meissner effect, we should construct a magnetic configuration with only non-
monopole components. This is a future work.
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Abstract

We analyze stability of gravitating Q-balls.

1 Introduction and our model

It has been argued that scalar solitons play important roles as dark matter candidates. Boson stars are
one of their possibilities. Depending on their potentials and couplings, we can consider various sizes. For
example, it has been argued that axidilaton star of ∼ 0.6M⊙ accounts for some fraction of the massive
compact halo objects [1]. Supermassive boson stars of 106 − 109M⊙ as an alternative to a black hole in
the galaxy center has also been discussed [2]. For these reasons, it is important to argue their stabilities.
To tackle this problem, it is instructive to consider their flat limit and examine the method which is
useful for stability analysis in this case. In general, boson stars do not have a flat limit. The case having
the flat limit is classified as Q-balls [3]. Kusenko showed that Q-balls are stable under the thick-wall
approximation for the potential [4]

V3(ϕ) =
m2

2
ϕ2 − µϕ3 + λϕ4 with m2, µ, λ > 0 . (1)

The work by Pacceti Correia and Schmidt is very useful which showed that stability of Q-balls is
guaranteed if and only if

ω

Q

dQ

dω
< 0 , (2)

where Q and ω are the Q-ball charge and the phase velocity, respectively [5]. Whether or not this criterion
can be extended to gravitational Q-balls is one of our interest. We take the action

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
(
mPl

2

16π
R− 1

2
gµν∂µϕ · ∂νϕ− V (ϕ)

)
, (3)

where ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) is an SO(2)-symmetric scalar field and ϕ ≡
√

ϕ · ϕ =
√
ϕ21 + ϕ22. We assume a

spherically symmetric and static spacetime, ds2 = −α2(r)dt2+A2(r)dr2+r2(dθ2+sin2 θdφ2). We consider
spherically symmetric configurations of the field and assume homogeneous phase rotation, (ϕ1, ϕ2) =
ϕ(r)(cosωt, sinωt). Then the field equations become

A′ +
A

2r
(A2 − 1) =

4πrA3

mPl
2

(
ϕ′

2

2A2
+
ω2ϕ2

2α2
+ V

)
, α′ +

α

2r
(1 −A2) =

4πrαA2

mPl
2

(
ϕ′

2

2A2
+
ω2ϕ2

2α2
− V

)
, (4)

ϕ′′ +

(
2

r
+
α′

α
− A′

A

)
ϕ′ +

(
ωA

α

)2

ϕ = A2 dV

dϕ
, (5)

where ′ ≡ d/dr. We solve (4)-(5) with boundary conditions,

A(0) = A(∞) = α(∞) = 1, A′(0) = α′(0) = ϕ′(0) = ϕ(∞) = 0. (6)
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Due to the symmetry there is a conserved charge,

Q ≡
∫
d3x

√
−ggµν(ϕ1∂νϕ2 − ϕ2∂νϕ1) = ωI, where I ≡ 4π

∫
Ar2ϕ2

α
dr. (7)

The Hamiltonian is given by

E =

∫
(HG + Hϕ)d3x =

Q2

I
− 4π

∫
r2αAV dr. (8)

We consider (1) which we call V3 model. For V3 model, we rescale the quantities as

t̃ ≡ µ√
λ
t, r̃ ≡ µ√

λ
r, ϕ̃ ≡ λ

µ
ϕ, Ṽ3 ≡ λ3

µ4
V3, m̃ ≡

√
λ

µ
m, ω̃ ≡

√
λ

µ
ω, κ ≡ µ2

λmPl
2
, (9)

To estimate the parameter regions of ω̃2 where solutions exist, we consider the flat case. In this case,
the field equation is

d2ϕ̃

dr̃2
= −2

r̃

dϕ̃

dr̃
− ω̃2ϕ̃+

dṼ

dϕ̃
. (10)

This is equivalent to the field equation for a single static scalar field with the potential Vω ≡ Ṽ − ω̃2ϕ̃2/2.
For this case, solutions satisfying boundary conditions (6) exist if min(Vω) < Ṽ (0) and d2Vω/dϕ̃

2(0) > 0,
which is equivalent to

ω̃2
min < ω̃2 < m̃2 with ω̃2

min ≡ min

(
2Ṽ

ϕ̃2

)
. (11)

The two limits ω̃2 → ω̃2
min and ω̃2 → m̃2 correspond to the thin-wall limit and the thick-wall limit,

respectively. For V3 potential, we have ω̃2
min = m̃2 − 1

2
. As we explain below, qualitative features of

solutions change at m̃2 =
1

2
.
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Figure 1: (a) Q̃-Ẽ and (b) Q̃-ω̃2 for m̃2 = 0.6.

2 Comparison of gravitating cases with flat cases

2.1 The case for m̃2 > 0.5

First, we compare Q̃-Ẽ and Q̃-ω̃2 in the case for m̃2 = 0.6 with κ = 0 (i.e., flat case), and with 0.01 and
0.1 in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively. For the flat case, there is an one to one correspondence between
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Q̃ and Ẽ while there is a cusp structure for the gravitating case as shown in Fig. 1 (a). As a result,
we find the Q̃-maximum (the point A) and its local minimum (the point B). It is expected that this
property would affect their stability. Actually, if we see Fig. 1 (b), we find that the stability criterion (2)
is satisfied for the flat case while it is not necessarily satisfied for the gravitating case. However, since (2)
is established by using the explicit form of the perturbative equation for the flat case, it is not evident
whether or not it is applicable for the gravitating case.

It is natural to ask what cause these differences. To answer this question, we show the field profiles
of the scalar field for κ = 0 with Q̃ = 200 and 800 (dotted lines) and those for κ = 0.01 with Q̃ = 200
and 800 (solid lines) in Fig. 2. If we pay attention to the case Q̃ = 200, we notice that the scalar field
is a little bit concentrated near the origin if the gravity is taken into account. This tendency becomes
clear for the case Q̃ = 800 where two solutions exist for κ = 0.01 (See, Fig. 1). The solution with
more condensed configuration around the origin corresponds to that shown by a dotted line in Fig. 1.
This implies that the Q-ball having larger charge than that of the point A can not support itself and
will collapse or disperse. Limitation of the Q-ball size due to gravity has been pointed out in [6]. This
implies that stability changes at the point A. Although we show the example m̃2 = 0.6 with κ = 0 and
0.01, qualitative properties for m̃2 > 0.5 and other κ do not change from these cases. The quantitative
properties which are changed by other parameters are sizes of cusp(spiral) structures in these diagrams.
If we take large (small) κ and m̃2, maximum of Q̃ becomes small (large).
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~
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Figure 2: r̃-ϕ̃ relation for κ = 0 with Q̃ = 200 and 800 (dotted lines) and for κ = 0.01 with Q̃ = 200 and
800 (solid lines).

2.2 The case for m̃2 < 0.5

Next, we show (a) Q̃-Ẽ and (b) Q̃-ω̃2 for m̃2 = 0.2 in Fig. 3. First, we pay attention to Fig. 3 (a). We
should notice that the case κ = 0 has a cusp structure and has a Q̃-maximum different from that for
m̃2 > 0.5. As a result, we have two solutions for a fixed Q̃ for the flat case. It has been shown that the
dotted line is unstable while the solid line stable. We find that the case κ = 1.0 only show the slight
difference from the flat case. Intrinsic differences occur for κ = 1.5 where two cusp structures appear
for each κ (we call each of them lower and higher branch corresponding to their energy, respectively). If
one considers the analogy with the flat case where the solid (dotted) line is the stable (unstable), one
may suppose that the lower (higher) branch is stable (unstable). However, we should suppose that two
cusp structures appear for the same reason for the corresponding one for m̃2 > 0.5 where gravity makes
a Q̃-maximum. Thus, it is natural to guess that the lower branch shown by a solid (dotted) line is stable
(unstable).

We also comment on the diagram (b) and the stability criterion (2). The solid (dotted) lines correspond
to those in the diagram (a). For the flat case, we can confirm that the solid line satisfies (2) while the
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dotted line does not. For the gravitating with κ < 1.4, we also confirm it while it is not for κ ≥ 1.4. In
particular, the solution shown by the solid line and that by the dotted line, both satisfying (2), merge
at the cusp for κ = 1.5. Since the cusp is a typical structure which suggests a stability change via a
catastrophe theory, (2) would not be applicable for gravitating Q-balls.
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Figure 3: (a) Q̃-Ẽ and (b) Q̃-ω̃2 for m̃2 = 0.2.

3 Conclusion

We have analyzed stability of gravitating Q-balls for a V3 model and revealed their structures.
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Abstract

We discuss the asymptotic structure of null infinity in five dimensional space-time.
Since it is known that the conformal infinity is not useful for odd higher dimensions, we
shall employ the coordinate based method like the Bondi coordinate firstly introduced
in four dimensions. Then we define the null infinity and identify the asymptotic
symmetry. We also derive the Bondi mass expression and show its conservation law.

1 Introduction

Inspired by superstring theory, fundamental studies of higher dimensional space-time is important. One of
open issue is the asymptotic structure at null infinity. We often introduce the conformal infinity to discuss
the asymptotic structure at infinities in four dimensions [1, 2]. Therein the space-time is compactified
by conformal transformation and embedded into another space-time. For example, Minkowski space-
time is conformally embedded into Einstein static universe. Conformally embedded space-time have two
different infinities, i.e., spatial infinity and null infinity. In higher dimensional space-times, the asymptotic
structure at spatial infinity can be well-defined. The asymptotic symmetry is identified with Poincare
group and conserved quantities associated with the symmetry are constructed [3, 4].

On the other hand, the asymptotic structure at null infinity is not understood completely in higher
dimensional space-times [5–7]. Indeed, the definition of null infinity is given only in even dimensions
[5, 7]. The difficulty in the definition of null infinity compared with spatial infinity is due to the presence
of the gravitational waves at null infinity. At spatial infinity, since there are no gravitational waves, the
asymptotic structure is ”stationary” and the total mass and total angular momentum are conserved,
while the asymptotic structure at null infinity might be disturbed by gravitational waves. Hence, we
need a stable definition of null infinity against gravitational waves. We can give such a definition in even
dimensions if we use conformal embedding method, but cannot in odd dimensional space-times since we
cannot show the smoothness of Einstein equations at null infinity. This non-smoothness would be related
with the facts that in conformal embedding method we introduce the conformal factor Ω ∼ 1/r, and the
behavior of gravitational waves near null infinity are order of O(Ω(d−2)/2) in d dimensional space-times.
The problem comes from the half-integer power of Ω.

In this paper, we define null infinity in five dimensional space-time. We do not use conformal em-
bedding method, but the Bondi coordinate to define null infinity, which was introduced firstly by Bondi
and Sachs in four dimensions [8–11]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
introduce the Bondi coordinate in five dimensions. In section 3, we define the asymptotic flatness at
null infinity in five dimensions and show the robustness of the definition against gravitational waves by
solving Einstein equations. In this section, we define the Bondi mass, and obtain the Bondi mass loss law
in five dimensions. In section 4, we discuss the asymptotic symmetry at null infinity associated with the
asymptotic flatness defined in section 3. We show that there are no supertranslations in five dimensions
unlike in four dimensions. Finally, in section 5, we give a summary.
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2 Bondi coordinate in five dimensions

We consider five dimensional space-time. We introduce the Bondi coordinate to define asymptotic flatness
at null infinity. Suppose there is a function u(xa) which satisfies the equation

u,au,bg
ab = 0. (1)

Let θ, ϕ, ψ be angular coordinates, which are constant along gradient u. Period of these each coordinates
are taken to be π, 2π, 2π, respectively. For convenience, we introduce the notation (θ, ϕ, ψ) = xA, where
capital Latin indices run from 2 to 4. Now we define the function r by the equation

r6 sin2 θ cos2 θ = det(gAB). (2)

Using these coordinates (we call them the Bondi coordinates)

x0 = u , x1 = r , x2 = θ , x3 = ϕ , x4 = ψ, (3)

we can write down metric such that

ds2 = −(V eB/r2)du2 − 2eBdudr + r2hAB(dxA + UAdu)(dxB + UBdu), (4)

where

hAB =

 eC1 sin θ sinhD1 cos θ sinhD2

sin θ sinhD1 eC2 sin2 θ sin θ cos θ sinhD3

cos θ sinhD2 sin θ cos θ sinhD3 eC3 cos2 θ

 . (5)

V,B, hAB , U
A, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2 and D3 are function of u, r and xA. In this coordinate, null infinity is

represented by r → ∞.

3 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions in the Bondi coordinates

C1(u, r, xA) =
C11(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (6)

C2(u, r, xA) =
C21(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (7)

C3(u, r, xA) =
C31(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (8)

D1(u, r, xA) =
D11(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (9)

D2(u, r, xA) =
D21(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (10)

D3(u, r, xA) =
D31(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (11)

V = r2 + V1(u, xA)r1/2 −M(u, xA) +O(1/r1/2) (12)

B =
B1(u, xA)

r3
+O(1/r7/2) (13)

UA =
UA1(u, xA)

r5/2
+O(1/r3) (14)

C =
C1(u, xA)

r3/2
+O(1/r2) (15)

define asymptotic flatness at null infinity. These boundary conditions are determined from Einstein
equations Rab = 0. We define M in V as Bondi mass and from Einstein equation Ruu = 0, we get
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∂uM(u, xA) as

∂M

∂u
= −1

3

(
(C11,u)2 + C11,uC21,u + (C21,u)2 + (D11,u)2 + (D21,u)2 + (D31,u)2

)
. (16)

Eq. (16) represents mass loss rate by gravitational waves, and total mass always decreases as in four
dimension. Then M(u, xA) describes the mass in u = constant surfaces.

4 Asymptotic symmetry at null infinity

Asymptotic symmetry should be defined as transformations preserving the boundary conditions (12),
(13), (14) and (15). By infinitesimal transformation ξ, metric is transformed as

δgab = 2∇(aξb). (17)

To preserve the boundary conditions given in the previous section, the variation of metric, δgab, should
satisfy

δgrr = 0 , δgrA = 0 , gABδgAB = 0, (18)

δguu = O(r−3/2) , δgur = O(r−3) , δguA = O(r−1/2) , δgAB = O(r1/2). (19)

From Eq. (18), the components of infinitesimal transformation ξ must take the following forms:

ξr = f(u, xA)eB , (20)

ξBg
AB = fA(u, xA) − fUA +

∫ ∞

r

dr′eBf,Bg
AB , (21)

ξu = −re
B

3

(
−ξA,B + ξCΓCAB + ξrΓ

r
AB

)
gAB , (22)

where DA is the covariant derivative with respect to the standard metric h
(0)
AB on 3 sphere. The infinites-

imal transformation ξ have four free parameters f, fA.
Then, the other components of metric variation become

δguu =
2r

3
DAfA,u +

2

3
(3f + D2f),u +

2

r1/2
h
(0)
ABf

A
,uUB1 +O(r−3/2), (23)

δgur =
1

3
(DAfA + 3f,u) +

1

5r5/2
h(1)ABDADBf +O(r−3), (24)

δguA = r2h
(0)
ABf

B
,u +

r

3
DA(3f,u + DBfB) + r1/2h

(1)
ABf

B
,u +

1

3
DA(D2f + 3f) +O(r−1/2), (25)

δgAB =
2r2

3
(−DCfCh(0)AB + 3D(AfB)) +

2r

3
(−D2fh

(0)
AB + 3DADBf) + TAB(u, xA)r1/2 +O(r−1/2),(26)

where X(AB) := (1/2)(XAB + XBA) for some tensor XAB , TAB is some traceless tensor with respect to

h
(0)
AB and we expand the metric hAB as

hAB = h
(0)
AB +

1

r3/2
h
(1)
AB +O(r−2), (27)

and h(1)AB = h(0)ACh(0)BDh
(1)
CD. In the Bondi coordinate, h

(0)
AB and h

(1)
AB are

h
(0)
AB =

1 0 0
0 sin2 θ 0
0 0 cos2 θ

 (28)

and

h
(1)
AB =

 C11 D11 sin θ D21 cos θ
D11 sin θ C21 sin2 θ D31 sin θ cos θ
D21 cos θ D31 sin θ cos θ −(C11 + C21) cos2 θ

 . (29)
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To satisfy the condition (19), we find that fA and f should satisfy following equations:

fA,u = 0, (30)

DAfB + DBfA = −2
∂f

∂u
h
(0)
AB , (31)

DADBf =
1

3
D2fh

(0)
AB . (32)

The part of f not proportional to u generates translation group, and since in general the equation (32)
has five solutions, this part have only five degrees of freedom, there is no supertranslation freedom unlike
in four dimension. fA generate Lorentz transformation group, so asymptotic symmetry at null infinity
in five dimensional space-time is Poincare group which is semi-direct of five dimensional transformation
group and Lorentz group.

5 Summary

In this paper, we define asymptotic flatness at null infinity in five dimensional space-time by using the
Bondi coordinates. In conformal embedding method, we cannot show the smoothness of asymptotic
structure at null infinity because the gravitational waves behave Ω3/2 near null infinity and in the coor-
dinate using Ω ∼ 1/r, the regularity of gravitational fields at null infinity is not guaranteed in general in
five dimensions. On the other hand, in the Bondi coordinates, we can show the robustness of the asymp-
totic structure at null infinity which is defined by boundary conditions of Eqs. (12), (13), (14) and (15).
Solving Einstein equations under these boundary conditions, we find that total mass always decreases by
gravitational waves as in four dimensions. In addition, we show that the asymptotic symmetry at null
infinity would be Poincare group in five dimensions.
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Abstract

To investigate non-trivial connection between gauge theory and higher-dimensional
gravity theory, we try to establish a numerical scheme for a higher-dimensional space-
time with negative cosmological constant. The cosmological constant warps the space-
time, and then the asymptotic boundary condition becomes nontrivial. We discuss
how such a problem can be circumvented by the modification of the scheme. We
illustrate how to subtract the effect of the negative cosmological constant from the
metric in the aid of conformal transformation. We also discuss how to take the brane
into the scheme to apply this technique to the numerical analysis of the braneworld
models.

1 Introduction

The numerical relativity has been developing very rapidly, and now it is possible to simulate highly
dynamical stellar object such as coalescing binaries of neutron stars or black holes. Recently, numerical
relativity for axisymmetric higher-dimensional flat spacetime was realized [1]. Current scheme of the
numerical relativity, however, cannot handle with general spacetimes such as spacetimes with non-zero
cosmological constant. Thus the application of this technique is limited to, for example, simulations of
simple black objects in asymptotically flat spacetimes. My plan is to improve this code to take the non-
zero cosmological constant into account. The goal of my future research is to understand gravitational
dynamics in higher-dimensional spacetimes using this numerical technique, and to apply that knowledge
to other research field such as AdS/CFT correspondence of the string theory. Since nonlinear dynamics
of higher-dimensional spacetimes can be investigated only by numerical techniques, We believe that this
study will give a wide contribution to the research of general relativity theory as well as elementary particle
theory. For example, this technique enables us to tackle the ambitious projects such as test of bulk/brane
correspondence in the Randall-Sundrum II (RS-II) braneworld models [2, 3] or the investigation of the
AdS/CFT correspondence of dynamical phenomena.

Basic idea to take the negative cosmological constant into account is to introduce the Poincaré coor-
dinate and subtract its warp factor from the metric to be solved. In Sec. 2, we discuss the warp factor
extraction first, and then apply the (D− 1) + 1 decomposition to the Einstein equations to obtain equa-
tions in the ADM formalism in the next section. We also discuss the junction condition and its projection
components, which is important when we apply this technique to the dynamical gravity in the braneworld
models. These junction conditions give boundary conditions for the dynamical variables as well as the
gauge variables. We find that the warp factor subtraction from the original equations are accomplished
by adding some terms which comes from the conformal transformation to get rid of the warp factor. In
Sec. 3, we summarize this proceedings.
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2Email address: saijo@rikkyo.ac.jp
3Email address: mshibata@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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2 Warp factor extraction from the Einstein equations

In this section, we discuss the warp factor extraction from the metric for the spacetime with non-zero
cosmological constant. We especially focus on the asymptotically AdS spacetime, which is the bulk
spacetime of the RS-II model.

Poincaré coordinates of AdSD spacetime, which is sometimes called as Fefferman-Graham coordinates
or horospherical coordinates, are given by

ds2 =
l2

z2

(
η(D−1)
µν dxµdxν + dz2

)
, (1)

where η(D−1)
µν is a flat metric in (D − 1)-dimensional spacetime. The conformal factor (l/z)2 represents

the spacetime curvature due to the negative cosmological constant. This form of the metric suggests us
to decompose a general D-dimensional metric as

ds2 = ĝµνdx
µdxν =

l2

z2
gµνdx

µdxν , (2)

and to write down the Einstein equations. By this reduction, we can express the Einstein equations for
the metric ĝµν in terms of the metric gµν , which reduces to a flat metric when the spacetime is a pure
AdSD spacetime. Since the dynamical variable becomes simple by this reduction, we expect that this
reduction will help to make the numerical calculations accurate. We also expect that this reduction will
simplify the asymptotic boundary conditions at x, zω̃∞ and the junction conditions at the brane.

zl

gμν^

zl

gμν

Figure 1: Schematic of the warp factor extraction. With a conformal transformation, we can reduce the
background metric into a flat one. Adding to that, the conformally-transformed metric components gµν
becomes smooth at the brane (at z = l in the figure) though those before the transformation, ĝµν , were
not. This smoothness will help the numerical computation.

Conformal transformation of Ricci tensor is given by

R̂µν = Rµν + ∇ρC
ρ
µν −∇µC

ρ
ρν + CρµνC

λ
λρ − CρµλC

λ
ρν , (3)

where R̂µν and Rµν are Ricci tensors for ĝµν and gµν , respectively. ∇ is covariant derivative with respect
to gµν . Cρµν is defined as

Cρµν ≡ 1

2
ĝρλ (∇µĝλν + ∇ν ĝλµ −∇λĝµν) = δρµvν + δρνvµ − gµνv

ρ , (4)

and

vµ ≡ ∇µ log(l/z) = −
δzµ
z

. (5)

Note that the index of vρ in the last term of Eq. (4) is raised by gµν , not by ĝµν . By contracting Eq. (4),
we obtain Cρρµ = Dvµ. Using Eq. (4), we can express R̂µν in terms of Rµν and vµ as

R̂µν = Rµν + (D − 2) (vµvν −∇µvν − vρvρgµν) − (∇ρv
ρ) gµν , (6)
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and the Einstein tensor Ĝµν made from ĝµν with negative cosmological constant is expressed in terms of
gµν as

Ĝµν −
(D − 1)(D − 2)

2ℓ2
g̃µν

= Gµν −
(D − 1)(D − 2)

2z2
gµν + (D − 2)

{
(vµvν −∇µvν) +

(
∇ρv

ρ +
D − 3

2
vρv

ρ

)
gµν

}
. (7)

Thus, we can effectively get rid of the conformal factor l2/z2 from the “physical” metric ĝµν by adding
some terms made of vµ to Gµν .

The procedure to obtain the equations used in the numerical relativity code is as follows.

1. Apply (D − 1) + 1 decomposition to the Einstein equations (7).

2. Conformally decompose the spatial metric and the extrinsic curvature as γij = χ−1γ̃ij and Kij =

χÃij + χ−1Kγ̃ij/(D − 1), respectively.

3. Introduce an auxiliary variable Γ̃i ≡ −γ̃ik,k .

As a result of this procedure, we obtain the equations of motions in the BSSN formalism [4, 5] as(
∂t − βk∂k

)
χ =

2χ

D − 1

(
αK − ∂kβ

k
)
, (8)(

∂t − βk∂k
)
γ̃ij = −2αÃij + γ̃ik∂jβ

k + γ̃jk∂iβ
k − 2

D − 1
γ̃ij∂kβ

k , (9)(
∂t − βk∂k

)
Ãij = χ

{
−
(
DkD

kα
)TF

+ α

(
(γ)

RTF
ij − 8πSTF

ij

)}
+ α

(
KÃij − 2ÃikÃ

k
j

)
− 2

D − 1

(
∂kβ

k
)
Ãij + Ãik∂jβ

k + Ãjk∂iβ
k −D − 2

2
αχ

(
(γ)

Γzij

)TF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗

, (10)

(
∂t − βk∂k

)
K = −DiD

iα+ α

[
ÃijÃ

ij +
K2

D − 1
+

8πGD

D − 2
{S + (D − 3) ρ}

]
+
D − 1

z

{(
∂t − βk∂k

)(βz
α

)
+ χγ̃ziα,i

}
+

D − 3

z
Kβz︸ ︷︷ ︸

∗

+α

[
D − 1

z2
(1 − gzz) − D − 3

2z
γ̃ziχ,i −

1

z
Γ̃z
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗

, (11)

(
∂t − βk∂k

)
Γ̃i = −2Ãij∂jα+

D − 3

D − 1
γ̃ij∂j∂kβ

k +
2

D − 1
Γ̃i∂jβ

j − Γ̃j∂jβ
i + γ̃jk∂j∂kβ

i

+ 2α

(
(γ̃)

ΓijkÃ
jk − D − 2

D − 1
γ̃ij∂jK − D − 1

2
Ãij∂j logχ− 8πGDγ̃

ijjj

)
+

2(D − 2)α

z

{
γ̃ij∂j

(
βz

α

)
− Ãzi − K

D − 1
γ̃zi
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗

, (12)

and the constraints as

16πGDρ =
(γ)

R +
D − 2

D − 1
K2 − ÃijÃ

ij ,

+
(D − 1)(D − 2)

z2

{
1 − χγ̃zz +

(
βz

α

)2
}

− 2(D − 2)

2

(
D − 3

2
γ̃ziχ,i + χΓ̃z +

βzK

α

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∗

, (13)
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8πGDγ̃
jiji = ∂iÃ

ij +
(γ̃)

ΓjikÃ
ik − D − 2

D − 1
γ̃ji∂iK − D − 1

2
Ãji∂i logχ

+
D − 2

z

{
γ̃ji∂i

(
βz

α

)
− Ãzi − K

D − 1
γ̃iz
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗

, (14)

γ̃ = 1 , (15)

γ̃ijÃij = 0 , (16)

Γ̃i + ∂j γ̃
ji = 0 . (17)

The terms with an asterisk under them ( · · · · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗

) are the terms added to the original equations. The

equations of motions can be solved if we supply good gauge conditions.
The boundary conditions at the positive tension brane in the RS-II model is given by the junction

conditions, which is given by
ˆ̊
Kµν =

1

l
ˆ̊γµν , (18)

if the are no additional matter on the brane. γ̊µν and
ˆ̊
Kµν ≡ −ˆ̊γρµγ̊

λ
λ∇̂ρ

ˆ̊sλ, where ˆ̊sµ is the unit normal
of the brane, are the induced metric and extrinsic curvature of the brane. By extracting the warp factor
as ˆ̊sµ = (z/l)−1s̊µ, we obtain a reduced junction conditions as

K̊µν =
1 −

√
gzz

z
γ̊µν . (19)

Since the extrinsic curvature K̊µν is equal to −(1/2)–Ls̊γ̊µν ∼ −(1/2)∂z γ̊µν , this reduced junction condi-
tions is almost given by a Neumann boundary conditions for γ̊µν , which is simple to implement numeri-
cally, if gzz is sufficiently close to the unity.

3 Summary

In this proceedings, we showed how to modify the numerical scheme for higher-dimensional asymptotically
flat spacetime into that for asymptotically AdS spacetime. We also showed that the boundary conditions
at the brane in the RS-II model, which are the junction conditions of the metric at the brane, are
reduced to those similar to the Neumann boundary conditions if the metric is sufficiently close to that of
the background metric.

The remaining tasks to accomplish a dynamical simulation of strong gravity in asymptotically AdS
spacetime is to find a good gauge conditions, to develop the numerical code and to test it in various ways.
We would like to establish this simulation method and tackle various problems related to the AdS/CFT
correspondence with this technique in the future.
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Abstract
We study the flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe with the cosmological con-
stant in the context of loop quantum cosmology. If one considers the original scheme
used in Ref. [1], no continuum limit problem arises in the model. We show that the
problem is resolved by using the improved scheme introduced in Ref. [2]. It is also
shown that the initial singularity is avoided in the improved scheme only when an
appropriate operator ordering of the Hamiltonian constraint is chosen.

1 Introduction

Loop quantum cosmology (LQC) [3] is a minisuperspace model quantized by using the methods of loop
quantum gravity (LQG) [4, 5]. In LQC, the quantized Hamiltonian constraint equation is written as
a difference equation, not the usual Wheeler-DeWitt differential equation. It has been argued that,
within the model, the initial singularity is absent in the following two senses. First, there is no curvature
singularity because the spectrum of the inverse scale factor operator is bounded from below. Second,
the wave function of the Universe can be uniquely determined through the initial singularity from the
difference equation [1].

In this paper, we shall study the flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe with the cosmo-
logical constant in the context of LQC. It is shown that with the model one cannot take the continuum
limit of the difference equation in the original scheme used in Ref. [1]. The problem is resolved by using
the improved scheme introduced in Ref. [2]. We also discuss the singularity avoidance in the improved
scheme. The initial singularity is absent only when an appropriate operator ordering of the Hamiltonian
constraint is chosen.

2 Loop quantum cosmology

The Hamiltonian formulation used in LQG is constructed with a SU(2) connection Aia where a is a spatial
index and i is the Lie algebra index with a, i = 1, 2, 3. The conjugate momentum is a densitized triad
Eai . To quantize the system, the elementary variables are chosen as the holonomies he defined by the
connection Aia along edges e, and the fluxes given by integrating the densitized triad Eai over 2-surfaces.

Here we consider the flat FRW spacetime described by the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
(
dx2 + dy2 + dz2

)
, (1)

where a is the scale factor. There, the gravitational Hamiltonian constraint is written as [6]

Cgrav =
1

16πGγ2

∫
ν

d3xN

(
−1√

|detEai |
ϵijkF

i
abE

ajEbk + 2γ2
√
|detEai |Λ

)
, (2)

where Λ is the cosmological constant, γ is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter, N is the lapse function, G is
the gravitational constant, ν denotes an elementary cell introduced to remove the divergence of 3-space
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integral, and F iab is the curvature of the connection given by F iab = ∂aA
i
b − ∂bA

i
a + ϵijkA

j
aA

k
b . In the

elementary cell ν , one can define a fiducial flat metric 0qab, an associated constant orthonormal triad 0eai
and cotriad 0ωia. In the flat FRW case, the variables Aia and Eai are written as

Aia = cV
−(1/3)
0

0ωia, Eai = pV
−(2/3)
0

√
0q0eai , (3)

where c = γda/dt, |p| = a2 and V0 denotes the volume of the elementary cell ν . Now, the holonomy h
(λ)
i

along a line segment λ0eai is given by

h
(λ)
i = cos (λc/2) 1l + 2 sin (λc/2) τi, (4)

where λ is an arbitrary real number, 1l is the identity 2 × 2 matrix and τi is a basis of the Lie algebra
SU(2). With these variables, the Hamiltonian constraint (2) is written as

Cgrav = lim
Area→0

− 4sgn(p)

8πλ3Gγ

∑
ijk

ϵijkTr

[
h
(λ)
i h

(λ)
j

(
h
(λ)
i

)−1 (
h
(λ)
j

)−1

h
(λ)
k

{(
h
(λ)
k

)−1

, V

}]
+ 2γ2V Λ

 .
(5)

Following the procedure from LQG the kinematical Hilbert space is defined as Hgrav
kin = L2(RBohr,dµBohr),

where RBohr is the Bohr compactification of the real line. An orthonormal basis for the kinematical Hilbert
space is written as |µ⟩ which satisfies the orthonormality relations ⟨µ1|µ2⟩ = δµ1,µ2 . The action of the
triad operator p̂ on the state |µ⟩ is given by

p̂|µ⟩ =
8πγl2Pl

6
µ|µ⟩. (6)

Thus, the eigenvalues of p̂ are labelled by the dimensionless parameter µ. The states |µ⟩ are also eigen-

states on the volume operator: V̂ |µ⟩ = |̂p|3/2|µ⟩ =

(
8πγl2Pl

6
|µ|
)3/2

|µ⟩ =: Vµ|µ⟩. Since the operator

̂exp iλ(c/2) acts on |µ⟩ as ̂exp iλ(c/2)|µ⟩ = |µ+ λ⟩, the holonomy operator has the action

ĥ
(λ)
k |µ⟩ =

1

2
(|µ+ λ⟩ + |µ− λ⟩)1l + 1/i(|µ+ λ⟩ − |µ− λ⟩)τk. (7)

3 Pre-improved scheme

In the pre-improved scheme, λ is chosen as a constant value. We here choose the operator ordering of
the Hamiltonian constraint (5) as

Ĉgrav =
96i (sgn(p))

8πγl2Pl

· ŝin
2 cλ

2
ĉos

2 cλ

2
·
[
ŝin

cλ

2
V̂ ĉos

cλ

2
− ĉos

cλ

2
V̂ ŝin

cλ

2

]
+ 2γ2V̂ Λ. (8)

Then the action of the operator on states Ψ(µ) = ⟨µ|Ψ⟩ leads the difference equation

3

8πγl2Pl

[
(Vµ+5λ − Vµ+3λ) Ψ(µ+ 4λ) −

{
2 (Vµ+λ − Vµ−λ) − 16πγ3l2Pl

3
ΛVµ

}
Ψ(µ)

+ (Vµ−3λ − Vµ−5λ) Ψ(µ− 4λ)

]
= 0. (9)

If we interpret the triad coefficient p as an internal time, we can regard the difference equation (9) as
evolution equation with discrete time. The equation can be uniquely continued through the classical
singularity µ = 0. In this sense, it is said that the initial singularity is avoided in the model.

However, in the pre-improved scheme, there is a problem when one considers the model with the
cosmological constant. The problem is that, for large µ, one cannot take the continuum limit of the
difference equation because the values of the wave function oscillates and its amplitude grows intensively.
We refer this problem as the “continuum limit problem”.
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4 Resolution of continuum limit problem in improved scheme

In this section, we show that the continuum limit problem is resolved by using the improved scheme.
The origin of the problem is that the length of holonomies λ is chosen as a constant in the pre-improved
scheme. In the improved scheme, one takes λ as a function of p such that λ = µ̄(p) = (2

√
3πγ)

1
2 lPl|p|−

1
2 .

Then the Hamiltonian constraint operator is written as

Ĉgrav =
96i(sgnp)

8πγl2Pl

· ŝin
2 cµ̄

2
ĉos

2 cµ̄

2
· 1̂

µ̄3
·
[
ŝin
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
− ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
V̂ ŝin

( µ̄c
2

)]
+ 2γ2V̂ Λ. (10)

It should be noted that in this scheme inverse cube of the holonomy length 1/µ̄3 becomes quantum

operator. In this case, it is convenient to use a new label v instead of µ, which is given by v = Ksgn(µ)|µ| 32 ,

where K = 2
√

2/(3

√
3
√

3). In the v-representation, the action of ̂exp i(µ̄c/2) is simple: ̂exp (iµ̄c/2)|v⟩ =

|v+ 1⟩, and eigenvalues of the volume operator is given by V̂ |v⟩ =: Vv|v⟩. Moreover, we can rewrite 1̂/µ̄3

in terms of V̂ because µ̄2p = (2
√

3πγ)l2Pl. Therefore, we obtain the action of the operator (10) on the
states Ψ(v) = ⟨v|Ψ⟩ as

27K

16

√
8π

6
γ1/2lPl[|v + 4| ||v + 3| − |v + 5||Ψ(v + 4) (11)

−{2|v| ||v − 1| − |v + 1|| − 128π

81
γ3
l2Pl

K2
Λ|v|}Ψ(v) + |v − 4| ||v − 5| − |v − 3||Ψ(v − 4)] = 0.

In this scheme, for large v, the amplitude of the wave function does not grows intensively, so that we
can take the continuum limit of Eq. (11). As a consequence, there is no continuum limit problem in the
improved scheme.

5 Singularity avoidance in improved scheme

We here discuss the singularity avoidance in the improved scheme. Although we have not considered the
operator ordering of the Hamiltonian constraint operator (10) in Sec. 4, there are actually four types of
possible operator orderings in the improved scheme:

Type (a)

Ĉ(a)
grav =

96i(sgnp)

8πγl2Pl

· ŝin
2 cµ̄

2
ĉos

2 cµ̄

2
· 1̂

µ̄3
·
[
ŝin
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
− ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
V̂ ŝin

( µ̄c
2

)]
, (12)

Type (b)

Ĉ(b)
grav =

96i(sgnp)

8πγl2Pl

· 1̂

µ̄3
· ŝin

2 cµ̄

2
ĉos

2 cµ̄

2
·
[
ŝin
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
− ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
V̂ ŝin

( µ̄c
2

)]
, (13)

Type (c)

Ĉ(c)
grav =

96i(sgnp)

8πγl2Pl

·
[
ŝin
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
− ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
V̂ ŝin

( µ̄c
2

)]
· 1̂

µ̄3
· ŝin

2 cµ̄

2
ĉos

2 cµ̄

2
, (14)

Type (d)

Ĉ(d)
grav =

96i(sgnp)

8πγl2Pl

·
[
ŝin
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ĉos

( µ̄c
2

)
−
( µ̄c

2

)
V̂ ŝin

( µ̄c
2

)]
· ŝin

2 cµ̄

2
ĉos

2 cµ̄

2
· 1̂

µ̄3
. (15)

Whether the initial singularity is absent or not depends on the choice of the operator orderings. It can
be shown that the initial singularity is avoided only when one chooses the type (a).
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the flat FRW universe with the cosmological constant in the context
of LQC. We have pointed out that, whithin the model, the continuum limit problem arises in the pre-
improved scheme, and the problem is resolved in the improved scheme. We have also shown that the
initial singularity is absent in the improved scheme only when the operator ordering of the Hamiltonian
constraint is chosen as the type (a) discussed in Sec.5.
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Abstract
The magnitude redshift relation (m−z) in the Brans-Dicke theory with both a variable
and constant cosmological term is investigated. Observations of Type Ia Supernovae
(SNIa) are used, in the redshift range of 0.01 < z < 2. The contribution of the
matter and a variable cosmological term (Λ) is examined. As the next approach
BDΛ model with a constant cosmological term has been investigated. Later Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis has been used to constrain the parameters in BDΛ model for
coupling constant ω = 104.

Keywords : nucleosynthesis, accelerating universe

1 Introduction

To explain some puzzles in cosmology, new modified theories beyond the standard model are needed. To
solve the cosmological constant problem, it can be imagined that the cosmological term decreases from
large value at the early epoch to the present value.Therefore various functional forms have been sug-
gested Refs. [1], [2]. Among them the Brans-Dicke(BD) theory is considered with a variable cosmological
term Λ as a function of the scalar field Φ. This model has been investigated for the early universe of
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis Refs. [1],[2],[3]. However, an answer is needed to the question ”How this
model work at the present epoch?” . Therefore to investigate this model, the magnitude-redshift relation
of SNIa observation is adopted. Cosmological models with a cosmological term are tightly constrained
by the m− z relation derived from SNIa observations. This is because, the cosmological term affects to
the cosmic expansion rate of the universe significantly at the low redshifts. SNIa observations imply that
the universe is accelerating around the present redshift times Refs. [4],[5], [6]. The magnitude-redshift
relation in the Brans-Dicke theory with both a variable and constant cosmological terms for the flat
universe are studied in this paper.

2 Brans-Dicke model with a variable cosmological term

The equations of motion in the BDΛ model are written as follows Refs. [1]:(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8π

3ϕ
(ρm + ργ) − k

a2
+

Λ

3
+
ω

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

+
ȧ

a

ϕ̇

ϕ
, (1)

ϕ̇ =
1

a3

[
8πµ

2ω + 3

(
ρm0t+

∫
(ρe − 3pe) dt

)
+B

)
, (2)

where a(t), k, ρ, p and ω are the scale factor, the curvature constant, the energy density, the pressure
and the coupling constant respectively.
where ργ = ρrad + ρν + ρe± at t ≤ 1s. Subscript m, rad, ν and e± are for matter, photon, nutrino
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and electron-positron respectively. Here energy density of matter varies as ρm = ρm0a
−3. The energy

density of radiation is written as ργ = ργ0a
−4 except e± epoch. Subscript ”0” means the values at the

present epoch.
Evolution of the cosmological term (Λ) and the Gravitational term in the BDΛ model describe as,

Λ =
2π (µ− 1)

ϕ
ρm0a

−3, G =
1

2

(
3 − 2ω + 1

2ω + 3
µ

)
1

ϕ
. (3)

where µ is a constant. Original Brans-Dicke theory is deduced for µ = 1. To solve above equations
numericaly, physical parameters are used as ω = 104 Refs. [8], G0 = 6.6726 × 10−8 dyn cm2 g−2,
H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1 Refs. [9], −1 ≤ µ ≤ 2 Refs. [3], [2] and −10 ≤ B∗ ≤ 10 Refs. [3].

3 m− z relation in the BDΛ model

The apparent magnitude m of the source at the redshift z is,

m = 5log10

(
1 + z

10pc
rl

)
+M, (4)

where M is absolute magnitude and rl is the radial distance in the units of parsecs (pc).

For the homogeneous isotropic universe, the relation between the radial distance and the redshift is
derived from the Robertson-Walker metric as the followings,

∫ z

0

dz

H
=


k−1/2 sin−1

(√
krl

)
k > 0,close universe

rl k = 0,Flat universe

| k |−1/2 sinh−1
(√

| k |rl
)

k < 0,Open Universe

(5)

where H = ȧ/a is the equation to describe the expansion of the universe for the modified BD theory is
written from the equation(1) as,

H = ±

1

4

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

− (1 + z)
2
k − Λ

3
− ω

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

) 1
2

− 8π

3

ρ

ϕ


1
2

− 1

2

ϕ̇

ϕ
. (6)

If the universe is flat (k = 0) at the present, BDΛ model is written as,

H2
0 =

1

3

(
8πρm0

ϕ0
+ Λ0

)
+
ω

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

0

−

(
ϕ̇

ϕ
H

)
0

. (7)

Since Last two terms are small compared with the other two terms in the equation (7), energy densities
are defined as, ρm0 = 4ρBDΛ

c /µ+ 3 and ρBDΛ
c = 3ϕ0H

2
0/8π:

where ρBDΛ
c is the critical density in the BDΛ model.

Then the two energy density parameters are written as, Ωm0 = ρm0/ρ
BDΛ
c and ΩΛ0 = (µ−1)ρm0)/4ρcBDΛ .

Fig. 1 shows the m−z relation in the BDΛ model with SNIa observations. Matter is dominant in this
model. Specially in the parameter region 0.7 < µ < 2, energy density of the cosmological term is always
less than 30%. When we compare with the Friedmann model with the energy density parameters of
(Ωm,ΩΛ) = (1.0, 0.0), is merged with this BDΛ model with χ2 = 416. This is inconsistent with present
accelerating universe. Therefore as the next approach, BDΛ model is modified by adding constant
cosmological term Λc0 .
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Figure 1: m− z relation for the flat universe in the Friedmann model and BDΛ model with and without
constant cosmological term for µ = 0.7 and B∗ = −10, constrain from SNIa observations from Supernova
Cosmology Project and High-z Supernovae search team Refs. [10]

4 m− z relation in the BDΛ model with a constant cosmological
term Λc0

Hubble parameter for BDΛ model with constant cosmological term (Λc0) is written as,

H =

1

4

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

− (1 + z)
2
k − Λ

3
+

Λc0
3

− ω

6

(
ϕ̇

ϕ

)2

− 8π

3

ρ

ϕ

 1
2

− 1

2

ϕ̇

ϕ
. (8)

Here energy density parameter of the constant cosmological term is fixed as 0.7. Fig. 1 shows that
this model is consistent with SNIa observations. Total cosmological term is dominant in this model and
consistent with present accelerating universe with χ2 = 196. For B∗ = 10 and µ = 2, BDΛ model with
Λc0 predicts ΩΛ = 6.0 × 10−2 and Ωm = 0.24. It is concluded that the BDΛ model with Λc0 has the
nearly same energy density parameters as the Friedmann model with (Ωm,ΩΛ) = (0.3, 0.7).
All the parameters which is inherent in the BDΛ model become independent as far as m− z relation is
concerned at the present epoch. Therefore as the next approach we investigate these parameters for the
present values of ω using Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.

5 Parameter constrained from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

The parameters inherent in the BDΛ model have been investigated for ω = 500 Refs. [3]. But these
parameters become independent, as far as the m−z relation at the present epoch is concerned. Therefore
here we use the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis to investigate these parameter for ω = 10000. We adopt the
observed abundances of 4He, D/H and 7Li/H as follows: Yp = 0.242 ± 0.002 Refs. [11], D/H = (2.82 ±
0.21) 10−6 Refs. [12], 7Li/H = (2.19 ± 0.28) 10−10 Refs. [13]. The abundance of 4He, D and 7Li are
calculated by considering the value of η=(6.225±0.170) 10−10 Refs. [14].
(Fig. 2) shows that the 4He and D are consistent with the value of η for ω = 104 in the range of
−0.9 ≤ µ ≤ 0.9 and −3 ≤ B∗ ≤ 4.
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Figure 2: Light elementary abundances of 4He, D and 7Li vs η for B∗ = 1, µ = 0.8, ω = 104

6 Concluding Remarks

The models whose parameters are inherent in the BDΛ model become independent as far as the m− z
relation at the present epoch is concerned. Therefore we can not constrain these parameters around
the present epoch using m − z relation. Therefore we limit these parameters for ω = 104 by BBN.
BBN calculations with the observational abundances and the obtained value of the η from the WMAP
restricted the parameters range as −0.5 ≤ µ ≤ 0.8 and −10 ≤ B∗ ≤ 10 Refs. [3] for ω = 500. Comparing
with our result, large value of ω is affected to decrease the parameter range of B∗. It is oppositely affected
to the parameter µ. Since BDΛ model is inconsistent with present accelerating universe, we have done
a modification by adding a constant cosmological term. Therefore it is worthwhile to introduce more
general functional form to the cosmological term.
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Abstract
We focus the formulation problem in numerical relativity, propose new sets of evo-
lution equations, and demonstrate some numerical tests. The goal is to construct
a robust evolution system against numerical instability during long-term numerical
integration in strong gravitational field. One key idea is to adjust the evolution equa-
tions with constraint terms, as was systematically formulated by Yoneda and Shinkai.
We here apply an adjusting method proposed by Fiske (2004) which uses the norm
of constraints, C2, and does not require the background metric for specifying effec-
tive Lagrange multipliers. We present sets of evolution equations both in ADM and
BSSN formulations and show numerical tests using Gowdy wave propagation. Detail
analyses are in progress, but we observe constraint damping effect as expected.

1 Introduction

In numerical relativity, it is essential to perform stable and accurate simulation. The standard way to
integrate the Einstein equations is to split spacetime into three-dimensional space and time. Arnowitt-
Deser-Misner (ADM) formulation[1] is the fundamental evolution system of spacetime decompositions.
However, it is known that this formulation is not appropriate since the constraints are not satisfied during
long-term numerical calculation and in strong gravitational field[2]. Several formulations which modified
ADM formulation are suggested, Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura(BSSN) formulation[3] is widely
used among them.

However, there exists more robust systems than the current standard BSSN system (e.g.[4, 5]) de-
pending on problems. Therefore seeking a robust evolution system against the violation of constraints is
still an important issue.

Yoneda and Shinkai[5] systematically investigated adjusted systems, which adds constraints to the
evolution equations. With this method, we can predict the stability of numerical simulation by analyzing
the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix which is Fourier-transformed constraint propagation equations
under assuming a fixed background metric.

Fiske[6] proposed an adjustment which uses the norm of constraints, C2, and does not require the
background metric for specifying effective Lagrange multipliers and applied this method to the Maxwell
equations. A good point of his method is what the stability of the numerical simulation can be expected
without depending on background metric. We apply his method to the ADM and BSSN formulations,
and actually perform the effect of dumping by numerical simulation.

2 C2-adjusted Systems

For variables ui and constraint values Ci, evolution equations with constraint equations are generally
written as

∂tu
i = f(ui, ∂ju

i, · · · ), and (1)

Ci(ui, ∂ju
i. · · · ) ≈ 0. (2)

1Email address: tsuchiya@akane.waseda.jp
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Suppose we adjust (1) with C2 ≡ CiCi, and evaluate constraint propagation as

∂tC
2 =

δC2

δui
(∂tu

i). (3)

There exists various combinations of this adjustment. Fiske[6] proposed an adjusted term as

∂tu
i = [Original Terms] − κij

δC2

δuj
, (4)

with κij of positive definite. The constraint propagation, then, becomes

∂tC
2 = [Original Terms] − κij

δC2

δui
δC2

δuj
, (5)

which clearly shows the dumping of constraints. If we set κij so that the second term becomes more
dominant of (5) than first term in evolution, then C2 dumps because of ∂tC

2 < 0. Fiske presented an
numerical example in the Maxwell system.

3 Applications to the Einstein equations

3.1 For ADM Formulation

Now we apply Fiske’s method to the ADM formulation[1], which can be written as

∂tγij = −2αKij + Lβ(γij) − κγijmn
δ(CA)2

δγmn
, (6)

∂tKij = α((3)Rij +KKij − 2KiℓK
ℓ
j) −DiDjα+ Lβ(Kij) − κKijmn

δ(CA)2

δKmn
, (7)

where (CA)2 is the norm of the constraints,

(CA)2 ≡ (HA)2 + (MA)i(MA)i, (8)

and both of κγijmn, κKijmn are positive definite.
For the modified ADM equations, (6)-(7), we confirm this system has better stablility than the stan-

dard ADM system by the method proposed by Yoneda and Shinkai[5]. That is, assuming the background
metric to Minkowski metric, and setting κγijmn = κKijmn = δimδjn, we analyzed the eigenvalues of the
constraint propagation matrix . We found that all the real parts of eigenvalues are negative. Therefore
the system is expected to dump the violation of constraints.

3.2 For BSSN Formulation

For the BSSN formulation[3, 5], evolution equations with Fiske-type adjustment are:

∂tφ = [Original Terms] − λφ
δ(CB)2

δφ
, (9)

∂tK = [Original Terms] − λK
δ(CB)2

δK
, (10)

∂tγ̃ij = [Original Terms] − λγ̃ijmn
δ(CB)2

δγ̃mn
, (11)

∂tÃij = [Original Terms] − λÃijmn
δ(CB)2

δÃmn
, (12)

∂tΓ̃
i = [Original Terms] − λij

Γ̃

δ(CB)2

δΓ̃j
, (13)
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where

(CB)2 ≡ (HB)2 + (MB)i(MB)i + A2 + GiGi + S2, (14)

A ≡ γ̃ijÃij , Gi ≡ Γ̃i − Γ̃imnγ̃
mn, S ≡ −1 + det(γ̃ij),

and all of λφ, λK , λγ̃ ijmn, λÃijmn and λij
Γ̃

are positive definite.

4 Numerical Examples

We demonstrate numerical simulations of above systems with polarized Gowdy wave:

ds2 = t−1/2eλ/2(−dt2 + dx2) + t(eP dy2 + e−P dz2). (15)

which is one of the Apples-with-Apples tests [7], setting all of the numerical parameters to the same.

4.1 Adjusted ADM formulation
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Figure 1: Polarized Gowdy-wave test with the
adjusted ADM system. The vertical axis is
log(||(CA)2||2) and the horizontal axis is backward
time. The dotted line is the one with (6)-(7) by set-
ting κγijmn = 1.0 × 10−4.8αγimγjn and κKijmn =
1.0×10−5.4αγimγjn. The solid line is calculated with
the standard ADM.

We see from Figure 1 that the adjusted ADM system, (6)-(7), has better stability than the standard
ADM system. The norm ||(CA)2||2 of the adjusted ADM is 7.24 × 10−1 times of that of the standard
ADM at time t = −3000.

4.2 Adjusted BSSN formulation
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Figure 2: Polarized Gowdy-wave test with the
adjusted BSSN system. The vertical axis is
log(||(CB)2||2) and the horizontal axis is backward
time. The dotted line is with (9)-(13) by setting
λφ = 1.0 × 10−2.9α, λK = 1.0 × 10−3.3α, λγ̃ijmn =
1.0× 10−3.7αγ̃imγ̃jn, λÃijmn = 1.0× 10−4.4αγ̃imγ̃jn,

λij
Γ̃

= 1.0 × 10−0.2αγ̃ij . The solid line is calculated
with the standard BSSN.
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Figure 3: The same with Figure 2, but the result
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line), and log(||MB
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dot-dashed line). The vertical axis is logarithm val-
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i and the horizontal axis
is backward time.

We see from Figure 2 that the adjusted BSSN system has better stability than the standard BSSN
system. The norm ||(CB)2||2 of the adjusted BSSN is 3.95 × 10−3 times of that of the standard BSSN
at time t = −1000. Kiuchi and Shinkai[4] performed the numerical simulation of polarlized Gowdy wave
with other versions of adjusted BSSN systems[5]. We see that our result is better than theirs. Our result
of ||HB ||2 ≤ 2.5 × 10−3 at t = −1000 but the result[4] of ||HB ||2 ≥ 1.00 × 101 at t = −1000.

We think the stability of the adjusted BSSN formulation is explained by the dumping of MB
i at the

early time (about t ≤ −20). As was argued by Kiuchi and Shinkai[4], the key of the stability of the
evolution with BSSN system is to dump MB

i earlier.

5 Summary

In this report, we applied the adjusting method suggested by Fiske to the ADM and BSSN formulations,
and obtained the equations (6)-(7) and (9)-(13). We performed numerical tests with polarized Gowdy
wave and showed that the adjusted ADM and BSSN systems have actually better stablility than the
standard ADM and BSSN systems.

The advantage of the present systems to the previous adjusted systems [5, 8] is the way of specifying
the Lagrange multipliers κ. In the present systems, κs are restricted as “positive definite” from the
formulation independent on the background metric, while in the previous systems one needs to specify
the signature of κs with eigenvalue analysis which depends on the background metric.

The detail numerical analysis on the range of effective parameters and the comparisons with other
systems are underway.
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Abstract
Recently, L. Parker et al. claimed that standard predictions of the slow-roll inflation-
ary scenario of the early Universe regarding primordial spectra of scalar and tensor
metric perturbations generated from quantum vacuum fluctuations during inflation
should be radically changed because of the necessity of renormalization of the per-
turbations. Here we prove that, contrary, these basic predictions are robust with
respect to any renormalization, if the transition from quantum to effective stochastic
classical observables is made consistently. The crucial point is the necessity to follow
the behaviour of terms subtracted in the process of the renormalization long after the
moment of the first Hubble radius crossing during inflation, up to a period that the
Hubble parameter H becomes much less than its value at that moment.

1 Introduction

Unambiguous predictions of the power spectrum and statistics of primordial (post-inflationary) scalar
and tensor perturbations play the central role in the whole inflationary scenario of the early universe
since only they provide us with a possibility to test and confirm/falsify any concrete inflationary model
(the prediction of the approximate spatial flatness of the present Universe follows from a prediction about
the amplitude of a monopole, l = 0, scalar perturbation on a spatially flat FRW background). Indeed,
by comparing these predictions with numerous existing observational data, large amount of inflationary
models have been already falsified, while many of them (including the pioneer ones) still remain viable.
That is why if consistency of these predictions would be put under question, or it would be shown that
they are based on additional and doubtful assumptions, this would have dramatic consequences for the
fate of the inflationary scenario as a whole and all its concrete realizations (models). Recently such an
attempt was undertaken in the series of papers by L. Parker and his collaborators [1–4]. Their key
statement is the following. Since the origin of post-inflationary metric and matter perturbations are
quantum fluctuations of the gravitational field and other light scalar fields during inflation, so that this
process has quantum and even quantum-gravitational nature, a renormalization is needed, as usually in
quantum field theory, to obtain final observable predictions. Applying the standard procedure of the
adiabatic (n-wave) regularization [5–9] to the power spectra of both scalar (curvature) perturbations
Rc(x) and tensor ones (gravitational waves) hij(x), they claimed to obtain completely different results
for these quantities. In this paper, we revisit this problem and discuss whether any UV renormalization
may change the standard inflationary predictions.

2 Quantization and adiabatic regularization of perturbations

First of all, we describe the setup of the problem. As in Ref. [3], we consider slow-roll inflation driven by
a single scalar (inflaton) field, whose action is given by

S =
1

2

∫ √
−g [M2

plR− gµνϕ,µϕ,ν − 2V (ϕ)]d4x. (1)

1Email address: yuko@gravity.phys.waseda.ac.jp
2Email address: alstar@landau.ac.ru
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Assuming that background geometry is described by a spatially flat FRW metric, the background field
equations take the form

6M2
plH2 = ϕ′ 2 + 2a2V (ϕ), ϕ′′ + 2Hϕ′ + a2Vϕ(ϕ) = 0 , (2)

where H := a′/a = aH and the dash denotes the derivative with respect to the conformal time η. In the
comoving gauge, the spatial part of the metric takes the form

gij = a2(η)[(1 + 2Rc(x))δij + hij(x)] , (3)

where Rc(x) and hij(x) denote a scalar (curvature) curvature perturbation and tensor perturbations
(gravitational waves), respectively. Here we neglect vector perturbations which rapidly decays during
expansion. Equations for the Fourier mode functions of Rc and hij have the form

R′′
c,k(η) + 2

z′

z
R′

c,k(η) + k2Rc,k(η) = 0, h′′k(η) + 2
a′

a
h′k(η) + k2hk(η) = 0 , (4)

where z := aϕ′/H. Using the positive frequency solutions Rc,k(η) and hk(η) for the initial adiabatic
vacuum, two-point functions of the curvature perturbation and the gravitational waves in this vacuum
are expressed as

⟨Rc(η,x)Rc(η,y)⟩ =

∫
dk

k

sin k|x− y|
k|x− y|

∆2
Rc,k(η), ⟨hij(η,x)hij(η,y)⟩ =

∫
dk

k

sin k|x− y|
k|x− y|

∆2
h,k(η) . (5)

where dimensional variances are defined as

∆2
Rc,k(η) :=

k3

2π2
|Rc,k(η)|2 , ∆2

h,k(η) :=
k3

π2
|hk(η)|2 . (6)

The adiabatic condition implies that |Rc,k(η)|2 and |hk(η)|2 scale as 1/k in the UV limit. Therefore, due
to this UV behaviour, the two-point functions diverge in the coincidence limit xω̃y.

Next, we briefly review the method of adiabatic (n-wave) regularization which detailed explanation can
be found in Refs. [6–9]. Adiabatic regularization is a convenient framework to remove all UV divergences
from average values of quantum fields in an expanding universe. In particular, the regularized two-point
function for a scalar field ϕ is given by

⟨ϕ(η, x)ϕ(η, y) ⟩R := ⟨ϕ(η, x)ϕ(η, y) ⟩ − ⟨ϕ(η, x)ϕ(η, y) ⟩
∣∣(A)

, (7)

where |(A) indicates that cross terms from field products which are of an adiabatic order greater than
A have to be neglected. It is remarkable that the adiabatic regularization yields the same result as
the point-splitting regularization, which is conceived to be an efficient regularization technique in curved
space-time. Among advantages of the adiabatic regularization are that subtraction terms thus introduced
preserve the conservation property of the average energy-momentum tensor of quantum fields and that
the vacuum polarization given by Eq. (7) vanishes in Minkowski limit.

Since the adiabatic expansion coincides with the expansion in powers of 1/k (and with the n-wave
expansion in terminology of [5]), by using it for the modes (A)R̃c,k(η) and (A)h̃k(η) where the index (A)
denotes the adiabatic order, we can subtract divergent parts of integrals over momentum in Eq. (5).
Using Eq. (7), the regularized dimensionless power spectra are obtained as

∆
(R)
Rc,k

2(η) :=
k3

2π2

[
|Rc,k(η)|2 − |(A)R̃c,k(η)|2

∣∣(A)
]
, (8)

∆
(R)
h,k

2(η) :=
k3

π2

[
|hk(η)|2 − |(A)h̃k(η)|2

∣∣(A)
]
, (9)

where |(A)R̃c,k(η)|2
∣∣(A)

and |(A)h̃k(η)|2
∣∣(A)

denote subtraction terms for a curvature perturbation and
gravitational waves, respectively. In order not to violate the fundamental properties of the adiabatic
regularization described above, we have to introduce the subtraction terms not only to the UV modes,
but to all modes.
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3 Effects of UV regularization

In this section, we discuss whether a UV renormalization can modify power spectra of primordial pertur-
bations. Making use of the WKB expansion of solutions, the subtraction term for Rc is given by

|(2)R̃c,k(η)|2
∣∣(2) =

1

2z2k

[
1 + (1 + δε)

(aH
k

)2 ]
, (10)

where δε is expressed in terms of the Hubble (horizon) flow functions εi as follows:

δε := −1

2
ε1 +

3

4
ε2 +

1

8
ε22 −

1

4
ε1ε2 +

1

4
ε2ε3 . (11)

Fluctuations from which the present large-scale structure of the Universe has originated cross the Hubble
radius during inflation long before inflation ends. In the long wavelength limit −kη ≪ 1, the mode
function Rc,k approaches the constant value

Rc,k(η) ≃ ei(2ν+3)π/4 2ν−
3
2

√
2k

Γ(ν)

Γ( 3
2 )

(1 − ε1)ν−
1
2

z(η∗)
, (12)

where η∗ is the Hubble radius crossing time. The existence of the constant solution at large scales is
assured by the very structure of the Einstein equations and remains valid in the non-linear regime, too.
Quantum fluctuations generated deep inside the Hubble radius become indistinguishable from classical
stochastic ones at super-Hubble scales after neglecting their decaying mode. Thus, we obtain the average
squared value of Rc,k as

|Rc,k(η)|2 ≃ 1

4ε1(η∗)

1

k3

(
H(η∗)

Mpl

)2

(1 + δεs) , (13)

in the large scale limit, where δεs := (2ε1 + ε2)(2 − log 2 − γ) − 2ε1. Taking the large scale limit in Eq.
(10), the adiabatic subtraction term is approximated as

|(2)R̃c,k(η)|2
∣∣(2) ≃ 1 + δε

2k3

(
aH

z

)2

=
1 + δε

4ε1

1

k3

(
H

Mpl

)2

. (14)

Since the Hubble parameter H and the Hubble flow functions are time dependent, the amplitude of the
subtraction term changes even after the moment of the Hubble radius crossing. This reflects the fact
that, while the adiabatic expansion of the modes (A)R̃c,k(η) well approximates the exact solution at
sub-Hubble scales, it does not do so at super-Hubble ones. For instance, during the chaotic inflation,
the Hubble parameter H decreases and the Hubble flow function ε1 increases. The amplitude of the
subtraction term then becomes smaller and smaller.

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (8), we obtain the regularized dimensionless variance of the
curvature perturbation as

∆
(R)
Rc,k

2(η) =
1

2M2
plε1(η∗)

(
H(η∗)

2π

)2
[

1 + δεs − (1 + δε)
ε1(η∗)

ε1(η)

(
H(η)

H(ηk)

)2
]
. (15)

Through the inflationary and the post inflationary evolution, the Hubble parameterH and the Hubble flow

function ε1 scale as H(N)/H(N∗) = exp[−
∫ N

N∗

dN ′ε1(N ′)] and ε1(N)/ε1(N∗) = exp[

∫ N

N∗

dN ′ε2(N ′)].

Now it is clear that the subtraction term is suppressed by the factor:

ε1(N∗)

ε1(N)

(
H(N)

H(N∗)

)2

= e−
∫N
N∗

dN ′[2ε1(N
′)+ε2(N

′)] . (16)

Therefore, for each Fourier mode, terms subtracted in the course of the adiabatic regularization are
negligibly small when H(η) becomes much less than H(η∗) as the Universe evolves. Note that the bare
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power spectrum is completely canceled by the adiabatic subtraction terms in the exact de Sitter space-
time. However, this does not necessarily mean a problem, because in this case generated fluctuations,
stretched beyond the future event horizon, cannot be observed.

The regularized amplitude of gravitational waves can be obtained in a manner similar to curvature
perturbations. At large scales, their regularized dimensionless variance is evaluated as

∆
(R)
h,k

2(η) ≃ 8

M2
pl

(
H(η∗)

2π

)2[
1 + δεt −

(
1 − ε1

2

) (
H(η)

H(η∗)

)2
]
, (17)

where δεt = 2ε1(1−log 2−γ). Now it is clear that the subtraction term is suppressed by (H(N)/H(N∗))2 =

exp[−2

∫ N

N∗

dN ′ ε1(N ′)]. Through the time evolution after the Hubble radius crossing, influence from

the adiabatic regularization become negligibly small. This suppression is missed in the computations by
L. Parker et al where the regime H ≪ H(η∗) has not been reached. Note that in the case of the exact
Sitter space-time, the regularized amplitude for gravitational waves vanishes, too.

4 Summary

We have shown that even if we remove UV divergences in two-point correlation functions of metric per-
turbations during inflation using the adiabatic regularization, this does not leave any detectable imprints
on the final power spectra for both curvature perturbations and gravitational waves after the end of
inflation, or even during it but when H becomes much less than H(η∗). This happens because any
consistent UV renormalization modifies only local quantities (small scale inhomogeneities), ensuring that
this regularization may be justified by introducing generally covariant counter terms constituted from
local quantities.

Note that subtraction terms have to be introduced at all times, not during inflation only. Here our
considerations differ somewhat from the recent paper [10] which otherwise arrives to the same conclusion
regarding the papers [1–4]. It is also important that regularization of UV modes should be performed
prior to the transition from quantum to classical description of fluctuations. While the bare quantum
amplitudes given by the first terms of Eqs. (8) and (9) become indistinguishable from classical stochastic
fluctuations after the first Hubble radius crossing, their UV regulators given by the second terms remain
quantum up to the present time. This requires us to perform the adiabatic regularization before the
consideration of quantum-to-classical transition for metric fluctuations.

In this paper, we have only considered regularization of the UV divergence which appears in the
coincidence limit of two-point correlation functions in the one-loop approximation. However, a UV
divergence can appear also from higher loop corrections. We leave regularization of these corrections for
further study.
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Abstract
The understanding of the fundamental nature and quantum properties of spacetime
is one of the most important questions in theoretical physics. String/M theory is one
of the most promising theory for research it. And dilaton-gravity plane waves provide
a rare example of tractable strongly curved (possibly singular) time-dependent space-
time backgrounds. We construct a general family of supersymmetric solutions in time-
and space-dependent wave backgrounds in general supergravity theories describing
single and intersecting p-branes embedded into time-dependent dilaton-gravity plane
waves of an arbitrary (isotropic) profile, with the brane world-volume aligned parallel
to the propagation direction of the wave. We discuss how many degrees of freedom
we have in the solutions. We also propose that these solutions can be used to describe
higher-dimensional time-dependent “black holes”, and discuss their property briefly.

1 Time-dependent brane system in supergravity

The low-energy effective action for the supergravity system coupled to dilaton and nA- form field strength
is given by

I =
1

16πGD

∫
dDx

√
− g

[
R− 1

2
(∂Φ)2 −

m∑
A=1

1

2nA!
eaAΦF 2

nA

]
, (1.1)

where GD is the Newton constant in D dimensions and g is the determinant of the metric. The last term

includes both RR and NS-NS field strengths, and aA =
1

2
(5 − nA) for RR field strength and aA = −1

for NS-NS 3-form. In the eleven-dimensional supergravity, there is a four-form and no dilaton. We put
fermions and other background fields to be zero.

We take the following metric:

ds2D = e2Ξ(u,r)
[
−2dudv +K(u, r)du2

]
+
d−2∑
α=1

e2Zα(u,r)(dyα)2 + e2B(u,r)
(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

d̃+1

)
, (1.2)

where D = d + d̃ + 2, the coordinates u, v and yα, (α = 1, . . . , d − 2) parameterize the d-dimensional
worldvolume where the branes belong, and the remaining d̃ + 2 coordinates r and angles are transverse
to the brane worldvolume, dΩ2

d̃+1
is the line element of the (d̃+ 1)-dimensional sphere. Note that u and

v are null coordinates. The metric components Ξ, Zα, B and the dilaton Φ and K are assumed to be
functions of u and r. For the field strength backgrounds, we take

FnA = E′
A(u, r) du ∧ dv ∧ dyα1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyαqA−1 ∧ dr, (1.3)

where nA = qA + 2. Throughout this article, the dot and prime denote derivatives with respect to u and
r, respectively. The ansatz (1.3) means that we have an electric background. We could, however, also
include magnetic background in the same form as the electric one.
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3E-mail address:tanabe“at”gravity.phys.waseda.ac.jp
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We have shown that the solutions [1] to the field equations are given by

ds2D =
∏
B

H
2(qB+1)

∆B

B

[
e2ξ(u)

∏
A

H
− 2(D−2)

∆A

A

(
−2dudv +K(u, r)du2

)
+

d−2∑
α=1

∏
A

H
−

2γ
(α)
A

∆A

A e2ζα(u)(dyα)2 + e2β(u)
(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

d̃+1

)]
,

EA =

√
2(D − 2)

∆A
H−1
A , Φ =

∑
A

ϵAaA(D − 2)

∆A
lnHA + ϕ(u), (1.4)

where HA is a harmonic function

HA = hA(u) +
QA

rd̃
, (1.5)

with hA being an arbitrary function of u and QA a constant, ϵA = +1(−1) is for electric (magnetic)
backgrounds and

γ
(α)
A =

{
D − 2
0

for

{
yα belonging to qA-brane
otherwise

. (1.6)

We have two constraints still to be satisfied:

ϵAaAϕ+ 2
∑
α∈/qA

ζα + 2d̃β = 0, (1.7)

(
rd̃+1K ′

)′
= −2e−2(ξ−β)rd̃+1

∏
A

H
2(D−2)/∆A
A [W (u, r) + V (u)] , (1.8)

where

W (u, r) ≡
∑
A,B

(D − 2)2

∆A∆B

( ∆A

D − 2
δAB + 2

)
(lnHA)·(lnHB)· + 2

∑
A

D − 2

∆A
(lnHA)··

+ 4(D − 2)(β̇ − ξ̇)
∑
A

(lnHA)·

∆A
, (1.9)

V (u) ≡
d−2∑
α=1

(
ζ̈α + ζ̇2α

)
+ (d̃+ 2)

(
β̈ + β̇2

)
− 2ξ̇

[
d−2∑
α=1

ζ̇α + (d̃+ 2)β̇

]
+

1

2
(ϕ̇)2 , (1.10)

We regard Eq. (1.8) as the equation for K when other metric functions are given, which is an elliptic
type differential equation with respect to r. This approach has recently been taken in Ref. [2] for a
single brane. Our solutions here include single and intersecting brane solutions as well as wider solutions
including more arbitrary functions than those in [2].

2 Solutions with time-dependent harmonic functions

In this section, we present nontrivial solutions with both r- and u-dependent harmonic functions HA[3].
Before presenting our solutions, we discuss gauge freedom of null-coordinate transformation. Under

the coordinate transformation

u = X(ũ) , v = ṽ + Y (ũ) , (2.1)

where X and Y are arbitrary functions of u, we recover the same solution (1.4), (1.5), (1.7), and (1.8),
by replacing K and ξ with

K̃(ũ, r) = K(X(ũ), r)
dX

dũ
− 2

dY (ũ)

dũ
, ξ̃(ũ) = ξ(X(ũ)) +

1

2
ln

(
dX

dũ

)
, (2.2)

respectively. Using X and Y , we can gauge away ξ and a function of u in K in our solutions. We will
discuss more details of this procedure in the concrete examples shortly.
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2.1 D1-D5 brane system

Let us give a concrete example. The D1-D5-brane is given by

ds2 = H
1
4
1 H

3
4
5

[
H−1

1 H−1
5 (−2dudv +K(u, r)du2) +H−1

5

4∑
α=1

e2ζα(u)dy2α + e2β(u)(dr2 + r2dΩ2
3)
]
,

Φ = ln

(
H1

H5

) 1
2

+ ϕ(u) . (2.3)

And (1.8) yields

K =
A2(u)

8
r2 +

1

2

(
B2(u) − C2

r2

)
ln r − C2(u) + 2D2(u)

4r2
+ E2(u) , (2.4)

where

A2(u) = −2e−2(ξ−β)
[
ḣAḣB + ḧAhB + ḧBhA + 2(β̇ − ξ̇)(ḣAhB + ḣBhA) + V hAhB

]
,

B2(u) = −2e−2(ξ−β)
[
ḧAQB + ḧBQA + 2(β̇ − ξ̇)(ḣAQB + ḣBQA) + V (hAQB + hBQA)

]
,

C2(u) = −2e−2(ξ−β)V QAQB , (2.5)

and D2(u) and E2(u) are arbitrary function of u. Considering coordinate transformation (2.1), we can

gauge away E2. It also follows from (1.7) that β(u) =
1

4
ϕ(u) = −

4∑
α=1

ζα(u). Hence this solution has

seven arbitrary functions h1(u), h5(u), ζα(u), and D2(u) in K, while A2, B2, and C2 in K are given by
(2.5) with ξ = 0.

If we assume V (u) = 0, (1.7) together with (1.10) yields ζα = β = ϕ = 0. There remain three
arbitrary functions of u; h1(u), h5(u) and D2(u).

3 A fluctuating “black hole”

In the static case, one can construct a black hole solution from the intersecting brane system via compacti-
fication. Hence we may find a time-dependent black hole solution by compactifying the present time-
dependent intersecting brane systems. We give a simple example of this type.

Let us consider the simple case of D1-D5 intersecting brane system with

HA = 1 +
QA
r2

, and K =
2Qw(u)

r2
, (3.1)

where Qw is a function of u. This can be obtained for the choice V (u) = 0, h1 = h5 = 1 and D2 =
−4Qw(u). One can check A2(u) = B2(u) = 0 by (2.5) easily. Introducing new function Hw = 1 +
K(u, r)/2, we find the metric

ds210 = H
−3/4
1 H

−1/4
5

[
−H−1

w dt2 +Hw

(
dz +

(Hw − 1)

Hw
dt

)2
]

+H
1/4
1 H

3/4
5

[
H−1

5

4∑
α=1

dy2α + dr2 + r2dΩ2
3

]
,(3.2)

where u = (t− z)/
√

2 and v = (t+ z)/
√

2.
In order to perform a compactification, we write our metric (3.2) as

ds210 =
(
H

− 1
12

1 H
5
12
5 H

− 1
3

w

)
ds25 +H

−3/4
1 H

−1/4
5 Hw

(
dz +

(Hw − 1)

Hw
dt

)2

+H
1/4
1 H

−1/4
5

4∑
α=1

dy2α, (3.3)

where

ds25 = −Ξ2
5dt

2 + Ξ−1
5 (dr2 + r2dΩ2

3), (3.4)

and Ξ5 = (H1H5Hw)−1/3 gives the five-dimensional metric in the Einstein frame.
All toroidal yα-coordinates can be compactified, but the compactification of the z-coordinate is not

trivial. We have to impose a periodic condition on the metric functions, which explicitly depend on z
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through the u-coordinate. Here we assume that the function Hw(u, r) is periodic in the u direction.

As a concrete example, we choose a periodic function as Qw(u) = Q0

[
1 + ϵ cos

(√
2u

R

)]
, where R is

a radius of the z-space and ϵ is a positive constant. If fact, the metric is invariant under the discrete
transformation of z → z + 2πnR (n ∈ Z). The explicit form of the metric function Ξ5 is given by

Ξ5 =

[(
1 +

Q1

r2

)(
1 +

Q5

r2

)(
1 +

Q0

r2

[
1 + ϵ cos

(
t− z

R

)])]−1/3

. (3.5)

In order to avoid a closed timelike curve, the z-direction must be spacelike. This condition requires
that ϵ ≤ 1; otherwise Hw becomes negative at least in the limit of r → 0, where we expect a horizon.
ϵ = 1 must be excluded because the charge Qw vanishes at u = πR/

√
2, when a singularity may appear

at r = 0. Hence we assume that 0 < ϵ < 1.
The metric (3.4) with (3.5) gives effectively a five-dimensional time-dependent spacetime although it

also depends on the z-coordinate. It describes an explicit example of a spacetime excited by a pyrgon
which may appear in Kaluza-Klein compactification. Since it is asymptotically flat, one may define
the “mass” of this object as M = π[Q1 + Q5 + Qw(u)]/4G5, which oscillates in time. The surface of
r = 0 is a candidate for horizon because it is the case when the spacetime is static (ϵ = 0). Hence one
may naively think that this spacetime describes a time-dependent oscillating “black hole”. However the
“mass” depends not only on time t but also on the inner space coordinate z.

If the compactification radius R is small enough, we may not see z-dependence in a global scale. Taking
an average over the internal z-space, we find that the mean mass ⟨M⟩ = π(Q1 +Q5 +Q0)/4G5. We may

also find that the “mass” M fluctuates around this average value with the amplitude
√

⟨(∆M)2⟩/⟨M⟩ =

Q0ϵ/
√

2(Q1 +Q5 +Q0), and the typical frequency ω =
√

2/R.
The Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy, which is proportional to the horizon area, may also fluctu-

ate around the averaged value ⟨S⟩ = ⟨A⟩/4G5 = π2
√
Q1Q5Q0/2G5 with the amplitude

√
⟨(∆S)2⟩/⟨S⟩ =

ϵ/
√

2 .
This spacetime describes a five-dimensional compact object in a global scale, but it shows fluctuations

near the “horizon” (r = 0). Hence it is not a deterministic five-dimensional spacetime. We can regard it
as a fluctuating “black hole”, but r = 0 may not be a true horizon.

Although this spacetime looks like a fluctuating “black hole” in five dimensions, it is a deterministic
spacetime in six dimensions. In fact, when we approach the “horizon”, we will see the internal compact
z-space as well as the periodic time dependence. Hence the spacetime is essentially six-dimensional,
whose metric is given by

ds26 = Ξ6(r)
[
−2dudv +K(u, r)du2

]
+ Ξ−1

6 (r)(dr2 + r2dΩ2
3), Ξ6(r) ≡ (H1H5)−1/2 . (3.6)

It is obtained by compactification of all toroidal yα-coordinates in ten-dimensional spacetime. Although
this spacetime is compact in the z-direction as well as in the toroidal yα-direction, the z-direction is not
homogeneous. As a result, the spacetime is time-dependent but it is no longer spherically symmetric, i.e.
it depends on z as well as t, r. The inhomogeneity in the z-direction becomes prominent especially in
the scale near (or smaller than) the compactification radius R. This spacetime is regular at r = 0, which
is shown by calculating the curvature invariants.

Hence we conclude that this solution describes a static and spherically symmetric five-dimensional
compact object with fluctuations in a large scale, but it becomes a periodically oscillating and non-
spherical six-dimensional object in a small scale.

There are several questions with this solution which deserve further consideration. Does this metric
really describes a time-dependent black hole or else? Is the horizon, if it exists, time-dependent? How is
the mass of the “black hole” defined? When we approach the “horizon”, what kind of spacetime structure
do we see? Those questions are interesting by themselves and are left for future study.
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Abstract
We study an inflationary scenario with a vector field coupled with an inflaton field
and show that the inflationary universe is endowed with anisotropy for a wide range
of coupling functions. This anisotropic inflation is a tracking solution where the
energy density of the vector field follows that of the inflaton field irrespective of
initial conditions. We find a universal relation between the anisotropy and a slow-roll
parameter of inflation. Our finding has observational implications and gives a counter
example to the cosmic no-hair conjecture.

1 Introduction

Recent developments of precision cosmology have yielded a slight shift of an inflationary paradigm, and
we are now forced to look at fine structures of fluctuations such as spectral tilt, non-gaussianity, parity
violation, and so on. Those precise predictions of inflationary scenarios will provide a clue to understand
fundamental physics when they are compared with observations.

In this paper, we focus on a role of a vector field in the early universe. Here, there is a prejudice
that the vector hair is negligibly small and it is legitimate to ignore the backreaction of magnetic fields
to geometry. However, in the context of the precision cosmology, we should not neglect the backreaction
if it is around a percent level [3]. Hence, it is important to quantify how small it is. Based on this
observation, we study an inflationary scenario where the inflaton is coupled with the kinetic term of a
massless vector field. Interestingly, we find a tracking behavior of the energy density of the vector field.
As a consequence, we show that there exist sizable vector hair quite generally. That yields a percent level
anisotropic inflation.

2 Basic equations

We consider the following action for the gravitational field, the inflaton field ϕ and the vector field Aµ
coupled with ϕ:

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[

1

2κ2
R− 1

2
(∂µϕ) (∂µϕ) − V (ϕ) − 1

4
f2(ϕ)FµνF

µν

]
, (2.1)

where g is the determinant of the metric, R is the Ricci scalar, V (ϕ) is the inflaton potential, f(ϕ)
is the coupling function of the inflaton field to the vector one, respectively. The field strength of the
vector field is defined by Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. Thanks to the gauge invariance, we can choose the gauge
A0 = 0. Without loss of generality, we can take x-axis in the direction of the vector. Hence, we take
the homogeneous fields of the form Aµ = ( 0, Ax(t), 0, 0 ) and ϕ = ϕ(t) . Note that we have assumed
the direction of the vector field does not change in time, for simplicity. This field configuration holds the
plane symmetry in the plane perpendicular to the vector. Then, we take the metric to be

ds2 = −dt2 + e2α(t)
[
e−4σ(t)dx2 + e2σ(t)

(
dy2 + dz2

) ]
, (2.2)
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where the cosmic time t is used. Here, eα is an isotropic scale factor and σ represents a deviation from
the isotropy. With above ansatz, one obtains the equation of motion for the vector field which is easily
solved as Ȧx = f−2(ϕ)e−α−4σpA, where an overdot denotes the derivative with respect to the cosmic
time t and pA denotes a constant of integration. Substituting this into other equations, we obtain basic
equations

α̇2 = σ̇2 +
κ2

3

[
1

2
ϕ̇2 + V (ϕ) +

p2A
2
f−2(ϕ)e−4α−4σ

]
, (2.3)

α̈ = −3α̇2 + κ2V (ϕ) +
κ2p2A

6
f−2(ϕ)e−4α−4σ, (2.4)

σ̈ = −3α̇σ̇ +
κ2p2A

3
f−2(ϕ)e−4α−4σ, (2.5)

ϕ̈ = −3α̇ϕ̇− V ′(ϕ) + p2Af
−3(ϕ)f ′(ϕ)e−4α−4σ , (2.6)

where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to ϕ.
From Eq.(2.3), we see the effective potential Veff = V + p2Af

−2e−4α−4σ/2 determines the inflaton
dynamics. As the second term is coming from the vector contribution, we refer it to the energy density
of the vector. Let’s check if inflation occurs in this model. Using Eqs.(2.3) and (2.4), equation for

acceleration of the universe is given by α̈ + α̇2 = −2σ̇2 − κ2

3
ϕ̇2 +

κ2

3

[
V − p2A

2
f−2e−4α−4σ

]
. We see that

the potential energy of the inflaton needs to be dominant for the inflation to occur. Now, we assume the
energy density of the vector can be negligible compared to that of the inflaton for the inflaton dynamics.
Then, we examine when the anisotropy is not diluted during inflation. From Eq.(2.5), it is apparent that
the fate of anisotropic expansion rate Σ ≡ σ̇ depends on the behavior of coupling function f(ϕ). In the
critical case f(ϕ) ∝ e−2α, the energy density of the vector field as a source term in Eq.(2.5) remains

almost constant during the slow-roll inflation. Using slow-roll equations α̇2 =
κ2

3
V (ϕ), 3α̇ϕ̇ = −V ′(ϕ) ,

we obtain dα/dϕ = α̇/ϕ̇ = −κ2V (ϕ)/V ′(ϕ) . This can be easily integrated as α = −κ2
∫
V/V ′dϕ . Here,

we have absorbed a constant of integration into the definition of α. Thus, we obtain

f = e−2α = e2κ
2
∫

V
V ′ dϕ . (2.7)

For the polynomial potential V ∝ ϕn, we have f = eκ
2ϕ2/n . Given the critical case (2.7), we can

parameterize the coupling function as [2]:

f = e2cκ
2
∫

V
V ′ dϕ , (2.8)

where c is a parameter.
Naively, the energy density of the vector field grows during inflation when c > 1, which is the case

we want to consider. It would not be possible to neglect the vector field in this case. Let us see what
happens if the vector field is not negligible.

3 Tracking Anisotropic Inflation

To make the analysis concrete, we consider chaotic inflation with the potential V (ϕ) = m2ϕ2/2 (n = 2).

For this potential, the coupling function becomes f(ϕ) = ecκ
2ϕ2/2. It is instructive to see what happens

by solving Eqs.(2.3)-(2.6) numerically. In Fig. 1, we have shown the phase flow in ϕ− ϕ̇ space where we
can see two slow-roll phases, which indicates something different from the conventional inflation occurs.
In Fig.2, we have calculated the evolution of the anisotropy Σ/H ≡ σ̇/α̇ for various parameters c under
the initial conditions

√
cκϕi = 17.

As expected, all of solutions show a rapid growth of anisotropy in the first slow-roll phase. However,
the growth of the anisotropy eventually stops at the order of a percent. Notice that this attractor like
behavior is not so sensitive to a parameter c.
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Figure 1: Phase flow for ϕ is depicted.
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Figure 2: Evolutions of the anisotropy Σ/H for var-
ious c are shown.

Now, we will give an analytic explanation of the numerical results and find a quite remarkable relation
between the anisotropy and a slow-roll parameter of inflation.

As the energy density of the vector field should be subdominant during inflation, we can ignore σ in
Eqs.(2.3), (2.4), and (2.6). However, in Eq.(2.5), all terms would be of the same order. Now, Eqs.(2.3)
and (2.6) can be written as

α̇2 =
κ2

3

[
1

2
ϕ̇2 +

1

2
m2ϕ2 +

1

2
e−cκ

2ϕ2−4αp2A

]
, (3.1)

ϕ̈ = −3α̇ϕ̇−m2ϕ+ cκ2ϕe−cκ
2ϕ2−4αp2A . (3.2)

Let’s see how the energy density of the vector field works in these equations. When the effect of the
vector field is comparable with that of the inflaton field as source terms in (3.2), we get the rela-

tion cκ2p2Ae
−cκ2ϕ2−4α ∼ m2. If we define the ratio of the energy density of the vector field ρA ≡

p2Ae
−cκ2ϕ2−4α/2 to that of the inflaton ρϕ ≡ m2ϕ2/2 as

R ≡ ρA
ρϕ

=
p2Ae

−cκ2ϕ2−4α

m2ϕ2
, (3.3)

we find the ratio becomes R ∼ 1/cκ2ϕ2 when the above relation holds. Since the e-folding number is
crudely given by N ∼ κ2ϕ2

and the scale observed through CMB corresponds to N ∼ O(100), we have typically κϕ ∼ O(10).
Hence, the ratio goes R ∼ 10−2. Thus we find that the effect of the vector filed in (3.1) is negligible even
when it is comparable with that of the scalar field in (3.2).

It turns out that the above situation is not transient one but an attractor. Suppose that ρA is initially

negligible, Ri ≪ 10−2. In the first slow-roll inflationary phase, the relation e−κ
2ϕ2

∝ e4α holds as was
shown in (2.7). Hence, the ratio R varies as R ∝ e4(c−1)α. As we now consider c > 1, ρA increases rapidly
during inflation and eventually reaches R ∼ 10−2. Whereas, when R exceeds 10−2, the inflaton climbs
up the potential due to the effect of the vector field in (3.2), hence ρA will decrease rapidly and go back
to the value R ∼ 10−2. Thus irrespective of initial conditions, ρA will track ρϕ.

The above arguments tell us that the inflaton dynamics after tracking is governed by the modified
slow-roll equations

α̇2 =
κ2

6
m2ϕ2 , (3.4)

3α̇ϕ̇ = −m2ϕ+ cκ2ϕp2Ae
−cκ2ϕ2−4α . (3.5)

We refer to the phase governed by the above equations as the second inflationary phase, compared to the
first conventional one. Using above equations, we can deduce

ϕ
dϕ

dα
= − 2

κ2
+

2cp2A
m2

e−cκ
2ϕ2−4α . (3.6)
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This can be integrated as e−cκ
2ϕ2−4α = m2(c− 1)/c2κ2p2A

[
1 +De−4(c−1)α

]−1

, where D is a constant of

integration. This solution rapidly converges to e−cκ
2ϕ2−4α =

m2(c− 1)

c2κ2p2A
. Thus, we found ρA becomes

constant during the second inflationary phase. Substituting this result into the modified slow-roll equation
(3.5), we obtain the equation for the second inflationary phase

3α̇ϕ̇ = −m
2

c
ϕ . (3.7)

This indicates that ϕ̇ in the second phase of inflation is about 1/c times that in the first phase of inflation.
In Fig. 1, we can see the value of ϕ̇ after the phase transition is about a half of that in the first phase,
which agrees with the analytical estimate for c = 2.

Now let us consider the anisotropy. In the second slow-roll phase, Eq.(2.5) reads 3α̇σ̇ =
κ2p2A

3
e−cκ

2ϕ2−4α.

where we have assumed σ ≪ cκ2ϕ2, σ̈ ≪ α̇σ̇. Using this and Eqs.(3.4), the anisotropy turns out to be
determined by the ratio (3.3) as

Σ

H
=
κ2p2Ae

−cκ2ϕ2−4α

9α̇2
=

2

3
R(t) . (3.8)

In the second inflationary phase, we can calculate the ratio as R(t) =
c− 1

c2κ2ϕ2
. Using this relation, we

can relate degrees of anisotropy to the slow-roll parameter as follows. Combining Eqs.(2.3) with (2.4),

we obtain α̈ = −κ
2

2
ϕ̇2 − κ2

3
e−cκ

2ϕ2−4αp2A where we have used σ̇2 ≪ κ2ϕ̇2 derived from Eqs.(3.4), (3.7)

and (3.8). Thus, the slow-roll parameter is given by

ϵ ≡ − α̈

α̇2
=

2

cκ2ϕ2
, (3.9)

where we used the results (3.4) and (3.7). Thus, combining Eqs.(3.8) and (3.9), we reach a main result

Σ

H
=

1

3

c− 1

c
ϵ . (3.10)

This remarkable relation shows a quite good agreement with the numerical results for in Fig.2.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed an inflationary scenario with anisotropy. Remarkably, we have find that degrees of
anisotropy are universally determined by the slow-roll parameter of inflation. Since the slow-roll param-
eter is observationally known to be of the order of a percent, the anisotropy during inflation cannot be
entirely negligible. Indeed, we can expect rich phenomenology as consequences of the anisotropy dur-
ing inflation such as the statistical anisotropy of CMB temperature fluctuations [4], and a correlation
between curvature and tensor perturbations [1]. These features should be detected through the anal-
ysis of temperature-B-mode correlation in CMB. Moreover, because of the anisotropy, there might be
linear polarization in primordial gravitational waves. This polarization can be detected either through
CMB observations or direct interferometer observations. These predictions can be checked by future
observations.
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Abstract
We calculate the possible constraints we can put on alternative theories of gravity
such as Brans-Dicke and massive gravity theories by gravitational waves from inspiral
compact binaries. We take both precession and small eccentricity into account for
the first time. We perform Monte Carlo simulations and by using the Fisher analysis,
we estimate the determination accuracy of binary parameters including the Brans-
Dicke parameter and the graviton Compton wavelength. By using LISA, although the
constraint on Brans-Dicke theory is several times weaker than the current strongest
one, the constraint on the mass of graviton is four orders of magnitude stronger
than the one obtained by the solar system experiment. With DECIGO, the former
constraint increases considerably.

1 Introduction

One of the approaches to solve dark energy problem is to modify gravitational theory from general
relativity. In this paper, we consider two simple modifications of gravity. One is to add scalar degree of
freedom to gravity. This theory is called scalar-tensor theory [1]. This theory also appears in inflation
problem and superstring theory. A prototype of scalar-tensor theory is Brans-Dicke theory [2]. This
theory is characterised by a parameter ωBD and by taking the limit ωBD → ∞, it reduces to general
relativity. The current strongest bound on ωBD is the Cassini bound obtained from the solar system
experiment [3]; ωBD,Cassini > 40000.

Another type of modification of gravity introduces a finite mass mg to a graviton (see [4] for a recent
review). This type of theory is called the massive gravity theory. From the solar system experiment, the
constraint on graviton Compton wavelength λg (which is defined as λg ≡ h/mgc) has been obtained, by
using Kepler’s third law, as λg > 2.8 × 1017cm [5].

The aim of our work is to investigate how strongly we can constrain ωBD in the strong field regime by
detecting gravitational waves from compact object binaries. In Brans-Dicke theory, the additional scalar
field contains the dipole radiation [6, 7]. This modifies the binary’s orbital evolution from the one in
general relativity. The change in the orbital evolution due to this dipole radiation modifies the phasing
of the gravitational waveform. In massive gravity theories, the propagation speed of gravitational wave
depends on its frequency, which modifies the time of arrival from general relativity. This also affects
the phasing of the gravitational waveforms [8]. Recently, Berti et al. [9] estimated how accurately one
can determine these additinal parameters by using space interferometer LISA. We extend their work by
including two important effects, precessions and eccentricities. We also calculate the constraints in the
case of using DECIGO.

2 Waveforms

For the waveforms, we use the restricted 2PN waveforms. The Fourier component of binary gravitational
waveform in Brans-Dicke theory or massive gravity theory is given by [10]

h̃(f) =

√
3

2

5

4
Af−7/6eiΨ(f)

[
Aprec

pol,α(t(f))
]
e−i(φ

prec
pol,α+φD), (2.1)
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where the amplitude A, the polarisation amplitude Aprec
pol,α, the polarisation phase φprec

pol,α and the Doppler
phase φD are defined in Ref. [10]. The phase Ψ(f) is given by [10]

Ψ(f) = 2πftc − ϕc −
π

4
+

3

128
(πMf)−5/3

[
1 − 2355

1462
Ief

−19/9 − 5

84
S2ω̄x−1

− 128

3
βgη

2/5x+

(
3715

756
+

55

9
η

)
x− 4(4π − β)x3/2

+

(
15293365

508032
+

27145

504
η +

3085

72
η2 − 10σ

)
x2
]
.

(2.2)

Here, tc and ϕc are the coalescence time and phase, respectively. M ≡ µ3/5M2/5 is the chirp mass with
M being the total mass and µ being the reduced mass, and η ≡ µ/M is the symmetric mass ratio. We
defined the squared typical velocity, x ≡ v2 = (πMf)2/3. The first term in the square brackets represents
the lowest order quadrupole approximation of general relativity. The second term is the contribution
from small eccentricity. Ie is the asymptotic eccentricity invariant defined in Ref. [11]. The third term
represents the dipole gravitational radiation in Brans-Dicke theory. ω̄ ≡ ω−1

BD is the inverse of the Brans-
Dicke parameter. S ≡ s2 − s1 with si, the so-called sensitivity, is defined in Ref. [9, 10]. This roughly
equals to the binding energy of the body per unit mass. Binaries with large S are the ones composed of
bodies of different types.

The fourth term is the contribution from the mass of graviton. When graviton is massive, the propa-
gation speed is slower than the speed of light, which modifies the gravitational wave phase from general
relativity. βg is defined as [9, 10] βg ≡ π2DM/λ2g(1 + z), where z is the cosmological redshift and the
distance D is defined in Ref. [9, 10]. The remaining terms are the usual higher order PN terms in general
relativity, where β and σ are spin-orbit coupling and spin-spin coupling, respectively.

Since the polarisation amplitude Aprec
pol,α and the polarisation phase φprec

pol,α depend on the direction

of the orbital angular momentum L̂, precession affects the waveform through these two quantities. For
simplicity, we assume that one of the spins of the binary constituents is negligible. Under this so-called
simple precession approximation, the precession equations can be solved analytically [12, 13].

3 Numerical Calculations and Results

We perform the Monte Carlo simulation and estimate the statistical determination accuracies ∆θi of

binary parameters θi by using Fisher analysis. ∆θi can be calculated as ∆θi =
√

Σii, where the covariance
matrix Σij is the inverse of the Fisher matrix Γij ≡ (∂ih|∂jh). Here, ∂i represents the derivative with
respect to θi and the inner product (A|B) is defined in Ref. [10].

For Brans-Dicke theory, we consider (1.4+103)M⊙ NS/BH binaries for LISA and (1.4+10)M⊙ NS/BH

binaries for DECIGO. We assume that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
√

200 and the difference between
NS and BH sensitivities S is 0.3. For massive gravity case, we think of (107+106)M⊙ BH/BH binaries
for LISA and (106+105)M⊙ BH/BH binaries for DECIGO. We fix the distances of these binaries to 3
Gpc in this case. We assume that observation starts 1 year before coalescence.

There are 15 parameters in total, which are listed in Ref. [10]. Out of these, we are particularly
interested in the determination accuracies of ω̄ and βg. To perform Monte Carlo simulations, we randomly
generate the following 6 quantities: the inner product of the orbital angular momentum and the total
spin angular momentum κ; the precession angle αc (which is defined in Ref. [10]); (θS, ϕS) for the initial
direction of the source; (θJ, ϕJ) for the initial direction of the total angular momentum. We calculate the
parameter estimation errors for each binary and take the average.

We found that inclusion of eccentricity weakens the constraints. This is because the parameters are
strongly correlated and adding parameters dilutes the binary information in the detected gravitational
waves. However, when we include the prior information of ∆Ie > 0, we found that the constraint on ωBD

becomes the same as the one without including eccentricity into binary parameters. For massive gravity
case, the effect of eccentricity is weaker compared to Brans-Dicke case. This is because the frequency
dependence of the eccentricity, Brans-Dicke and massive gravity terms in the phase Ψ(f) (Eq. (2.2)) is
f−19/9, f−2/3 and f2/3, respectively, so that eccentricity has more degeneracy with ωBD than with λg.
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Figure 1: (Left) The histograms showing the probability distribution of the lower bound of ωBD obtained
from our Monte Carlo simulations of 104 NS/BH binaries in Brans-Dicke theory. We take the masses

of the binaries as (1.4 + 103)M⊙ for LISA and (1.4 + 10)M⊙ for DECIGO with SNR=
√

200. The
(light blue) dotted-dashed histogram shows the constraint without precession and the (blue) dashed
one represents the one including precession. The (purple) dotted one represents the estimate without
precession and the (red) solid one shows the one including precession using DECIGO. The (green) dashed
line at ωBD = 4 × 104 represents the Cassini bound [3]. (Right) The histograms showing the probability
distribution of the lower bound of λg obtained from our Monte Carlo simulations of 104 BH/BH binaries in
massive gravity theories. We take the masses of the binaries as (107+106)M⊙ for LISA and (106+105)M⊙
for DECIGO at 3Gpc.

In Fig. 1, we show the probability distribution of ωBD (in the left panel) and λg (in the right panel)
with and without including precession whilst eccentricity is not included into binary parameters. The
(light blue) dotted-dashed histogram shows the constraint without precession and the (blue) dashed
one represents the one including precession. The (purple) dotted one represents the estimate without
precession and the (red) solid one shows the one including precession using DECIGO. The (green) dashed
line at ωBD = 4× 104 in the left panel represents the Cassini bound [3] From these results it can be seen
that the effect of precession makes the constraints stronger. This is due to the fact that precession
disentangles the degeneracies between binary parameters. We found that for LISA, the constraint on
ωBD is several times weaker than the Cassini bound, whilst the constraint is 200 times stronger than the
Cassini bound when we use DECIGO. This is mainly because the number of gravitational wave cycles is
larger for DECIGO and also because the noise levels of DECIGO are lower than that of LISA. For the
massive gravity case, the constraint on λg is four orders of magnitude stronger than the one from solar
sytem experiment when we use LISA. In this case, the constraint obtained by DECIGO is slightly weaker
than the one with LISA. This is because the masses of binaries are larger for LISA.

4 Conclusions

We estimated how strongly we can put constraints on ωBD and λg by detecting gravitational waves
from inspiralling compact binaries using LISA and DECIGO. We included the effects of eccentricity and
precession for the first time. In order to estimate the constraints, we performed following Monte Carlo
simulations. We randomly distribute 104 binaries all over the sky, evaluate the parameter estimation
accuracies for each binary, and take the average. We found that inclusion of eccentricity makes the
constraints weaker but the effect of precession enhances the constraints. For the Brans-Dicke case, by
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using NS/BH binaries with SNR=
√

200, the constraint by LISA is weaker compared to the Cassini bound
whilst DECIGO can put 200 times stronger constraint than the Cassini one. Unlike the case of LISA,
these binaries are thought to be the definite sources for DECIGO. The event rate of NS/NS binary
mergers is estimated to be 105 yr−1 [14], and the rate of NS/BH mergers will be about one order of
magnitude smaller than that of NS/NS mergers (see Shibata et al. [15] and references therein). Therefore
it is possible to put even stronger constraint by performing a statistical analysis. In this case, we found
that the constraint becomes ωBD > 5.74 × 107. This is three orders of magnitude stronger than the
Cassini bound.

For massive gravity case, by using BH/BH binaries at 3 Gpc, LISA can put four orders of magnitude
stronger constraint than the one obtained by the solar system experiment. We found that the constraint
with DECIGO is slightly weaker than the one with LISA. Please see Refs. [10, 16] for more details.
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Abstract
We numerically investigated thin ring in five-dimensional spacetime, both of the se-
quences of initial data and their initial time evolution. Regarding to the initial data,
we modeled the matter in non-rotating homogeneous toroidal configurations under
the momentarily static assumption, solved the Hamiltonian constraint equation, and
searched the apparent horizon. We discussed when S3 (black hole) or S1 ×S2 (black
ring) horizons (“black objects”) are formed. By monitoring the location of the max-
imum Kretchmann invariant, an appearance of ‘naked singularity’ or ‘naked ring’
under the special situations is suggested. We also discuss the validity of the hyper-
hoop conjecture using minimum area around the object.
We also show initial few time evolutions under the maximal time slicing condition,
expressing the matter with collisionless particles. We found the dynamical behaviors
are different depending on the initial ring radius.

1 Introduction

In higher dimensional general relativity(GR), there are two interesting problems. One is the cosmic
censorship hypothesis (CCH) originally proposed in 3 + 1 dimensional GR. CCH states collapse driven
singularities will always be clothed by event horizon and hence can never be visible from the outside. By
contrast, hyper-hoop conjecture[1] states that black holes will form when and only when a mass M gets
compacted into a region whose (D−3) dimensional area VD−3 in every direction is VD−3 ≤ GDM . There
are some semi-analytic studies(e.g. [2]), but the validity and/or generality is unknown.

The other problem is stability of five-dimensional black-hole solutions. The four-dimensional black-
holes are known to be S2 from the topological theorem, while in higher-dimensional spacetime quite rich
structures are available including “black ring(s)” [3]. There is, however, no confirmation for stability of
such black-ring solutions.

In this report, we show the sequence of the initial data for the toroidal matter configurations. We
investigate the validity of hyper-hoop conjecture by searching apparent horizons, and predict dynamics
by evaluating the area of horizons[4]. Using the 4 + 1 ADM formalism, we next show initial few steps of
time evolutions of the initial data under the maximal time slicing condition.

2 Momentarily Static Black Ring Initial Data

2.1 The Hamiltonian constraint equation

We construct the initial data sequences on a four-dimensional space-like hypersurface. A solution of the
Einstein equations is obtained by solving the Hamiltonian constraint equation if we assume the moment of
time symmetry. We apply the standard conformal approach[5] to obtain the four-metric γij . If we assume
conformally flat trial metric γ̂ij , the equations would be simplified with a conformal transformation,

γij = ψ2γ̂ij = ψ(X,Z)2(dX2 + dZ2 +X2dϑ1 + Z2dϑ2), (2.1)

1The detail report of the content on the initial data is available as [4].
2Email address: m1m08a26@info.oit.ac.jp
3Email address: shinkai@is.oit.ac.jp
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where X =
√
x2 + y2, Z =

√
z2 + w2, ϑ1 = tan−1(y/x), and ϑ2 = tan−1(z/w). By assuming ϑ1

and ϑ2 are the angle around the axis of symmetry, then the Hamiltonian constraint equation effectively
becomes

1

X

∂

∂X

(
X
∂ψ

∂X

)
+

1

Z

∂

∂Z

(
Z
∂ψ

∂Z

)
= −4π2G5ρ, (2.2)

where ρ is the effective Newtonian mass density, G5 is the gravitational constant in five-dimensional
theory of gravity. We consider the cases with homogeneous toroidal matter configurations, described as(√

x2 + y2 −Rc

)2
+
(√

w2 + z2
)2

≤ R2
r , (2.3)

where Rc is the circle radius of toroidal configuration, and Rr is the ring radius. This case is motivated
from the “black ring” solution [3] though not including any rotations of matter nor of the spacetime.
From obtained initial data, we also searched the location of an apparent horizon and the maximum value
of the Kretchmann invariant Imax.

2.2 Definition of Hyper-Hoop

We also calculate hyper-hoop which is defined by two-dimensional area. We propose to define the hyper-
hoop V2 as a surrounding two-dimensional area which satisfies the local minimum area condition, δV2 = 0.
When the area of the spacetime outside the matter is expressed by the coordinate r, then δV2 = 0 leads
to the Euler-Lagrange type equation for V2(r, ṙ). The hoop is expressed using r = rh(ϕ) as

V
(C)
2 = 4π

∫ π/2

0

ψ2
√
ṙh

2 + r2hrh cosϕdϕ, or V
(D)
2 = 4π

∫ π/2

0

ψ2
√
ṙh

2 + r2hrh sinϕdϕ, (2.4)

where r =
√
X2 + Z2 and ϕ = tan−1(Z/X). V

(C)
2 expresses the surface area which is obtained by

rotating respect to the Z-axis, while V
(D)
2 is the one with X-axis rotation. We also calculate hyper-hoop

with S1 × S1 topology for the toroidal cases, V
(E)
2 ,

V
(E)
2 = 2π

∫ π

0

ψ2
√
ṙh

2 + r2h(rh cos ξ +Rc) dξ, (2.5)

where r =
√

(X −Rc)2 + Z2 and ξ = tan−1[Z/(X −Rc)].

2.3 Horizons and their area

Fig.1 shows two typical shapes of apparent horizons. We set the ring radius as Rr/rs = 0.1 and search
the sequence with changing the circle radius Rc. When Rc is less than 0.78rs, we find that only the
S3-apparent horizon (“common horizon” over the ring) exists. On the other hand, when Rc is larger than
Rc = 0.78rs, only the S1 × S2 horizon (“ring horizon”, hereafter) is observed.

We find that Imax appears at the outside of matter configuration. Interestingly, Imax is not hidden
by the horizon when Rc is larger [ see the case (c) of Fig.1 ]. Therefore, if the ring matter shrinks itself to
the ring, then a “naked ring” (or naked di-ring) might be formed.

We show the surface area of the apparent horizons A3 left panel in fig.2. In left panel of fig.2, typical
two horizons monotonically decrease with Rc/rc, the largest one is when the matter is in the spheroidal
one (Rc/rc = 0). We also observe that the area of the common horizon is always larger than those of
the ring horizon and both are smoothly connected in the plot. If we took account the analogy of the
thermodynamics of black-holes, this suggest that the black-ring evolves to shrink its circle radius, and
the ring horizon will switch to the common horizon at a certein radius.

Right panel in fig.2 shows the hyper-hoop V
(C)
2 , V

(D)
2 , and V

(E)
2 . We plot the points where we

found hyper-hoops. We note that Rc/rs = 0.78 is the switching radius from the common horizon to the

ring horizon, and that V
(C)
2 and V

(D)
2 are sufficiently smaller than unity if there is a common horizon.

Therefore, hyper-hoop conjecture is satisfied for the formation of common horizon. On the other hand,

for the ring horizon, we should consider the hoop V
(E)
2 . In right panel of fig.2, in the region Rc/rs > 0.78,
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Figure 1: Matter distributions (shaded) and the location of the apparent horizon (line) for toroidal matter
configurations. The asterisk indicates the location of the maximum Kretchmann invariant, Imax.

V
(E)
2 exists only a part in this region and becomes larger than unity. Hence, for the ring horizon, the

hyper-hoop conjecture is not a proper indicator. We conclude that the hyper-hoop conjecture is only
consistent with the formation of common horizon as far as our definition of the hyper-hoop is concerned.
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Figure 2: (Left) The area of the apparent horizon A3. Plots are normalized by the area of spherical case
(Rc = 0). We see both horizons’ area are smoothly connected at Rc/rs = 0.78, and both monotonically
decrease with Rc/rs. (Right) The ratio of the hyper-hoops V2 to the mass MADM are shown for the
sequence of Fig.1. The ratio less than unity indicates that the validity of the hyper-hoop conjecture.

3 Time Evolution of Toroidal Matter

We developed a numerical code to follow the dynamics of five-dimensinal spacetime. The gravitational
field is integrated using the 4 + 1 ADM formalism. Evolution equations are written as

∂γij
∂t

= −2αKij +Diβj +Djβi, and (3.1)

∂Kij

∂t
= α((4)Rij +KKij) − 2αKilK

lj − 12π2α(Sij +
1

3
γij(ρ− S))

−DiDjα+Diβ
mKmj +Djβ

mKmi + βmDmKij , (3.2)

where α is the lapse function, βi the shift vector, and γij , Kij , and Sij represent intrinsic metric, extrinsic
curvature and stress tensor, respectively.

We express the matter with collisionless particles which move along the geodesic equation. For the
lapse condition, we apply the maximal time slicing condition, so as not to hit a singularity in time
evolution. We fix the shift vector as βi = 0. We wrote our code using the Cartesian coordinate.

Fig.3 shows the lapse function on x-axis(y, z, w = 0). Left panel shows matter region, ring horizon,
and lapse function at t = 0. When horizon exists on the initial data, the magnitude of the lapse function
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is less than 0.6 inside the horizon. By contrast, center and right panels show the cases of initial data
without horizon, for the different initial ring radius. Snapshots of the lapse function imply that the local
gravity evolves stronger, and the both lapse becomes less than 0.6 locally. We think that common horizon
have possibilities to be formed for center figure because of the magnitude of lapse function less than 0.6.
Also, we expect the formation of a ring horizon near x/rs = 3.2 for right case.
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Figure 3: (Left) Matter distributions (shaded), the location of the apparent horizon and lapse function
on the initial hypersurface, t = 0. (Center, Right) the snapshots of lapse function with the time for the
initial data without horizon. Initial matter regions are also drawn.

4 Summary

With a purpose of investigating the stability of black-ring solutions, we constructed initial-data of ring
objects in five-dimensional spacetime. By searching apparent horizons and hyper-hoop, we verified the
hyper-hoop conjecture and predict the time evolution. We also developed a code to follow the dynamics
and showed initial time evolution.

For the analysis of initial data, we found that the shape of the apparent horizon switches from the
common horizon to the ring horizon at a certain circle radius, and the former satisfies the hyper-hoop
conjecture, while the latter is not. The area of the horizon and the thermo-dynamical analogy of black
holes, imply the dynamical feature of the black-ring: a black-ring will naturally switch to a single black-
hole. However, if the local gravity is strong, then the ring might begin collapsing to a ring singularity,
that might produce also to the formation of ‘naked ring’ since Imax appears on the outside of the ring
for a certain initial configuration.

We also investigate the dynamics of this initial data using collisionless particles under the maximal
time slicing condition. We found the dynamical behaviors are different depending on the initial ring
radius.

The initial-data sequences we showed here do not include rotations in matter and spacetime, so that
those studies are our next subject. In the near future, we plan to report the stability of black-ring
solutions.
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Abstract
We have computed the one-point pdf of small-angle CMB temperature fluctuations
due to cosmic (super-)strings with a simple model of the bended long segments nu-
merically and have showed that it reproduced the feature of the numerical simulation
in Fraisse et al. [3], especially skewness in one-point probability distribution function.
We found that skewness would appear if we take curvature of segment and its cor-
relation with its velocity into account. If a segment has a curvature, the symmetry
of temperature fluctuations between positive and negative value is broken and the
amplitude of the asymmetry depends on the angle between the curvature vector and
the velocity vector of the segment.

1 Introduction

Cosmic strings are line-like topological defects formed in the early universe through spontaneous symmetry
breaking. Their energy per unit length µ is directly related to the energy scale of phase transition.
Also cosmic strings have attracted interest of string cosmology community. The brane inflation model
motivated by string theory may produce another class of string object,called string superstrings, that
could be fundamental- or D-strings [1]. One of the observationally interesting differences is concerning
the intercommuting probability P . It can be significantly smaller than unity for cosmic superstrings [2]
while P = 1 is normally assumed for field-theoretic strings.

Thus, the imprint of cosmic strings on cosmic microwave background (CMB) has been widely studied.
Although cosmic strings were excluded as a dominant source of the observed large angular scale anisotropy
[4], the signal due to cosmic strings could still be observable at small scale [3, 4] with future arcminutes
experiments [6]. The most characteristic signal from cosmic strings is Gott-Kaiser-Stebbins (GKS) ef-
fects [10]. When a photon passes through a moving straight string segment, it produces discontinuities
of gravitational potential across the string segment.

Also, since the network of the cosmic strings is highly nonlinear object, non-Gaussian feature may
help us distinguish cosmic string signals from other secondary effects and hence enhance the observability.
Recently Fraisse et al. [3] found that one-point probability distribution function (pdf) of the temperature
fluctuations has a non-Gaussian tail and negative skewness at least for P = 1. In particular, skewness
is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution and the simplest static characterizing the

non-Gaussianity [5]. In this case, the skewness is defined by g1 ≡ (∆ − ∆̄)3/σ3
∆ where ∆ ≡ ∆T/T , the

bar corresponds to a statistical average over a CMB map and σ∆ denotes the standard deviation of the
probability distribution of the temperature fluctuations.

In [7], we computed analytically the one-point pdf of small-scale temperature fluctuations with a simple
model of long straight segments and kinks with intercommuting probability P and study the effect of P .
We found that the obtained one-point pdf consists of a Gaussian component due to frequent scatterings
by long straight segments and a non-Gaussian tails due to close encounters with kinks. Notice that our
one-point pdf is symmetric for positive and negative temperature fluctuation and cannot reproduce the
non-zero skewness reported in [3]. This is because we have assumed the long segments to be straight.

1Email address: yamauchi@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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However, the skeness would appear if we take curvature of segment and its correlations with its velocity
into account. If a segment has a curvature, the symmetry of temperature fluctuations between positive
and negative value is broken and the amplitude of the asymmetry depends on the angle between the
curvature vector and the velocity vector of the segment. Therefore, if there is a correlation between
velocity and curvature, there would be a skewness of one-point pdf. Furthermore, one can see that the
correlation between curvature and velocity of segments requires the breaking of time reversal symmetry,
in short cosmic expansion in string network.

In this paper, we compute the one-point pdf of small-angle CMB temperature fluctuations due to
cosmic (super-)strings numerically. At small scales where primary fluctuations are damped, only the
integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect is relevant. We focus on the ISW effect of long segments with the
curvature of the segments and its correlations with its velocity taken into account.

2 Analytic model of string network and temperature fluctua-
tions due to string segments

We summarize the equations for the evolution of the string segments by extending a velocity-dependent
one-scale model in cosmological background with a intercommuting probability, following [7, 9].

The evolution of the network of segments with the correaltion length ξ and root-mean-square velocity
vrms is determined by the cosmic expansion and the energy loss due to loop formation. A loop formation
can occur through the intercommutation of two segments or self-intercommutation of a single segment.
The characteristic timesscale for loop formation with intercommutation probability P is ∼ ξ/Pvrms. For
a universe with the scale factor a(t) ∝ tβ , the equation of motion for γ and vrms are given by

t

γ

dγ

dt
= 1 − β − 1

2
βc̃Pvrmsγ − βv2rms ,

dvrms

dt
= (1 − v2rms)

[
k

ξ
− 2Hvrms

]
, (2.1)

where c̃ is a constant which represents the efficiency of the loop formation. In particular, k denotes the
momentum parameter defined by

k ≡ ξ

a(η)vrms(1 − v2rms)

⟨
ṙ · 1

ϵ

(
r′

ϵ

)′⟩
. (2.2)

where we have used the averaged symbol given by ⟨· · · ⟩ ≡
∫

· · · ϵdσ/
∫
ϵdσ with ϵ2 = r′

2
/(1 − ṙ2).

Hereafter, we assume a matter-domination era and set, i.e. β = 2/3 and identify R = ξ for simplicity.
It is known that a string network approaches a so-called scaling regime where the characteristic scale
grows with the horizon size. One can see that for small c̃P , Eq. (2.1) can be solved as [7]

vrms ≈

√√√√1

2

[
1 −

√
πc̃P

3
√

2

]
, γ ≈ 2vrms

k(vrms)
≈

√
π
√

2

3c̃P
, (2.3)

where we have used the approximated form k = (2
√

2/π)(1 − 8v6rms)/(1 + 8v6rms) [9].
The GKS and kink temperature fluctuations produce the symmetric one-point pdf for positve and neg-

ative value as shown in [7]. We should introduce the general formulae for the temperature fluctuations due
to cosmic strings. It is known that the temperature fluctuations from a Nambu-Goto action is developed
by Stebbins, Veeraraghavan and Hindmarsh [11]. At small scale, Hindmarsh-Stebbins-Veeraraghavan
(HSV) formula is

∆(n , robs , ηobs) = −2Gµ

∫
dσ

(1 + n · ṙ)
[
(Xn + X) · u

]
(X + n ·X) (X − ṙ ·X)

∣∣∣∣
η=ηlc(σ)

, (2.4)

where X(σ, η) ≡ robs−r(σ, η) is a comoving position of a comoving observer from the string, u is a vector
which represents the stress tensor distortion given by u = ṙ− [(n · r′)/(1 + n · ṙ)]r′ and we have defined
the light-cone time ηlc as ηobs − ηlc(σ) = |X(σ, ηlc(σ))|. Notice that the temperature fluctuation depends
on the matter distribution on the observer’s past light cone. Therefore, string trajectory is only required
on our past light cone.
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2.1 Correlations and Higher-order effects

As we discussed in Sec. 1, skewness would appear if we take curvature of segment and its correlation with
its velocity into account. If a segment has a curvature, the symmetry of temperature fluctuations between
positive and negative value is broken and the amplitude of the asymmetry depends on the angle between
the curvature vector and the velocity vector of the segment. Therefore, if there is a correlation between
velocity and curvature, there would be a nonzero expectation value for the asymmetry, i.e. skewness of
one-point pdf.

It is clear to see that in scaling regime, we have the correlation:

1

a

⟨
ṙ · 1

ϵ

(
r′

ϵ

)′⟩
=
k

ξ
vrms(1 − v2rms) ≈ 2Hv2rms

(
1 − v2rms

)
, (2.5)

It is easy to see that the nontrivial correlation requires the nonzero Hubble expansion parameter. Hind-
marsh et al. [12] suggested that the generation of a bispectrum by strings simply requires the breaking
of time reversal symmetry as a FRW background.

Also, we find that there is an another correlation between the curvature and velocity of the segments,
we call light-cone effect hereafter. From HSV formula of the temperature fluctuations Eq. (2.4), one has
to integrate the temperature fluctuation along light-cone time ηlc(σ). Since the light-cone time depends
only on worldsheet coordinate σ, the position of the segment in small angle limit can be approximated as

r(σ, ηlc(σ)) = r0 −

[
r′0 +

(
dηlc
dσ

)
0

ṙ0

]
σ −

[
r′′0 +

(
dηlc
dσ

)2

0

r̈0 + 2

(
dηlc
dσ

)
0

ṙ′0 +

(
d2ηlc
dσ2

)
0

ṙ0

]
σ2 + · · · ,(2.6)

where dηlc/dσ and d2ηlc/dσ
2 can be estimated as:(

dηlc
dσ

)
0

= − n · r′0
1 + n · ṙ0

, (2.7)(
d2ηlc
dσ2

)
0

= − 1

1 + n · ṙ0

[
1 − ṙ20
X0

{
r′0

2

1 − ṙ20
−
(
dηlc
dσ

)2

0

}
+ n ·

{
r′′0 +

(
dηlc
dσ

)2

0

r̈0 + 2

(
dηlc
dσ

)
0

ṙ′0

}]
,(2.8)

where X0 ∼ dA/a can be approximated as a comoving angular-diameter distance in the small angle limit.
It is surprising that string always seems to have a “effective curvature”, which means d2r/dσ2

lc ̸= 0, and
the effective curvature depends on the velocity of the segment even if string is exactly straight. This is
because the intersecting surface between light-cone and string worldsheet always has the curvature. This
correlation is also due to breaking of time reversal symmetry since the sign of this effect can determined
by the direction of past light-cone. The important observation is that there always exists light cone effects
regardless of scaling regime or other kind of evolution of the string network.

This is the mechanism we believe the skewness is induced from. In following section we will show that
there really exists skewness in one-point pdf and these correlations play a important role as a generator
of skewness.

3 One-point PDF

In order to confirm our prediction in previous section, we compute the one-point pdf of the small-angle
CMB temperature fluctuations due to bended string segments included the correlations between the
curvature and the velocity of the segments semi-numerically. In VOS model which describes the behavior
of cosmic strings, we assume that the scaling behavior is already realized by the recombination time and
each scattering of the photon ray with bended segments is assumed to occur at intervals of the mean free
path of the photon ray. In addition, the bended segment is assumed to have a larger curvature radius
than a length of the segment and we assume that higher derivative terms, i.e. (∂mη ∂

n
σr) (m+ n ≥ 3), are

negligible small.
The obtained one-point pdfs are shown in Fig. 1 for P = 1, 0.5, 0.1. We found that the one-point pdf

with the natural parameter sets has the negative skewness. As we see, the dispersion of the Gaussian
part increases as P decreases and the contribution of the curvature of the segments, e.g. the skewness,
and the non-Gaussian tail is suppressed.
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Figure 1: The one-point pdf of the CMB temperature fluctuations induced by bended cosmic strings with
the intercommuting probability P = 1, 0.5, 0.1. The red line is the obtained one-point pdf numerically.
Qualitatively, the standard deviations of the one-point pdf are σsim(P = 1) ≈ 11.2Gµ, σsim(P = 0.5) ≈
13.8Gµ, σsim(P = 0.1) ≈ 18.8Gµ the skewnesss are g1(P = 1) ≈ −0.26, g1(P = 0.5) ≈ −0.18, g1(P =
0.1) ≈ −3× 10−5. The green dotted line represents the one-point pdf induced by exact straight segments
and the kinks with the appropriate phenomenological parameters [7].
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Abstract
We present a mechanism of generating the primordial curvature perturbation at the
end of thermal inflation utilizing a fluctuating coupling of a flaton field with the fields
in thermal bath. We also discuss non-Gaussianity in the mechanism and show that
large non-Gaussianity can be generated in this scenario.

1 Introduction

The thermal inflation [1], a mini-inflation which occurs long after the standard inflation, has been dis-
cussed, in particular, as a possible solution to the cosmological moduli problem. Here we would like to
discuss another aspect of the thermal inflation. When one considers the thermal inflation, primordial
fluctuations are usually assumed to be generated from the primordial inflation. However notice that the
thermal inflation drives the number of e-folds of about 10 due to the large entropy production. This
means that fluctuations corresponding to the present observational scales exit the horizon at later time
compared with the case of no thermal inflation. Thus in this respect, the thermal inflation can also
affect the predictions of primordial fluctuations. In fact, the primordial fluctuations are not necessarily
generated from the inflaton fluctuations. Another light scalar field such as the curvaton, modulus in the
modulated reheating scenario and so on are also known to generate (almost) scale-invariant and adia-
batic primordial fluctuations consistent with observations. Although by adopting these scenarios, one can
alleviate the above mentioned issue, however, here we propose another mechanism which can naturally
arise in the framework of the thermal inflation. During the thermal inflation, the effective potential of
a flaton, a flat direction in supersymmetric models, is lifted up by a thermal effect due to the coupling
between the flaton and particles in thermal bath. The end of the thermal inflation is controlled by the
strength of the thermal effect, or the coupling. If the coupling depends on some other scalar field and this
scalar field fluctuates, the end of the thermal inflation also differ from place to place in the Universe via
the fluctuations of the coupling. If the scalar field is light enough during inflation, almost scale-invariant
density fluctuations can be achieved similarly to the case of the modulated reheating2. The structure of
this paper is as follows. In the next section, we briefly describe the thermal inflation model which we
consider here. In Section 3, we present a mechanism of generating the curvature perturbation at the end
of thermal inflation and also discuss its non-Gaussianity. In Section 4, we discuss the current observa-
tional constraints for the simple chaotic inflation model in our scenario. The final section is devoted to
summary of this paper.

2 Basic Picture of thermal inflation

In this section, we briefly review the idea of the thermal inflation [1]. The thermal inflation can be
realized by utilizing a flat direction which exists in supersymmetric theory. Let us call such a direction

1Email address: shu@a.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
2 In Ref. [2] the author has presented a mechanism of generating large scale curvature perturbation through the inho-

mogeneous cosmological phase transitions in the early universe. The mechanism proposed here is similar to this kind.
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as a flaton field ϕ and assume that the potential of the flaton field is given by

V (ϕ) = V0 −
1

2
m2ϕ2 +

λ

6

1

M2
Pl

ϕ6 , (2.1)

where the ϕ2 term comes from soft supersymmetry breaking and we have neglected the higher order

nonrenormalizable terms (ϕ2n+4, n ≥ 2). The VEV of ϕ is given by ϕvev ≡ vflaton = λ−1/4m1/2M
1/2
Pl and

V0 = m2v2flaton/3 to have V (vflaton) = 0. When the flaton field interacts with some particles in thermal
bath, such an interaction gives a thermal contribution to the potential and the total potential of the
flaton field is given by

Veff = V0 +
1

2

(
gT 2 −m2

)
ϕ2 +

λ

6

1

M2
Pl

ϕ6 . (2.2)

where g is an effective coupling between the flaton and particles in thermal bath and T is the cosmic tem-
perature. After the standard primordial inflation ends followed by the reheating, the cosmic temperature
decreases as the Universe expands. Then, at some temperature when V0 gets larger than the background
radiation energy density, the Universe is dominated by the false vacuum of the flaton’s potential, which
drives a mini-inflation. When the temperature of the Universe has dropped down to T = Tc = m/

√
g,

the flaton starts rolling down to the VEV and then the mini-inflation ends. The total entropy S of the
Universe after the thermal inflation increases by a factor ∆S = s(Tr)a

3
r/s(Tc)a

3
c where ar and ac are the

scale factor at the reheating after the thermal inflation and the end of the thermal inflation, respectively.
s is the entropy density and Tr is the reheating temperature after the thermal inflation. ∆S can be
estimated as

∆S =
4V0
3Tr

45

2π2g∗T 3
c

≃ 0.01
v2flaton
mTr

, (2.3)

where g∗(≃ 100) counts the effective degrees of radiation. Then ∆Nth which describes the e-folds during
thermal inflation is estimated as

∆Nth =
1

3
ln ∆S ≃ 12 − 1

3
ln
( m

102 GeV

)
− 1

3
ln

(
Tr

GeV

)
+

2

3
ln
( vflaton

1010 GeV

)
. (2.4)

3 Curvature perturbation generated at the end of thermal in-
flation

Now we discuss the generation of density fluctuations at the end of the thermal inflation. Based on δN
formalism, the curvature perturbation on the uniform energy density hypersurface, ζ, on super-horizon
scales is given by the difference of the neighbor background trajectories, which is parametrized by the
e-folds. We assume that the coupling g depends on a light scalar field σ, namely, g = g(σ). Then the
coupling g can fluctuate due to the fluctuation of the light field σ which originates to quantum fluctuations
during inflation and hence the fluctuation of the coupling g gives rise to the inhomogeneous end of thermal
inflation. In such case, the curvature perturbation from fluctuations of σ at the end of thermal inflation
can be given by, up to the second order,

ζ = δN = −δTc
Tc

+
1

2

(
δTc
Tc

)2

=
1

2

g′

g
δσ∗ +

1

4

[
g′′

g
−
(
g′

g

)2
]
δσ2

∗ , (3.1)

where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to σ∗. Here we have used Tc ∝ g−1/2.
Now the power spectrum is written as

Pζ =
1

4

(
g′

g

)2(
H∗

2π

)2

. (3.2)

Since σ does not evolve much during inflation, the scale dependence of the power spectrum comes from
the time variation of the Hubble parameter during inflation. Then the spectral index is given by

ns − 1 ≃ −2ϵ , (3.3)
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where ϵ is a slow-roll parameter and defined by ϵ = (M2
pl/2)(Vφ/V )2. Here V is the potential for the

inflaton φ and Vφ = dV/dφ∗. Notice that in the standard inflation scenario, the spectral index is given
by ns − 1 = −6ϵ+ 2η with η = M2

pl(Vφφ/V ) being another slow-roll parameter.
To discuss non-Gaussianity of the curvature perturbation in the mechanism, the non-linearity param-

eter fNL has been commonly used, which are related to the bispectrum of curvature perturbation. Then,
in this model fNL is given by

6

5
fNL = 2

[
g′′/g

(g′/g)
2 − 1

]
. (3.4)

To investigate observational quantities in more detail, we assume a simple functional form of g as

g = g0

(
1 +

1

2

σ2

M2

)
, (3.5)

with g0 and M being a coupling constant and some scale, respectively. When we assume that (σ∗/M)2 ≪
1, the non-linearity parameter fNL can be written as

fNL ≃
(σ∗
M

)−2

. (3.6)

The constraint on the non-linearity parameter from the WMAP5 [3] is fNL < O(100), which indicates
that σ∗/M & O(10−1).

4 Primordial fluctuations in scenarios with thermal inflation
and models of inflation

When the thermal inflation occurs, Ninf which represents the e-folds during standard primordial inflation
would be reduced by ∆Nth of Eq. (2.4). Thus, in this case, the number of the e-folds during standard
inflation is modified as

Ninf ≃ 38 − ln

(
k

a0H0

)
− 2

3
ln

(
1015GeV

V
1/4
inf

)
− 1

3
ln

(
106 GeV

ρ
1/4
reh

)

+
1

3
ln
( m

102GeV

)
+

1

3
ln

(
Tr

GeV

)
− 2

3
ln
( vflaton

1010GeV

)
. (4.1)

Since the spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio depend on the number of the e-folds, some models
with the reduced Ninf due to the thermal inflation may be excluded by current cosmological observations.

Here we focus on the chaotic inflation with quadratic potential and then the spectral index and the
tensor-to-scalar ratio in a such model are respectively given by, in terms of Ninf ,

ns − 1 = − 2

Ninf
, r =

8

Ninf
. (4.2)

From the above expressions we can find that as Ninf becomes smaller, ns is more red-tilted and r
becomes larger. In Fig. 1, contours are shown for 68 % (green dashed line) and 95 % (red solid line)
C.L. allowed region derived from WMAP+BAO+SN. The blue dotted line corresponds to the predictions
of quadratic inflation models on the ns–r plane. The values of ns and r are also shown with small
circles for Ninf = 30, 40, 50 and 60. When Ninf . 45, we find that the quadratic model is excluded at
95 % C.L.. However, if fluctuations come from the inhomogeneous end of thermal inflation, the situation
drastically alters. As discussed in the previous section, the spectral index is given by ns − 1 = −2ϵ
and the tensor-to-scalar ratio would be negligibly small. In Fig. 1, we also plot the predictions of ns
and r from the inhomogeneous end of thermal inflation with small squares. Although the quadratic
chaotic inflation model with Ninf . 45 are excluded by current observations when the inflaton generates
primordial fluctuations, such a model becomes viable in the present mechanism even if Ninf is small as
30.
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Figure 1: Contours indicate 68 % (green dashed line) and 95 % (red solid line) C.L. allowed regions derived
from WMAP+BAO+SN [3]. The blue dotted line corresponds to the predictions for the quadratic chaotic
models. The small purple circles and red squares represent the values of ns and r from the standard
inflation and inhomogeneous end of thermal inflation, respectively, for Ninf = 30, 40, 50 and 60.

5 Summary

In this paper, we have presented a mechanism of generating primordial curvature perturbation at the end
of thermal inflation by considering the case where the coupling of a flaton field with the fields in thermal
bath can fluctuate. We also show that there is a possibility of generating large non-Gaussianity in this
scenario. We have also investigated the constraint on inflation models in the case where the thermal
inflation is realized after the primordial inflation. When such a mini-inflation occurs, the time when the
fluctuations of the reference scale in the present observations exit the horizon during inflation is shifted
toward the end of inflation. This, in most cases, means that the spectral index is more tilted. Thus
even if an inflation model is consistent with current observations in the standard case, some models can
be excluded when the thermal inflation occurs. We have discussed that this situation can be relaxed by
adopting the inhomogeneous end of thermal inflation since fluctuations from the mechanism are generally
more scale-invariant as seen from Eq. 3.3. As a final comment, we mention baryogenesis in a scenario
with the thermal inflation. Since the thermal inflation dilutes the preexisting baryon asymmetry, one
needs to generate the baryon number after thermal inflation. Some authors have discussed Affleck-Dine
baryogenesis after thermal inflation [4]. It may also be interesting to investigate observational signature
in such model with the inhomogeneous end of thermal inflation scenario, for example, baryon isocurvature
fluctuations. This would be a subject of the future study.
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Abstract
The kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich(kSZ) effect in a Lemı̂tre-Tolman-Bondi(LTB) uni-
verse is discussed. We use the LTB universe model whose distance redshift relation
coincides with the concordance ΛCDM model. The physical degrees of freedom on
the last scattering surface(LSS) are fixed by using the Gamow’s criterion and other
additional convenient conditions. We simulate the kSZ effect by solving null geodesic
equations numerically. It seems to be difficult to explain observational results with
adiabatic inhomogeneities on the LSS. This difficulty would be resolved by introduc-
ing the inhomogeneity of the matter to photon ratio on the LSS, which corresponds
to the isocurvature perturbation.

1 Introduction

Recently, many authors are discussing the possibility to explain observational results using inhomogeneous
universe models without dark energy components. [1–4]. One of the important attempts in this direction
is to explain the type Ia supernovae observation using the inhomogeneous universe models. Recently, some
of the authors explicitly shown that it is possible to construct the Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi universe model
whose distance-redshift relation is equivalent to the concordance ΛCDM model and which is homogeneous
at the beginning[5].

One of the most stringent constraints on the inhomogeneous and isotropic universe models is from the
observation of the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich(kSZ) effect. In homogeneous universes, the kSZ effect is
the scattering effect on CMB photons due to the cluster with the drift velocity, where the drift velocity is
the velocity along the observer’s line-of-site relative to the CMB. If the cluster has the finite drift velocity,
the CMB thermal spectrum will be distorted by the Compton scattering inside the cluster. On the other
hand, due to the Doppler effect of the drift velocity, the CMB temperature distribution on the sky from
the observer at the cluster has dipole anisotropy. It means that the dipole anisotropy observed at the
cluster can be estimated by observing the spectrum distortion of the CMB photons.

In Ref. [7], Garcia-Bellido and Haugboelle reported that current observations of only nine clusters
with large error bars already rule out LTB models with void size greater than ∼ 1.5Gpc. They also
used asymptotically homogeneous LTB models and the CMB calculation method in the homogeneous
and isotropic universe. However, in LTB universe models, it might be possible to introduce radial
inhomogeneities around the last scattering surface(LSS) of the CMB photons. In this paper, we analyze
the kSZ effect in our LTB universe model whose distance redshift relation is equivalent to the concordance
ΛCDM model and investigate the effect of large radial inhomogeneity on the LSS.

2 Last Scattering Surface in the LTB Universe

The metric form of LTB universes is given by
LTB solutions have three arbitrary functions tB(r), M(r) and k(r) of the radial coordinate r. One

of them is a gauge degree of freedom and not physical. In this paper, we adopt the gauge given by

1Email address: c m yoo@apctp.org
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M(r) =
4

3
πρ0r

3, where ρ0 is the energy density at the center. ρ0 is related to the present Hubble

parameter H0 as H2
0 + k(0)c2 =

8

3
πGρ0.

We assume tB(r) = 0 as the same in Ref.[5]. Then the fitting function of k̃(r̃) 2 to the numerical

plot in Ref.[5] is given by k̃(r̃) =
0.545745

0.211472 +
√

0.026176 + r̃
− 2.22881(

0.807782 +
√

0.026176 + r̃
)2 . It can

be easily shown that the distance in our LTB model coincides with that in the ΛCDM model with
(ΩM0,ΩΛ0) = (0.3, 0.7) in all redshift domain.

Since LTB universes are spherically symmetric and inhomogeneous, the LSS in a LTB universe can be
embedded in the spacetime inhomogeneously. In order to consider the LSS in a LTB universe, we adopt
the Gamow’s criterion given by H = Γ on LSS, where H is the Hubble parameter and Γ is the number
of interaction per unit time for a photon.

Hereafter, for simplicity, we consider the system composed of dark matter, photons, electrons, protons
and hydrogen atoms. The matter density including the dark matter and baryons is given by the density
of our LTB model. The baryon number density nb is the total number density of protons and hydrogen
atoms. The electron number density ne is equivalent to the proton number density. We also assume that,
before the LSS, the universe is in thermal equilibrium and the decoupling between photons and baryons
occur instantaneously.

Using the cross section of the Thomson scattering σT and electron number density ne, we can write
Γ = cneσT. In the thermal equilibrium, the ionization rate Xe satisfies the Saha’s equation. The Saha’s

equation is approximately given by X2
e ∼

√
π

4
√

2ζ(3)

1

η

(
kBT

mec2

)−3/2

exp

(
−13.59eV

kBT

)
. where η, kB and

me are the baryon to photon ratio, the Boltzmann constant and the electron mass, respectively.
Here, we introduce three independent physical quantities which are functions defined on the LSS: the

temperature TLSS(r), the baryon to photon ratio ηLSS(r) and the dark matter to photon ratio αLSS(r).
The definition of the αLSS is given by

αLSS(r) :=
ρ(tLSS(r), r)

ρ0

(
T0

TLSS(r)

)3

, (2.1)

where T0 is the present observed CMB temperature ∼ 2.725K.
Combining the Saha’s equation for the ionization rate, we have an equation

ηLSS(r) =
32

√
2πζ(3)

3

Gρ0
(cnγ0σT)2

(
kBT0
mec2

)3/2

αLSS(r)

(
T0

TLSS(r)

)3/2

exp

(
13.59eV

kBTLSS(r)

)
, (2.2)

where nγ0 is the present photon number density of the CMB. We note that the functions TLSS(r), ηLSS(r)
and αLSS(r) are defined only on the LSS, and these determine the embedding of LSS in the spacetime as
t = tLSS(r) through (2.1).

There are additional conditions for the three functions. One of them is at the intersection of the
observer’s past light cone and the LSS. The observer’s past light cone can be expressed as the past
directed radial null geodesics. The past directed radial null geodesics can be parametrized by the redshift
z as t = tlc(z) , r = rlc(z). Then we have the following relation:

TLSS(rlc(zLSS))

T0
= 1 + zLSS, (2.3)

Furthermore, observations of the light element abundance ratio around us give a constraint

ηLSS(0) ∼ 6 × 10−10. (2.4)

If we consider that the functions TLSS(r), ηLSS(r) and αLSS(r) are independent functions and tLSS(r) is
fixed through (2.1), we have one equation (2.2) and two boundary conditions (2.3) and (2.4) to constrain
the three independent functions. To fix the embedding of the LSS, additional conditions are needed as
assumptions.

2For the notational simplicity, we introduce dimensionless quantities r̃ = H0r/c and k̃(r̃) = c2k(r)H2
0 (see Ref.[5] for the

definition of k(r)).
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3 Simplest model

First, we consider the case in which TLSS, ηLSS and αLSS are constants. Then equations (2.2), (2.3) and
(2.4) completely fix the values of TLSS, ηLSS and αLSS. In this case, all ratios between the photon number
density, the dark matter density and the baryon density are fixed. The embedding of the LSS into the
spacetime tLSS(r) is given by solving (2.1).

Hereafter, we consider only comoving clusters. Let us consider a cluster at the redshift zcl. From this
cluster, we can solve the null geodesic equations to all directions(see Fig.1). At the intersection between

Figure 1: A schematic figure of the spacetime and the last scattering surface.

the past light cone of the cluster and the last scattering surface, we terminate the calculations of the null
geodesic equations and read off the redshift z∗(θ; zcl) at that point. Then, the cluster at z = zcl observes
temperature anisotropy given by Tcl(θ; zcl) = TLSS(1+zcl)/(1+z∗(θ; zcl)) due to the inhomogeneity of the
universe. We are interested in only the dipole component given by Tdipole = Tcl(0; zcl)(c− vcl(zcl))/(c−
vcl(zcl) cos θ). By using the least-square method, we obtain the dipole temperature anisotropy due to the
inhomogeneity of the universe.

Results are shown in Fig.2. The result in [7](lower line) is also shown in this figure. Obviously, the
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Figure 2: Effective drift velocities for each cluster redshift in the case of the simplest case(left). Effective
velocities for each vf are depicted as functions of the cluster redshift zcl(right). The redshift of the fiducial
cluster is zf = 0.6.

result in our model is far from the observational results and worse than the result in [7]. This result
means that the fixed ratio between dark matter, baryon and photon densities seems not to be consistent
with observational results. In this situation, the inhomogeneities of the all components are adiabatic in
terms of cosmological perturbation.

4 Inhomogeneous TLSS and αLSS

In this section, we assume ηLSS(r) = 6 × 10−10, namely the baryon to photon ratio is homogeneous on
the LSS. Then, to fix the embedding of the LSS in the spacetime, we need another condition other than
the Gamow’s criterion. For this purpose, we set the fiducial cluster at the redshift zf = 0.6. We assume
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that the observer at this fiducial cluster observes completely dipole temperature anisotropy characterized

by the effective velocity vf as T (θ; zf) =
1 − vf/c

1 − vf/c cos θ
T (0; zf) =

1 − vf/c

1 − vf/c cos θ
(1 + zf)T0.

The embedding tLSS of the LSS can be found as follows. From the fiducial cluster, we solve null
geodesic equations to all directions. At each point on the null geodesic trajectory directed to the
angle θ, the temperature can be defined by Tgeo(z; zf , θ) = (1 + z)T (θ; zf)/(1 + zf), where z is the
redshift from the observer at the center. Then, at each point, we can define α as αgeo(z; zf , θ) =

ρ(tgeo(z; zf , θ), rgeo(z; zf , θ))

ρ0

(
T0

Tgeo(z; zf , θ)

)3

, where t = tgeo(z; zf , θ) and r = rgeo(z; zf , θ) give the tra-

jectory of each null geodesic.
Once Tgeo and αgeo satisfy the Gamow’s criterion (2.2), we terminate solving the null geodesic equa-

tions. Then, the terminated point (t, r) = (tt(zf , θ), rt(zf , θ)) is on the LSS. We also have the value of
TLSS(rt(zf , θ)) and αLSS(rt(zf , θ)). The schematic figure for the trajectory r = rt(zf , θ) is shown in the
right of Fig.1. We find that rt(π) ≤ rt(θ) ≤ rt(0) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. The above inequality means that we
have the functional form of TLSS(r) and αLSS(r) for only the region rt(π) ≤ r ≤ rt(0). This information
is enough to calculate the temperature anisotropy from another cluster in the redshift zcl < zf(see Fig.1).

Using the same procedure as that in the previous section, we can obtain the temperature anisotropy
T (θ; zcl) from the cluster at the redshift z = zcl. Results are shown in the right of Fig.2. The effective
velocities for each vf are depicted as functions of the cluster redshift zcl. The effective velocities are
evaluated from the dipole temperature anisotropy using the least-square method. It is clear that our
results have much better fit to the observational data than the results in [7].

5 Summary and Discussions

In this paper, we have discussed the kSZ effect in a LTB universe. We have used the LTB universe
model whose distance-redshift relation is equivalent to the concordance ΛCDM model as the background
universe. In our situation, the nature of the LSS is characterized by three independent quantities which
are functions of the radial coordinate on the LSS. To fix these functional degrees of freedom, we have used
the Gamow’s criterion and other two conditions which satisfy the two boundary conditions. We showed
that it seems to be difficult to explain the observational results with the pure adiabatic inhomogeneity
on the LSS in our LTB universe model.

In order to overcome this difficulty, we introduced temperature inhomogeneity on the LSS. In our
procedure, the baryon to photon ratio is constant on the LSS while the matter to photon ratio has
radial inhomogeneity. We showed that this degree of freedom can improve the fit to observational data.
Actually, we may have much better fit than the result in [7].
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